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Preface

The want until now of any complete work on the

subject has induced me, in the serviceable form of an

encyclopedia of needlework, to sum up the knowledge

and experience which years of study and actual

practice have enabled me to accumulate. Careful

workers will be able by its help to instruct themselves

in every branch of plain and fancy needlework therein

described.

The patterns given, even the simplest, were all

worked specially for the book and are accurately re-

produced and clearly explained.

Not to limit my readers to dull directions and theory

the book has been copiously illustrated with designs

taken from the artistic productions of countries and

periods famed for skill and taste in different branches

of needlework.

At first sight some of the designs may appear rather

difficult to execute, but when the directions arc ac-

curately followed all difficulty will disappear.

That I was able to make such an interesting selec-

tion is owing in great measure to the kindness with

which certain private collections were placed at my
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disposal from which I have drawn extensively, and 1

desire to take this opportunity of thanking the generous
owners for the free use they allowed me to make of
the artistic treasures in their possession.

The choice of colours and material — a difficult

matter to many — will he found comparatively easy,
if the notes affixed to the illustrations are attended to;

and here I may observe, that a satisfactory execution
of the patterns will always be greatly facilitated, by
the use of the D-M-C cotton, flax and silk threads,
for long experience has convinced me of the super-
lative excellence of all articles bearing the mark of
that distinguished firm.

In conclusion, 1 may express the hope that this

volume will be favourably received by the public to

whom it is specially addressed; this will be my best
reward for the care and trouble that have been
expended upon it.

1 hiSresf. de Dili.siont.



Editor’s Note.

The hope expressed by the author at the end of

her preface has been fully realised. The Encyclopedia
of needlework has found a place in most women's
libraries and its success hits exceeded all anticipation.

Numerous editioiis have been issued; it has been

translated into four different languages and hundreds
of thousands of copies are in circulation. At the

Chicago Exhibition it figured as one of the 40 French
books reputed most useful in women’s education.

These results have encouraged the editor further

to improve and perfect the work. It has been more or

less re-cast in the later editions; the several chapters

have been revised and extended, new engravings

introduced, and a fresh attraction added in the shape
of m full-page coloured plates, without text. Thus
enlarged and embellished, the Encyclopedia of needle-

work will, we are confident, find .ever-growing favour.

I





PLATE I

Flat Stitch embroidery on Velvet
worked with D*M*C Persian silk (Soie de Perse).
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Plain Sewing
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PLAIN SEWING

Never fasten the work to your knee; the position thus entailed

is both ungraceful and unhealthy. Pin it, instead, to a leaded

cushion heavy enough to resist the pull of the thread in working.

Needles. — Only best quality needles of finely tempered

steel should be used. To test them, try to break one between

the fingers. If the steel be well tempered, a considerable resis-

tance will be felt before it snaps, and the break will be a clean

one. If, on the contrary, the needle is very brittle, or bends

without breaking, the steel is poor and it should be discarded.

Never sew with a bent needle — it makes ugly and irregular

stitches — and see that the eye, whether round or egg-shaped,

be smoothly drilled and well polished that it may not fray or

cut the thread.

White work ought to be done with short or half-long

needles; for other kinds of work long ones are best. Tiny
pins should be used to fix it.

The needle should always be a little thicker than the thread,

so as to make an easy passage for it through the stuff.

To preserve needles from rust, put a little asbestos powder
in the packets. People with damp hands which make needles

sticky in usage, will do well to keep a small box of the powder
by them, and dip their fingers occasionally in it.

Rusty needles can be polished by passing them backwards
and forwards through a fine emery cushion.

Scissors. — Scissors are a very important accessory of the

work-table, and two kinds are indispensable
;
a pair of large

ones for cutting out, with a rounded and a sharp point (the

latter to be held above the stuff while cutting out), and a small'

pair with two sharp points, for cutting threads and removing
small pieces of stuff- as in open-work embroidery or scalloping.

These scissors will suffice for most of the various kinds of

needlework described in the following chapters. The handles

should be rounded and as large as possible; if at all tight they,

tire the hand and leave disfiguring marks after use.

Thimble. — Steel thimbles are the best
;
bone are very

liable to break, and silver ones are not always deeply enough
pitted to keep the needle- from slipping. A thimble ought to

be light, with a rounded top and a Hat rim.

The thread. — Except for tacking, a needleful of thread

should never be more than 18 to 20 inches long.

Cotton should be cut rather than, broken, as breaking

weakens it.
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Fig. i. Knotting the thread into the needle.

Knotting the thread into the eye of the needle (fig. i). —
When the thread becomes inconveniently short, and you do
not want to take a fresh needleful, it may be knotted into the

eye of the needle.

When knots have to be used for any kind of work, take

pains to make them as neat and as small as possible.

The method of threading a needle is not as simple a matter
as might be sup-

posed, for the

end broken
from the reel

should be the

one passed
through theeye.
If the other end
be threaded it

is apt to split

andunraveland
to lose its gloss.

Materials.
For tacking use
a slightly twist-

ed cotton, such
as the D-M-C
Tacking thread

(Coton a ba-
tir) (*), on reels

or in balls, espe-

cially made for

this purpose.

For plain

workuseD*M*C
Alsatian thread

(Fil d’Alsace),

provided on
reels or iu balis, and D*M*C Alsa (a brilliant cotton thread),
on reels, a good substitute for sewing silk.

Position of the hands when a weighted cushion is
used (fig. 2k — The stuff, fastened to a cushion, must be held
with the left hand which, should neither rest on the table nor

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M"C. — Thd French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D‘M*C articles.

if
\

Fig. 2. Position of the hands when a weighted
cushion is used.
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on the cushion. The needle must be held half way up between
the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, while the middle

finger, protected by the thimble, pushes the needle far enough
through the stuff for the thumb and forefinger to be able to

take hold of it and draw it out; the thread will then lie between
the third and fourth fingers in the form of a loop, which must
be gradually tightened to avoid its knotting.

Position of the hands without cushion (fig. 3 ). — When
a cushion cannot be used, the work must not be rolled over

the forefinger of the left hand, but should merely be held

between the thumb and forefinger and allowed to fall easily

over the other fingers. However, should the material need to

be slightly stretched, hold it between the fourth and fifth

fingers. This will prevent it from getting puckered or dragged.

Fig. 5. Position of the hands without cushion.

Stitches.

Plain sewing
comprises 4
varieties of

stitches: (1)

running, (2)

back-stit-

ching,
(
3 )

hemming, (4)

top or over-
sewing (com-
monly called

seaming).

(1) Running stitch (fig. 4). — This is the simplest and

easiest of all and the first to teach to children. Pass the needle

in and out of the material, at regular intervals, in a horizontal

line, taking up three or four threads at a time. If the fabric

will allow of it, several stitches may be taken on the needle at

once before the thread is drawn out. Running stitch is used for

plain seams for joining thin materials, and for making gathers.

(2) Back-stitching (fig. 5 ). — Working from right to left

take up six threads of the material on the needle and draw it

out; then insert the needle three threads back from where it

was last drawn out, and bring it through again six threads

beyond. Back-stitching, as well as stitching, can be done better

and more quickly by machine than by hand.

Stitching (fig. 6). — . The production of a row of back-

stitches that exactly meet one another without any intervening

threads as in back-stitching, constitutes what is called stitching.

\

V

r



PLAIN SEWING

Only one stitch can be made at a time, and the needle must
be put in again at the same point where it was drawn out to

form the preceding back-stitch.

The beauty of stitching depends upon the perfect regularity

of the stitches and the straightness of the line they form, to

ensure which it is necessary to count the threads for each
stitch, two or three being taken up,

according to their thickness, in making
a stitch. For white work a thread of

the material should be drawn to mark
the line of the stitching if it is to be
done on the straight, the drawn thread
being replaced by the line of stitches.

If you have to stitch in a slanting Fig. 4. Running stitch,

direction, or the stuff be too thick to allow a thread to be
drawn, a tacking thread of contrasting colour should be run
in first to serve as a guide.

Stitched hem (fig. 7). — Make a double turning, as for a

hem, draw a thread two or three

strands above the edge of the first

turning, and do your stitching as

described above through all three
layers of material. The right side

of the work is that on which you
form your stitches.

(3) Hemming and plain hem
(fig. 8). — To make a good hem,
the material must be cut by the line of the thread. Highly
dressed fabrics, such as linen, nainsook and calico, should be
rubbed in the hands to soften them before the hem be laid.

Make the first turning not more
than an eighth of an inch wide,
down the whole length of the ar-
ticle; then, starting from the same
point, make a second fold-over of
the same width. The cut or raw
edge will thus be enclosed between
two folds of the stuff. Only hems
that are more than half an inch
wide need be tacked, and the first turning has only to be just
wide enough to prevent the edge from fraying.

In hemming you insert the needle and secure the thread
just under the edge of the fold, and directing the needle in a

Fig. 5. Back-stitch.

Fig. 6. Stitching.
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Fig. 7. Stitched hem.

slanting position to the left, take up two or three strands of

the material, bringing the needle out through the edge of the

fold. Make a continuous succession of fine, regular stitches

thus, two or three threads apart, in a perfectly straight line.

To insure this, a thread is sometimes drawn along the edge of

the second turning, but this is unwise, as folding has already

somewhat worn the material and removing threads weakens

it still further.

Hems in woollen materials, which will not remain folded,

must be laid and tacked, each fold

in turn, along the whole length.

In making what are called rolled

hems — which are first turned down
on the right side and stitched close

to the edge, then turned double on

the wrong side and tacked like other

hems — the needle should be slipped

in so as to pierce the stuff of the

stitched fold and the hem edge only, that no stitch may appear

upon the right side.

Hems with ornamental stitches (figs. 9 and 10). — In

underclothing where something more decorative than an ordi-

nary hem is wanted, openwork “hem-stitch” may be employed,

as shown in figs. 730 and 731; or

the edge of a plain hem may be

overcast with stitches of various

kinds worked in colours.

Make the hem first, as in fig. 8.

Choose bright colours for the over-

casting in order to heighten the

effect. For a stout material we ad-

vise the use of D*M’C Embroidery
cotton (Coton a broder), D*M*C

Pearl, cotton (Coton perU) and D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing

thread (Lin floche)
;
for fine, transparent fabrics, D*M’C Special

stranded cotton (Moulind special), and D*M*C Persian silk (Soie

de Perse) (*) which can easily be separated and used in single

or double strands as desired.

Fig. 9 is worked thus: hold the stuff in your left hand,

right side towards you — the hem turned upwards — and

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M’C articles.

Fig. 8. Hemming and plain hem.
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starting on the' left insert the needle into the edge of the fold

and bring it out on the right side, skip six threads, take the

needle over to the back and bring it out in front, skip six

threads, and so on to the end. In this way your hem will be

overcast with stitches slanting from left to right.

The second row of stitches must be set the reverse way,

from right to left, in the same holes as the first row, so that

the stitches cross each other at the edge of the fold and look

the same on both sides of the hem.

In working fig. 10, hold the stuff as before, the right side

towards you, and begin on the left. Insert the needle into the

edge of the fold and make three button-hole stitches (see

figs. 36 and 37) meeting in the same hole at the bottom
;
skip

Figs. 9 and 10. Hems with ornamental stitches.

eight threads, make your second group of three stitches, and
so continue.

These little clusters of three are fan-shaped as seen in the

figure.

Flat seam (fig. 11). — Lay your two edges, whether straight

or on the cross, exactly even, tack them together with stitches

| of an inch from the edge, then back-stitch them together,

by machine or by hand, following the tacking, thread. Trim
off half the inner edge very carefully with sharp scissors, turn
the outer one as if for a common hem, and fell it down. As
you proceed, smooth the under part with the forefinger to

prevent it rucking up. This hem when finished will lie quite

fiat. A novice should flatten down the seam with her thimble

or the handle of the scissors before beginning to hem, as the

wider edge is apt to get pushed up and bulge over in the

sewing, which hides the stitches.

Rounded seam. — Back-stitch your two edges together,

as above directed, then cut off the inner edge to a width of

four threads and roll the outer one with the left thumb till

the raw edge is quite hidden, hemming as you roll. This kind
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of work should form a very regular little roll on the wrong
side, which looks like a fine cord sewed on. It is used in

making the daintier articles of underclothing.

Fastening threads off and on (fig. 12). — Knots should

,

be avoided in white work. To
fasten on in hemming, turn the

- needle backwards point up, make
one stitch, and stroke the end of

I
the thread in underneath the hem.

^ To begin a new needleful in back-

L 1 stitching or running, make one

Fig. u. Flat seam (stitch and fein. stitch with the fresh thread, then
take both ends, lay them down

together to the left, and holding them with the. thumb work
ver them so that they are wound in and out of the next

few stitches.

(4) Top or over-sewing (seaming) stitch for linen (fig.

1 3 ). — The seam-stitch is used for

joining selvedges together. As one
edge or the other is apt to slip out
of place if merely held by the fingers,

it is best to tack or pin them
together before beginning to work.

Fi
Insert the needle from right to

Fastening threads off and on.
left under the first thread of the tw°
selvedges and sew from right to

left, setting your stitches not more than two or three threads

apart and quite straight across the edges.

The thread must not be drawn very tight so that the

stitches may have a little play. When the seam is finished

flatten it out on the wrong side with
your thimble or thumb nail

; the

two selvedges should lie side by side,

touching without overlapping.

Dressmaking sesim (fig. 14). —
For dress seams and patching, the

stitches are also worked from right
FlS- * 3 * to left, but the needle is inserted

Top or over-sewing (roaming)
first ;mo the selvedge nearest to the

stitch for linen. ,

°
worker.

It is advisable to tack or pin the two edges together as in

doing linen seams, and to hold the stuff tightly between the

thumb and forefinger lest one of the edges should slip.
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1C -l*f*-*f-r*

Dressmaking seam.

Antique seams (figs. i5 and 1 6) .
— Tack or pin the sel-

vedges together as above, then pointing the needle upwards
from below, insert it under two threads of the left selvedge,

then on the right, again from below,

under two threads of the right sel-

vedge, and so continue, setting the

stitches two threads apart. In this

manner the threads cross each other

between the two selvedges and a per-

fectly flat seam is produced.

We find seams of this kind in old

embroidered linen garments, where
the stuff was too narrow for its

destined use and the worker wished to conceal the joining

of the breadths.

In making sheets the breadths of linen are sometimes joined

in a similar way, fig. 16, the only differ-

ence being that the stitches are set slightly

slanting instead of straight.

Openwork seams (figs. 17, 18, 19). —
These are used for the same purpose as

those illustrated by figs. i5 and 16, in

making bed and table linen, that is, for

joining together widths of fabric which
are too narrow to allow of a close seam.

Here the stitches require a strong
twisted thread, such as D-M-C Flax lace

thread (Lin pour dentelles) (*).

Lay the work straight before you so
that the two selvedges lie parallel : fasten E
your thread on the left hand strip, then p
insert the needle in the right hand one, [/

two threads from the edge, and bring it 1
out above the thread ; a little loop is thus I
made, and in drawing up the thread you
close the loop, forming a knot. Then, E
returning to the left side, make a similar el

stitch there, at a distance of three threads
from the starting point

;
pass back to

Fig. 16. Antique seam.

the right, skip three threads, make your knot as before, and

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M*C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D‘M*C articles.
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I

so on. The stitches on the right are thus the counterpart of

those on the left.

The seam shown in fig. 18 is formed of groups of three

button-hole stitches, placed alternately first

on the edge of one width and then on that

of the other. The first and the third stitch

are worked over two threads, the middle one
over four

;
the groups are five threads apart

from each other.

The seam represented in fig. 19 is parti-

cularly suited for trimming coloured under-
linen. The width of the insertion may be

increased at will by the addition of two or

more bands of coloured on the edges of the

white material. These can be made of co-

loured ribbon or of a strip of material taken

double and folded in at the edges, and joined

to the selvedges — or the material — by two
rows of little bars done in overcast stitch, for which it is best

to use D-M*C Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace), D-M-G Alsa or

D*M*C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles). It is advisable

to tack hem and insertion very carefully parallel to each other

on waxed cloth to avoid the risk of either getting puckered in

tjie working. The rows of bars should be

begun on the left in the edge of the material

and not in the edge of the band that is to

be inserted. The needle must enter the in-

sertion two threads from the edge and come
out to the right of the thread, then pass

once over the stretched thread, thus forming
a bar of overcast stitch, and come out
through the edge of the material on the right,

three threads distant from the point whence
the first stitch issued.

The bars must all be at equal distances

from each other and quite vertical.

Double or French seam (fig. 20). —
For joining materials liable to fray use a

double seam. Run the two pieces of ma-
terial together, back to back, the edges perfectly even

;
then

turn them over close to the seam, so that the right sides come
next each other and the two raw edges are enclosed between,
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and run them together again, or machine-stitch. See that

no frayed threads are visible on the outside.

This seam is used chiefly in dress making, for joining

light fabrics which cannot be kept
, ,

from fraying by any other means. "|

Hemmed double-seams (figs. 21 \
,

.
;

'

,[,*,* s* ;i

1

j

and 22 ). — Turn in the two raw
edges, and lay them one upon the

other, so that the one next the fore-

finger lies slightly higher than the

one next the thumb. Instead of up-
wards from below insert the needle jii.HiY’sjsi r;i

first into the upper edge and then -
- ", X „

slightly slanting, into the lower one. „ j:

!

_J.e —

Fig. 32 .

Open hemmed double-
Fig. 20.

Double or French seam.

This seam is used in dress making Fig. 19.

for fastening down linings. Fig. 22 Openwork seam,

shews another

kind of double
seam, where the

two edges are

laid together,

turned in twice

and hemmed in

the ordinary
manner, with

Fi6- 32
- the sole differ- F 'g- 20 -

Open hemmed double-
ence that the Double or French seam,

seam. ,, ,

needle has to
/i5==a:5^

pass through six layers of stuff,

Gathering (fig. 23). — All kinds
I lf

1

,

of materials may be gathered. The 1 gr
gathers are made by a series of running i.

'

stitches done very regularly in a 111
straight line, and always the weft

|jway of the material from selvedge (l

to selvedge. The stitches may all be
, ,. ,,

the same length, but the general rule
“ '

is to take lip two threads and miss Hemmtag in' lining,
tour in succession, the gathering being
run on the right side of the fabric. Instead' of holding the
material fast in the left hand, push 'it on to the needle, thus
forming the gathers, and only draw out the needle after every
five or six stitches.

Fig. 21.

Hemming in lining.
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Stroking gathers (fig. 24). — When the gathering thread
has been run in, draw up the gathers almost tight and twist

the thread round a pin put upright at the end. Holding the

work between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, take

S

_ — „ T . ainsr9J..
ie

a strong needle and
a; if111Jj .1 .1 11 { | ! f j

}f stroke it down verti-

ff9H--I l.-ll'l f f 1 j \v £?-'-{ cally between the ga-
000

= B (
tilers so as to fix them

JllrfJJ§1 Bril! fill j
ljjt\ evenly side by side. In

t 1 1 f 3. ± 3 i |I| mi UV \ doing so, push each
=

_ - J J j f: = ! |!jil S under the left thumb
to keep it in its place,

- -
;
-=# 3 1 1

s =?| ig
^

whilst the other fingers

support the stuff at

the back. Then turn
the work upside down,
and stroke the other

part of the gathers

thread and the edge of the stuff.

Running in a second gathering thread (fig. 25). — In

<0^^. making

lr — garments
likely to

'

‘

c .

'

.. ^ r
Fig. 24. Stroking gathers.

therillg

thread $ of an inch lower down, exactly below the first line

of stitches and drawn up in the same manner. Afterwards
overcast the extra rows with a fancy thread, or whip on a

fine cord or silk thread. This keeps the gathers firm and
straight and is called “biassing gathers”.

Fig. 23. Gathering,

between the gatherin.
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Setting in gathers (fig. 26). — To distribute the fulness

equally, divide the gathered portion of material, and the band
into which it is to be sewn, into equal parts, and pin the two
together at corresponding distances

;
the material being slipped

undertheband
far enough to

cover the ga-

thering thread.

Hem each ga-
therseparately

to the band
through the

upper threads

only. Fasten-
off the gather-

ing thread,

turn the work,
and Set in the Fig. 25. Running in a second gathering thread,

wrong side of

the gathers to the back of the band in just the same manner.

Decoration of the gathers, known as “Smocking” (figs.

27 and 28). — The need of securing, and at the same. time
ornamenting, gathers in heavy materials, has given rise to a

special form of fancy gathering called “Smocking”, which
we here describe.

This kind of work
occurs in the national

costumes of the Hun-
garians, as well as in y
England where it is still ' I

in vogue. ’’Smock” is ah
old English word for shift

or chemise, hence the

term “smocking” came
to be applied to the or-
namental gathering of

. (

the necks of these gar-
F1 =6 Sctti in thers .

ments and also of the

elaborate,, beautifully embroidered linen “smock-frock” of the
field labourers. A great variety of patterns exist, but they
are all executed in the same way so one explanation will

suffice for all.

Prepare the material as described in figs. 23 to 25. After

Fig. 26. Setting in gathers.
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placed at regular inter-

vals along the whole
length of the embroidery.
They are worked to and
fro without the course
of the stitches being in-
terrupted as fig. 27 shows.

the thread, as in

running, after hav-
ing taken several
stitches.

By pushing the

second was still open — secure them both by a back-stitch,

descend to the first line, make a back-stitch, and so on. The
thread you are embroidering
with remains all the time on
the right side of the work.

The second row is made
close to the first, the third to

the second, &c., &c. From
the second row downwards
omit the back-stitch on the

side touching the finished bor-
der. In the last row make the

Flg ' ~9 ' ^ hlPP|n g-

scalloos. which must be

I he gaging threads
must be pulled out when
the embroidery is completed.

Whipping (fig. 29). — Whip-
ping is another form of gathering
used for fine materials. With
the thumb and forefinger of the
left hand roll the edge over into
a very tight, thin roll, little by
little, inserting the needle on the
inside of the roll next the thumb,
and bringing it out on the out-
side next the forefinger at regular
disf;inrr>c: Fliviwr m-»

Fig. 30. Scalloped gathers.

Fig. 31. Sewing on round cord,

sluii uacK aiong ine
tightened drawing-

F,g
' 32 ‘ Blndlng with braid or galoon '

thread from time to time, the gathers will be formed quite
naturally.

,

PLAIN SEWING
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Scalloped gathers (fig. 3o). — In order to utilise a hem
for ornament, in fine calico or cambric, fold over the edge to

# a depth of about \ inch and run a

thread with small running stitches

up and down as shown in fig. 3o.

When the thread is drawn up little

scallops form themselves, which are

mw hemmed to the band like other gathers

but leave open spaces at regular inter-

^ gj vals between them.

k'l Sewing on round cord (fig. 3i).
n

1 1 For sewing on round cords, use a very
e- _ i __ _ _ r , £ J strong thread. Be careful not to stretch
Fig. 3 ;. Tape loop the cord but rather to hold it in as
sewn on at the corner

y0U seW) because it invariably shrinks
o tie article.

more than the material in the first

washing. Idem it firmly with
small close stitches to the

edge of the turning, and to

avoid twisting it keep the

15
v'

' plait formed by the threads

of the cord always in a

straight line.

Binding with braid or
galoon (fig. 32). — These
should be back-stitched on
the right side of the article

Fig. 34. Tape loop sewn on in the to be bound, quite close to
middle of the article.

the edge, then folded in

half and hemmed down on the wrong side.

Like the cord, the braid must, during
stitching, be eased with the left hand to

allow for its shrinking in the wash with-

out puckering the article that it trims.

To save time, the first stitching is

often done with the machine, or the

braid is folded in half, the material to

be bound with it is placed between,

and the two edges are machine-stitched

_ .
together.

'

for^fine ^underclothing.^

5 Though tile stitching cun be done
mpre quickly by machine it is much

better done by hand, as fingers only can ease the braid on properly.

Fig. 34. Tape loop sewn on in the

middle of the article.

Fig. 55. Strings and loops

for fine underclothing.
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Sewing on tape loops (figs. 33 and 34 ). — T1
the commoner articles of house-linen are concerned,
ally fastened to the corners.
Lay the ends of your piece
of tape, which should be
five or six inches long, side

by side, turn in the ends
and hem them neatly down
on three sides

; the loop
should be folded into a three-
cornered point as shown in
the illustration. Join the two
edges of the tape together
in the middle with a few
cross stitches, and stitch the
edge of the article to the
loop on the right side.

The tape loop may also
be sewn on in the middle
of an article, the tape being
doubled and the two ends
sewn down aspreviously des-
cribed

; illustrated in fig. 34 .

Strings and loops for
fine underclothing (fig.

35)

. — Sew these likewise
onto the wrong side of the
article, hemming down the
ends and fastening them on
the right side with two rows
of stitching crossing each
other diagonally, and a third
row along the edge.

Button-hole stitch and
button-holes in linen (fig.

36)

. — Cut a perfectly straight
slit in the material large
enough to let the button pass

Fig. 36. Button-holes in linen.

Fig. 37. Button-holes in dress material;



Fig. 41. Binding slit

with narrow crosspiece.

Put the needle in at the back of the slit, taking up about

three threads, bring the working-thread round from right to

left under the point of the needle and draw the needle out

through the loop so that

the little knot conies at

theedgeoftheslit. Work
from the lower left-hand

corner to the right.

When the first side

has been finished, throw

three or four threads

across the end and but-

ton-hole them over, thus

making a little 'bar to

prevent the end splitting.

Then do the second side

Fig. 40. Binding slit of the slit like the first, Pig- 4 «- Binding slit

With hem. with another button- with narrow crosspiece,

holed bar to finish it off. For the button-holes in house-linen

and underclothing use D’M*C Alsatian thread (FiPd’Alsace) (*)

and D-M-C Alsa, both very strong and firmly twisted threads.

Button-holes in dress materials (fig. 3y). — Mark out

*
. p- and cut them as

* if ^ above described;

^ ^ if, however, the

\ 1 | ^ material be lia—

^
1

\ ble to fray, wet

V -
1 ^ the slit as soon

V ' ^ as it has been

X", , ^ cut with a Solti-

'S ^ tion of gum
^ ^ arabic and let

.
‘ ^ it dry before

% working.

^ $ Here a trails-

verse bar is only
- made to com-

Fig. 42. Binding slit with
p | ctc t |ic button- Fi S- 43 - Strengthening

broad ban,,.
|,o]e . The end

slit wifh S““et-

into which the button fits must be rounded and the stitches form

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*G articles.

: H ;

Fig. 42. Binding slit 1

broad band.
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semi-circle enclosing it; in thick cloths it is well to cut a
tiny bit right out. Also it is a good plan to lav two threads
o'. coarse Sllk

’
or <» very fine cord, along the edge to work the

stitches over, and draw it up a little when the button-hole is is
finished to straighten the edge. This gives firmness and strength
and saves the stitches from getting stretched in use. As
materials we can recommend D-M-C Alsa, which is made in
a great variety of shades.

Sewing on buttons
(figs. 38 and 39). — To
sew linen or webbed but-
tons on to underlinen,
fasten in the thread with

j

a stitch or two at the place
where the button is to

1

lie, bring the needle up 44* Stitching on piping,

through the middle of the button, and from this central pointmake eight stitches, equidistant like the rays of a star.

For webbed and other material buttons, make a little circle
ot Dack-stitches round the centre; this done, bring the needle
out between the stuff and the button and twist the cotton
several times round the stitches to make a stem, then push
the needle through to the wrong side and fasten.

Binding slits- (figs. 40, 41, 42, 43). - Nothing is more apt
to teal than a slit, whether it be hemmed or bound To
avoid this trouble,
make a semi-circle
of button-hole stit-

ches at the bottom
of the slit, and
above them a but-
ton-holed bar to
connect the two
sides.

Fig. 41 repre-
sents a slit backed

iff, 1 1 -JlSllP

p ' 1

,11^iTrrnini i innin—BE m
•

i

sents a slit backed
F '6 ’ Hcrri "S'b i>n'i>6 scam.

with a narrow cross strip of material; fig. 42. a slit backed
with a wide, straight piece.

'When two selvedges form the slit, it is unnecessary to back
a

?
ma" square of material called a gusset is inserted

1 me following manner: turn in the raw edges and seam two
sides ot it to the selvedges of the slit

; then fold over the other
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-——-—n half of the gusset on the cross and fell tlte hems

down on the wrong side exactly over the seam

£iS©|iiEl stitches, as shown in fig. a?.

Wai Piping (fig. +4I. — Piping consists of a strip

. (eWlTJ'f of material, cut on the cross and folded over a

cotton cord, which is then stitched to the edge

\uT-_; of an article to strengthen and finish it. On a

- ikBESs bias edge it is a good substitute for a hem or

QvG
/ binding, as it prevents stretching.

Cut the narrow strips diagonally and very

* ^tfT*-**
evenly across the web of the material, run them

r- together till the required length is obtained; lay

the piping cord or bobbin along the strip on the

(ftWU§Mf wrong side, of an inch from the edge, fold

tlte edge over and tack the cord lightly in. Then
: :

-

|
:

=
, lay the prepared piping on the right side of the

33il ::!SS article, with all the raw edges away from you,
a-—;

—

and hack-stitch the piping to the material with
' le '*

6
'

,
small stitches, keeping close to the cord,

stitches for un- Turn the article over, fold 111 the raw outside

dcrlinen, single edge of the strip to cover the other edges, and

coral stitch. fell it down like an ordinary hem.
~

1

Herring-boning (fig. 45). — This slitcli

is chiefly used for seams in flannel and for

overcasting dress seams, and takes the place

of hemming for fastening down the raw

edges of a seam that has been run or stitched

without turning in. Herring-boning is done

ifl from left to right and forms two parallel

If rows of small stitches, one of which is done

through the turning and does not show upon

the right side. Insert the needle from right

to left in tlte folded down part and make

a stitch first above and then below the edge,

tlte threads crossing each other diagonally,

as shown in lig. 43, leaving J inch between

the stitches
;
repeat to the end of the seam.

This same stitch is often used in fancy-

11 work as an ornament, and is then done in

colours contrasting with the ground.
F 's

,

47 '
. . Ornamental stitches for underlinen

ESLSSE (figs. 46, 47. 48. 491 .
- A plain surface may

coral stitch. be rendered more attractive by embroidering
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it with one or other of the stitches described below either
in white or in colours.

is, To
tllreads wIlicl > we recommend for this purpose ure

U-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) and D-M-C Flax lace thread
(Lin pour denteljes) (*).

Fig. 46 illustrates single coral stitch, which is worked ver-
tically : the width of the stitch may be varied at will but must
be kept uniform throughout. Bring tile needle up on the left
hold the thread lightly
down with the left

thumb, and make a

vertical stitch over
three threads on the
right hand side, keep-
ing the needle always
above the thread, and
draw up the loop

;

then, returning to
the left, make another stitch under three threads tile same
distance lower down, and draw up the loop. Continue these
stitches alternately on either side, fastening off the last with
a back-stitch.

Fig. 48.

Ornamental stitches for umtcrlinen, chevron stitch.

• fig ' 47 shows the working of double coral stitch, which
is done in the same manner, but with two stitches to the left
and two to the right,
as seen in the en-
graving.

The stitch in fig.

4S is worked hori-
zontally

; begin on
the left with a hori-
zontal stitch over
four threads, then go
two threads back to
the left — that is,

Fig- 49-

Russian stitcli with interfaced stitches.

bringing out the needle in the middle of the last stitch — make
a s anting stitch to the right over four threads, then passing
he needle under two threads towards the left, the lower

l ontal stltch 1S made
;

c°me back to the middle for the

the
(2«"’ th

°
a™'

1 0f tl,,: last ch“F,cr t:,c ,ilb!cs of lhe colours ofthe cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, in bracketsare tho.-c stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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second slanting stitch upwards and repeat the top horizontal

stitch already described.

The stitch shown in fig. 49 is made in two separate jour-

neys. The first process is in Russian cross stitch (herring-

bone), see fig. 4b, over eight threads in height and four in

width. The second, which is to be worked in coloured thread

as a contrast to the first, consists of horizontal stitches inter-

laced with the threads of the Russian stitch, as our engrav-

ing shows.



Border worked in chain stitch.

The Sewing and Embroidering Machine

Machine- Sewing and Embroidering

1 he first attempts to construct a sewing machine were made
in the middle of the eighteenth century.

In 1755, an Englishman, F. Weisenthal, took out a patent
ior an apparatus furnished with a double-pointed needle, the
eye in the middle, which was made to work, backwards and
forwards through a material without having to be turned
round. From i 755 to 1846, Thomas Saint. J. Duncan, J. A.
Dodge, B. 1 himonnier and Walter Hunt severally, contributed
to the development of this elementary device and took out
patents for their inventions without arriving at any very
practical results. It was not until i 85 o, that the sewing machine,
in the hands of Elias Howe, a mechanic of Massachusetts, and
I- M. Singer, after many vicissitudes became a practical thing
and began to come into general use.

Since that time it has undergone numerous modifications
and improvements, which have made it, in its present perfected
form, an indispensable household article.
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We shall not stop to describe the differences, often quite

insignificant, between the systems adopted by different makers,

but merely give a brief description of the machine and its

various accessories.

The sewing machine. — Every sewing machine consists

of two essential parts.

The upper one, comprising the needle-holder and the

mechanism which gives it its vertical movement
;

the lower,

comprising the shuttle and its action. The thread, winding

off from the reel, runs through the eye of the needle, after

receiving the necessary strain by means of a small but very
,

important accessory called the “tension”. The needle, in
‘

descending, passes the thread through the stuff and conducts

it in front of the shuttle, where a slight vertical movement
causes it to form a loop into which the shuttle runs with

its thread
;
the needle in re-ascending makes the stitch, while

a little claw “feed-point” pulls the work on, and regulates the

length of the stitch.

The first machines worked with only one thread without

a shuttle and produced the so-called “chain stitch”, fig. 5o,

which has the great defect of easily coming undone if one

stitch happens to break. These machines without shuttle are

not much used now, except for certain kinds of embroidery

or for provisional stitching which may have to be unpicked

afterwards, such as tucks in childrens’ frocks and petticoats.

Modern machines work with two threads
;
they are provided

jj

with shuttles containing a thread which, with the needle

thread, produces the “lock stitch”, fig. 5t.

There are two kinds of shuttles : the long and the circular

or central: The former contains a small oblong bobbin, on

which the thread is wound
;
a horizontal movement to and fro

drives the shuttle and thread through the loop formed under

the material by the needle-thread, and at each passage of the

needle a stitch is made. The long shuttle is still much used,

but the circular one which has a round bobbin large enough

to hold a quantity of thread, is preferred ; being fixed on an

axle upon which it turns, no other motion is required, and it

allows a more regular tension of the shuttle thread.

Attachments. — As the sewing machine became more
and more perfect its uses increased, and various very inge-

nious appliances, were invented to facilitate such preparatory
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work as the laying of hems, basting on of braid, &e. These
attachments are fixed onto the machine in the place of the

presser-foot, and with a little practice very good results are
obtainable. Those in most general use are :

The hemmer, which folds down the stuff mechanically.
There are non-variable hemmers for "wide and narrow hems,
and variable hemmers which can be adapted to any width by
moving a regulator.

The binder, by means of which a material can be bound
with a braid or ribbon : this is placed, folded, in the binder,
and the edge of the material to be bound is pushed well up
between the folds

;
then the stitching is done, attention being

paid to keeping the material always within the fold of the
binding.

The braider, for laying down a braid along a pattern traced
upon material. The braid is fixed into the braider and stitched
along the lines of the drawing, whilst the worker holds and
turns the stuff about so that the part to be braided is always
before her.

The gatherer, by means of which one can, without any
preliminary work, gather a material and fix it onto a band or
crossway piece. Place the material to be gathered under the
gatherer, and slip the band into its horizontal slit, then
proceed with the stitching.

There are various other attachments, for darning, quilting,
&c., but they are in less general use, unless it be by the trade.

Motive power. — Sewing machines can be worked by
hand, with a treadle, or by mechanical power, without any
alteration in their structure. Hand machines are not now
much used, those with treadles being more serviceable as they
leave the worker’s hands free. Machines moved by mechanical
power are chiefly used in business work-rooms.

Machine-sewing. — Without entering upon a complete
course of instruction in sewifig machine work, some general
indications and practical advice may probably be useful to our
readers, seeing that bad work, due in reality to lack of
experience or forgetfulness of certain principles, is often
attributed to the machine or to the materials employed.

The stitches. — As said above, two different stitches can
be produced by the machine: chain stitch, fig. 5o, and. lock
stitch fi.o
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Chain stitch (fig. 5o;. — This stitch is on the whole little

used, because it comes undone too easily
;

certain kinds of
embroidery and ornamental seams, however, are done with it.

On the right side of the material chain stitch looks the same
as lock stitch, it is only on the wrong side that it bears out
its name. When it is employed for embroidery or for an
ornamental hem or seam, the pattern must be traced and the

stitching done on the wrong side of the material, that the

chain may show on the right side.

Chain stitch is very elastic, which is an advantage in

stitching materials that are elastic in themselves.

Lock stitch (fig.

5 1 ), is done with two
threads, and looks

the same on both
sides of the material

;

it is used in dress

making and for

underlinen, and also

in flat stitch em-
broidery.

On some ma-
chines lock stitch

must be worked
with two threads of

different sizes, the finer one for the shuttle
;
on others, the

two threads may be of the same thickness.

To produce good work it is essential to have:

A clean and well oiled machine:
Good materials

;

A correctly-adjusted tension.

How to keep the machine in good condition. — A first

class machine if kept in proper condition should work easily
and noiselessly

;
a machine running heavily and noisily tires

the worker and wears out quickly : it is therefore very impor-
tant to keep it in perfect condition.

To that end it must be regularly oiled. The little holes
visible on its surface are the oil holes, and lead to those parts
subject to friction.

The quality of the lubricating oil is important, and only
one specially intended for the purpose, to be got at any

Fig. 50. Chain stitch.

Fig. 51. Lock stitch.
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druggist’s, should be used. When the machine is not in use,

it should be kept covered up and free from dust.

Whilst in use, particularly with certain materials, a fluff is

produced which by degrees gets into the different parts of

the machine and prevents it running easily; it also happens
that after long disuse the oil becomes thick and impedes the

motion. In either case the machine works stiffly, and
.
a

thorough cleaning is necessary. Begin by dropping a little

turpentine or paraffin into the oil holes, then work the ma-
chine both backwards and forwards rather quickly : clean the

driving gear thoroughly with the turpentine or paraffin (which

dissolves all dirt', wipe, and lubricate afresh with the usual

machine oil.

Needles. — Before

beginning any work
make sure that the

needles have sharp
points, and are quite

free from any par-
ticle of rust. The re-

serve needles should
be kept slightly

greased to preserve
them from rusting.

.

„ Fie. 53. Bobbin-thread being not tight enough.
The size of the

needle used must be carefully adapted to the material and thread.

Materials. — Thread wound on reels is generally used for
machine work. The usual kinds are D-M*C Best 6 cord sewing
machine cotton (Cablt* 6 fils) (*) or D*M*C 3 Cord twist (Retors
3 fils)

; the former made of 6 single strands twisted together
2 and 2

,
and then united and twisted the reverse way, the

latter made of 3 single strands twisted one way. The 6 cord
machine cotton is. very superior to the 3 cord twist on account
of its regularity and greater strength, and is preferable for all

machining which requires a strong and regular stitch.

With regard to the exterior appearance of the thread, we
have unglazed and glazed

;
the former is most used, being

pliant and adaptable to every kind of stitching ; the glazed is

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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stilTer and more suitable for materials with a great deal of
dress in them.

We particularly recommend D-M-C Best 6 cord sewing
machine cotton (Cabld 6 fils). The coloured thread we should
suggest is D-M-G Alsa, a very brilliant cotton thread to-be had
in fast dyes which, thanks to its permanent colours and silky-
aspect, often takes the place of sewing silks.

In machines with two threads, always use the same quality
of thread for the bobbin and the shuttle, but generally a finer
number for the shuttle.

The tension (figs. 52 and 53). — The tension of the thread
demands particular attention because upon its accuracy depend
the excellence of the stitching and an unbroken thread. The
tension is. regulated by a special screw placed on the side of
the machine. In a stitched seam the two threads ought to
meet in the middle of the thickness of the two lay'ers of
material, see fig. 5i

;
the seam then presents a good appearance

and is clastic and strong. If the bobbin-thread be too tight,
lig. 52, or not tight enough, fig. 53, the stitches will be loose
and irregular.

If the tension of the thread be properly adjusted, breakages,
which are so troublesome and so often attributed to the
quality' of the thread, will rarely occur.

Embroidery and darning done by machine. — Sewing
machines with circular reels can be used for embroidery' and
darning. All that is wanted is the addition of certain accessories.

\Ve shall not give a lengthy description of machine-em-
bioidery and darning, as any one can get the needful explana-
tions from the firm which supplies the machine.
M e limit ourselves to a few directions to be completed

later on in subsequent chapters.

How to adjust the machine for embroidery and
darning. — Remove the presser-foot and raise the bar of
the presser as much as possible, that it may not intercept
your view in working; unscrew the catch and replace the
needle-plate by' the special embroidery' plate.

With the help of the machine thus prepared all the different
kinds of laces and embroideries worked in back-stitch can be
made; the length of the stitch being regulated according to
the pattern being executed.
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Different kinds of embroidery and lace that can be
made with the machine. — Almost every sort of work can
be done with the sewing machine.

We may mention the patterns done in darning stitch on
net and tulle, and openwork on linen and tammy-cloth

;
also

the various kinds of embroidery upon white materials, shaded
and unshaded satin stitch, knotted stitch, &c.

Some things may be worked with a right and a wrong
side, others with both sides alike

; but the work itself is

always executed in the same way, the result depends only on
the choice of materials.

Excepting for small rows of openwork, all stuffs destined
for embroidering must be mounted on a special frame very
much like the Swiss tambour, fig. 91 ;

it consists of two thin
wooden hoops, between which the stuff is held

;
the frame

resting on the plate of the machine is without other support.

Materials. — These should be selected according to the

kind of embroidery or lace that it is intended to make. D*M*C
Alsatian twist (Retors d’Alsace) (*), on reels, and D*M*G Alsa,
in white and e'cru, should be used for work done in darning
stitch and for openwork; D*M*G Embroidery cotton (Coton a

broder), on reels, is best for embroideries on white materials,

D-M-C Alsa and D’M*C Alsatian twist (Retors d’Alsace), and
D*M’C Persian silk (Soie de Perse), divided, in colours, are

most suitable for the fancy stitches.

The above mentioned threads will serve as the upper thread
(the bobbin thread) for embroideries that have a right and a

wrong side; as the lower thread (the shuttle thread) use
D'M’G Machine thread (Fil pour machines) No. i5o.

For embroideries that are the same on both sides,' use the
same sort of thread throughout.

Hygiene. — Much has been said and written upon the
injurious effects of treadle machines to health. Oh the one
side the dangers have been exaggerated, on the other they
have been taken too little count of

;
we on our part, are

convinced that, as in the case of many other exercises, if it

be not abused, far from being injurious to health, their use is

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D -M*C. — The French names, in brackets
arc those stamped on the labels of the D’M'C articles.
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salutary
; only if practised to excess will it- have bad results.

To work a sewing machine for two or three hours a day
cannot possibly harm a healthy person

;
but in workshops

where people sit at a machine day after day without inter-
mission we should welcome a more general application of
mechanical power as the motive force, and the great advances
made by electricity for the conveyance of power now admit
of installations of this kind at no very great cost.



Specimens of pattern darns.

Mending

The mending of wearing apparel and house and under-

linen, though often a wearisome task, is yet a necessity to

which every feminine hand ought to be carefully trained.

The best method of repairing damage caused by the wear

and tear of use or accident, is an art quite as valuable as that

of skilfully fashioning new articles.

Under the head of mending we include the strengthening

or replacing of the worn and broken threads of a fabric, and

the fitting in of new stuff in place of that which is rent away.

The former is called darning, the latter patching.

Darning. — When only a few of the warp or woof threads

are worn or lacking, a darn will repair the mischief, provided

that the surrounding material be in good condition.

When the damage is more considerable the defective piece

must be cut out.

Needles. — There are needles specially made for darning,

with elongated eyes to receive the loosely twisted strands of

darning thread used for the purpose.

Materials suitable for mending with. — In some cases

the warp of the stuff itself can be used for darning with,

otherwise, thread matching it as closely as possible should

be chosen.
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D-M-C Darning cotton
i Coton a repriser). or D-M-C Stranded

darning cotton' (Coton mouline double) are employed for
inost kinds of darning. The D-M-C Darning cotton can
be had either white or unbleached in 18 different sizes,
ranging from 8 to ioo, and in all the shades of the D-M-C
colour-card (*) in No. 25 . D-M-C Stranded darning cotton
(Coton moulme double') is made in Nos. i to 10, white and
unbleached. The latter is best for darning the coarser articles
of household use, which receive hard usage and are not of

the snowy whiteness dis-

tinguishing fine linen.
The cottons are but
slightly twisted, and
can be split into fewer
strands or else used
double according to the
fineness or thickness of
the fabric to be repaired.

For darning damask
linen, where a cotton
fibre would show against
the material, D-M-C
Moss tlax or flourishing
thread (l.in fioche), in

Nos. 20 to t 5 o, should
be used.

D-M-C Superfine em-
broidery cotton (Co-
ton a broder surfin)

......
, .

No. ioo is particularly
suitable for darning cambric and other fine transparent textures".

f'S- 54- Linen darning.

Running in the warp threads.

Different kinds of darns. — There are four methods of
darning

: (i) Linen or web darning, (2) Twill darning,
Ui Damask or fancy darning, and

(4 ) Invisible darning
called also Fine-drawing.

(i) Linen darning (figs. 54 , 55
, 56). - All darns should

be worked on the wrong side of the stuff, the longitudinal
lunnrng to form the warp being done first. The thread

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C

of the sizes and colours of
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! must not be drawn tight, but a small loop should t

at each turning or the shrinkage of the new thro

I washing may pucker
I the material.

Run the needle in

about § inch above the

damaged part, take up
I one or two threads of

the stulf and skip as

many, working straight

to a thread : on reach-
ing the hole carry the

cotton straight across

it. and take up alternate

threads on the corres-

ponding line beyond,
and proceed as before.

Continue the rows
backwards and for- Mama •

•

waids, taking up in Fig. 55. Linen darning,

each row the threads Running in the woof,threads,
skipped in the preced-
ing one.

Turn the work
round and do the same
for the woof; alter-

nately taking up and :

|

skipping the warp
threads where the cot-

I

ton crosses the hole.

The threads must
lie so close together

|

both ways that the
darn, when complete,
replaces the original
web. They are drawn
some distance apart in
the illustration only for
the sake of clearness.

Darns are some-
Fig * 5

-

6 ‘ Diagonal linen darning -

times begun from the corner, see fig. 56 . so as to fi

diagonal web across the straight warp threads. This is
chiefly in stocking mending.

Fig. 56. Diagonal linen darning.
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.Darning linen with the sewing machine. — For coarse
household linen we prefer machine-darning, which is even
and strong and saves both time and eyesight.

lo fill up holes in moderately coarse linen or calico, use
D-M-C Alsatian twist (Eetors d'Alsace) (*) No. roo or D-M-C
Embroidery cotton (Coton a broder) No. 120, on reels: D-M-C
Alsatian twist (Retors d’Alsace) No. So and D-M-C Embroidery
cotton (Coton a broder) No. too will be best for pique's and
stout linen, and D-M-C Alsatian twist (Retors d’Alsace) No. Co
and D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton it broder) No. So for

_
damask and soft, thick
flannel (molleton).

|
'.rite work itself is

HilliiSiliSH
clone ’n 1,ori20n tal and
vertical lines as in

HilHi hand-darning.

'will darning.

Begin, as in ordinary da
the hole to form a warp,
passing over three thread:
succeeding row advance one
miss one thread of the •

advance one or two thread
skipped or taken up depen
is to imitate.

When a coloured materi;

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. Tl-
arc those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C artich
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MENDING

to make a specimen darn first, on a larger scale, so that you may
be more sure of obtaining an exact copy of the original web.

(
3 ) Damask darn-

ing (figs. 58 , 59, 60, 61,

62, 63 ). — A damask
darn is begun in the

same way as the above;
|

the pattern is formed
by the cross-runnings,
and will vary with the

number of warp threads
taken up and skipped
in each successive pass-
age. The woven design
that is to be restored
by means of the needle
should therefore first

be carefully examined.
Tigs. 58 and 59 show the Lt-BSHIs
wrong and right side D „
respectively of .a damask 8 ' 5 D’m*sk “""‘"S' Wrong *“*•

darn in process of mak-
ing; fig- 60 represents
a completed one. In the
case of multi-coloured
materials, a light shade
is generally used for the
warp and a coloured
one for the woof.

bigs. 61 and 62 illu-
strate two specimens of
tile darning formerly-
done in convents. The
warp and the woof were
first drawn in with
rather line thread, and
the pattern was then
reproduced on this

foundation with coarse, fig. 59- Damask darning. Right Fide,
or coloured, thread.

1 he darn shown in fig. 63 is done with white worked over
in a bright colour. By following the indications given in the
figure you will be able to imitate a checked material.
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(4) Invisible darning (fig. 64b — A kind of darn used for J to

repairing a rent the edges of which fit exactly into one another. f ri

The broken threads must not be cut away but worked in. |
bi

1
1 TfULrhL-'i

SmSIIHI

iflC'"
1

- H-E: -z\

'pi.;

Fig. 62. Damask darning. Fig. 63.

Another design. Damask darning with coloured thread.

The torn part is tacked, wrong side uppermost, upon a

piece of toile cird or glazed linen, and the edges are drawn

If jjfl|
*3j,

1
.

film!.

Ilf

§ |



Invisible darning with the machine.
by tacking the piece to be darned onto tr

the two edges of the stuff

are joined by a very close

zigzag seam.

For coloured materials

use D'M*C Alsa or D-M-G jj’t |
Alsatian twist (Retors d’Al- S j) «

sace) (*) No. 5o, on reels.

Darning lost in the ® Q

ground or Fine-drawing * b * p

(fig. 65). — The art of

making invisible darns or
If | j)

joins in cloth, although so $
invaluable is very little

known. It is' a tedious Fig. 64 . in’

process, easy enough to

understand but needing great patience and

Use as fine a needle as possible and tl

which is stronger than threads drawn from
visible than silk or any vegetable fibre. Red
stronger than others. Of
course they must first •> >•

' Ar
~

7y~
be carefully cleansed

from grease.

Thread a needle with
\ Ph

a hair by the root and
tie it in

;
lay the edges

of the rent exactly toge-

ther across the left hand
and slip the needle
into the thickness Of

Fi 6 Preparing r

the cloth, | of an inch
from the edge, not letting it go right throi

& inch from the other edge, in a slanting
weave backwards and forwards in very cl

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.
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the ends of broken threads of the material. The hair should
given a little play in working but no visible loops be left;

remains embedded in the nap, which when the darn is

finished should be ruffled

over i;

.

jp-® «=•«==» <=-=a> <==>
,i When the repair is

q ^ / J h nished, iron it on a

g
« -bare board, laying a

n [j
damp doth on the wrong

g
ij

side of the darn. Tl:e

g
il

sharpest eye will fail to

Q
a detect a rent carefully

q
darned in this manner.

0
J

|
Patching. — As al-

ii <
’ ready mentioned, when

A
J

an
.

v portion of a garment

Lotaooaalaaialta! or other article is too
much worn or torn to

bear darning, it must

n., m p .
.

be cut out and replaced
rig. 66. Felling in a patch. , .

r
by a new piece.

If this is to be done with underlinen the new piece should
of rather thinner material than the garment itself, and

Hi Id be washed beforehand. Cut the patch to . the line of

7” 7 =—

f

the thread and one
/ 11 \. inch or more each

way larger than the
' £ pieCC it is tO COVd’

I | £ or replace, and turn

| | $ in the edges | of an

$ I <
|

inch all round on

;j| :

f •:!
:

:

7

|

:;

s the right side.

f; J
_

I

> Tack the patch,

/n v,- \
raw edges down-

\ I / wards, over the hole

turn in and tack the edges, as shown in fig. 66.



corner. Whatever plan be preferred, it is generally aesirame

to add two or three extra stitches at the corners to prevent

any ravelling, for which purpose button-hole stitches are often

found useful.
lliMlllll

Top-sewing in a
patch dig. 67). — For

J|
print and other pat- 9KM
terned materials the

patch must be arranged
lilM

on the right side of i |g|l£;^
-
-—-'--•=

,

the garment instead of
| llHIH

-

7

~fj

edges being turned in HI
accordingly. Tack it ^gjg|p====i3

W i l l

-

"' "
-

'gjgsf
on so that the stripes or !

.o\
;p

7

p'
r

d!i\i;jijr!o'
:

r
i

:

''^

pattern exactly match II

in all directions, then ^ l||||||||j||l

seam it cn as before t .Je iripT'

j

described. Turn the
fplffl

back uppermost, cut l
liWMW

away the material
Fi 6S , Dfawi in a patch .

round the hole and
flatten out the seam, see fig. 67 ;

afterwards overcasting all

the edges. A less elaborate but really stronger finish may
be made, however, by simply overcasting the raw edges

together instead of separating them, which gives only

four sides instead of eight to work over and keeps the

corners firm.

Drawing in a patch (fig. 68). — Take a piece of the

original stuff' two or three inches larger each way than the

hole to be filled, draw out threads on all four sides till the

piece exactly matches the size of the hole, and tack it into its

place on the wrong side of the material.

Thread a very fine needle with the two ends of a needleful

of silk, run it in at the corner of the material and draw it
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through so that only a small loop of silk is left. Into this
|

loop slip the first ot the threads which, as it were, form a
fringe to the patch, and tighten the loop round it. l)o the
same with each thread, in turn, alternately taking up and
leaving threads in the stuff as in ordinary darning, until the
whole of the threads on the four sides of the patch have been
fastened into place.

To put a patch of this kind into a thin material, the
threads will have to be darned in for some distance in cverv
direction, so that the added thickness may be less visible.



md raised satin stitch, and Madeira embroidery.

Embroidery upon White Materials

In former days the kind of embroidery that we are going

to describe was known under the name of “white embioideiN

only. The term is no longer entirely .accurate, since it is now

worked in colours quite as often as in white: We have there-

fore given this chapter the more correct heading of “Iimbroi-

dery upon White Materials”.

This embroidery is almost exclusively used for trimming

lingerie and household linen, the different varieties being

characterised by the mode of working. We shall begin with

the simplest, which is the raised embroidery done in button-

hole and satin stitch i
French plumetis) ;

we shall then go on

to describe the so-called Swiss embroidery with its openwork

groundings, Madeira, Renaissance and Richelieu work, and

Venetian embroidery, an imitation of Venetian lace which is

certainly the most artistic sort of embroidery upon white. At

the end of this chapter we shall introduce to our readers a

kind of Danish embroidery called “Hedebo’. and also “Pique

embroidery, much used in the last century for trimming

underlinen and dresses.

Preparatory work. — Embroidery is generally done either

upon a backing of waxed cloth (toile ciree) or in an embroidery

frame. Onlv skilful workers can dispense with one or other



If, however, you wish to work without foundation or frame,
the material must be held quite smoothly over the forefinger
so that the threads lie perfectly straight, otherwise the pattern
is very apt to get pulled out of shape in the working. With
the three other lingers you stretch it tightly, the thumb resting
upon the work itself beyond the outline of the pattern, which
must be turned towards the worker. The outside edge of the
pattern, drawn in double lines, is the part that should always
be held towards the palm of the hand.

Tracing patterns. — Patterns are generally to be had
ready traced

; but as they frequently have to 'be repeated,
enlarged or reduced, it is necessary that everyone should be
able to carry out such processes herself, therefore several ways
of so doing are described at the end of the last chapter.

Materials. file different sorts of embroidery -upon white
require a variety of threads, and we cannot do better than
recommend those bearing the D-M-C trade-mark (•), noted for
then- smoothness and strength and the large assortment of fast
colours in which they are made.

Raised embroidery should be done with D-M-C Embroidery
cotton (Coton a broder) and D-M-C Embroidery cotton, special

(Coton a broder, qualite speciale); in certain cases
D-M-C Floss embroidery cotton, special quality (Coton iloche
a broder, qualite speciale) may be used as it is less twisted
than the former, and while it covers the fabric quickly gives
a perfectly smooth surface.

For underlinen and childrens’ clothes, often embroidered
in colours, use D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton a broder)
made in a great number of different shades. This, in white’
is also the best for embroideries with raised work’and orna-
mental stitches, such as figures, monograms, &c. For kitchen
cloths and cognate articles, marked as a rule in a plain stitch
use D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin iloche) or else
D-M-C Marking cotton (Coton a marquer).

AH the so-called “Swiss” embroideries are worked with a
very fine thread, the raised parts with D-M-C Superfine em-
broidery cotton (Coton a broder surfin), and the lace stitches
with D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d’AIsace) or D-M-C Flax lace
thread (Lin pour dentelles).

To pad the raised embroidery, take D-M-C Darning cotton
(Coton a rep riser) in the same colour as the embroidery itself.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sires and colours of
the cotton, (lax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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Embroideries which consist of detached figures, outlined

with button-hole stitches and connected by button-holed bars,

such as Renaissance, Richelieu and Venetian embroidery,

necessitate the employment of several kinds of thread. I he

outlining should be worked in D-M-C Embroidery cotton

(Coton a broder), the bars and the ornamental stitches, if any,

in D-M-G Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace).

For Madeira work a special thread is made called D-M-G

Madeira embroidery cotton (Coton a broder Madeira), of a

pale greenish-blue lint to imitate the real Madeira work.

“Hedebo” embroidery should be done in linen thread;

D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche) for the

raised parts, and D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles)

for the openwork.

I

“Pique” embroidery can be worked in cotton as well as in

linen thread. We recommend for the fillings a loose thread

such as D-M-G Darning cotton (Coton a repriser), D-M-C
Special stranded cotton (Mouline special-, or D-M-C Floss flax

or flourishing thread (Lin floche); for the outlining, on the

contrary, a well twisted thread, such as D-M-C Knotting cotton

(Fil a pointer) and D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles).

Outlining and padding designs. — The accurate outlin-

ing of a pattern is a very important preliminary
;

it is essential

to follow the lines of the drawing with exactitude, for a want

of precision in the ultimate effect is often due merely, to careless

outlining which misses the fine details of the design.

This part of the work should be done with a rather coarser

cotton than that chosen for the embroidery itself, and the

thread should be fastened on with a few running stitches,

never with a knot, a rule to be generally observed in em-
broidering. The running of all the lines must be continued

; to the same point.

F'ill in the space between two lines of tracing with a

padding of threads loosely run backwards and forwards in

such wise that they lie thickly and solidly in the centre and

shade off on both sides. The fulness and roundness of raised

embroidery depends on the firmness of the substratum of

threads. This preparatory work is clearly explained in figs.

81 to 85.

Should a fresh needleful be required in the course of a

!

scallop, the needle is passed up between the last two stitches,

and the scalloping is then continued, as in all other work,

I
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more relief, a round twisted thread may be laid upon the

j traced line and -covered with vertical stitches set closely to-

gether. The stitch is chiefly used for embroidering letters

and monograms.

Stem stitch (fig.

72). — Stem or crewel

stitch is done without

a run foundation. Pass

the needle under one or

two horizontal threads

and under four or six
Fjg ?2 Stcm slitvh .

T< vertical ones, so that

the last stitch extends half its length beyond the preceding

one. The outlines of monograms, initials, numbers, and designs

for tablecloths, napkins, &c: stamped upon linen, are usually

worked in this stitch.

Back-stitching
(point de sable) (fig.

73i. — This stitch,

worked from right to

left, is chiefly used for

filling in the centres of

letters, leaves, flow-

•|§
ers, cS:c., done upon
very fine materials such as cambric and lawn. As represented

in the engraving, small close stitches in a straight line, it is

called back-stitch, but when the stitches are scattered it is

known as “point de sable”.

Grossed back-stitch (figs.

74 and 75). — This stitch is

most effective upon thin,

transparent fabrics, where
the cross stitch filling is

partly visible from the back
between two rows of back-
stitching on the right side.

To work, insert the needle
as if for an ordinary back-
stitch, pass it under the

muslin, sloping it a little

towards the second outline of the pattern, and draw it out

almost in front of the first stitch. After making a back-stitch,

vj
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and leaves, as a variation from raised satin stitch (plumetis).

The illustration .represents five leaflets finished and the sixth

in process of being worked.
Insert the needle at the point of the leaf, then slip it under

the material near the stalk and bring it out there to the half
of its length. Put your
left thumb on the eye of

the needle, and with your
right hand twist the thread
round its point as often

as is necessary to cover
the space under which it

has passed. Now lay your
left thumb over the spirals

thus formed and draw the

needle with the remainder
of the thread through
them; then carry the point
of the needle back to the end of the leaf and bring it out at
the place indicated for the next stitch.

Button-holed bars (fig. So). — When a pattern is orna-
mented with openwork bars, begin by tracing the outside
parallel lines. Then button-hole the entire lower line, and the
upper one until you come to the place where th<

to be
;
then carry your

thread across and bring
up the needle from
below through one of
the loops, as shown in

the figure. Lay three
threads in this manner,
inserting your needle
the third time one loop
further on, and then

FigJ 80. Working button-holed bars.

cover the three threads with close button-holing as shown in the
second part ol the illustration, being heedful to work them quite
detached from the material which, when the work is finished,
will be cut away from between the two horizontal lines.

Different kinds of scallops (figs. Si, 82, 83). — The out-
lining, padding and button -holing of these scallops is executed
in the .manner already described. Be careful to adapt the length
of the button-hole stitches to the shape and size of the scallops.

In working pointed scallops, the stitches will have to be
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Rose scallops (figs. 84 and 85 ). — These are large button-
holed scallops with indented edges, in the- one case rounded
at the top and sharply pointed at the join; in the other, pointed
at the top and joined to each other at the bottom by a straight

bar of button -holing.

Eyelet-holes (figs. 86, 87, 88). — First outline the eyelet-

: holes by running a thread very carefully round them, then cut

out the enclosed material with a small, sharp pair of finely

Fig. 85. Pointed rose scallops.

9 pointed scissors, and edge the hole with close overcast stitches

worked from left to right.

When you have a long row of eyelet-holes to make, outline
9 the upper and lower halves alternately, passing from one to

the next where the eyelets touch each other. In returning, the
I second thread crosses the other at this point. Then overcast
I them in

rfr-V" TT=
"T“'rT §lj§|l jjigljgf §* ves four

I the eyelet- , were
holes, " finished
which Fie- 86 - 0vercast eyelet-holes.

off sepa_

|
rately and the thread passed underneath from one to the other.

1'he upper halves of shaded eyelet-holes (see fig. 87) are
B worked with very short stitches and the lower halves with
B long ones.

I hey may be edged entirely with button-hole stitch instead
I of overcast

: or the upper part be worked in button-hole and

|
the lower in overcast stitch, as in fig. 88.

Six ways of working leaves (fig. 89). — After having
3 traced the pattern fill the inside with as many padding stitches

4



as can be got into the space
; begin to embroider tile leaf from

the top, letter A; covering it with flat stitches very close
together, worked from right to left. B illustrates a leaf divided
tmough the middle and embroidered in straight satin stitch
l.eal (... divided like the preceding one, lias the midrib done in
overcast. Leaf 1) is worked in rather wide slanting satin stitch :

Fig. 87. Button-holed shaded eyelet-holes.

leaf ]', is slanting satin stitch, but very narrow, with a vein in
overcast stitches, and leaf F is embroidered half in straight
satin stitch and half in back-stitch, outlined with overcasting.

One may therefore choose any of these various stitches
wherewith to execute any kind of design, whether taken from
nature or a mere flight of fancy.

Fig. 88. Shaded eyelet-holes half overcast, half button-holed.

Six ways of making dots (fig. gob — Dots, when they
are well made, are exceedingly effective in white embroidery,
particularly if they aTe worked in a variety of stitches.

.

I)ot A is done in satin stitch, raised by a fagot of crossed
stitches in the centre : dot B is also worked in raised satin
stitch, framed, in back-stitch. Dot C, in raised satin stitch, is I!
framed in twisted knot stitch; dot 1.) is composed of several
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bullion stitches set in a frame of stem stitches. Dot E is

worked in back-stitch outlined with overcast, and F consists

of a small eyelet-hole which forms the centre, framed with
overcasting stitches.

Fig. 92. Ordinary embroidery frame.

Embroidery frames (figs. 91 and. 92). — Initials, mono-
grams, crowns and all designs with fine, delicate lines, which
require very accurate execution, can only be really well done
when mounted in a frame.

The round Swiss frame, which is known as a tambour
frame, is in most general use. It consists of two wooden
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I hoops, one of which is fastened to a support that can be
I clamped upon the edge of a table by a wooden screw. The
I other hoop is loose. The material to be embroidered is laid

I over the fixed hoop so that the pattern comes in the middle of
I the circle, then the free hoop is pressed down until the material

|
is firmly held between the two.

Tambour frames, however, can only be used
I for embroidering small articles; larger pieces of
i work need to be mounted in an ordinary em-

|
broidery frame.

Sew a piece of strong stuff, such as ticking,

I
into the frame, stretch it as tightly and evenly

F ‘g- 93- Letter X.

I as possible, and cut out a square in the middle large enough

|
to show the whole pattern to be worked.

1 hen tack your work in underneath with small stitches,
I first arranging it carefully with pins, straight to the thread, to
I ensure its being set in perfectly even. Roll or
I fold the rest of the .material over the edges of
I the frame and secure it with a few stitches or

pins, to keep it out of the way of your hand
I as you work.

Letters and monograms. Raised em- |

broidery. — Embroidery in raised satin stitch i __ ^
(plumetis) is, as we have already said, much

Fi Letter B
I used for letters and monograms in marking
I linen. These designs may be infinitely varied according to the
I worker’s taste and the time she has at her disposal: A small
I selection of letters is given here, beginning with the very

i
simplest and passing on gradually to the

I more complicated and decorative ones.
For the execution of such designs we

:

highly recommend the use of D-M-C Em-
I broidery cotton, special quality (Coton a

j

broder, qualite speciale) and D-M-C Floss
1 embroidery cotton, special quality (Coton

j

fioche a broder, qualite speciale).

Raised embroidery done with the
machine. — In working letters and monograms in raised
satin stitch with the machine (see also p. 28) take for the

j

top thread (the bobbin thread) D-M-C Embroidery cotton

j

(Coton a broder) on reels, in Nos. 80 to 120, and for the

j

lower thread (the shuttle thread) D-M-C Machine thread (Fil
I pour machines) No. i 5o.

Fig. 95. Letter C.

>ur

len



Letter X (fig. 93). — This very simple letter is worked in

satin stitch (plumetis) over a thick padding of run stitches.

Letter B (fig. 94I. — Although
this letter is not much larger than
the preceding one, it lends itself to

a greater richness of execution, the

effect being obtained by working
the wider parts in heavy satin stitch

combined with stem stitch.

Letter C (fig. 95). — Letters of

this size admit of the use of several

kinds of stitches by dividing or

“splitting” the shading or dark parts

of the letter. The engraving shows
;
Fig. 96. Letter P. a s pecimen of this so-called “split”.

embroidery, done in a com-
bination of three different

stitches, satin stitch, back-
stitch and overcasting.

Letter P (fig. 96). — This
letter, Italian in character,

lends itself to execution in

two colours, the lighter for

the principal lines worked
in satin stitch, the darker

for the flourishes in straight

overcast stitch.

Vignette with the mo-
nogram HB and a crown

Fig. 97. Vignette with the monogram HB (fig- 97 ) - ^ his figure sIlOWS

and a crown. how monograms may be

enriched by means of vignettes.

We have had this subject with a

floating ribbon executed in embroidery
as a specimen from which it will not be

difficult to make other designs.

All the heavy work is done in raised

satin stitch, the outlines in stem stitch,

and the flat part of the ribbon is filled

in with back-stitch.

Letter O (fig. 98). — Letters of this

kind are more difficult to work than the

Fig. 98. Letter O. preceding examples. When in the plain

EMBROIDERY UPON WHITE MATERIALS
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part you have come to the place whence the ornament springs,
carry your thread up to the point, and beginning with small
stitches, work back to the main leaf

-

till the stitches merge together.

Letter A (fig. 99). — The embroidery
is “split” so as to form little squares
in the midst of the division, which
are filled in with simple knot stitch

(fig. 76). Here, two colours may be
introduced, unless the letter be pre-
ferred altogether while.

Letter D (fig. 100). — The out-
lines of this letter are in straight
overcast stitch

;
the wide parts are

Fi£‘ "• Letter A -

filled in with alternate triangles in flat stitch (unpadded
satin stitch) and back-stitch (variety, "point de sable”).

Monogram F V (fig. 101). — In

the days of Holbein, artists and tap-
estry weavers signed their creations
with initials, seldom with their
whole name. The monogram repro-
duced here, consisting of the letters F
and V, is taken from documents of
that date. To suit the stiff character
of the letters, they are worked in

straight satin stitch, shaded, and
straight overcast stitch.

Letter E (fig. 102). — This letter,
Fi S- ,00 ' Letter D -

Plain English in its character, is worked on a richly orna-
mented, bright coloured background. The letter is done in
satin stitch in a light colour, the orna-
mentation in straight overcast stitch,
in a dark one.

Monogram U G (fig. io3 ). — Though
of the same origin as fig. 101, this mo-
nogram is handsomer and richer as
regards the style of work. The letter U
is done in “split” embroidery, while the
outlines of letter G are in stem stitch,
the fillings in back-stitch.

Letter J (fig. 104). - This letter is
Fig ' I0, ‘ Monogram FV -

embroidered in the Swiss manner with fillings in open stitches.
After doing the outlines in very close overcast stitch, cut out



Fig. 105. Monogram U G.

Fig. 104. Letter
J.

:

the stuff between and [ill in

the space with the little inset
lion, lig. 8S6. Be careful 10

J
make the dots very round and
to give a graceful curve to the

tendrils adorning the letter.

j Letter R (fig. to 3 ). — The
A grounding which forms the

body of this letter is composed
J of line lace stitches (see figs

K 890 to 924). When they are
done, work the outlines in

straight overcast stitch, und cj.it

away the material under the
> openwork.

Letter K (fig. 106). — This
letter may also be classed among the
manuscript letters. The ground is left

blank in the engraving; for the double
outline in overcast stitch a fancy
stitch or crossed back-stitch may be
substituted.

Letter J (fig. 107). — Here letter
and ornaments are done in overcast
stitch . In the letter and framing, the
stitch must be thicker and stronger

than in the ornaments. If

worked on white stuff; un-
bleached cotton or Tinder-

j

grey 386 may be used for
the foundation in “point de

i
sable”

;
the rest should be

fj
white.

|

Letter N (fig. 108). —
!
Our illustration here shows

1
how, by means of auxiliary

- stitches and finely executed
designs, richness and char-
acter may be given to the

: simplest letters. The starry
effect of the background of

I letter N is produced by
little eyelet-holes where the

EMBROIDERY UPON WHITE MATERIALS
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pattern seems to indicate
j

satin stitch. Although the

work demands greater care

and patience if executed in . ^
eyelet-holes, we advise its -

being done in this manner
rather than in plain satin

stitch, because the solid A
letter will, stand out in

much higher, relief on an
openwork grounding.

Letter M (fig. 109). -r-

T his letter with embellish- -A -

ments in the Holbein style, /J^"\
can be worked with white - &)
on a dark ground, just as

well as with the colours
used in the pattern — a very
delicate pink, Geranium red 353

,
for

the letter, a deep red, Cardinal 347,
for the little twigs, the bar and the
frame, and a light blue, Indigo
blue 322

, for the background.

Letter J (fig. no). — Letters of
this size are usually only found in

ecclesiastical books, missals, &c.

Elaborate as the design is, the
execution may be quite simple. Our
engraving shows the letter worked
in satin stitch and stem stitch.

Letter R (fig. hi). — The out-
lines of this letter are worked in

straight overcast stitch and the inside
is filled in with diagonal lines of
the same stitch.

A frame consisting of a double
line encloses the letter

; the ground
is covered with little stars in satin
stitch.

Letter O (fig. 112). — In letter O
the dark outlines are worked in
straight overcast stitch, the ornaments

105. Letter R,

Fig. 106. Letter K.

Fig 107. Letter
J,



Mg. I08. Letter N. Fig. ,09. Letter M.

Alphabets for monograms (figs. ii3, 114, n5
}

n6, n 7>n8). — It is often difficult to find monograms for marking
linen. Wc therefore furnish two alphabets which will enable
workers to design their own, whatever their initials may

1 happen to be.

These alphabets are
of medium size. The
letters can be made
larger or smaller at

will.

We take this op-
portunity of again
advising our readers

j

to be guided in all

I

such modifications by

S

the instructions given
in the last chapter.

The first three

plates represent let-

ters purposely stunted

|

in height and rather

Fig. ,,0. Letter J.

' massive, intended to

. .
frame the taller,

thinner letters .of the fourth and fifth plates.
llie interlacing of the letters needs some consideration;

our readers will do well to study the examples on the sub-
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sequent pages, with the accompanying directions as to the

most appropriate stitches in which to embroider them.

Monogram com-
posed of letters A
and D (fig. 119). —
Here letter A is em-
broidered in blue and
'haded with red

;

Setter D is worked in

cross stripes, the left

1
part in light blue and
white, the right in

light blue and dark
blue.

|

For the little orna-

I

ments the two latter

shades can be em-
ployed indifferently.

Monogram com-
posed of letters V

UI . Letter R .

and S png. 120). —
For deep and half

mourning, when white

handkerchiefs cannot
be used, these two
letters have been
worked in mourning
shades in order to

show their use. Both
are embroidered in

grey caught down
with black.

Monogram com-
posed of letters R
and C (fig. 121). —
The distinction be-
tween these two letters

is marked by different

execution. Letter R,

embroidered in satin

stitch, is outlined by F‘g- ,I2 - Letter o.

slanting overcast stitch, while the C has no such outline,

and the wide parts between the two edges of very close overcast,
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letter G, D*M*C Superfine embroidery cotton (Coton a broder

surfin) which, owing to its ivory tint, makes the G stand out

from the E ;
moreover, it somewhat softens the red of the setting.

Fig. 122. Monogram composed of

letters G and E drawn from the

alphabets of monograms.

Materials: D*M*C Embroidery cotton

No. 120, in White and Turkish red 521,

and D’M’C Superfine embroidery

cotton, in dcru (*).

2 append to the letters and mo-

of embroidered crowns and coronets

the preceding pages.

— The small dc-

tails in the

% ' crowns must be

0 .(Jp worked with

absolute preci-

pe sion, especially

those represen t-

^
... ing gems and

;
pearls. Colours

can only be
coronct

- introduced

when the monogram itself is embroidered in colours.

Nobleman’s coronet (fig. 123). — This is worked in white.

The balls must be thickly padded so as to stand out in high

relief like beads from the material.

The part supporting the balls is filled in with back-stitch.

of the sizes and colours of

Fig. 121. Monogram composed of

letters R and C drawn from the

alphabets of monograms.

Materials : D*M*C Embroidery cotton

No. 120. — Colours: White and

Cardinal red 347 (*).

Nobleman’

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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Baron’s coronet (fig. 124). — This is entirely worked
satin stitch in two strongly contrasting colours.

Count’s coronet

,

onc4ur;
.

lh
,°

8p’a“
ween the circlet and

Royal crown (fig.

*26). rhe whole series Fig. 124. Baron’s coronet.

of royal crowns is class- v
ical and common to all

countries. They may be
worked in white aione
or in several colours
according to the article

which they are to adorn.
' lie ground upon which
the ermine tails rest

1,1 ay be .covered with
single or double back-
stitch, or with encroach-
ing flat Stitch (see Fi S- ,25 - Count’s coronet,

figs. 274 and 276 ).

Letters and
monograms in
fancy embroid-
ery. — Plain letters

which it is desired
to work quickly can
be done in chain,
stem or cross stitch,

or with soutache, as
taste may direct.

Quick and inex-
pensive marking of
this sort will be

•
.

^ V
found useful and r .

. 1} ,

practical for such
F,g ‘ ,i6 ’ Royal cr0" n -
Fig. 126. Royal crown.

articles of household linen as are unsuited for elaborate treat
went, and also for all covers and hangings which require lettering
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: ffiibas
: H

Letter J (fig. 1271. — When time is an object, or there is

no embroidery frame at hand, this may be worked in ordinary
chain stitch isee figs. 229, 254, 255 ). The finer the cotton used,

--nn and the smaller and more regular the

| stitches, the better will be the effect of

|

this simple style of marking, particu-

i larly if done in coloured cottons.

.;j
Letter G (fig. 128). — This is a spe-

cimen showing how large letters may
, be executed in a variety of lace stitches.

After making the outline with a double
: row of stem stitch, fill in the interior

|
with little wheels see figs. 673 and 674)

>ii worked with D*M’C Alsatian thread

,..
j

(Fil d’Alsace).
.

... , . ,

” Monogram G W (fig. 129). — As
e J regards composition and execution, all

the letters of this series are

extremely simple, yet, when re-

produced in embroidery, arc

most effective. We suggest plain

chain stitch, fig. 229, or chain

stitch with overcast stitches, fig.

23o, for monograms of this kind.

Letter A (fig. i 3o). — This
rounded letter is worked entirely

in crossed back-stitch (see fig. 75)

with coloured thread.

Letter M (fig. i 3 i). — This
is an example of modern Gothic
letters worked in crossed back-

F)g. 128. Letter G.
stitch and stem stitch,

y - Letter A (fig. i 32 ). — This is one of the
' old Gothic letters. It is worked in two

" ,c ‘ '

*

|

colours; the stem stitch and the crossed

;|
back-stitch which fill in the body of the

letter are done in the lighter colour, while

the darker is used for the back-switches

which are set in the crossings of the

crossed back-stitch.

Letter A (fig. 1 33 ) .
— D*M*C Superfine

Fig. ,29. braid (Lacct superfin) shows to great advan-
Monogram G w. tage in the execution of letters on a large
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scale. A light coloured braid should be taken for the outline
and a dark one for the Arabic interlacing* which fill in the
spaces ; for the plain net stitches (fig. 890), between the two
lines of soutache use D-M-C Alsatian
thread (Fil d’Alsace). Letters of this

,

type are suitable for marking table

because they show r."cloths, sheets, &c.
up very clearly and, if done as des-
cribed, take much less time than
when reproduced in embroidery.

Alphabet in soutache (figs. 134,

i 35; 1 36 , 137, i 38 , 139). — This alphabet,
which is one of the finest ever
designed, is taken from a work
published in Venice in 1 562, by
Giovan’ Antonio Tagliente, secretary §g
and calligraphist to the Republic. m

The letters do not lend themselves |§
to raised embroidery, but are well
adapted for working in fine braid.

The sewing on of the braid is |
done with very small running stitches, H
and the interlacing with a tapestry §B
needle, through which the braid is

threaded, both operations being shown e
in figs. 1 36 and 137. The embroidering
of the connecting bars, and of the little

leaf-like terminals done in satin stitch,

are explained by fig. i 38 , while fig. 139
represents the letter in its finished state.

For sewing on the braid use D-M-C
Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace), and for
embroidering the details, D-M-C Em-

Fig. 150. Letter A.

broidery cotton (Coton a broder).

Narrow insertion in satin stitch
with row of openwork (figs. 140
and 141). — Begin by working the leaves
in satin stitch, and then do the stalks
in slanting overcast.

The two lines bordering the opemvork are done in straight
overcast (see fig. 71). When all the embroidery is finished,
begin the openwork, for which no threads need be pulled out

Letter A.



Fig. 155. Letter A (in soutache).

threads sloping to tile right. Continue in this manner, draw-
ing the stitches very tight, and the openwork comes of itself.

Border in satin stitch and back-stitch with open-
work spiders (fig. 142). — In spite of the fineness of the
pattern, this border, suitable for pocket-handkerchiefs, is not
difficult to work.

Ihe little six-petaled flowers- which encircle the openwork
spider, arc done in straight satin stitch

; the five-petaled
flowers of the sprays in slanting stitches with veins between.

The leaves are outlined in straight overcast and filled in
with back-stitches, the latter being also used as a filling for
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the larger flowers. For the working of the spiders or wheels,
bordered like the rest with overcast, we refer our readers to
the chapter on “Needle-made Laces”. The illustration more-
over shows little clusters of eyelet-holes strewn over the
ground. We recommend D*M*G Embroidery cotton, special
quality (Coton a broder, qualite specialej No. So, for the*

Letter T of the alphabet in soutachi

Mode of interlacing the soutache.

Letter M of the alphabet in soutache.

Mode of sewing on the soiitache.

Fig. 138.

LetterW of the alphabet in soutache.

Placing the bars and embroidering

the leaves.

embroidery; and D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d'Alsace) No. 120,
in white, for the spiders.

Flowers in raised satin stitch with openwork centres
(fig. 143). — This kind of embroidery in satin stitch and
openwork is known as “Swiss Embroidery”.

Before beginning the satin stitch, make the openwork

Pig- 159-

Letter A of the alphabet in soutache
in its finished state.
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D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality
I (Cordonnet special) Nos. 3o to 5 o, should
1 be overcast with D-M-C Embroidery cot-

1 ton (Coton a broder) on reels, Nos. So to

I 120, or with D-M-C Alsatian twist (Retors
d’Alsace) Nos. 3o to 60 for the lop thread

I (the bobbin thread) and D-M-C Machine
thread (Fil pour machines) No. i 5o for

I the under thread (the shuttle thread).

Patterns of Renaissance embroi-
dery (figs. 147 and 148). — This is the term
applied to embroidery worked entirely

I in button-holing and connected by
button-holed bars without picots, as
shown in the accompanying illustrations.

r

J he button- holing is done over a
single tracing thread and of the same
width throughout, except on the outer
edge where it may be made a little

I wider, fig. 147. The flowers and leaves

I in fig. 148 are ornamented on the out-
9 side edge with picots done in dot stitch

I (point de poste), described in the chapter
1 on “Needle-made Laces”, fig. 870.

I

Pattern of Ricbelieu embroidery
I (fig. 149). — This embroidery is of a
I similar kind to the Renaissance, but the
I connecting bars, as well as the outside
I edge, are, in contradistinction, orna-
I men ted with picots.

I It is generally used like the former
$ for trimming bed and table linen, being

found an excellent substitute for pillow
I lace.

Pattern of Venetian embroidery
I (fig- i 5 o). — This work, done in much
1 padded button-holing, is a reproduction

I
upon material of the old Venetian lace,
whose distinguishing feature was the

|
high relief in which its outlines were

9 worked. In the embroidery the material
replaces the needle-made grounds cf

1 the lace
; occasionally, however, the

mgr#

Fig. 142. Border in satin

stitch and back-stitch with
openwork spiders.

Materials: D-M-C Embroi-
dery cotton No. 80, and
D-M-C Alsatian thread

No. 120, in white.



Fig. 145. Flowers in raised satin stitch with openwork centres.
Materials : D-M-C Floss embroidery cotton, special quality, Nos. 35 and 70, an

D-M-C Alsatian thread No. 150, in white.

these arc described in detail in the chapter on “Needle-mad.
Laces" (see figs. 866 to 871).

The thick padding over which the button-hole stitches an
made is an important part of this work, and should be don.
as follows: take from six to eight threads of D-M-C n.-irnim



i
< r • i .

,

Fig. 145. English embroidery pattern.

Materials : D-M*C Madeira cotton (Special cotton for English embroidery) (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
I l'e cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.

Fig. 144. English embroidery pattern.

Materials: D*M*C Madeira cotton (Special cotton for English embroidery) (*).

EMBROIDERY UPON WHITE MATERIALS
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Fig. 146. English embroidery pattern.

Materials : D’M*C Madeira cotton (Special cotton for English embroidery).

Fig. 147. Renaissance embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Embroidery cotton, sp
or D*M*C Floss embroidery cotton, special quality, white or
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Fig. 148. Renaissance embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Embroidery cotton. D*M*C Embroidery cotton, special quality,

or D*M*C Floss embroidery cotton, special quality, white or ecru (*).

Fig. 149. Richelieu embroidery.

Materials: D’M*C Embroidery cotton, D’M’C Embroidery cotton, special quality,

or D*M*C Floss embroidery cotton, special quality
,
white or ecru (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cot\on, Rax and silk articles, mark D*M’C.

[cotton (Coton a repriser) No. 25, and fasten them down on

the traced line of the pattern with overcast stitches set a little

distance apart, the threads forming, as it were, a round cord

laid upon the tracing.
:

EMBROIDERY UPON 'WHITE MATERIALS
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In the wider parts of- the outlines, the number of padding
threads may be increased as needed, and may be lessened
where the scallops narrow.

Having finished the whole of the embroidery, cut away the
material underneath the bars. Use a small, sharp pair of
scissors and cut with the utmost care.

Insertion in Venetian embroidery (fig. i5i). _ i n our
engraving, fig. 1 5 1 , we present to our readers an insertion in
Venetian embroidery suitable for the trimming of bed and

rig. 150. Detail of Venetian embroidery.

table linen, &c. (Space has necessitated the dividing of till:
sample, but by placing the two pieces together endwise A to
A. B to B, the complete design will be seen.) A fine make o:
linen, but one whose threads can be counted, should be
selected lor this .work.- The padding of the raised parts is to
le done with D-M-C Darning cotton (Coton a repriser) : the
button-holing with D-M-C Embroidery cotton, special quality
(Coton a broder. qualite spe'ciale). The bars and the filling-,
require a twisted thread, such as D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil
cl Alsace). .

'
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A description of the various stitches will be found in the
chapter on “Embroidered Laces”.

Border in Danish embroidery “Hedebo” (fig. 1 52 ). — The
Danish peasants decorate their linen with rich openwork

embroidery in white. This embroidery called “Hedebo” work.
a. ji

ls known outside the country which gave it birth, and

Fig. 153. Border in “Pique” embroidery.
Materials : D*M*C Knotting cotton or D*M*C Crochet cotton 6 cord, D-M’C Darning

cotton or D*M*C Special stranded cotton and D*M*C Alsatian thread, ecru.
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being intended exclusively for the personal use of those who

make it, has not yet found its way into the open market.

Our illustration, fig. ids, is taken from the border of a

towel. It would also suit for small table-cloths, slips, table-

centres, &c.

Begin by working the little openwork squares, which arc

done on counted threads, and divide the whole strip into

squares and triangles; then trace the pattern for the figures

that are to be embroidered.

The openwork grounds, a great choice of which are given

in the chapter on “Embroidered 1 .aces", figs. S02 to S17, also

have to be done first and the embroidering of the figures,

after padding them, comes last of all. A little openwork

border all round completes the work.

Border in “Pique’' embroidery (fig. 1 53 ). — This em-

broidery is done in white upon a very firm, strong found-

ation, the outlines being traced by a cord or in overcast,

and the fillings made with different stitches to imitate a

figured material. It is now chiefly used for trimming bed

and table covers of all sorts, for childrens’ clothes, &c.

In the engraving the different parts of the pattern will be

seen to be filled with damask stitches, of which a description

will be found in the chapter on "Embroidered Laces”, figs.

794 to Sot.

The cords which outline the motifs are made in crochet

chain. The material upon which our mode! is worked is

plain fustian. The damask stitches are done in D-M-C Special

stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 25
,
dcru. The crochet

chains used as cord are worked with D-M-C Knotting cotton

(Fil a pointer) Nos. 20 to 3o, sewn down with D-M-C Alsatian

thread (Fil d’Alsace) No. 100, ecru.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds

of work dealt with here, a large choice of embroidery patterns

will be found in the following publications of the D-M-C

Library : Alphabets and Monograms, The Embroiderer's

Alphabet, Motifs for Embroideries V and Works of various

kinds (*).
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(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M’C Library.
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At. the present time, linen embroidery adapted to modern I th

taste is in great favour among needle-women, owing to their qi

variety of stitches and patterns and their comparatively easy S

execution. j-fl 0,-

Fabrics. — Most of the ancient embroideries, especially
those of Italian origin, are worked upon very fine linen. Such
minute work demands more time and perseverance than
people in these days care to spend upon fancy work. To meet

. j
the needs of the times, materials have been woven with round,
distinct threads which can be easily counted, in order to $1
expedite the copying of the patterns.

The linen stuffs may all be had in white, and cream or i}~

unbleached.

Cotton and linen materials are now also obtainable made
in every variety of colour, and for cushions and table-covers, ^panels, window-blinds, &c. worked in stem and line stitch,
these are often preferred to the -White 'and cream.

Preparatory work. — Small pieces of linen embroidery, ^

done in simple, short stitches, can be worked in the hand. •

But larger pieces executed in more elaborate stitches, with .1
fillings on large surfaces, or with bars of stretched threads,
overcast, must be mounted on an embroidery frame. (See ,3
fig. 92.) I he work will always be neater and the fabric cannot
get puckered or crumpled.

To mount a piece of work in a frame proceed as follows :

stitch a tape, or a strip of material, to two opposite sides J
of the work

;
turn down the edges of the other two sides 'i

about half an inch and sew them to the webbing nailed
onto the bars of the frame, stretching the stuff tightly as 9
you sew.

J hen put the frame into working order by slipping the ^1
two “stretchers”, bored with holes, into the slits at the -1

opposite ends of the bars, draw the material taut, and fix

the stretchers by means of the metal or wooden pegs which J ale
are fitted into the holes to fasten the four sides of the >9 Th
frame together. M tw

Stretch the material in the other direction in the following *1

manner: thread a piece of twine or a fine string through a s
packing needle and with it brace the material to the stretchers. sh'

At each stitch pass it over the stretcher and into the material, 'J
setting the stitches fairly close together. Brace both sides in -9 wc
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this way, drawing the twine up evenly on either side and
quite tight.

Tracing out the pattern for linen embroidery upon
counted threads (fig. 154). — Before beginning a piece of
embroidery upon counted threads, take a coloured thread and
mark out the stitches. This is generally done, as shown in
fig. 1 54, by running it alternately over and under ten threads,

Fig. 154. Marking out the stitches.

along two sides at least, in the length and breadth of the stuff,
lhen, having counted the number of stitches both ways, trace
two lines, one horizontal the other vertical, right across the
material from the middle stitch of each line; their point of
intersection will be the central stitch. If, furthermore, there
should be a centre piece to work, or a pattern to reverse in
the angle of a piece of embroidery, trace diagonal lines as
WCH from the extreme point of the angle through the centre.
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This framework of threads will also be found most useful for

the successive reproductions of a design : and the intersecting

threads should never be pulled out until at least half the

work is finished.

Materials. — As embroidery upon linen is chiefly used

for articles which need frequent laundering, the thread which

will best bear washing should be used.

For this purpose the D*M*C cotton, linen and silk threads

are eminently suited.

For work done in cross stitch, square stitch and stroke stitch

on a harsh, stiff material, moderately twisted threads arc

preferable, such as D*M*G Embroidery cotton, special quality

(Coton a broder, qualite speciale), and D*M*C Pearl cotton

(Coton perlei (*).

For work upon linen or canvas, soft and supple materials,

in cross stitch, plaited stitch and flat stitch, a loose thread is

indicated; we advise the choice of D’M-C Floss flax or

flourishing thread (Lin floche), D*M-C Special stranded cotton

(Moulind special) and D-M*C Persian silk (Soie de Perset.

These, all composed of six strands, can be used double or

more at will, according to the coarseness of the stuff to be

embroidered.

Stitches. — Plain cross stitch, as represented in fig. 1 55,

is the most commonly used. It is, however, inferior to the

stitches which are the same on both sides, those which always

excite our wonder and admiration when we see them in the

beautiful old embroideries still to be met with here and there,

from which to this day we draw many of our best inspirations.

Besides cross stitch and all its variations, we employ
stroke stitch and square stitch alike on both sides, called also

Holbein stitch.

Cross stitch patterns are now often worked in flat stitch

or “point lance’’. This latter, which is carried over several

threads of the stuff at once, is quicker to do than plain cross

stitch, and is therefore much used for fancy work.

As will be seen in the following engravings, a pattern is

seldom executed in one stitch only. Combinations are frequently

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D’M’C articles.
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found of stroke stitch and gobelin stitch, star stitch, plait

stitch, &c. in the same piece of work.

This conjunction of various stitches adds greatly to the

beauty of a design.

Plain cross stitch worked over canvas (fig. 1 55). — Plain

cross stitch is formed of two oblique stitches crossing each

other in the middle. If the material admit of the counting of

threads, the stitches can be worked directly upon it ; if not, it

must be covered with an auxiliary canvas over which the

pattern is worked, and which is drawn out thread by thread

when the work is complete.

It is perhaps as well to add that, when an auxiliary canvas

is used, it must be most carefully tacked into place exactly

following the thread of the material, and a sufficient margin
left to allow of its threads
Deing drawn out when no lil ill llTf^il

longcr necdcd -

J o make a neat cross stitch, —

I

-
r il

tile returning needle should IlK 1 ’ j1~ i '^TTi
be put in and drawn out at j[L rff”!! f

the holes already made on the irrHr—iHarSIr^ TiT i.l . iJlral

j

first journey. ipi p3 jj-a|pl||

j

Two-sided cross stitch !l~ T~ TTi i

digs. 1 56 , 1 07. 1 58 ,
1 bo. 160I. — Ifn jrtiH 1

Straight lines of cross stitch.

alike on both sides, are worked
|

in two journeys to and fro, ... n ,
. ...

, , ,

,1 ,
•

' “ __ r . .
’ Fiff. 155. Plain cross stitch worked

that is, two each way. Working
irom left to right, begin by
fastening in the thread, never with a knot, but with two or
three little running stitches which the first cross stitch will

hide. Directing the needle to the right, pass it diagonally over
four threads of the warp and woof both of canvas and
material, and so continue to the end of the row.

Having come to the last stitch, draw out the thread in
the middle of it, make an auxiliary diagonal stitch downwards

,

to the right, bring the needle up in the middle of the last

I stitch, take it thence upwards to the left across two threads,
I and begin the return journey from right to left, crossing
I and thus completing the first row of stitches. The two
I auxiliary stitches are often covered by a long stitch, as
indicated in figs. and 1 58. After the last stitch of the

I
first journey, bring the thread back again to the right for
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The above mode of working two-sided cross stitch cannot
be applied to letters or patterns in broken lines, both being
chiefly made up of isolated stitches.

Figs. i 5g and 160 explain the course of the stitches in

embroidery of this sort.

The working detail A in fig. 159, indicates the spot where
the thread should enter the material, and the position of the
needle for the first stitch

;
detail 13 gives the first half stitch

of the cross completed by an auxiliary stitch to the right, the
thread issuing on the right and the position of the needle

A B CD
Fig. 159. Different positions of the needle for isolated stitches

in two-sided cross stitch.

IS

Fig. 160. Different positions of the needle for isolated stitches

in two-sided cross stitch.

for the third stitch, which completes the cross. Detail C
shows in its finished state the stitch begun in B, and the
position of the needle to reach a stitch on the right; detail D,
a cross stitch finished and the beginning of another stitch for
the row beneath.

In fig. 160, detail E represents the method of continuing
stitches to the left, and detail F shows an auxiliary stitch to
enable one to reach an isolated cross stitch on the right

:

detail G gives auxiliary stitches between two isolated cross
stitches, and detail H, a second and last auxiliary stitch
needed to complete the cross. Both care and practice are
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Fig. 162.

Two-sided Italian

cross stitch.

Position of the needle for

the second stitch.

required to enable one to execute this two-sided marking
stitch so as not to disfigure the material by superfluous

stitches.

Two-sided Italian cross
stitch (figs. 161, 162, i63, 164). —
This stitch consists of cross
stitches, alike back and front,
divided from each other by hori-
zontal and vertical stitches. The
upper and lower stitches should
all slope one way as in plain
cross stitch. Italian stitch is

worked in one journey to and
fro. Fig. 161 shows how to fasten
in the thread and place the needle

Two-sided Italian cross stitch.
th

fl

C fir

f
St

,

itdl fr0m right to

Fastening in the thread and position ^ > 62
'

'll"
P 0

.

511

,

10 "
°l

tllC

of the needle for the first stitch.
needle flOlTl left to light to form
the cross at the back and the ver-

I
tical stitch to the left, on the right side

;

fig. i63, the position of the needle for a

two-sided horizontal stitch at the bottom of
j

the cross, after which you proceed as in
fig. 161. Fig. 164 explains the return of the
thread which completes the double crosses
and the lines between. The vertical lines I

not made on the first journey are completed
jby the stitches of the return journey.

In the next row. the horizontal stitches I

.

form the top of the stitches of the row
f

juqj beneath.

uph To make a last row, pass the needle I

urjh from left to right under and over the
A[|J threads of the foundation, starting from I

3 the Inst cross stitch, before passing it
f3 under the vertical stitch shown in fig. 164. 1

_ f
‘F: ,

16
,

2
-,. This embroidery stitch, done upon a j

Trol stitch

" thin
’ loose]y woven material, produces ;

Position of the needle for
an ^eedingly pretty transparent effect,

the second stitch.
provided that the thread be tightly enough
drawn in the working.

Two-sided Montenegrin cross stitch (figs. i65, 166, 167).
I he Slav populations spread over the southern countries of
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Plaited Slav
stitch (figs. 1 68,

169, 170, 17 1 , 172,

173, 174, i 75 ). -
Plaited Slav stitch

is very much like

Montenegrin
stitch ; but it is

easier to work and
requires no more
time and attention

than ordinary
cross stitch.

The stitch is

Fig- * 65-
B

generally worked
Two-sided Montenegrin cross stitch. First and second over three and six

oblique stitches and transverse stitch. Right side. threads, as fig 168

=1] clearly shows
; but if !

it is to be rounded,
it must be worked
from the outset over

an even number of

threads.

In working a

straight row, the first

stitch should be car-

ried over eight ver-

tical threads : but to
j,

round the stitch, it

must be carried over

four threads only in

A Fig. 166. B either direction, see

Two-sided Montenegrin cross stitch. First and second fig- 169, thus making,
oblique stitches and transverse stitch. Wrong side. also, the first setting-

stitchto the left;

a half-stitch fol-

lows, afterwhich

H| the needle re-
j

turns to the ;

starting point of

the first stitch, t

Fig. 167. Two-sided Montenegrin cross stitch. In fig. 170 the
Row of stitches completed. half-Stitch is i

Fig. 167. Two-sided Montenegrin cross stitch.

Row of stitches completed.
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finished and hidden by the succeeding stitches; the fifth stitch,

which stops at the fifth thread, is begun, and the needle is

directed, slanting from left to right, under three threads of

the canvas. In fig. 171 the needle comes back to the left,

being passed horizontally under tour threads, so that the right

s' e 1*
*

>• i"
» ' " 1

- -

lit. jsiil

Fig. 168. Plaited Slav stitch.

Worked in horizontal line.

setting-stitch is completed in passing to the stitch above. In
fig. 172 the needle passes vertically downwards under four
threads, then, following the direction indicated by the arrow,
it passes in an oblique direction over two threads and comes
back under two. Fig. 173 shows the position of the needle

mim
ESiSiitiSSi

Fig. 169. Plaited Slav stitch. Fig. 170. Plaited Slav stitch.

Left setting-stitch. Position of the needle
I he half-stitch for the return and position for the half-stitch and for the right

of the needle for the next stitch. setting-stitch.

lor the vertical setting-stitch, and the dotted line marking one
cross stitch and one long stitch to form the plait. Fig. 174
gives us a circle completed with setting-stitches all round.
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Plaited Slav stitch can also be worked diagonally, and can
thus be adapted to waved, broken lines and the stalks of
leaves or flowers. Fig. 175 shows how this stitch is worked
obliquely over two threads.

Fig. 171. Plaited Slav stitch.

Setting-stitch to the right and position

of the needle for a setting-stitch

at the top.

Fig. 172. Plaited Slav stitch.

Position of the needle for returning to

the lower row, and dotted line marking
the right half-stitch.

Fig. 173. Plaited Slav stitch,

Right setting-stitch and beginning

second row of stitches.

Fig. 174. Plaited Slav stitch.

Berry encircled with setting-

stitches.

tch (fig. 176). — The distinguishing
eature ot this stitch is that it only advances one or two
breads at a time. It is advisable to begin the stitches over
n uneven number of the canvas threads. Like the Greek and
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Two-sided line stitch (figs. 179 and 1S0). — Square stitch, I

Holbein stitch, line or stroke stitch as it is sometimes called,
and setting-stitch, are all worked on similar principles.

1 hough all these two-sided stitches are related to each
other, and by no means difficult of execution, anyone new to

the work will find a little practice necessary to make the
stitches follow in their proper order. Fig. 179 explains how
thee needle has^ to pass alternatively^ and step^ by^ step ^ove^

P'g- > 77 - Two-sided plaited Spanish stitch. to placellie first i

Firstro'v
- row of stitches!

so as to ensure \i\

an unbroken
course back. It

will be well, be-

1

fore beginning,
j|

to plan out what i

:

will be the most B
direct course

»

back, so that |
you may not

Fig. 178. Two-sided plaited Spanish stitch. , f
-ii

'tUIlt

Second row.
or be ob‘ I

liged to make
extra stitches on the wrong side. If you have to pass obliquely J
across the material, as patterns often necessitate, pursue 1
the same course as though you were covering the straight I
threads of the foundation.

Triangular two-sided Turkish stitch (figs. 181, 182, i 83
,

184, i 85 ). — Among the many pretty stitches which distinguish
the Turkish embroideries, there is one in particular which is

apparently very difficult to execute but in reality is not so

Fig- 1 77 - Two-sided plaited Spanish stitch.

First row.

Fig. 178. Two-sided plaited Spanish stitch.

Second row.
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One-sided insertion (figs. 186, 187, 188, 189, 190). — Be-

ginning with a plain cross stitch, made over three threads

both ways, direct the needle upwards and pass it, three threads

above the first stitch, under the same number of the material

threads, fig. 186. Then returning to the line of the first

stitch, pass the needle under six threads, fig. 187, and make
another cross stitch

;
add another stitch downwards, figs. 188

and 189, followed again by a cross stitch, and then the series

of stitches is begun over again as in fig. 186.

Fig. 181. Triangular two-sided Turkish stitch,

worked diagonally.

First journey forward and first return, forming a half row
of stitches.

Fig. 190 shows
a piece of the in-

sertion in its ori-

ginal size, work-
ed in D-M*C

Y Special stranded

cotton iMouline
special) (*).

Two-sided
insertion with
thewrong side

in square
stitch ifigs. 1 91.

192, 193, 194, 195,

196, 197). — Fig.

191 explains the

first stitch and
the passage ' of

the thread, from
left to right,

under three ver-

tical and three

horizontal

threads, as well

as the second stitch to the left over six threads, and the

position of the needle for beginning the third stitch. Figs. 192

and 193 show the second and third stitches finished, the

course of the fourth and the return of the needle for the

next one
;

fig. 194, the first horizontal stitch below over six

threads and the return stitch under three
;

fig. 195, the eleventh

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D'M'C articles.
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stitch finished and the next step for the twelfth. Fig. 196
shows a series of stitches on the right side, and tig. 197 the
same on the wrong side, which presents quite a different
appearance from the right side, but will go quite well with
any two-sided embroidery.

These insertions can be worked upon any sort of material,
so long as the stitches forming them are made both ways
over a number of threads divisible by three. One may, for
instance, start the first stitch over six' nine, or twelve threads,
but will find it

impracticable
over eight, ten,

or fourteen.

Insertion
in button-hole
stitches (fig.

—

I 11
I iuLii

ypLji-LiiJL iiiiyL

making a button-
hole stitch up-
wards over four
threads, and dis-

tant six threads
from the point
where the needle [HHh
came out, and p
draw it up tight;

L
then make a

similar stitch NMSg
downwards, so [y3ytp
that the two meet . _ .

in the same hole.
F ‘S ' l8" TnanSu,ar two-sided Turkish stitch,

, .

'

worked diagonally.
After making -r • * .

. .
. ,

five such stitches
Tw° Jm,r"';ys to and fr0 formlng Complete row.

upwards and downwards, jump six threads of the material
and begin another group of button-hole stitches like the first.

Different hems for embroideries (figs. 199, 200, 201, 2021.
Coloured embroideries can be finished off not only by open-
work hems, but also by hems ornamented with various kinds
Of Stitches, and when the material has a good selvedge, the
stitches may be worked over it direct.

If desirous of copying the two kinds of stitches represented
"1 figs. 199 and 200, along a cut edge, prepare a rolled hem
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stranded cotton

(Mouline spe-
cial), D-M-C

Floss flax or
flourishing

f

thread (Lin flo-

che), or D*M*G
Persian silk

(Soie de Perse).

Gothic bor- pd
der in cross ~:,=:

stitch ifig. 2o3i. .

Weareindepted
for this pretty Fig. 185. Triangular two-sided Turkish stitch

worked horizontally.
)

<1. .l 1 n,. quite First and second forward journeys and first return journey
LrOtniC 111 Char- completed and second return in course of execution

4pm 1

! lii|

Fig. 186. One-sided insertion.

First cross stitch and position of the
needle for the upper stitch.

Fig. 187. One-sided insertion.

Position of the needle for finishing the
upper stitch and returning to the

cross stitch.

Fig. 188. One-sided insertion.

Second cross stitch
finished and position of the needle for

the lower stitch.

Fig. 189. One-sided insertion.

Series of stitches finished and position
ot the needle for returning

to the cross stitch.
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ncler, to a visit we paid to the National Museum at Munich,
where we discovered it among a heap of oddments thrown
aside as old rubbish.

Its simple and graceful outline renders it peculiarly suited
foi the decoration of table covers, bed spreads, towels, cur-
tains and such articles.

It should be finished off with a deep fringe made of the
threads of the fabric itself, or with a heavy knitted fringe.

(See chapters

headed “Ma-
cramd” and
“Needlework
Trimmings”.)

The design
may be work-

Fig. 190. One-sided insertion complete. ^d entirely in

one shade of
colour, or else in two shades of the same colour, as in fig. 2o3.
where all the outside cross stitches are in the darker shade.

Gross stitch border. Chinese design (fig. 204). — This
motif, which formed the border of some richly embroidered

His Himmm

Fig. 191. Two-sided insertion with
the wrong side in square stitch.

First stitch finished and position of the
needle for the second stitch.

Fig. 192. Two-sided insertion with
the wrong side in square stitch.

Second stitch finished and position

of the needle for the third stitch.

Chinese hangings, is an interesting subject sure to be appre-
ciated by our readers.

We show it here in two parts, fitting together at pointsA and B.

It is a charming pattern to use for chair backs and the
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,

direction of the stitches, are done, one in light red the other

in dark red, with the result that two light leaves and two

dark ones always face each other.

In the original, the cross bars which connect the leaves

are in yellow, while the detached figure which separates them

is in pale blue.

The outer part of this figure is filled in with yellow

stitches: but the double cross stitches should all be worked in

||;|j

Fig. 198. Insertion in button-hole stitches.
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Fig. 199. Selvedge or hem ornamented with single button-hole stitches.

ill lillsl&

Fig. 200. Selvedge or hem ornamented with button-hole stitches in pairs.

plain gold, or. if preferred, in Gold chine, gold and green.

For the S figures in the narrow outside border two shades

of blue should be used
;
dark blue for the outer stitches, and

light blue for the fillings.

The little figures with transverse bars that unite the S S-

should be alternately outlined in black and filled in with light

red, and outlined with dark red filled in with yellow. Owing
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to the limited choice of types at our disposal the dark red and

dark blue are represented by the same kind of cross, that is ;

to say by small crosses.

We can recommend this pattern as specially suitable for

trimming articles of dress, for which purpose it should be i

worked on strips of linen or canvas as being much more
|

convenient to handle.

Corner designs in stroke stitch (figs. 208 and 209). —
j

These two charming patterns can be used to decorate all

sorts of little muslin or linen articles, such as ladies’ and

children’s col-

lars, fine pocket-
;

handkerchiefs,
[

finger napkins

for afternoon

tea, &c., and

may be worked
,

in one colour i

or two accord- !

Fie. 201. Rolled and ornamented hem.
^

n ,
. r , two colours be

Detail magnified.
, , . . .

liked, the inside
\

stitches should

be done in the

lighter, the

little outside

edge in the

darker shade,

as shown in the
|

illustrations.

Border in
Fig. 202. Rolled and ornamented hem.

1
. .

. strode stitrCii
Natural size.

,

(fig. 210). -
This pattern is taken from an exceptionally fine piece of

Italian work, though, to judge by the design, which resembles

a grouping of the rose, the thistle and the shamrock, it

might be attributed an English origin.

The original must have been worked in a most brilliant

purple-red, but time has toned it down to the shade oi Rust

yellow 3o8 or Rust brown 33i4 (*) of the D*M*C colour card.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the
j

mercer's and needlework shops*

Fig. 202. Rolled and ornamented hem.

Natural size.
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Fig. 203. Gothic border in cross stitch.

Materials : D’M*C Embroidery cotton, D’M*C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Floss flax

or flourishing thread.

Key to the colours : M Blue fast dye 797 or Rust brown 3310,

SS Blue fast dye 799 or Rust brown 3313 (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M*C.

LINEN EMBROIDERY
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Second part of the figure 204.

Seeing the harmonious effect produced by the faded red
the white linen, we strongly advise our readers to choose

e or other of the above-mentioned shades as being the only

LINEN EMBROIDERY
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ones that will give to new work anything of the distinctive

quality peculiar to the beautiful old embroideries.

If this pattern be used as an edging for a side board or

dresser cloth, it would look well finished oil with a wide
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Fig. 206. Border in cross and line stitch. Albanian style.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton, or D’M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread.

Key to the colours : K Blue fast dye 798, H Cardinal red 347,
8$ Moss green 470, X Old gold 728, X Saffron yellow 725.
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Fig. 207. Cross stitch border. Greek design.

Materials : D*M*C Special stranded cotton, or D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing
thread and D*M*C Gold embroidery thread.

Key to the colours: X Black fast dye 310, H Geranium red 349 and
Ind,

JJL
b
iUt 5 ‘ 2

’ K Geranium red 352, X Rust yellow 308, X Azure blue 3325,U-M'C Gold embroidery thread or D*M*C Gold chine, green and gold.
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Tlie original from which it is copied is done in back-stitch
with a very loose thread. As tiiis design, executed upon a
stouter material, will work out rather large, it can only be
reproduced upon good sized articles, such as cushions and
panels, and should be worked all in one colour.

1 lie design may be varied by the addition of a second row

‘^>'53 Y-K-'CV*
Fig. 208. Comer design in . .d ,.S-=.A.. l AS

stroke stitch.
; f,A\.Z? ^ i

Materials: D'M*C Embroidery .J'Y-- _ (£<J„_\

Fig. 208. Corner design in
. f AS

stroke stitch.
. rHAf>.

Materials: D*A1 *C Embroidery 'Jti *<%••* w
cotton, D*M*C Pearl cotton or ^ y •

j
^

D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing

thread. M Cc=>^e>

Key to the colours: ->k'v'
N Cardinal red 346. ft, Morocco / \ J

red 33^8 (*) -XJ-
el sprays on the upper sides of ihe KSp =C”5 H
diagonal stalks, like those on tile SJ yY
lower side but turned in the oppo- : KssS
*i,e direction, so that a leaf conies /£]-

u

b

lear

a flowcr and a Howcr above

Powdering in cross, star and T~v J

stroke stitches (fig. 212). — This
B an effective combination of star, stroke and cross stitches
null can be made use of wherever embroidery is a bclittini

101 m of decoration.

Hie cross stitches in which the close parts of the pattern an

,.,-L7X Sh0U
!

d be in one coIour only, but the D-M-C Golc
(Chine d or) may be used for the stroke and star stitches

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours ,

ine cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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This design may be utilised as grounding for a small rug or

a cushion
;

it should be finished off by a narrow embroidered

border or a band of material. For dessert d’oyleys a single

motif only should be used, repeated in each corner.

Border in cross, square and stroke stitch. Wallachian
embroidery (fig. 2 i 3 ). — A piece of Wallachian needlework

Materials: D*M‘C Embroidery cotton,

D'M’C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Floss

flax or flourishing thread.

Key to the colours

:

G Locust bean brown 355, 51 Locust

bean brown 357 (*).

executed on rough, hand-woven
linen, and uncommon both in design

and colouring, suggested the hand-

some embroidery represented here

In place of the somewhat crude

colours of the original, indicative ol

an uneducated taste, we have selected

softer and more refined shades.

The outside edging in square and

stroke stitch is worked in dark red, Cardinal red 3q6 ,
and

in green, Yellow green 734.

For the cross stitch fillings, Indigo blue 3 n, Garnet

red 309, Yellow green 734 and Old gold 680 should be used

in turn.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C.
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We here depict the pattern done in cross, square and
stroke stitches, the execution of which is within the capacity

Nd>'
• M

Fig. 210. Border in stroke stitch.

Materials : D*M‘C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Floss flax

or flourishing thread, in Rust yellow 308 or Rust brown 3314.



of the least practised worker. But it may be rendered much
more decorative by the substitution of Spanish half-stitch,

fig. 177, for the plain cross stitch, worked in different direc-

tions according to the lines of the pattern.

Fig. 21 1. Grounding in diagonal lines worked in back-stitch.

Materials : D*M*C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Pearl cotton or D'M'C Floss llax

or flourishing thread,

in Morocco red 3529 or Lilac grey 314 (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

tlie cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M’C.
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Fig. 212. Powdering in stroke, star and cross stitches.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton, D*M*C Embroidery cotton or D*M*C Floss flux

or flourishing thread and D*M*C Gold chind.

Key to the colours’: S Garnet red 326 or Old blue 930, D*.M*C Gold chine,

blue and gold or D*M*C Gold chind, red and gold.
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The Spanish half-stitch can only be done here over four

and two threads.

We recommend a coloured material for this pattern — red

or dark brown — worked in strips, which can then be used

for trimming curtains and portieres, table-cover's, panels, &c.

These should be made of cloth or plush, with the bands of

embroidery laid on and edged, if desired, by a fancy fringe.

Fig. 214. Border in flat stitch. Italian design.

Materials : D’M’C' Persian silk in Golden yellow 1518, Maize yellow io6c>, Moss

green 1129, Indigo blue 1011 and Crimson red 1185,

or D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D‘M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread,

in Old gold 680, Maize yellow 579, Moss green 470, Indigo blue 334

and Garnet red 326 (*).

Border in “point lance”. Italian design (fig. 214). — The
beauty of the Italian designs, executed upon tine linen in

“point lanc£” (flat or straight stitch', consists in a happy
selection of colours for the embroidery.

In our model, the waved line is worked in golden yellow,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M’C.
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and the little flowers along it in ivory white. The little

crosses and trees are done alternately in red, green, and blue.

We advise the use of this pattern for trimming articles
of dress, such as aprons, collars, childrens’ frocks, &c.,
working it on a band of linen or canvas which can be edged
with crochet picots.

Border in flat stitch and stroke stitch. Slav pattern
(fig. 21 5 ) .

— The design here presented to our readers is taken
from the cuff of a Moravian peasant dress. The motifs are
set in square stitch open worked — explained in the chapter
on “Openwork”, fig. 742 — or stroke stitch filled in with
horizontal or vertical “point lance”. The embroidery is

worked on cream linen in counted stitches; the material to

be used is D-M-C Persian silk (Soie de Perse), in yellow and
cream. This may be advantageously replaced by D-M-C
Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) (*) and D-M-C Floss
flax or flourishing thread (Lin flochei.

When this pattern is used to trim articles of dress, the
embroidery should be worked over an auxiliary canvas onto
the garment itself, not upon a separate strip of material.

Grounding and border in triangular Turkish stitch
and flat stitch (fig. 216). — This pattern, which seems
particularly suited for the ornamentation of dessert and tray
d’oyleys, little pincushions and chair backs, was copied from
an old Turkish shawl, embroidered entirely in gold. The
diagonal lines are all worked in D-M-C Gold chine, gold and
blue and gold and red. The triangular Turkish stitch, already
described in figs. 181 to i 85

,
has a specially good effect when

it is combined with other styles of embroidery, as shown in

fig. 216, where the Turkish stitch and “point lance” occur
together. The ground is divided into oblique squares; the

lines which define them illustrating the use of the triangular
Turkish stitch, worked as explained in fig. 182, in two colours
of D-M-C Gold chind, gold and red and gold and blue.

The insides of the squares number each nine stitches
;
a

tenth is added which is covered by the first stitch of the next
side and set behind it. The stalk which separates the two
little leaves and is surmounted by a small lozenge, must be

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.

»
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begun above the fifth of the nine stitches; five stitches are
made, but in such a manner as to end above the five stitches

with the stitch going obliquely over the threads turned towards
the interior of the stalk, so that tfie last stitch of the first row
forms, with the first stitch of the second row, a triangle at

the top of the stalk.

Taking the two shades of D*M*C Gold chin6, frame a

whole row of squares inside with red chind, and the next
with blue chine.

As regards the lozenges in D-M-G Gold chine',
•

gold arid

Fig. 215. Border in flat stitch and stroke stitch. Slav pattern.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk, in Straw yellow 1262 and Old gold 1168,
or I>M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread or D*M*C Special stranded cotton, in Cream

yellow 712 and Golden yellow 782 (*).

ecru, which fill the corners, and those at the end of the stalk,
make the first stitch over three threads of the material!
increase by two threads at a time until eleven are covered,
and then decrease in the same proportions. Coming to the

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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leaves in D*M*C Gold chine, gold and green, which touch the

stalk on either side, again make a first stitch over three

threads of the material, increase by one stitch along the stalk

keeping a straight line on the opposite side. After the ninth

stitch, over eleven threads of the material, decrease again by
one thread at a time on the side kept straight in the first

Fig. 216. Grounding and border in triangular Turkish stitch and flat stitch.

Materials : D’M'C Gold chine, in gold and red, gold and blue,

gold and 6cru, gold and green.

instance, then add four stitches over three threads only and
in the opposite direction to the first part of the leaf.

The border of zigzags and little dots, which supplies an

appropriate finish to this pretty pattern, is done in D*M*C
Gold chin£, gold and red.
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Coverlet in Morocco embroidery (figs. 217. 218, 219, 220).

Work of this kind named after the country of its origin,

belongs — according to the mode of executing it — either to

the class of darned or of damask embroidery.

In working the pattern of the cover, fig. 217, five threads

are to be skipped and the sixth taken up. Coming back, three

Fig. 217. Coverlet in Morocco embroidery.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton, D*M*C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Special

stranded cotton or D*M*C. Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Morocco red 5327,

Cardinal red 347 or Geranium red 891 (*).

of the five threads skipped in going are taken up, and so on

over the whole surface of the work, unless the lines of the

pattern necessitate a departure from this rule; as for instance,

in certain parts of fig. 218, where one sees that the stitches

are carried over seven or eight threads; also in the borders,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D‘M‘C.
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figs. 219 and 220, where the stitches are arranged in a

somewhat arbitrary manner, merely in order to bring out

the pattern more clearly.

Fig. 218 represents a quarter of one of the motifs of which

fig. 217 is composed. Four such, joined together, form one

of the square patterns, and beginning from the middle the

Fig. 218. Morocco embroidery.

Quarter of one of the motifs of figure 217.

worker continues to the point where one of the two narrow
borders, figs. 219 and 220, is to be added

;
for this grounding

may be broken or added to anywhere.

Most of the linen and cotton materials can be used as a

foundation for this charming design, and the embroidery
threads employed must be adapted to the material chosen.

D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) and D*M*C Floss flax or



linen embroidery

flourishing thread (Lin floche) (*) are only suitable for coarse
fabrics, while D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special),
single strands of which can be used if desired is better
suited to the finer fabrics.

Fig. 219. Morocco embroidery.

Edging and insertion suitable for bordering figure 217.

Fig. 220. Morocco embroidery.

Narrow border suitable to finish off figure 217.

Border in Persian embroidery (figs. 221, 222, 223
, 224).

Persian embroidery, executed in several colours on a found-

^on °* linen, is always characterised by dark outlines

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
"•

If
ton

’ f,ax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. _ The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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in vertical lines, according to the shape of the spaces to,

be filled.

For the colouring we recommend Bronze green 1094 and

Cinnamon brown 11 52 for the large, dark figures of the

central strip, and Greenish grey 1178 and Old gold 1168 for

t he respective centres of these figures. The four little squares
inside the intermediate figures are filled in with Greenish
grey 1178 and Havana brown 1081, the light triangles above

Fig. 225. Band of fiat stitch embroidery edged with rows of openwork.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in white.

and below with Maize yellow 1069, the little detached leaves,

in Scabious violet i23o.

The grounding of the wide central strip is worked in

Indigo blue 1010, and that of the narrow borders in Old

gold 1168. The little patterns in these borders are done

alternately in Scabious violet i23o, Greenish grey 1178 and

Bronze green 1094.

This kind of border, with a less elaborate ground, will

serve for trimming rugs, cushions and panels.

In figs. 223 and 224, we give two other filling stitches met

with likewise in Persian embroideries.
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The stitch tig. 223
,

is composed of horizontal stitches over
live threads, leaving one thread between

;
in the succeeding

rows the stitch advances to the right by one thread so that

the grounding forms a pattern composed of oblique stripes.

Fig. 226. Border of Bulgarian embroidery in flat stitch.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton, D'M’C Special stranded cotton or D*M'C Floss
flax or flourishing thread, in Cardinal red 304, Solid blue 826,

_
Beetle green 3347 and Rust brown 3314 (*).

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
t,e cott°n, flax and silk articles, mark D*M‘C.
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The stitch shown in fig, 224, entirely covers the foundation
material,. It consists of horizontal rows of oblique, encroach-
ing stitches. It is worked like the other in horizontal rows
oyer .six vertical and six horizontal threads, then returns
diagonally under two threads to begin again as described above.

Stitches of the same kind are illustrated in the chapter on
“Netting”, see figs. 725 to 727.

Band of flat stitch embroidery edged with rows o!

openwork (fig. 225). — This band of Hungarian embroider
formed the trimming of an unbleached linen sheet ; it was
worked in white linen thread. The square openwork stitch,

which divides the strip into squares and triangles, is described
in the chapter “Openwork on Linen”, see figs. 740 and 743.

The triangles are filled by a half-star in flat stitch and a

band with little squares left blank.

The interior of the squares is ornamented by a star in flat

stitch, with the rays done in double back-stitch; the spact
round the stars is occupied by eight little flat stitch squares.

To finish off the band, add above and below a little row of

openwork, chosen from the chapter already referred to.

Worked in white on white, this kind of embroidery is used
for trimming bed-linen, &c.

Border of Bulgarian embroidery in flat stitch (fig.

-26). I he Bulgarians make the aprons and bags which form
part of their national costume of a coloured material hand-
woven by themselves. The delightful patterns of these hand-
woven fabrics can easily be reproduced in embroidery. Fig.

226 represents one ol these borders, copied from a bag, and
embroidered in flat stitch upon linen. It may be used to

ornament bags, cushions, hassocks, &c. Our model is worktd
on cream Cuba linen, in vertical flat stitch, over four thread!
oi the material, and in four colours.

The darkest shade in the engraving stands for dark blue,

the medium one, red; the light one, green; and the lighted
of all, yellow.

Linen embroidery done on a traced pattern. — I'or

embroidery worked independently of the threads of the found-
ation material, the pattern must first be traced upon, the

loundation. It is then worked over with the different stitches

required, the outline of the design being carefully adhered to.
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According to its. character, -either the outline alone is

embroidered, or the various motifs are filled in solid, or the
two styles are combined in the same piece of work.

When the pattern is merely to be outlined, one or other
of the stitches most resembling a cord or braid should be
selected, unless a crocheted or knotted cord or a woven braid
be preferred.

If, on the contrary, the pattern is to be entirety covered,
there are a number of suitable stitches to choose amongst,
namely, fiat stitch or “point lance”, the varieties of cross
stitch, known as Russian stitch or Mossoul stitch, Roman
stitch, fish-bone, &c.

I he examples with embroidered outlines and fillings

combine every kind of stitch, as the engravings which follow
will show.

Maltese embroidery is in a class by itself, the patterns
being formed by a succession of tiny tufts.

Materials. — For raised stem stitch, chain stitch, &c.,
one takes a moderately twisted thread, such as D*M*C Pearl
cotton (Coton perld), or D*M*C Embroidery cotton, special
quality (Coton a broder, qualite specia.le) (*) ; in certain rare
cases, as, for instance, in working pearl stitch, D*M*C Crochet
cotton 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) or D-IVLC Knotting cotton
(Fil a pointer) can be used.

Flat and cross stitch, and some other filling stitches, need
a flourishing thread, such as D-M-C Special stranded cotton
(Mouline special), D-M*C Darning cotton (Coton a repriser),
IHl*C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin lloche) or D*M>C
Persian silk (Soie dc Perse).

Very florid designs sometimes require the introduction of
metallic threads: for these one has a choice between D*M*C
Gold and silver embroidery threads (Or et Argent fins pour
fli broderie) and D*M*C Gold chine (Chine d’Or).

Stitches. — The stitch most frequently used in linen
embroidery for working a traced pattern is flat stitch, done as
111 white embroidery — raised satin stitch — the only diffe-
ience being that it is not padded or raised but flat.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
Le cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D*M'C articles.
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M‘C. — The French names, in brackets!

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.

In the chapter “Embroidery upon White Materials”, fig. 72,

we described raised stem stitch. The same chapter contains

directions for doing crossed back-stitch, see figs. 74 and
y
5 .

We here subjoin particulars of a series of stitches which

may be used either for outlines or fillings.

Raised stem stitch

(figs. 227 and 228). -

Take a very thick thread,

such as D*M*C Pearl

cotton (Coton perle) (*)

No. 3 ,
or the coarser

numbers of D*M*C
Crochet cotton 6 cord

(Cordonnet 6 fils), lay it

as a foundation thread

along the line of the

pattern and work over
6 ' it in slanting stem

stitch, fig. 70, either with the same number of thread that is

being used for a foundation or in a finer one, according

to the material which is being embroidered.

This stitch may also be overcast in the manner shown

in fig. 228.

Using a coloured thread

for the second layer of

stitches diversifies this

kind of raised embroidery.

Chain stitch (fig. 229).

After bringing out the

thread at a certain point,

insert the needle again at

the same place, leaving

a little loop on the right

side of the material, and

bring it out 3 or \

, . . ,
threads distant from the

Fig. 228. Another kind of raised stem stitch.
sti tell

Hold the loop of thread with the left thumb and slip it

under the point of the needle, then draw up the thread and

the stitch is finished.
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Next, re-insert the needle at the spot where the thread last

came out form the new loop, and repeat; the final loop is

secured by a back-stitch.

This stitch is used instead of stem stitch for embroidering

small patterns which are merely outlined, or for outlining

larger ones filled in with flat stitch or in some other way.

We shall have frequent occasion to revert to this stitch.

Chain stitch overcast (fig. 23o). — Having finished the

chain stitch as just described, overcast it with a coloured

thread at each loop of the chain without piercing the founda-

Fig. 229. Fig. 230. Fig. 231.

Chain stitch. Chain stitch overcast. Fish-bone stitch.

lion material, see fig. a3o. The effect produced is that of a

round cord.

Fish-bone stitch (fig. 23 i). — This stitch somewhat resem-
bles the ornamental feather stitch, fig. 46 ,

consisting likewise
of two button-hole stitches, one to the right the other to the

left; only they are much longer towards the outside, and the

inside threads form a vertical vein instead of an undulating
line.. In linen embroidery fish-bone stitch is often used as. a

filling for leaves, for which it is peculiarly adapted because of

the veining thus obtained.

Beaded or knotted stitch (fig. 232). — This is a stitch

very frequently met with in ancient church and household

embroideries.
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Contrary to the ordinary proce-

dure, this stitch is worked upwards

under several threads of the material;

the needle is put in horizontally, the

thread drawn tight, then the needle

is again inserted and the thread drawn

through, following the direction of

the arrow, underneath the first stitch,

and a tight knot is made.

We meet with the same stitch

worked in a variety of ways, accord-

ing to the taste and skill of the

^
worker; for instance, the knots may

232
’

. ,
be set slanting, or else straight and

eaded or knotted stitch. . 7, t i, ,

very near together — when they pie-

sent the appearance of

a close string of beads

— or again, wide apart.

All these ways are

admissible, but in each

case care must be taken

to make the stitches

perfectly regular.

It is only the direc-

tion given to the stitch

and the number of

threads taken up with the

needle which changes

Fig. 233. Basket stitch on linen. its appearance.

Basket stitch on iinen (fig. 233 ).
—

There is some kinship between basket

stitch and plaited Slav stitch, fig. 168, and

with the Montenegrin, fig. 167, but it is

not crossed by a vertical stitch like the

latter. It can be worked upon every sort

of material, on counted threads or on a

wide or narrow tracing, with fine or coarse

thread, with stitches close together or well

apart.

Insert the needle, make a slanting stitch

Fig. 234. downwards from left to right, and —
Roman stitch. suitably to the material and the thread

(*)!
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right, the same distance in advance of the line as before, and
bring it out in the middle of the length of the stitch, then

passing the needle over the first stitch, put it in again one or

two threads in advance of the hole where it came out, and
draw it through close to where the first stitch began.

Three little borders in different stitches (figs. 235
,
236

,

237). — We give here three little borders intended for trimming

T 1

in b:

direc

furth

small tea-napkins, aprons and dresses, which represent the

kind of pattern called line designs.

Fig. 235 shows a narrow band executed in stem stitch with,

two shades of colour; fig. 236 . another pattern in simple chain

stitch, and fig. 237 the same design done in chain stitch overcast.

Flowers in flat stitch. Hungarian style (fig. 238 ).
—

This spray is an example of the style of work called Hungarian

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of I

the cotton, (lax and silk articles, mark D*M - C.

Fig. 258. Flowers in flat stitch. Hungarian style.

Materials : D'M*C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Pearl cotton or D -M*C Floss llax

or nourishing thread, in Scarlet 815 and Saffron yellow 725 (*).
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embroidery. The Hungarian peasants use it to ornament their

clothing as well as their house-linen.

The foundation is of line linen, the embroidery wrought

in bright red with occasional leaves in gold colour. The

direction of the stitches being plainly shown in the illustration

further explanation is unnecessary.

Fig. ,39. Border and conventional flower in flat, chain and stem stitch.

Moravian style.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton, in Black fast dye 310, Scarlet .498, Golden

yellow 783, Indigo blue 322 and Maize yellow 579.

Flowers of this sort, repeated along a waved line or used

as a corner spray, are well adapted for the adornment of

table or house-linen, but they can also be used for cushion

covers, aprons, &c.

Border and conventional flower in flat, chain and
stem stitch. Moravian style (fig. 2391. — This is a specimen
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of Slav . embroidery with which the Moravian peasants trim

their cuffs, shawls and caps
;

it should be worked in red, blue,

yellow, black and cream, the characteristic embroidery colours

of that country. The work is done in silk on dark blue linen.

The embroidery is begun by overcasting all the eyelet holes

with yellow cotton, then the petals of the flower are worked in

Hat stitch with red silk. The upturned, dentate leaves, as well

as the two small, leaves at the base of the stalk, are embroidered

In the border, blue flowers with black centres

alternate with red

flowers with blue

centres, and a yel-

low leaf succeeds a

cream one. Having
finished the flat

stitch, do the fill-

ings
;
for the apple

all the colours are

employed in turn.

The apple itself,

like the heart be-

low it, is outlined

alternately with

stem stitch and
chain stitch, done

in red
;

the inside

of- the apple in

black
;
all the other

parts of the flower

and the border

which are worked

in stem and chain stitch are done in yellow, excepting the

veins of the yellow leaf in the border which are in blue.

The eyelet holes of the flowers are encircled by three rows

of chain stitch in black. Two rows of chain stitch — blue and

black — finish off the border at the top, and three rows —
blue, yellow and black — finish it off at the bottom.

For directions how. to work the chain stitch, see fig. 22 m.

Fig. 240. Border in Serbian embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 12, in Indigo blue 31 1,

Cardinal red 347, and Pistachio green 319,

and D'M'C Gold embroidery thread No. 20 (*).

Border in Serbian embroidery (fig. 240L — The peasant

women of Croatia often weave their aprons with coloured

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes an

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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threads mixed with gold
and silver threads. As a

sample of thes,e designs we
give the border, fig. 240,

which was worked on Al-
gerian linen with D*M-C
Pearl cotton (Coton perle)

in blue and green, and
with gold thread and gold

spangles.

The setting of each loz-

enge consists of two lines

of stem stitch in coloured
thread, separated by a gold

thread laid down with over-

cast stitches.

Inside are eyelet holes

in gold thread, ornamented
with a double back-stitch

in silk. Finally, the oblique

bands are filled with little

gold spangles.

The width of this trim-

ming- may be varied at

pleasure; either by edging
it with scallops, or by
using it as an insertion, it

will always make a hand-
some addition to summer
dresses, &c., or to fancy-'
work.

Border in. . Persian
stitch (fig. 241). — This
embroidery, Persian in its

origin, is very . like the

stitch defined in fig. 75.

Instead, however, of bring-
ing the needle out as there
indicated, take it back, as

Fig. 241. Border in Persian stitch.

Materials : D ;M*C Pearl cotton or D-M'C Floss flax or flourishing thread,

in Black fast dye 310, Moss green 469 and 471, Cardinal red'347,

Old gold 680 and Mauve violet 313.
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Fig. 242. Flower in Mossoul stitch.

Materials : D*M*C Gold chine, in black and gold, green and gold, red and gold,

blue and gold, and dcru and gold.

D'M*C Gold cord and D*M*C Alsa in Golden yellow 782.
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seen in the engraving, to the space between the outlines of

the pattern and behind the thread that forms the next stitch.

Before filling in the spaces in the motifs, trace the outlines

with short stem stitches, or with a fine cord secured by

invisible stitches.

This graceful design, applicable to various uses, is composed

of 7-lobed leaves worked alternately in dark and light gieen.

of flowerets of 3 petals, worked in Cardinal red, and 01

small leaves ygfi--
in mauve.
The setting L ))

: '

or outlining >1 J

in mauve. lagHgapBHiig gj®»r
r iVif-fv-;, i-C:? Hi#: 1

;

The setting j. ' & &
)j CoW <?¥ :

or outlining /tj flW'k -'1 <
U

2 J1

j

'dery 'upon* '"I

White Ma- ||i

I torials tile «&"-'• ..... 1
«»l**^-

stitches must Fig. 243. Corner design in reversing flat stitch and stem stitch,

be set far Serbian style.

enough Materials: D*M*C Persian silk, in Black 1187, Myrtle green 1138

apart for the Orange yellow 1115, Indigo blue 1010, Copper red 1133

foundation and Maize yellow 1069; or D*M*C Special stranded cotton or

, D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Black fast dye 310,

to SllOW
pistachio green 367, Saffron yellow 725, Azure blue 3325,

through be- Locust bean brown 337 and Cream yellow 712 (*).

tween them.
_ .

As 'working material take D’M’C Gold chind (Chine dOi).

Red and gold and black and gold Chind are used foi the

eight, petals of the large flower at the top of the spray, and

(*) See, at the end'of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M'C.

Fig. 243. Corner design in reversing flat stitch and stem stitch.

Serbian style.

Materials: D*M‘C Persian silk, in Black 1187, Myrtle green 1138

Orange yellow 1115, Indigo blue 1010, Copper red H33

and Maize yellow 1069; or D*M*C Special stranded cotton or

D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Black fast dye 310,

Pistachio green 367, Saffron yellow 725, Azure blue 3325,

Locust bean brown 337 and Cream yellow 712 (*).
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Roman stitch is employed wherever the lines of the

pattern are widest apart
;
where they narrow, as in the curves

of the stalks and the iaciniations of the flowers, flat stitch

predominates.

The detached motif may be repeated to serve as a strip or

border, or else be used as a powdering; when made into a

Fig. 245. Motif in Roman stitch.

‘atsrials : D’M’C Pearl cotton, D'M’C Special stranded cotton or D*M*C Floss

llax or nourishing thread, in Rose fast dye 3350 (*).

order, the middle flower of the design, with the stalk length-
ned, will look very well worked as a separate subject between
le large-sized bouquets.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
1,e cotton

> flax and silk articles, mark D’M*C.
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Arranged in a double row, base to base, these large fig u 1 es

form an extremely handsome border, which makes an e fl ecti ve

trimming for curtains and other household plenishings.

Bird in Mediaeval embroidery, figure stitch (figs. 240

and 247). - In the Middle Ages a particular kind of embroi-

dery was practised in Southern Germany and in Switzerland,

Fig. 246. Bird in Medieval embroidery, figure stitch.

Materials : D-M-C Floss flax or nourishing thread, or. D-M*C Special stranded

cotton, in white or ecru (*).

done in lint or straight stitch held down by long overcas

stitches, which, owing to the subjects represented by «

embroidery (biblical personages, animals and birds, and ligum

of saints), was called “figure stitch”.

(*) Sec, -at tile end of tile last chapter tile tables of tile sizes and colours i

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M‘C.
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Fig. 248. Border with outlines in beaded or knotted

stitch and in basket stitch, with various fillings.

Materials: For the knotted or beaded stitch
;
D-M-C

Crochet cotton, 6 cord No. 2, in ecru. — For the basket

stitch : D-M-C Special stranded cotton, No. 25, in Indigo

blue 1 1 2 .
— For the Gobelin stitch : D-M-C Special

stranded cotton, No. 25, in Morocco red 3327. — For the

lace stitches : D-M-C Flax lace thread No. 20, in white.

We advise our

readers to frequently

consult the engrav-

ing, that they may
achieve a correct

inclination of the

stitches in all the

various parts of the

bird.

Border with
outlines in headed
or knotted stitch

and in basket

stitch, various fill-

ings (fig. 248). —
The stitch shown in

fig. 23a is used here

for marking the lines

which enclose the

small motifs worked

in Gobelin stitch

with D-M-C Special

stranded . cotton

(Mouline special) in

red, while the de-

tached motifs are

outlined in basket

stitch, fig. 233 ,
with

D-M-C Special

stranded cotton

(Mouline special) in

blue.

The interiors of

these motifs are filled

with one or other ot

the lace stitches (set

the chapter on

“Needle-made 1 -a-

ces”, figs. 890 to 929)1

D-M-C Flax lace

thread (Lin poUI

dentelles), in whiti

being used for them
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Fig. 249.

Scroll pattern executed in braid, with various fillings.

Materials : D'M’C Superfine braid, D*M*C Alsatian twist No. so and D*M*C
hem

L

Embroidery cotton, special quality, No. 20, in Garnet red 535.



the stitches can either be worked into the foundation or so

as to form a network over it.

The work may be simplified by sewing D*M*C Superfine

braid (Lacet superfin), or a crocheted braid — boll) look equally

well — along the straight lines, instead of embroidering them.

Embroidery done in this way is most frequently used to

trim articles of attire for ladies and children.

Embroideries executed in braid. — The two following

specimens may be classed amongst work in which a narrow
braid takes the place of embroidery.

In the scroll pattern, fig. 249, braid is used instead of em-
broidered outlines; whilst the bouquet, fig. 25

1 ,
shows braid

t
employed for mak-

,
ing flowers and

ears of corn.
-v CtC ...

' Scroll pat-

'/
j

tern executed n

;jf / braid, with v?r-

1 - / \ ious fillings (in -i# ..-w'#) 249 und 23o). -

mi Sew down D •M • C

Superfine braid

-^gpr (Lacet superfin)

between the out-

S lines of the trae d

' pattern, with sm ill,

stitches, set in the

Fig. 250. Method of gathering lace to
middle of the braid

form the corves.
:,lld as illVlSirle

as possible, using

D*M*C Alsatian twist {Retors d’Alsace) No. 5o for this purpose.

At the curves of the pattern, fasten down the braid along the

outside line and gather it inside the curve; the fullness will

thus be taken up and the braid will lie quite flat. (See fig. 25o.)

When the whole outline has been done in this manner,

work the filling stitches with D*M*C Embroidery cotton, special

quality (Colon a broder, qualite speeiale), No. 20.

The interiors of the flowers and leaves are filled with fish-

bone stitch, fig. 23 1 ; the stalks are worked in crossed back-

stitch, fig. 75, and the centre of each (lower is formed by a

spider in darning stitch.

This kind of work, which is to be done in colours, is

Fig. 250. Method of gathering lace to

form the curves.

LINEN EMBROIDERY



Fig. 251 .
Bouquet in braid ami embroidery.

Materials: D-M-C Supcrline braid in white, ecru, Rust yellow 508 and Indigo

blue v , and D-M-C Embroidery cotton, special quality No. 5?,

in ecru, Orange yellow 444, Indigo blue 3. 1, Lime-tree grey 391 .
Mignonette g, een ,-0,

Pistachio green 319, 520 anil 569, Morocco led ,128 ( ).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sires and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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Bouquet in braid and embroidery (fig.
bouquet here represented, braid replaces sa

:

broidery with great advantage to the worker
expenditure of much time and labour.

When copying the bouquet, fig. 25i, use D'
bi'aid (I.acet superfin) (*), in ecru and Rust
the ears of corn; in white for the moon d
Indigo blue 322 for the cornflowers.

/fiw isl

As t0 tlle execution, nothing o
Hf 31 11,1111 tllc ni °de of working these How

Thimble for

Tambour
work.

-5?' Crochet hook for Tambour work.

bcick the braid without drawing
o secure it by a stitch or two tc

quickly done
; a single

and small stem stitches
braid and arc continued
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The centres of the moon daisies are worked in twisted

knot stitch, fig. 78, with yellow cotton, and those of the corn-

flowers with dark blue cotton.

The other small details of the pattern are executed with

Hat or stem stitch in the colours indicated below the engraving.

With this to go by, the distribution of the colours for the

different parts cannot present any difficulties. We need only

Fig. 254. First position of the hands for Tambour work.

point out that the Morocco red 3328 is intended for the little

knot of ribbon confining the stalks of the flowers.

It is a pretty little design which can be rapidly executed

and may serve as decoration for all sorts of articles, such as

book-covers, sachets, pincushions, &c.

Crochet done in a frame (figs. 2D2, 253, 264, 255). —
barge pieces of work, requiring a great assortment of colours,

are not done in chain stitch with an ordinary needle, but are

mounted in a frame and the chain stitch worked with a
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crochet hook. This is known as Tambour work from the

frame used for it.

The size of tiie frame must be adapted to the article for

which the work is intended.

The loops or' chain stitches which are made with a small

hook require a special tool, shown in fig. 253, the hook being

screwed into the handle, as is also the case with the stitching

needle to which we shall allude later on.

Fig. 255. Second position of the hands for Tambour work.

A sort of thimble, fig. 252, is worn on the forefinger of die

right hand, made of a tiny plate of sheet brass rolled up, hut

not joined, so that it will fit any finger; it is open at the top
|

like a tailor’s thimble and has a little notch on one side which

is placed above the nail and in which, when you are working,

you lay the needle. Owing to the thimble being cut rather

slanting at the top, the part which covers the outside of the

finger is a little longer than that inside.



Bm

Fig. 256. Spray done in Tambour work. Turkish design.

Materials : D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads No. 40, and D*M*C Gold
chine, in black and gold, red and gold, blue and gold and green and gold (*).

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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Mode of working the dentate leaves.
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be done first, then the reining if there be any, and lastly

the. fillings.

Fig. 267 shows part of a spike with the outline completed

and the filling begun.

In fig. 258 we demonstrate the manner of doing the dentate

leaves
;
the outer half of the right hand leaf is finished

;
in the

SKI
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Fig. 259. Corner of design in single Maltese or tassel stitch.

Materials : D*M*C Special stranded cotton, D’M’C Alsatian thread, D*M*C Floss

flax or flourishing thread, in Old blue 931, Golden green 580, Golden

yellow 781 and Maize yellow 379.

left hand half the filling is shown in process of being done in

two journeys and a zigzag following the contours of the edge.

The left hand leaf again shows the execution of outline and

veins. The large leaves have outlines done in gold, with mid-
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rib in silver, and fillings of D*M*C Gold chine; green and blue;

the small leaves

are filled in with

D-M-C Gold chine,

green and black ; the

spikes show leaflets

alternately outlined

in silver or in gold

and r<*d Chind with

gold and black

Chine fillings.

Tambour work
of this sort, done
in gold and silver

thread, is only used

for very rich and

handsome articles.

Narrow edgings

may be worked for

veils, neckties, and

collars; more im-
portant patterns

serve to ornament
scarves, fans, the

fro n tsofdresses,&c

.

Maltese em-
broidery. — The
natives of Malta

have originated a

special form of em-

broidery which they

use for the decora-

tion of their rooms
and furniture.

The pattern is

formed by means
of tiny tassels which

may be made in

two different ways,

either single or

double. We present

Fig. 261. Single Maltese stitch or tassel stitch. OUT readers with •!

Four little tassels finished. COUplc of patterns
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displaying these two different forms, and adding all necessary

details and explan-

ations.

Corner of

design in single

Maltese or tassel

stitch (figs. 269,

260, 261). — We
recommend this

work with pendent

tassels for panels,

curtains and por-

tieres; it is par-

ticularly suitable

for covering large

surfaces as it can

be so quickly and

easily done.

The material

upon which it is

worked should be

strong in texture

;

one of a pale pink

or yellow tone is

preferable to un-
bleached stuffs.

Having traced

the pattern, mark-
ing the place for

each tassel by a

horizontal line, be-

gin the embroidery
at the bottom.

The execution

of the stitch, which
recalls the single

Smyrna stitch —
see chapter on “Ta-
pestry”, figs. 376
and 377 — is very
easy; you count,
according to the Fig. 26;. Double Maltese stitch,

coarseness of the Second working detail.

62. Double Maltese stitch.

First working detail.
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fabric four to six threads in width for each stitch. The direc-
tion oi the retaining stitch, which secures the tassel at the

'

.

• 3 • top, is always hor-
izontal.

Fig. 26^. Double Maltese stitch.

Third working detail.

Fig. 265. Double Maltese stitch.

Four stitches finished.

As working mat-
erial use D*M*C
Alsatia, or a loose

thread such as

D’iVTC Special

stranded cotton

(Mouline special),

or D*M* C Floss flax

or flourishing thread

(Lin ftoche), taking

six to twelve threads
1 to the needleful. Be-

gin the stitcii in the

middle of the traced

horizontal line

where you leave 1

cluster of strands

about one inch long

lying on the surface

of the work, then

bring out the needle

two or three threads

further on to the

left, lay the strands

oyer the cluster and

put the needle in

again a few threads

distant from the

centre of the stitcii

to the right
;
finally,

come back to the

middle of the stitch,

where you cut the

strands to the length

of the first little

cluster, and the

stitch is completed.

Our engraving,
fig. 260, shows how

LINEN EMBROIDERY
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of the fabric, from right to left, fig. 262. Come back and pass

the needle under the two or three threads in front of the first

stitch. The threaded cluster of strands thus passes under the

one already in place
;

the stitch must be drawn rather tight,

Repeat the first stitch, making a loop in the middle over a

mesh or pencil of the same length as the cluster of strands

already placed, fig. 264. Repeat the second stitch, passing over

the loop, and cut the threaded cluster to the previous length.

The illustration, fig. 265, shows four stitches completed, in

their natural size.

Fig. 266 represents a curtain border embroidered on a

loose fabric with D*M*C Special stranded cotton (Mouline
special), in Golden yellow 781, Beetle green 3346, Indigo

blue 3i2 and Cardinal red 347, arranged as follows
;

the

horizontal lines which enclose the border are done in green

and yellow; the large lozenges in the same colours, the angles

in blue and red.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds of

work described above, a great choice of patterns for linen
j

embroidery will be found in the following publications of the

D*M*C Library : Albums for Cross stitch Embroidery I, III

and III, Cross stitch • New Designs 7, 77 and III, Marking
stitch I, The Embroiderer’s Alphabet, Motifs for Embroideries
I, II, III, IV and V, Works of various kinds, Motifs for
Coptic Embroidery I and II (*).

3 plush, 1

|
the ma:

J
and silt

Intent c

j
exigenc

I siastica!

j
cndeav(

I texture

(*) Sec, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*iM*C Library.
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Border in satin stitch; Louis XVI style.

Embroidery upon Silk and Velvet

In reviewing the rich silken fabrics, brocaded velvets and

plush, with their warm and changing tints and soft effects, or

the many beautiful materials embossed with interwoven gold

and silver designs, one is inclined to think that no embellish-

ment can add to their richness and beauty. And yet the

exigencies of worldly luxury, no less than those of eccle-

siastical pomp and ceremonial, have always encouraged the

endeavour to enhance the value and splendour of these costly

textures by means of rich embroideries.

This chapter comprises the various kinds of work most
used in coloured embroidery upon silk and velvet. It may be

observed that they are not very different from those described
in the preceding chapter.

We will begin with the most familiar kind, namely flat or

satin stitch embroidery, which may be subdivided into unshaded,
shaded, two-faced (that is, the same on both sides), called also

Chinese flat stitch, and needle-painting. Next come knot
stitches and chain stitch, and lastly Arabian embroidery.

Though all these stitches are here included under the term

“Embroidery upon Silk and Velvet”, they may equally well be

worked upon the modern linen, cotton and woollen materials.

But any worker desirous of reproducing one of the examples
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given in the present chapter upon a foundation other that

silk or velvet, will have to choose embroidering materials it

harmony with tire stuff selected for the purpose.

Fabrics. — All the originals of our patterns are execute!
upon a silk or velvet foundation.

We especially recommend all the thicker silk fabrics, sucl
as satin, rep and velvet with a short nap. Thin materials
liable to stretch in tile working, should be avoided, as alst

plush because the stitches, unless thickly padded, are lost ii

its fleecy surface.

Embroidery for ecclesiastical purposes is often done upoi
gold or silver brocade

; but we counsel the avoidence of thesi

stuffs when possible, as tile metal threads are so apt to injurt
the embroidery threads used for the work. If, however, i

gold or silver brocade be provided to form the groundwork
the embroidery itself should be executed on a linen found
ation and then cut out and applique onto the brocade. (See the

chapter on “Applique Work”.)

Materials. — J he choice of working threads must depend
entirely on the kind of embroidery and the delicacy of the

design. The embroidery in flat stitch, Chinese embroidery
and needle-painting require a loose thread, such as D-M-C
Persian silk (Soie de Perse) (*), which can be used in single

strands if required.

On the other hand, work in knot stitch and chain stitch

need a (irmly twisted thread.

In working upon cotton or linen, use instead of silk D-M-C
Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) or D-M-C Floss flax

or flourishing thread (Lin floche)
;
D-M-C Embroidery cotton

(Coton it broder), D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) and
D-M-C Alsa are the best for knot stitch and chain stitch

embroidery.

Frame and mounting. — Preparatory work. — A good
strong frame, made after the pattern shown in the accompan-
ying engraving, fig. 267, is indispensable for embroidery
upon silk and velvet. The bars or rollers should be round
and well polished that tfiey may not mark the material when

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

tile cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D -M*C. — The French names, in brackets

arc those stamped on the labels of the D'M’C articles.
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is is the case with large pieces of embroidery which have to

>e done length by length, it has to be rolled lip upon them.
A piece of stout white or unbleached linen must be sewn

nlo the frame in the manner described in the last chapter.
Upon this tightly stretched foundation lay the material

vliich you are going to embroider and hem or herring-bone
t down, taking care to keep it perfectly even with the thread
)f the foundation and, if possible, still more tightly stretched.

n order to prevent it from being wrinkled or puckered when
'ou come to take off the backing.
For directions how to transfer the pattern to your material

ind prepare the paste with which your embroidery should be
hffened before it is taken out of the frame, see a later chapter.
Before beginning the embroidery, it is expedient to provide

ourself with a coloured sketch from which to work. This is

essential for all unskilled workers and saves them from making
wd mistakes in the arrangement of the colours.

Satin stitch embroidery done with the machine. —
'•1 kinds of satin stitch embroidery can be done with the

Fig. 267. Embroidery mounted in the frame.
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sewing mac nine.

For single-faced

embroidery, use

for the tof

thread (the bob-

bin thread) a

strand of D-M-C

Persian silk

(Soie de Perse)

D-M-C Embroi

dery cotton (Co

ton a broder

No. 80, on reels

or D-M-C Alsa

tian twist (Re

tors d’Alsace

Nos. 3o and 5(

with D-M- C Ma

chine thread (Fi

pour machines

No. i 5o for the

under thread

(the shuttle

thread).

For two-facee

embroidery, use

also for the bad

thread D-M-l

Persian silk

(Soie de Perse)

D-M-C Em-
broidery cottot

(Coton a broder

or D-M-C Alsa

tian twist (Re

d’Alsace)tors

Border ii|

unshaded fla

stitch (figs. 26!

and 269).- Thi

pattern is em-

broidered in or

dinary flat stitcl

and slai

point,

tile othc

the two
are gene

or less

may be

explana

"12, fig

If i

necessa:

the dir

stitches

little, s

the shaj

you are

best to

short <

starting

exterior

leading

will al\

that fol

Materials

out till

The
half be

succeed

(*)T1

stamped

mercer's

Fig. 268. Border in unshaded flat stitch.

Materials: D-M-C Persian silk, in Indigo blue 1009, 1010,

1011 and 1012: or D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread,

in Indigo blue 334, 322, 312, 311.
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and slanting stem stitch. Each figure should be begun at the

point. The leaves must be done in two parts, one half after

the other, and the vein must be a carefully voided line between

the two. The stitches

ai\ generally set more X- .

or less slanting, as i
-

may be seen in the .

necessary to c'nang ‘‘.L X \

the direction of the ,

X

slitches, little by

little, so as to suit Xd

Fig. 270. Border in single-faced Chinese embroidery.

' : D*M*C Persian silk, in Mignonette green 1020, 1024, I

1182, 1184, Yellow green 1276, Old pink 1002, 1004, 1006

and Peacock blue 1221 (*).

out the stitches overlapping each other at the inner outlines.

The dots must be begun exactly in the centre : finish one
half before beginning the other. By this means you will easily

succeed in making them quite round.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D’M’C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.
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Our border is worked in a single colour, but in four shades

of the same. The slanting stem stitch, described in fig. 72, is in

very dark blue, the following shades are used equally for the

flowers and the leaves in flat stitch, as the engraving shows.

Fig. 271. Bouquet in single-faced Chinese embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk, in Old red 1035, 1037, 1040, Greenish grey 1177,

1179, 1180, Mignonette green 1018, 1021. 1024, Beetle green 1199, 1223,

Golden green 1261, 1145 and Snow-white 1219.

It is a very useful pattern for bordering small rugs and

table covers over which you do not wish to expend much time.

For such purposes, it is best worked upon a separate strip of

another material, not upon the article itself. (*)

Bord
This is 1

of the s

arranger

flowers ;

blue anc

evenly d

Work
trimmin

Bouq
Here th<

Materials :

white 1186

mums i

round fl

pan ul as

calyx is

The
green, s

blue. V
leaves a

This
or a bio

form a

A powd

(*) We here refer our readers to our album “Flat-stitch embroidery" which

contains a series of 27 patterns with explanatory text and tracings for the same.

(*) See

the cotton
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Border in single-faced Chinese embroidery (fig. 270b —
This.is worked entirely in unshaded flat stitch; the direction

of the stitches is shown by the illustration. As regards the

arrangement of colours, it is enough to say that the large

flowers are done in four shades of pink, the leaves in dark

blue and yellow green, and in five shades of other greens,

evenly distributed.

Worked on a silk ribbon, this border may be used as a

trimming for articles of dress.

Bouquet in single-faced Chinese embroidery (fig. 271). —
H ere the work is the same as for fig. 270. The chrysanthe-

Fig. 272. Border in two-faced Chinese embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk, in Indigo blue 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012 and Bluish

white 1186; or D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing

thread, in Indigo blue 334, 322, 312, 31 1 and white (*).

mums are embroidered in three reds, as are also the little

round flowers with five petals. The flowers representing cam-
panulas are executed in three shades of greenish blue; the

calyx is in red.

The leaves are worked in mignonette green and golden

green, some of the points are embroidered in a dark greenish

blue. Various other shades are distributed amongst the little

leaves and stalks; the light pendent branch is done in white.

This bouquet can be used for a small pincushion, a sachet,

or a blotting-book
;
four of the designs placed each in a corner

form a pretty ornament for cushions and small table-covers.

A powdering of scattered bouquets is suitable for panels and

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M - C.
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hangings, in which case the bouquets should be worked on a

more imposing scale. (See the chapter entitled “Miscellaneous
Directions”, for the way to enlarge a pattern.)

Border in two-faced Chinese embroidery (fig. 272). —
Before turning to embroidery in shaded flat stitch, we here

give a specimen of Chinese embroidery which is the same
back and front. This kind of work comes from China and

Japan, where it is used for the trimming of garments. The
original of our engraving is worked upon a dark, thick silk

ground
;
nevertheless for this embroidery which has no wrong

side, that is to say, is alike back and front, one may quite as

suitably use transparent fabrics. The work is less difficult

than would appear at first sight. Fill in all the figures with

flat stitch, just taking care that the stitches follow each other

very regularly. You should always avoid coming back into

the parts already finished, or jumping about from one figure

to another without fastening off the thread.

When you begin the embroidery, first fasten on the thread

by a few stitches on the inside of one of the subjects to be

afterwards covered
;
this last being done, the thread is fastened I

off in the finished embroidery without the stitches being inter- 1

fered with.

The border is worked with D*M-C Persian silk (Soie de |
Perse) (*) divided into single strands, in four shades of Indigo :

|
blue

;
a few very small, light leaves are done in white.

This embroidery, alike back and front, lends itself wonder- I

fully well to the adornment of articles of dress, where era- 4

broidery with a wrong side to it would have great dis- \

advantages. Scarves, neckties, collars, cuffs and fans are all I
fitting articles to work upon.

Border in shaded flat stitch embroidery (figs. 273 and

274). — The most usual flat stitch embroidery is the shaded
kind, by means of which the most complicated designs — the

conventional as well as those imitating nature — may be

reproduced.

Our engraving represents a border of conventional flowers

embroidered on a fine corded silk, worked with a lightly

twisted thread in encroaching flat stitch.
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The mode of executing the embroidery is well shown by
the explanatory illustration, fig. 274.

Always begin with the lightest shade and, following the
outline exactly, cover that part of the pattern with flat stitches
directed towards the interior of the figure.

These stitches should be of different lengths. The next row
of stitches, worked with a darker thread, “encroach” on the
light ones of the preceding row, so that the shades melt into
each other. In this way, shade after shade is added until

the figure

is entirely

filled in.

We ad-

vise begin-

ners to con-

sult the en-

graving
frequently,

which will

teach them
how to

stitches

very accu-

rately after

the manner
thereby in-

dicated ;

this will

largely con-

tribute to a

successful

result.
Fig. 274. Working detail of shaded flat stitch embroidery

for design 273.

stalks and foliage are worked in slanting stem stitch. As
regards the colours, take Cherry red for the large flowers,
Indigo blue for the calyx, and Bronze green and Ivy green
for the stalks and leaves.

Shaded flat embroidery is mostly used to ornament large
rugs, table-covers, panels and curtains.

Japanese spray in needle-painting (figs. 27 5 and 276). --

Needle-pain ting is the name applied to that kind of shaded

(*)

the cc
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Hat stitch embroidery by which birds and flowers, and all

sorts of ornaments, can be as faithfully reproduced as by

brush painting.

The spray, fig. 27 5, is copied from a Japanese painting, and

worked in encroaching flat stitch and plain flat stitch, with

D-M-C Persian silk (Soie de Perse), divided into two strands.

BISIm

IlS

Fig. 275. Japanese spray in needle-painting.
.

Materials: D-M-C Persian silk in Steel blue 1105, 1106, 1107, Indigo blue ton,

1012, Golden green 1144, 1145, 1146, Cachou brown 1014, Rust brown 1155,

Old red 1036, 1038 and Bluish white 1186
;

or D-M-C Special stranded cotton, or D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Blue

grey
594, 593, 592, Indigo blue 354, 322, Golden green 382, 581, 580, Cachou

brown 437, Rust brown 3314, Geranium red 332, 349 and Cream yellow 712 (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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Beginning with the lightest shade — white in this case —
add, as previously explained, one shade after another, bringing
out the thread from the part already embroidered and inserting
it in the material not yet covered until the figure is quite
filled in. To give the stitches the proper inclination, it is best

to begin each figure from the middle and then finish the sides

in turn. The stamens are worked in twisted knot stitch (see,

fig. 78 in the chapter “Embroidery upon White Materials”).

The large, central flower is shaded in red, the upright flower
in white and green with a blue and red calyx. The buds are

imbto'.b; -
L I

- m i.ll lib, :i .

charmine
design, especial!}

adapted to the

adornment of

sachets and bon
bonnieres, is

worked with
D*M*C Persian silk (Soie de Perse) (*), divided into tw,o strands.

The poppies are embroidered in violet, the pinks in pink,
the larger leaves in mignonette green, the grasses and stalks

in bright green, the ears of corn are shaded in yellow.

Butterfly in needle-painting (fig. 278). — Here the whole
of the embroidery is done in one strand Of D*M*C Persian
silk (Soie de Perse) which makes it easier to produce a fine

gradation of tints.

The two upper wings of the butterfly are worked almost
entirely in blue, shading from the lightest to the darkest, with

Fig. 276.

Detail of fig. 275, how to work the flowers.

(*) Sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M’C. — The Frenc
are those stamped on the labels of the D*M’C articles.

M

Mignc

or D-;

Mauve

Lime-t
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Fig. 277. Bouquet of wild flowers in needle-painting.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk in Scabious violet 1201, 1230, 1202, 1203,

Old pink 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006,

Mignonette green 1206, 1207, 1425, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1023,

Rust brown 1154, 1229, 1155, Ivy green 1314, 1181, 1182, 1183 1184,

Bronze green 1093, 1096, Cream white 1220
;

or D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D‘M'C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in

Mauve violet 377, 316, 376, 315, Tender pink 3326, Garnet red 335, 309, 326, 3567.

Lime-tree grey 393, 392, Mignonette green 730, 751, Saffron yellow 727, 726, 723,

Golden green 583, 582, 581, 580, Yellow green 731, 530,

Cream yellow 712.
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a white border running round the outer edge interspersed
with black stitches. Set close to the body are a dark red dot

and a few triangular spots in pink edged with white.

The lower wings, worked in a complete scale of red, are

streaked with black lines, with white stitches and green
crescents set close to the outer edge.

The body of the butterfly is white with horizontal black
lines across it, the legs are white, the eyes black, the proboscis
red, and the antennae black and white with black knobs at the

Fig. 278. Butterfly in needle-painting.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk in Indigo blue 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013,
Cherry red 1059, 1060, 1210, 1439, 1061, 1321, 1062, 1063,

Ivy green 1314, 1182, 1184, Black 1187 and Bluish white 1186.

ends. Much attention should be paid to the engraving in order
to give the stitches the right direction, so important in needlc-
painting.

1 his butterfly may be used as a detached ornament for
little fancy articles, work-bags, bonbon-bags, sachets and so
forth.

Spray in knot stitch embroidery (figs. 279 and 280). —
Knot stitch is chiefly to be met with in Chinese and Japanese
embroideries; it lends itself admirably to shaded work and
the gradual merging of colours into. one another.
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liiirs£:

Mas

m

1

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M*C.
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vein

How

(*) Sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D'M'C articles.

In Japanese embroidery we generally find the design

worked in knot stitch, outlined with a gold thread laid on

with either visible or invisible overcasting stitches in silk of a

colour which contrasts with the gold.

Directions for working twisted knot stitch will be found

in the chapter on “Embroidery upon White Materials”, fig. 78.

After tracing all the outlines in D'MvC Gold embroidery

thread (Or fin ii broder) No. 20 (*), laid down with overcasting

stitches in D’M'C Alsa, Golden green 58 i, fill in the design

with knot stitch, making all the stitches in the same direc-
1

lion. Where two shades touch one another make one dark

stitch and one light alternately, so that the change of colour

may be less apparent. (See

the explanatory engraving,

fig. 280.)

The two large fruits are

done in orange, one light,

the other darker, the leaves

in different greens and blues

mixed, the stalks and ten-

drils all* in pale blue.

This species of embroi-

dery is suitable for orna-

menting glove and jewel

boxes and caskets, where
H s- =80

- it rests upon a cardboard
Detail of fig. 279, knot stitch embroidery. woodcn foundation.

Imitation of knot stitch with the machine. — ; 'o

imitate knot stitch with the machine, make rows of back-

stitches in a spiral. For the upper thread use D*M*C Alsa.

D*M*G Alsatian twist (Rotors d’Alsace) or one strand of D*M*C
Persian silk (Soic de Perse), and as lower thread use D'M'C
Machine cotton (Fil pour machines) No. i 5o.

Bouquet worked in chain stitch (fig. 281). — Oriental

embroideries, especially the Turkish, Persian and Indian,

remarkable for their fineness of execution and beautiful

colouring, are very frequently done in chain stitch.

Our pattern, taken from a piece of Persian embroidery of

t he iS lh century, shows how admirably chain stitch adapts
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itself lo shaded work. The ioundation is dark yellow silk, the

embroidery presents a rich gradation ol colours, .red, green,

brown, blue and violet. The colours must be uniformly

distributed throughout the motifs of the design so that none

should predominate. The essential thing is to take careful

note of the lines and the movement of the rows of stitches,

Fig. 281. Bouquet worked in chain stitch.

Materials: D-M-C Alsa, in Geranium red 353, 332, 351, 350, 349,

Pistachio green 320, 367, 319, Drab green 692, 691, Indigo blue 334, 312,

Raspberry red 3686, 3684, Scabious violet 396.

on which account it is necessary to work inward from the

outer edges.

As to the colouring, we can only give general directions.

The large leaves are shaded in brown and green, with ied

veining and blue leaflets. Blue, red and violet alternate in the

flowers. For directions how to do the chain stitch with the

esjgn

d on

of ;i

ts are

light,

eaves
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broi-

:>rna-
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' To
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•M-C
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esign
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help of a crochet needle, we refer our readers to the chapter
on “Linen Embroidery”, figs. 252 to 255

,
where the necessary

explanations will be found.

Chain stitch embroidery, being very elastic, is used by
preference for articles of dress, fronts of blouses, cuffs,

scarves, &c.

Oriental stitches (figs. 282, 283, 284). — We have called
the three following stitches Oriental stitches because they are
met with in most Oriental embroideries, and it is more than
probable that we owe them to the Asiatics, who in all ages
have excelled in the art of embroidery.

on
cat

des

tha

wo
stit

zor

con

ca

acr
This stitches are only appropriate for large, bold designs,

and are executed on a large scale. Worked in one colour
and very conspicuously

Fig. 282. Oriental stitch, transverse threads

and vertical stitches.

outlined, it is styled

“Arabian embroidery’

.

If, on the contrary, the

stitches are worked in

subdued colours, and
if the motifs of the

design are not out-

lined, the embroidery
is better known as

“Renaissance”, which,
however, must not be

confounded with Re-

naissance embroidery
on white (p. 75).

Set the vertical stit-

ches first. In working
with a solt, silky material, to economise it and also to save
the embroidery from becoming too heavy, the second stiui)

may be begun close to where the first left off. But if a

strongly twisted thread be used, or one with a tendency to

twist, the needleful should be taken back underneath the

material and the next stitch be begun on a line with the

first, so that all the stitches of the first layer, which form the

grounding, are carried from the top to the bottom. The
same directions apply to figs. 283, 284, 285 and 286.

Having laid all the vertical threads, stretch threads hori-
zontally across, and fasten them down with detached stitches
set six vertical threads apart. The position of these stitches

ihn

ten:

giv<

u tic

]

285]

the
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mi llie transverse threads must alternate in each row, as indi-
catcd in fig. 282.

For fig. 283, make a similar grounding to the one already
described, laying the horizontal threads a little closer together
than in fig. 282, and
working the fastening

stitches over two hori-
zontal threads.

In fig. 284, the se-

condary threads are
carried diagonally
across the foundation
! breads, and the fas-

tening stitches are
given a similar inclin-
ation.

Plaited stitch, (fig.

'85). — After laying
the vertical stitches,

a kind of plait is

worked in the follow-
ing manger; the

thread is passed three
times alternately over
and under three of the

foundation threads.
Vo do this quite even-
ly, carry the thread
back underneath to its

starting point; the
stitch has always to

be worked from right
to left.

Mosaic stitch
(fig. 286). — In the

minutely wrought an-

Fig. 285. Oriental stitch, closer threads

and longer stitches.

ig. 284. Oriental stitch, diagonal threads

and stitches.
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heath the foundation material, in order that the threads
forming the pattern may be slightly raised, instead of lying
flat as in the previous examples.

Border in Arabian embroidery (fig. 287). — A modern
Caucasian design inspired us with the idea for this border.

The embroidery is

done in two different

oriental stitches, and
in plaited stitch (sec

figs. 283. 284, 285).

The pattern, traced

upon a dark blue

velvet ground, is em-
broidered in D*M*

C

Persian silk (Soie de

Perse) and outlined

with gold and silver

thread.

The filling .stit-

ches, illustrated in

figs. 283 and 284, are

worked .with three

strands of silk cover-

ed with D*M*C Gold
embroidery thread

(Or fin a broderi

No. 40, secured by
stitches in D*M*C
Silver embroiderv
thread (Argent fin it

broder) No. 40.

The plaited stitch,

see fig. 285, is worked
entirely in silk.

For the arrange-
ment of the stitches,

consult the engrav-
ing.

The colouring is

the large leaves of the narrow border are in

i, the small ones in Rust brown, and the two
nds in pink. The braid which en wreathes the

is in Yellow green, the second braid which 1

Fig. 285. Plaited stitch.

186. Mosaic stitch.
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forms a pattern inside it, is in Rust brown
;

the little inside

leaf is dark green, and the large drooping leaves are light

green. The upright leaves are to be embroidered in pink,

and the little oval figure' above them in light green
;

the

Fig. 287. Border in Arabian embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk in Beetle green 1223, Bronze green 1094, Drab brown

1270, 1123, Olive green 1222, Snow-white 1219, D*M*C Alsa in Golden yellow 782

D*M*C Gold cord, D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads Nos. 20 and 40 (*)

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, llax and silk articles, mark D‘M*C.
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group of leaflets in white silk, beneath the pink leaves, rests

upon an oval figure in dark green.

After filling in all the different parts of the design, do the

lattice work with D-M-C Gold cord (Cordonnet d’Or' and the
ornaments on it with a silver cord which can be made out of
strands of the D-M-C Silver embroidery thread fArgent fin a

broder) No. 20, with the help of a wheel for the purpose (see

the chapter “Needlework Trimmings”).
The little semi-circles are done with D-M-C Gold cord

(Cordonnet d’Or). To finish the work off, outline all the motifs
with D-M-C Gold cord (Cordonnet d’Or), fastened down with
invisible overcast stitches of D-M-C A Isa in Golden yellow 7S2.

(See also the chapter “Gold Embroidery” fig. 292, for instruc-
tions how to sew on the cord.) .

This extremely beautiful design, with its scalloped motifs,
is well adapted for bordering all kinds of hangings. The
narrow border should be placed at the top so that the scallops
may point downwards.

Needlework Patterns. — Besides the different kinds of
work described in this chapter, a large choice of patterns for

embroidery upon silk and velvet will be found in the following
publications of the D-M-C Library: Flat Stitch Embroidery,
Motifs for Embroideries

, T. IT, V, and Works of various
kinds. (*)

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publication
forming the D-M-C Library.
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s foi When we compare the various kinds of needlework from
'vin » the point of view of the effect produced, we find that embroi-

. fiery done with gold and silver thread, usually called “Gold
1 l0IIS

Embroidery”* unquestionably holds the highest place.

In the 17 th and beginning of the i8 lh century this difficult

art was chiefly cultivated in Spain, Italy, France and Germany,
where it was at that time adopted for the decoration of

ecclesiastical ornaments and vestments. Since the 18th century

it has mainly been in the hands of those who made it a pro-

fession. It was seldom attempted in private houses, for ama-
teurs shrank from undertaking work which used to be looked

upon as requiring an apprenticeship of nine years for proficiency

in it to be attained.

But as, in these days, it has become usual to introduce

many different kinds of embroidery into one piece of artistic

work, and to use gold in the same manner as other materials,

a greater interest has come to be taken in gold embroidery

even among thoseto whom it is a recreation not a profession.

We hope that, thanks to our illustrations and the accom-

panying directions, our readers will be able to dispense with

even the five years’ apprenticeship which experts in some
countries still consider necessary.

is In gold embroidery the effect is produced by the various

ways of covering with metal threads the more or less heavily
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padded design. Besides the plain gold or silver threads a shot
;hiead is now very much favoured, made of a thread of gold

‘ffe

n

1

f

hre
,a

d of
.

c°1°ur whlch diversifies and enhances the
e-ftect of gold embroidery.

Fabrics. — Gold embroidery requires a strong and firmfoundation It is generally worked upon some texture of sill-
velvet or brocade, but cloth and leather - according to the
destination of the work — may equally well be employed.

n
Materials. — For the execution of gold embroidery, theU

,

G°ld and silver embroidery threads (Or et Argent finspour la broderie, (*), made in Nos. so, 3o and 40, arf unriv
d - 10 obtain a good, firm outline, surround all the

separate figures of the design with D-M-C Gold cord (Cor-

five

n
d

e

iff

d
°t

) ' Gold chint! (Chine d'Or), to be hid in

in,

d
J

fll ‘ colours
.
™ n he employed when it is desired tointioduce colour in order to enrich the appearance of the work.

A special material, D-M-C Turkish gold cord (Ganse turque)

T ;VnV' J
Kparfallrl)! “dapled to the imitation of

J ni kisli embroideries.

..
Accordin

f
l
?

the stitch you work in, you will need, besides
the gold and silver thread, a coloured thread to fix it in place
for tins purpose use D-M-C Alsa in Golden yellow 782 or i,

V]

S1
a*

6
" ^2

’ wl,ch "fill -ds° serve for overcasting the meta
threads with a contrasting colour.

Implements. — The first and most needful of the acces-
sories for gold embroidery is a strong frame on which tomount the work.

Besides this you want, for certain styles of work, a spindleupon which to wind the thread, a pricker or piercer (stiletto!
of small calibre and a tray divided into compartments to hold
the materials.

The spindle (fig. 2881. - The spindle is an implement
abou 9 inches, long, made of hard wood, for winding the
metal threads upon and directing them as you work, that the-may not suffer from contact with the hand.

I lie stall; and part of the prongs must first be covered with
a double tn read of D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perld), yellow
01 S le

- ’
ending in a loop into which, you fasten the gold or

(*) Sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, fax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. _ The French names, in brackets
are those stamped, on the labels of the D-M-C articles
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GOLD EMBROIDERY

silver thread to be wound round the stalk. The

thread is generally wound double on the spindle.

The piercer (fig. 289). — This is needed to make

the holes for the needle to pass through in entering

and leaving the work. The tool consists of a wooden

handle into which a sewing needle is fixed by means

of a screw.

In very soft, supple materials it is not necessary

to prick holes for the needle; but in brocades,

plush, skin and leather, where every mistake shows,

tiie spot for the stitch must be marked beforehand.

Tray for the materials. — Cut out as many

divisions in a thin piece of wood or stout cardboard

as you will require materials for your work
;

lor

these include not only gold and silver threads, but

also beads of different shapes, spangles of many

sizes, as well as bright and dead gold and silver

purl and the larger sized bullion.

For the pieces of purl alone, which should be cut

ready to hand, you may often need several compart-

ments in order that the different lengths may be kept

separate. The bottom of the tray ought to .be lined

with coarse, unmilled cloth, as the materials will

not then slip about and can more easily be picked

ap with the needle than from a smooth, hard surface.

Preparatory work. — Whatever the kind ol

gold embroidery and the fabric upon which it is to

be worked may be, the first thing to do is to fasten

a piece of stout material into the frame as a lining.

Upon this sew the fabric to be embroidered, stretch-

ing it as tightly as you can. After the pattern has

been traced, you may at once begin working any

embroidery that does not require preliminary pad-

ding, that is to say, any sort of flat stitch embroidery.

Where raised work is concerned, the padding

should be done according to the directions given in

the chapter “Embroidery upon White Materials for

Venetian embroidery, fig. i 5o.

Use for this a soft, loose thread, such as D-M-C
Embroidery cotton (Coton a broderl or D*M*C Spe-

cial stranded cotton ' (Moulinc special), yellow or

grey. (See also fig. 2q5.)

lS 7

Fig. 288.

The spindle.

Reduced in

size.



gold embroidery

1 ,

I
.

nstead °[ a padding of stitches, pieces of cardboard or
leather cut the shape of the pattern can be used, but as the
cutting out and fixing on of these designs requires great careand precision we recommend the soft padding, which will betound much less difficult and troublesome.

Tlie different kinds of gold embroidery. — These are
classed according to the different modes of execution

(i) Chinese embroidery;
12

) Embroidery on a foundation of cords •

(3) Embroidery in back-stitch
;

41 Embroidery on couched threads;
(5) Fancy embroidery, with spangles and purl.

Chinese embroidery includes all embroideries in which
the subjects are covered with gold or silver threads, couched
side by side and fastened down, either visibly or invisibly, by

Fig. 289. The piercer or stiletto. Natural size.

overcasting stitches made with a silk thread either of thecolour of the metal thread or of a different colour.
Embroidery on a foundation of cords. — In this kindof embroidery, the metal threads are laid down over a paddingof coid and secured by overcasting stitches, as in Chineseembroidery. These two kinds of embroidery do not take muchpo d or silver thread, since the metallic threads onlv form 1layer upon the right side of the work.
Embroidery in back-stitcb. - Here the whole design is

threads T
’ Sht

f
bcs made ri§ht through the material tin.llneads showing at the back as well as at the front.

these three kinds of gold embroidery may be done with or

:;r;rr inary Padding
’ aCCOrding ,0 the requirements

Embroidery on couched threads. - This embroidery
always needs to be padded. The thread is taken backward's

lv cl- s.Tl
rd

m,°
Ver *h

j,
Stuffing and secured at each turn by a

should K
Spmdle UP° n " hkh the gold thread is woundshould be used here, as ,t facilitates the laying of the thread.

Fancy embroidery with spangles and purl. — Gold
embroideries, over which much time cannot be spent, sire
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Fig. 290. Border in gold embroidery with cord and spangles.

Materials • D'M’C Gold cord and D*M*C Alsa, in Golden yellow 782

and Cardinal red 346 (*).

Spangles, purl and red stones, see figure.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.

worked with spangles and purl
;
even imitation pearls and

precious stones are often introduced. Fancy work of this sort
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IQO GOLD EMBROIDERY

Hg. 291. Detail of fig. 290.

How to fill in tile small flowers

is occasionally met with in the genuine gold embroide, .

.

when this occurs in any of our examples, we give full instruc-
tions as to its execution.

Border in gold embroidery with cord and spangles
(ligs. 290, 291, 292). — Copied from an 18“* century piece of

work, this border is a type of those
gold embroideries in which the
effect is produced by a thick cord
laid down on the foundation with
invisible stitches, and which may
be looked upon as the easiest kind
of embroidery done in metal threads,
i he beauty of the work depends in
these cases upon the choice of an
artistic design. The outlining must
be done, as our pattern demon-
strates, without any break, for fre-
quent passing of the thick cord
through the material is liable to
deface it and to spoil the appear-
ance of the work.

After tracing the pattern, outline the whole with D-M-CGold cord (Cordonnet d’Or), fastening it down at each turning
with an invisible over-

Alsa, Golden yellow

and end of each
round, thread a tapes-

try needle with the

cord and draw it

has been completely
laid down in gold
cord fill in the centres
of the little flower
with single spangles

mpnt -
,, , ,

fastened bv a frag-
cut 01 the purl threaded through the middle, as shown inthe engraving, fig. 291.

1 he veins of the leaves require rather more care. HavingListened on the first spangle by a back-stitch, bring out the

Pig. =92. How to vein the leaves for

border tig. 290.
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sc to it, thread a second spangle and a bit of purl

:hc needle down again through the centre of the first

[n this manner the second spangle will cover half

Do the same with a third and a fourth, and by so

l
the veins are formed entirely of spangles half

ig each other, as fig. 292 clearly shows.
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Lterlly in gold and silver embroidery in the Chinese style.

Gold and silver embroidery threads No. 20, D*M*C Alsa in

;97, Indigo blue 522, Pistachio green 519, Chestnut brown 4°?>

lye 310, Cardinal red 347 and Mandarin yellow 740 (*).

end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

d silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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The red stones placed singly here and there along the

border, are fixed by means of two stitches in red silk or

cotton, through the two holes pierced in the stones. (See
hg-

r

291).

This wide and handsome border is suitable for chasubles
and copes, altar cloths or other Church vestments and hangings.

Butterfly in gold and silver embroidery, in the
Chinese style (fig. 293). — This butterfly, both in design and
execution, is a type of the Chinese gold embroideries.

All the various portions are embroidered with gold or silver

thread, used double and held down by overcast stitches in

P'g- 294- Border in stitched gold and silver embroidery.

Materials : D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads No. 20, D'M*C Special
stranded cotton and D*M'C Alsa, in Golden yellow 782, and Ash grey 762.

different colours, which softens the brilliancy of the metal
threads and gives them a distinctive sheen.

h or the execution of the work we refer our readers to

figs. 296 and 304, where all the details and explanations are
fully given, and confine ourselves here to pointing out the
colours to be used.

The body, the antennae and the legs. are worked in D*M*C
Gold embroidery thread (Or fin a broderi No. 20, and brown,
the eyes in gold and black. The chief parts of the large upper
wings are also in gold, caught down with red, the small
portion of the right wing in gold and orange, and the light
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part of tlie left wing in

D*M*C Silver embroidery
thread (Argent fin a bro-
der) No. 20, and green.

The left lower wing is

worked in silver and green,
the right one in gold and
orange yellow. The tail-

like continuation of the

wings is in gold and silver

stitched with violet. The
round spots on the gold
wings are in silver and
green, those on the silver

wings in gold and orange
yellow.

Before beginning to Fig. 295.

work the design, you Detail showing padding of fig. 294.

should carefully examine
thr engraving in order to

see how to give the gold
and silver threads their

proper direction.

This butterfly can be
introduced into any em-
broidery worked in the

Chinese style, either as a
separate ornament or scat-

tered as a powdering over
a large surface

; it can also

be used singly on a small
blotter, cigar-case, pin-
cushion or fan.

Border in stitched
gold and silver embroi-
dery (figs. 294, 295, 296). —
The idea for this border
was taken from an old
piece of 17* century work,
which is a good specimen
of stitched gold embroi-
dery.

As was already said in

Fig. 296.

Detail showing how the stitched embroidery

and the stalks are done in fig. 294.

EMBROIDERYGOLD



194 gold embroidery

tile introduction to the chapter, this is flat stitch embroidery
worked in gold thread, generally over padding. The padding
is done with a soft, thick cotton: for it we. useD*M*C Special

stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 14, which is secured bv

overcast stitches made with a single thread of the same. After

covering the pattern with several layers of cotton — graduating

them down at the sides and ends — fill up all the irregularities

with straight stitches done with two threads of the special

stranded cotton, then cover the whole with flat stitches set the

opposite way to that of the subsequent gold overlay. (See

fig. 295). The fine parts of the design are padded with two
threads only of the D*M*G Special stranded cotton (Mouline
special'. The gold embroidery is worked over this padding in

the same way as the unshaded flat stitch. (See fig. 296.) It is

advisable to use very coarse needles, which make a large

enough hole for the metal thread to pass through without
injuring the frequently delicate material.

In our design, fig. 294, the small leaves, the buds and the

thicker part of the undulating line are worked in D-M C

Silver embroidery thread (Argent fin a brodcr) No. 20; Drc

large leaves and calices in D*M- C Gold embroidery - thread

(Or fin a broder) No. 20.

As the engraving shows, the stitches are all set slanting;

they are only straight in the bordering lines which are worked
in gold thread.

In order to have these lines quite straight, it is best to

paste on a strip of stiff cardboard to work over, instead of

padding them with stitches.

The stalks and the tendrils are formed of two parallel gold

threads, held down by overcast stitches done with D*M:C Aisa

in Golden yellow 782. Whenever a little branch or stalk sepa-
rates itself from the main stem, a single thread is carried as ,

far as the end of the pattern, then bent round and brought
back alongside to the point of departure, so that the em-
broidery appears to have been executed with a double thread,

as shown in the engraving, fig. 296. The stitches that fasten

down the return thread must be placed even with those holding
the other.

This border can be used to trim blotting-books, lamp mats, &c.

Border in back-stitch embroidery, Chine d’Or .(fig.

297). — With the exception of the rings which unite the sepa-

rate parts of the figures, all the components of this bordering

.

are worked in back-stitch with D-M-C Gold chine (Giiine

Materials
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oidery

id d i n "

Special

red by

After

uating

antics

special

set the

'1 Or . Owing to its suppleness the chine thread lends itself
admirably to the execution of this type of gold embroidery,
as the rich efleet of the golden threads is much enhanced by
1 he coloured ones composing the chine. Our border, the
design of which is taken from old embroidery of the end of
he 17 th century, contains all the Gold chine colours. The
urge, recurved leaves are worked alternately in green and
'hie, the umbels in ecru and the small leaves in red. The
iark lines bordering the pattern alone are in black.

The small motifs, whose shading we have left indefinite,
h two

ouline

ing in

) It is

large

ithoiit

Materials : D’M’C Gold chind, ecru, black, red, green and blue, D’M’C Special
stranded cotton No. 25, and D-ALC Alsa, in Golden yellow 782 and Gold purl.

may be worked alternately in one or other of the five above-
named colours.

1 he whole of the chine d’or embroidery is done without
padding; the stitches are set more or less slanting according
to the space to be covered. The little rings in relief, on the
other hand, are very thickly padded, and then embroidered



Materials : D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads, Nos. 20, 30 and 40, D'M’C
Alsa in Ash grey 762 and Golden yellow 782, and D’M’C Knotting cotton

No. 15, in Lead grey 380 and Saffron yellow 725.
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GOLD EMBROIDERY

3oi, -3(02). — We here give a specimen of embroidery consisting

of couched threads on a cord foundation. This method uses

less material than the stitched gold work, because, as we
mentioned above, the metal threads are not taken through to

the wrong side of the work.

The tri-parti te leaves are made
with couched threads of D*M*C
Silver embroidery thread (Argent fin

.

a broder) No. 3o, used double; the

method of working is explained by

fig. 299. The work is done over card-

board shapes which the embroiderer

can prepare for herself. Transfer

the pattern onto white cardboard

or stout cartridge paper, cut it out

with a very sharp knife in order

to ensure smooth, even edges, then

stick it onto the ground material

with stiff paste. If the embroidery

is to be done with gold thread, use

yellow cardboard. Where rather

long strips of card have to be used,

it is well to fasten them down at

intervals with overcast stitches; the

small details, such as the little leaves, F ig. 299. Detail of fig. 298, leaf

need only be secured by one Stitch at worked with couched double thread,

each point. (See figs. 299 and 3oo.)

Take the silver thread and wind
it double upon the spindle, then

thread a coarse needle with D*M*C
Alsa, waxed to make it still stronger.

After fastening on the silver thread

and the Alsa at the end of the leaf,

begin the embroidery by couching

the silver threads across the figure

and fixing them on the opposite side

by a back-stitch
;
continue to lay

the silver backwards and forwards

in this manner — by means of the spindle — securing it with

a stitch at each turn, until the whole motif is covered, as shown
in fig. 299. The little, fine points are embroidered in Hat stitch,

which is also explained by the engraving. Where the leaves

touch a stalk, the final stitches must be put when the stalk is

Fig. ‘360. Detail of fig. 298, leaf

worked with a single thread.
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Ground with all-over embroi-
dery in gold and silver, Chinese
style, on cord foundation, with
couched threads and purl (figs. 3o3,

304, 3o5 ). — This pattern, copied from
a very ornate Italian embroidery of the

17 th century, comprises several kinds.of
gold embroidery and shows the different

k effects produced by the various stitches.

We have already explained in the
foregoing figures how most of the
stitches are executed; it remains for us
to briefly describe the Chinese style of
working gold embroidery, done with
double threads and without any padding.
Detail fig. 304, shows a pointed leaf em-
broidered in this manner. To make a

good point, begin on one side of the
leaf; carry the outside thread to the

point, the inside thread to £ inch within

.
it; then bend back the two threads and

* lg ‘ 3
c
0

f.'.

Detai1 °f fig ' 3°3 ' return. The double threads are laid
1 mg m a leaf. down side by side and secured by small

back-stitches set at regular distances
from one another, more or less far

apart according to the size of the threads.

For these stitches use D*M*C Alsa. Fill

in the whole leaf by degrees in this

way, setting the stitches of one row
between those of the preceding one.
When you have large surfaces to cover,

you can vary your effects by arranging
your stitches according to a systematic
pattern.

Embroidery with gold purl is rather
more complicated to achieve. The first

thing is to fill up all the motifs with a

thick padding as described in fig. 295

;

Fig. 305. Detail of fig. 303. then thread a fine needle with D*M*C
Purl embroidery. Alsa and bring it up close to the padded

motifs produces a good background
for panels and rugs, Church hangings,
banners, &c.

200



molif; cut little pieces of purl of the length required for the,

design, thread a piece on your needle, insert the needle on the

opposite" side, and bring it out again on the near side, as shown
in fig. 3o5. If the piece of purl be the correct length it should

exactly cover the width of the motif. Those unaccustomed to

this work will at first find it difficult to cut the pieces of purl

Fig. 506. All-over design in fancy embroidery of gold, with lace braid

and leaf-shaped spangles.

Materials : D'M'C Gold embroidery thread No. 40 and leaf-shaped spangles, according

to figure, and D*M*C Alsa, in Golden yellow 782.

to the exact length, but a little practice is all that is needed.

In the border of the design, fig. 3o3, the scrolls are em-
broidered on a cord foundation in D*M*C Gold embroidery

thread (Or fin a broder) No. 3o ; the outer petal in the same,

couched threads, with a single thread
;
the inner petal is over-

laid with gold purl, the two little drooping leaves with silver

201



202 GOT.D EMBROIDERY

purl. The large leaves of the ground and the little balls along
the outer border are worked in D*M* C Embroidery silver
thread (Argent fin a broder) No. 20: the spirals, in D-M-C
Embroidery gold thread (Or fin a broder) No. 20, in the
Chinese manner

;
the small leaves are embroidered with

couched threads in D-M-C Embroidery gold thread (Or fin a

broder; No. 3o, used single.

The raised ornaments, represented light in the engraving,
are covered with silver purl. All the other lines and volutes
are carried out in D*M*C Gold cord (Cordonnet d'Or), fastened
with invisible stitches in D*M*C Alsa.

We advise workers to begin with the motifs embroidered
in the Chinese manner; then to go on to the parts done
with couched threads, and the embroidery on a cord found-
ation ; next to sew on the gold cord, and quite at the last to

do the purl embroidery, which is the most delicate part of
the work.

This large, handsome design is intended for ecclesiastical

pu rposes.

All-over design in fancy embroidery of gold, with
lace braid and leaf-shaped spangles ifig. 3o6 ). — Begin
with the little rosettes composed of spangles, fastening on the

eight long ones which form the outer circle,
,
each held in

place by two stitches through the holes at the point, in order
to place them very regularly, fix the two vertical ones first,

then the two horizontal ones, and afterwards the four obliqm
ones; the little central pailette is adjusted last of all.

After making all the roses, put on the picot braid which
divides the ground into lozenges, tacking it to ensure straight

lines, and then sewing it on with invisible stitches.

The manner of making this braid is described in tin

chapter on “Pillow Paces”, fig. 997; see also, “Needlework
Trimmings", fig. 1040.

The pattern, seeing how little difficulty it presents, is useful

for ornamenting sofa cushions, chair-backs, the fronts of

dresses and other garments.
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Border in applique embroidery, outlined in fine cord and ornamented
with fancy stitches.

• .

Applique work

Applique or applied work consists in the laying on of pieces
of one kind of material so as to form a pattern upon a found-
ation of a different kind.

This mode of producing many-coloured needlework was
already known in the middle ages, before all the various
threads for satin stitch embroidery that we now have at our
disposal were obtainable.

The applique patterns are generally pasted onto the found-
ation, and finished off round the’ edges by fine cord sewn
down with invisible stitches, or by button-hole or some other
stitch which will unite the two layers of material. Gold and
silver threads, spangles and purl, used for ornamental stitches,

add to the effect of this species of embroidery.

We also give a reproduction in this chapter of a specimen
ol applique work done with braids of different widths, instead
of cut-out pieces of stuff.

Fabrics. — Applique work may be done on silk, velvet,

brocade, plush, linen and leather. As the applied material is

to take the place of needle-made embroidery, it must be such
as to stand out in bold relief from the foundation.



I o iu rlhcr embel-
lish the work, differ-

ent kinds of mater-
ial can be applique
on to the same found-
ation, as may be
seen in some of the
examples given here.

Materials. — It

has been already
mentioned that ap-
plique pieces arc-

most frequently laid

down with cord,

but
#they may also

be outlined with
couched threads,

button-hole stitch,

chain stitch, fine

herring-boning, flat

stitch and other em-
broidery stitches.

For making the

cords, we recom-
mend to our reader ;

the cord wheel, illus-

trated by fig. 1026,

with the help of
which they can them -

selves fabricate the

necessary cords in

any size and colour-
ing required.

As material for

the cords (see the

chapter “Needlework
Trimmings”, how to

Fig. 507. Bonier in counterchanged (inlaid) applique work, outlined with cord
Materials : D*M*G Pearl cotton No. 8 or D*M*C Floss flax No. 16, in Cachou brown 4

D-M-C Gold chind, blue and gold, and D*M‘C Alsa, in Golden yellow 782.
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APPLIQUE AVORK 2u5

twisted thread is used, D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) or

D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche), or again

D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads (Or et Argent

fins) and D*M*C Gold chine (Chine d’Or) (*).

For whipping on the cord take D*M*C Alsa, and for the

ornamental additions a floss silk, such as D*M*C Persian silk

(Soie de Perse).

The same silk is employed for overcasting stitches and flat

stitch embroidery.

Preparatory work. — Most materials used for applique

work have first to be backed with very fine tissue paper or

rnuslin.

This is done in the following manner, with paste made of

wheat starch (which dries more quickly than any other),

strained beforehand to remove any Tumps. Spread the paste

on the paper with a brush, taking care that it is only just

sufficiently liquid to make the material and the paper adhere

together ;
it must never penetrate to the right side of the

former and show damp spots.

As soon as the paste has been spread evenly over the lining,

lay your material upon it, smooth and press it with a clean

doth, stroking it down the way of the warp to prevent any

air bubbles remaining between it and the paper, which would
cause it to bulge and pucker.

This first operation finished, lay several sheets of uncreased

paper on a flat, smooth board
;
upon them place the paper-

lined material, covered in its turn with several more sheets

of paper : and, lastly, lay upon these a second board with stones

or other heavy weights upon it, to keep them all in their place

and act as a press.

If a table-cloth press be available, it will save much of

this trouble.

Leave the materials under the press until perfectly dry.

It will be found that any kind of fabric, even the most
delicate, can be made use of for applique work in this fashion,

nor are plush and velvet in the least degree injured by the

process
;

only, when dealing with velvety surfaces, the fabric

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M'C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D'M’C articles.



Fig. 508. Ground and border in applique work, with setting’ of cords
and ornamental stitches.

Materials : D*M‘C Pearl cotton No. 5 or D-M'C Floss flax or flourishing thread
No. 8. in Maize yellow 746. Black fast dye 510, Paroquet green 906, and Orange
yellow 444 : D*M’C Persian silk, in Orange yellow 1113, and Golden green 1146

and D^M’C Gold embroidery thread No. 20.
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must be laid face downwards and the prepared lining placed

upon the back and carefully pressed down.

While the materials are drying, draw out the complete

pattern upon the foundation which is to receive the applique.

On the paper-lined material, when dry, trace only the parts

of tile design which are to be applied, then cut them out with

a very sharp pair of scissors, or lay them on a hard substance

and cut . through with a sharp knife, so that the edges of the

motifs may not be stretched nor ravelled out.

The foundation, mounted on a frame, is next placed upon

a board or table in such a manner that only the material rests

upon it while the

frame projects over

the. four sides.

Then the cut-

out, detached fig-

ures must be pasted

again on the wrong
side and fitted into

their proper places

upon the found-
ation.

This second past-

ing should be done
as quickly as pos-

sible, in order that

a weighted board

to serve as a press

may be laid over

all the pieces at once. The board must not be removed

until the. paste be dry.

Before the framing or outlining of the applied pieces, is

begun, they, should be fastened down to the foundation with

overcast stitches which will be hidden later on by the out-

lining.

The framing or setting. — The cords used to outline

the applique motifs are sewn round the edge of the figures

by invisible stitches on the surface — the' cord being opened

a little at each stitch to allow of' the needle and thread being

slipped through — (sec “Gold Embroidery”, figs. 291 and 292)

or else with visible overcast stitches in a bright colour.

In either case it must be so laid on as quite to cover and

Fig. 309.

. Working detail of a flower in fig, 308.
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hide the cut edges and keep them from fraying, for rough
edges in applique work mean bad workmanship.

Should you wish to frame the applique figures with em-
broidery stitches, bring out your needle close to the cut edge,

fig. 310. Border in appliqud work with corded outlines and fancy stitches.

Materials : D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 8 or D*M'C Pearl cottor
No. 5, in Maize yellow 579 and Yellow green 734 ;

D*M*C Persian silk in Maize yellow 1069, Yellow green 1278 and Crimson
red 1183 (*) ;

D*M’C Gold embroidery thread No. 20.

and insert it, from above, a fraction of an inch within the edge.
Both cord and silk for embroidering the edges should be

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles
stamped with the D'M’C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the
mercer’s and needlework shops.
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of a subdued shade and of a colour to match the foundation,

unless it is desired to widen out the pattern, in which case a

lighter or contrasting shade is used.

Border in counterchanged (inlaid) applique work,
outlined with cord (fig. 3oy). — Our engraving, fig. 307,

represents one of those embroideries of Spanish origin, in

which the foundation and the applique are of the same pattern.

This is called counter-changed or inlaid applique, in oppo-
sition to the ordinary onlaid style. Inlaid work does not need

to be mounted upon a foundation. When the inlays have

been exactly fitted into each other they are caught together

with fastening stitches, and may then be laid over the fingers

while the cord or

other edging is

sewn on.

The foundation

is blue silk
;
the ap-

plique is old gold

velvet, outlined in

golden-brown cord,

laid down with in-

visible stitches.

Close to the brown
cord, to soften the

transition to the

blue silk, in placed
., „ „

a fine cord in
Fi8' Workmg deta.l of fig. 5.0,

D-M- C Gold Child
outlmmg a"d fancy st,t,:hcs -

(Chine d’Or) (*) blue and gold, whipped on with D*M*C Alsa

in Golden yellow 782.

These cords are made with the cord wheel previously

noticed. Two strands are taken of D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton

pcrle) No. 8 or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin

iloche) No. 16, the threads being twisted first to the right,

then to the left.

The Chine cords are composed of three single threads

similarly twisted.

This pattern is suitable for furniture trimming, for rugs,

window curtains, portieres, panels, &c.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D -M - C articles.

>4
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Ground and border in ap-
plique work with setting of

cords' and ornamental stitches
(figs. 3oS and J09). — The found-
ation of this design is ivory
white satin

;
in the border, the

two horizontal bands and the re-

curved leaves are cut out of garnet
red velvet

;
the light calyx of the

flower is of snow white satin; the

inside of the flower and the stalk

forming a cross are of grey-green
silk. All the 'motifs are outlined

with cords fastened on with over-

casting stitches. The red velvet is

edged with black cord, the white
satin with white and the green
silk with green.

As regards the pattern of the

ground, all the applique flowers

are in garnet coloured velvet with
white satin centres

;
the stalks, as

well as the shuttle-shaped figures,

are in green silk.

After sewing down all the

motifs onto the silk ground with a

few stitches, do the Russian stitch

that ornaments the inside of the

oval figures, and the horizontal band
uniting the stalks of the flowers,

with D-IY1 - C Gold embroidery
thread (Or fin a broder) No. 20;

then begin the setting of cords,

sewing them down evenly with
overcasting stitches in yellow silk.

Finally, embroider the stamens
in green D-M-C Persian silk (Soie

de Perse), and the anthers in

yellow silk. (See fig. 309.)

Here, as in the border, the

motifs of garnet red velvet are

edged with black, the white with

white and the green with green.

I‘ig. 512. Narrow border in applique

work with flat stitch setting.

Materials : D*M*C Persian silk,

in Myrtle green liqo

and Crimson red 1 187.
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The cords are made of two single threads of D*M*G Pearl

cotton (Coton perle) (*) No. 5, twisted first to the right then

to the left.

Our model was probably designed for an altar dorsal or
sanctuary hanging: but it might equally well be adapted for

embroidering the back of a prie-dieu, for chancel kneelers

and other ecclesiastical fittings.

Border in applique work with corded outlines and
fancy stitches digs. 3io and 3ii). — The applique motifs, in

white, yellow and red satin, stand out effectively from the

black velvet ground.

The outlining is done with old gold and white cords, sewn
down with invisible stitches. The two colours are easily

distinguishable in the engraving.

The cord outside the figures is

edged with an undivided thread of

dark red 1>M*C Persian silk (Soic de

Perse), secured by overcast stitches

of the same shade, which helps to

throw up the design against its

velvet background.

The wide stalks, done in yellow

satin. are relieved by willing

worked in stem stitch with yellow |T_

silk
; those of the large red leaves

arc done with red silk. The velvet
Fi«T 3 - Working detail of fig. 5.3

.. , . . •
1 j 1 j outlining in Hat stitch,

foundation is enriched by a powder-
ing of detached stitches in D*M*C Gold embroidery thread
(Or lin a broder) No. 20 .

The cords are made with three single threads of D*M*C
Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche) No. 8; the first

twist is given to the right, the second to the left.

This border is not unsuited for trimming altar hangings, &c.
but may also be applied to secular uses. When the article in

question is of large dimensions, the border should be worked
separately and afterwards sewn on.

Narrow border in applique work with flat stitch
setting (figs. 3i2 and 3i3). — This is an example of applique
work outlined with llat stitch.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D'M'C articles.
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I lie ground is red velvet, tile applique old gold 'satin'. After

sewing on all the motifs with invisible stitches, outline them
with flat stitch, as illustrated in fig. 3t3. Take great care tomake the stitches the same length throughout.

Fig. 3'4- Ground in applique work with back-stitch setting.
Materials: D-M'C Pearl cotton No. 8, in Beetle green 3347.

I he stalk is worked in green, the leaves in red, withD-M-C
Persian silk (Soie do Persel.

Having finished the outlines, embroider the veins of the
leaves, which should be slightly padded first.
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This Jiltle border can be turned to many uses, such as the
trimming of blotting books, glove boxes, newspaper-holders, &c.

Ground in applique work with back-stitch setting
(figs. -3 14 and 3 1 5) . — This is a new variety of applique work.

The background is of emerald green velvet and the applique
designs are of yellow leather back-stitched on with bright
green thread.

The pattern is transferred onto yellow leather (Danish
leather) ; the figures arc cut out, a little distance beyond the
outlines; then the pattern is pounced on the velvet and the
leather motifs are pasted upon it.

The back-stitching is done with D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton
pcrle) (*) No. 8, Beetle

green 3347, and is illu-

strated in fig. 3 1 5.

When the outlining is

done, the work is finished.

The combination of
velvet and -leather makes
this work especially suit-

able for chair and foot-

stool covers. Made in

Swede leather it can also

be used for sachets and
blotters.

Cover worked in
braid applique (figs. 3 16

and 3171. — This pattern
was copied from an i8 lh

century saddle-cloth
; all the motifs' of the design are done

with D-M-C Superfine braid (Lacets superfins), £cru, in four
different widths.

Having traced the pattern on pink linen, tack the wider
braids over the whole cover — the narrow ones need not be
tacked — then back-stitch them on carefully, as invisibly as

possible, with D-M-G Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace) No. i5o.

When the rounded parts of the pattern are reached the outside
edge of the braid must first be sewed down ; the inside is

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax.and silk articles, mark D-Al-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.





Fig. 317. Detail of fig. 516. Half the natural size.

and secure the fold with a few stitches, as explained in the

chapter already referred to.

The spaces in the border are divided into squares by narrow

APPLIQUE WORK 21
"

then gathered into shape and stitched. See also “Linen Em-
broidery”, fig. 2?0.

At the corners, make a fold in the braid on the right side
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braid and ornamented with little stars in chain stitch. In the
sprays which surround the centre of the cover, the veins ol
the large leaves are worked in flat stitch, while the buds and
the centres of the flowers are ornamented with knot stitch in
D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perld) No. 3, dent.

To better demonstrate the effect of this kind of embroidery,
we have given, in addition to the small engraving representing
the whole cover, a part of the border, reduced to half its
original size, by which our readers can judge of the work.



Border, iris pattern in tent stitch embroidery

Tapestry is of very ancient origin, and lias always been a

favourite feminine occupation.

Now-a-days we include under the name of tapestry even-
kind of embroidery worked upon counted threads, and in

which the stitches entirely cover the material on which the
work is done. Of these there is a great variety, namely, all

embroidery upon canvas in cross stitch, tent stitch, gobelin
stitch arid straight stitch, besides knotted stitch and knitting
stitch work, &c.
We will begin this chapter by some directions as to fabrics

and working materials, then pass on to review the different
tapestry stitches, describing how they are worked, and will
end with some simple patterns for grounds, borders and
rugs. (*)

Fabrics. — The stuff upon which tapestry is worked is

called canvas. It is made in two different forms, a plain canvas,
woven of single threads, and Penelope canvas, the threads of
which lie in pairs. Both are made in line and coarse sizes.

Choice is given to one or the other canvas according to the
kind- of stitch that is to be worked: most stitches, however,
can be done on either.

e, at the end of the volume the lir.t of albums of the D*M*C Libr

g a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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l-oi rugs made with tied knots, a linen foundation is pre-
01

8

|

t0 a can
y
as 0IK‘> because the soft threads of the linen

uin be drawn closer together than the canvas threads which
are always still.

Preparatory work. - Tapestry can either be worked in
a flame or in the hand: in the latter case, the end of thecanvas should be weighted to prevent its pulling out of shape

Before beginning a piece of work, the stitches should bemarked out in tens
; directions for this are given in the chapterl.men hmbroidery", fig. ,54 .

p

Needles. - The proper tapestry needles are long, strong and
blunt, with oval eyes wide enough to be easily threaded. They can
be obtamed at all needlework and haberdashery shops, where
they aie sold under tne name of tapestry or wool needles.

Materials. — For a long while, wool and silk were theonly materials in use for tapestry, but within the last few
teats great progress having been made in the manufactureand dyeing ol cotton threads, the latter have begun to nlav a
great part in tapestry work. Silk, always unrivalled for richand handsome embroidery, is not suitable for articles which
are to be subjected to. long and harsh usage

; its delicate and
iiugile nature oilers too little resistance to outside influences

time and weather. AYool. although more durable than silkhas the great disadvantage of being liable to the ravages ofmoths, whereas cotton is exposed to no such destructive
agencies and is cheaper than silk: moreover, when long usehas somewhat spoiled its first freshness, this can often be
restored by very simple processes.

Amongst the cottons suitable for tapestry, two that we can
spec, idly recommend have lately been brought into the market,KM-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) and D-M-C
1 ear cotton (Colon perld), both remarkable for their supplenessand brill, ancy. I he latter is also made in deep tints
D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special), is a loose

lead, made in Nos. 14 and 2.1, which is an excellent substi-
tute lor woo! and silk where a flat, smooth surface is essential.D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perlc) |*| Nos. 1, 1

, 5 and S
pi oduces handsome raised stitches, and is used in preference
to any other in stitches in which several threads cross.

the^ cotton! tax and™'ilk art'cl'”

1

D-1CC ‘““ti V" h

‘'"‘ an<1 COlm' r!; ° f

are those stomped on the Sl'oTthe D-M-C ortilus
br*d ‘rt‘
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of the canvas threads. 1 hese fish-bone stitches are worked
according to the direction of the long stitch, sometimes from
left to right, at others from right to left.

Web stitch (fig. 336). — Stretch diagonal threads across

surface that

the stitches

are to cover,

then cross

them with
overcast

stitches. If

Penelope
canvas is

being used,

pass the
Firs

'

t

s

H
"=" needle and _

thread be- |Ejjj

n—in tween the niNSU

Baaia
Fig. 344. Star stitch.

M
Fig. 345. French stitch.

First stitches to the left.

Fig. 346. French stitch.

Stitches on the right.

rows the

stitches

tch. must be set

alternately,

===, which gives

3B|] the embroi-
dered sur-
face the ap-

pearance of
-

a diagonal

or twilled

material.

Fig- 347- French stitch.

Series of stitches finished.

mere stitch

Fig. 348. Parisian stitch. F - ...
To imitate FlS- 349- Greek stitch.

this texture in needlework, make in turn one stitch over one
crossing of the canvas threads and two stitches over two
crossings, lengthways and sideways.
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Begin by a horizontal stitch over two double threads,
secured on the left and in the middle by a vertical back-stitch
over a double thread ; then, going down to the next double
thread, make another
horizon tal stitch with two
back-stitches across it.

This series of stitches

.orresponds to a square
of a drawn pattern
'tapestry type). To bring
out each group of
stitches clearly we have
worked them in two
contrasting shades.

Knotted stitch (fig.

042 ). — Carry the work-
ing thread over two
horizontal and six ver-
tical threads, then bring
the needle back verti-

cally, four threads lower
down, insert it again Fig- 354- Jacquard stitch,

two threads higher up —
behind the stitch just

made, therefore over the
middle threads, after
which take the needle
down to the line of the
stitches.

In the following rows
the stitches extend over
lour threads downwards
and encroach on two
threads of the first row,
so that the stitches of
one row lie between
those of the previous
one.

Smyrna cross
j

stitch, or leviathan
stitch (fig. 343). - First

s ' 355 ' Byzant,ne st,tcl'-

make a simple cross stitch over four threads each way;
then over it make an upright cross.

TAPESTRY
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The same stitch can be made over six a.nd eight threads

;

in working over more than four threads the number of

stitches must be proportionately increased.

Star stitch (fig. 344).

Each little star is com-
posed of eight stitches

which meet in a com-
mon centre.

Begin by a slanting

stitch over a double,

thread, descendingfrom
right to left, ascend

vertically under the

double thread, then

make a vertical stitch

oil the right side of the

work, followed by a

slanting stitch starting

from the left corner,

then a horizontal stitch,

and so on until the star

is complete. To ensure

the stars being very reg-

ular, they should be

worked in horizontal

lines, and each group of

stitches must be begun

in the same direction.

French stitch (figs.

345, 346, 347). — Pass the

thread through from

the back to the front of

the canvas, take it up-
wards over four single

or two double threads

;

put the needle under a

double thread on the

left, fig. 345 ,
then bring

it back over the first

Fig. 357. Velvet stitch, cut and uncut.
stitch . insert the needle

in the midst of the four threads and pass it downwards by

the side of the first stitch. Then make a stitch to the right

similar to the one just made to the left.

rmTfTfT .1
\

1, ,ffr;
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Y
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finished, pass the needle obliquely under

to the next stitch. The whole pattern is

1

. . . . . i — . — .

over two and six

single canvas

threads or one and

three double

threads ;
a long

and a short stitch

alternately in

every direction.

Greek stitch

(fig. 349). — The
stitch known by

this name differs

from the ordinary

cross stitch

through the slant-

ing direction given

to the threads and

the manner in

which it is begun.

The first stitch

is made upwards

com-
tches

fro-

nting

)uble

from
>cend

the

then

stitch

ff the

rting

rner,

titch,

2 star

lsure

f reg-

d be

;ontal

up of

iegun

:tion.

(figs,

ss the

from
>nt of

t up-
fingle

eads

;

der a

1 the

bring
first

leedle

ds by
right Fig. 359. Grounding of vertical stripes

in flat and plaited stitch.
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Fig. 560. Grounding of vertical stripes in fish-bone

stitch and tent stitch.
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Fig. 361. Grounding of diagonal stripes in flat

stitch and tent stitch.

from below and

|
from right to left

over two double
threads, the needle
brought back hori-

| zontally under two
double threads,

then a second
slanting stitch is

made downwards,
to complete the

cross stitch, from
left to right, at a

distance of four
double threads
from the starting

point of the first

stitch and the
cross is finished

:

then bring out the

needle, skipping,

horizontally, two
double threads on
the wrong side.

The next stitch is

made like the first.

The rows may
be united, more
or less, either by
the short or the

long part of the

stitch, but the

same course must
be adopted

throughout. In

Slavonic countries

preference is given
to connected rows
with the short stit-

ches touching the

long ones
; while

in many Greek
embroideries we



find short stitches
—

joined to short and,

in the succeeding
rows, long stitches

joined to long.

A coarse thread |
is better to use

than a fine - one,

seeing that this

stitch has no value

unless it covers the

material entirely.

Scottish.

stitch (fig. 35o). —
Scottish stitch is

formed of squares
composed of slant-

ing stitches made
across one, two,

three, two and one
double threads,

one square being
separated from
another by a row
of tent stitch.

Moorish stitch

(fig. 35 1 ). — Here,

instead of sur-

rounding the four
sides of the square
with a frame of

small stitches, as j§

in the last describ-

ed, the squares are |
arranged to suc-

ceed each other in

diagonal lines, so

that the stitches

form steps. Half-
cross stitches, over
a double thread,

separate . the rows
of squares.

W%W flfllHfbl
-rifa

Fig. 562.

Grounding of squares in Hat stitch.

m&mmsmlisp

Fig. 363.

Grounding of vertical stripes in sten

and plaited stitch.
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Oriental stitch (fig. 352). — Four diagonal stitches are
made over i, 2, 3 and 4 crossings of the canvas threads
respectively. These four stitches form superimposed triangles.

The empty spaces between the rows are filled with gobelin
stitches covering two threads.

Shell stitch (fig. 353). — Carry the thread upwards over
six double horizontal threads, and then up again over the same
number, leaving only one double thread of the canvas between.
When the fourth stitch has been made, bring the needle down

or up again and out
behind the third dou-
ble vertical thread

and between the

second and third

horizontal threads

;

then make a back-
stitch over a double
thread uniting the

four long stitches

and giving them the

appearance of a

cluster of threads in

drawn-thread em-
broidery.

Through these

back-stitches pass a

thread of a different

colour twice round
so as to form small
knots like shells over
the stitches beneath.
Horizontal back-
stitches over two

double threads fill in the spaces between the rows of long
vertical stitches.

Jacquard stitch (fig. 354). — When a large plain surface
has to be covered, it is wise to choose one of those stitches
which form a pattern in themselves.

_

Jacquard stitch, and others that we shall shortly describe,
will be found to produce the effect of a brocaded material.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles
stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted, at all the
mercer’s and needlework shops.

msmm
wk

9KS9S4SSwwmmmm
Fig. 364. Grounding in Mosaic stitch.

Materials : D-M-C Pearl cotton, D*M*C Special
stranded cotton or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing

thread, in Golden green 580, Garnet red 326,
and Hazel-nut grey 422 (*).
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The first row is composed of six slanting stitches under-

neath one another, across two double threads, and six beside

one another, from left to right, also over two double threads.

The second row consists of the same number of stitches,

similarly worked downwards and to the side, only over one

double thread.

Byzantine stitch (fig. 355). — Here, you make the same

number of stitches as in the preceding figure, but with this

Fig. 365. Grounding in Hungarian stitch.

Materials : D'M’C Pearl cotton, D*M*G Special stranded cotton or D’M’C Floss

flax or flourishing thread, in Paroquet green 906, Locust-bean brown 356 and

Cream yellow 712; or D*M*C Persian silk in Beetle green 1200,

Copper red 1134 and Maize yellow 1069 (*).

difference that the two rows of stitches are made over two

double threads or four single ones.

Milanese stitch (fig. 356). — This pretty ground is pro-

duced by small triangles consisting of four stitches and opposed

(*.) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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to one another. In the first diagonal row, worked downwards,
a back-stitch is made alternately over one and over four
crossings of the canvas threads; in the second row, ascending,
a back-stitch over three and two crossings; in the third row.
descending, over three and two crossings; and in the fourth
row, ascending, over one and four crossings. The long stitches
of the next row are placed before the little stitch and the little

stitch before the long stitch of the last row.

Velvet stitch,

cut and uncut
(fig. 357). — This
stitch, by means of

which a very good
imitation of the

Oriental carpets

can be produced,
i and which is also

called Astrachan
stitch, consists of

loops, each secured
by a cross stitch.

The best way to
ensure evenness

III
and regularity of

the loops is to work
them over an ivory

Fig. 366. Grounding in Hungarian stitch.
01 "°oden mesh.

Materials: D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D'M'C 01 tl

^
1(^ e s * rip °i

Floss flax or flourishing thread, -
whalebone,

in Black fast dye 310, Cream yellow 712, Locust-bean The engraving

, Twn 758, 757. 356. 303 555; Golden green clearly shows how
380,581,582,583,584; D-M-C Persian silk, m Black 1187, ... • ,

Cream White 1320, Copper red 1132, 1227, 1133, 1134, 1135, ;

simple SlltCJ

Olive green 1454, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198 (*).
1S d°ne - It can k e

varied by opening
the loops, which gives the ground a velvety appearance.

In the illustration only the middle loops are cut, for the
closed and cut loops may both be employed in the same piece
of work. The pattern represented in figs. 38a and 383 can be
carried out in this manner, the centre part being left intact,

but the loops of the border cut.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M‘C.
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Tapestry groundings. — We now pass to the explanation

of the stitches employed in a small series of groundings suit-

able Tor covering large surfaces.

As a rule these groundings are worked in a single colour,

or in two shades of the same colour, according to the pattern

for which the ground is intended.

As materials a loose thread or a slightly twisted one may
be used; the choice must depend upon the stitch chosen.

We again re-

commend D*M-C
Special stranded

cotton (Mouline

special), D*M*C
Floss flax or

nourishing thread

(Lin floche), D*M* C
Pearl cotton (Co-

ton perl^) orD*M*C
Persian silk (Soie

de Perse).

Grounding of

zigzag lines in

flat stitch (fig.

358). — This pat-

tern is composed
entirely of zigzag

lines. The wide
stripes are worked
over six threads of

the canvas, the nar-

row ones over two.

Each line takes

nine flat stitches,

set slanting.

If the grounding is to be worked in two colours, the lighter

one should be used for the wide stripes, the darker lor the

narrow ones.

Grounding of vertical stripes in flat and plait stitch

(fig. 359 ). — The stripes in flat stitch take twelve threads of

the stuff. Each stripe is composed of two rows of horizontal

stitches, forming a zigzag line, the shortest stitch of which

covers two threads of the canvas, the longest ten. The plaited

stitch covers three threads in width, but only two in height.

Fig. 367. Grounding in Hungarian stitch.

Materials : D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D’M’C
Floss flax or flourishing thread,

in Morocco red 3328, Black fast dye 310, Moss green

471, 469, 936, and Maize yellow 579 ;

D*M’C Persian silk, in Crimson red 1183, Black 1187,

Golden green 1385, 1144, 1146 and

Cream white 1220.
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Grounding of vertical stripes in fish-bone stitch andtent Stitch (fig. 36o). - The light stripes are formed of a
half row Of fish-bone stitches over four horizontal and two
veitical threads. Hie dark lines between the stripes offish-
bone are worked in tent stitch over one thread of the canvas.

.ft
Sw di

v,°
f diagonal stripes in flat stitch and tentstitch (fig. 36 1 ) . - Begin with the dark zigzag lines in tent

stitch over one thread. When these are done, fill in thefoundation with slanting flat stitches, the shortest over two
threads, the longest
over six.

Grounding of
squares in flat
stitch (fig. 362). —
Each square takes
nine slanting flat

stitches, the
shortest over one
thread, the longest
— the middle one —
over five threads
of canvas.

The adjacent
squares have their
stitches sloped in

opposite directions.

The engraving
” - & * *‘***6*11 luu omen. shows the arrange-

Materials : D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D‘M*C ment of the CO-
Floss flax or flourishing thread,

1

in Black fast dye 310, Blue grey 591, 592, 593, 594>

n.M ^
a"d Cachou brown 434, 435, 436, 437;DM-C Persian silk, in Black 1,87, Steel blue 1103,
1104, 1105, 1106 and Tender brown

1048, 1049, 1050, 1051.

Fig. 368. Grounding in Hungarian stitch.

lours.

Grounding of
vertical stripes
in stem and
plaited stitch (fig.

threads
iS

thTSah d°
Ver VeMical “^t'™ horizontalthreads, the plaited stitch takes two threads each way

stit)h\
r

„T
nT 1

;

d a
,

Iight COl °Ur f0r the wide tripes of stem
stitch, and a dark colour for the plaited stitch.

Grounding in Mosaic stitch (fig. 364 ). _ This simnle
little grounding is suitable for small articles made by childrensuch as kettle holders and mats.

y cmiaren,
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It is worked in the stitch shown in fig. 339; the L-shaped

figures in bright green, the dark squares in dark red, and the

ground in grey.

Grounding in Hungarian stitch (fig. 365). — This

pattern is worked in Hungarian stitch, which we illustrated

in fig. 340 .

As regards the disposition of the colours, the interlaced

figures are worked in green and ivory white, the dividing lines

but in the whole
series of shades

of that colour,

is known by the

name of “Hungar-
ian stitch”.

The four follow-

ing designs, disting-

uished by the

richness of their c . ~ ‘A*-,, u tin „, r :an111 11
,

1

j
Fig. 369. Grounding in Hungarian stitch,

colouring, aie used
Materials ; D*M‘C Special stranded cotton or D-M*C

for all kinds
.

Ot Floss flax or flourishing thread,

cushions, taking in Black fast dye 310, Pistachio green 319, 320, 368, 369,

the place of varie- and Raspberry red 3686, 3687, 3688 ;

gated materials. D*M*C Persian silk, in Black 1187, Myrtle green

1140, 1228, 1138, 1137 and Raspberry red

They should be I150
,

,, 48, 1,47 (*).

worked with a very

loosely twisted thread, such as D’M*G Persian silk (Soie de

Perse), D-M-G Special stranded cotton • (Moulind special) or

D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche).

Grounding in Hungarian stitch (fig. 366). — Begin the

pointed figures with the five black stitches, which are worked

over four vertical threads. To these five black stitches add five

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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coloured rows in juxtaposition — one series of red, one of green

— in which the number of stitches is always increased by two,

and finish the figure with three stitches of white at the point.

|lTOIWW/
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Fig. 370. Specimen of medjieval embroidery worked in alternating straight stitches.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton, D*M*C Special stranded cotton

or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Mauve violet 316, Old blue 930,

Golden green 582, Rust yellow 365 and Geranium red 350 ;

D*M*C Persian silk, in Scabious violet 1202, Delft blue 1246, Golden green 114=;,

Maize yellow 1072 and Old red 1038.

Grounding in Hungarian stitch (fig. 367). — The diagonal

lines which traverse the whole of the pattern, and which
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frame the black lozenges, are worked in red ;
the triangles,

which touch the lozenges, are worked in three shades of green,

die foundation in ivory white. All the stitches are vertical

over four threads of the canvas.

Grounding in Hungarian stitch (fig. 368 ). — The dark

lines which form the outline of the figures, are worked in

black, in vertical stitches over four threads of the canvas.

The fillings of the figures are worked alternately in four

shades of brown and four of blue.

Grounding in Hungarian stitch (fig. 369). — The black

horizontal line is made up alternately of one straight stitcli

over eight threads and three over two

threads. Above this black line come

four, rows in shades of green, and

below it three rows in shades of

pink. In this manner the lightest

shades touch each other.

Specimen of mediaeval embroi-

dery worked in alternating

straight stitches (figs. 3yo and 3711.

The composition of this design, with

its artlessly conventional birds and

little trees, indicates the period of the

original embroidery, a piece of tapestry

dating back to the 141'* century.

The needlework is executed upon

plain canvas with a loosely twisted

silk, in vertical stitches over four

threads of the material, done in hori-

zontal rows as shown in the explan-

atory fig. 371.

Begin with the little tree between the birds, which is worked

in Golden green 58a ; then come the birds, done in Mauve

violet 3 t 6
,
and the dark flowerets in Old blue 930 (*).

The light octagons are grounded with light yellow (Rust

vellow 365 ) : the rest of the foundation is covered with Gera-

nium red 35o.

Specimen of modern tapestry, worked in half cross

stitch (fig. 372). — The size of our book does not admit of out-

giving the present chapter all the importance that we could wish.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.

Detail of fig. 570.
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"W e should have liked to introduce some interesting modern
designs to our readers, such as the one represented in fig. 372.

imen of modern tapestry, worked in half cross stitch.
' Pearl cotton or D*M*C Special stranded cotton, in Rust

yellow 365 and Greenish grey 597,
Mandarin yellow 745 and Garnet red 358 (*).

.*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C
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Conventional flowers and leaves form the basis of designs
of this sort and are specially suited for tapestry work in half
cross stitch and tent stitch (*).

Border in tent stitch (fig. 37 3). — This border, composed
of rose campion open and in bud, is entirely worked in tent
stitch or “petit point”, fig. 324 ,

with D-M-C Pearl cotton
(Coton perle) jSo. 1 ; it presents no difficulties of execution.

Fig. 373. Border in tent stitch.

Materials : D-M-C Pearl cotton, D-M-C Special stranded cotton or D-M-C Floss
flax or nourishing thread, in Raspberry red 3685 and 3688,

Moss green 469 and Cachou brown 738.

The flowers are outlined with dark pinlc, Raspberry red
3685 and filled in with paler pink, Raspberry red 368S'; the
calices and the stalks are embroidered in green, Moss green
469 ; and the grounding is done in a faded yellow, Cachou
brown y3S.

The pattern adapts itself particularly well to the decoration

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D-M-C Library
containing a large variety of patterns for all hinds of work.

16
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of panels and portieres. If used for table-covers, the border
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Chain stitch (fig. 374). — Very interesting embroideries
are to be met with here and there in museums, decorations
in the form of hangings, panel portraits, &c., for whose
execution chain stitch has been chosen.

It is the best stitch for patterns

done in a variety of colours, as by
means of it they are readily blended
iogether. The first stitch is always
completed by the next, and its very
shape helps to soften the contrast of
colours.

The explanation given of fig. 229
will have shown our readers that chain
stitch cannot be worked to and fro

like most other stitches'; the rows are
all begun from the same end and A Slnsle knotted stltch be£un -

finished in one journey. Nor can one
continue and finish a colour as in

cross stitch embroideries
; the line

begun has to be continued, and the
thread changed each time another
colour is reached.

Knitting stitch (fig. 375). — This
stitch is the reproduction in embroidery
of the Sumac rugs, and is suitable for
designs which require a large selection

c-f colours.

The stitch closely resembles Spanish
stitch, figs. 177

Fig. 377.

A single knotted stitch

fastened.

and 178, and like

it is worked in

two journeys; the

stitches are set

diagonally over
two double verti-

cal threads and
half a double hor-
izontal thread.

Fig. 378. A 1 of stitches made over a mesh.

The second row is worked the opposite way and completes
tile stitch. Should one wish to copy in knitting stitch a
pattern printed in square types, the left part where the two
stitches meet must be counted as a stitch.

It is best when working this stitch to provide several
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id to thread each with one of the colours to be used,

hould be arranged for the chain stitch described above,

Fig. 379. Persian border in single knotted stitch.

D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, D*M*C Special stranded cotton

Alsatia, in Cardinal red 347, Geranium red 352, Azure blue 3325,

flue 322, Scabious violet 394, Golden green 580, Cream yellow 712,

Mandarin yellow 741 and Beetle green 3348 (*).

Fig. 380. Working details of double knotted stitch.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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Single knotted stitch (figs. 376, 377, 378). — Oriental

carpets with a short pile* can be imitated by means of singleised.

>ove.

ours of
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ioops to be afterwards cut. When a row of stitches is finished,

draw out the mesh in such a way that the blade cuts the

loops through the centre in passing through. If the mesh has

no blade, the loops must be cut open with scissors.

In fig. 376, we give a single stitch, still open
;

in fig. 377,

a single stitch closed or fastened
;
while in detail fig. 378, we

show a row of stitches made over a mesh.

As may be seen by these diagrams, each stitch occupies a

square of canvas two threads in height and in breadth.

Persian border in single knotted stitch (fig. 379). —
Our border, copied from a Persian embroidery of the 17

th

century, was worked on Cuba linen in single knotted stitch.

The depth of the nap or pile is rather less than £ inch.

The material chosen for working it in was D*M*C Floss

flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche), and the stitches were
made with three whole threads. The principal figures are

outlined alternately with red and cream, and filled in with

two shades of blue or red, with a yellow centre
;
the dentate

leaves are embroidered in two shades of green and light red.

Dark green is used for the curved lines connecting them
with the upright columns; the latter being outlined in blue

and filled in with red and yellow.

.

The narrow borders, top and bottom, are edged inside with

green, outside with yellow, and filled in with red and cream ;

the grounding is in mauve.

Double knotted stitch, or Smyrna stitch (fig. 38o). —
With this stitch a good imitation of the oriental rugs and
carpets can be produced.

It is not unlike double Maltese stitch, figs. 262 to 265. It is

worked in horizontal lines, each stitch covering four threads

of the canvas in width
;
and four horizontal threads are left

between the rows of stitching.

The course of the work is clearly shown in fig. 38o.

After having finished a row of stitches, cut them carefully

to the required length. All irregularities of the nap must be

shorn away with sharp scissors when the whole is finished.

Strip in double knotted or Smyrna stitch (fig. 38 i). —
This strip or border, particularly suitable for a bedside rug,

is worked with, five colours in double knotted stitch. The
lightest shade is Rust yellow 3o8

;
the next shade darker is

Blue fast dye 799 ;
the medium shade, Cachou brown 437

;

the dark, Rust brown 33 io and the darkest of all, Black
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f "eedlew°rk. - Besides the different kinds ofvo k desciibed above, a large choice of patterns for tapestry
vill be found in the following publications of the D-M-CLibrary : Motifs for Embroideries 1 and II, Motifs for CopticEmbroidery II and III

, and Works of various kinds (*)

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of publications
forming the D-M-C Library.
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Knitting

Knitting, though not one of the kinds of needlework earliest

known, is the one which has been brought to the greatest

perfection. It would be impossible to invent new stitches or

patterns
;
we have, therefore, confined ourselves to describing

the stitches in general use, and reproducing such patterns as

we think likely to be most attractive to our readers, who can

then make their own selection.

The principal use made of knitting has always been the

manufacture of socks and stockings.

However, putting these aside, there are numberless other

articles, both useful and ornamental, which can be created

through the medium of knitting-pins
;
mufflers, motor-scarves,

shawls, jerseys, sofa-rugs, counterpanes, cot-covers, gloves,

ties, laces, &c.

Besides its utility, knitting is an agreeable recreation which

those who favour it can take up to fill in odd moments, and

carry on even while conversing or reading.

Knitting consists of loops or stitches of thread, formed by

means of two or more needles.

In round knitting, four or five needles are necessary for

the better handling of the work.
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Owing to the loops made in knitting being connected
together in unbroken continuity, a very elastic fabric is pro-
duced, specially adapted to the fashioning of warm and close-
fitting garments, both for under and outer wear.

Needles. — Knitting needles, or pins — as they are indif-
ferently called — whether they are made of steel, wood or
bone, should be chosen of a size proportionate to the thread
with which they are to be used.

The steel pins are comparatively short and thin, pointed at
both ends ; wooden, bone and vulcanite pins are thicker and
being used for large pieces of work are also much longer.

and are frequently provided with a knob at one end to prevent
the stitches slipping off.

Materials. Soft and silky threads, rather loosely twisted,
are the best for ordinary knitting

;
certain articles, however,

require on the contrary the employment of thread with a
stronger twist.

for the manufacture' of wearing apparel, in which the
knitted fabric takes the place of a woven one, choose either
D-M-G Knitting cotton (Coton a tricoter) (*), D-M-C Knitting
cotton, bell mark (Retors pour mercerie), D-M-C Alsatia
D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) or D-M-C Floss crochet
(Crochet flochc). We particularly recommend the two latter
articles. Pearl cotton is made up in balls of 5o grammes’
weight, in Nos. 3, 5 and 8. The Floss crochet, made up in

(*) See
» at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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balls of 20 grammes, is a thread of 6 strands slightly twisted.

Bed and sofa covers, as well as coarse lace edgings and inser-

tions,, may also be made with D*M*C Flax thread for knitting

and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter), D-M-C Crochet

cotton (Coton pour crochet), D-M-C Shaded pearl cotton

(Perle ombre) and D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer).

Fine laces, on the other hand, need a strongly twisted thread,

which show's up the openwork pattern. For such work we
suggest D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace), D-M-C Crochet

cotton 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils), D-M-C Special crochet cotton

(Cordonnet special), D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet

Fig. 585. Crossed casting on with a single thread.

(Lin pour tricoter et crocheter), D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin

pour dentelles) and D-M-C Alsatia in fine numbers.

Position of the hands in knitting (fig. 384). — Lay the

thread over the little finger of the right hand, twist it round

the finger, then take it under the third and middle fingers and

over the forefinger, which must be kept close to the work.

The middle finger and the thumb hold the work. The left hand

plays a more or less passive part
;
having merely, by a slight

movement of the forefinger, to pass the loops in succession

onto the pin in the right hand, which forms the stitches.

In Germany the thread is laid over the left hand, which

enables the hand to move much more quickly. There are some

ways of casting on stitches which can only be done in the

German fashion.

In order to avoid making irregular stitches, keep them less

than half an inch from the ends of the knitting pins. All

excessive movements of the arms should be avoided, as the

resultant fatigue makes it impossible to work for long at a time.
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Casting-

on. — Casting or setting
called, is the formation of the first rov
constitute the foundation of the work.

The are four differerrt methods of c

(1) Crossed casting on, which may
ways

;

(2) Knitting on
;

(3) Slipping on, which may be done
(4) Casting on with picots.

(1) a. Crossed casting on with
385). — Pass the thread under the left
round the thumb, so that the thread ru
and forefinger. An end of thread, Ion,
number of stitches to be cast on, must

crossed casting on with a threefold thread.

ronnrf rti

b
'il k " Td fl'°m bel°W int0 the looP which is

Daft of the
a
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d
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U fr0m riSht t0 left under that

flit mh ti
-

ead
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,

h 1,es between the forefinger and the

draw Hi th

bTS tle tbr
f
ad ,hroueh the loop on the thumb;dtaw the thumb out and lay the loop on the needle

for the following stitches, lay the thread over the thumbn such a manner that the end of it is outside the thumb Put

the stitch"a™ before!

‘b""1 ne3reSt 'he P° int and com PIete

„„™s "y of casting on is generally done with two needles,ne of them being drawn out before the knitting-off is begunthus producing rather loose stitches for the second row to bemade on, and ensuring a loose outer edge.

~ ,

!') b - Crossed
,

casting on with a threefold thread. —
Ihis way is similar to be last, only the thread is taken three-
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Fig. 388. Knitting on stitches.

and cast a second stitch onto the needle, then only the thumb
is withdrawn and the loop dropped.

In this manner two loops are made at the same time, quite
close together.

fold and is drawn by the needle through the loop which is
formed at the bend of the thread.

llien the single thread is passed over the left hand and the
triple one round the thumb, as in fig. 385, and the same
stitches are made
as in the previous
casting on.

The triple thread
makes a broad
chain at the base
of the loops.

( 1 ) c. Double
crossed casting
on with a three-
fold thread (fig.

386). — This cast-

ing on may be
done with a single

F 's & 1 ' Crossei casti "S on formi"e a chai "-

or a triple thread. I 11 our engraving the latter is used.

1 he first stitch is made as already described, except that
the loop must be kept on the thumb and the needle be put
into it a second time. Lay hold of the thread from behind,



(i) d. Grossed casting on forming a chain (fig. 387). —Begin alwayS by making one stitch such as is described in
*? ; for the second stitch, and for every subsequent second
stitch, bring the end of the thread into the palm of the hand
so that it lies between the thumb and the forefinger

; the other
stitches are made as in fig. 385 like the first.

Fig. 389. Casting on with single slip loops.

(2) Knitting on stitches (fig. 388). — Make first of all a
plain crossed stitch, then take the thread and the needle in the
left hand and a second needle in the right hand, and catch the
second needle into the stitch on the left needle, put the thread
on the light needle, and draw it in the form of a loop through
the loop on the left needle. Then transfer it as a new stitch
onto the left needle, upon which there will now be two

KNITTING

Fig. 390. Casting on with double slip loops.







stitches; catch the needle again into the last stitch, and draw
the thread through it as before, forming a third stitch, and

so continue.

This mode of casting on is convenient for articles that are

to have a double edge, because stitches thus made are easier

to pick up than tighter ones.

It should not be used, however, when the stitches so made
form the actual edge, as the loops would remain too open.

(3) a. Casting on with single slip loops (fig. 389 ).
—

Begin by casting on one loop in the ordinary way
;

next, lay

the thread — as in German knitting — over the left hand, but

twisting it once only round the forefinger. Then put the

needle, upwards from below, under the thread which lies on
the forefinger

;
draw out the finger from the loop on the'

Fig. 591. Casting on with picots.

needle
;
take the thread on the forefinger again, put the needle

into the loop, and so on.

(3) b. Casting on with double slip loops (fig. 3go). —
Make a stitch, to begin with, in the ordinary way, then lay

the thread over the forefinger the reverse way, so that it

crosses between the worker’s hand and body, not outside the

hand. Pass the needle, upwards from below, under the inside

thread, and slip the thread in the form of a loop onto the

needle.

Continue to cast on, inserting the needle alternately under
the front and back threads.

This method is specially suitable for open patterns, where
it is necessary to increase several times in succession.
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(4 ) Casting on with pioots (fig. 3gi). — Cast on two
stitches in the ordinary way, and turn the work, lay the
thread over the needle, put the needle into the first stitch,
from right to left, slip the stitch onto the right needle; knit
off the second stitch plain and draw the first stitch over the
second one. 1 urn tire work and continue to cast on stitches in
this manner until the requisite length be attained.

Fig. 392. Plain knitting.
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Plain knitting (fig. 192). — This is the easiest stitch and
the first one a child is taught. It is executed as follows: Put
the right hand needle, upwards from below, under the front
part of the first stitch on the left hand needle, lay the thread
from right to left over the needle, draw it through the loop
and drop the loop olf the left needle.

Plain knitting is employed in all cases where a smooth
even surface is required. The wrong side looks quite different

Fig. 395. Purling taken from the back.

from the right side, the rows of plain knitting presenting the

appearance of vertical lines like plaits.

Purling (fig. 3g3 ). — Knitting may also be purposely
worked from the back

;
doing the stitches in this manner is

termed purling. To purl, lay the thread over the left hand
needle, and put the right hand needle in behind the thread of
the left needle; pass the thread, upwards from below, round
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the right needle, draw the thread with the needle through the
loop on the left needle, and then let this last loop drop "off.

Purled stitches are used in knitting fancy (openwork) patterns,
and for making certain lines in plain knitting, as, for instance,
the seams of stockings. These stitches form horizontal lines.

Plain knitting taken from the back (fig. 394'. — Put
the needle in from right to left, under the outside part of the

Fig. 396. Overs.

Fig- 397- Dot stitches.

stitch ; leave the thread behind the needle, then lay it from
right to left over the needle and draw it through the stitch.

In plain stitches taken' from the back, the two threads of
the loops are crossed instead of lying side by side as in plain
knitting.

Purling taken from the hack (fig. 395). — Put tile

needle into the second part of the stitch, upwards from below,
and purl the stitch as usual.
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This method of purling is only practised for certain
openwork patterns.

Overs, or making extra stitches (fig. 396'. — These form
holes in plain knitting; they are used for openwork patterns,
or for increasing the number of stitches.

To make an over, pass the thread in front of the needle;
in the next row knit this loop like any other stitch. This gives
an extra stitch but leaves a small hole. If it be slipped in the

next round instead of knitted, the hole is made larger, and if

the thread be put round two or three times instead of only
once, a still larger hole is produced.

Each over that is knitted adds an extra stitch. Therefore, in

work where the number of stitches is to remain the same, as

many intakes as overs must be made.
Overs can only be used in conjunction with other stitches.

Dot stitches (fig. 397). — These form raised spots in plain
knitting and are made as follows; knit one plain, and leave
it on the left hand needle

; replace the loop made with the
right needle upon the left needle, and knit it off as a plain
stitch.

Repeat the same process 4 or 5 times, making all the new
stitches issue from the stitch upon the left needle. When there
are 5 loops upon the right hand needle, drop the stitch on the
left needle and pull the first 4 loops over the last one.

Chain stitch or cable stitch. — Chain stitches are used
for strengthening and equalizing the edges of articles that are
made in strips or bands. Besides rendering the edges. more
elastic they give a row of stitches ready for the sewing
together.

The chain can be made in two different ways. For the first,

knit off. all the stitches on one needle ; turn the work
;
put the

needle into the last stitch, as if for a stitch taken from the
back, and slip it onto the needle without knitting it. The
thread will lie behind the needle.

In the second manner of making the chain, knit off all the
stitches on one needle up to the last

;
lay the thread over the

needle as for purling, pass the stitch onto the right hand
needle, turn the work, and knit one plain stitch to begin with.

Names of the stitches. — Out of the stitches that have
already been described many others may be formed, which are
frequently referred to in knitting directions and recipes. We
here give all the terms which will be used in the succeeding

i
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descriptions, inclusive also of some of the stitches already
defined.

Single over or increase, for openwork, shown in fig. 396.
Throw the thread once over the right needle.

Double over or two increases. — Throw the thread twice
round the right needle.

Plain increase for close knitting. — To “make" an extra
stitch in close knitting, where a hole will spoil the even appear-
ance of the work, it is usual to knit two stitches into one
loop

;
first knit a stitch in the ordinary manner but do not

slip it off, then put the needle again into the back or lower
part of the loop and knit a second stitch.

Another method is to “pick up" a stitch, to do which take up
on the needle the loop between two stitches .and knit it as a
stitch

;
then continue the sequence as before.

Plain intake or decrease, also called narrowing. —
Knit two stitches together as if they were one. This is done
when the intake is to lie from left to right.

Purled intake or decrease. — Purl two stitches together.
This is done when you want the intake to be very visible in
a piece of plain knitting, or on the wrong side for a piece of
work made in strips

;
when the intake on the right side is to

incline to the right.

Plain intake or decrease taken from the back. — Take
two stitches from the back and knit them together plain. This
is done when the intake is to incline to the left, and makes
the .stitches lie very flat.

Purled intake or decrease taken from the back. —
Purl two stitches together from behind. This is done when,
in articles made up of strips, the decrease has to be made on
the wrong side, and is to slant to the left on the right side.

Slipping or not knitting a stitch. — By this is meant
passing a stitch from the left needle to the right one without
knitting it.

Pulling over. — This means slipping a stitch as above,
knitting the next stitch plain, and pulling the slipped stitch

over the knitted one. Is this manner two or three stitches can
be pulled over a knitted one.

Casting off. — To prevent the -stitches unravelling, they
are finished off when the work is done, in the following
manner: knit two plain, pull the first over the second, thus
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dropping it, so that only one remains on- the needle; knit the

next stitch plain, and pull the following one over it, and so on.

This chain of stitches must neither be too tight nor too

loose, but just as elastic as the work which it completes.

Materials for stockings. — Stockings may be made of

silk, wool or cotton. It is useless to dwell here upon the

merits -of these different materials, people will choose whichever

suits them best. But we cannot too highly recommend for the

purpose D*M*G Knitting cotton (Coton a tricoter), D*M*C
Knitting cotton, bell mark (Retors pour mercerie), and D*M*C
Flax thread for knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et

crocheter); also such glazed threads as D*M*C Knitting cotton,

bell mark, special quality (Retors special pour mercerie) and

D*M*C Alsatia (*).

An additional reason for recommending these articles is

that they are now to be had in a great number of shades, the

majority of which are fast colours.

Another material, valuable for reinforcing the heels and

toes, is D*M*C Felting cotton (Coton a feutrer). If preferred,

D*M‘C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 12 may be used instead.

Stocking knitting. — A stocking consists of five parts :

(1) the top, (2) the knee,
(3 )

the leg, (4) the heel,
(
5

)
the toe.

(1) The top may be either ribbed, or knitted in a open-

work stitch, or .made with a double toothed edge, see figs. 398

and 399.

(2 and 3 ) The knee and the calf, that is to say the part of

the stocking between the top and the heel, are generally plain

knitted
;
but childrens’ stockings are sometimes fancy knitted

or ribbed.

(4) The heel is worked as straight knitting, forwards plain

and back purled. It is shaped to the foot by the intakes at the

end of the heel.

(5 )
The foot is knitted plain, with intakes from the heel

onwards to get rid of the superfluous stitches. Then a plain

piece of the required length is knitted, without a seam stitch,

till the narrowing for the toe is reached, which may be worked
in several different ways.

To insure the right proportions between the various parts

of a stocking, the following rules should be observed :

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.

I
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The top never counts in measuring the length of the leg.
When the welt is finished the seam is made, at the beginning
of the first needle of the round, with one or two purled
stitches. Occasionally a narrow pattern of purled stitches
takes the place of a plain seam. The seam stitch marks the

middle of the back.
For ordinary short

stockings, or rather socks,

knit plain from the bottom
row of the top part until

the piece forms a square
;

that is, the length and
width are the same.

For stockings that are
to cover the knee, knit half
as much again, that is, one
and a half times the width
of the stocking; then begin
the intakes to form the

calf of the. leg. Pull the

third stitch after the seam
over the second, and knit

together the two last but
one before the seam.

Repeat the narrowing at

first three or four times
after every twelve rounds,
then, invariably after eight,

until the calf is one and a

half times the width of the
knee in length and only-

three quarters the width
of the knee in width. For
the ankle, knit a plain
piece, half the width of the
knee in length, without
any intakes.

Before beginning the heel, divide the stitches onto the four
needles exclusive of the seam stitch.

Put two stitches more than the quarter of the whole number
upon the needles right and left of the seam.

F.or a heel to fit the shape of the foot well, it should be as
long as it is wide.



in order lo strengthen the neels and toes, they are frequently
Knitted with a double thread. D-M-C Felting cotton (Coton it

feutrer) (*), made expressly for this purpose, and already
mentioned at page 263, should be added to that in use.

For the instep, the part between the heel and toe, go.on
decreasing from the heel until there arc two stitches less upon
each needle than there were at the ankle.

Then knit the plain part of the foot, which should be as
wide as the ankle, after which proceed to narrow for the toe :

the latter should be a quarter the length of the whole foot.

In spite of this careful sub-division, it is always best to
count the stitches after each few rounds, to assure perfect

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, lias and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-Al-C articles.
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Usual heel (fig. 400). — This is the simplest and com-

monest form of heel, and may be knitted either with or

without an outside seam.

After having divided up the stitches, and put two more

on,to each of the heel needles than upon the others, make,

according to the thickness of the thread, from i 5 to 20 rows.

For the outside seam knit plain, in the purled round, the

first three stitches of the right needle and the last three

stitches of the left one.

When the required number of rows have been made, finish

off the right needle and knit one third only of the stitches

upon the left needle. Supposing there are 24 stitches on one

needle, knit off 8, slip

the next, knit 1 and

pull the slipped stitch

over, knit 2 plain, turn

the work, slip the I
st

stitch and purl the next

8 stitches of the second

needle
;
purl the 9

th and

10th together, purl 2,

turn the work to the

right side and slip the

i at stitch onto the right

needle.

By means of these

successive intakes after

the 8 stitches, the knit-

ting forms a plait on

both sides of the heel.

In all heels made after this pattern the intakes must begin

on the right side, and the last one must be made on the wrong

side, so that once the heel is finished and the work turned the

plain knitting can be continued.

When all the stitches have been decreased to the seams,

pick up the loops on the sides of the heel with an auxiliary

needle
;

knit them onto the left heel needle, then knit the

stitches reserved for the instep, pick up the loops of the chain

on the right, and mount them upon the fourth needle.

In the next round, knit all the stitches of the first needle

with the exception of the last four ;
make an intake with the

.first and second stitches; and knit the last two plain. Knit the

Fig. 401. Heel in steps.
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first 2 stitches of the fourth needle plain, slip the 3 pd
,
knit the

4
lh

> and pull the slipped stitch over.

Repeat these intakes, with two plain rounds between each,
until there are an equal number of stitches upon all four
needles.

Heel in steps (fig. 401). — After dividing the stitches, make
from 12 to 14 seams. Then knit off the second needle as many
stitches as there are seams at the side; turn the work and
begin the needle with the seam you made first. Knit off as
many stitches of the second needle as you took from the first.

Make the same number of seams as were made in the first

part of the heel. When the seams are finished, take up the
stitches of the chain on
both sides

;
decrease by

knitting together the last

stitch of the small part
and the first stitch of the

large part
;

knit two
;

turn the work
; slip the

first stitch, knit up to

the second side and make
another intake as in the

first part.

When you have de-
creased all the stitches,

take up the chain of the

first seams and begin the

intakes for the instep.

A heel made like this

is no more trouble than
the former one

;
it fits closely to the foot and consequently

wears better than any other shape.

Plain heel (fig. 402). — Those who do not like purling will
find, in the two following patterns, the way to knit heels
altogether plain.

Knit off the stitches of the first needle after the seam, then
take two spare needles, and cast on to each 8 more stitches
than you have upon one of the ankle needles, join the stitches
of the third needle to those of the fourth and knit the first

round plain.

2"J round — knit together the i*t and 2 nd and the 9^ and
i°Ul of the first auxiliary needle; one intake with the io lh and
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9
th last stitches and one intake with the last but one and the

last of the second auxiliary needle.

3rd , 5 th
, 7

th
,

ioth
,
n th

,
i 3 th

,
i4 l,\ 1

6

th
, 17 th

,
ig 11 ' and 2o tl1

rounds — plain.

4th round — knit together -the I
st and 2nd stitches, the 7

th

and 8 th of the first auxiliary needle and the 8th and 7
th last

stitch, and the last but one and the last of the second
auxiliary needle.

6 th round — knit together the i
5t and 2 nd and the 5 1,1 and

6 th of the first auxiliary needle, and the 6 th and 5 th last stitch,

and the last but one and the last of the second auxiliary needle.

8 lh round — knit together the i
st and 2nd and the 3rd and

4
th of the first

needle. and the 4
th and

3 rd last stitch and the

last but one and the last

of the second auxiliary

needle.

9
th round — after the

last two intakes, purl

together : the 4
th and 3 ,,d

stitches before the end
of the first and third

needles, and the 3 rd and

4
th at the beginning ot

the second and fourth

needles.

12 th
, i 5 th and 18 th

rounds — decrease the

same as in the 9
111 round.

21 st round — knit 2 plain at the beginning of each needle
;

purl together the next 2 stitches and the 4
th and 3 ,,d before the

end of each needle
;
knit the last stitches plain.

Continue these intakes, knitting two rounds plain between,
until the purled intakes meet. After the two plain rounds, do
one round with 1 purled intake over the decrease, then knit

four rows plain, divide the stitches that are left for the sole

on two needles and cast off on the wrong side.

Now take up the loops of the auxiliary stitches, and in the

following rounds make : 1 intake with the last and the first

stitches of the first and second needles, 1 intake with the last

and the first stitches of the third and fourth needles.

Fig. 403. Another plain heel
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'W itli the last extra stitches make purled intakes
; then knit

two rounds plain over each round in which there is a decrease.

Another plain heel (fig. 4o3i. — For this heel, again, in
order to knit it entirely on the right side, spare needles are
required.

Supposing that you have 20 stitches on each needle, cast
on 28 onto each spare needle; then make an intake with the

4
th “nd 3 rd stitches at the end of the first and third needles,

1 intake with the 3rd and 4
1 '' stitches of the second and fourth

needles, so that 4 plain stitches come between two intakes. Go
on decreasing, knitting two rounds plain after each intake,
until there are only 6 stitches left upon each needle. Next

Fig. 404. Italian stocking.

make one more intake with the first and the last stitches of
each needle, knit one round plain over them, and finish with
a chain on the wrong side of the lreel. Then take up the loops
of the auxiliary stitches and make the instep.

Italian stocking (fig. 404); — The heel, sole and toe of a
stocking receive the hardest wear, while the part covering the
instep remains as a rule intact.

The Greeks and Italians have a way of economising time
and material, and at the same time facilitating the renewal of
those parts which wear out the soonest by knitting the upper
half of the foot in a separate piece.

After knitting the heel in one or other of the ways already
described, lay aside the needles which served to make the heel
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and continue to knit to and fro with two needles until a

straight piece of the desired length for the upper part of the

foot is obtained. A chain must be kept along both edges as

well as a narrow seam.

In the sole, which is made when the instep is finished, the

intakes must occur directly after and before the seam. As
soon as the two pieces have
the same number of rounds,
join them and begin' the toe.

Sew up the slits left open
on both sides with a needle

and thread through the chain

stitches, taking care to unite

the loops that lie exactly op-
posite each other.

By means of this device,

when one or other part of the

stocking wears out, these side

seams can be unpicked and
new pieces worked in without

Fig. 405. Toe. any difficulty.

Toe (fig. 405). — In describ-

ing this part of a stocking we
will begin as we did in the

case of the heel with the easiest

and commonest form.

For every kind of toe, the

stitches upon your needles

must first of all be divided

into four equal parts.

Make a plain intake with
the 4

th and the 3 rd stitches at

the end of the first and the

third needles, and knit plain

Fi 406 Toe
the *ast 2 itches

1 then knit

plain the first 2 stitches of the

second and fourth needles, slip the third, knit the fourth

and pull over the third stitch.

To begin with, knit two rounds plain .after every round
with intakes

;
afterwards, only 1 round plain.

When you have only 4 stitches left on each needle, transfer

them to two needles, in the direction of the width of the
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stocking, and knit them together, two and two, on th
wrong side.

Toe (fig. 406). — Divide the stitches by 8, 10 or 12
Supposing them to be divisible by 10, you knit 8 plain
Knit the 9

th and io ltl .together, knit 8 plain again, maki
another intake, and so on through the whole round.

between each decrease, so that
in the second^round yo^ wl^l

only 4 stitches left on the
' ' “

needles,
^

turn them in^to^ the
F>g- 407* Spiral ioe.

and pulling over the second, >'

)
Knit one r^und plain after

4
th round with the 7a and 8U>

stitches, so that when finished
's * 40 * oc *

the intakes form a kind of spiral round the toe. Finish off in
the usual way.

Toe (fig. 40S}. — We here give one other toe pattern, quite
as shapely and easy to knit as the preceding ones.

1,1 found — I purled intake with the first 2 stitches on
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2nd and 3 rd
,

5 th and 6 th
,
8 th and g

lh
,
n lh and 1

2

th
, 14 th and

1 5 th
, 17 th and i8 lh rounds plain.

4
th round — knit 1, 1 purled intake with the 2nd and 3 rd

stitches, and with the last two stitches.

7
th round — knit 2, 1 purled intake with the 3rd and 4

th

stitches, and with the last two.

In the next rounds with intakes, knit 1 plain stitch more
each time.

When the two seams meet, pull the last stitch upon each

needle over the first stitch upon the next needle; knit the

stitches between the intakes plain. Go on narrowing in this

way up to the last

stitches.

Repairing knitting.
Knitted articles are re-

paired by reconstruct-

ing the stitches or loops

with a needle and thread.

When the loops are not

actually torn, but are

on the point of giving

way, these weak stitches

may be strengthened

by new ones made over

them.

Materials for mend-
ing stockings. — The
thread used for mend-

P'g- 409. Strengthening the stitches.
; a stocking ought

First method.
, , calways to be a little finer

than that of which it is .made. For this reason the best kind to

choose is either D-M-C Darning cotton (Coton a repriserj (*) or

D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special), as if a thread

of the desired thickness be not procurable, these cottons,

consisting of several strands loosely twisted, may easily be

subdivided to suit all requirements.

Strengthening the stitches. Swiss darning (figs. 409

and 410). — This can be- done in two ways. In fig. 409 the

needle is brought out between two horizontal threads, then,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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working upwards over a vertical thread, it is put .in and brought
out again between the next horizontal stitches.

The second row of loops is made coming back; take up
two threads on the left

with the needle, pass
it downwards over a

thread, take up the

thread on the needle,

and so on.

In fig. 410, when the

needle has been brought
out, carry it over one
thread to the right and
over two threads up-
wards, take up the two
threads on the left, pass
downwards over two
horizontal threads and
over one thread to the

right, and insert the

needle again at the

place where it was first

brought out
; then take

up two threads on the
left, pass over one thread
on the right, and up-
wards over two horizon-
tal threads, &c.

For the next row turn
the work so that the

finished part comes at

the top
;
then pass down-

wards over one horizon-
tal thread, bring out
the needle between two
threads that lie apart
from each other, and
pass again downwards
over two horizontal
threads, take up two
threads on the left,

pass upwards over two
the right, take up two

Fig. 410. Strengthening the stitches.

Second method.

wtfltiH
threads

threads.

Fig. 41 1. Disengaging stitches.

thread toand
and

over one
so on.

18
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Disengaging stitches (fig. 411).

actually worn out. it is necessary to

first unravel all the broken stitches;

Fig. 412-

Stocking-web stitch. Repairing plain knitting.

Laying the threads.

Fig- 413-

Stocking-web stitch. Repairing plain knitting.

Covering the threads.

— When the loops are

make new ones, and to

The torn threads must
be cut and the horizon-

tal stitches quite freed
;

on the vertical sides the

threads must also be

cut, so that the loops

form an edge and a

square hole is produced
in the corners of which

two to four loops are

disengaged, turned in to

the wrong side of the

work and secured with

a few stitches.

The darns which we
describe further on
should be worked on a

ball or darning egg; this

will help one to avoid

drawing the stitches too

tight.

Stocking-web
stitch. Repairing

plain knitting over
threads stretched hor-
izontally (figs. 412 and
4i3). — Run a horizontal

thread across, on the

wrong side of the work,
in the place of each

broken thread, securing
it in the sound part of

the stocking about two
loops from the edge of

the hole. When you
have made this founda-
tion, put your needle in

on the right side close

to the stitch nearest to

the sound part on the

left. Then, descending,
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pick up the nearest horizontal thread, upwards from below,

in such wise that the thread you are working with lies to the

left of the needle, and in this manner cover all the horizontal

threads you have laid.

When you have taken

up the last thread, pass

the needle, downwards
from above, to the left

of the nearest stitch, and
bring it back to the

right of the stitch you
put it in at.

•In re-ascending, to

make the second half of

the stitch, you must
again lay your thread

to the left of the needle,

fig. 41 3. When you have

reached the last thread,

put the needle into the

loop it came out of, and
carry the thread one
stitch to the right to

begin the third half-

journey.

Stocking-web
stitch. Repairing

plain knitting over
threads stretched
obliquely across (figs.

414 and 41 5). — As the

illustration shows, you
have to pick up all the

disengaged loops, besides

two or three on either

side of the hole.

The threads stretched

across must correspond

in number and length

with those they have to

replace.

ilwiiiii

pimmnilHHI
mmmm

Hisf!Ill
Fig. 414.

Stocking-web stitch. Repairing plain knitting.

Laying the threads obliquely.

alllMlill I

mmmmMmWim
iMimWmmimiligipilil

(mmimm
Sit
mm

mm

llflm
mmimm WimmmwlkWilWiMWmmmimm

Then fasten in, on Stocking-web stitch, over threads laid obliquely.

the right side of the Covering the threads.
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work, a rather finer thread than that used for the knitting;

make a few stitches over the existing ones in the row which

is to be renewed.

Put the needle, upwards from below, into the first dis-

engaged loop under the two threads that issue from the same
stitch, and put it back into the same loop between the two

diagonal threads, bringing it out, upwards from below, through

the next stitch, and so continue. The new loop must be

exactly the same size as the stitches. At the end of a row, as at

the -beginning, make a few stitches beyond the edge of the hole.

Work back in the same way, with the sole difference that'

you reverse the work.

Stocking-web
stitch. Purling over
threads laid obliquely
(fig. 416). — Lay the

auxiliary threads, and
cover them with hori-

zontal stitches, the same
as in repairing plain

knitting. The stitches,

which embrace two
threads stretched oblique-

ly, are made in a

double row, those of

one row coming between
those of the preceding

one.

Repairing a ribbed
pattern over threads

laid obliquely (fig. 417). — It often happens that knitted

articles with a pattern in them have to be repaired
;

in such

a case, one endeavours to make an invisible darn, so that the

pattern may not be interrupted. We give, as an example, a

darn made in a piece of ribbed knitting, consisting of two

plain and two purled stitches, the most usual combination

for wearing apparel. Here again, the mend is done over

threads stretched obliquely; the plain and the purled stitches

are made in the order indicated in the engraving, according

to the directions given for figs. 41 5 and 416.

Fig. 416. Purling over threads laid

obliquely.

‘The passage from the plain to the purled stitches is shown,

in fig. 417.
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Grafting plain knitting (fig. 418). — When a torn piece
of knitting has to be replaced by a new piece, fasten the new
piece into the garment with a sewing needle and some of the
same thread used for the knitting.

For this purpose, you must clear the loops and slip them'
onto knitting pins to prevent their unravelling. The loops that
are to be connected must lie exactly opposite to eacli other.
Put in the needle, upwards from below, into the first free
upper loop, slip it from the knitting pin, put in the needle,
downwards from above, into the lower loop exactly opposite
the upper one, and upwards from below into the next loop,
and only draw the thread up just enough for the newly
made loop to be
of the same size

as the knitted

stitches.

Then put the

needle into the

top part, down-
wards from
above, into the

same loop taken

up before, bring
it out through
the next loop,

draw up the

thread to form
the new stitch,

descend again
to the lower
loop, and so on.

Grafting purled knitting (fig. 419). — To graft a patch
into an article worked in alternate rows of plain and purl,
hold the patch with its row of purled stitches exactly opposite
those of the upper part. Enter the needle downwards from
above through the first loop of the top part; join the two
lower loops, as in fig. 418, carry the needle upwards again,
and insert it upwards from below through the first loop of
the top part, and downwards from above through the next
loop. In this manner, a row of plain stitches is formed between
the two rows of purled stitches.

When a knitted patch has been grafted in top and bottom,
as already described, figs. 418 and 419, Swiss darn the sides
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flak and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles

Another pique
pattern (fig. 421).

Cast on a number
of stitches divis-

ible by 14.

Fig. 419. Grafting purled knitting.
ISt 2 nd 1 OYV

— purl 7, knit i,

purl i, knit i, purl i, knit i. purl i, knit i.

3-d an d 4
tk row _ knit ?i pur ] knit pur , knit ,

purl i, knit i, purl i.

Repeat from the i
sl row.

7
th to 12 th row—

purl 2, knit i from
behind, purl 3 .

Repeat from the

i
9t row.

together, figs. 409 and 410; or, as in upper grade schools in
F ranee, button-hole both edges and sew them neatly together
on the wrong side.

Pique pattern (fig. 420). — The following patterns may be
used for all -sorts of articles, bed covers, petticoats, vests, and

so forth; suiting The

material to the object

for which it is to serve,

take a fine or coarse
size in D-M-C Knitting
cotton (Coton a tri—

coter) (*), D-M-C Knit-
ting cotton bell mark
(Retors pour mercerie),
D-M-C Alsatia, D-M-C
Pearl cotton (Coton

Fig. 418. Grafting plain knitting.
perl^), D-M-C Floss
crochet (Crochet floche)

or D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet (Lin pour
tricoter et crocheter).

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by .6.

1st t0 6th row — purl 5
,

knit 1 from behind.
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Strips for counterpane, pique pattern (fig. 422). — This
pattern, worked in strips of different colours, gives us an
opportunity of pointing out to our readers that, in choosing
two colours for a piece of work, one dark and one light, it is

well to take a finer number in the dark colour than in the
light. The blue, red and dark brown dyes thicken and swell
the threads, whereas the light dyes do not affect the size at all.

Cast on 28 stitches.

I
st needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, knit 2, purl 1, knit 1,

Fig. 420. Piqud pattern.

purl 2, knit 5
,
purl 2, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, 1 over, knit 3 .

2nd needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 purled intake, purl 1. knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 2, purl 5 , knit 2,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, 1 purled intake, purl 3 .

3 ,,d needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, knit 2. purl 1. knit 1.

purl 1, knit 1, purl 2, knit 5
,
purl 2, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1.

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, 1 over, knit 3 .

4
th needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 purled intake, purl 1, knit 1,
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purl i, knit i, purl i, knit 2, purl 5
,

knit 2, purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, 1 purled intake, purl 3.

5 th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, knit 2, purl 1, knit 1.

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, purl 2, knit 5
,
purl 2, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, 1 over, knit 3.

6 th needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 purled intake, purl 1, knit r,

purl 1, knit 2, purl 5 ,
knit 2, purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1, 1 purled intake, purl 3.

Fig. 421. Another piqu6 pattern.

7
th needle like the 5 th = 8 th needle like the 4th = 9th needle

like the 3 rd = 10th needle like the 2nd .

Repeat from the i
st needle.

Join the strips by any kind ol crochet stitch ; several suit-
able ones will be found in the ensuing chapter.

Knitted square, pique pattern (fig. 423). — Cast on two
stitches onto each of the four needles. Repeat all the directions
followed by * three times.

I
st row — 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, knit 1 *.

2 nd row — 1 over, knit 3
, r over, knit 1 *.
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i over, purl i, knit 3
,
purl i,

i over, purl 2, knit 3
,
purl 2,

1 over, purl 3
,
knit 3

,
purl 3

,

1 over, purl 4, knit 3
,
purl 4,

1 over, purl 5 ,. knit 3 ,
purl 5

,

- 1 over, knit 2, purl 4, knit

,

1 over, knit 1 *.

,

1 over, knit 1 *.

1 over, knit 1 *.

,
1 over, knit 1 *.

1 over, knit 3 *.

3
,
purl 4, knit 2,

— 1 over, knit 4, purl 3
,

knit 3
,
purl 3

,
knit 4,

it 1 *.

v — 1 over, knit 6, purl 2, knit 3
,
purl 2, knit 6,

it 1 *.

v — 1 over, knit 8, purl 1, knit 3
,
purl 1, knit 8,

it 1 *.

v — 1 over, knit 1, cross 2 (that is, knit the second

Fig. 422. Strips for counterpane, piqud pattern.

Materials: D*M*C Knitting cotton Nos. 6 to 12 or D-xM*C Knitting cotton bell

mark Nos. 6 to 15, in white and Indigo blue 334 or in ecru

and Morocco red 3328 (_*)•

stitch I
st and then the first), knit 5

.
purl 2, knit 3

,
purl 2,

knit 5 ,
cross 2, knit 1, 1 over, knit 1 *.

i 3 ,h row — 1 over, purl 1, knit 7, purl 3
,

knit 3
,
purl 3 ,

knit 7, purl 1, 1 over, knit 1 *.

14th row — 1 over, purl 2, knit 1, cross 2
,

knit 3 ,
purl 4.

knit 3
,
purl 4, knit 3

,
cross 2, knit 1, purl 2. 1 over, knit 1 *.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped frith the D’M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.



Fig. 423. Knitted square, pique pattern.
Materials : D-M-C Knitting cotton No. 6, 8 or io, D-M-C Alsatia No. 15 or 20,

or D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 4, 6 or 8,
in white or ecru (*).

17th row — 1 over, purl 5 , knit 7, pur] 3
,

knit 3
. puli 3

knit 7, purl 5
,

1 over, knit i *.
1811 row — 1 over, knit 2, purl 4, knit 1, cross 2 knit s

purl 2, knit 3
, purl 2, knit 5

,
cross 2, knit 1, purl 4 knit 2

i over, knit 1 *.

“* tlle enJ of lll = last '^Pter the tables of the sizes and ofthe cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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19 th row — 1 over, knit 4, purl 3
,

knit 9, purl 1, knit 3
,

purl 1, knit 9, purl 3 ,
knit 4, 1 over, knit 1 *.

20 th row — 1 over, knit 6, purl 2, knit 1, cross 2, knit 5 ,

purl 2, knit 3
,
purl 2, knit 5

,
cross 2, knit 1, purl 2, knit 6,

1 over, knit 1 *.

21 st row — 1 over, knit 8, purl 1, knit 7, purl 3
,

knit 3
,

purl 3 ,
knit 7, purl 1, knjt 8, 1 over, knit 1 *.

22nd row — 1 over, knit i, cross 2, knit 5
,

purl 2, knit 1,

cross 2, knit 3
,

purl 4, knit 3
,
purl 4, knit 3

,
cross 2, knit 1,

purl 2, knit 5
,
cross 2, knit 1, purl 2, knit 5 ,

cross 2, knit 1,

1 over, knit 1 *.

23rd row — 1 over, purl 1, knit 7, purl 3
,
knit 5

,
purl 5

,

knit 3
,

purl 5
,
knit 5

,
purl 3

,
knit 7, purl 1, 1 over, knit 1 *.

24th row — 1 over, purl 2, knit 1, cross 2, knit 3
,
purl 4,

knit 1, cross 2
,
knit 3

,
purl 4, knit 3

,
purl 4, knit 3

,
cross 2,

knit 1, purl 4, knit 3
,
cross 2, knit 1, purl 2, 1 over, knit 1 *.

25 th row — 1 over, purl 3 ,
knit 5

,
purl 5

,
knit 7, purl 3 ,

knit 3
,
purl 3 ,

knit 7, purl 5
,
knit 5

,
purl 3

,
1 over, knit 1 *.

26 th row — 1 over, purl 4, knit 1, cross 2, knit 3
,
purl 4,

knit 1, cross 2, knit 5
,
purl 2, knit 3

,
purl 2, knit 5

,
cross 2,

knit 1, purl 4, 1 over, knit 1 *.
27th row — 1 over, purl 5 ,

knit 7, purl 3
,

knit 9, purl 1,

knit 3
,
purl 1, knit 9, purl 3

,
knit 7, purl 5

,
1 over, knit 1 *.

Finish off the square with 3 purled rows and 'a chain.

Brioche pattern (fig. 424). — This is a very easy and
elastic fancy stitch, suitable for all sorts of articles of clothing,

it is a favourite pattern for mufflers and motor scarves.

Brioche stitch is done with two needles.

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 2.

I
st needle — 1 over, put the needle into the next stitch as

if for a purl, slip the stitch from the left needle to the right,

knit 1, 1 over, and so continue.

2nd needle — 1 over, slip 1, knit the over and the slipped

stitch together.

Go on repeating the second needle.

Note that the made stitch and the slipped stitch in a previous
row must be knitted together in the succeeding row, and the

two stitches thus made into one slipped.

Double English knitting (fig. 425). — This is done with

4 needles and must be begun on the wrong side of the article.

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 2.

i
st needle — 1 over, slip 1, as in the preceding pattern,

knit 1.
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is em
the tv

cot cc

In

that is

say, k

the s

one

stitc

first, «

then

firs

stitch

the

han
needlTunisian

knitting
with slant-

ing stitches

(fig. 426). —
Cast on the required number of stitches, odd or even.

i
sl needle — 1 over, slip 1.

2 nd needle —
1 plain intake, taken from the back.

Tunisian knitting with horizontal stitches (fig. 427k
I
st needle — slip 1, 1 over.

2 nd needle — 1 plain intake, taken from the back.

Pique pattern with coloured tufts (fig. 428). — The
foundation consists of plain and purled stitches: certain of
the stitches, worked with a coloured thread, form the little

tufts or balls.

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 4.

i
st

,
3 ''d

,
5 th and 7

th row, with ecru thread: knit 1, purl 1.

knit 1, purl 1.

two
moi

stitcl

are

crosse

degre

Fig. 424. Brioche pattern,
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2ni row — with the ecru thread
:

purl i — with the coloured

thread: knit i — with the ecru thread: purl i, knit i.

4th and 8 th row — with the ecru thread: purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1.

6th row — with the ecru thread: purl 1, knit 1, purl 1 —
with the coloured thread: knit 1.

Repeat from the i
st row.

Plaited stitch (fig. 429). — When this style of fancy stitch

is employed, it is generally in association with a plain stitch,

the two forming a striped surface very useful for bed spreads,

cot covers, &c.

In working plaited stitch, it is necessary to cross the stitches,

that is to

say, knit

the sec-

ond
stitch

first, and
then the

first

stitch on
the left

hand
needle.

When
two or

more
stitches Fig. 425. Double English knitting.

crossed in some rows without slipping • them, they form by

degrees a plait such as that shown in fig. 429.

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 6.

I
st to the 4

ll> row — purl 2, knit 4.

5th row _ purl 2, cast 2 stitches onto a spare needle and

leave this needle hanging inside the work ;
knit 2 other stitches,

then the 2 on the auxiliary needle, purl 2, and so on.

6 th row — purl 2, knit 4.

Repeat from the i
5t row.

A double plait of six stitches may also be made
;

in which

case the stitches are crossed alternately to the right and left.

Turkish stitch (fig. 43o). — I
st needle — 1 over, pull over

1 stitch, 1 over, pull over 1 stitch, and so on.
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2 nd needle — i over, pull over i, 1 over, pull over 1,

and so on.

Openwork pattern, done with two kinds of thread
(fig. 43 1). — A variety of pretty articles, such as openwork
stockings, shawls and scarves, and curtains, can be made after

this pattern, using two
different sizes of thread.

To give it and the

following pattern the

full effect, coarse
needles must be em-
ployed.

The description of
all the ensuing patterns
is based on work done
in round knitting.

Cast on a number
of stitches divisible by 8.

i
st and 2nd round —

with the coarse thread,

purl all the stitches.

3 rd round — purl 1,

a double over, purl 7.

4
th round — with the

fine thread; slip 1, drop
the double over, slip 1,

1 over, 1 plain intake,

1 over, 1 plain intake,

1 over, 1 plain intake.

5 th round — slip the

2 slipped stitches (in the

coarse thread), knit 6,

slip the 2 slipped stitches,

knit 6, and so on.

1 over, 1 plain intake,

id — like the 6 th
; q

lh

Tunisian knitting with slanting stitche;
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between the stitches formed by the 2 stitches proceeding from
the 2 nd over and the 2 nd plain intake of the 8 th round.

Openwork knitting pattern, done with two kinds of
thread (fig. 432). — Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 4.

i
st and 2nd round — with the coarse thread, purl.

3 pd
,
5 th

, 7
th

, 9
th and 14 th rounds — with the fine thread, plain.

4th round — 1 over, pull over 1, knit 2.

6 th round — knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1.

8 th round — knit 2, 1 over, pull over 1.

io lh and 11 th round — with the coarse thread
: purl.

i2 lh round — plain.

Fig. 428. Pique pattern with coloured tufts.

Materials : D-M’C Knotting cotton No. 50, in £cru and D-M’C Special stranded

cotton No. 25, in Turkey red 321 (*).

i 3 lh round — with the fine* thread-: i over, i plain intake.

Repeat from the i
sl round.

Openwork knitting pattern in coarse thread (fig. 433).

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 9.

I
st round — 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull over the

slipped stitch, 1 over, knit 1, 1 double over, knit 4, 1 double
over, knit 1.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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2 nd round — knit 3 , slip the next stitch, drop the double
over, knit 4

'= turn the work = purl 4 == turn the work =
knit 4, drop the double over, slip the next stitch.

3rd round — 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull over the
slipped stitch, 1 over, drop the slipped stitch, knit first and in

front of the other stitches, the stitch that comes after the
double over, then the 4 other plain stitches, and lastly, pick
up the dropped stitch and knit it on the right side of the work.

4
th and 6 th rounds — knit plain.mu

Fig. 429. Plaited stitch.

5 th round — 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull over the
slipped stitch, 1 over, knit 6.

Repeat from the i
st round.

Openwork knitting pattern in fine thread (fig. 434). —
Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 14.

i
sl and 3 rd rounds — 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 9, pull

over 1, 1 over, knit 1 taken from behind.
2 nd

, 4th
,
6 th

, 8th
,
io lh

,
12 th and 14th rounds — knit 1 3

,
knit 1

taken from behind.

5 th round — 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2, 1 plain intake,
1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, k,nit 1, pull over 1, 1 over,
knit 1 taken from behind.
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^
lh round —

i over, knit 3
,

i

knit i taken from behind

9
ll> round — i over, 2 plain intakes,

then pull over 1 stitch twice, 1 over, knit
1
Ith round — 1 over, 1 plain intake,

over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit
knit 1 taken from behind.

1 3 th round
1 plain intake,

over 1 stitch,

1 over,
1 plain intake, knit 1,

over, pull over 1, knit 1, pull

— 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 3

,
pull over the slipped stitch, 1 o

1 over, knit 1 taken from behind

fig- 410. Turkish stitch.

Openwork knitting pattern in loose dia
(fig. 435 ). — The patterns shown in figs. 435 and
suitable for scarves, shawls, hoods, &c. Accordir
of the cotton the needles used should be ivory
latter are best for the finer numbers of D-M-C Ki
(Coton a tricoter) (*).

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 4.

i* 1 round — 1 over, pull over 1, knit 2.

2" d round — knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1

3 rd round — knit 2, 1 over, pull over 1.

4
th round — knit 3

,
4 1 over, pull over 1,

(') Sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sire
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French na
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UpsP

repeat from * to 1 over, pull the last stitch over the first

of the 3 stitches on the right side of the i>‘ needle.

3 th round — knit I, 1 plain intake, l over, knit I.

6 111 round — i plain intake, l over, knit 1 .

7<i> round — slip t, * i over, knit a, i plain intake, * * :

repeat from * to **., make the last intake with the slipped

stitch of the i
> 1 needle.
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2" d round — plain.

3 rd round — like the first, only take note that in t

the stitch that was the 3 rd in the first round will be
the third round.

4
th round — plain.

Repeat from the beginning.

Openwork knitting pattern, waved lines (fi

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 14.

Fig. 432. Openwork knitting pattern done with two kinds of thread.
Materials : D*M*C Alsatia No. 15 and D*M'C Crochet cotton, 6 cord No. 60 or 80,

in white or dcru.

'•* round — 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, knit 2, purl 3, 1 purled
intake with 3 stitches, purl 3 ,

knit 2.

2nd round — knit 5
,
purl 7, knit 2.

3 ' d round — 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, knit 2, purl 2. 1 purled
intake with 3 stitches, purl 2, knit 2.

4
lh round — knit 7, purl 5, knit 2.

2 lh round — 1 over, knit 5
,

1 over, knit 2, purl 1, 1 purled
intake with 3 stitches, purl 1, knit 2.
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6th round — knit 9, purl 3
,
knit 2.

7th round — 1 over, knit 7, 1 over, knit 2, 1
purled intake in

with 3 stitches, knit 2.

8th round — knit 1 1
.
purl 1, knit 2.

Repeat the 'whole from the beginning, only the reverse way,
j

1

so that the purled stitches come , on the plain ones, and the

plain ones on the purled.

-A

Sii®
iill ft mm H

Fig. 433. Openwork knitting pattern in coarse thread.

Knitted lace (fig. 438). — A smooth, well-twisted thread

in generally chosen for knitted lace, in order that the pattern

may show up clearly upon the openwork ground.' A pretty

finish is obtained by edging knitted articles with a lace to

match. We therefore give a selection of some of the easiest

and at the same time most effective designs suitable for such

trimmings.

Cast on 9 stitches.

1st needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2,

1 double over, knit 2.
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2 nd needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1,

intake, knit 1.

knit 4, 1 over, 1 plain

3 rd needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over.
, 1 plain intake, knit 6.

4
th needle — make a chain of 2

1 plain intake, knit 1.

stitches, knit 5
,

1 over,

Repeat from the needle.

Knitted lace (fig. 439). — Cast -on 10 stitches.

IHkWsi

f Hm/i;#W
:

ttfty

mim
»MltP

434. Openwork knitting pattern in fine thread.

I
st needle —

1 double over,

2nd needle -

1 over, 1 plain

3 rd needle -
1 double over,

4
th needle —

1 over, 1 plain

5 th needle. —
1 double over,

- slip 1, knit 2,

1 plain intake,

- slip 1, knit 1,

intake, knit 1.

- slip 1, knit 2,

1 plain intake,

slip 1, knit 1,

intake, knit 1.

• slip 1, knit 2,

i plain intake,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit i,

1 double over, 1 plain intake,

purl 1, knit 2, purl 1, knit 3

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 3
,

1 double over, 1 plain intake,
purl 1, knit 2, purl 1, knit 5

,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 3,

1 double over, 1 plain intake.
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6 ll‘ needle — slip i, knit i, purl i, knit 2, purl i,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

7th needle — slip 1, knit 2. 1 over, 1 plain intake,

8 lh needle — make a chain of 6 stitches, knit 6,

1 plain intake, knit 1.

Repeat from the i
sl needle.

Knitted lace (fig. 440).— Cast on i 3 stitches,

pt needle — slip 1, purl 1, 1 purled intake, 1 over,

Fig. 455. Openwork knitting pattern in loose diagonal lines.

2nd needle — sli

from behind, knit 1

1 over

3rd needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 over, 1
purled intake, 1 over,

knit 9.

4«i» needle — slip 1, knit 8, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over.

knit 2, knit 1 taken from behind, knit 1.

5 th needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 over, 1 purled intake, 1 over,

1 purled intake, 1 over, knit 9.
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6 th needle — slip i, knit 8, i over, i plain intake, i

i plain intake, i over, knit 2, knit 1 taken from behind,

7
th needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 over, 1 purled intake, i

1 purled intake, 1 over, 1 purled intake, 1 over, knit g.

8 th needle — slip 1, knit 8, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1

1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 2,

taken from behind, knit 1.

9
th needle — slip 1, purl 2, 1 over, 1 purled i

Fig. 436. Openwork knitting pattern in regular diagonal lines.

1 over, i purled intake, 1 over, i purled intake, 1

1
purled intake, 1 over, knit 9.

10th needle — make a chain of 8 stitches, knit 10,

taken from behind, knit 1.

Repeat from the first needle.

Knitted insertion (fig. 441). — Cast on 24 stitches.

I
st needle — slip i, knit 2, 1 over, r plain intake, 1

1 dot stitch, knit 3
,

1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain i

1 over, knit 3
,

1 dot stitch, knit 3
,

1 over, 1 plain i

knit 1.
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2nd
, 4

th
,
8 th

,
i2 lh and 16th needles — slip i, knit 2, i over,

i plain intake, purl 14, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

3 rd needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 3
,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 4, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 5 ,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

5 th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 2 overs, pull

Fig. 437- Openwork knitting pattern, waved lines.

over 1. knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 4, 1 over, 1

intake, knit 1.

6 th and 14th needles — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain i

purl 6. knit 1, purl 7, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake,

7
th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 8, 1 over, pull over 1, 1

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

9
th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 2 plain intakes, 1

knit 1, 1 plain intake, 2 overs, pull over 1, 1 plain i

2 overs, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 2, 1

1 plain intake, knit 1.
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io lh needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, purl 4,

knit 1, purl 3
,
knit 1, purl 5

,
knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake,

knit 1.

II th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2,

1 over, pull over 1, knit 6, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 4,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

1 3 th needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 3
,

1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain intake, 2 overs, pull over 1, 1 plain

intake, 1 over, knit 5 ,
1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

i 5 lh needle — slip 1, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 4,

1 over, pull over 1, knit 2, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 6,

1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 1.

Repeat from the i
st needle.

Fig. 438. Knitted lace.

Materials': D*M*C Knitting cotton Nos. 30 to 50, D-M^C Alsatia Nos. 25 to 40,

D*M #C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 50, D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord Nos. 30 to 50,

D*M*C Flax lace thread Nos. 25 to 50 or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting

and crochet Nos. 25 to 50, in white or dcru (*)•

Knitted lace with corner (fig. 442). — Cast on 11 stitches.

The lace alone without corner requires 16 needles for

each scallop.

1
st needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,

knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull

over 1, knit 2.

2nd
, 4

th
,
6 th

, 8th
,

10th
,

12 th
, 14th and 16th needles — purl.

3 rd needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over, knit 3 ,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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i\ pull over i, i over, pull over i, i over, pull over i

needle — slip i, knit i taken from behind, i over,

,
i over, pull over i, i over, pull over i, knit 2.

needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over.

,
1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1.

needle — pull over 1, knit r, 1 over, pull over 1,

», 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 3 .

11 needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1,

, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain

,
1 over, knit 2.

1 needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 overj slip 1, 1 plain

Fig. 439. Knitted lace.

Materials : D*M*C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 25, D*M*C Knitting cotton Nos. 20 to 40
D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 40, D*M’C Flax lace thread Nos. 20 to 40,

or Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 20 to 40,

in white or <5cru.

intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 oyer, 1 plain intake,
1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 3.

i 5 lh needle — pull over 1, knit 2, 1 plain intake, 1 over,
1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 2.

Repeat from. the first needle.

When you have knitted the required length, begin after the
I 4

lh needle to form the corner, which is made in 36 needles.

I
st needle — pull over 1, knit 2, 1 plain intake, 1 over,

1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, slip the
next stitch onto a spare thread.

2 nd
, 4

Ul
, 6 th and 8 ll

> needles — slip 1. purl 9.
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3 rd needle — slip i, knit i taken from behind, i over,

knit i, i over, pull over i, i over, pull over i, i over, pull

over i, slip the next stitch onto the spare thread.

5 th needle — slip i, knit i taken from behind, i over,
knit 3

,
i over, pull over i, i over, pull over i, slip the next

stitch onto the spare thread.

7
th needle — slip i, knit i taken from behind, i over,

knit 5
,

i over, pull over i, slip the next stitch onto the
spare thread.

9
th needle — slip i, knit i taken from behind, i over,

knit 7, slip the next stitch onto the spare thread.

ioth needle — i over, purl io.

Fig. 440. Knitted lace.

Materials : D’M'C Knitting cotton Nos. 20 to 50, D*M*C Knitting cotton, bell

mark Nos. 13 to 50, D*M*C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 40. D*M’C Alsatian thread Nos. 30
to 60, Flax lace thread Nos. 16 to 30 or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting

and crochet Nos. 16 to 50, in white or 6cru (*).

n lh needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1,

knit 3
, 1 plain intake, slip the next stitch (1 over) onto the

spare thread.

i2 lt needle — 1 over, purl 8.

1 3 th needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, slip the next stitch (1 over) onto the spare
thread.

14th needle — 1 over, purl 6.

1 5 th needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain

intake, pull the .slipped stitch over, slip the next stitch (1 over)
onto the spare thread.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C.
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i6 lh needle — i over, purl 4.

17 th needle — pull over 1, knit 2, slip the next stitch

(1 over) onto the spare thread.

i8 lh needle — slip 1, purl 2.

19 th needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,
slip 1, take the last stitch you slipped onto the spare thread
and knit it taken from behind, pull the slipped stitch over.

20 th needle — slip 1, purl 3 .

21 st needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,
knit 2, take the last stitch from the spare thread and knit it

taken from behind.

22 nd needle — slip 1, purl 5..

Fig. 441. Knitted lace insertion.

Materials : D*M*C Knitting cotton Nos. 16 to 6o, D-M-C Knitting cotton, bell

mark No. 15 to 50, D-M-C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 40, D-M-C Alsatian thread
Nos. 30 to 100, D-M-C Flax lace thread Nos. 12 to 50, pr D-M-C Flax thread for

knitting and crochet Nos. 12 to 50, in white or dcru.

23rd needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,
knit 4, take the last stitch from the spare thread and knit it

taken from behind.

24 th needle — slip 1, purl 7.

25 th needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,
knit 6, take the last stitch from the spare thread and knit it

taken from behind.

26 th
,
28 th

,
3olh

,
32nd and 34th needles — slip 1, purl 9.
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27 th needle — pull over 1, knit i, 1 over, pull over 1,

knit 3
, 1 plain intake, 1 over, take the last stitch from the

spare thread and knit it taken from behind.

29 th needle — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1,

knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, take the

last stitch from the spare thread and knit it taken from behind.

Fig. 442. Knitted edging with corner.

Materials: D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos.30 to 70,
'

D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord Nos. 25 to 70,

D*M*C Alsatia Nos. 25 to 40, D*M*C Flax

lace thread Nos. 16 to 50 or D*M*C Flax

thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 16 to 50,

in white or 6cru (*).

3 i
st needle — pull over 1, knit

1, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake,

pull, the slipped stitch over, 1 over,

1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, 1 over, take the last stitch

from the spare thread and knit it

taken from behind.

33rd needle — pull over 1, knit 2,

1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, take the last stitch

from the spare thread and knit it taken from behind.

35 th needle — slip 1, knit 1 taken from behind, 1 over,

knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull

over 1, knit 1, take the last stitch from the spare thread and
knit it taken from behind.

WOT

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M'C.
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36 th needle — slip i, purl n.

Continue to the 3rd needle of. the description for the lace
without corner.

Knitting pattern for bed spread with roses and lace
edging (fig. 443 ). — The knitted roses which form the ground

Fig. 445. Knitting pattern for bed spread, lace medallions and edging.

Materials: D-M'C Flax lace thread No. 25, D*M*C Flax thread for Knitting and
crochet No. 25, D*M*C Alsatian thread No. 40, D*M*C Alsatia No. 40

24

be

be

be

kr

kr

kr

kr

kr

kr

kr

kr

kr

Pi

kr

or D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord No. 50, in white (*).

sli

are connected by small hem-stitched squares of linen, and kr
surrounded by a wide lace, gathered at the corners. The roses
are made first.

j

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours o(

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M'C.
1 0 \
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Cast on 2 stitches onto each of 4 needles, close the ring,

ce i
8t round — 8 times: 1 over, knit 1.

2nd
, 4

th
,

6 th
,

8 lk, 10th
,

1

2

lh
, 14th ,

16th
,

18 th
,

20th
,

22nd and

)e 24th rounds — plain.

id Repeat 3 times all the directions followed by *.

3rd round —
behind *.

1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, knit 1 taken from

5 th round —
behind *.

1 over, knit. 5
,

1 over, knit 11 taken from

7
th round — i over, knit 7, 1 over, knit :l taken from

behind *.

Repeat all the directions followed by * 7 times.

9
th round — 1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain intake. 1 over,

knit 1 *.

11 th round — knit 1, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 2 *.

i 3th round — knit 2, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 3 *.

i 5 lh round — knit 3
,

1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 4 *.

17 th round — knit 4, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 5 *.

19th round — knit 5
,

1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 6 *.

21 st round — knit 6, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 7 *.

23rd round — knit 7, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,

knit 8 *.

25 th round — pull over 1, knit 5 ,
1 over, knit 3

,
1 over,

knit 5 , 1 plain intake, purl 1 *.

26 th
,
28th

,
3o th

,
32 nd

, 34th and 36 lh rounds — knit 17, purl 1 *.

27 th round — pull over 1, knit 4, 1 over, knit 3 ,
1 over,

knit 4, 1 plain intake, purl 1 *.

29th round — pull over 1, knit 3
,

1 over, knit 1, 1 over,

pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over,

knit 3 , 1 plain intake, purl 1 *.

3 i
sl round — pull over 1, knit 2, 1 over, knit 3 ,

1 over,

slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull over the slipped stitch, 1 over,

d knit 3
,

1 over, knit 2, 1 plain intake, purl 1 *.

;s
I 33 rd round — pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, knit 11, 1 over,

knit 1, 1 plain intake, purl 1 *.

d( ; 35 th round — pull over 1, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull

over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull
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over i, knit i,.i plain intake, i over, knit i, i over, i plain
intake, purl i *.

37th round — slip 1, * 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, slip 1, 1 plain
intake, pull over the slipped stitch, 1 over, knit 3, 1 over,
slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull over the slipped stitch, 1 over,
knit 3

,
1 over, 1 plain intake, pull over the stitch following

the plain intake **. Repeat from * to * * 7 times, after the

7
th time, pull the stitch slipped at the beginning of the round
over the plain intake.

38th
, 40th and 42 nd rounds — plain.

39th round — 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake,
1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake,
1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake,
1 over, knit 1 *.

41 st round — knit 1, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the
slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3

,
1 over, slip 1, 1 plain

intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over,
slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over,
knit 2 *.

In conclusion purl 3 rounds, and then make a chain with
all the stitches.

When you have knitted the necessary number of roses,
hem linen squares, and join them to the roses by overcasting.

For the lace edging cast on 43 stitches.

i sl needle — make a chain with 2 stitches,. 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 1,

1 over, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1,

1 over, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1,

knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 1,

1 plain intake, purl 1, pull over 1, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, purl 1, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain
intake, knit 2.

2 nd needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,
knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 3

,
knit i,'purl 2, knit 1,

purl 2, knit 1, purl 3
,
purl 1 from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from

behind, purl 14, purl 1 from behind, purl 4.

3rd needle — make a chain of 2 stitches, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 3,

1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped stitch over,
1 over, knit 3

,
1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped

stitch over, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1 from behind,
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purl 1, knit i from behind, i over, knit i, i over, i plain
intake, purl 1, pull over i, purl i, i plain intake,’ purl i,

pull over 1, i over, knit i, 1 over, knit i from behind’
purl i, knit i from behind, 1 over, i plain intake, knit 2.

4
th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 4, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit t, pui-1 4, purl 1 from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from
behind, purl 1 5

,
purl 1 from behind, purl 4.

5 th needle — make a chain of 2 stitches, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 2,
1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 2, 1 over,
pull over 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over,
knit 1, knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind!
1 over, knit 3 ,

1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped
stitch over, purl 1, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped
stitch over, 1 over, knit 3

,
t over, knit 1 from behind, purl 1,

knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2.

6th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,
knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 6, Unit 1, purl 6, purl 1 from
behind, knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 16, purl 1 from
behind, purl 4.

7
th needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit t from

behind, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over,
pull over 1, Unit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over!
pull over 1, knit 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake!
1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, purl 1,

knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 5
,

1 over, slip 1! 1 plain
intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 5, 1 over,
knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind,’ 1 over,’

1 plain intake, knit 2.

S 11' needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 taken from
behind, knit 1, purl 1 taken from behind, purl i5, purl 1

taken from behind, knit 1, purl 1 taken from behind, purl 17,
purl 1 taken from behind, purl 4.

9
th needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1 from

behind, 1 over, knit t from behind, 1 over, knit 3, 1 over,
slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over,
knit 3

,
1 over, slip i, i plain intake, pull the slipped ‘stitch

over, 1 over, 1 plain intake, i over, i plain intake, i over,
knit 1, knit 1 from behind, purl i, knit i from behind,
1 over, knit i, i plain intake, purl i, pull i over, knit i,

purl 1, knit i, i plain intake, purl i, pull i over, knit i,

20
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i over, knit i from behind, purl i, knit i from behind, 1 over,

i plain intake, knit 2.

io lh needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 3
,

knit 1, purl 2, knit 1,

purl 2, knit 1, purl 3
,
purl 1 from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from

behind, purl 18, purl 1 from behind, purl 4.

n lh needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1 from
behind, 1 over, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 2, 1 over,

.pull over 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 2, 1 over, pull

over 1, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, 1 over, 1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1 from behind,

purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, purl 1, pull over 1, purl 1, 1 plain intake, purl 1,

puli' over 1, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, knit 1 from behind,

purl i, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2.

12 th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 4, knit 1, purl 1, knit 1,

purl 1, knit 1, purl 4, purl 1 from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from
behind, purl 19, purl 1 from behind, purl 4.

1 3 th needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over,

pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1 from behind, purl 1,

knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 3 ,
1 over, slip 1, 1 plain

intake, pull over the slipped stitch, purl 1, slip 1, 1 plain

intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, knit

1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, knit 2.

14th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 6, knit 1, purl 6, purl 1

from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 18, purl 1 from
behind, purl 4.

i 5 lh needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain

intake, pull over the slipped stitch, 1 over, knit 3 ,
1 over, slip 1,

1 plain intake, pull over the slipped stitch, 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, 1 plain

intake, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 5
,

1 over,

slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over,

knit 5
,

1 over, knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from
behind, 1 over, 1 plain intake, knit 2.

i6 ,h needle — same as the 8 11 '.
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17 th needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain
intake, 1 over, knit 2, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain intake,
1 over, knit 2, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1,

knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,
knit 1, 1 plain intake, purl 1, pull over 1, knit 1, purl 1,

knit 1, 1 plain intake, purl 1, pull over 1, knit 1, 1 over,
knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over,
1 plain intake, knit 2.

/8
th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 3
,

knit 1, purl 2, knit 1,

purl 2, knit 1, purl 3
,
purl 1 from behind, knit 1, purl 1 from

behind, purl 16, purl 1 from behind, purl 4.

19th needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1 from
behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, knit 1,

1 plain intake, 1 over, knit 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over,
1 plain intake, purl 1 ,

-knit 1 from behind, 1 over, knit 1,

1 over, 1 plain intake, purl 1, pull over 1, purl 1, 1 plain
intake, purl 1, pull over 1, 1 over, knit 1, .1 over, knit 1

Irom behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain
intake, knit 2.

20 th needle — same as the 4
th

.

21 st needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1 from
behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake,
pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3, 1 over, slip

1’

1 plain intake, pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3,
1 over, pull over 1, knit 1 from behind, purl 1, knit 1

from behind, 1 over, knit 3
,

1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake,
pull the slipped stitch over, purl 1, slip 1, 1 plain intake’
pull the slipped stitch over, 1 over, knit 3, 1 over, knit 1

from behind, purl 1, knit 1 from behind, 1 over, 1 plain
intake, knit 2.

22»d needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,
knit 1, purl 1 from, behind, purl 6, knit 1, purl 6, purl 1

fi°m behind, knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 14, purl 1 from
behind, purl 4.

23 ''d needle — pull over 2 for a chain, 1 over, knit 1 front
behind, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain
intake, 1 over, knit 2, 1 over, pull over 1, 1 plain intake,
1 oyer, knit 2, 1 over, 1 plain intake, purl 1, knit 1 from
behind, 1 over, knit 5

, 1 over, slip 1, 1 plain intake, pull the
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slipped stitch over, i over, knit 5
,

i over, knit i from

behind, purl i, knit i from behind, i over, i plain intake,

knit 2.

24th needle — slip 1, knit 2, purl 1, purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl i 5
,

purl 1 from behind,

knit 1, purl 1 from behind, purl 1 3
,

purl 1 from behind,

knit 4.

Repeat from the i
8t needle.

When the lace is finished sew it to the centre of knitted

roses, and linen squares ;
taking care to put plenty of

fulness at the corners. See also chapter headed “Needlework

Trimmings”, paragraph “Lace trimmings”.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the work described

above, a large choice of knitting patterns will be found in the

following publications of the D*M‘C Library : Knitting I and
II and Works of various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.



Crochet lace — Palmate leaves and bars with picots.

Crochet

This kind of fancy work, which takes its name from the

hook (French “croche” or “croc’') used in making it, is not only
one of the easiest and pleasantest to do, but is also one of

the most effective in result, considering the time spent upon it.

It can equally well be utilised for dress trimmings, for

underclothing, and for domestic requirements of every sort —
such as d’oyleys, edgings and insertions for window-blinds
and curtains, tray and tea cloths, &c., &c.

;
— and we feel sure

that the beautiful models contained in this chapter, all of
recent design, will meet with a favourable reception.

Together with a series of narrow lace edgings for under-
linen, we give easy patterns for large bed-covers, chair backs
and collarettes.

Irish Guipure, a comparatively new style of crochet work,
is in great favour just now. However, it differs too much
from ordinary crochet for us to deal with it here, as it would
require detailed descriptions illustrated by numerous engravings.

We have, therefore, published an album treating exclusively

of this subject, and containing in addition to the text ioo

explanatory illustrations, 7 plates showing different designs
and 16 patterns on linen.

Hooks. — The hooks employed in this work must be
chosen to suit the thread, used

;
the larger sized ones, generally
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made of tortoishell, ivory or boxwood, are intended for heavy

articles in wool or cotton, while for fine work there are

slender steels hooks, usually set in a handle. The so-called

“Tunisian" or “Tricot” crochet is worked with a long, straight

hook made all in one piece, of the same thickness throughout

and finished with a knob.

The working end of every crochet hook should be most

carefully fashioned, the inside very smoothly polished and the

point not too sharp ;
the back should be slightly curved, and

the handle — whether of bone, steel or wood — light enough

not to tire the hand.

Materials. — The varied uses to which crochet is applied

necessitate a large choice of materials.

The narrow lace edgings and insertions for trimming

lingerie are worked with a fine, round thread, which may be

chosen from the finer numbers of the D-M-C Crochet cotton,

6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) (*), D-M-C Special crochet cotton

(Cordonnet special), D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace),

D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle), D-M-C Alsatia, D-M-C Flax

thread for
-
knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter)

and D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles), in white or

dcru, and which may also not infrequently be had in a pale

shade of blue, pink, violet or yellow.

Trimmings for curtains, blinds, table covers and bed-

spreads arc often made with a rather coarse material; such,

for instance, as D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet

6 fils) and D-M-C Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special)

Nos. 3 to 20 .
D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer) No. 3o.

D-M-C Alsatia Nos. i5 and 20 or D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton

perle) Nos. 3 and 5, in white, cream or ecru, according to the

fabric of which the article itself is made.

For large bed-spreads and cot-covers, formerly always made

of wool, we strongly recommend D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton

perle) No. i, a very brilliant and silky material. The' same in

Nos. 3, 5, 8 and 12
,
and D-M-C Alsatia in Nos. i5 to 25 may

be employed with advantage for all kinds of fancy work in

place of silken threads.

For mufflers, motor-scarves, infants' bodices, etc., we par-

ticularly advise the use of D-M-C Floss crochet cotton (Colon

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark

—

The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D’M’C articles.
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floche), a very supple, silky thread, or D*M*G Pearl cotton

(Coton perl^) Nos. 3 , 5 and 8.

Explanation of the signs *. — In crochet, as in knitting,

it is often necessary to repeat a whole series of stitches. Such

repetitions will be indicated by one, two, three or more

asterisks, *, * *, * * *, &c., as required.

Stitches. — In point of fact there is only one stitch,

because all crochet work consists of loops made by means of

the little hook, and connected together by being drawn one

through the other.

Crochet may, however, be divided into two kinds, the first

called “German” crochet and the second “Victorian” or

“Tunisian” crochet, or more commonly, “Crochet tricot”.

German crochet comprises 7 different kinds of stitches, so-

Fig. 444. Position of the hands and explanation of chain stitch.

called: (1) chain stitch, (2) single stitch,
(
3

)
plain stitch,

(4) treble stitch, (5) bullion stitch, (6) cluster or scale stitch,

(7) double stitch.

The rows are worked according to the kind of stitch, either

to and fro, or all from one end. In the former case, the

work is turned at the end of each row, and one or more

chain stitches must be made at the beginning ol the next row,

to prevent the contraction of the outside edge.

If, on the contrary, the rows be all worked one way, the

thread has to be fastened on afresh each time. This is done

by putting the hook into the first chain stitch of the preceding

row and drawing the thread through so as to form a loop,

then making the necessary number of chain stitches as in

every other row. At the end of a row, cut the thread and pass

it through the last loop ;
all kinds of crochet work may be

fastened oft' in this manner.



Some workers make also a few extra chain stitches with
the ends of the thread at the beginning and end of each row,

or finish them off with a

few stitches at the back

;

or, again, a bunch of
threads may be gathered
together and made into

a fringe or tassels, as

preferred, for a finish to

the work.

Fig. 445. Single stitch or small close stitch.
- ^ Position of the
hands and explanation

of chain stitch (fig. 444). —
Take the thread in your left

hand between the thumb and
forefinger, as is done with
the right hand when knitting.

Hold the hook in the right

hand as you do your pen in

writing (that is, with the

thumb and forefinger, resting
upon the middle finger) and
put it into the loop of thread
formed by the forefinger and
thumb of your left hand.
Take up the thread lying on

Fig. 446. Plain or close stitch. the forefinger and make the

first stitch as in knitting,

tightening the loop just

enough to leave an easy
passage through it for the

hook. The end of the

thread must be held by
the thumb and forefinger.

The next stitches are

made by taking up the

thread with the hook and
drawing it through the

loop.

The movement of

throwing the thread over
the hook is called an

Fig. 447. Rose stitch. “over”.

CROCHET
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Single stitch or

small close stitch (fig.

445). — Put the hook, from
the right side of the work,
through the upper half

either of a chain stitch or

a stitch of the row below,

take hold of the thread

and draw it through both

the loop of the row below
and that which is on the

hook, and which proceeds

from the last stitch,

This stitch is also known
as “slip” stitch.

(3) Plain or close

stitch (fig. 446). — Put the

hook, as shown in fig. 445,

from the right side to the

wrong, through the top

loop of a preceding row,

take hold of the thread,

draw it through the first

loop, twist the thread over

the hook and draw it

through the two loops.

In many crochet manuals
this stitch will be found
under the name of “double”

crochet.

As will be seen by the

following illustrations and
descriptions, all kinds of

variations in crochet can
be produced by different

methods of arranging these

simple stitches.

Rose stitch (fig. 447).
—

This consists of rows of

plain stitches worked to

and fro. The hook is

inserted each time under

Fig. 448. Russian stitch.

Fig. 449. Ribbed stitch.

Fig. 450. Slanting stitch.
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Russian crossed stitch.

Fig. 452. Counterpane stitch.

Fig. 453. Knotted stitch.

both horizontal loops of the

preceding row of stitches.

Rose stitch and Ribbed
stitch, fig. 449, are generally
used for making childrens’

bodices, bedroom slippers,

shawls, &c.

Russian stitch (fig. 448).

This is worked like the

foregoing but with this

difference, that all the rows
are done on the same side

of the work, obliging the

thread to be cut at the end
of each row.

Ribbed stitch (fig. 449).
Worked to and fro in plain

stitches, the hook being
passed through the back
part only of the stitches of
the preceding row.

Pique stitch. — This
stitch is only worked on the

right side. Put the hook
under one of the vertical

threads of a stitch and
complete the plain stitch.

Crochet done in this way
looks very well on the wrong
side, as the two threads of
a stitch lie quite close

together. It is particularly

suitable for making warm
garments that are not to be

lined. We should mention
that a comparatively large

sized hook is required,

especially if a fairly coarse
thread be used.

Slanting stitch (fig. qSo).

This also is worked entirely

on the right side.

Put the hook through
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the back half of a stitch in the preceding row, take hold

of the thread without throwing it over the hook, and

draw it through
;

then finish like a plain stitch.

Crossed stitch. — The
name given to the preced-

ing stitch when both the

halves of the stitches in

the foregoing row are

taken up, instead. of only

the back one.

Counterpane stitch (fig. 452). — Counterpanes can be made
in a looser style of open stitch than those already described.

To give more softness and elasticity to the work, throw

the thread round the hook, pass the

hook under the two halves of a stitch

and catch hold of the thread, draw the

thread through the stitch and the over,

make another over, and draw the

thread through the two loops on the

hook. It is worked to and fro.

Knotted stitch (fig. 453). — This
stitch, which is composed of stitches

like those described for counterpane

stitch, fig. 452, is worked only on the

right side.

Loop stitch (fig. 464). — Worked
as follows: Having put the crochet

hook into a loop of the stitch below,

carry the thread downwards from
above round a strip of cardboard or

a flat wooden ruler; then finish off the

stitch in the usual manner as a si

Russian stitch.

rather do without a

Fig- 455 -

Plain stitches for a chain.

tch (small close

long

Russian crossed
stitch (fig. 45 1

). — To
make this stitch, which
forms diagonal lines, put

the hook in between the

vertical threads and under
the two horizontal threads

of the stitches.
Fig. 454. Loop stitch.
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loops can be made over the forefinger and held down by' the
thumb while the stitch is completed

;
but we do not advise

unpractised workers to try this way as it is much more
difficult to make the loops regularly.

Each row of long stitches is succeeded by a row of plain.
The long loops lie down on the wrong side, which afterwards

becomes the right side of
the work.

To make this stitch

thicker and fuller if re-

quired, pass the thread
two or three times round
the mesh and finish off

with a plain 'stitch. If the
long loop is threefold it

must be followed by a plain
stitch.

The stitch just described
is generally done with a

very fleecy material, such
Fig- 456 . as D-M-C Floss crochet

Half trebles drawn through the whole stitch. cotton (Crochet flochej and
D*M*C Special stranded
cotton (Mouline special).

Plain stitches for a
chain (fig. 455). — Begin
with two chain stitches,

put the hook in between
the two halves of the first

chain stitch, throw the

thread over the hook and
draw it through in a loop,

throw it over again and
draw it through the two
loops; then put the hook

Fig
into the left part of the

Plain trebles drawn through half a stitch.
Stitch JUSt made, thl'OW

the thread over, draw it

through, throw it again over the hook, draw it through
the two loops, and so on.

A chain like this makes a very good substitute lor migriar-
dise when that cannot be obtained of the right size and colour
for the required purpose.
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(4) Trebles. — Trebles are little columns or bars made ot

:
crochet loops, and can be worked, like other crochet stitches,

either to and fro or

all one way.

They are of

different kinds: the

half or short treble,

the double treble —
called also “long”

stitch — the triple,

or quadruple, or

quintuple treble,

called “extra long”
stitch, the connected
and the crossed

treble.

When working
trebles to and fro,

always make some
chain stitches at the

beginning of each
row, and skip the

first treble below,

which is replaced by
these chain stitches.

Half trebles (fig.

456). — Bring the

thread from behind
round the front of

the hook, put the

hook in between the

stitches of the row
before, make an
over, bring the hook
forward again with
the thread, make
another over, and
draw the thread
through all three

loops.

Plain trebles (fig 457). — Begin, as for the half treble,

by throwing or turning the thread over the hook and passing

Fig. 4^8.

rouble trebles passed through half a stitch.

F ‘g- 459-

Triple trebles passed through the whole stitch.
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Fig. 460. Connected trebles.

the hook through one half-stitch of the row beneath, take up.

the thread with the hook and bring it to the right side, make

an over, draw the hook through two loops, make another

over and draw it through the two remaining loops.

Double trebles (fig. 458 ).
— These are done by making

two overs or turns round the hook, then the stitch as for the

preceding treble,

by drawing the

hook with the

over through the

loops two by two
until the treble

is finished.

Triple and
quadruple tre-

bles (fig.459). For
a triple treble,

twist the thread

three times round
the hook; for a

quadruple one,

four times; then

form the treble or

little bar like the

others by always

uniting two loops.

To make a. series

of trebles of grad-

ually increasing

length, bring the

hook at every

second treble

through the last

three loops, so

that before mak-
, . . ...... insa triple treble,

Fie. 461. Connected trebles, one above the other. ° r
b you will have to

make columns respectively 1 treble, 1 2 and 2 A- trebles long.

This difference in the length of the bars is often necessary

in making leaves and scalloped edges in crochet.

Connected trebles (fig. 460). — The trebles or bars which

are connected together, may be worked to and fro, replacing

plain stitches.
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Having worked your foundation chain, make a treble or a

vertical chain of extra stitches of the desired length : then

passing down it, take up as many loops as there were overs

in the treble

or stitches in

the vertical

chain
;

take

up, besides,

loop of the
I

next stitch in

the found-
ation chain,

twist the

thread over

the hook,

bring it back

to the right

side, and

draw the

thread

through the

loops by two p- g2 connected trebles, set between those of the row beneath,
and two.

Crossed trebles (figs. 461 and 462). — Trebles of this sort

produce an open or transparent stitch which is often utilised

as a heading to lace edgings, or in

making lingerie insertions.

On a foundation of chain or any
other stitch, crochet as follows

:

3 chain (these count as a plain treble),

miss 1 stitch of the row below, make
a plain treble in the 2nd stitch, 4 chain,

1 over, insert the hook between the

loops of the treble and the connected
chain stitches, and finish off with a

treble and 1 chain stitch.

Next make a double over, put the I

hook into the next stitch but 1 of . „ .. ,
, . ,

rig. 463. Trebles for a chain.
the row beneath, make an over, pass
the hook through the loop, make another over, and unite the
two following loops. There then remain 3 loops upon the hook.
Make an over, put the hook into the 2nd stitch of the row beneath,
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make an over and bring the hook back to the right side. Unite

the 5 loops upon the hook, 2 by 2, make 1 chain, 1 over, pass

the hook through the upper part of the connected trebles, and

finish with a plain treble : again 1 chain, and so on.

These trebles may be lengthened if desired, but the width

of the crossed treble must always correspond with its height

;

also they must be made with an equal number of overs.

Trebles for a chain
(fig. 463). — The quickest way
of working a wide heading

for a crochet lace is to make
it of trebles, as follows:

4 chain stitches, 2 overs,

pass the hook through -the

1
st of the chain stitches, 1

over, draw the thread

through the stitch, * 1 over,

draw the thread through

Fig. 464. Bullion stitch plain. the next 2 loops, and repeat

twice from * = * * 2 overk,

pass the hook through the

left bottom part of the

treble, close the treble as

before, and repeat from **.

(
5

)
Bullion stitch and

trebles (figs. 464 and 465). —
For doing bullion stitch

choose a hook which is a

little thicker towards the

handle and finer at the

working end than you

_. , n _ , . .
,

would take for any other
F,g. 465. Bull,on st.tch trebles.Fig. 465. Bullion stitch trebles.

Begin with a chain of loose stitches, then twist the thread

several times very evenly round the hook and put the hook

into a loop of the chain, make a single over, and draw it with

another twist through all the other overs.

The trebles done in bullion stitch, fig. 465, are made in

the same way as the stitches shown in fig. 464, only the thread

is wound at least 10 or 12 times round the hook and then

drawn through the whole number of twists at once, with the

exception of the last 2 loops which are joined together with
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To facilitate the passage of the hook, hold all the overs in

place with the thumb and forefinger of the left hand.

Bullion stitch itself can only be done with a very loosely

twisted thread, with D-M-G Floss crochet cotton (Crochet

floche) (*) or D*M*C
Special stranded cot-

ton (Moulin^ special)

for' instance
;
but for

trebles in bullion

stitch any of the

D*M*C materials may
be employed.

(6) Cluster or
pine-apple stitch

(fig. 466). — This

stitch generally serves

as an insertion be-

tween rows of plain

crochet.

Make an over,

pass the hook under
a stitch of the preced-

ing row, make an

over, draw it through

as a loop, make
another over, put in

the hook again under
the same stitch, bring
it back as before,

make a third over

and pass a third time

under the same stitch,

bring it back, make
a fourth over and

Fig. 466. Cluster or pine-apple stitch.

Fig. 467. Double stitch.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D^M’C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M'C articles.
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(7) Double stitch (fig. 467). — A rather thick, firm thread,
like D*M*G Knitting cotton (Coton a tricoter) Nos. 6 to 12,

D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) (*) and D*M*C
Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special) Nos. 3 to 10, D*M*C

Knotting cotton

(Fil a pointer)

Nos. 10 to 3o or

D*M‘C Flax thread

for knitting and
crochet (Lin pour
tricoter et croche-
ter) Nos. 3 to 12,

suits this kind of

stitch better than
a loose fleecy

thread which is

apt to render it

indistinct.

Draw through
a loop of the thread

to the right and
another to the left

of a stitch of the

preceding row,
which gives 3 loops

on the hook, count-
ing that of the last

stitch, make an
over and draw it

through the 3 loops.

Then again draw
through a loop
under the stitch

next to the one

Fig. 469. Raised stitch with crossed trebles.
made Oil tile left

and which now lies

on the right, another loop under the following stitch, make
an over, and draw it through all the loops.

Raised stitch with alternating trebles (fig. 468). — All
the stitches in this category require a foundation of a few

Fig. 468. Raised stitch with alternating trebles.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.
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2 n<1 plain stitch before the first treble, 3 plain, i double treble

and so on.

In the 8 th row of plain stitches the trebles are placed in the

same order as in the 4
th

.

Raised stitch with crossed trebles (fig. 469). — Begin,

as in fig. 468 by doing 3 rows of plain stitches. The fourth

row is begun with 2 plain stitches, which are followed by :

* 1 double treble attached to the upper part of the I
st stitch

of the first row
;
the last 2 loops of this treble remaining on

the hook
;
make a double over for the next treble, put the

hook into the 4
th following stitch of the first row, throw the

plain rows . for the raised trebles. In the model given here it

will be seen that in the fourth row of plain stitches the 4
th stitch

is a double treble attached to a loop of the corresponding

4
th stitch in the first row.

Slip the stitch of the preceding row hidden under the treble,

make 3 plain stitches, 1 double treble, and so on.

This row finished, turn the work and make a plain row.

In the next row, which is the sixth, make first 1 plain stitch,

1 double treble which is connected with the third row at the

Fig. 470. Raised stitch with alternating dots in pine-apple stitch.

CROCHET
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thread over the hook, draw it through, and finish the treble

as usual up to the last 3 loops which are crocheted together.

Skip the stitch behind the treble, make 3 more plain stitches

and repeat from * placing the I
st following treble in the

same loop with the preceding treble and always skipping
3 stitches at the bottom.

After this row, turn the work, make a row of plain stitches,

and turn the work round again to the right side.

The second row of trebles begins with a double treble

;

Fig. 471. Raised stitch with alternating dots of trebles.

the way in which the trebles cross can be seen in the

engraving.

Raised stitch with alternating dots in pine-apple
stitch (fig. 470). — After making 3 plain rows, begin the

4 th row with 3 plain stitches, draw a little loop of thread out
of the next stitch, then continue with : * 6 trebles in the 4

th

plain stitch of the i
st row, leave the last loop of each treble

on the hook so as to have 8 loops in all ; throw the thread

over the hook and draw it through all the loops; skip the

stitch under the. dot out of which a loop was drawn, make 3

plain stitches and repeat from *.
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Make three rows of plain stitches to follow; in the 4
lh row

the dots are inserted.

Raised stitch with alternating dots of trebles (fig. 471).

After making three rows of plain stitches, crochet 3 more
plain stitches at the beginning of the fourth row, then in the

4th stitch of the first row do. : * 1 chain, 6 trebles, drop the

last loop of the 6th treble, put the hook into the chain stitch

between the last plain stitch and the i
sl treble, take up the

dropped loop of the last treble and draw it through the one on

Fig. 472. Raised stitch with dots in pine-apple stitch set obliquely.

the hook
;

1 chain, skip the stitch under the dot, make 5 plain

stitches and repeat from *. In the next rows, the dots are

placed between those of the rows beneath.

Raised stitch with dots in pine-apple stitch set obli-

quely (fig. 472). — On the foundation rows of plain stitches

make, on beginning the fourth row, as 4
th stitch, a quadruple

pine-apple stitch, fig. 466, then 4 plain stitches, 1 pine-apple

stitch, and so on. The - next row plain throughout. In the

second row with dots make : 1 plain stitch more and set the

pine-apple stitches in the loops on the left of the second of
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the 3 rows covered by the first dots. Each subsequent raised

stitch made will thus be one stitch in advance of the last, so

that they run in diagonal lines across the surface.

Close shell stitch (fig. 473). — This stitch, which can only

be worked in one direction, and with a very loosely twisted

thread, makes delightful little garments for children..

It is very easy to work, and has the additional merit of
being quickly done and capable of being finished oft' at the

end of any row.

On a foundation of chain or any other crochet stitch, make
in the i

st stitch of

the row beneath,

* 1 chain, 7 trebles

in the 5 th stitch,

and repeat from *.

2nd row — * * 7
trebles in the chain

stitch of the last

row which separ-

ates the 7 trebles,

1 plain in the 4
th

of the 7 trebles of

the i st row, and
repeat from * *.

In the 3rd row,
set the 7 trebles in

the plain stitch of

the 2nd row.

Picots. — The
last row of most crochet work is ornamented with picots,

small points of various shapes and sizes so called.

There are close picots, chain picots, and lace picots.

Close picots may be sub-divided into large and small,

pointed and rounded, picots with rounded leaves and picots

with pointed leaves, &c.

Small rounded picots. — These may be either made
separately and then sewn on, or made onto the crochet

edge direct.

In the first case, make 3 chain; and in returning; 1 plain

stitch in the 2 nd and in the i
st stitch.

In the second case, make : 1 single stitch in the edge,

* 3 chain
;
then returning over these stitches, 1 plain stitch in

a first row with : 1 chain stitch, 7 trebles

Fig. 473. Close sheil stitch.
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the 2"'1 and in the 1“ chain, skip i or 2 stitches of the found-

ation, 1 single, repeat from *.

Large rounded picots. — 5 chain, skip 3 stitches, 1 treble

on the 2” d and t on the 1*' chain stitch.

When you want to attach these picots to a piece of work,

fasten them by 1 single stitch, missing 3 or 4 stitches instead

of I or 2 as just directed for the small picots.

Pointed picots. — Cast on 6 chain, then, in returning and

skipping the 6»‘ stitch : 1 single, 1 plain, 1 half-treble, 1 single

treble, 1 double treble.

Picots with leaves. — * 4 chain, 3 plain trebles into the

i*t chain stitch, 1 single into the same stitch with the trebles,

2 or 3 chain, and repeat from *.

When these picots serve as a finish to a straight edge,

Fig. 474. Drooping picots.

make single stitches in the preceding row instead of chain

stitches.

Chain picots. — For the small chain picots make : 5 chain,

1 plain in the i
st of the 5 chain. For the large picots make:

5 chain, i treble in tlm i st stitch.

Picots in bullion or post stitch. — 5 chain, i treble in

bullion stitch drawn up into a ring and joined to the I
st chain

stitch, 5 chain, and so on.

Drooping picots (fig. 474). — 5 chain, drop the loop, put

the hook into the 2nd of the 5 stitches, take up the dropped

loop and draw it through the stitch.

Lace picots (figs. 476 and 476). — Fig. 475 represents

picots formed of chain stitches as follows : 2 chain, put the

iiook into the I
st stitch, 1 over, pull the thread through,

2 chain
; * bring the thread through the 2 loops, put the hook

into the 2nd loop and into the i
st chain stitch at the same
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Fig. 475 Lace picots worked free.

time, draw the thread through in a loop, make 2 chain, and
repeat from *.

In order to make the picots more firm and even, it is

advisable to work them over a coarse knitting pin or a

small mesh.

Fig. 476 shows picots attached by plain stitches to the edge
of a finished piece of work, such as a final row or a chain of

chain stitches : this is done as follows : 1 plain, draw out the

loop to the proper length for a picot and slip it onto a

mesh, put the hook into the horizontal portion of the last

stitch, twist the

thread round the

hook, draw it

through in a loop,

make 1 plain stitch

in the next stitch,

and so on.

Picots with
an edging of

trebles (fig. 477).

Begin with 7 chain,

1 plain in the

4th chain stitch, 1

triple treble in the

i 8t of the 7 chain,

* 1 picot of 4 chain

closed by 1 plain

stitch, 1 triple

treble set in the

2nd of the 3 overs

of the triple treble,

and repeat from *.

How to copy
tapestry patterns In crochet (figs. 478 and 479). — Printed

cross stitch and embroidery patterns, including those for filet

lace (darned net), can as a rule be copied in crochet work,
especially when they are in two colours only, or rather, are

drawn in one colour on a plain ground.

To reproduce these patterns in crochet, it is only necessary to

make rows of chain stitches and trebles, one above the other,

thus forming a surface of little squares. For every square
marked on the pattern, count for the crochet grounding 1

treble and 2 chain stitches
;

for the solid squares, 3 trebles.

Fig. 476. Lace picots worked on an edge.
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The squares formed by the chain stitches should always

begin and end with a treble. Each row is begun with 3 chain

stitches — see p. p. 3 1 1 and 3 17 — and always finished with

a treble.

When a solid square comes between open squares, count

4 trebles for the solid square, because the last treble of the

last open square touches the 3 trebles of the solid or fall

square.

Thus, for 2 full squares, side by

for 3 full squares, 10 trebles.

Tapestry .
patterns worked in

several colours can be reproduced

n in crochet, either by trebles and
rows worked one way only, cutting

off the thread at .the end of each

row, or by plain stitches worked in

rows to and fro.

When not more than three

colours are used, two threads may
be passed under the stitches

;
if

that number be exceeded, the

threads not in use can be left for

the moment on the wrong side of

the work and brought to the right

side in turn as they are needed
;

the discarded thread taking its

place on the wrong side.

Of course, the threads not in

V use can only be disposed of in this

manner when the work has a right

and a wrong side; otherwise, they

must be carried along under the

stitches.

The colours should alternate in the order prescribed by the

pattern
;
and observe, that the last stitch before a change of

colour cannot be finished with the same colour that it was
begun with, but the new colour must be passed through the

last loop, which must be drawn up with the new thread.

Bosnian crochet. — In Bosnia a special kind of crochet

is made, somewhat resembling woven braid, which, owing to

its strength and elasticity, is particularly well suited for waist

bands, collars, cuffs, and for fancy braiding. The patterns are

composed entirely of single stitches worked in one or more

side, count 7 trebles : and

Fig. 477 -

Picots with edging of trebles.
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colours. Of the different materials bearing the D-M-C
mark, we particular!}' recommend for such crochet done
in one colour, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet

6 fils), D-M-C
Special crochet

cotton (Cor-
donnet special),

D-M-C Knot-
ting cotton (Fil

a pointer) and
D-M-C Flax
thread for knit-

ting and crochet

(Lin pour tri —

coter et cro-

cheter)
; for

work done in

several colours,

D-M-C Alsatia

and D-M-C
Pearl cotton

(Coton perl£).

Bosnian
crochet braid
in one colour
(fig. 480). —
Begin with a

row of chain

stitches
;

then

form the pat-

tern, by placing

the single

stitches alter-

nately in the

front loop or

the back loop

of the rows
beneath.

i
st to the 3rd

loops.

single stitches in the little front loops,

single stitches in the little back loops.
- alternate 3 single stitches in the little

Fig. 478. Openwork crochet after a tapestry pattern.

1
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back loops with 3 in the front ones. Recede i stitch towards

the left in each row of the pattern, so as to form oblique

stripes.

16 th to the 17 111 row — single stitches in the back loops.

Fig. 480. Bosnian crochet braid in one colour. -

Materials : D-M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D'M’C Special crochet cotton Nos. 3

to 20, D*M*C Knotting cotton No. 30,

or D*M’C Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 4 to 12, in white or dcrii-.

Fig. 481. Bosnian crochet braid in mixed colours.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Alsatia, in Black fast dye 310,

Cardinal red 304, Blue fast dye 800, Golden yellow 781 and Beetle green 3346 (*).

18th to the 1

9

ll» row — single stitches in the front loops.

20 th row — single stitches in the back loops.

Bosnian crochet braid in mixed colours (fig. 481). —
Here the pattern is produced by the change of shades. The

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.
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whole is worked in single stitches set in the back loops. The
change of colours is shown in the illustration. (See also

page 328.)

Crochet square (fig. 482). — Begin with 4 chain stitches,

forming them into a ring by making a single into the first

chain stitch.

1

chain, 2 plain in the next chain stitch, 3 plain in each
of the next 3 chain, 1 plain in the stitch in which the first

2 plain are worked.

Slip the next stitch, that is to say, put the hook in between
the horizontal

loops of the i
st

plain stitch of

the preceding
row, and draw
out the thread

without making
a stitch.

Then continue
with : 1 chain,

2 plain in the

slipped stitch.

After which,
make 3 plain in

the 2nd of the 3

plain which
form the corner,

and 1 plain in

all the other

Fig. 482. Crochet square. Stitches of the

preceding row.
Work the beginning and end of each row in the way

described above.

Our engraving represents a square executed in conse-
cutive rows.

When using a stitch which has to be worked to and
fro, turn the work at the end of each row and come back on
the stitches just made.

Crochet hexagon (fig. 483). — Work 7 chain, 12 plain on
the first 6 ;

finish the row and make the ring in the same way
as described for the last figure = turn the work = * 1 plain,

3 plain on the 2 nd plain of the preceding row
;
repeat 3 times
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from *. Finish the row by i single stitch = turn the work =
1 plain, 3 plain on the 2nd of the first 3 plain ; 3 plain, and so on.

These hexagons can be made of any size
;
they are generally

joined together by means of trebles.

Coloured star on a plain ground (fig. 484). — Begin by
3 chain stitches, close the ring = 2 plain stitches on each of
the 3 chain, then 1 plain with the dark thread and 1 with the

light, intended for the foundation, on each of the 6 stitches.

For the change of colours see page 328.

Fig. 483. Crochet hexagon.

In each subsequent row make 1 dark stitch more
;
make

the increase regularly, that is, make 2 stitches on the last

light stitch that precedes the dark stitches.

Continue in this way, until there are 8 dark stitches, then
decrease again by 1 dark stitch in each row — which is begun
by a light stitch — until there is only 1 remaining dark against
the light background.

These rounds can be used for the bottoms of purses, for
the crowns of caps, and for lamp mats, &c.
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Tunisian crochet. — Tunisian crochet is also called

“crochet-knitting”, because, as in knitting, all the stitches of a

row are cast onto one hook.

As we have already said at the beginning of this chapter,

Tunisian crochet must be done with a long, straight hook,

having a knob at one end.

Fig. 484. Coloured star on a plain ground.

The Tunisian crochet stitches are all made on the right

side and form a supple and elastic fabric
;

these stitches are

used particularly for mufflers, motor scarves, children’s bod-
ices, shoes, &c.

The work may be done close or open
;

but there are not

so many kinds of stitches as in German crochet.

A row of chain stitches forms the foundation of all Tunisian
crochet; a row of single stitches ends it.
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Plain Tunisian crochet (fig. 485). — After casting on a
sufficient number of chain stitches to make the work the
required width, begin the first row, the “loop row” as it is

called.

Put the hook into the 2nd chain stitch, draw i loop through,
and so continue until all the chain stitches have been taken
up

;
all the loops remain upon the hook. Having finished the

last stitch of the “loop

row”, begin the 2nd row
which completes the

stitch.

Twist the thread round
the hook, pass it the first

time through i loop, then
twist the thread round
the hook and draw it

through 2 loops, again
twist it round and draw
it again through 2 loops,

and so on until the last

Stitch is reached. In the Fig- 485. Plain Tunisian crochet,

next row take up the
vertical loops formed by
the stitches of the row
beneath.

Straight plaited
Tunisian stitch (fig.

486). — To make this

stitch, begin with a row
of plain Tunisian stitches,

then in the next row
skip the i

st loop, pick
up the 2nd and return _

to the I
St, SO that the

Flg ‘ 486 ' Stra,sht Plaited Tunisian stitch.

two loops are crossed. Finish the row as indicated for the
preceding pattern.

Diagonal plaited Tunisian stitch (fig. 487). — Begin this
stitch the same way as the last one, making first a plain row
then a plaited row, taking up first the 2nd loop and then the
i
st

,
and finishing with the second row as usual.

In the third row, pick up the first loop in the ordinary
way, then draw the 3rd loop through the 2nd

,
thus producing

diagonal lines across the surface of the work.
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Open Tunisian stitch. — Open stitches in Tunisian
crochet are very easy to make. The first row of loops is done
as in plain Tunisian crochet. In the returning row, join
alternately 2 and 3 or 3 and 4 loops of the last row, replacing
them by the same number of chain- stitches.

In the subsequent rows, to make the row of loops, pass
the hook through the chain stitches.

Decreasing and increasing in Tunisian crochet (fig. 488).
Our illustration shows how to decrease on both sides of the
crochet, by which means scallops can be formed.

Decrease in each row 1 stitch on the right and 1 on the
left. On the right crochet the first two stitches together, and
the last two on the left at the end of the row

;
in returning,

on the

right and on the. left. To
make an increase, pick

up 1 horizontal loop of
the stitch in question.

Square with
coloured tufts (fig. 489).

Our engraving repre-
sents a single square
with a pattern upon it

in tufts. These last may
be made of the same colour for every square, or of two colours
used alternately, which makes the combination of squares more
effective without detriment to the harmony of the tones.

Cast on i 3 chain and close the ring.

i
sl row — 1 plain on the i

st of the i 3 chain, 5 chain, 1 plain
on the 4

th chain, 5 chain, 1 plain on the 7
th chain, 5 plain,

1 plain on the iolh chain, 5 chain, 1 plain on the i 3 th chain.

2nd row — * 1 plain on the i at plain of the i
at row, 1 plain

on the i
st of the 5 chain

; 5 chain, 1 plain on the 5 th chain.
Repeat 3 times from *. On the 3 rd repetition finish off the

Fig- 487- Diagonal plaited Tunisian stitch.
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4*« row — continue to increase as in the 3 ,d row and here

make the first tuft, see fig. 466, after the 3 rd plain stitch in

each triangle of the square. In the subsequent rows, increase

the number of tufts until the square reaches the desired width.

The tuft stitches are made in every second row with 3 plain

stitches between. P'or the arrangement of the tufts, see fig. 480.

The coloured thread is only introduced at the tufts and
must be cut off each time a group of tufts is finished. The
ends of the coloured threads must be worked in under the

stitches of the next row.

The square may be of any size
;

it is bordered by small

Fig. 488. Decreasing in Tunisian crochet.

picot scallops, by means of which the different squares may
be joined together.

Pattern of a counterpane worked in strips (*) (fig. 490).
r

l his is intended for a child’s coverlet and is worked in pale
blue and white

; the strips and the lace border in white
; the

setting and the intersecting lines partly in white, partly in blue.

The material recommended is D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton
perle) No. 1 in Azure blue 3325 and white.

For the first strip cast on 29 chain = then coming back:
miss 3 chain, pass the hook through the 4

th and 5 th stitch,

draw up the 3 loops all together = 2 chain, pass the hook

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D’M*C Library
containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.

again through 2 chain stitches, and draw up the three loops

together, 2 chain, and so on.

Begin each row with 3 chain stitches, which will afterwards

form picots at the edge of the strip. Returning, make the

i
sl loop over the 3 chain stitches, the 2 nd over the chain stitch

which comes after the collected loops of the row beneath
(which are always to be skipped afterwards) and continue tak-

ing up only the

chain stitches.

When the

strips are finish-

ed, take a thread

of a different

colour from the

foundation and
make in each of

these picots, 1

plain stitch and
3 chain stitches.

This row is fol-

lowed by another

in cluster stitch,

worked in white,

see fig. 466, with

2 chain stitches

between the

groups ofstitches

= then another
Fig. 489. Square with coloured tufts. coloured l'OW,

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3, 5 or 8, or D^M’C consisting of *>

Alsatia Nos. 20 or 25, ,
. ,

in Ash grey 415 and Garnet red 335 or Mahogany brown 301
C S 1 C 1CS

and Blue fast dye 820. (*)
and 1 P lain 011

each loop of the

chain stitches of the preceding row. These rows are only

made along the long sides of the strips which are joined

together later on ; on the exterior sides, these rows are only

made when the coverlet is finished
;

the stitches then follow

each other all round the four sides. The second strip, of

the same width as the first, is done in Tunisian stitch; one
row of plain stitches in colour, then a row of 1 plain and
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3 chain border it, besides one row of cluster stitches in white,

then a row of 2 chain and 1 plain in colour.

The strips are joined together with single stitches worked

on the wrong side in colour, taking up 1 loop of the stitch

on the right and 1 on the left alternately.

When you have joined the strips make the outside border,

consisting of 7 straight rows and a scalloped lace edging.

i
st row — in colour: 1 plain in each picot, 3 chain, 1 plain,

and so on along the long sides of the strips = along the

short side, the side of the chain stitches cast on, or of the

last row: 1 plain, 3 chain, miss 2, 1 plain.

2 nd row — in white or ecru : 1 cluster stitch, fig. 466, on

each picot formed by the 3 chain stitches of the i
st row with

2 chain stitches between
;

at the corners you must make 3

cluster stitches in the picot.

3rd, and 5th rows — in colour: like the I
st

. Increase at

the corners by making 1 plain, 3 chain, 1 plain in the same
chain stitches.

6 th row — in white, the same as the 2 nd .

7
lh row — in white : 1 treble on each stitch of the pre-

ceding row, 3 trebles on the corner stitch.

The scallops extend over i 3 stitches of the preceding row
with 3 stitches between them : that is why it is best to make
the corner scallops first, to count the stitches both ways and
divide those that there are over and above between the

different scallops.

To make the corner scallop, fasten on the .thread on the

wrong side into the stitch before the 3 stitches that were
added to turn the corner: 6 chain, 1 single on the 4

th treble

to the left, 1 single on the next treble = turn the work to

the right side = * 1 chain, 1 treble on the 6 chain
;
repeat

7 times from * ;
therefore 8 trebles in all = after the 8 th

treble: 1 chain, miss 1 treble of the row beneath, 1 single on
the 2 next trebles = turn the work = 2 chain, 1 cluster stitch

between each treble, 9 cluster stitches in all, then 2 chain,

miss 2 trebles of the row beneath, 1 single on the next 2

trebles = turn the work = 2 chain and 1 cluster stitch over
the i

sl
,

the 2nd
,
the 3 rd and 4

111 pairs of chain stitches of the

preceding row
;
over 5 th

,
6 th and 7

111 chain stitches, 2 cluster

stitches with 2 chain
;
over the other chain stitches, again :

1 cluster stitch ; then 2 chain, miss 1 treble, join on to the

2nd treble = fasten off.
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Fig. 490. Pattern of a counterpane worked in strips.

Materials: D-M*C Pearl cotton No. 1 or 3, in 6cru and Azure blue 5325, or

in Geranium red 352 and Garnet red 3=18, or in Solid blue 815

and Raspberry red 368s.
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For the scallops on the right side, divide the stitches between

the corner scallops equally. Count on the wrong side of the left

corner n stitches to the right, fasten the thread onto the n lh

stitch, * 5 chain, miss 2 trebles of the row beneath, 1 single on

the 3rd ,
1 single on the next stitch = turn the work to the

right side, 1 chain, 1 treble on the 5 chain, repeat 5 times and

finish with 1 chain, 1 single on the 2 nd treble of the row beneath,

1 single, on the next treble = turn the work = 2 chain and

1 cluster stitch between each treble of the preceding row,

2 cluster stitches between the 3 *'d and 4
th treble = alter the

8 ,h stitch : 2 chain, miss 1 treble, 1 single on each of the 2 next

trebles = turn the work = 2 chain, 1 cluster stitch to be

repeated 3 times over 2 chain stitches of the preceding row,

on the 4
th

,
5 th and 6 th

- chain stitches: 2 cluster stitches and

2 chain
;
on the last chain stitches the same stitches as on the

first, then 2 chain, miss 1 treble of the row beneath, 11 single

over the next 11 stitches and repeat from *.

The last row consists of open picots, consisting of 5 chain

and 1 single between each cluster stitch
;

after the last ol

these stitches and in the indent of the scallops, on the straight

line make only 2 chain and 1 plain on the 2nd stitch missed

between the scallops, 2 chain
;

the last scallop but one and

the last and the first and the second are to be joined together

by the 3rd of the 5 chain stitches.

Hairpin crochet (fig. 491). — This is done on a kind ot

large steel hairpin or two-pronged fork.

Very pretty lace, fringe, gimp headings, in fact a number
of useful little articles, forming an agreeable variety to the

kinds of work we have described thus far, can be made by

the help of this little implement. Here we shall only give our

readers a few specimens such as will best teach them how the

work is done.

Materials. — For washing lace to trim underlinen with

D*M>G Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) and D*M*C
Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) are the best ;

lor

furniture fringes, D*M*C Alsatia or D*M*C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) and in order to produce the effect of loose soft

silk D*M*C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special), D*M*

C

Floss crochet cotton (Crochet floche) or D*M # C Floss flax or

flourishing thread (Lin floche).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.
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Stitches. — Begin as usual with a very loose chain stitch,
then withdraw the hook from the loop and insert the left
prong of the fork upwards from below and take hold of it

with the thumb and middle finger of the left

hand. The thread worked with should always be
turned towards the worker.

Then put the thread over the right prong
from the front, put the hook into the loop
which' is on the left prong, catch hold of the
thread, draw it through the loop, throw the
thread over the hook, draw it through the
loop which is on the hook, then throw the
thread from behind round the left prong, turn
the prong to the “right (the thread then surrounds
the right prong)

;
put the hook upwards from

below into the loop which is on the left prong:
throw the thread on to the hook, bring it back
again, close, the loops, and so on. Once the
prong is covered with loops, slip them off, re-
insert the two prongs of the fork into the 4
or 5 last loops and continue the work.

These stitches can be doubled, or you can
make several trebles in each loop, or arrange the
plain stitches in different ways.

Hairpin insertion (fig. 492). — Make first

three strips with the fork, covering each thread
with 2 plain stitches. Then join the strips by the
loops, slipping a left loop over a right one, then
a right one over the next left one alternately.

At the. end of the strip, fasten oft' the last
loops by a few stitches. To strengthen the edges
join 2 loops together by 1 plain, 2 chain, 1 plain,
and so on.

Hairpin lace (fig. 493). — After having made
2 sufficiently long strips of hairpin crochet with
2 trebles in each loop, join the loops, 2 and 2.

with a thread of a colour to contrast with the
rest of the work.

1 plain stitch joining 2 loops on the right,

Fig. 491 .
2 chain,

1 plain joining 2 loops on the left,

steel hairpin 2 chain, return to the right, and so on until
for crochet you have taken up all the loops. This forms



the zig-zag line in the middle. The scalloped edge of the lace

is made in 2 rows.

1

st r0w — join 3 loops by: 1 plain and 5 chain.

2„d row — on the 5 chain stitches : 1 plain, 1 half-treble,

3 trebles, 1
picot with 5 chain, 3 trebles, 1 half-treble,

1 plain.

The heading of this lace is made like the one in fig. 492.

Hairpin lace (fig. 494). — This pattern worked in D-M-C

pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 5 (*), is suitable as a border

for small rugs and table-covers and curtain headings. Begin

with the two strips of hairpin crochet made with 1 plain

stitch in each loop. The loops of thread are collected togethei

by a few rows of crochet in a different colour
;
unite 4 loops

by 1 plain stitch, 1

* 3 chain, unite I

2 loops by 1 plain,

3 chain, unite 2

loops by 1 plain,

then 5 times 3

chain and 1 plain

in the next loop,

3 chain, unite 2

loops, 3 chain,

chain, unite 8 aft

loops, and repeat

r,-., Fig. 402. Hairpin insertion.

npot^mi'fhl Materials: D-M-C Knotting cotton No. 30, D-M-C Crochet
leP?fed 011 1 le

cotton 6 cord or D-M-C Special crochet cotton No. 15,

2" Side ot the
Pearl cotton No. 8 or D-M-C Flax thread for

Strip of hairpin knitting and crochet No. i6, in white or dcru. (*)

crochet
;
only you

must begin with 3 separate loops, and you must set the

separate loops exactly on the halt ring formed by the 8

loops united by i plain.

The two strips are connected by the 2nd of the chain

stitches of the two little scallops at the top of the big scallop.

When the two stripes are joined together, fill the empty

square spaces between with little stars made in two rounds

with the light thread.

(*) 5c e, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the :

ic cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M’C.

i
and colours of
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Heading of the
lace. — i st row,
with a light colour
— i quintuple
treble on the first

3 chain stitches,

l quadruple treble
on the next chain
stitches, i triple

treble on the next
chain stitches, at

the same time
drawing up the
last overs of these
3 trebles, * 5

chain, i treble on
the next chain
stitches, 3 chain,
l plain on the next
chain stitches, 3

chain, i plain on
the next chain

next chain stitches, 5 chain,
le treble, i quadruple treble,
treble and i triple treble

- s
.

then repeat from *.
i plain on each stitch of the last row

row
S
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ied in coIoured thread, is formedw of looP s of 4 chain stitches, i plain on each loop
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493 - Hairpin lace.

Materials; D-M-C Crochet cotton 6 cord No. so, D-M-<
Pearl cotton No. 8 or .a, or D-M-C Alsatia No. aom Cachou brown 434 and Beetle green 3346, or Rust

brown 3314 and Scabious violet 327. (*)

stitches, 3 chain, 1 treble on the
on thd next 6 loops make : 1 trii
2 quintuple trebles, 1 quadrupl
joined together by the last ove

2nd row ' ‘

n



beneath; in the indent between two big scallops, skip, the

4 chain stitches between the plain stitches.

Lace made on English point laoe braid (fig. 495). —
On the lace braid work a row of trebles, separated bv
1 chain stitch, and on this row of trebles make two other
rows for the lace, as follows :

Fig. 494. Hairpin lace.

Materials : D*M'C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 to 12 or D’M-C Alsatia Nos. 20 and 25,
in Rust yellow 308 and Turkish red 321, or Blue fast dye 797

and Smoke grey 644.

i‘ l Tow — 1 treble on one of the trebles of the row before,
* 5 chain, i treble on the stitch in which the i

st treble is
placed, 5 chain, skip 3 trebles of the row beneath, 1 treble on
the 4th treble of the row beneath, and repeat as often
as necessary from *.

2nd row — ** .1 treble on the 3rd of the chain stitches
between the two trebles placed in one stitch of the first row

;
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3 chain, 1 treble in the same stitch, 3 chain, 1 treble in the

same stitch, 3 chain, 1 plain in the 3 ,,(1 of the next 3 chain

stitches, 3 chain and repeat from **.

Crochet lace on plain braid (fig. 496). — i
sl row — 3 plain

very close together in the braid, i 3 chain, come back and

join to the i
st plain. * In each of the first 6 chain : 1 plain

= in the 7^ chain: 3 plain, then on the other chain stitches:

6 plain.

In the braid
: 7 plain, i 3 chain, connect them on the right

with 3 rd plain and repeat from *.

2 nd row — * skip 2 plain stitches of the scallop, 5 plain '

to arrive at the 2nd increased stitch of the first row, 3 plain

on the 2nd increased stitch, 5 plain in the next stitches.

Repeat from *.

To make an insertion of this lace, let go the thread after

the 2nd of the 3 stitches which have to come at the point of

the scallop, then put the hook into the stitch of the finished

strip, take up the thread again, draw it through the 2 nd stitch

and continue along the second side of the scallop in the same

way as on the first.

Crochet lace on English point lace braid (fig. 497 )*
—

To make the little rings: 1 plain stitch in the braid, 10 chain,

then coming back, 1 single stitch in the 4
th chain.

In this first ring you make: 1 plain, 1 half-treble, 12

trebles, 1 half-treble, 1 plain, 1 single in the 4
th chain stitch ;

3 chain, 1 plain in the braid far enough from the I
st plain

stitch to prevent the rings from overlapping each other. Then

10 chain, 1 single in the 4th chain, 1 plain, 1 half-treble, \

2 trebles, drop the loop, put the hook into the io lh treble of

the first ring, pick up the dropped loop, bring it forward to

the right side, make 10 trebles, and so on.

For the heading: 1 treble, 1 chain, skip a few threads of 1

the braid, 1 treble.

Crochet guipure lace on English point lace braid

(fig. 498). — This charming little lace edging makes a very

good substitute for real guipure lace to use upon any article

of fine lingerie. It can be made on a row of trebles just as

well as on a lace braid or on a mignardise the picots of

which have been first raised by plain and chain stitches. It is

even advisable to edge the point lace braid with a row of

plain stitches : as it is then easier to make the scallops of

the lace regular.
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* 6 plain, n chain, skip a space equal to 6 bars of the

braid used for our pattern (or six plain stitches); in the

braid : 6 plain stitches very close together, 8 chain, i single

in the g
lh of the ii chain, 12 chain, i single in the 3 rd of

the ii chain, 8 chain, i single close to the I
st of the first

6 plain.

i
st scallop — 7 plain, 5 chain, join them coining back to

the 4
th plain; in the 5 chain : 6 plain; in the 8 chain : 3 plain.

2nd scallop — in the 12 chain : 5 plain, 5 chain, join them
coming back to the 3rd plain = in the 5 chain : 6 plain = in

the 12 chain : 5 plain, 5 chain, join them coming back to the

3 rd plain = in the 5

chain stitches beneath,

5 chain, join them
coming back to the 3 ,,d

plain = in the 5 chain

:

6 plain = 2 plain in the

12 chain underneath.

3rd scallop — like

the first, then repeat

from *.

Crochet lace made
with medallion braid
(fig. 499). — For the

vertical leaves you must
prepare separate medal-
lions. Begin by 1 treble

on the stalk between 2

medallions, 2 chain, 1

plain in the medallion

:

* 2 chain, 1 picot in

bullion stitch made with
5 rounds of the thread,

2 chain, 1 plain in the

medallion. Repeat once from * ;
2 chain

;
take a detached

medallion; ** 1 plain, 2 chain, 1 picot, 2 chain; repeat

6 times from **, the 4
th picot must come on the point of

the medallion, then make 1 more single on the i
st plain,

then continue with 1 treble on the stalk between the 2 lower

medallions, 2 chain, 1 plain in the next medallion, * * * 2

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M*C.

chain : 6 plain = 5 plain in the 12

Fig. 495. Lace made on English point lace braid.

Materials : D*M*C Flax lace thread Nos. 25 to 70,

D'M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 50 to 70 or D*M*C
Crochet cotton, 6 cord Nos. 80 to 100, white. (*)

Fig. 496. Crochet lace on plain braid.

Materials : D’M’C Superfine braid and D*M'C
Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70 or D*M*C Special

crochet cotton Nos. 40 to 100. (*)
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chain, i picot, 2 chain, 1 plain. Repeat once from * * *,
2 chain, and repeat from the beginning of the lace.

Heading of the lace. — j s1 row — 1 double treble quite
close to the stalk of the medallion, * 4 chain, 1 treble distant
from the stalk of the medallion about a third of the width of
the selvedge, 4 chain, 1 treble, 4 chain, 2 double trebles, one
in the medallion on the right, the other in the medallion

on the left
; draw up

the last loops of the 2

trebles together and repeat
from *.

2nd row — In each of
the loops formed by the 4
chain of the preceding row

:

c . _ . ^ ,
1 plain, 3 chain, 1 picot in

F,g. 497 . Crochetbce^on English point bu ,Iion stitch> ? chain; ,

Materials: D-M-C Alsatian thread Nos. 30
Pk0t > 3

,
Pkin °"

to 50, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D-M-C tie nex ^ c *lam Stitches and
Special crochet cotton Nos.8o to ioo, in white. so on -

3rd row —
• i plain on

the 4th of the 7 chain stitches, 4 chain, 1 plain, and so on.
4th row — 1 plain on each stitch of the row before.

Crochet lace made with medallion braid (fig. 5oo). —
Begin with the outside edge and make for the i*t row —

1 treble towards the end
of the i st medallion, * 6

chain, 1 picot, 6 chain, 1

treble at the beginning
of the 2nd medallion, 6
chain, 1 picot, 6 chain,

1 treble towards the

„ end of the medallion, 7
F,g. 49S. Crochet guipure lace on English chain, I picot, 7 chain 1

point lace braid. . , , f ; .
.’

Materials: D-M-C Alsatian thread Nos. 70 to 90, ^
e

f'

nnlnS
D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D-M-C Special °!

.

thC 3 medallion, 6

crochet cotton Nos. 80 to 150, in white.
Chain, 1 piCOt, 6 chain, I

treble towards the end
oi the 3rd medallion, 6 chain, 1 picot, 6 chain, 1 treble on the
4
lh medallion, 2 double trebles which unite the 4

th to the
i
8t medallion of the next scallop; 1 treble at the end of

the i*t medallion
;

join and at the same time draw together
the last loops of these 4 trebles. Repeat from *.

2 nd row — Between each treble and each picot beginning
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from the i
st picot : ** i plain, 3 chain, i picot, 7 chain,

1
picot, 3 chain. Repeat 6 times from * *, add 1 plain, then

make between 2 scallops = 3 chain, 1 picot, 3 chain.

3.-d row — repeat 6 times : 1 treble on the 4^ 0 f the 7 chain
stitches, 8 chain = in the indent join 2 trebles.

4th row — 1 5 plain over each loop of 8 chain.

Inside junction — i st row — Begin between 2 medallions, fasten
on the thread and make 1 plain on the bar between the medallions
of two scallops, 6 chain, 1 picot, now make all the drooping
picots, 7 chain, 1 double treble at the beginning of the i

st

medallion, 5 chain, 1 triple treble at the end of the medallion,
1 triple treble at the beginning of the 2nd medallion, draw up
at the same time the last loops of the 2 trebles

;
5 chain, 2 triple

trebles united in the medallions right and left; 5 chain, 2 triple
trebles joined

together, one
at the end, the

other at the

beginning of
the 3rd and 4^
medallions

;
2

chain, 1 picot

in bullion

Stitch, 2 chain, Fig- 499- Crochet lace made with medallion braid.

1 single in the Materials: D-M*C Alsatian thread Nos. so to ioo, D*M*C Crochet

last loop of cotton, 6 cord or D*M’C Special crochet cotton

the first triple
Nos - 40 t0 8o ’

in white
- «

trebles, 10 chain, 1 plain in the last loop of the last trebles;
5 chain, 1 double treble at the end of the 4th medallion,
5 chain, 1 plain in the 10 chain above the picot, 5 chain,
1 single in the I st double treble; 12 chain, 1 single in the loop
of the last double treble, 7 chain, 1 picot, 6 chain, 1 plain on
the stalk between the 2 medallions, and so on.

2 nd row — * 1 treble on the 6 chain stitches before the i
sl

picot, 6 chain, 1 treble on the 7 chain after the i
st picot,

6 chain * *, 1 treble on the 12 chain stitches in the middle,
repeat from * * to *, 6 chain and continue from the beginning.

3 rd row — 1 plain in the braid which serves as heading,
2 chain, 1 plain in the last loop of chain stitch, 2 chain, 1

I

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours ol

the cotton, fax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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plain in the braid. Continue in this manner going to and fro

to join the crochet work to the braid.

Crochet lace with mignardise (fig. 5oi). — This lace

makes a very useful, serviceable trimming for underlinen of
all kinds.

Begin by picking up all the picots along both sides of

three rows of mignardise, by making i plain and i chain.

The rows of crochet in between consist of : i treble on i

chain, 3 chain, skip 2 picots of the mignardise, i treble

between the 3rd and 4th picot, and so on. On the second side,

Fig. 500. Crochet lace made with medallion braid.

Materials: D‘M*C Crochet cotton 6 cord or D*M*C Special crochet cotton Nos. 40
to 80, or D*M’C Alsatian thread Nos. 50 to 80, in white. (*)

make the same stitches, passing the thread after the 2 nd chain
stitch, and from the wrong side to the right, through the 2nd

chain stitch of the first strip.

'Fhe edge, which forms very strong scallops, is worked in

two rows.

i
sl row — 1 treble between 2 picots, 3 chain, skip 2 picots,

1 treble, 3 chain, and so on.

2 ,id row — 1 treble on 3 chain, * 3 chain, 1 treble on the

next 3 chain, 3 chain, 3 trebles on the next 3 chain, 7 chain,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M’C.
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1

I

turn back, join them to the i«t of the 3 trebles close together,

2 chain, join them to the 2nd isolated treble, 12 trebles on

the 7 chain ;
leave the last loops of the last treble on

the hook and join them to those of the next isolated treble;

repeat from *.

Crochet ground (*) (fig. 5o2). — This ground, as well as

the next is intended for- making purses, reticules and tobacco

pouches, &c.

The pattern itself is worked in a single row, with a row

of chain stitches to finish.

It is begun on a number of chain stitches divisible by 8 .

J,t row — * 4 plain on the first 4 chain stitches, 1 picot,

! 4 plain on the next 4 chain, 9 chain, join them to the 1“ plain,

;':n the 9 chain
: 7 plain, 3 picots joined by 1 single and 7

plain
;
repeat from *.

2 nd row — 1 plain stitch in each of the middle picots with

8 chain stitches between. In the following rows the scallops

are interverted, and the plain stitch is missed.

Crochet ground (fig. 5o3 ).
— This ground requires as a

foundation a number of chain stitches divisible by i 3 .

i*t row — 4 trebles on the first chain, * skip 4 chain,

] 4 trebles on the 5 lh chain, 5 chain, skip 3 chain, 1 plain, 5 chain,

1 skip 3 chain, 4 trebles on the 4
th stitch ;

repeat from *.

2nd row — 4 trebles on the I
st treble of the row before,

* * 4 trebles on the 8 th
.

treble, 3 chain, 1 single on the

3 rd chain of the 2 scallops of 5 chain, 3 chain, 4 trebles on

;
the i

sl treble of the next figure; repeat from **.

3rd row — 4 trebles on the i
st treble of the 2nd row, ***

4 trebles- on the 8 th treble, 5 chain, 1 single on the 2nd single

I of the row beneath, 3 chain, join them to the 3 rd of the

5 chain, 3 chain, 4 trebles on the i
st treble following; repeat

i from ***.
In the next 3 rows the position of the figures is inverted,

so that the clusters of trebles come above groups of spiders.

Ground composed of crochet stars (fig. 504). — Grounds
like this are most often used for cushion-covers and chair

backs of all kinds; for the latter purpose they are sometimes
edged with a narrow band of velvet or plush trimmed with a

narrow crochet lace.

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D*M*C Library

containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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Star — 1*1 row — 20 chain, join them to the i*t chain
;

3 chain which count as a first treble, 4 trebles on the next
4 chain,. 6 trebles on the next 3 chain, 1 picot of 5 chain
stitches,

1 picot of 7 chain, 1 picot of 5 chain, 1 single on the
i
8t chain stitch of the first picot, 6 trebles on the next 3 chain,

5 trebles on the next 5 chain, 4 chain, 1 picot of 5 chain,
1 picot of 7 chain, 1 picot of 5 chain, 1 single on the i

st chain
stitch of the i

st picot, * 27 chain, join them to the 7
th chain

stitch, 2 single on the chain stitches towards the picots,
finish the scallop like the former one, 4 chain, 3 picots

* ; 4 chain,

join them
to the first

scallop.

2nd row—
to be worked
inwards —
* * 5 chain,

1 plain or.

the chain

stitch before

the scallop,

5 chain, 3

double tre-

bles joined

by the las:

overs on the

chain stitch-

es within the :

scallop, 5

chain, 1

plain on the
chain stitch after the scallop, repeat 3 times from **.

3 rd row — 1 plain on each chain stitch and on the double
trebles, skip the plain stitches; fasten off the thread.

4
th row — 1 treble before and after the double trebles and

over the plain stitches, 3 chain, 1 treble before and after the
next double trebles, 3 chain, 2 trebles, 3 chain, 2 trebles,
3 chain, join them to the treble.

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.

joined together by 1 single, repeat twice from

Fig. 501. Crochet lacc with mignardise.

Materials — According to the mignardise selected: D*M*C
Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70 or D’M'C Crochet cotton,

6 cord Nos. 30 to 80, in white. (*)
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5 th row — 2 single, i plain on the 2nd of the 3 chain,

i chain, i plain on the 2nd chain, i chain, i plain on the 2nd

chain, i chain, i plain on the 2 nd chain, i chain, join it to

the i
sl plain; fasten off the thread.

The detached stars are to be joined together by the middle

and corner picots.

Fig. 502. Crochet ground.

Materials: D‘M‘C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D*M'C Special crochet cotton Nos. 20

to 60, D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70, D*M‘C Alsatia Nos. 20 to 40

or D-M’C Pearl cotton Nos. 5 to 12, in white or ecru.

Lace with two rows of leaves (fig. 5o5 ). — This is one
of the pleasantest crochet patterns to work that we know.

The leaves are made separately, and fastened into a

foundation resembling net made with thread at least two
numbers finer than that used for the leaves.

Leaf with 5 lobes : 8 chain, make a ring = 2 plain on the

ring = 1st lobe: 11 chain, skip 3 chain, 1 half-treble on the
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8 th chain stitch, i chain
chain, i chain, i treble o
the 2nd chain, i chain, 2 p

2 nd lobe: i 5 chain, ski

1 treble. Repeat 4 times
the ring.

3rd lobe : 21 chain, s

skip the 7
th

, 1 treble on the 6 lh

the 4th chain, 1 chain, 1 treble on
lin on the ring.

3 , 1 half-treble, * 1 chain, skip 1,

rom * ;
add 1 chain, 2 plain on

Fig- 5°3 - Crochet ground.
Materials: D‘M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or

to 50, D*M'C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to
or D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 t

D*M’C Special crochet cotton Nos. 1

' 50, D*M‘C Alsatia Nos. 20 to 40
0 12, in white or 6cru. (*)

!P > 1 treble. Repeat 7 times from **; add: 1 chain
ip 1, 2 plain on the ring.

The 4H lobe like 2»<>
; the 5 «> like the ft.

M lien the 5 lobes are finished, make 2 single stitches on



the 2 first plain stitches of the ring; then along the chain
stitches of the i

sl lobe : 2 plain, 7 trebles, 2 trebles on the

m io ,h
;
then descending: 7 trebles, 2 plain and 2 single on the

3 2 plain stitches of the ring.

On the 2nd lobe make : 3 plain, 10 trebles, 2 trebles on

|

the 14th chain stitch, 10 trebles, 3 plain, 2 single on the

1 2 plain stitches of the ring.

Fig. 504. Ground composed of crochet stars.

Materials: D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 50, D’M'C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 25
or D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 5 to 12

,
in white or ecru.

On the 3rd lobe : 2 single, 3 plain, 14 trebles, 2 trebles on
a the 20 th chain stitch, 14 trebles, 3 plain, 2 single and then 2

:j

more single on the 2 plain stitches of the ring.

I he 4
th lobe is worked like the 2nd

,
the 5 lh like the i

sl
.

For the stalk: 14 chain, skip 1, 9 plain on the next, 9
I chain; 6 chain, skip 1, 5 plain on the 5 chain, 4 plain on the
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stitches that remain free, 2 single on the ring, fasten off the

thread with a few stitches.

When you have leaves enough ready, join them together

by a row of picots done in fine thread working from left to

right, as follows : * take the 2nd lobe on the right side of a

leaf, put the thread in at the ,14
th treble : make 2 plain,

Fig. 505. Lace with two rows of leaves.

Materials: D*M’C Pearl cotton Nos. 5 and 8 or D*M*C Alsatia Nos. 20 and 25,

in Golden green 580 and Indigo blue 334, or in Scabious violet 395
and Rust brown 3314. (*)

1 picot, 1 plain on the stitch the picot is on = in all the

leaves the 3rd plain stitch before the picot and the I
st after

it, meet in the same stitch beneath = 2 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain

2 chain = on the 8 th treble of the 3 rd lobe : 1 plain, then :

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours or

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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ie more plain on the next stitches, * * 1 picot, 3 plain. Repeat

• 6 times from ** and finish with 2 chain. On the 7
th treble

of the 4
ll> lobe: 1 plain, 2 plain on the next 2 stitches,

'

o *** 1 picot, 3 plain. Repeat 4 times from ***.

a On the 5 th treble of the 5 th lobe : 1 plain, then on the

n, next 4 chain, 4 plain ****.

Now repeat round each leaf from to * *, then, instead

)
of the i

st picot on the 3 rd lobe, make 4 chain, then put your
hook into the 2nd plain stitch to the right, between the last

picot and the last but one of the leaf before, 4 chain, close

the picot. From this point, the preceding series of stitches

replaces the picot which comes immediately after the

continue to ****.
Foundation for the heading of the lace, with a single row

j
of leaves. — When all the leaves are joined together, take the

finer number of thread and fasten it onto the end of the

5
little stalk; then make.:.* 2 chain, 1 plain on the 9

th stitch

|
of the I

st lobe; 6 chain, skip 2, 1 plain on the 3 rd stitch;

6 chain, 1 plain on the 3 rd
,

1 chain, 1 plain on the 7
th

j
stitch of the 2nd lobe

; 6 chain, 1 plain on the 3 rd ;
2 chain,

1 plain on the 7
th stitch counted from below, of the 5 th

lobe of the next leaf, 3 chain, 1 single on the last stitch

of the long stalk
;
3 chain, then returning, draw the thread

. through the 3rd of the last 6 chain of the i
st leaf, 3 chain,

:

\

returning draw the thread through the 3 rd of the second set

of 6 chain stitches of the i 8 * lobe
;
6 chain, 1 plain on the

2nd of the last 3 chain, 6 chain, 1 plain on the i 8t stitch of
the stalk; 6 chain, 1 plain on the 5 th stitch of the stalk; 6 chain,

1 plain on the chain stitch between the 2 stalks, 7 chain,

1 plain at the top of the little stalk, then repeat from *.

The network of the next rows, which may be of any
i width you like, consists of: 6 chain, 1 plain in the loop of

| the row before.

25, >5 For the last row but one of the network, make 4 chain,

1 plain above each loop,, then finish the lace with a row of

plain stitches.

he I The following is the way to join two rows of leaves

er Hi
t0§et:her that have been already edged with picots.

n,
| I

Fasten the thread onto the little stalk, * 3 chain, 1 plain
on the 8th stitch of the i

8t lobe, 2 chain, draw the thread

;

through the 4
th picot of the middle of the 3rd lobe of the top

I leaf, 2 chain, 3 plain on the i
8t lobe of the row beneath,
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Fig. 506. Crochet lace with squares.

Materials: D*M*C Crochet cotton 6 cord or D*M*C Special crochet cotton Nos. i"

to too, D*M*C Knotting cotton No. 50, D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 5 to 12,

or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 20 to 45, in white or dcru.

free stitch, counted from left to right : 3 plain, 4 chain.

1 single on the long stalk, 5 chain, 1 single on the 2 nd picot

to the right of the i
st lobe of the preceding bottom leaf, 5 chain.
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1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain. In the 2nd lobe of the

bottom leaf, from the 7
th stitch onwards : 3 plain, 1 picot,

3 plain.

In the fifth lobe of the next leaf below begin at the 8th
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j

1 single on the free picot in the middle of the 4
ll

> lobe of the

I leaf above, 4 chain, 1 plain on the 4th plain stitch of the stalk:

I 3 chain, 1 single on the i
st picot to the left of the 3 rd lobe of

I the upper leaf, 3 chain, skip 2 stitches of the stalk, 1 plain on
I the stalk, 3 chain, 1 single on the next picot of the upper

:
leaf, 3 chain, 1 plain on the 2nd stitch of the little stalk,

j

3 chain, 1 single on the next picot of the upper leaf, 3 chain,
I 1 plain at the end of the little stalk. Repeat from *.

In this way you can join 3 and even 4 rows of leaves
• together and make a beautiful lace which will form an
1 extremely handsome trimming for church linen.

If you want the leaves to stand out from the network

j

ground, you can use two shades of thread, the lighter for the
leaves, the darker for the ground.

Crochet lace with squares (fig. 5o6 ). — The model which
I we here offer to our readers is always a favourite and effective

pattern executed in any kind of thread. We do not pretend
that the design itself is new; very likely it is already familiar

I to many in pillow lace. However, we thought that those who

|
do not care about making pillow lace might welcome the

1 chance of reproducing such a pretty trimming in crochet, as

I
it is equally suitable for household use and for wearing apparel.

When the work is intended for the decoration of living-
1 rooms, a choice can be made among the strong, unbleached

|
threads mentioned at the foot of the engraving

; if, on the
I contrary, it is destined to embellish delicate materials for
I costly toilettes and “lingerie de luxe”, one or other of the
i finer threads specially provided for such purposes will naturally
I be selected (*).

The squares which are begun in the centre are worked in

I continuous rows and always on the right side.

Cast on 5 chain and close the ring.

|
i
sl row — * 5 chain,

1 plain on the ring. Repeat 3 times
I from *.

1 ^
2 nd row — 1 chain, * on the first 5 chain stitches: 1 plain,

I :> chain,
1 plain = 2 chain. Repeat 3 times from *.

3 ,d row — * on the first 5 chain stitches of the 2 nd row :

| 1 plain, 5 chain, 1 plain, 2 chain, 1 plain on the next 2

chain stitches, 2 chain. Repeat 3 times from *.

_

n.

ot
(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D'M’C Library

containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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In the 4lh and to the 1

1

1,1 row — con tin
in the 3rd row, until on the 4 sides you hav
between the 5 chain stitches in the corners.

12th row —
1 plain, * 5 chain, 1 p]

consisting of 4 chain, 1 plain between the
stitches of the preceding row, 2 chain, 1 j

chain, drop the loop, put

Materials : D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70, D*M*C
or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos.

6cru or Cream yellow 712 (*).•

the hook into the 3 rd of the 5 chain stitch*
ot the corners of a finished square

;
draw

through; make 2 chain, finish the square v
For the star that connects the squares,

10 chain, close the ring.

On this ring make : * 4 chain, 1 picot, 4
2 picots right and left ot the joined squ
4 chain, 1 picot, 3 chain, drop the loop, 1
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as I the first of the first 4 chain stitches, draw the thread through,

les
!

2 chain on the ring, 8 chain, 1 treble on the 3
-'d picot and 1

] on the 4
th picot of the square = coming back

8

single on

:ot • the 8 chain ; 2 plain on the ring and repeat ,

3

times from *,

L j n
j

fasten off the thread.

he For the half star that fills the space beneath the heading of

en
|

the lace: 9 chain, close the ring = 9 chain, 1 treble on the

i

sl picot of the square; 4 chain, 1 picot, 3 chain; draw the

er thread through the i
9t of the 9 chain stitches; 2 plain on the

ut ring = 8 chain; connect the 3 rd and 4* picots of the square by

1 treble on each picot, 8 single stitches on the 8 chain, 2 plain

on the ring = 4 chain, 1 picot, 4 chain, 1 treble on the first

and last picot of the 2 opposite squares, 4 chain, 1 picot, d

chain, drop the loop, draw it through the i
st of the 4 chain

stitches, 2 plain on the ring = 8 chain, connect the 3 rd and

4
th picots by 2 trebles

;
8 single, 2 plain on the ring = 4 chain,

1
picot, 4 chain, 1 treble on the last of the picots, 8 chain,

draw the thread through the 1 st of the 4 chain, fasten off.

The heading is made as follows : * 1 plain on the point of

] the square; 17 chain stitches up to the ring; 3 plain on the

J ring; 17 chain and repeat from *. A row of plain stitches ot

I
trebles completes the heading.

The outer edge of the scallops is worked in two rows.

i
sl row — * 1 treble on the i

8t picot; 4 chain and repeat

I 5 times from *. On the 5 chain stitches, at the point of the

I square : 1 double treble, 4 chain, 1 triple treble, 4 chain,

1 double treble; then finish the second side of the square

like the first. Make no chain stitches at the point where 2

scallops join.

2 " d row — 2 plain, 1 picot, 2 plain over 4 chain, at the

j

point add 1 picot on the triple treble. On the last and first

I 4 chain stitches where 2 scallops join, only 4 plain,

p
Lace with stars (fig. 507). —^ Before proceeding to

1
describe this lace we would point out to our readers that to

I obtain a good result the chain stitches that encircle the stars

S and those that form the trebles must be made with the

greatest regularity. Some hands make loose stitches, some

tight, it would therefore be well to make a trial row first so

as to ascertain whether the number of stitches we have found

to be right corresponds in length to the same number worked

(f
I by another hand

;
then it will be seen whether it is necessary

to increase or diminish the number indicated.
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You begin with the middle stars, cast on iS chain close

n.M
U
r
g
n
m°Unt 11 ° n 3 mould

>
wind a s°ft thread such asD AI C Darning cotton (Coton a repriser) (*j No 25 seven or

tight times round the mould and cover this ring with 3o plain
stitches joining the last to the first by one single stitch.

ro
";
- * i 3 chain; return, skip the first chain stitch

^"’treble

th

,

e

H

°th
w

12

M
ake

h
‘ single

’
2 Plain < 2 half-trebles]

- tiebles, 2 double trebles, 3 triple trebles, skip a stitches of

5'«m
P
e7

C

from
g
*

rOW
’

' S1 "g' e ° n the 5, '‘ stitch
’

and

2»<1 row - 5 single on the stitches of the first pyramid

m/the
P
f.f ,

thT
,

t0 the wrong side of the work, 1 singleon the 5 stitch of the same pyramid on the left, 17 chain.
I single on the 5 U > stitch of the next pyramid on the rightlepeat d times from *•. After the 5 «' time make single stitchesup to the point of the pyramid.

'

5ri row — * i plain on the chain stitch above, which wasskipped m the pt row; 9 chain,
1 plain on the 911. of the

17 chain stitches, 9 chain. Repeat 5 times from *.
4 th row - I plain on each stitch of the preceding row.
5 »> row — * 6 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 stitches of the lastlow. Repeat 14 times from *.

6 11
‘ row —

1 plain on each of the bottom stitches of the

ferLTu
After

-nl
ery 7 plain

' 1 Pkot - ln tl)e "’hole circum-
tLicnce there will be 19 picots separated from each other by
7 plain stitches

; in order to get round accurately, you musttwice skip 1 plain stitch under a picot.

In joining the rings, be careful to arrange them so that

heacHn^
t0wards the edgc and 8 towards the

'1 he tots and the igu> picot serve to connect the stars.
Outside edge - 1“ row - 1 treble between the igtt andhe 1 picot, * 7 chain, 1 treble between the 2 next picotsRepeat 8 times from *. After the ,0* treble, make noTorechain stitches

; it is followed by another treble placed between
the 19th and the i>t picot of the next star.

2»J row — On the first 7 stitches of the preceding row

:

4 I lilln
.

d half-trebles
; on the next stitches : 3 trebles,

1 picot,

if
th' end 0f ,he laSt cha Pter the '“ktes of the sizes and colours ofthe cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names in bracketsaie those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.
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ise I 3 trebles, i picot, and so on ;
so that you will always have to

aS make 18 picots and 19 times 3 trebles in the semi-circle = on

or I the last 7 chain stitches : 3 half-trebles, 4 plain stitches,

in The big scallops are connected by little ones, for which

starting from the indent of the scallop you make first 4 plain,

h I 3 half-trebles, 3 trebles, 1 picot, 2 trebles, 7 chain, drop the

;s

’

!;| loop, put the hook into the same treble of the preceding

of scallop
;
draw the loop through and make on the 7 chain

.

at 1
plain, 1 half-treble, 3 trebles, 1 picot, 3 trebles, 1 half-treble,

1

1 plain and continue the big scallop as described above.

The ground and the heading are composed of rings and

trebles. Begin by making a ring similar to the one in the

centre of the star, as follows : 16 chain which you cover with

t, I 28 plain = 3 plain, 10 chain, skip 1 plain, 3 plain = 10 chain,

is I skip 1 plain, 3 plain = 5 chain, 1 single on the i2«‘ picot of

! the i
sl star; 3 chain, skip 1, 3 plain = 5 chain, 1 single on

ls ,
the ii‘»* picot of the star; 3 chain, skip 1, 3 plain = 5 chain.

ie 1 single on the \Slh picot of the 2»d star; 3 chain, skip 1.

[

3 plain = 5 chain, 1 single on the 17
th picot, 5 chain, skip 1,

3 plain = 10 chain, 1 single on the t
s1 plain stitch of the ring,

fasten off and cut the thread.

The row of trebles to follow is worked from right to left

— * 1 septuple treble between the 12 11* and the i 3 th picot,

e
i I 7 chain, 1 sextuple treble on the same stitch the I

st treble is

on, 1 quintuple treble between the i 3 lh and the 14 th picot;

7 chain, 1 quadruple treble on the same stitch as the preceding
1

i treble, 1 triple treble between the 14th and the i 5 th picot **,

7 chain, repeat from * * to * between the next picots. The
t three long loops of the ring made ot chain stitches are to

e be picked up by a treble, the middle loop by 1 plain stitch

followed by 7 chain.

A row of plain stitches forms the last row of this lace,

i Guipure lace (fig. 3o8 ).
— For this charming lace which

seems at first sight to present some difficulties, which, howevei

,

- j will disappear in the course of working, we advise our readers

i

, I to take by preference threads in the ^cru tone of old laces.

Begin with the lozenge shaped figures in the centre, by

making a ring formed of 5 chain stitches.

i
st row — 3 chain, 1 picot, 2 chain, 1 treble on the ring .

5 chain, 1 treble on the ring, 2 chain, 1 picot, 2 chain,

1 treble on the ring; 3 chain, draw the thread through the

3 rd of the first 5 chain stitches.
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2nd row — 12 chain, * i treble on the i
st treble of the

i
st row = 4 chain, i treble on the 3 ,d of the next 5 chain ==

5 chain, i treble on the same stitch the last treble is on =
4 chain $ *, i treble on the second treble of the i

st row;
9 chain. Repeat from * to * * and join the last 4 chain
stitches to the 3 rd of the first. 12.

Fig. 508. Guipure lace.

Materials: D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 100, D*M*C
Nos. 25 to 100, D-M*C Flax lace thread Nos.

or D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos 5 to 12, in dcru or Cream ye

3 rd row — i chain, 4 plain on the 4 lower stitches
; 3 plain

on the 5 th of the 9 remaining stitches of the 12 chain of the
preceding row = 12 plain, then 5 plain on the 3 rd of the 5

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
; cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M’C.
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chain stitches between the 2 trebles = 12 plain, 3 plain on

the 5 «> of the second q chain stitches; 12 plain, 5 plain on the

3rd of the 5 chain, 7 plain
;
close the ring with 1 single stitch.

row — 3 chain
;

1 treble on each of the next 5 plain ;

3 trebles on the 6»' plain, 1 treble on each of the next i 5

stitches ' 5 trebles on the i6“> stitch; i 5 trebles more on the

,.d side’; again 3 trebles on the i6>>‘ stitch; i 5 trebles on the

3rd side ; 5 trebles on the i6 lk stitch
; 9 trebles and join the

stitch to the 3 rd of the 3 chain.

5H row _ 1 chain, 6 plain, 3 plain on the 7
ll

> plain, 4 18

plain; 3 plain on the 19*1* stitch. Repeat twice from *, 11 plain,

close the ring with 1 single stitch.

gth row — 1 chain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, and

so on, make on the middle stitch at the point : 2 plain,

1 picot 2 plain, so that there will be 7 picots on each side of

the lozenge before and after the picot at the point ;
fasten oil

the thread. . ,

The oblong squares that connect the lozenges require 5

rows of plain stitches = make a chain of 14 = turn the woik

= i3 plain ;
add 5 more rows of the same number of stitches.

On the short side and along the edge of the square : 1 picot,

3 plain, * 9 chain; returning, miss 1 chain; 1 plain, 1 halt-

treble, 3 trebles, 1 half-treble, - 2 plain = on the second half

of the short side: 3 plain, 1
picot on the corner = along the

long side of the square: 3 plain * *, 1 picot, 3 plain ***.

Repeat twice from 4 to 444 and only once from 4 to 4 4.

The row of trebles that frames the little leaves begins with

2 single on the first picot, then come: 4 3 chain, 1
picot,

3 chain, 1 treble on the g
lh chain stitch of the little leaf on

the short side — 1 chain, 1 picot, 1 chain, 1 triple treble on

the 9>1. chain stitch of the leaf, join this figure to the lozenge

which ends with 1 single stitch
;

1 chain, 1 picot, 1 chain,

i treble on the little leaf ==. 3 chain, i picot, 3 chain, i plain

on the picot which forms the corner of the oblong squaie =
3 chain, i picot, 3 chain, i treble on the point of the leaf on

the long side of the square, 3 chain, i treble on the same

stitch the I
st treble is on, 3 chain, i treble on the stitch on

which the 2 first trebles are = 3 chain, i picot, 3 chain, i plain

on the corner picot. Repeat once more from * and fasten

off the thread.

The openwork ground that surrounds the lozenges and

the squares is the same above and below. It is composed ot
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squares and leaves rather bigger than those round the squares,
already described above.

6 chain, i sextuple treble on the 2 nd picot of the lozenge
!

after the corner picot counting upwards from below; 6 chain,
i triple treble on the 4^ picot of the lozenge. Coming back

j

over the 2 trebles of 6 chain, and in 3 journeys to and fro,
;

make: i 3 plain. After the 2nd row of plain stitches: 1 quintuple
treble on the sixth picot of the lozenge, then finish the 4

’

other rows of plain stitches.

After finishing the 6 th row, pass at once to the leaves [1
above the lozenge, * * i 5 chain, 1 plain on the stitch that
forms the point of the lozenge or of the small square = turn
the work to the wrong side = on the chain stitches: *** 3

plain, 1 half-treble, 4 trebles, 1 half-treble, 3 plain = turn
the work to the right side = in coming back and starting
from the point, of the leaf: i chain, 1 plain on each of the
lower stitches ****.

For the second leaf opposite the first, i 3 chain == turn the
work = repeat as in the first leaf from *** to ****.

This second leaf being finished like the first, you will have
reached the point of the leaf from which you pass to the 2nd

little square for which make, 6 chain, 1 quintuple treble on
the 2 nd picot that follows the leaves, 3 chain, 1 triple treble
on the 4‘h picot, counting- from the leaf, 6 chain, 1 sextuple
treble on the 6 th picot of the lozenge; retain the 2 last loops
of the treble on your hook

;
1 sextuple treble on the picot

between the 3 chain stitches of the little square with leaves
;

draw up the last loops of this treble with those of the
preceding treble == 6 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot on the
long side of the square

;
coming back make 2 rows of i3 plain

on the 2 trebles of 6 chain stitches.

Here you draw 1 of the chain stitches, which are between
the 2 long trebles and the 3 last of the 6 chain stitches,
through the last of the i 3 plain. After the 2" d row of plain :

1 sextuple treble on the stitch of the I
st treble set on the

little leaf above the square facing the lozenge = 4 rows of
plain to complete the square and repeat ‘from * *.

The preceding directions apply equally to the part beneath
the heading, only it has to be worked from right to left.

I he big scallops that form the edge of the lace are worked
each separately.

In
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In the corner to the right of the small square, make:
1 double treble on the i

st plain stitch, 2 chain, 1 double

treble on the 5 ,h plain
;

2 chain, 1 double treble on the 9
th

,

2 chain, 1 double treble on the stitch that forms the corner

of the square = 2 chain, 1 plain at the extremity of the i
st

long leaf, 9 chain = 1 quadruple treble on the stitch between

the 2 leaves, 2 chain, 1 quadruple treble on the same stitch

the I
st quadruple treble is on, 2 chain, 1 more quadruple

treble on the same stitch = 9 chain, 1 plain at the extremity

of the 2nd long leaf = turn the work = 1 chain, 1 plain on

each of the stitches, 27 plain in all = turn the work =
1 chain, 1 plain, * 2 chain, skip 1 plain, 1 plain on the second

plain stitch. Repeat 12 times from *. Turn the work and
continue placing the plain stitches on the 2 chain of the

inside row. Decrease by one stitch each row and from each

side and fasten off the thread at the last.

Fasten on the thread at the foot, not at the point of the

scallop, and make plain stitches all round it; up to the point

there should be 20, in all therefore 40.

The openwork edge of the scallops is made entirely of

double trebles. — When the 40th stitch is made : 2 chain,

1 double treble on the i
sl plain stitch of the little square =

turn the work = * 2 chain, 1 double treble on the 2nd of

the plain stitches which form the edge of the scallop * *.

Repeat 8 times from * to **. After the 8 th repeat 2 chain,

1 double treble on the next plain stitch, 2 chain, 1 double
treble on the next plain stitch, 2 chain, 1 double treble on the

next stitch: in all make 5 double trebles and 4 times 2 chain
without missing any stitches, then repeat 9 times from * to

* * = * * * 2 chain, 1 single on the 4
th treble of the square

= 2 chain, 1 single on the 3 rd treble = turn the work =
make on the right side: * * * * 2 chain, 1 double treble on
the treble of the row beneath

;
continue in this manner to the

8 ,h treble, after the 8 th treble: * * * * * 10 chain, come back
to the 7

th treble, draw the loop of the 10 chain through it =
on the 10 chain : 16 plain = after the 16th

,
draw the loop

through the upper parts of the 8 th treble ******.
2 chain, 1 double treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble, 10 chain,

come back and fasten the chain stitches to the last treble but
one = on the 10 chain : 6 plain, 1 picot, 2 chain, 1 picot,

2 plain, 1 picot, 6 plain and join as for the preceding scallop

*******; 2 chain, 1 double treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble,

repeat once from ***** to *******, repeat a second
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time from ***** only to ******; then from ****
to ***** as on the first- side, but make i treble less, then

i double treble on the 4th plain stitch of the little square
=== 2 chain, skip 3 plain of the square, i double treble on

!

the 4th
,

2 chain, skip 3
,

i double treble on the stitch forming
the angle of the little square = 2 chain, i plain on the

stitch at the extremity of the leaf; g chain and begin again

as for the first scallop.

Having come to the second scallop, on the second row of

trebles at the sign **** make: 2 chain, i treble to the left

on the scallop you just finished = retain the last loops of the

treble on the hook, i double treble on the scallop to the

right and join it to the second treble
;
draw the 4 loops

together at the same time = 2 chain, 1 double treble on the

left, 1 double treble on the right = 7 chain, drop the loop,

bring it to the right side through the 4th treble of the scallop

on the right == on these 7 chain stitches: 1 single, 1 plain,

1 half-treble, 2 trebles, 1 half-treble, 1 plain, 1 single,

1 double treble on the edge to the left = 2 chain, 1 double
,

treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble, 10 chain
;

join them to the
'

6 th treble of the right scallop = coming back on the 10 chain:

4 plain, i picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain = I

join by the double treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble, 2 chain, |
1 double treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble.

Repeat twice from ***** to *******, and a 3 rd time [*

from ***** to ******.
The heading of the lace is worked in 5 rows from right

to left.

1
st row — * 3 chain, 1 double treble on the 6 th plain

stitch of the square = 1 chain, 1 double treble on the 8 ,h

plain of the square = 3 chain, 1 drooping picot = 3 chain,

1 plain on the stitch at the extremity of the long leaf =
3 chain, 1 drooping picot = 3 chain, 2 quadruple trebles

between the two leaves, 3 chain, 1 drooping picot, 3 chain,

1 plain on the last stitch of the second leaf, 3 chain, 1 picot.

Repeat from *.

2 nd row — 1 plain on every stitch of the preceding row.

3 rd row — 1 treble, * skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, skip 1 stitch,

1 treble, skip 1, 1 treble = turn the work = 1 plain on each

of the 4 trebles = turn the work = come back and make ^

4 plain on the first 4 stitches
; 5 chain, skip 2 stitches of the

j

last row, 1 treble on the 3 rd plain and continue from *.

2
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4
lh row — i treble on each of the 4 plain, 1 chain between

each treble; 2 chain after 4 trebles.

5 th row —
1 plain on every stitch of the 4

th row.

Crochet lace with metal threads. Imitation of filigree
lace (fig. 509). — Begin with green and gold chind and by a
number of chain stitches divisible by 38 .

i
sl and 2-'1 rows — with green and gold chine — 1 plain

on every stitch.

3rd ro\v — with D*M*C Gold embroidery thread (Or fin)

No. 40 — 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1, 1 treble, 1 chain, and so on.

4
th and 5 th rows — with black and gold chine — 1 plain

on every stitch of the preceding row.

Fig. 509. Crochet lace with metal threads. Imitation of filigree lace.

Materials: D*M*C Gold embroidery thread No.4o,D*M‘C Gold chine, in black and
gold, green and gold, blue and gold, red and gold and ecru and gold. (*)

6th row — with dcru and gold chine — * 14 single, 8
chain, skip 1, 1 crossed quadruple treble separated below by
1 plain stitch, above by 3 chain, 8 chain, skip 1, 8 single,
8 chain, skip 1, 1 crossed quadruple treble separated below
bv

1 plain, above by 3 chain, 8 chain, skip 1, 6 single;

Small semi-circles in red and gold chine — 1 plain on the
i
,h and on the 12 th single stitches, ** 1 plain on the last
ngle but one and 1 plain on the i

sl chain, draw together

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
ie cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M‘C.
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the last loops of these two stitches, continue along . the whole

semi-circle with 19 plain, 2 plain joined together by the last

loops on the last chain stitch and on the 2" d single * * *,

4 plain; repeat once from * to 2 plain = turn the

work = skip 2 plain, 19 plain, 2 plain joined together by the

last loops on the i
sl and 3 ,,<l stitches of the row beneath,

continue with 2 plain, then 2 plain joined together by the last

loops on the i
s < and 3 r<1 of the next stitches, 19 plain, fasten

off the thread.

The semi-circles of the next scallop are worked with green

and gold chine.

Small pyramid — begin it on the wrong side of the work

with D*M*C Gold embroidery thread (Or fin) No. 40 — 1 single

on the 12 th plain of the i
st semi-circle, 3 chain, 1 crossed

quadruple treble separated above by 2 chain stitches, set below

in the corners formed by the semi-circles, 3 chain, 1 single

on the 8 th stitch of the 2"' 1 semi-circle = turn the work
without fastening off the gold thread = continue with blue

and gold chine: skip the i
sl

. single, 10 plain on the chain

stitches and on the crossed treble = turn the work = skip

1 stitch, 9 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 8 plain = turn

the work = skip 1, 7 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 6 plain

= turn the work = skip 1, 3 plain = turn the work = skip 1,

4 plain .= turn the work — skip 1, 3 plain = turn the work
= skip 1, 2 plain = turn the work == skip 1, 1 plain; fasten

off’; continue with the gold thread, on the right side of the

work with 1 picot (4 chain and 1 plain) and 1 plain on the

pyramid, make 4 picots on each side of the pyramid and

1 picot on the point, then fasten off' the thread. In the next

scallop the pyramid is worked with red and gold chine.

Big semi-circle in green and gold chine — 1 single on the

ii l1
' stitch of the first lower semi-circle, 19 chain, 1 plain on

the picot at the point of the pyramid, 19 chain, 2 single on

the first empty plain stitches of the second lower semi-circle

= turn the work = 19 plain on the chain stitches, 1 plain on

the middle plain stitch, 19 plain on the chain stitches, 1 single

on the i
sl empty plain stitch of the lower semi-circle; fasten

off the thread. Afterwards every second big semi-circle is to be

worked with blue and gold chine.

7th row _ with dcru and gold chine — 9 plain on the

single stitches of the 6 th row, 2 plain joined together by the

last loops, on the 10"* single stitch and the i sl plain of the i
sl
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semi-circle, then continue with 8 plain and 3y plain on the

big semi-circle, 8 plain over the second small lower semi-circle,

2 plain joined by the last loops on the last plain stitch of the
small semi-circle and on the i

st single stitch, 2 plain on the

next single stitches and repeat from the beginning of the row.

Openwork row— with D*M*C Gold embroidery thread (Or
fin) (') No. 40 — 1 single on the 8 th plain stitch, 2 chain, 1 treble
on the 2 11,1 plain that comes after the 2 connected loops,

**** 2 chain, 1 treble on the 2nd plain: repeat 25 times
from ****, 2 chain, fasten them to the 2nd plain stitch after

the 2 connected stitches
; fasten off.

8 th row — with green and gold chine — 7 single on the
single, 2 plain over the chain stitches and 1 plain over the
treble and repeat from the beginning.

9
th row — with D*M*C Gold embroidery thread (Or fin)

No. 40, miss 2 single, 3 single on the single stitches beneath,
miss 2 single, 2 plain on the plain stitches of the semi-circle,

***** 1 picot of 4 chain and 1 plain, 4 plain, repeat 18

times from *****, 1 picot, 1 plain.

The next scallops have to be joined to the foregoing ones
by the 3 first picots at the foot of the scallops.

Crochet lace with corner. Imitation of Reticella
(fig. 5 10). — i

sl row — On a string of chain stitches or on a
row of trebles, alternate : 1 treble, 1 chain = in the corner, or
at the place reserved for the corner: 1 treble, 2 chain, 1 double
treble, 2 chain, 1 treble, so that 3 trebles and twice 2 chain
stitches come to be united on one stitch.

2 nd row —
1 plain on every stitch of the i

sl row: 3 plain
on the 2nd of the 3 trebles at the corner.

3 rd row — count, starting from the 2»d of the 3 stitches at
tlie corner and not counting the 2nd stitch, towards the right,
make

1 plain on -the 52nd
,

the 5 i
st

, the 5o ,h and 49
11

' plain— 8 chain, miss 1 chain, 1 plain on each of the 7 chain stitches
==

1 plain on the second side and on each of the 7 chain =
3 plain on the 8 th

; 1 plain on each of the first 7 plain.

On every one of the next 11 stitches of the 2 nd row: 1 plain
= 4 chain, skip 4, 1 triple treble on the 5 th stitch of the 2 ,,d

,
at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

1, flax and silk articles, mark D*M"C. — The French names, in brackets
stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.



Crochet lace with corner.

Imitation of Reticella.

stitches: 4 plain, 8 chain, join them to the 6 ,h of the first 11

plain stitches of this row.
On the 8 chain : 5 plain, 3 chain, join them to the 5 th plain

stitch of the i»t leaf made in this row = on the 3 chain : 3

plain = on the remaining stitches of the 8 chain : 6 plain.

Along the leaf: 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain = on the stitch at

row, 4 chain, 1 triple treble on the same stitch, 4 chain,

1 triple treble on the same, 4 chain, skip 4, 1 plain on the

5 th stitch = turn the work = on each loop of 4 chain stitches:

7 plain; 28 in all = 1 single on the iolh of the 11 plain =
turn the work == miss the 28 th plain and crochet over the

27 others: 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 11 chain; miss the nth,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M’C.
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I the point of the leaf: 3 plain; then descending on the second

I side : 3 plain, 1 picot, 7 plain.

On the rest of the 28 plain stitches: 3 plain, 1 picot,

I 4 plain, * 11 chain, skip the 11 th
, 10 plain = on the second

I side of the chain: 4 plain, 6 chain, join them to the 4
th of the

I hist 7 plain stitches of the preceding leaf = on the 6 chain :

I 9 plain. Continue on this 3 rd leaf of the row: 3 plain, 1 picot,

I 3 plain and 3 plain on the stitch at the point = 1 plain on

I each of the next 3 stitches, then 1 picot, 7 plain ** = on the

I 2S plain stitches: 4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain. Repeat from * to * *,

I 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, skip the last of the 28 plain. On the

I preceding row: ***5 plain, 8 chain, join to the 4
th of the

I last 7 plain of the last leaf; 11 plain on the 8 chain.

On the preceding row: * 5 plain, 8 chain, skip 1 chain,

I 1 plain on each chain stitch = on the second side
: 4 plain, -

I 3 chain, join them to the 6th of the last 11 plain, 3 plain on

I the 3 chain, 3 plain on the leaf, 3 plain on the stitch at the

I point, 7 plain on the leaf. Repeat from * and fasten the little

I horizontal bar to the leaf on the right.

Continue on the second row and to make the corner

:

I 9 plain, * * * * 4 chain, 1 triple treble on the 2 nd of the

I 3 stitches at the corner and repeat 4 times from **** =
I 4 chain, skip 3 of the second row, 1 plain on the 4

th '= turn

I the work = on each treble of 4 chain, 6 plain, 36 in all; join

I the last to the 8th of the 9 plain = turn the work = returning

I on the 36 stitches: 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 11 chain, skip

I the iiti>,
1 plain on each of the 10 chain. On the second side of the

I chain
: 4 plain, 8 chain, join them to the 4

th of the 9 plain

•j
~ on the 8 chain : 5 plain, 3 chain, join them to the 4

th plain

I of the last little leaf : 3 plain = on the remaining stitches of

I the 8 chain : 6 plain.

Continue on the leaf : 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 3 plain on

I the stitch at the point, 3 plain, 1 picot and 7 plain.

Continue on the 36 plain stitches: ***** 3 plain, 1 picot,

I 3 plain = 11 chain, skip the n lh
, 10 plain, on the second

I side of the chain : 4 plain, 6 chain, join them to the 4
th of

I the last 7 plain stitches of the last leaf, 9 plain on the chain

I stitches.

On the leaf: 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 3 plain on the stitch

I at the point, 3 plain, 1 picot, 7 plain ******. Repeat

I 3 limes from ***** to ****** and add: 3 plain, 1 picot,

I 3 plain.
irs of
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Continue on the 2nd row: 4 plain, 8 chain, join to the 4" 1

of the last 7 plain = on the 8 chain: 11 plain == on the 2 ,ul

row, 4 plain, 8 chain = returning, skip the 8 ,h stitch; 7 plain

on the other stitches. On the second side of the chain, 4 plain.

3 chain, join them to the 6 th of the last 11 plain = on the

3 chain: 3 plain = in the leaf: 3 plain, 3 plain on the stitch

at the point, 7 plain.

Begin again with 4 plain, join the next leaf to the last leaf

ending with 3 chain and 3 plain.

4th row — ! plain on the i
sl little leaf made in the 3 rd row,

* 7 chain, 1 plain on the 2 nd leaf = 7 chain, 1 triple .treble

on the 5 th of the 9 plain between 2 leaves = 7 chain, 1
plain

on the 3 rd leaf == 7 chain, 1 triple treble = 7 chain, 1 plain

on the 4
lh leaf = 7 chain, 1 plain on the 5 th leaf = 5 chain,

1
plain on the i

st leaf of the corner scallop. Repeat from

-t- with this difference that you must make 4 triple trebles on

the corner scallop.

5 th row — on the first 7 chain of the 4lh row: 12 plain =
* on the next chain stitches : 12 plain = turn the work = 9

make, working to and fro and decreasing by one stitch each I

row, rows of plain stitches until but one stitch remains —
along the side of the pyramid: 10 single. Repeat 3 times

from *, 12 plain on the next 7 chain, 6 plain on the 5 chain,
J

12 plain on the first 7 chain at the corner.

On the corner scallop, there must be 7 pyramids.

This is how these 7 are fitted in at the corner: * r‘

pyramid on 12 plain stitches on the first chain stitches ---

2 nd pyramid on 10 plain on the second chain stitches and on

2 plain stitches on the 3 rd chain stitches = 3 rd pyramid on

7 plain on the 3 rd chain stitches and on 5 plain on the 4"' $

chain stitches ** =4"' pyramid on 6 plain on the 4’ 1
' chain

stitches and 6 plain on the 5 th chain stitches — repeat from

* * to =!: ; then 12 plain on the next 7 chain stitches and >

plain on the 5 chain.

f)
lh row — * 1 plain on the i

s
t pyramid, 5 chain, 1 crossed

|

quadruple treble, the branches of which are connected by

5 chain ; 5 chain, repeat twice from * = 1 plain on the 4
!h

1

pyramid, 4 chain, 1 plain on the i
sl pyramid of the corner f

scallop = 5 chain, 1 crossed quadruple treble the branches oi l

which are connected by 5 chain, 5 chain, join them to the

next pyramid = 5 chain, and so on.

7th r0w — 6 plain on the first 5 chain of the 6 th row

:

6 plain on the next chain = 8 chain : bring the chain back
j
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to the right, join it on between the 6 lU and the 7
11 ' ot the

plain stitches.
. , ,

On the 8 chain: 4 plain, then 8 chain; take it back and

join it to the p* plain = on the 8 chain : 12 plain.

Continue on the first scallop: 3 plain, 1
picot, 8 plain

on the next 3 chain : 6 plain, 8 chain, join them again to the

in. of the 8 plain stitches on the scallop = on the 8 chain :

3 plain, 1
picot, 8 plain = on the 2 next bats ot -•' chain

.stitches: 12 plain = 8 chain, join them between the 6 th and

7 ti» of the last 12 plain stitches = on the S chain : 3 plain,

8 chain, join them to the i-i plain stitch of the 3* finished

scallop = on the 8 chain: 5 plain, 3 chain, join them to the

4H1 plain stitch of the 3rd finished scallop = on the 3 chain .

2 plain, 1 picot, 2 plain — on the next scallop: 3 plain, 1

picot, 3 plain, and 6 more plain on the next scallop — 8 chain,

join them to the first of the last 6 plain = on the .8 chain :

5 plain, i picot, 3 plain, t picot. 3 plain, t picot, 5 plain — on

the lower scallop : 5 plain = on the lower row : 6 plain. 8 chain,

join them to the first of the last 5 chain stitches ot the last

scallop = on the 8 chain : 3 plain, i picot, 8 plain.

On the 2 sets of 5 chain that come after the 12 plain =
8 chain, join them between the 6"' and 7

Ul of the 12 plain ; on the

8 chain 5 plain = 8 chain, join them to the t
sl of the 12 plain ;

on the 8 chain 5 plain = 3 chain, join them to the 4** of the

8 plain stitches of the last finished scallop, oil the 3 chain,

2 plain, 1 picot, 2 plain = on the next chain stitches b plain,

1 picot, 3 plain = on the next chain stitches 3 plain,
1

picot.

8 plain, on the 5 chain stitches of the lower row 6 plain ==

8 chain, join them to the 4th of the 8 plain ;
on the 8 chain

12 plain, 6 plain on the chain stitches that connect 2 scallops.

Carry /on the little scallops all round, the middle one is

repeated 4 times at the corner; to join 2 scallops yon have to

make, starting from the 2nd little scallop on the right, aitei

the 12 plain stitches of the i
st little scallop, 8 chain stitches,

join them to the i
sl plain stitch of the last little scallop ot

the preceding big scallop = on the 8 chain 3 plain, 1 picot,

3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 1
picot, 3 plain.

Crochet lace. Imitation of "guipure” lace (fig. 5 i 1 )-

This kind of lace and insertion is mostly used for trimming

curtains and blinds. It somewhat resembles the embroidery

on a net ground called “filet-guipure”.

Begin by a row of 40 chain stitches.
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I’ 1 row returning on the chain stitches — skip 4, 6 trebles,

3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2, 1 treble,
3 chain, skip 2, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2, i 3 trebles, 3 chain,
skip 2, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2, 1 treble.

2nd row - turn the work — S chain, i 3 trebles on i 3 lower
trebles, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next treble, 5 chain, 7 trebles
on the last 7 stitches.

3rd row _ turn the work —'9 chain, skip 4 chain, 6 trebles,
3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,

7 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 chain. 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,
1 treble, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,

1

treble, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,
1 treble, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,
1 treble.

4H1 row — turn the work — 8 chain, 1 treble on the next
treble, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next treble, 5 chain, r treble
on the next treble, 5 chain, 7 trebles on the 7 trebles beneath,
5 chain, 7 trebles on the last 7 stitches.

sit row — turn the work — 9 chain, skip 4 stitches,
0 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,
1 treble, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,
1 treble on the 1“ treble, 3 chain,

1 plain on the 4U1 treble,
3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 7 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 plain,
3 chain, 1 treble on the treble below, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,
1 plain, 3 chain, 1 treble on the treble below, 3 chain, skip
2 chain,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 treble.

6"i row — turn the work — S chain, 1 treble on the next
lower treble, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next treble, 5 chain, 7
trebles on the 7 lower trebles, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next
treble, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next treble, 5 chain, 7 trebles
on the last 7 stitches.

7th row — turn the work — 9 chain, skip 4 stitches, 6
trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,
1 treble, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain,
i 3 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2

trebles, 7 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 plain, 3 chain, 1

treble on the treble beneath, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 plain,
3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 treble.

8"> row — turn the work — S chain, 1 treble on the next
treble beneath, 5 chain, 7 trebles on the 7 lower trebles, 5

chain, i 3 trebles on the i 3 lower trebles, 5 chain, 1 treble on
the treble beneath, 5 .chain, 7 trebles on the last 7 stitches.
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gth row — turn the

work — 3 chain, skip i

treble, 6 trebles, 3 chain,

skip 2 chain, i plain, 3

chain, skip 2 chain, 25

trebles, 3 chain, skip 2

trebles, i plain, 3 chain,

skip 2 trebles, 7 trebles,

3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1

plain, 3 chain, skip 2

chain, 1 treble.

10th row — turn the

work — 8 chain, 7 trebles

on the 7 trebles beneath,

5 chain, 25 trebles on the

25 trebles beneath, 5

chain, 7 trebles on the

last 7 stitches.

11 th row — turn the

work — 3 chain, skip

i treble, 6 trebles, 3 chain,

skip 2 chain, 1 plain, 3

chain, 1 treble on the

lower treble, 3 chain,
skip 2 trebles, 1 plain, 3

chain, skip 2 trebles, i 3

trebles, 3 chain, skip 2

trebles,
1 plain, 3 chain,

skip 2 trebles, 7 trebles,

3 chain, skip 2 trebles,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2

trebles, 1 treble, 3 chain,
skip 2 chain, 1 plain, 3

chain, skip 2 chain, 1

treble.

12 th row — turn the
work — 8 chain, 1 treble
on the next treble

beneath, 5 chain, 7 trebles
on the 7 trebles below,
5 chain, i 3 trebles on
the i 3 trebles beneath,

Fig. 511 -

Crochet lace. Imitation of “guipure” lace.

Materials: D-M-C Knotting cotton No. 50, D-M-C
Crochet cotton, 6 cord Nos. 5 to 25, D-M'C Flax

thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 16 to 40,

or D-M*C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 40,
in white or dcru.
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t'he'lalt ; stitches

0" ^ 5 C" ai "' 7 treble, on

3 chain T;,^r
rn th

u
WOlk ~ 7 single 011 tile first 7 trebles,

-1 chain, 6 tiebles on the next (, stitches, 3 chain skin 1 chain

: S:. s

3^ 0",
.‘he next’ treble,

'

3 Xfn.X
a.

’ !,P ,ain
' 3 ehain, skip 2 trebles, 1 treble 3 chain

V'rh
tle

f!
es

’ ' plain
> 3 ehain, skip 2 trebles, ’7 trebles’

i treble’ 3 Lin “'r^ !

plain
’ 11 chai "> skip 2 trebles,’

the
‘

4
Silp

.

2 cl
?

;un - 1 P'ain, 3 chain, , treble on

tre«;.
3 Cha,n

’ Sk,P 2 Chain
- 1 plai »- 3 ^.in, skip

_

14'" row - turn the work - S chain, 1 treble on the p-

011 he 7 treb?;
'

,

tr
.

cblc ° a
,

the "ext treble, 5 chain, 7 trebleson the 7 tiebles below, 5 chain, 1 treble on the next treble
°" the " eXt ,reWe

' 5 ^ain, 7 trebles on the

3 chain *fi'tr7h|

t

.

Urn 'V°rk T 7 sing]e 0,1 the (il-st 7 trebles,

•
' ,°

n ,he next 6 stitches, 3 chain, skip 2 chain

nla in’ 3 I

1"-'1 ’ S
V-
P 2 Chain

’ 7 trebles, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles’
P am, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 treble, 3 chain skip 2 chain

clia n”; n|

' a '"’ t ''eble 0,1 the lreble below, 3 chain' skipcha n 1 plain, 3 chain, 1 treble on the treble below, 3 chain
P chain, I plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 treble

-;m
;

n
.

the work - 8 cbai«, > treble on the next

t,

hl

h|

b
o

5 eha,n
’

1 treble on the next treble, 5 chain.
. - . ']

* le next treble, 5 chain, 7 trebles on the 7 treble-Ulow, 5 chain, 7 trebles on the last 7 stitches.

3 clnin'T Z n™ the
'T°

rli ~ 7 single 011 tl,e first '7 trebles,

trebles ,
®

l -

the next 6 stitches, 3 chain; skip •> I
t cblcs,

1 plain, 3 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 treble 3 chainskip 2 chain,
, plain, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, ,3 treble’s 3 chain'' P 2 e ,ain

'
1 Phiin, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 treble. ij

Repeat from the 2"* 1 row.

Crochet insertion. Imitation of filet-guipure (fig Smi —Begin by a row of 6g chain stitches.
' g ' 1

p‘ row — returning over the chain stitches — skip 3 chain
5
'chain

2

i^trebfi'

° n
I”* "T-

C" ai1' slitches, * ,, ‘Lin skip

, cl a

’ Chain
- Sk,p 2 ehain, 1 treble, 2 chain, skip I

i3 trebles!

'‘epeat tW1CC frora *< " chain, skip 5 chain
[

II rivhles"

~ t

i

U"1
‘j16 WOrk ~ 3 chain, skip the i« treble |” tlebleS 011 the 2 " d a " 3 the ,0 following trebles beneath to
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the T2 lh
,
skip the i 3 "‘ treble

and the next 2 chain

stitches, ** 7 single on

the S'-'
1 to the 9

111 chain

stitch, 2 chain, 1 treble on

the 2 11,1 of the 3 trebles of

the row beneath, 2 chain,

; repeat twice from

* * vto ***, 7 single on

the 3 rd to the 9
111 of the next

11 chain stitches, skip the

i
sl treble, 12 trebles on

the last stitches of the

preceding row.

3 rd row — turn the

work — 3 chain, 6 trebles

on the 2 nd and 5 follow-

ing trebles to the 7" 1

,

**** 11 chain, 1 treble

on the I
st single, 2 chain,

1 treble on the 4
th single,

2 chain, 1 treble on the

7
1,1 single * * * * * ;

repeat

once from -t- * * * to

* * * * ,
6 trebles on the

next stitches, 2 chain,

skip 2, 1 treble, 2 chain,

skip 2, 1 treble, repeat

once, from * -+- * to

>:••****, 11 chain, skip

3 trebles, 7 trebles on
the last stitches.

4th row — turn the work
— 3 chain, skip 1 treble,

3 trebles, repeat twice

from -t- * to * * *, 7 trebles

on the trebles beneath, 2

chain, 1 treble on the

treble beneath, 2 chain,

repeat once from * to

* * *, 7 single on the 3 rd

and next 6 of the 11 chain,

skip 1 treble, 6 trebles.

of filet-guipure.

Materials: D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or

1>M*C Special crochet cotton Nos. 10 to 5c

D*M’C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 40, or D-M’C Flax

thread for knitting and crochet Nos. sc to 4
=

in white or 6cru.
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5 >k row - turn the work - 3 chain
; repeat twice from*

kf**
to *****, iS trebles on the next 18 stitches, 2 chainskip 2, 1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2, , treble. Repeat once from

Chai "’ ' trfPIe trebIe
> «> e last stitch

6 th row — turn the work — 1 single on the triple treble

trehll
S
h

011

H
he nef .

chain stitches
> 2 chain, 1 treble on thetieb e beneath, 2 chain, repeat once from ** to ** *

hen
b
i

e

?l°
n

T
' 9 tlebies beneath

"
2 chain, I treble on the treblebeneath, 2 chain

; repeat once from ** to a** 7 s i n m e 011the 3 -> and next 6 of the chain stitches, up to the Jo.

7
.h row - turn the work - 5 chain, , treble on the M

2

t0 *T***
t

-

eble

T •

the 7
'h single; repcat once from

•****, t0 *****; 11 diain, ,g trebles on the 10 treblesbeneath, repeat twice from **** to * * * * *.
^

8tf row - turn the work - 5 chain, 1 treble on the treblebeneath, 2 chain
; repeat once from * * to * ** v single onthe 3 ' and b following chain stitches, up to the qii. tkip 1

Ki ,7
fTbeS:

,

repeat twice ,rom ** t° ***, iVebleoilthe 3 ol the 5 chain stitches below.

th

f M°
rk - 3 chain

• repeat once from**** t0 ****** 12 trebles on the next 12 stitches n chain
fP 5 trebles,

7 trebles, ,, chain, skip 5 trebe ls treble

'

treble 8
?
h f ^'^’i

' ^ 2 chain
’

ski P 2 sStch e

“’

preceding row.
’ ' ^ treble on the last stitcl ’ of the

loll, row - turn the work - 1 single on the triple treble6 single on the next chain stitches, 2 chain, , treble on theeble beneath, 2 chain, 12 trebles on the first 12 trebles skipthe i 3 1 treble, 7 single on the 3"> and the next 6 chain stitches
P

up to the 9
,h

, skip , treble, 5 trebles, skip , treble sin^e onthe 3 and next 6 chain, up to the 9th ski p , treble 1-. trebles

lin'd' nexlfV"
‘he treWe be,°V* cLn 7 stngfe of £3 and next 6 chain, up to the 9th.

®

11.1. row - turn the work - 5 chain, , treble on the
4 single, 2 chain, i treble on the 7

u> single 24 trebles on

SfpHnT^ It

Chain
i

Skip 5 *«““ - treilel “Sain"

lasT stitch the ro^’
’ Cham> SkiP 2 s! " gle

’
' treble 011 tbe

v '“L: s3 and next 6 chain, up to the g.h, Skip , treble, 24
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trebles, 2 chain, 1 treble on the treble below, 2 chain, 1 treble

on the 3 rd of the 5 chain.

i 3 th row — turn the work — 3 chain, ****** 11 chain,

; treble on the I
st treble below, 2 chain, 1 treble on the 4*h

treble below, 2 chain, 1 treble on the 7
th treble below

*******, 12 trebles, 11 chain, 7 trebles on the 7 single,

11 chain, skip 5 trebles, i 3 trebles, 2 chain, skip 2 trebles,

1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 treble, 8 chain, 1 triple

treble on the last stitch.

14
th row — turn the work — 1 single on the triple- treble,

6 single on the chain stitches, 2 chain, 1 treble on the treble

beneath, 2 chain, 12 trebles on the 12 trebles beneath, skip

the 1 3 th treble, 7 single on the 3 rd and the 6 following chain

stitches, up to the 9
th

,
skip 1 treble, 5 trebles, skip 1 treble,

7 single on the 3 rd and 6 following chain stitches, up to

the 9
th

,
skip 1 treble, 12 trebles, 2 chain, 1 treble on the

treble beneath, 2 chain, 7 single on the 3 rd and 6 following

chain stitches, up to the 9
th

.

i5 th row — turn the work — 5 chain, 1 treble on the 4
th

single, 2 chain, 1 treble on the 7
th single ;

repeat once from

****** to *******, 11 chain, skip 5 trebles, 19 trebles

on the next stitches, 11 chain, 1 treble on the 6th treble,

2 chain, skip 2 stitches, 1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches,

1 treble; repeat once from **** to ******

i6 lh row — turn the work — 5 chain, 1 treble on the treble

beneath, 2 chain; repeat once from ** to ***, 7 single on

the 3pd and 6 following chain stitches, up to the 9
lh

,
skip 1

treble, 17 trebles, skip 1 treble; repeat twice from ** to ***,
1 treble on the last stitch.

17th row — turn the work — 3 chain
;

repeat twice from

**** to *****, 18 trebles on the 18 following stitches, 2

chain, 1 treble on the 4
th single, 2 chain, 1 treble on the 7

th

single; repeat once from **** to *****, 8 chain, 1 triple

treble on the last stitch.

18 th row — turn the work — 1 single on the triple treble,

6 single on the chain stitches, 2 chain, 1 treble on the treble

beneath, 2 chain; repeat once from ** to ***, 19 trebles on

the 19 trebles, 2 chain, 1 treble on the treble beneath, 2 chain ;

repeat once from ** to ***, 7 single on the 3 rd and 6

following chain stitches, up to the 9
th

.

19 th row — turn the work — 3 chain, 6 trebles, on the 2nd

and 5 following single stitches, up to the 7
th

,
repeat once from
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**** to * * * and once from ****** to *******
6 trebIes 011 the trebles beneath, 2 chain, skip 2 trebles’
1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2 trebles, 1 treble; repeat once from’**** to * .1= * * *, n chain, 7 trebles on the 7 single.

,
20 ' 1

' row ~ turn the work — 3 chain, skip 1 treble

f
trebles ; repeat twice from * * to ***, 7 trebles on the

tiebles beneath, 2 chain, 1 treble on the treble beneath >
chant; repeat once from * * to ***, 7 single on the 3~> and
b following stitches, up to the 9

>fc, skip 1 treble, 6 trebles.
21" row — ,urn the work — 3 chain, skip 1 treble,

12 trebles on the next stitches; repeat once from **** to****** once from ****** to *******, and once from**** t0 *****, II chain, 13 trebles on the last stitches.
Repeat from the 2'" 1 row.

n
rw^et ,

Chair baok
(
fl S- 5l3 >- - This, should be worked

in D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil • a pointer) No. 30 D-M-C
(.rochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) or D-M-C Special
crochet cotton (Cordonnet special) Nos. 5 to 20. In the fine

fiuw*
e

|

rs
-

t

0f D
,'
M ’ C Crochet cotton

-
6 cord (Cordonnet (i

nib)
( ), it works out much smaller, so that it would need

four joined together to make a chair back of reasonable sizeihe four pyramids, meeting in the centre of the square thustoimed, should be connected by trebles.
In the same manner a number joined together could bemade into .cradle coverlids, table covers and curtains, &c.
Begin by 5 chain, close the ring with i single stitch.
i»t row - 5 chain, * t treble on the ring, 2 chain,' repeat

stitches

8 r°m *’ ' slng,e °n the 3 '"' of the first 5 chain

2'..' row - * on the 2 chain of the last row 4 plain •

lepeat 7 times from *.
4 *

and 4
lh rows —

1 plain on each stitch of the last row.
2". row - 10 chain, * skip i stitch of the last row, t double

tieble on the next stitch, 4 chain; repeat 14 times from *
! single on the 6*i> of the 10 chain.

6 "‘ row - * 4 plain on the 4 chain,
1 plain on the treble

repeat id times from *.

7
'i‘ row ~ 2 Pliiin, * 1 picot, 5 plain; repeat 14 times

11 n‘

the en<* ° f thc last cl,aPtcr Ike tables of the sizes and colours ofthe cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - Tile French names, in brackets•ire those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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from *, i picot, 3 plain
;

the 3"1 of the 5 plain should be

above the double treble.

S' 1
' row — 12 chain, l treble on the 3”1 of the plain stitches

after the i
!l picot, * 9 chain, 1 treble on the 3 ,a of the next

5 plain stitches, repeat i 3 times from *, 9 chain, 1 single on

the 3”1 of the 12 chain stitches.

Fig. 313. Crochet chair back.

Materials: D*M*C Knotting cotton No. 30. D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or

D’M*C Special crochet cotton Nos. 3 to 20, D*M*C Flax lace thread Nos. 16 to 31

in white, ecru or Maize yellow 379.

9
11 ' row — * on the first 9 chain i 3 plain, on the next

9 chain 6 plain
; 9 chain, join them to the 7

th of the previous

1 3- plain
;
on the 9 chain i 5 plain, on the chain stitches beneath

7 plain
; repeat 7 times from *.

. ion‘ row— 12 single along the first scallop, 1 plain on the
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7
lh

,
8‘1 and g.«* of the i 5 plain on the row before; * 5 c

i drooping picot, 5 chain, i drooping picot, 5 chain, i

on the 7
th

,
8 ll> and g"> of the next i 5 plain stitches

;
r

6 times from 4, 5 chain, i drooping picot, 5 chain i droi
picot , ,5 chain.

n“ row — i plain on every stitch and picot of the
before, 160 stitches in all.

12 th row — 4 chain, skip
on the next stitch,

’ '

i treble on the next stitch

.
i plain of the last row, i treble

* i chain, skip i stitch of the row before,

. .
,

_ repeat 77 times from *, 1 chain,
1 single on the 3 rd of the 4 chain stitches.

1
.

l3‘h row - i single on the next chain stitch, * 5 chain
skip i stitch, i plain, i treble, 2 double trebles, skip 3 stitches
ol the last row, 1 single on the 4«> stitch

; repeat 3q times
from *.

r J

14 th row — 4 single along the first pyramid, 1 plain on
tile chain stitch at the point which was missed over in the
last row; * 5 chain, 1 plain on the point of the next pyramid ;

repeat 38 times from 4, 5 chain, 1 single on the point of the
first pyramid.

15th row — 4 chain, skip 1 stitch of the preceding row
1 treble on the next stitch, * 1 chain, skip 1, 1 treble on the
next stitch

; repeat 117 times from 4, 1 chain, 1 single on the
d rd of the 4 chain stitches.

'
61h r°w — ,‘ 5 Piain on the i 5 stitches of the last row,

* '5 chain, join to the 7“' chain stitch, counted from right
to left : 2 plain on the ring = 10 chain, 1 single on the 4"'
plain stitch to the right, skip the i

sl chain stitch, 1 single on
the gih, 811', yih 0f the 10 chain, 6

. chain, skip 1, 1 single.
1 plain, 1 treble, 3 chain, skip 2 chain, 1 treble on the 3 rd of
the chain stitches that come before the 3 single,

1 plain.
1 single, 1 chain, 2 plain on the ring = 446 chain, join them
to the 2» d of the last 3 chain stitches, 7 chain, skip 1, 1 single

\
Pla

!
n - 2

.

trebles, 3 chain, skip the 6<i> and 5 "> of the first
3 chain stitches, 1 treble, 1 plain. 1 single, 1 chain, 2 plain
an the ring 4 44 = repeat 4 times from 4 4 to 444 =
l

cla
!

n
’ i° in thera to the 2 ,1<[ of the last 3 chain stitches

?,.

cha ‘ n
’

sklP t> 1 slnSIe > 1 plain, 1 treble, 3 chain, skip the
) and the 5 ‘>> of the last 6 chain. 1 treble, 1 plain, 1 single.

.

c
,

!

n
’

3
.

Plaln on the ring = 6 single on the remaining
;

chain stitches, 4 plain on the stitches of the row beneath
’ chain, join them to the 2"d of the last 3 chain stitches
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3 single on the chain stitches, n plain on the stitches of the
row beneath; repeat i 5 times from *; join the i* 1 and the
2"<i scallop to the last and last but one scallop of the leaf
before by i single stitch; when you have reached the 6 th

scallop of the i6 ,h leaf, join this latter by i single stitch to
the 2nd scallop of the i

sl leaf, and the 7" 1 scallop of the 16th

to the 1
sl of the i

sl leaf, fasten off the thread.

17
th row — Join the thread to the point of the 2 nd scallop

or: the right of the leaf that forms the corner
;

i3 single,

1 picot of 3 chain stitches on the point of the 3 rd scallop,

14 single, * 1 picot of 3 chain on the point of the 4th scallop,

14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain on the point of the 5 th scallop,

27 single, 2 chain on the point of the 3 rd scallop of the 2nd

leaf = turn the work = 1 triple treble placed on the picot of
the 5 th scallop of the first leaf = turn the work = finish the
picot, 14 single, 2 chain, 1 quadruple treble placed on the
point of the preceding scallop, finish the picot, 14 single,

1 picot of 3 chain on the point of the 5 th scallop of the 2 nd

lea!'. 27 single, 2 chain on the point of the 3 rd scallop of the
3 ro leaf, 1 triple treble On the picot of the 5 th scallop of the
2 " :I leaf, finish the picot, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain on the
pomt of the 4

th scallop, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain on the
point of the 5 th scallop, 27 single, 2 chain on the point of the
3 r,! scallop of the 4

th leaf, 1 triple treble on the picot of the
5 ,h scallop of the 3 rd leaf, finish the picot, 14 single, 1 picot
of 3 chain on the point of the 4

th scallop of the 4th leaf,

14 single, 2 chain, 1 quadruple treble on the picot of the 4
,h

scallop of the 4th leaf **, finish the picot, 27 single, 2 chain,
1 triple treble on the picot of the 5 th scallop of the 4th leaf,
finish the picot, 14 single ***; repeat twice from * to ***
and once from * to **, join the 5 th scallop of the 16 th leaf
so the 3 rd scallop of the i*t leaf by 1 triple treble, and end
with 1 3 single, fasten off the thread.

To make the little leaves in the corners, fasten the thread
to the 4<i> scallop of a leaf placed in the direction of the
corner; i 5 chain, join them on the right to the 7‘fc chain
stitch, 2 plain on the ring == 9 chain, join them to the 3rd

scallop of the leaf beneath
;
on the 9 chain 3 single, 7 chain,

^ip 1 stitch, 1 single, 1 plain, 2 trebles, 3 chain, skip the 6th
and the 5 th of the first 9 chain stitches, 1 treble, 1 plain,
1 single, 1 chain, 2 plain on the ring = * 6 chain, join them
to the 2nd of the last 3 chain stitches, 7 chain, skip 1, 1 single,
t plain, 2 trebles, 3 chain, skip the 6th and the 5 th of the 6

25
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last chain stitches, i treble, i plain, 1 single, i chain, 2 plain

on the ring = repeat 4 times from * = 6 chain, join them
to the 2nd of the last 3 chain stitches, 7 chain, skip 1, i single,:

1 plain, 2 trebles, 5 chain, join them to the 5 th scallop of

the leaf beneath
;
on the 5 chain 3 single, 1 chain, skip the

6th and the 5 th of the last 6 chain stitches, 1 treble,
1 plain,

1 single, 1 chain, 2 plain on the ring == on the rest of the

first 1 3 chain stitches 6 single, fasten off the thread.

Fasten the thread on the 3rd scallop on the same stitch

as the single stitch that follows the first 9 chain stitches,

10 single, 2 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot of the 5 th scallop

of the 16 th leaf, finish the picot, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain
on the point of the 2nd scallop, 14 single, 1 picot’ of 3 chain
on the point of the 3 rd scallop, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain
on the point of the 4 th scallop, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain
on the point of the 5 lh scallop, 14 single, 1 picot of 3 chain
on the point of the 6th scallop, 14 single, 2 chain, 1 triple

treble on the picot of the 3 rd scallop of the 2 nd leaf, finish

the picot, 10 single, fasten off the thread.

Repeat the same figure in the other three corners.

i8 ,h row — * 1 plain on the picot of the 4
th scallop of the

3 rd leaf, 4 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot of the 5 th scallop

of the 3 rd leaf, 5 chain, 1 double treble on the same picot,

3 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot of the 3 rd scallop of the

4lh leaf, 5 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot of the 4th scallop

of the 4lh leaf, 8 chain, 1 double treble on the same picot,

3 'chain, 1 quadruple treble on the picot of the i* 1 scallop of

the isolated leaf in the corner, 6 chain, 1 triple treble on the

same picot, 1 chain, 1 double treble on the picot of the 2 , J

scallop of the corner leaf; 6 chain, 1 double treble on the

same picot, 5 chain, 1 plain on the picot of the 3 rd scallop of

the corner leaf, 3 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot of the 4
lh

scallop, 7 chain, 1 triple treble on the same picot, 7 chain,

1 triple treble on the same picot, 3 chain, 1 plain on the picot

of the 5 th scallop of the corner leaf, 5 chain, 1 double treble

on the picot of the 6 th scallop of the corner leaf, 6 chain,

1 double treble on the same picot, 1 chain, 1 triple treble cn

the picot of the 7
111 scallop of the corner leaf, 6 chain, 1

quadruple treble on the same picot, 3 chain, 1 double treble

on the picot of the 4
th scallop of the 6 th leaf, 8 chain, 1 triple

treble on the same picot, 3 chain, 1 triple treble on the picot

of the 5 th scallop of the 6th leaf, 3 chain, 1 double treble on

the p
treble
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20 1
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours o(

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.

rig. 514. orocnet cnair back made up of squares.

Materials: D-M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 100, D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or

D*M*C Special crochet cotton Nos. 25 to 30, or D-M*C Flax lace thread
Nos. 25 to 50, in white or dcru. (*)

7
,h row — .3 chain, 1 treble on the same stitch beneath ;

1 treble on each chain stitch, 2 trebles on each plain stitch of

the row beneath
;

in all, including the 3 chain, 72 trebles,

join to the 3 **1 chain stitch.
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8 l1 ' row — * 8 chain, 1 plain between the 2 added trebles,

therefore between the 8 th and the 9
th treble = turn the work =

on the wrong side 12 plain = turn the work back to the right

side = take" up 1 loop of each of the 12 stitches for the

Tunisian stitch that is made in 10 rows and decreasing by

one stitch in each row, alternately on the right and left, draw

up the 3 last overs together, 1 chain, and make descending on

the left side, 1 single on each row of the pyramid just made,

finish with 1 single stitch on the plain stitch that comes after

the 8 chain. Repeat 7 times from *.

9
th row — all along the pyramid : 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain,

1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 1 plain, 3 plain on the stitch at the

point. Repeat the same number of stitches on the second side

and on all the pyramids —' after the 9
111 row, fasten oft

the thread.

iolh row — fasten the thread to a stitch at the point of the

pyramid, * 7 chain, 5 overs, draw the loop through the 2nd

picot on the left side of the pyramid on which you are work-
ing, draw together successively twice 2 overs, make 2 overs

more and put the hook into the picot opposite and on the

same level, draw together successively twice 2 overs, the 3 rd

time 3 and the last times 2 and 2 = 7 chain, 1 double treble,

join it to the 3 ,,d over of the 3 trebles just, made, 7 chain,

1 plain on the point of the next pyramid = 7 chain, 7 overs,

draw the loop through the 2nd succeeding picot, draw together

3 limes 2 overs, 1 triple treble on the picot opposite and on

the same level, draw the overs together 2 by 2, and by 3 on

reaching the 4
th over, and 2 by 2 those that remain = 7 chain,

1 quadruple treble, join it to the 4
th over, 7 chain, 1 triple

treble, join that also to the 4
th over, 7 chain, 1 plain on the

next pyramid. Repeat 3 times from *.

1 i th row — 1 plain on each of the stitches of the last row
and 3 plain on those which form the corner.

i2lh row — 1 single on the i
st plain, 5 chain, 1 treble on

the 3 ,,d plain, 2 chain, 1 treble on the 6 th plain, 2 chain, 1 treble

on the 9‘i> plain, and so on, skipping each time 2 stitches of

the row beneath as far as the corner until there are 14 trebles,

including the first chain stitches ; on the corner stitch : 3 times

2 chain stitches with 2 trebles besides, then continue as on the

first side.

Between the trebles of one corner and the other there should

be 20 trebles and 21 times 2 chain and the same number on
the 4 sides, 1 single on the 3rd of the 5 chain.
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i3>!> row — I plain on every stitch of the last row, 62 in
all, oil each side, exclusive of the 3 chain at the corner.

1
4* '* tow — i3 single on the foregoing stitches, 1 chain,

24 plain = 4 plain of the preceding row, not counting the 3
added stitches, must remain free — after the 24th stitch,
turn the work, 1 chain, skip 2, 22 plain made by passing the
hook through the 2 loops of the stitch beneath = turn the
work = 1 chain, 21 plain = turn the work = 1 chain, 20
plain = continue to decrease in the same proportion until
3 stitches are left and fasten off the thread.

In all the intakes, skip the last stitch but one coming back
and the first going, and always begin with 1 chain.

For the second half of these triangular figures, which must
be worked frorn^ right to left, fasten the thread to the 5"'

stitch after the 3 increases, and make 23 plain stitches = 7
plain stitches must be left between the two triangular figures
made of plain stitches = turn the work = 1 chain, 22 plain,
skip the last stitch but one = turn the work = 1 chain, skip :,

21 plain, 1 chain, 3 overs, pass the hook through the 4th of the

7 stitches left between the two figures, draw it back once
through 2 overs, make t more over, pass the hook through the
last stitch of the 3 rd row opposite, draw it back 4 times through
2 overs = turn the work == 20 plain, and so on, until 10
transverse trebles have been made = fasten off the thread, and
lllen repeat the same series of rows on the other sides.

15th row — * 1 treble on the corner stitch of the rigl t

hand triangle, 2 chain, 1 treble on the same stitch, 2 chain.
1 tieble on the last plain stitch of the first half of the triangular
figures

,
2 chain, 1 treble in the middle of the io lil transverse

treble; 2 chain, 1 treble on the first plain stitch of the second
triangular figure

; 2 chain, 1 treble on the third and last top
stitch of the triangular figure; 2 chain, 1 treble on the same
stitch that the last treble is on.

Then, along the edge : 10 trebles connected by 2 chain
stitches, 1 of which trebles must always be placed on a row
of plain stitches = after the 10th treble: 5 chain, 1 plain stitch
on the corner stitch of the i3 th row

; 5 chain, again 10 trebles
connected b}r 2 chain = after the io 111 treble : 2 chain and repeat
3 times from *.

i6 lh row — on all the pairs of chain stitches : 3 plain and
6 plain on the 5 chain.

‘7 th row — 7 chain, 1 plain on the 6*1. plain of the last

row; make i3 scallops on each side = the 7U1 scallop should
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be placed exactly over the corner stitches of the i 3 th row, in

the corner make 1 scallop of 7 chain
;
skip at the corner and

on the scallops to right and left of the corner only 4 stitches

of the- row beneath.

i8 lh row — make 7 plain stitches over 7 chain, 5 chain,

drop the treble, returning put the hook into the 4
111 plain stitch

and draw the loop through == on the 5 chain : 3 plain, 1
picot,

3 plain = on the 7 chain beneath 3 more plain.

When such squai'es are made use of in any number and

have to be joined together, connect i 3 picots, the 14
11

', the

corner one, is left free.

The 4 free picots are joined by a little star.

Crochet collar (fig. 5 1 5 ). — We have in this book as far

as possible avoided describing articles that are subject to the

changes of fashion, and if we have made an exception in the

case of this collar composed of squares, stars, lozenges and

lace edging, it is because such a classical model will never be

out of date. Fine and delicate work like this can only be executed

in very fine materials, and the best efiect will be secured by

the use of dcru threads. Their soft tones and glossy appearance

give an antique character to the work which it is not possible

to obtain with white thread.

The materials preferable for the collar in question are

D*M*C Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace) (*), in ecru, or D*M*C Flax

lace thread (Lin pour dentelles), in white, and the straight

edged figures should be made first, then the rounded ones.

The four squares with half stars at the two ends of the

collar itself and on the right and left of the central figure, are

equal on all sides, whereas the three in the border scallops

are rather narrower on the outer side than on the inner where

they join the foundation.

Inner squares: I
st row — 5 chain, close the ring ; 5 chain,

* 1 treble on the ring, 2 chain
;

repeat G times from * and

join to the 3 rd chain stitch.

2nd row — 3 plain over 2 chain
; 1 plain on each treble.

3 rd row — 9 chain, * 1 treble on the treble of the i
sl row,

6 chain. Repeat 6 times from * = join to the 3rd of the 9
chain = 8 trebles in all counting the first chain stitches.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M’C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D -M*C articles.
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4th row — small leaf == * io chai
chain : i plain, i half-treble, 4 treb
1 single = on the 6 chain of the 3>-d

1 ; returning, skip the r
les, 1 half-treble,

1 plain
row: ** 1 plain, 1 half

Fig. 5 « 5 - Crochet collar.

Materials : D-M-C Alsatian thread No. too, or D-M-C Special crochet cotton
No. 100, in tfcrn,

or D'M*C Flax lace thread No. 50, in white.

treble, i treble. 3 double trebles, i treble, i half-treble,
plain ***. Repeat once more from * * tn * * * .,«/*
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i^° single
.'

0 *** '' the" al°Dg the leaft0 tlle >o"‘ stitch:

>" row — starting from the point: * 7 chain i trinle-reblc on the 5 ». stitch of the little scallop of the
’

4.h
. Chain, 1 triple treble on the next scallop,

7 chain 1 plain onHie pomt of the 2-. leaf. Repeat 3 times from *
P

0 . row - * 3 plain on the stitch that forms the point
I plain on each chain stitch and on every treble of the W,ow = 15 stltc '>es in all up to the 2- treble = turn he work^returning: , chain, 1 double treble on the 4.1. plain t c aTndouble treble, , chain, , double treble, , chafn Y douMe
p'laS - t

C

u
h
rn

n

tl

' treb
,

le
’

1 chain
' )

oin ‘hem to the 4 u*pain — turn the work = make over each chain stitch > plainand on each treble
, plain and

, picot over the .A' Atand 5 >i treble; S plain. Repeat 3 times from *.
’ 4

7
“' row — I single, T plain on the 2»a 0 f the 3 stitches at,e point

> * 9 chain, 1 double treble between the first twop.cots f the h8lf ci , e formed in the ,ast ™w; 8 chain

°

* pl
. ,

treble on the 3 rJ treble of the half circle 8 chain
’

1

Q
'chain "i

eb]

|

e
-

bet'Vee " the 3 "d and 4"' picots of the half circle
9 chain,

1 plain on the corner-stitch. Repeat 3 times from *.
8 ‘ low 19 plain on the chain stitches of the 7 tn rowJ ZZlt C°T ST’ 23 Plain 011 chain "stitchesaim the tiebles = turn the work = returning- •> chain 1double treble on the 19th stitch

;
add on the same stitch

’
adouble trebles with 2 chain between = to finish 2 chain ioinKm to the mi. plain = turn the work ^ on the chain’- * 1

Hines' from"*!’
' P ' ain ^

' Pldn 0,1 ti,e treb,e
- RePeat 3

- -n

dd fartller:
,

4 plain °n the chain stitches of the 7 u. row

of H
he

„
W
?
rl= 5 chain

-
1 double treble on the pc treblethe small half circle; then 3 times more: 5 chain and

the hst\
d

T b
-

6 treb ' e 011 eaCl ’ °f the trebles benealh =’ afterlast 5 chain: join to the 4 ». plain = turn the work

reli rninv -

ai’
e n1ade wi th : 8 chain, skip 1 =auin ng r single,

, plain, , half-treble, , treble , treble
’j tlebi

f
Ion& 2 doable trebles,

, plain on the 3 chain The
treble

0

' mairnTno
0 pIaCed half in front of, half behind thereoie, make 7 points in all = after the 711. point - 8 plain onho chain stitches of the 7*1. row = turn the work = /- chain

irom " = ! h

S
-

,1Ch at

,

thC top of the point and repeat 6 times’

c- draw t/ H V pain 011 the 9 "' plain = turn the work^ draw the thread through the i-t plain stitch =
, p|ain
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treble on each chain stitch, t picot at the top of the point, add
4 more trebles and 12 chain, join them to the 4^ treble before
the i

sl picot. On the 12 chain: 5 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 1

picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 4 trebles up to the next picot,

1 picot, 4 trebles
; 12 chain, join them to the treble nearest

the i
sl scallop, and so on = make 7 scallops in all

;
after the

7
,h ad d 4 trebles more on the 2 last chain = to the 4

th treble
join 2 plain which are followed by the 3 plain stitches at the
corner = at the next scallop you join the i

st picot of the i
st

scallop to the 3 rd picot of the last scallop by 1 s'ingle stitch.

Having finished the figure described above on the 4 sides,
fasten off the thread.

The edging of these top squares should be begun on the
inner and narrower side and at the 3rd little scallop: * 1 plain
on the middle picot of the 3 rd scallop, 5 chain, 1 double treble
on the i st picot of the 4th scallop; 5 chain, 1 triple treble on
the 2 ,ld picot of the same scallop, 5 chain, 1 double treble on
the 3 rd picot of again the same scallop, 5 chain, 1 plain on th •

picot in the middle of the 5 th scallop
;
10 chain, 1 plain on the

picot in the middle of the 6 th scallop, 9 chain **, 1 double
treble on the picot in the middle of the 7th and 1 double treble
on the picot in the middle of the following I

st scallop and at

the same time draw the last overs of the 2 trebles together.
Repeat once from ** to *, therefore the reverse way. The
trebles must be carried all round the star on the picots we
have just indicated. Continue with: *** 10 chain, 1 treble
on the 6 th scallop, 11 chain, 2 quadruple trebles joined by the
last overs to the picots of the 7

th and i
st scallops, 11 chain.

1 treble on the 2 nd scallop, 11 chain, 1 treble on the 3 rd scallop,
8 chain, 1 treble 2 £ trebles long, 8 chain, 1 treble 3 £ long,
8 chain, 1 double treble, 8 chain, 1 plain, 12 chain, 1 treble.

14 chain ***, 2 triple trebles united by the last overs,
repeat from **** to therefore the reverse way. Finish -

with a row of plain stitches, make 1 stitch on every stitch of
the last row, 3 plain on the stitches that form the corner. On
the narrow edge you should have 65 stitches, on the wide
edge 91 and on the two sides 75, not counting the 3 corner
stitches.

1 0 make the same figure forming a part of the large outside
scallops, repeat the same rows as you have in the inner square
up to the 7

th row and make half this one again exactly accord-
ing to the first description. In the second half, make 1 chain
stitch less in the intervening trebles, than in the first half.
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8 lh row — make the first half of this row like the 8 lh row
of the inner square == in the second half, a quarter of which
is 4 chain stitches narrower, the little wheels number likewise

:

4 picots. The number of chain stitches and the trebles of the

setting is also the same, only instead of 7 points you only
make 5 .

Make the setting towards the top in exactly the same way
as in the wide part of the upper square, that is, as you did
starting from the 3 ,,d scallop of the I

s * semi-circle to the 5 lh

scallop of the 2 nd semi-circle. From this point the series of
stitches changes so as to obtain a rounded edge: * 10 chain,
1 treble on the 6 th scallop

; 17 chain, 2 triple trebles joined
by the last overs to the 7

th and i
st scallops; 17 chain, 1 treble

on the 2nd of the 5 scallops
; 17 chain, 1 treble on the 3 l”J

scallop; 17 chain, 1 treble on the 4
th scallop, 18 chain * *,

2 triple trebles joined by the last overs to the 5 th and i
sL

scallops. Repeat once more from ** to * = add a row of
plain stitches on every stitch of the row before

; 3 plain on
the top corner stitches. You will thus have 3 figures with
rounded edges on one side.

The second kind of square consists of 8 leaves inside and
you begin by making a ring of 5 chain stitches.

i
sl row — 3 chain, * 1 treble, 2 chain. Repeat 6 times from

* and join to the 3 rd of the 5 chain.

2nd row — 3 plain over 2 chain, 1 plain on each treble.

3><i row — 3 chain, * 7 chain, miss 1 coming back; 1 single,

1 plain, 1 half-treble, 1 treble, 1 double treble, 1 triple treble,

1 treble over the treble of the i
sl row; 7 chain. Repeat 7

times from * = make no treble at the last repeat, but after

finishing the 8 th point, join to the 3rd of the 3 chain and make
7 single stitches along the i

sl point.

4
lh row — * 1 plain on the stitch you skipped at the point,

5 chain, 1 triple treble on the treble of the 3 rd row, 5 chain.
Repeat 7 times from *.

stii row — 3 chain, 1 treble on every stitch of the 4
th row;

join to the 3 rd of the 3 chain, 06 trebles in all, including the
3 chain.

6 th row — * 10 chain,
1 plain on the treble above the

triple treble of the 4
th row : 10 chain, 1 plain on the treble

above the little point. Repeat 7 times from *.

7
th row — * 1 5 plain on the 10 chain = on the 2 nd scallop
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make only: 7 plain, 10 chain, join them to the 8 th plain ot

the 1
st scallop, i 5 plain = on the lower scallop: 8 plain and

repeat 7 times from *.

Fasten off the thread and fasten it to the middle of one
of the 8 scallops.

8 th row — * 19 chain, skip 1, 1 plain, 1 half-treble, 1 treble,

1 treble 1 £ treble long, 1 double treble, 1 treble 2 £ trebles
long, 1 triple treble, 1 treble 3 h- trebles long, 1 quadruple
treble, 1 quintuple treble, 1 sextuple treble, after passing
through the 3rd over make 1 quadruple treble between the 2

plain scallops, then finish the sextuple treble, 7 chain, 1 plain
on the next scallop and repeat 7 times from *.

9
th row — * 7 plain on the 7 chain

; 1 plain on each stitch

of the pyramid, 3 plain on the stitch at the point, 1 plain on
each stitch of the pyramid

; 4 plain on the next 7 chain =
turn the work = skip 4 stitches, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 plain,
1 treble on the 2nd stitch after the 6 th treble, skip no niore
stitches between the trebles : place the 8 th

, 9
th and 10 th trebles

on the 2 nd of the increased stitches. Repeat on the opposite
side the reverse way and join to the 4th of the plain stitches

= make in all 17 trebles = turn the work == 1 plain on each
chain stitch, 1 plain on each treble and 1 picot after every
3 rd plain stitch = on the stitch at the point make 2 plain

separated by 1 picot; 11 picots in all — to finish: 3 more
plain on the 7 chain and repeat the whole 7 times from * ;

fasten off the thread.

The little wheel on the right at the top of the square begins
with 9 chain to form the ring = 16 plain on the ring, 4 chain,
* 1 treble, 1 chain = repeat 14 times from *, 1 single on the

3 rd of the 4 chain
;

16 trebles in all, including the chain stitches

— then on every treble and every chain stitch: 1 plain -

after 3 plain: 1 picot = fasten the i
st picot of the little wheel

to one of the scallops of the big wheel on the 3rd picot counted
from below

;
finish the picot of the little wheel and make

3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 2 chain, fasten these
2 chain stitches to the 3 rd picot of the 2 nd scallop, finish the

picot, * 3 plain, 1 picot; repeat again 6 times from *, make
11 picots in all. The left wheel is made and fastened on in

the same manner as the right one.

The wheels at the bottom of the square require for the

foundation ring: i 3 chain, on which make 21 plain =4 chain.

* 1 treble, 1 chain = repeat 19 times from *, 1 single on the

picot
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3 rd of the 4 chain, 21 trebles in all, including the chain stitches
- 3 plain, i picot, 3 plain, i picot, 3 plain, i picot, 3 plain,

2 chain, join them to the 4
lh picot of the 8 th scallop

;
finish

the picot, 3 plain, i picot, 3 plain, 2 chain, join them to the

2nd picot of the 8 th scallop, finish the picot, 3 plain, i picot,

3 plain, 2 chain, join them to the ioth picot of the 7
th scallop,

finish the picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 2 chain, join them
to the 8 th picot of the 7

th scallop, finish the picot, 3 plain. 1

picot, and so on until there are 14 picots round the wheel.

Make a similar wheel on the second side.

The edging of this second kind of square is also slightly

different
;

for the bottom figures, fasten the thread to the 6 th

picot of the i
st scallop in front of the little wheel, then,

working from right to left, count : * 12 chain, 1 plain on the
2"’ empty picot of the wheel; 9 chain, 1 double treble on the

4
lil picot of the wheel = upwards

: 9 chain, 1 double treble
on the 6 th picot of the wheel, 9 chain, 1 plain on the 6 th picot
of the 2nd scallop, 12 chain * *, 1 quadruple treble on the 9

th

picot of the 2 ,ld scallop, keep 2 overs of the treble on the
hook, make 2 more overs, fasten the treble to the 3 rd picot of
the 3 rd scallop, finish the treble, repeat once from * * to *,
therefore the reverse way, 1 plain on the 6th picot of the 4^
scallop, *** 14 chain, 1 sextuple treble on the 9

th picot of
the 4111 scallop, keep 2 overs of the treble on the hook, make
4 more overs, fasten the treble to the 3 rd picot of the 5 th

scallop, finish the treble, 14 chain, 1 plain on the 6th picot of
the 5 th scallop, 12 chain, 1 double treble on the 2 nd picot of the
big wheel, 9 chain, 1 triple treble on the 4

th picot of the wheel,
i 3 chain, 1 double treble on the 6 th picot of the wheel, 14
chain,

1 plain on the 6 th picot of the 6 th scallop, 16 chain
****, 1 septuple treble on the 9

th picot of the 6 th scallop;
keep 3 overs of the treble on your hook, make 4 more overs,
fasten the treble to the 3 rd picot of the 7

th scallop, finish the
treble and repeat once from **** to ***, the reverse way
therefore, and finish with 1 single.

A row of plain stitches completes the square; at each
corner 3 plain on the same stitch, on the short top edge make
65 stitches, on the two sides 75 and on the outer edge 91,
exclusive of the three stitches at the corners. Make 3 of these
squares for the collar.

the

hair.,

1 the

The same star with rounded edges. — After finishing the
I star as described above, add two big wheels with 14 picots to

edge.
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Begin the outline between the two wheels == i plain on the

6th picot of the i
st scallop; 16 chain, 2 quintuple trebles, of

which only the last overs are connected on the 9
th and 3 ,d

picots of the i
il and 2 nd scallops = 16 chain, 1 plain on the

6 th picot of the 2 nd scallop
;
* 16 chain, 1 plain on the 2 nd

empty picot of the wheel; 11 chain, 1 quadruple picot on the

4 th picot, 10 chain, 1 treble on the 6 th picot of the wheel

;

16 chain, 1 plain on the 6 th picot of the 3 rd scallop
; 17 chain,

2 sextuple trebles united on the 10th and 2nd picots of the 3rd

and 4th scallops
; 17 chain, 1 plain on the 6 lh picot of the 4

th

scallop; 17 chain, 2 sextuple trebles joined on the 10 th and 2nd

picots of the 4th and 5 th scallops
; 17 chain, 1 plain on the 6 lh

picot of the 5 th scallop; 19 chain **, 2 sextuple trebles on
the io lh and 2nd picots of the 5 th and 6 th scallops. Repeat
from ** to *, and make 4 figures with rounded edges.

A row of plain stitches completes the square.

When all the figures for the ground are finished join them
together by trebles of a suitable length. Introduce the thread

at the stitch that forms the point of the 8 pointed square and
on the enlarged side: 1 plain, 6 chain,' skip 3 stitches, 3 plain

on the next 3 plain; 4 chain, skip 2; 3 plain on the next

3 plain.

Make 10 loops, in this way, of 4 chain and 3 plain stitches,

make 2. loops of 3 chain and 2 plain = then on the next

square at the edge of the collar, miss as many stitches as were
left empty on the first square

; 2 plain and draw the over

each time through the last 2 stitches of the opposite square
= 1 chain, 1 single on the chain stitches of the opposite sid> :

1 chain, skip 2, 2 plain on the edge of the second square, 1 chain,

1 single on the chain stitches of the opposite square; 1 chain,

skip 2 stitches of the 2nd square, 3 plain, 1 chain, 1 single on

the opposite chain stitches, 1 chain, skip 2, 3 plain. From
this point onwards fasten all the bars of chain stitches '.0

the loops produced by the same stitches on the 2nd square.

Make the i
st bar with 5 chain, over which make 4 plain, 1

chain, skip 2, 3 plain = for the 2nd bar 7 chain, over which
make 6 plain, then add 1 chain, skip 2 plain, 3 plain = the

3 rd bar requires 9 chain, 8 plain, 1 chain, skip 2, 3 plain -

the 4th bar: 11 chain, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 chain, skip 2,

3 plain = the 5 th bar: i 3 chain, 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain,

1 picot, 4 plain, 1 chain, skip 2, 3 plain = the 6th bar:

16 chain, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 chain,

skip 2
, 3 plain = the 7

th bar: 19 chain, 5 plain, 1
picot,
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4 plain, l picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, i- chain, skip 2,

3 plain = the 8 th bar : 21 chain, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain,

1 picot, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 chain, skip 2, 3 plain,
-- the 9

lh bar: 26 chain, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 picot,

3 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 chain, skip 2,

3 plain = the iolh and last bar: 28 chain, 32 plain, 2 chain,

1 plain, fasten off the thread.

Once the 7 top figures are finished and joined together add
on the 7 bottom ones, each separately, by a row of plain
stitches, made on the wrong side of the work.

Below the first square with the semi-circles comes the 8
pointed star, below the next square, the one with the
semi-circles.

A narrow edging forms the outside border of the big
scallops. Fasten the thread on to the corner stitch of the i

st

square, then : * 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 14 chain, join them
to the first of the first 5 plain, on the 14 'chain :.

5

plain, 1

picot, 11 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain = on the stitches along the
square: 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain; then 14 chain, join them to
the I

st plain stitch = 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 chain, 14 chain, join
them coming back to the 6 th of the 11 plain stitches of the i

sl

scallop; on the 11 chain 4 times 5 plain stitches and 3 times
1 picot = on the half finished scallop : 5 plain, 1 picot, 5

plain ** = on the plain stitches of the edge: 4 plain, 1 picot,

4 plain, 12 chain, return, fasten them to the i
st of the 4 plain

- on the 12 chain: 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain,

1 picot, 4 plain *** = repeat once from * to *** and make
here the little scallop with 10 plain, then repeat from * to

The scallops vary a little on the rounded sides.

There the stitches should number 122, counting from' the
corner to the treble that marks the middle at the bottom. The
single or detached scallops of the border are all to be made
over 8 stitches

;
the triple scallops are made over 20 stitches,

make no little scallop between the 4th
,

5 th and 6 lh triple
scallops

; all round the first figure there are 9 triple scallops
urjd 8 single ones. After the 8 th single scallop, make 3 plain,
stitches on the 2 connecting chain stitches. On the 32 plain
stitches of the last bar: 8 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 12 chain,
carry them back and fasten them to the 5 th of the 8 plain
stitches = on the 12 chain: 5 plain, 2 chain, draw the over
through the picot in the middle of the last single scallop,
2 chain, close the picot, 9 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain = on the
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bar: 4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 12 chain, carry, them back and

fasten them to the i
st plain stitch; 5 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain,

12 chain, join them to the 5 th plain of the I
st scallop

:

5 plain, 1 picot, 9 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain = on the half

finished scallop : 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain = on the bar

:

4 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 12 chain — bring them back and

join them to the i
st plain, 5 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, 12

chain, join them quite close to the scallop above = 5 plain,

1 picot, 4 plain, 12 chain, bring them back and join them to

the 5 th plain stitch of the scallop above == 5 plain, 1 picot,

5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain = on each of the 2 half

finished scallops: 5 plain, 1
picot, 5 plain = finish with 4 plain,

3 plain on the 2 chain and repeat the same series of scallops

round all the rounded parts.

The lozenges that fill the empty spaces between the large

figures are made in 7 rows on a little ring formed of 5 chain

stitches. •

ist row — 5 chain, 1 treble on the ring, 2 chain, 8 trebles

in all including the bar of chain stitches.

2nd row — 3 plain over 2 chain, 1 plain on each treble.

3 rd row — 8 chain, 1 treble over the treble beneath, 5 chain,

1 treble, 8 trebles in all.

4th i'ow — ^ on 5 chain, 1 plain, 1 half-treble, 1 treble,

3 double trebles, 1 treble, 1 half-treble, 1 plain 7 chain,

skip 1, 1 plain, 1 treble, 2 double trebles, 1 treble,' 1 plain ***.
Repeat once from * to Then, repeat the whole series

again 3 times and make 5 single stitches along the scallop.

5 lh row — 9 chain, * 1 plain on the top stitch of one of

the small leaves, 7 chain, 1 treble on the middle stitch of the

scallop, 7 chain, 1 treble on the next scallop; 9 chain, 1 plain

on the next leaf, 9 chain, 1 treble on the scallop, 7 chain

1 treble on the scallop, 7 chain, repeat once from * to

1 single on the 3 rd chain.

6 th row — 1 plain on every stitch of the last row, 3 plain

on the points.

7th row — to begin after the 3 corner stitches, * 4 plain.

1 picot, 4 plain, 10 chain, fasten them to the i
st of the first

4 plain stitches, on the 10 chain
: 4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain,

1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain **.; repeat twice from * to

1 plain and 3 plain on the point, 8 chain, fasten them to

the first of the 4 plain, on the 8 chain : 4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain,

1 picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain; repeat 3 times from * to
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4 plain, 8 chain, fasten them to the first of the 4 plain,*

on the 8 chain make
: 4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, fasten them to

the middle picot of the 2nd triple scallop of the 2nd square :

3 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain; repeat 3 times from * to **;
then, starting from the 2nd picot of the 3 rd scallop of the

lozenge, make 6 chain, join them to the middle picot of the

i*t triple scallop; coming back, on the 6 chain: 5 plain, 1 picot,

5 plain and finish the scallop of the lozenge; 4 plain, 8 chain,

fasten them to the first of the 4 plain ;
on these 8 chain make

:

4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 2 chain, fasten them to the middle

picot of the scallop underneath the connecting bar, finish the

picot, 3 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain; repeat 3 times from.* to * *

and fasten the lozenge by the first little scallop to the 9
th triple

scallop by a bar of 6 chain stitches as on the opposite, side

:

4 plain, 8 chain, fasten them to the first of the 4 plain, on

these 8 chain make
: 4 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, 2 chain, fasten

them to the middle picot of the 8 th triple scallop of the i
st

square, 3 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain, fasten off the thread.

The lace that finishes off the top of the collar must be

made to stand up ;
for which purpose make a row of double

trebles on the plain stitches. Decrease by 3 or 4 stitches in

each square.

When this row of trebles is finished, fasten off, and begin

again on the right and at the foot of the I
st treble along which

make 4 plain, upon these, follow : * 21 plain on the row of

trebles, put the hook in under the 2 loops of the trebles =
turn the work = 2 chain, skip 4 plain, 1 double treble on the

5 th stitch, 2 chain, 1 double treble, 2 chain, 1 double treble,

2 chain, skip 4 plain, 1 single on the 5 th stitch = turn the

work = * * 1 plain, 1 picot, 1 plain, 1 plain on the treble

;

repeat 3 times again from * * and add 4 plain on the trebles

= turn the work = 6 chain, 1 double treble on the treble

beneath; again 3 times 6 chain and 2 double trebles; join the

4
th set of 6 chain stitches to the 4th plain stitch = turn the

work = 1 plain on the 6 chain; 8 chain, skip the I
st chain

and on the next chain stitches make: 1 plain, 1 half-treble,

2 trebles, 1 treble 1 ^ treble long; 2 double trebles, 1 plain

on the 6 chain.

The next point comes above a treble; make 7 points in all.

After the 7
th

: 5 plain on the trebles beneath = turn the work=
then 7 chain as an interval, 1 plain on each point. The. 8 th

set of 7 chain stitches are joined to the 5 th plain stitch of the

border == turn the work == add: 2 chain, draw the loop from

26
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'the wrong side to the right through the 2nd plain stitch

;

8 trebles, i picot, 4 trebles, 12 chain, bring them back over

the picot, join them to the 3 rd treble; 5 plain, 1 picot, 4 plain,

1 picot, 4 plain, 1 picot, 5 plain, b trebles on the chain stitches

=. on each point : 1 picot and over the picot 1 scallop like the

one made in the square. On the 7
th point only one picot —

after the last picot, 8 trebles on the last chain stitches : skip

2 of the trebles beneath
;
then continue the plain stitches to

the number of 27 and repeat from *.

In the semi-circles that follow, make only 5 little scallops;

and join the first and last of them by the first and last picot;

the last semi-circle, like the first must have 6 little scallops.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds

of work described above a great choice of crochet patterns

will be found in the following publications of the D*M‘C
Library: Crochet work, Is*, IInd and IUrd Series, Irish crochet

Lace and Works of various kinds. (*)

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.
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Tatting

Tatting is the species of fancy work that follows naturally

after crochet, and also serves as a preliminary training for

the work which we shall describe in the next chapter.

It is composed of knots or stitches and loops or picots,

which are drawn up into circles or semi-circles
;

varied

arrangements of these figures produce different kinds of

patterns.

The name of “frivolitd”, essentially French, has been

adopted by nearly all the continental countries of Europe

;

the Italians, however, call the work “ocelli” (eyes), and Orien-

tals still retain the ancient designation of “makouk”, borrowed

from the shuttles with which it is executed.

The origin of the English term “tatting” remains obscure,

through several derivations have been suggested for it. Possi-

bly it is taken from the word “tatters” denoting the fragile,

disjointed nature of the work at its first introduction ;
the

little motifs being all made separately and then sewn together

into patterns with needle and thread.

Tatted trimmings worked in coarse materials may be

classed rather among gimps and galoons than among laces.

Tatting done in a single colour, with a fine and glossy

thread, makes a sort of passementerie suitable for decorating

dresses and evening wraps; and the gimps done in several

Tatted insertion. — Doubles stitches, picots and Josephine knots.
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colours, with a thicker material, are valuable as edgings for

furniture covers, curtains, portieres, cushions, &c. For trimming

childrens’ clothes, and for aprons, collars and cuffs, light tints

and a medium thickness of thread are commonly preferred.

When tatting is to be used as a lace for lingerie or bed-

linen, a fine quality of white thread should always be chosen.

Shuttles. — A tatting shuttle is composed of two blades

shaped like a long olive, pointed at the ends and joined

together by a bar in the middle. The shape of this little imple-

ment is by no means a matter of indifference, for a good

Shuttle essentially contributes to the quick and perfect execu-

tion of the work.

In the iSlh century, the period during which tatting had

its greatest vogue, the shuttles employed were longer than

those we use to-day, for the work was then done with much

more bulky materials, frequently with silken cord.

The shuttle ought not to be more than 2 J inches long, and

j> inch wide. The two ends of the blades should be sufficiently
j

dose together to prevent the thread from escaping too freely:

this detail becomes of special importance when a pattern will

require the simultaneous use of two shuttles for its execution.

It is also necessary that the central bar connecting the I

two blades should be pierced by a hole large enough for the

thread to be fastened through it before the shuttle is filled;

care must be taken not to wind on too much thread at once,

or, projecting beyond the edges of the blades, its freshness

will be destroyed by the worker’s constant manipulation,

Materials. — Owing to the great number of different

articles which can be decorated with tatting, all sorts ot ma-

terials are utilised in making it, so long as the thread chosen I

be a sufficiently twisted one.

Trimming of this sort is particularly well adapted for use I

upon lingerie and childrens’ frocks; for such purposes we I

specially recommend D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d Alsace) (*) in I

balls, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) D-M-C ij

Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special) and D-M'C Knotting I

cotton (Fil a pointer). For bed-linen D-M-C Flax thread for I

knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter) and D-M-C
j

Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) are the best.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of I

the cotton, llax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D’M’C articles.
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Used as a galoon, whether for dresses or wraps or for

furnishings, tatting should be done in D-M‘C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) or D*M'C Alsatia.

Tatted work is often either finished off, or the separate

motifs joined together, by a few rows of crochet ; when this

is the case the crochet should be done with the same make of

thread as the tatting itself, but several degrees finer.

Double stitches or knots. First position of the hands

(fig. 5i6). — The construction of the stitches or knots seems

at first to present many difficulties ;
however, our readers will

soon master these if they let themselves be guided by our

Fig. 516. First position of the hands.

directions in their first attempts. One thing to be kept in mind

from the outset is that the right hand, as soon as it has

passed the shuttle through the loop, must stop with a sudden

jerk and tighten the thread, remaining motionless until the

left hand shall have closed the stitch.

Having filled the shuttle with the requisite amount of

thread, take the end of the thread between the first finger and

thumb of the left hand, and the shuttle in the right hand ;

put the thread over the third and fourth fingers ot the leit

hand, then bring it back towards the thumb and cross it over

the other end beneath the fingers, as illustrated by fig. 5i6.

Pass the thread issuing from the shuttle round the little

finger of the right hand, and give the shuttle the direction

shown in the engraving.
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Second and third positions of the hands (figs. 5 17 and

5 [8). — The shuttle is now passed between the first and second

fingers in the direction indicated by the arrow in fig. 5>i 7 ,
and

is brought out behind the loop.

Here the first difficulties for beginners arise, we therefore

advise them to practise these instructions until they have

Fig. S17. Second position of the hands.

Fig. 518. Third position of the hands.

acquired enough control over the shuttle not to confound tin

movements of the right hand with those of the left.

To begin with, the length of the thread lying between tin

shuttle and the left hand must not exceed S to 10 inches

Directlv the shuttle has passed through the loop, rest the rigU

hand on the table and stretch the thread out tight takinj

care meanwhile to make no movement at all with the left hand
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moving should it form a knot itself, for it would no longer

have the play necessary to permit the lengthening and con-
tracting of the loop over the left hand.

Fourth position of the hands (fig. 519). — The second

part of a stitch or knot is made by the following movements:
pass the shuttle, as shown in fig. 519, from left to right

between the first and second fingers, under the extended loop;
the right hand takes hold of the shuttle in front of the loose

loop and extends the thread
;

the left hand closes this second

When the right hand has assumed this passive position, the

third and fourth fingers of the left hand lift up the loop and
close it, at the same time separating themselves so as to give

tension, to the thread. By this movement a loop or running
knot is made, the first part of the “double” stitch which is

most commonly used in tatting.

Fig. 519. Fourth position of the hands.

Be sure not to forget that the right hand thread must never
move while the left hand is still active, and that only the portion
of the thread which lies over the left hand forms the stitch.

The right hand or shuttle thread must always be free to

slip through the stitches; it would be impossible to keep it

msvf™
'r-'rn

Fig. 520. Single stitches.

Small Josephine knot.

Fig. 521. Single stitches.

Open Josephine knot or picot.
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knot like the first. These two loops, facing in opposite direc-
tions, thus form the stitch.

Single stitches forming a Josephine knot or picot
(figs. 520 and 52i). — Sometimes a series of single or half
stitches, consisting merely of the' first half of the stitch, are

Fig. 522. Fifth position of the hands.

Fig. 525. Position of the hands in making a picot.

made and closely drawn up
;

these compose what is called a

Josephine knot.

The knot may be made of 4 or 5 half stitches drawn up
into a close knot, as shown in fig. 520 : or of 10 or 12 half

stitches, as in fig. 52
1 ,

which form an open Josephine picot.
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Fifth position of the hands (fig. 522). — When the

second half stitch or knot, completing the double stitch, is

finished, the hands resume the position shown in fig. 5i6.

Fig. 522 reproduces this position, and also shows a few double

stitches completed.

Position of the hands in making a picot or purl

(fig. 523): — Picots, or purls as they are sometimes called, are

introduced in tatting patterns as well as in crochet and macrame.

These picots serve to connect the different parts of the

work, and with their help a great variety of pretty combina-

tions can be made.

Picot open and closed

(figs. 524 and 525). — These

are formed with the first half

stitch, by leaving a loop on

the extended thread, as shown
in fig. 524, that is, arranging

a little distance between the

last half of the completed

stitch and the first half of the

following one
;
then finish the

second half stitch, and having

closed it draw it up to the

preceding stitches.

The picot represented at

fig. 525 then forms itself quite

naturally between the two

double stitches.

In all tatting directions or

recipes, the stitch that follows the picot is independent of the loop.

Thus, if the recipe prescribe : 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches,

1 picot, 2 stitches, &c., you must always count the stitch that

served to make the loop (picot), and not make 2 stitches,

1 picot, 4 stitches, &c.

It is well to mention at this point, that many writers do

not use the terms “single” and “double” as they consider that

two half stitches make a whole, so for brevity the completed

stitch or knot of two parts is usually referred to as a “stitch

not a “double stitch”.

How to join the rings by means of picots. 1 o join

the several rings, ovals, lozenges, &c., by means ol picots,

take up the thread running over the left hand with a crochet

'Fig. 524. Open picot.

Fig. 525. Close picot.
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Fig. 526. Tatting with two shuttles.

finger of tne left hand, wound twice round the little finger,

and the shuttle allowed to fall free.

The second shuttle is then taken up with the right hand,

and the same movements are made with it as when a single

shuttle only is used.

Detached scallops (fig. 527). — Tat 12 stitches, then draw

the thread up tight enough to form them into a semi-circle

;

the first stitch of the next scallop must be brought so close to

the last of the preceding scallop as to touch it.

Connected scallops (fig. 528). — Tat 4 stitches, 1
picc-t,

* 8 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, draw up into a semi-circle:
|

tat 4 stitches, pass the thread through the 2nd picot of the

preceding scallop, and repeat from *.

Scallops with picots (fig. 529). — Tat 4 stitches, 1 picot,

* 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1
picot, 3

stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches; close the ring.

or tatting hook, inserting this into the picot downwards from
above and drawing the thread through

;
then pass the shuttle

through the loop thus projecting from the picot, and tighten

it like any other stitch.

Tatting with two shuttles (fig. 526). — Two shuttles

are used in tatting when the little rings are not intended to

bo connected at their base by a single thread, or when it is

desired to conceal the passage of the thread to another group
of stitches, or else when different coloured threads are used.

In working with two shuttles, the ends of the two threads

are tied together. One of the threads is passed over the middle
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Other = make 4 stitches. Fig. 527. Detached scallops,

draw the left hand thread Materials: D'M'C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70,

through the 5 th picot of D'M'C Knotting cotton Nos. 20 to 30 or D'M'C

the last ring and repeat Flax lace thread Nos. 16 to 70, in white or ecru (*).

the work "= then, - Fig. 528. Connected scallops,

leaving a thread Materials: D'M'C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70, D'M'C

about \ inch long, Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D'M’C Special crochet cotton

make a second ring Nos - a° t0 6o ' °r D 'M ' C Flax lace thread Nos - 16 t0 ,0
'

,, i in white or 6cru (*).
== turn the work v 1

from
buttle

ghten

uttles

led to

i it is

*roup
used,

ireads

liddle

as insertion for
FiS- 55“- TatKd

„
trimming lin-

Materials: D’M'C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70 or D'M'C

,
°

. Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 12 to 23,
gene, the picots

in wbit
*

or 6cr„ (*).

(*) See, at the er.d of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M’C.
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should be connected together and strengthened by a little

crochet heading, several specimens of which are shown in

the following illustrations.

Tatted galoon done with two shuttles (fig. 53 1 ). — Tie
the two ends of thread together, and beginning with one
thread and one shuttle, make the i«t ring as in figs. 529 and
53o = turn the work = with the second shuttle make a similar
ring quite close to the i

st
;
then pass the thread you have been

working with over

the left hand, take

up the shuttle

which was left free

in the right hand
and make 6 stitches

on the second
thread = turn the

work = after

which again make
a ring above and
one below with

a single shuttle,

taking care to

connect the rings

by the picots, as

shown in figs. 529

and 53o.

Lace edging
in tatting and
crochet (fig. 532 ).

To be done with

one shuttle : 1

Fig. 552. La'ce edging in tatting and crochet. Stitch, I picot, 2

Materials — For the tatting: D-M*C Alsatian thread or stitches,
1

picot,
i>M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord No. 50. — For the crochet

: o cfitrhpt: 1 nirel
D-M-C Alsatian thread or D-M-C Crochet cotton

“ P ’

6 cord No. 80, in white or dcru.
2 StltcheS

> P>-' 1

twice the lengni
of the others, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches,

1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 1 stitch == close the ring —
fasten oft the two ends of thread with a needle by a few
stitches at the back.

Fig. 551. Tatted galoon done with two shuttles.

Materials: D-M-C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70 or

D*M‘G Special crochet cotton Nos. 30 to- 80,

in white or ecru.

Continue as described above, but before making the final stitch,

join the ring newly begun to the preceding one by means :>f

the long picot, then make the last stitch and fasten off the threads.
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When a' sufficient number of rings have been made, take

up the picots with crochet trebles 3 chain stitches apart. Upon

this first row crochet a second one consisting of : 1 plain

stitch on the treble of the first row, 2 chain, 1 picot, 2 chain.

To finish off the outer edge of the work, make: 1 plain

stitch on the i
6t picot, 3 chain, 1 plain on the 2nd picot,

3 chain, 1 plain on the 3 'd picot, 3 chain, 1 plain on the 1* picot

of the next ring. A row of plain stitches forms a heading

to the lace.

Tatted edging (fig. 533 ).
— To be done with two shuttles.

The i st row is made with one only, as in fig. 028.

The 2nd and 3rd rows are done with two shuttles.

Put the thread of the right hand shuttle through the I
st picot

and fasten it
;
then make upon this thread with the left hand

thread the same number of stitches and picots as in the first

row, and connect each semi-circle with the picot of the

preceding row. In the

3rd row, interpolate 3

picots between the 8

stitches at the top of

each semi-circle.

Tatted edging
headed with crochet
(fig. 534). — To be done
with two shuttles and

in tWO colours. After Fig. 533. Tatted edging,

making a String Of rings, Materials: D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 70,

like those shown in or D-M-C Knotting cotton Nos. 20 to 30,

fig. 532
,

With the light
in white or

thread, fasten the ends of the dark and light threads to the

i
st picot that comes after the long one. Holding the light

thread in the right hand with the dark one over the left hand,

make : * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = pass the right hand

thread through the next picot = 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches

= pass the right hand thread separately through the 2 picots

of the adjoining rings and continue from *.

The next row is also made with two shuttles — the light

thread again in the right hand; the dark thread in the left

hand is to be fastened to the I
st dark picot, then make

:

* * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = turn

the work = with the right hand shuttle make : 6 stitches, pass

the thread through the small picot which is formed above the

central picot of the rings, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn
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the work = make with two shuttles : 2 stitches, 1 picot,

2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, pass the light thread through the

2 dark picots and repeat from * *.

The heading is made in two rows.

I
st row — * 1 treble on the i

st picot, 3 chain, 1 plain on
the 2nd picot, 3 chain, 1 treble on the 3 rd picot of the ring,

1 chain, repeat from *.

2 nd row — 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1, 1 treble, 1 chain,
and so on.

Edging in tatting and crochet (fig. 535 ). — Worked
with two shuttles in two colours. — With the shuttle filled with
light thread = 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot,

* 2 stitches, 1 picot

of the ordinary size,

2 stitches, 1 picot, 2

stitches, 1 picot, 2

stitches, 1 picot, 2

stitches, 1 picot, 2

stitches, 1 long picot,

2 stitches, 1 short

picot, 2 stitches, close

the ring = turn the

work = with two
shuttles, the dark

thread over the left

hand, the light

thread in the right

hand : 3 stitches,

1 short picot, 3

stitches, 1 long picot,

2 stitches = turn the

work= with the light

thread, 4 stitches,
pass the thread through the gU> picot of the first ring, do 4
stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work —
with two shuttles, the dark thread over the left hand, the
light thread in the right hand: 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 3

stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches = turn the work = with the
light thread: 2 stitches, pass the thread through the free picot
ot the little ring, do 2 stitches, pass the thread through the

Fig- 534 Tatted edging headed with crochet.

Materials — For the tatting: D’M’C Alsatian thread
No. 30, D’M’C Alsatia No. 20, D’M’C Flax thread
for knitting and crochet No. 25 or D’M'C Pearl cotton
No. 5, in Cream yellow 711 and Solid blue 813, or in

Maize yellow 579 and Garnet red 335. For the crochet

:

D’M’C Alsatian thread No. 50, D’M’C Alsatia No. 30,
D’M’C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 25 or
D’M’C Pearl cotton No. 8, in Cream yellow 711

or Maize yellow 579 (*).

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles
stamped with the D’M’C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the
mercer’s and needlework shops.
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long picot of the large ring, then repeat from *. The dark

semi-circles are to be connected by the small picot.

The outside edge, in crochet, is worked in two rows.
,«i row — * i plain stitch on the i

st of the 5 picots of the

large ring, 4 chain, t plain on the 2" d picot, 4 chain, 1 plain

on the 3rd picot, 4 chain, 1 plain on the 4
th picot, 4 chain,

1 plain on the 5 1,1 picot ; repeat from *.

2 nd row — 2 plain on the first 4 chain stitches = over the 2 ,,d

and the 3 rd of the chain stitches :. 1 plain, 1 half-treble, 2 trebles,

1 half-treble, 1 plaint on the last 4 chain stitches: 2 plain.

For the heading make: 1 plain on the long picot, 5 chain,

1 plain on the next picot, 3 chain, 1 double treble on the

Fig. 535. Edging in tatting and crochet.

Materials — For the tatting: D*M*C Alsatian thread No. 30. D*M*C Alsatia No. 20,

D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 25 or D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 5,

in Golden green 582, and Scabious violet 397, or in Rust brown 3314 and Cardinal

red 346. — For the crochet: D*M*C Alsatian thread No. 50, D’M*C Alsatia No. 30,

D"M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 35 or D-M’C Pearl cotton No. 8,

in Golden green 582 or in Rust brown 3314.

small picot, leave the last 2 overs of the treble on the hook =
I 2 trebles on the first lower loop of the double treble, keep the

I last overs of these 2 trebles also on the hook, after the 3rd

I treble draw the hook through all the loops, 3 chain, and so on.

The final row consists of : * 1 treble over 5 chain, 3 chain,

1 treble, 1 chain, 1 treble, 3 chain, repeat from *.

Tatted edging headed with crochet (fig. 536 ). — Made
I with two shuttles in two colours. — Begin with the light

thread : 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn

j

the work = make a second ring like the first = turn the

j

work. With two shuttles, the dark thread over the left hand,

..
the light one in the right : 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches =

L
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turn the work = with the light thread : 6 stitches, fasten the

thread to the picot of the opposite ring, 6 stitches, close the

ring = turn the work = make a fresh ring like the others =
.

turn the work = with both shuttles: 6 stitches, i picot,

6 stitches, and so on.

Make three rows of semi-circles connected by rings. In the

second and third rows, the thread from the ring is passed

Fig. 556. Tatted edging headed with crochet.

Materials — For the tatting: D*M*C Alsatia No. 20, D*M*C Flax thread for

knitting and crochet No. 25 or D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 8, in Cachou brown 437

and Blue fast dye 799, or in Ash grey 415 and Geranium red 552.

For the crochet : D*M*C Alsatia No. 50, D*M’C Flax thread for knitting and crochet
j

No. 35 or D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 12, in Cachou brown 457 or in Ash grey 415 (*)

through the picot to which the second ring in the first row

was fastened ; the semi-circles are also connected by the picots.

For the outside scallops, make with the light thread :

* 5 stitches, pass the thread through the picot that connects

two rings, 5 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M’C.
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two shuttles, the dark thread over the left hand, the light one
in the right

: 4 stitches = turn the work '= with the light

thread : 2 stitches, 1 picot-, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, pass
the thread through the picot of the semi-circle of the 3 rd row,
2 ditches; then 8 more picots with 2 stitches dividing them,
close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles : the

|

dark thread over the left hand, the light thread in the right :

4 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot,

2 stitches = turn the work = with the light thread : 4 stitches,

Fig. 537. Insertion in tatting and crochet.

Materials — For the tatting: D-M*C Special crochet cotton No. 30, D-M*C Alsatia

No. 20, D'M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 25 or D'M’C Pearl

cotton No. 5, in Golden yellow 781 and Scabious violet 395, or in

Tender pink 776 and Cachou brown 434.

For the crochet: D*M*C Special crochet cotton No. 50, D*M*C Alsatia No. 30,
D*M’C Plax thread for knitting and crochet No. 35 or D-iVl'C Pearl cotton No. 8,

in Golden yellow 781 or in Tender pink 776.

pass the thread through the 3 rd picot of the large ring, 4
stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles;
the dark thread over the left hand, the light one in the right :

2 stitches, 6 picots with two stitches after each = turn the
work = with the light thread

: 4 stitches, pass the thread
through the 3 rd picot of the large ring, 4 stitches, close the

I
ring = turn the work = with two shuttles

;
the dark thread

over the left hand, the light thread in the right : 2 stitches,
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I picot, 2 stitches, I picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches,
pass the thread through the 6th picot of the large ring, 4stitches = turn the work = then repeat from *.

The isolated scallops must be connected in working bv the
long pieots.

The heading is done in crochet.
I st row — 1 treble on the picot connecting 2 small rings,

9 chain,
1 plain on the picot of the semi-circle, 0 chain

and so on.

Fig. 538. Insertion in tatting and crochet
Matermis — For the tatting : D-M-C Special crochet cotton No. 40, U-M-U Alsati;
No. 20, D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 12 or D-M-C Pearl

cotton No. 5, in Maize yellow 579 or in Cream yellow 711.

n^r m°
Ch
l
t: ,SpeCia ‘ Cr°chet C0tt0n No - 6o

>
D,M#C Alsatia No. 30.U M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 25 or D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8

in Maize yellow 579 or in Cream yellow 71 1.

If an insertion to go with this edging be desired, make two
rows of semi-circles finished top and bottom with double
rows of crochet as above described.

Insertion in tatting and crochet (fig. 537 ). _ Fill two
shuttles, one with the light, one with the dark thread, begin
with the dark colour and make: * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 8 stitches,
1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work.

With the two shuttles, the light thread over the left hand,
the dark one in the right: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches,

1 pic

threat

1 pic

tarn

W
throu

4 stit

1 1 : rea<

piCOt

the ri

first r

W
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trrtin

i sl

picot,
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1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, pass the right hand
thread through the picot of the first ring: then add: 4 stitches,

1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches ==
tarn the work.

With one shuttle, dark thread : 4 stitches, pass the thread
through the picot of the first ring, make 8 stitches, 1 picot,

4 stitches, close the ring
;

then, leaving a short length of
thread between, make : 6 stitches, pass the thread through the
picot of the preceding ring, 8 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close

the ring, continue to repeat from * and in working join the
first ring to the middle one.

When two strips of equal length have been finished, join
them together with crochet, using a finer thread than for the
toting, and make :

i
sl row : 1 plain in the i

s t picot, 5 chain, 1 plain in the middle
picot, 5 chain, 1 plain on the 3 rd and the i sl picot, and so on.

2nd row — over the 5 chain : 1 sextuple cluster stitch,
fir. 466, and 5 chain.

When the 2nd row is

being crocheted along the

second strip of tatting,

take the hook out of the

3rd chain stitch and put
it -up from beneath
through the corresponding stitch of the finished strip

;
thus

joining the two strips together and completing the pattern.

Insertion in tatting and crochet (figs. 538 and 539). —
To be done with one shuttle. — Begin with two strips of
semi-circles consisting of : 16 stitches with 4 short and 3 long

j

picots between them. Leave a length of thread free equal to

I the diameter of the ring.

When the two strips of scallops are finished, crochet with
the fine thread : i

st row — 6 plain on each length of thread
;

between and under the scallops.

In the 2nd row: 5 chain, 1 plain in the 3 rd plain of the i
st row.

In the row that connects the two strips of tatting, put the
3 rd chain stitch into the corresponding stitch of the opposite row.

For the outside edge make: i
st row — 1 plain on the i

st

short picot, 8 chain, * 1 treble on the 2nd short picot, 7 chain,
1 treble on the 3 rd short picot, 8 chain, 1 plain on the 4th short
picot,

1 plain on the short picot opposite, 3 chain, pass the
thread through the 4th of the 8 chain, 4 chain, then repeat
from *.

539- Working detail of fig. 538.
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For the 2 nd row make: i plain on each of the last three of

the 8 chain, * * i picot of 5 chain on the treble, 4 plain on

the next'4 chain, 1 picot, 1 plain on the same stitch that the

4
th plain before the picot is on, 3 plain, 1 picot, 3 plain, skip

the i
st and last stitches, then make 3 plain on the next scallop

and repeat from * *.

Medallion in tatting (fig. 540). — Take two colours, and

fill two shuttles with the light, and two with the dark thread.

With one of the shuttles filled with the light thread, make:

24 stitches and 12

picots., 6 very short

and 6 long
;

close

the ring, and fasten

off the thread on the

wrong side with a

few stitches.

For the next 4
rows take two
shuttles.

i
6t row — with

the light threads

:

fasten one end to a

small picot and do

:

* 3 stitches, 1 short

picot, 2 stitches, 1

long picot, 2 stitches,

1- long picot, 2

stitches, 1 long picot,

Fig. 540. Medallion in tatting. 2 Stitches, 1 short
Materials: D*M*C Alsatia No. 30, D*M*C Flax thread picot, 3 stitches;
for knitting and crochet No. 25, or D*M*C Pearl cotton

Dass right hand
No. 8, in white and Tender pink 776 or ™ Indig.

f through a
blue 311 and Rust brown 3314 ( ). .

°
,

short picot of the

first ring, repeat the series 3 times from * and. connect

the semi-circles by the short stitch. When the 6 th semi-

circle is reached, instead of making the 2 nd short picot,

pass the left hand thread through the small picot of the

i
st semi-circle, then finish the last 3 stitches, cut the

threads, pass them through the picot of the ring and

fasten them olT at the back.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sires and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M’C.
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2nd row — with the shuttles filled with the light thread =
fasten one end to a large picot, then make : * 4 stitches,

1 short picot, 4 stitches, pass the right hand thread through

the picot of the I
st row and repeat the series 17 times from *.

3rd vow — with the shuttles filled with the dark thread =
fasten one end to one of the picots of the 2 nd row, then

make: 4 stitches, pass- the right hand thread through the picot

of the 2nd row, make a large picot, 4 stitches, and so on all

round the medallion, until there are 18 scallops.

4th row — with the shuttles filled with the dark thread =
fasten one end to one of the picots of the 2 nd row and make:

* 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot,

2 stitches, pass the right hand thread to the back through the

light coloured picot of the 2nd row, and begin again from *.

Little medallions made according to this pattern may be

joined together to form mats, antimacassars, pincushion

covers, edging for blinds or trimming for sachets. The open

spaces between the rounds should be filled in with “spiders”

done in crochet.

Large medallion in tatting (fig. 541). — This charming
medallion will be found most useful as pincushion covers,

d’oyleys, table-centres, sachets, &c. It is worked in two
colours with two shuttles.

i
sl round — with a shuttle filled with light thread : 12

stitches and 6 picots, close the ring.

2nd round — with two shuttles, the dark thread over the

left hand, the light thread in the right hand. Tie the end of

one thread to a picot of the ring, 2 stitches, 1 long picot,

2 stitches, 1 long picot, pass the right hand thread through

the next picot of the ring, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, and so on;

after the 12 th picot, fasten off the threads.

3rd round — with one shuttle filled with the light thread :

* 3 stitches, pass the thread through a picot 0/ the 2nd round,

make 3 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a

\ inch length of thread = 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close

the ring == turn the work = again leave \ inch of thread, and

repeat 11 limes from *.

4
th round — with two shuttles, the dark .thread over the

left hand, the light one in the right = fasten one end of

thread to a picot of one of the 12 rings of the 3 rd round :

* 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches == with the shuttle filled with

dark thread : 3 stitches, pass the thread through the dark

picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close
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the ring = 3 stitches, fasten the thread to the 2nd picot of the
i
sl ring, 3 stitches, i picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = 3

stitches, fasten the thread to the picot of the 2 nd ring, 3 stitches,
i picot, 3 stitches, i picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = continue
with two shuttles : 3 stitches, pass the thread through the 2 nd

Fig 541: Large medallion in tatting.

Materials: D'M'C Alsatia No. 20, D'M'C Flax thread for knitting and crochet No. 12

or D'M’C Pearl cotton No. 5, in Golden yellow 781 and Scabious violet 395,
or in Geranium red 352 and Cachou brown 434.

picot of the 3 ril ring, 3 stitches, fasten the right hand thread
to the picot of the ring of the 3 ,,d round, and repeat 11 times
from * connecting the rings by means of the free picots.

5 th round — with two shuttles, the light colour over the
left hand, the dark thread in the right : fasten the thread to a
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picot between two of the motifs, 6 stitches and 2 picots over

each of the lower rings, and io stitches and 4 picots over the

upper rings.

Pattern for bed-spread in tatting and crochet (fig. 542).

This beautiful model for a coverlet, which resembles old lace,

is composed of large tatted stars with raised centres, connected

by small crochet medallions.

The tatted lace border is joined on to the foundation by a

crochet braid, ornamented with two rows of little tatted rings

forming raised edges.

8-pointed star. — Small rings to be tatted with one shuttle

and with the coarse thread: 1 stitch, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot,

2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2

stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch,

close the ring and fasten off the threads.

Begin by making the 16 little inside rings of the star, then

outside these add 3 rings eight times over to form the eight

points. The engraving shows the order in which these rings

are to be connected.

For the centre of the star, which is worked in relief, n
little rings are made as follows: With one shuttle; * 3 stitches,

1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot,, 3 stitches, close

the ring; repeat 10 times from * and leave £ inch of thread

between the rings.

Crochet bars made with the coarse thread. — On the free

length of thread before the I
st ring: 1 plain, 1 plain on the

thread between the i
st and 2nd rings, 1 plain between the 2 nd

and 3rd , 1 plain between the 3 rd and 4
th

, 1 plain between the

4
th and 5 th and 1 between the 5 th and 6 th

;
these 2 plain stitches

are to be set on the plain stitch that precedes the I
st ring:

1 plain between the 6 th and 7
th and 1 between the 7

th and 8 th
,

these 2 plain stitches are to be set on the plain stitch between
the i

st and 2nd rings
; 1 plain between the 8 th and 9

lh and i

plain between the 9
th and iolh

,
these 2 plain stitches are to be

set on the plain stitch between the 2nd and 3rd rings
; 1 plain

between the 10 th and 11 th rings and 1 plain on the thread that

follows the 1 i ,h ring, these 2 plain stitches are to be set on
the plain stitch between the 3rd and 4

th rings, 1 single on the

next stitch, 10 chain, fasten them to a free picot of a little

ring between two points, skip the i
st chain stitch, 9 single,

1 plain on the next plain, ** 10 chain, fasten them to the

free picot of the 2nd ring following, skip the i
8t chain stitch,

9 single, 1 plain stitch on the next plain
;

repeat 6 times
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Fig. 542. Pattern for bed-spread in tattinj
ials— For the tatting: D-M-C Knotting cotton No.
No. 20 or D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5. — For ihe
No. 30 and D-M-C Alsatian thread No. 40, D-A
Nos. 30 and 40 or D-M"C Pearl cotton Nos. 5 and
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from **, finish with 1 single. Fasten off the thread. The
isolated stars are connected by picots as shown in the

engraving.

Small crochet medallions done in the fine thread. — 5 chain,

dose the ring.

i
st round — 5 chain, * * * 1 treble on the ring, 2 chain;

repeat 6 times from .***, 1 single on the 3 rd of the 5 chain.

2 nd round — 1 chain, 2 plain on' the same stitch that the

•ingle stitch is on, 3 plain on the 2 chain, 1 plain on the

!reble, 3 plain on the 2 chain, **** 3 plain on the treble,

3 plain on the 2 chain, 1 plain on the treble, 3 plain on the

2 chain; repeat twice from ****, 1 single on the chain stitch

and 1 single on the i
st plain.

3 rd round — 9 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 8 plain

— turn the work = skip 1, 7 plain = turn the work = skip 1,

6 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 5 plain = turn the work =
skip 1, 4 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 3 plain = turn the

work = skip 1, 2 plain = turn the work = skip 1, 1 plain,

join this little pyramid to a free point of the large star

between 2 picots, and fasten off the thread.

Work the other three little pyramids in the same way; the

bars that connect them are to be begun after the 2nd row of

plain stitches, therefore, after the 8 plain, make 7 chain, join

them to the finished pyramid, on the 7 chain ; 8 plain, 6 chain,

join them on the right to the 4
th plain, on the 6 chain:

8 plain, and 4 plain on the 7 chain, then finish the pyramid
like the first.

The edging lace is also formed of little rings in tatting;

each point requires 14 which are connected by the picots in

the order shown in the engraving.

The crochet bars, worked in the coarse thread, are begun
on the wrong side of the work: ***** 1 plain on the 3 pd

free picot of the first ring of the point, counting from left to

right, 3 chain, 1 plain on the next picot, 20 chain = turn the

work = join them to the I
st picot of the next ring, 1 single

on the 2nd chain, 2 chain, join them to the next picot, 1 single
on the 2nd chain, 2 chain, join them to the next picot, 1 single

on the 2nd chain, 5 single, i 3 chain, join them to the free

picot of the second ring following, 1 single on the 2nd chain,
2 chain, join them to the free picot of the next ring, 1 single

on the 2nd chain, n single, 7 chain, join them to the I
st free

picot of the second ring following, 1 single on the 2nd chain,
2 chain, join them to the next picot, 1 single on the 2 nd chain,
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5 single, then 4 more single, 9 chain —.• turn the work =
1 plain on the 2nd free picot of the next ring, 3 chain, 1 plain

on the next picot, 2 chain and repeat from *****.
The braid that connects the edging with the foundation is

worked separately in the coarse thread.

Begin with 8 rows of plain stitches, to which the raised

border is added on. This consists of little tatted rings, like

those inside the large stars which we described above
; add

them to the 8 rows of plain stitches by a 9
th and 10th round

in which a tatted ring is taken up in each plain stitch. A row
of trebles, divided by 2 chain stitches, completes the braid on

both sides. The foundation and the edging are sewn on to the

braid by overcast stitches.

We refer those who wish to simplify the work to fig. 443,

page 3o2, which represents a pattern for a bed-spread in which

the stars are joined together by squares of linen, which
in the pattern just described might take the place of the

crochet medallions.

Needlework Patterns. — Besides the different kinds of

work described above, a great choice of patterns for tatting

will be found in the publication : Works of various kinds, of

the D’M*C Library (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.



Macram£ strip. — Pattern composed of bars, flat knots and shell knots.

Macrame

“Macramd” is an Arabic word which signifies an ornamental
fringe or similar edging; its meaning has now been widened
to embrace a certain kind of handiwork produced by the
knotting, plaiting and tying together of threads, sometimes
designated knotted fringes.

Until its revival early in the last century, macramd had
become an almost legendary art, surviving only here and
there in convents and among some of the Slavonic peoples

;

this circumstance accounts for its having been at first re-
garded as a new invention. Macramd provides a most inter-
esting occupation, the work being applicable to a large variety
of uses as a garniture

; moreover, its great strength and
durability make it deservedly popular.

It will therefore be self-evident that a knowledge of ma-
cramd is well worth obtaining : the work is only difficult in
appearance and, the first awkwardness being surmounted, if
the instructions given in the following pages be carefully
observed, a little practice will soon enable a worker to copy
the charming designs which accompany them, and to achieve
excellent results, some of them recalling the wooden lattices
that adorn the windows of Eastern dwellings, familiar to
many under the name of “Mousharabieh” (*).

( ) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D*M* C Library
containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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Cushion and accessories for macrame (figs. 543 and 544).

The only important requisite for working macrame is a plain,

well-stuffed cushion, mounted on wood. (See fig. 543.)

This should be so made that it can be screwed to a table,

like the tambour embroidery frames.

There are various kinds of macrame mounts, but we have

not found them very practical; some necessitate a constant

friction of the fingers against the board used instead of a

cushion, thus worrying and fatiguing the worker
;
others are

not heavy enough to withstand the rapid movements naturally

made as soon as a modicum of skill has been acquired.

The cushion represented in fig. 5q3 will serve for all

ordinary purposes
;

it is virtually indispensable for macrame

patterns which require a heading, or to be finished by a

border of picots.

The pegs with rounded heads at the ends of the cushion

are for fixing the long threads forming the headings and

carrying the knots, which we shall in future term “cords”.

For pieces of work of any considerable size, long lengths

of fringe, for example, the cushion is, however, less service-

able than the metal clamps shown in fig. 544, which admit of

any number of loops being knotted onto the cords at a time,

because they can be. moved nearer together or further apart

as desired.

Besides the cushion and the clamps, one must have some
strong, glass-headed pins, made expressly for the purpose of
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firing the loops and picots
;

a crochet hook for pulling the

threads through the stuff when they have to be knotted onto

the edge of material
;
scissors, and a yard-measure to measure

of the threads to required lengths.

To these accessories there may further be added a metal

comb for teasing out the ends of the threads to make fringe

;

and a steel ruler to press down upon the fringe after it has

been combed out, so that the uneven threads may be trimmed
to equal length by the scissors.

The length of the knotting threads will depend upon their

substance and thickness
;

thus, should the thread be coarse

and stiff a knot will take up more of it than of a fine, soft

ore, so extra allowance must be made.

On this account we give with each of our patterns the

Fig. 544. Clamps for macrame.

right length, the kind and the thickness of the threads to be

employed.

Should it happen that these details are omitted from any
of the descriptions, the worker need only bear in mind that

the thicker the threads chosen the longer they must be

.allowed, and vice versa.

This will prevent the necessity of a preliminary trial, which
generally means lost time, before definitely beginning the work.

Materials. — Macrame consisting almost entirely of knots

requires very stout, tough threads, which will not break in

the working. Such threads will naturally have a strong twist

and be in consequence well rounded
;
the knots made with

them can be much accentuated, producing the effect of a row
of beads, which will greatly contribute to the beauty and
clearness of the patterns.

A less twisted thread, being softer and looser, would fray

in the handling, and the work when finished would present

an untidy, fluffy appearance.
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For fringes and braids in several colours, to trim upholstery,
curtains, &c., the best cotton material to select is D*M*C
Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer) (*) in Nos. io and i 5 . A good
substitute for silk is D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perld), made
in more than 3oo shades, in Nos. i, 3

, 5 , 8 and 12, or D*M‘C
Alsatia. For trimming table and household linen the thread
should always match the fabric itself

; if the article be em-
broidered in colours, a few coloured threads may also be
introduced into the macrame

;
but we advise as few shades as

possible. As to the kind of thread, we recommend D‘M’C
Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer), D-M-C Flax thread for knitting
and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter), D-M-C Crochet
cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) and D-M-C Special crochet
cotton (Cordonnet special).

Formation of the knots. — Beginners should be as
careful in macrame as in tatting to keep the foundation thread

;

which, according to our previous
description,, carry the knots, .perfectly

motionless. These threads, as alread
intimated, will in future be called

“cords”, while the threads with which
.the knots are made will be called the

“knotting” or “working” thread.

In making bars, such as the slanted
bars for diamonds, stars, &c., th

;

threads often change places
;
now one of the “knotting threads

becomes the “cord” or “leader” upon which the knots .are
made, now the “cord” becomes in turn the “knotting thread".

The interlacing of the thread which forms the macrame
knot, is a sort of loop that is drawn tightly over a stretched
thread.

Pig- 545-
.

Knotting threads onto :

Explanation of the patterns. — As macramd is com
posed of a more or less regular succession of knots, it ha>
been found rather difficult to supply a good description o :

’

the patterns.

We believe, however, that we have hit upon a satisfactory
method of explaining the course to follow for the crossing of the
threads and the changing of the colours, in proceeding b
“series of knots” instead of by rows as in knitting and crochet

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours o'

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in bracket?
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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Knotting threads onto a cord (fig. 545). — Except when
•
you work with the ravellings of a material, you must knot
the lengths of thread onto a foundation cord.

Cut these strands twice the length that the fringe is to be
deep, and fold them in half

;
the loop thus formed serves to

fasten them round the- foundation cord, which constitutes the

heading of the fringe.

Fig 546. Knotting threads onto an edge of material, and formation of a flat knot.

Put the loop, from behind downwards, over the cord from
above, pass the ends through the loop and draw the knot
tight, as may be seen in the engraving, where the first detail,

a, shows the loop open, the second detail, b, the loop
closed up. gg—

Knotting threads
onto an edge of

LJ Q
material, and forma- 5^9 a

j

tion of a flat knot a a 8

crochet hook through the

|

§
1

j

from beneath, catch hold c . . .. .

'

. ^ . , ..

I

of the loop produced by
F,g - 547 ' Knottlng threads ,nto a knotted head,ng -

folding the thread in half, draw it to the wrong side and put
the ends through the loop, a; in this manner place two
threads, folded in half, fairly close together, and make the
first interlacing of the threads tor the flat knot. Take the
two outer threads of the four hanging down and pass the
right thread under and the left thread over the two middle
ones. Whilst making this movement to. cross the outer
threads, hold the two inner tightly extended with the 3 pd and
4
th fingers of the left hand, b. The return of the two crossed
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#
threads is accomplished as shown

in the third detail, c; then the

thread is tightened and the flat

knot is made as shown in the

fourth detail, d.

In the fifth detail, e, two flat

knots are shown finished
;

this

detail also shows how you pass

to a third knot, for which you

connect two right threads with

This flat knot is also known

under the name of “Soloman’s

Fig. 548. Knotting on threads with knot”, and vertical bars made
plain picots. with a succession of the knots are

III
called “Soloman’s

’j 'j EIJX threads into a

^

- into the loops of tlte

Fig.' 549. Knotting on threads with a fringed heading,
jj knots, putting

4
the loop through from the

right to the wrong side.

knot in double threads so

that the work may not be
” “

J ijj rf too open below the heading.

[ I
|1 [j j

Knotting on threats

1 a 1

1

I with plain picots (fig. 54th

I | j| J
Fasten the cut threads,

I 111 !
doubled, with pins to the

j
I 1 j j

cushion, about J inch, or

18 9 i a aJ (J at most J inch apart : fix

Fig. 550. Knotting on threads with picots the foundation cord t

and flat knots. one of the pegs on the
Fig. 550. Knotting on threads with picots

and flat knots.
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left, and hold it tightly stretched in a horizontal line with

the right hand.

Make the knots with the left hand, take each end of the

threads held by the pins singly, and pass it twice, upwards

from below, over the cord.

The first time the thread stops on the left, the second time

it passes from right to left, with result that, when the second

Fig. 553. Knotting on threads with scallops.

the first. Hold the foundation cord as close to the first bar as

possible so that the vertical threads may not be visible in

between.

Such bars can be made horizontally, vertically or obliquely,

as will be subsequently demonstrated in the letter-press and
illustrations.

Knotting on threads with a fringed heading (fig. 549).

After knotting on the threads with a picot heading as already

described, cut the loops and untwist and comb out the

28
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Fig. 554. Knotting on threads

P'g- 5i>5 • Knotting on threads with
triple scallops;

ends, producing
a fringed head-
ing to the work.
The stronger the

twist of the

thread, the fuller

will the fringe be.

Knotting on
threads with
picots and flat

knots (fig. 55o,.

Pin two cut

threads, as be-

fore, very close

ith loops. together, make a

Hat knot, fig. 546 ,
tying the

outside threads over the

inside ones, and loop the ends

over a foundation cord to

make a bar of knots.

Knotting on threads
with picots and two flat

knots (figs. 55 1 and 552).

Pin the two threads on as

above, make first one flat knot

and then another. Consult

fig. 55 1 ; detail a shows the

beginning of the knot, detail b

the picot completed with two
knots. Fig. 552

shows the picots

secured by a

horizontal bar

of knots.

Knotting on
threads with
scallops (fig.

553). — For
scallops the

threads must be

cut much longer

than those which

are to be knotted
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in the middle of the scallops. The knots must turn outwards,

and 12 knots are made with the left hand thread over the

right hand one, detail a ; after this, two double threads are

knotted on under the scallop, and finally, knots are also made

with the threads

coming from the

scallops, detail b.

Knotting
on threads with
loops (fig. 554). —
Pin on two threads,

folded in half, a

little distance apart,

detail a, and join

them together with

a flat knot.

Pin on three

more threads quite

close to them, „ . . , f . , ..

#*»»>*’* *TO' •"***

detail b, and unite
Fig- 557- Knotting on threads for a gimp heading.

them by a large “collecting knot”, fig. 56
1 ,

made over four

threads. What is called a “large collecting knot” is a flat knot

made over more than two threads.

The rest of the knotting on is done

in the usual way.

Knotting on threads with triple

scallops (fig. 555). — Knot on single

threads in succession
;

first the middle

one, then the second one with the

knot to the right and left and the

loop fastened at the necessary distance

to form the scallop; then the third in

the same way.

Knotting on threads with
ribbed picots (fig. 556). — Take a

double thread and make two bars of

knots as shown in detail a, then finish
Fig. 558 . Plaited knot.

and secure the picots by a horizontal bar, as shown in b and c.

Knotting on threads for a gimp heading (fig. 557). —
This way of knotting on forms a broad gimp, consisting

entirely of vertical bars made over a single cord.

Along one edge of the gimp this cord forms picots which
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are fixed with pins. When the gimp is finished, meshes of
thread can be knotted into these picots,.. to make either a
macranie grounding or a fringe.

Plaited knot (fig. 558). — This knot occurs chiefly in
Italian or Slavonic work, wherein it takes the place of the
horizontal bars of knots.

Fig. 561. Large collecting knot.

.Vs one sees in fig. 558, the row of knots is begun by the
second thread on the right with which a loop is formed on
the first thread.
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The third thread is then passed in front of the second,

and drawn by means of a crochet hook behind the first loop

that has been tightened.

Triple knot (fig. 559). — This name is given to a fiat knot

followed by a third half-knot, in other words the first half of

a flat knot ; the combination is also termed a “double

Soloman’s knot”.

Small collecting knot (fig. 56o). — The small or “plain”

collecting knot is used to connect several threads together.

Having finished the double bar which forms the heading of

the work, make a knot with the right hand thread over the

next two threads.

For this purpose,
make a loop with the

right hand thread,

cross it over two
threads, then under
these same threads

into the loop, and
draw it up, carrying

the knot behind so

as to have only a

single thread in

front.

Large collect-

ing knot (fig. 56 1).

As was mentioned
in the explanation
of fig. 554, flat knots,

which unite more than two threads are called “large collecting

knots”. The engraving shows, first, the flat knot made over the

threads, finished, and the first crossing of the threads for the

collecting knot : the next detail shows the second crossing of

the threads; the third, how the collecting knots may be continued
if desired over four threads, and the fourth, how the large

collecting knot is generally finished off by a flat knot.

Plaited and waved knots (fig. 562). — Plaited knots are

produced by an unbroken sequence of the first intercrossing

of the threads of the flat knot, detail a, waved knots by a

slight twist of the knots from left to right, detail b.

These plaits of waved knots are fixed by joining the threads

of opposite clusters together, two and two, with a flat knot.

Fig. 562. Plaited and waved knots.
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Single and double crossed knots (figs. 563 and 564). —
Two plain crossings of the threads are made to begin -with,

detail a, after which the knot is rapidly turned to the wrong

side, while at the same time it is tightly drawn up ;
thus the

first knot is made which is seen completed in detail b.

Fig. 363. Single crossed knot. Fig- 5^4- Double crossed knot.

The second knot, fig. 564, is formed by three plain crossings,

detail a, after which rapidly reverse the threads to form the

knots,, detail b. To make a series of these knots, the order

of the threads must always be reversed after each knot is

finished, as shown at detail. c.

Fig. 365. Looped picots. Fig. 366. Knotted picots.

Looped picots (fig. 565). — Looped picots are made along

a plait of flat knots placed a little distance apart, so that th

thread between the knots forms picots when they are pushed

close together. Fig. 565, a, shows a pair of picots begun,

b shows them finished.

Knotted picots (fig. 566). — Knotted picots are formed

after one or more flat knots. The picot is produced by a knot
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made with the outside thread
;

this knot is placed quite close

to the flat knot. In order to get it as near as possible to the

latter, stick a large pin into the loop and with that push it

into its place, leaving the pin there until the knot is made.

Fig. 567. Beaded knots or small shell knots.

These picots are always made along both sides, and can be

repeated several times down a string of knots.

Letter a shows the crossing of the threads to form the

picot, letter b gives the finished picots followed by a flat knot.

Beaded knots or small
shell knots (fig. 567). — These

are made by turning the

threads back over a series of

Hat knots already completed.

Detail a gives three flat knots

already made
;

detail b shows
how to turn the inside threads

back over the knots and between

the outer .threads; at detail c

one sees how the threads which

served to make the knots

are brought between the two
.1 ,

&
j Fig. 568. Fig. 569.

threads coming trom left and
Button

B
„; ie ,oop Fastening the threads

right and form the first interlac- towards the right. to the cord,

ing of a flat knot
;

detail d

shows the bead knot finished and followed by a flat knot.

Bars of knots to the right and left (figs. 568 , 569, 570,

571, 572, 573 , 574, 575 ).
— After mounting a sufficient number
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of working threads upon a double foundation cord, make twi

two button-hole loops with the right hand thread round as
;

the tightly stretched left hand cord.

It is advisable to finish a series of knots throughout the fr0

whole length required, before passing to another; the work
becomes more regular because the hand gets accustomed to

Fig. 570. Fig. 571. Fig. 572.

Bar slanting to Bar slanting to the right. Bar slanting to the right .

the right. Thread 2 knotted Threads 3, 4 and 1 to be

First knot open. over thread 1. knotted over thread 2.

the kind of jerk required for making the knot, and by con-

tinued practice greater ^quickness is attained.

Now stretch another double cord parallel to the first found-

ation cord, and make a horizontal bar by knotting each thread
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twice over it, fig. 56g ;
these knots should be as close together

as possible.

When this bar is finished, begin the oblique bars, slanting

from left to right, with four threads, fig. 570.

The first thread on the left, marked 1 in fig. 571, serves as

cord or leader to the threads 2, 3
, 4, which are looped suc-

cessively over it.

Fig. 572, represents threads 2, 3 , 4 knotted over thread 1 as

leader, and also shows how, in the second row, thread 2,

replacing thread 1, becomes cord or leader for the new bar,

and how threads 3, 4, 1 are thrown and knotted twice ovei

thread 2, which must be held tightly stretched by the right

hand. The knots, are made with the left hand.

Fig. 576. Fig. 577- Fi S- 578-

Single chain. Double chain. Galoon with ribbed bar.

In fig. 573, representing a bar inclined from right to left,

it is thread 4 that becomes leader and threads 3
, 2, 1 are

knoted over it; then in the second row, fig. 574, thread 3

takes its place, to have knotted over it threads 2, 1 and 4.

Here it is the left hand that holds the thread taut from

right to left, and the right hand that makes the knots.

How the slanting double bars are joined together by an

ordinary flat knot, is explained by fig. 575.

Single chain (fig. 576). — In macrame the single chain,

made with two single threads, is produced by constantly

reversing the position of the threads and by the direction

given them while the knots are being made.
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Thus, a single button-hole loop is made upon the stretched
left hand thread, then the right hand thread is in its turn
strained to receive a loop made with the left thread.

Double chain (fig. 577). — The double chain is made in

the same way as the single, only with two, and sometimes
even with three, threads.

Fig. 579. Macramd fringe.

Materials: D*M’C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 to 30, D-M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord
Nos. 1 to 30, D'M*C Alsatia Nos. 20 to 25, D-M'C Pearl cotton Nos. 1 to 8,

or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 3 to 20,

in Indigo blue 322, Turkish red 321 and white (*).

Both these chains are very commonly used in macrame
gimps and braids, as they are a means of passing from one
colour to another, or of conducting the threads across from

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.



one part of the work to carry on the pattern, which could

not be managed otherwise.

Ribbed galoon (fig. 578 ).
- Here, contrary to the manner

in which the bars of knots described in figs. 57o to 3/3 aie

made, the same cord or leader

runs to and fro under the four

In °order to more easily

distinguish the knotting threads f/ tf

from the cord, the latter is
0 }J ' 8 ^

represented in a darker shade. Ij

||
>j
^

|hjll 9 vi

Macrame fringe (") (figs. 579, B » | |
58o, 58 i). — Entire length for the J|?j

| |
j^a.

jj

knotting threads of D-M’C Pearl

j | I I 1

1
st series— knot on the threads,

|j j i 1 1 1 1

as shown in fig. 545 in the follow-
Mcthod of joining the bars .

ing order: i double blue thiead,
Detail of fig. 579.

1 double white, 1 double red,

and so on.

2nJ series — make a

horizontal bar of knots,

figs. 548, 549, 55o, over a

second cord.

3rd series — 3 button-

hole knots, fig. 568 ,
each

executed with two threads.

4 ti» series — the same

as the 2 nd .

5 th series — make
slanting bars of double

knots to the right and

left, counting 6 threads

for each bar, therefore

12 threads in all. The
and 12* threads, used

8f raaliing the tas5e>s.

as leaders, are covered t,g 5
of fig ^

with knots made by the
.

io threads which separate them. In the second series ot

knots which forms the double bar, another double knot is

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D-M-C Library

containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.

Ji
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made over, the cord with the thread which served as leader
in the preceding row.

When the slanting bars are finished, bring them as close
together as possible, tighten the last thread on the left and
make another double knot with the right thread, fig. 58o.

Then continue the bars in the opposite direction, in doing
which the leader on the left is stretched over the right hand

group of threads, and the leader on
the right over the left hand group.

Having made three rows of double
bars, take in each case "3 threads of
a left hand group and 3 threads of
a right hand group, and tie them
loosely together with a plain knot

;

put in above the knot a bunch of g
threads, 6 inches long, fig. 58i detail a,

draw up the knot close to the bars,

and wind a thread several times round
the whole bunch, fig. 58i, detail b,

to form the head of the tassel.

The intermediate tassels are drawn
through the loops between two sets

of bars, and cut of equal length:

Macrame fringe or galoon
(figs. 582 and 583). — Complete length

Flg - 582 * for the threads of D*M*C Knotting
Macramd fringe or galoon. cotton

(
Fil a pointer) No. l5 : 36 ill.,

Materials: d*m*c Knotting including the fringe,
cotton No. 15, D’M*C Crochet

, .

cotton 6 cord Nos. 1 to 10,
*
s ^nd 2" SeilCS knot Oil the

d-m-c Aisatia Nos. 20 to 25, threads as in fig. 545, i grey thread,
D-M-C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 2 red, 2 grey, 2 red, and so on,

to 50, D*M*C Pearl cotton finishing with i grey; then make
Nos. 3 to 8 or D-M-C Flax thread

;l double horizontal bar of knots
for knitting and crochet Nos. 3 j , ,

,

,r • u 1 «.
over double cords,

to io, in Hazel-nut grey 423 o ,
•

, , ,

and Morocco red 3328 (*).
seiie^ take 4 threads for a

group of bars
;

2 light and 2 dark
ones on each side

; the two sets are numbered from 1 to 4
in fig. 583, working detail of fig. 582.

First of all, do all the knots over threads 1 and 2 of the

left set, so that threads 3 and 4 on the left will be on the

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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outside and threads 1 and 2 on the inside of the group. Make
the same knots with the next 4 threads in the opposite
direction, then begin the group on the left hand side, and
repeat as before.

In the second row, the light bars joining the dark ones are
made with the threads previously used as leaders, as can be
seen in fig. 583 . In this manner, 6 rows of dark bars are
divided by 5 rows of light bars. The series is finished as it

was begun by a double horizontal bar.

When this pattern is intended for a gimp and not for a
fringe, the threads must be fastened off by means of knots,

j

the working of which will be found described at fig. 609.

Fringe of shell knots
with mosaic border (figs.

584, 585
,

586 ). — Full length
of threads of D*M‘C Knotting
cotton (Fil a pointer) \*)

No. 10 : 56 inches.

i
sl series — Knot on alter-

nately an ecru and an old gold
thread, as in fig. 545, beginning
and ending with a single ecru

,
thread

;
and follow with a

horizontal bar of double knots
which must not be very closely

pressed together.

2nd to 5 th series — 4 rows
of shell knots, which are shown on a large scale in the
making at fig. 585

,
and closed up at fig. 586

,
the closed knot

being preceded and followed by a fiat knot.

The colours alternate in the shell knots; in the 2nd and 4
111

series they are framed by the light thread, in the 3 rd and 5 th

by the dark.

6 th series — a horizontal bar of double knots on a fresh
cord.

7
lh series — add a second cord, make another horizontal

bar of knots, and between every 2 light knots loop on 1 red

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D'M’C articles.

Fig. 585. Detail of fig. 582.
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thread
;
the loop that fastens it to the cord takes the place of

a knot.

8 th series — add a third cord, and make two double knots

with the red thread between the ecru knots.

9
th series — add a fourth cord, make a half knot with

every red thread.

io lh series — add a fifth cord then make an horizontal

bar as in the 6 th series

;

take the red threads to

the wrong side and -leave

them out.

Knot the ends of the

threads. together, in

clusters of 6, with a plain

knot, at the distance of

| in. from the last bar.

The same pattern can

also serve as a filling or

grounding; for these pur-

poses the red thread must

be fastened off at the

back of the work, and

the series of shell knots

be repeated after the

mosaic band.

Macrame fringe, star

pattern (fig. 587). — Full

length for the threads of

No. 10 D-M-C Knotting

cotton (Fil a pointer):

48 inches.

I
st series — knotting

on, as at fig. 556
,

followed by a double

horizontal bar.

4 single twists, fig. 562,

bar.

slanting double bar from

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours cl

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M-C.

Fig. 584.

Fringe of shell knots with mosaic border.

Materials : D-M’C Knotting cotton

Nos. 10 to 15, D’M'C Crochet cotton, 6 cord

or D’M’C Special crochet cotton Nos. io to 50,

D*M‘C Alsatia No. 20

or D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 1 to 8,

in Old gold 728, Turkish red 321

and dcru (*).

2 nd series — waved knots with

detail b.

3rd series — a double horizontal

4
th series — with 6 threads

;
a
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left to right, another

from right to left

;

connect them by the

last threads.

5 lh series — with the

4 threads issuing from
the groups of- bars,

make : i single chain,

fig. 576, with 4 cross-

ings of the threads,

quite close to the point
where the groups meet,
and 1 single chain with

7 crossings of the

threads, worked with

the two outside threads.

6 th series — similar

sets of bars to those

of the 4
th series, but

sloped the reverse way,
thus forming the star

pattern, and terminated
by a single horizontal

bar.

For the tassels, add
a thick bunch of strands
to each group of 6

threads issuing from
the work.

It may be pointed
out that the groups
of slanting bars can
be arranged to form
squares, as in fig. 579,

diamonds, as in fig.

582, or stars, as in

figs. 587, 588, accord-
ing to the method of

joining them. Fig. 587. Macrame fringe, star pattern.

Fringe with scal-
lops in close knotting
(figs. 588, 58p, 590, 591).

Materials: D’M'C Special crochet cotton Nos. 3
to 15, D'M*C Knotting cotton No. 10

or D-M’C Alsatia No. 20, in Morocco red 3328.

Saffron yellow 725 and Scabious mauve 395.
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Full length for threads of D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a

pointer) No. 1 5 : 54 inches.

Begin by knotting on, in the ordinary manner, 5 yellow

and 5 blue threads, and having made the horizontal bar, work
from left to right : on the i

st thread, 1 double knot with the

2nd and 1 double knot with the 3 rd thread.

Fig. 588. Fringe with scallops in close knotting.

Materials: D'M'C Knotting cotton No. 15, D*M*C Crochet cotton 6 cord Nos. 5 to 2=,

D*M’C Pearl cotton Nos. 1 to 8 or D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 50 to 50;

in Indigo blue 322 and Saffron yellow 725 (*).

Over the 2nd thread, which has now become the i
sl and

serves as leader, make double knots with the next 4 threads;

then, missing 2 of the threads on the left, make a double knot

over the 3 ,d with each of the 2 following threads.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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Make a similar group from right to left downwards; with
this difference only, that, in the centre of the figure, at the
change of threads, 5 double knots instead of 2 are made, and
lhat the last knots count for the new bottom group of bars, set
contrariwise, which forms a star with twisted rays.

Between two of the stars make a flat knot with two left
hand and two right hand threads.

The second horizontal bar being completed, turn the work,
and continue working on the wrong side, making plain
double knots only, inclined in alternate rows from right to
left and from left to right, as shown in fig. 590.

Fig. 589.

Opposing bars, forming
star.

Detail of fig. 588.

F 'g- 590 - Fig. 591.
Formation of the knots on Appearance of the knots on

the wrong side. the right side.
Detail of fig. 588. Detail of fig. 588.

W hen 10 such rows have been finished, divide the knots
*. 8rou ps, and make i knot less on either side of each
group, to

_

form the pointed scallops
; then turn the workand again to the right side, where the knots made on the

''rong side present the appearance shown in fig. 591 ; finally,
nisii-off the scallops with a plain bar all round, and make

tlie tassels with the ends of thread hanging from each scallop.
Deep macrame fringe (figs. 592 and 593 ). - Entire length

J the double threads of D-M'C Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer)
°- 15

: 72 inches; length of single threads: 36 inches.

„ !

series knot on, as in fig. 549, in the following order:
- double blue threads, 3 single dark yellow, 1 double light

[I
29
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yellow, 3 single dark yellow, then 4 double blue, and so on;

finish off with 2 double blue threads.

I

Fig. 592. Deep macrame fringe.

Materials: D'M'C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 to 15, D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord

Nos. 3 to 25, or D*M"C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 to 5,

in Old gold 728, Saffron yellow 725 and Indigo blue 322 (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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series — divide the threads into groups, leaving the
yellow threads in the middle and 4 blue ones on either side,
begin on the left = using as leader the fourth blue thread,
which is the nearest to the i*t yellow one, cover it with double
knots made with the i>t, 2.d and 3-d old gold threads, and the
1“ light yellow thread = using as leader the 3'* blue thread
cover it with knots of the 4 yellow and the 41J. blue thread
which was leader in the i*‘ row of knots - cover the 2»'> blue
thread with knots of the 4 yellow and the 4U1 and 3fd blue
threads = cover the i*t blue thread with knots of the 4 yellow
and the 4

u>, 3'd and 2» d blue threads.

In fig. 5g3 , showing the arrangement of these bars the blue
threads are represented by the darkest shade, the gold and
yellow ones by the medium
and light.

Having finished the quad-
ruple bar, slanting from left
to right, make a similar bar
from right to left, then join
them together by a double knot
(see fig. 593), and pass the i

st

left hand blue thread under
the right hand group, and the
light hand blue thread under
the left hand group.

2nd series (cont.) — make
similar groups the reverse wav, c .

so that the yellow knots come i9y Kn"ttins the bars '

>«t to the last blue ones,' and
Dc,a" of r‘s ' 59a '

“ue kl
?,

ot
f

aSain terminate the groups of bars
;
the yellow

theVollowing one
StretChed h61'™" ^ preccdin§ SrouP and

3 rd and 5* series — like the i«t.

4
,h series — like the second.

vpli
fte

!i

the
,

completion of the 5* set of groups, take the 4ello v threads 0,1 either side of the blue knots and work them

mat-
* 5 a double Cham, fig. 577, consisting of 12 knots, andmake 4 fiat knots with the blue threads.

them* bun
Uni

i!

e
j
11 the threads of a group of bars, and make

a ,.

y strands
handsome tassd b

J' tIle addition of supplement-

I
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Shaded macrame fringe (fig. 594). — Entire length for

the threads of D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 5 :

36 inches.

The knotting on is done with threads taken double, begin-

ning with the darkest shade and ending with the lightest.

Fig. 594. Shaded macrame fringe.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 and 5 or D*M*C Alsatia No. 20, in Cream 71I1

Rust yellow 308 and Rust brown 3514 and 3311 (*).

This pattern is so easy of execution, that we need only

refer our readers to figs. 576 and 5g3 for the methods of

changing and crossing the threads.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of P

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D‘M*C.
j

w
the d<

from
from

Mate:

D-M-C
I

(*) Sc

the cottc
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We should, however, remark, that the bars worked with
the double threads are made alternately from right to left and
from left to right, and that, moreover, the leader coming
from the left is only to have 3 double threads knotted over

F'g- 595- Macrame fringe with cross bars.

Materials: D*M‘C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 15, D-M-C Alsatia No. 20,M C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 and 5 or D'M'C Flax thread for knitting and crochet
Nos. 3 to 12. in Cream yellow 712 and Beetle green 3348 (*).

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours ofthe cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.



it, while the one from the right must be covered bv 4 double

threads.

Macrame fringe with cross bars (figs. 595 and 596). —
Full length for the threads of D*M*G Knotting cotton (Fil a

pointer) No. i 5 : 80 inches.

i«t series — knot the threads with picots onto a double

horizontal bar, fig. 548, with 6 light and 6 dark threads,

beginning and ending with the dark strands.

2 nd series — double oblique bars made with 6 single threads

= followed by a double horizontal bar.

3 rd series — begin with the light threads, and make bars as

in fig. 618, but from left to right, that is, in the contrary

direction, and finish them

at the sides' with two long

bars done with light thread,

followed by six short bars

of dark thread.

For the lozenges composed

of nine little leaves, see

fig. 596.

The light figures in the

centre of each scallop are

edged by curved bars made
of the dark threads ; all the

strands at the bottom are

collected and made into a

tassel with the aid of a

Fig. 596. Lozenges of knots. supplementary bunch of
Detail of fig. 595. threads.

Macrame fringe of bars and ovals (figs. 597 and 598). —
Full length for the threads of D*M*G Knotting cotton (Til a

pointer) No. 10: 100 inches.

Complicated as this design may appear at the first glance,

it will be soon recognized that it is extremely simple to copy;

we shall not, therefore, describe it in detail. For the knotting

on, see fig. 55q; for the plain bars, figs. 570 to 575 ;
for the

collecting knots, fig. 56 i
;
such indications are all that should

be required by those who have followed the explanations

given in the course of this chapter.

The only point which might present any difficulty is that

where the threads cross each other, forming an oval figure,
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Y:-. . . ~rtfr'ft/rrr .... •.- unttii'ift '
r ’tmtttfHftcc.Vtft*

11

1 :

inside the bars ; but by carefully following the course of the knots,
as illustrated in fig. 598, the problem will speedily be solved.

Tassels made
with the two shades

of thread finish off

the fringe at the

bottom.

Macrame fringe
with corded tas-

sels (fig. 599). —
Entire length for

the threads of

D*M*C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) No. 3 :

32 inches.

I
st series — knot

on as in fig. 54b,

but the reverse way,
with threads taken

double, which will

be counted as single

in the working
directions = * 1

old gold thread, 3

ecru, 1 old gold, 1

light red, 3 ecru, 1

light red and repeat
from *, then make
a plain horizontal
bar.

2nd series— make
a double chain (fig.

577) with 5 twists of
the thread.

3 rd series a Pig- 597. Macrame fringe of bars and ovals.

plain horizontal Materials: D*M‘C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 15,

bay D-M-C Alsatia No. 20 or D*M’C Pearl cotton No. 3,

,
in Saffron yellow 725 and Scabious violet 393 (*).

4
lh series— make

large collecting knots, fig. 56 r, with the ecru threads over the 4
double gold and red strands, and flat knots over the ecru ones.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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5 th series — make Hat knots over the ecru threads with

2 gold or red strands and i ecru.

6 th series — make flat knots with and over the ecru threads

that are in the middle of the group of knots.

7
th series — the same as the 5 lh

.

Then pick up the gold and red threads from right and left,

and roll them between the thumb and forefinger from left to

right, treating each bunch separately, as for a cord. After

making several convolutions, join the two sets of threads

together by twisting them this time from right to left.

The twists are done simultaneously, and the cord thus

produced is fastened olf with a knot, below which the ends of

thread form a little tassel.

Collect the ecru threads

together with a flat knot,

and make them into a thick

tassel by the addition of

supplementary threads.

Fringe with three,

rows of tassels (fig. 6001.

A fringe of this sort is

chiefly used for trimming
rugs, curtains, and couches;

therefore the coarsest sizes

of the materials named at

the foot of the engraving

will be chosen. Length for

the dark double threads of

D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) (*) No. i: So inches; length

of the light threads: 56 inches.

For the gimp heading, which should be 6 inches wide,

allow 40 inches of D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 1.

The interlacings and crossings of the threads are so simple,

that we need only refer our readers to fig. 557 for the knotting

on of the threads, and to fig. 562 for the waved plait.

The little tassels between the knots are made separatel
'

with D*M*C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 14.

and are fastened into the knots by the thread which finishes

them off.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours oi

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M‘C. — The French names, in bracket:

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.
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Macrame fringe with corner (*) (figs. 601, 602, 6o3 ).

Length for the threads of D-M-G Knotting cotton (Fil a

pointer) No. i 5 : 60 inches.

Macrame fringes cannot from their nature be gathered

round a corner, like lace, crochet and netted edgings.

The closely set knots which form their heading make it

Fig. 599. Macrame fringe with corded tassels.

Materials: D'M’C Knotting cotton Nos. io and 15, D‘M‘C Alsatia No. 25,

.D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 and 5 or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet

Nos. 3 to 12, in Morocco red 3328, Old gold 728 and icru.

impossible to draw up the cord on which they are knotted

sufficiently to give the fringe the necessary length of outside

edge.

(*) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D‘M*C Library

containing a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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Til e number of threa ds must, therefore, be increased at 1

each :orner of the article for which the fringe is intended, in

order to turn it and wor t out the pattern properly.

In the working detail of fig. 602, 5 supplementary threads

are added to the 4
th series of knots.

Fig. 600. Fringe with three rows of tassels.

Materials: D*M‘C Pearl cotton Nos. 1 to 5, D^M'C Special crochet cotton

Nos. 3 to 30, D’M’C Alsatia No. 20, D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet

Nos. 3 to 12, D’M-C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 15 and D*M‘C Special

stranded cotton No. 14, in Indigo blue 322 and 6cru (’).

A group of intercrossed bars takes 16 threads, answering

to 4 groups of little squares placed between the lozenges.

Then, the bars having been prepared beforehand, as shown

in fig. 6o3
,
an additional strand, thread 6, is passed through

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, llax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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the double knot which unites the bars in the middl'e. (In the

engraving the added threads are distinguished by -a 'darker

shade.) It is over thread 6 that the bar running from right

to left is worked.

Next, knot 7 more strands onto the threads between which

HH

wsatmWmwmWW.
.*

' ;

Fig. 601. Macramfi fringe with corner.

Materials: D*M‘C Knotting cotton No. 15, D*M*C Alsatia No. 20, D’M'C Pearl

cotton Nos. 3 and 3 or D’M'C Flax thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 3 to 12,

in Maize yellow 579 and Morocco red 3328.

the supplementary thread passes. Thread 7 is knotted on

single, threads 8 and 9 double, threads 10, 11, 12 and i 3 are

knotted on single, so that numbers 7, 10, 11, 12 and i 3 connect

the cords, while numbers 8 and 9 only are knotted on se-

parately on either side.
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The bars formed by the knots of the additional threads
must be quite close together, like every other double bar. We
have purposely represented the cords as some distance apart
in the engraving, to enable our readers to distinguish the
added threads from the original set.

At the point of junction of the bars, fasten on a very long

Fig. 602. Addition of the first supplementary threads.

Working detail of fig. 601.

red thread, with which to make the knots over the 14 threads
inside the lozenge.

Bend the 7
lh thread to the right and the i st to the left, and

make a double knot over each of the two threads with the
coloured thread.

hill in the middle of the lozenge with 9 flat knots; when
these are made, continue knotting the red thread along both
sides; a plain bar in white thread borders the lozenge outside.

Knotted tassels and tassels decorated with fancy knots,

which take 10 threads, complete this fringe.
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Macrame ground (figs. 604, 6o5 ,
606). — Tlie threads, of a

length regulated by the depth of the ground, are to be wound

upon macrame shuttles or bobbins, see fig. 6 i 3 . Allow 14

inches of D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil it pointer) No. i 5 ,
for

each detail of the pattern.

Fig. 603. Addition of the second set of supplementary threads.

Working detail of fig. 601.

i
st series — knot on the threads according to fig. 545,

beginning with 2 blue threads, then alternately 4 cream and

4 blue, ending with 2 blue
;
follow with a double horizontal bar.

2nd series — begin in the middle, with 2 fiat knots made

with the 8 blue threads
;
with the 4 blue threads on the left

make a quadruple bar over the 4 blue threads on the right.



These quadruple bars, called “shell knots”, are shown in

detail, fig. 6o5 .

Unite the blue threads at the sides by flat knots.

The beginning and the continuation of the openwork motifs
are explained in fig. 606.

The threads that -proceed from the last group of knots

serve for making the knotted bar whose two inside rows are

Fy\ mHI
Inun
Fig. 605. Shell knot.

Detail of fig. 604.

Fig. 604. Macrame ground.

Materials: D’M’C Special crochet

cotton No. 15,
F‘g- 6o6 - Openwork motif.

D*M #C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 15
Detail of fig. 604.

or D‘M*c Aisatia No. 25 light and the two outside ones
in Cream yellow 712 and Indigo blue 322. , .

Clark.

.
When this two-coloured bar is finished, all the cream

threads are again collected to make the openwork motif
;
thus

all the shell knots are blue and all the openwork motifs cream.

Macrame insertions (figs. 607, 608, 609, 610). — These two
insertions are worked across the width, so that 3o inches will

suffice for the strands of D*M*C Knotting cotton (Fil a

pointer) No. 10.
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Begin both patterns by knotting on the threads as in

fig. 545, followed by a single horizontal bar. For fig. 607, make

triple oblique bars of knots, with 4 threads, one inclined to

Fig. 608. Macrame insertion.

Materials : D'M'C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 15, D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 to 8,

D-M-C Alsatia No. 20, D-M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 50 to 70 or D-M-C Flax thread

for knitting and crochet Nos. 3 to 20, in Morocco red 3328,

Twine grey 462, Indigo blue 322 01" Saffron yellow 725 -

Fig. 609. Method of fastening

off the threads.

Detail of figs. 607 and 608.

Fig. 610.

Method of overlapping the bars.

Detail of fig. 608.

the left and the other to the right
;
then make a single hor-

izontal bar, and add another series of triple bars slanting the
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opposite way : complete the pattern by an horizontal bar, turn
the work, fix another cord and make a second horizontal bar
from the wrong side

; finish by tying the threads together, two
and two, as shown in fig. 609, a, cut them off, b, and press
the knot hard upon the back of the work, c.

. In. mounting fig. 608, 8 single threads must be allowed for

each section of the pattern.

First make all -the double oblique bars, slanting from right
to left, fig. 610, then counting from left to right, take the 5 1 '1

thread as the i
st leader, see again fig. 610, and begin the

second series of knotted bars, slanting from left to right.

Fig. 61 1. Macrame trimming.

Materials : D'M’C Crochet cotton, 6 cord or D*M*C Special crochet cotton

Nos. io to 20, D'M'C Knotting cotton No. 15, D*M*C Alsatia No. 20, D*M*C Pearl

cotton No. 3 and 5 or D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet

Nos. 3 to 12, in ecru, Turkish red 321 and Indigo blue 322.

Fasten off the threads after this series of knots, as seen in

the detail, fig. 609.

Macrame trimming (fig. 61 1). — Full length for the

threads of D*M*G Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer) No. i 5 :

96 inches.

i
st series — knot on the threads with round double picots,

followed by a double horizontal bar. The colours succeed
each other as follows : * 4 blue scallops, 4 dcru, 5 red, 4 6cvu,

repeat from *.

2nd series — begin with a little chain of bars made with 2

single threads, and with 7 changes of the threads = * with
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Fig. 612. Gimp rnade with macramd shuttles or bobbins.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 to 8, D'M’CCrochet cotton,6cord Nos. 1 to 10,

D’M'C Knotting cotton Nos. 10 and 13, D'M'C Alsatia Nos. 20 and 25 or D*M*C Max
thread for knitting and crochet Nos. 3 to 20, in Indigo blue 322 and Hazel-nut grey 423.
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the 12 following threads: 3 * fiat knots; then, under these 3

knots, do 6 little chains with 6 changes of the threads
;

after

doing the 3 rd
, connect the 2nd chain with the 3rd

,
the 4^ with

the 5 th
. Finish the chains, two and two, with a flat knot.

Over
b == on

the last blue threads make: 1 waved plait, fig. 562,

the 14th dcru thread' make :- 1 horizontal bar of double

IL

m ip

Fig. 613. Macrame shuttle or bobbin. Natural size.

knots with 4 goings and 3 returns .== on the first two red
threads: i waved plait; finish off the 3 rd

,
4* h

, 17 th and 18th red
threads on the wrong side, and repeat from *.

3 ,-d series — add two fresh cords to make a double horizontal

bar, into which 4 more red threads arc

worked.

4
th series — with the blue threads make :

5 large shell knots, figs. 616 and 617, 1

double bar of double knots to the left

and right — 9 large shell knots between
the bars == a double bar to the right and
left, and finish as at the top with 5 large

shell knots.

With the ecru threads: 3 Hat knots, >

double horizontal bar over the last ecru

thread
; 3 waved plaits with 12 changes

of the threads, 1 more double bar, join

the cord to the outside thread of the

blue double bar.

With the red threads: 1 large shell

knot, figs. 616 and 617, over 16 threads; at

the bottom, in the shape of a semi-circle

:

1 double bar; on both sides of the large shell knot with the

2 outside threads, a little chain made with 7 changes of the

threads; join the red thread on the left to the light thread

deriving from the double bar.

Later on, to connect the different parts of the design, the

light thread on the left of the next motif is passed through

Fig. 614.

Slanting bars and return

of the cord.

Detail of fig. 612.
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the red chain, and so on = 4 collecting knots over 6 red

threads right and left, 1 collecting knot over all the red

threads, and 1 on either side over 6 red threads.

After connecting the -

threads on both sides,

continue the little chain with

3 changes of the threads =
over the i**

1 fed thread of

the left chain make 1 double
horizontal bar with all the

loose threads = under the

bar, 5 Hat knots = 1 single

horizontal bar = 10 double
knots over a single thread
='

1 double bar of knots.

From this point, proceed

with the ecru threads : 1 row
of double knots, 1 double

horizontal bar and 3 waved
plaits; then join: 2 blue

threads with 2 ecru, and 2

ecru threads with 2 red, to

form flat knots.

The bottom border is

made like the top one
;
aft-

erwards, to finish it ofF at the

edge, fold the threads back
;

in such a way as to form
picots and sew them to the

horizontal bar on the wrong
side of the work.

Gimp made with
macrame shuttles or
bobbins (figs. 612,- 6 i 3

, 614).

In order to avoid having to

add to the thread in the, Fi g- 615. Gimp with large shell knots,

middle Of a piece of work, Materials: D*M*C Crochet cotton, 6 cord

and also to avoid long Nos. 5 to oo, D-M-C Knotting cotton Nos. 10

threads which get in the
and !* D 'M

/,

C Alsat
j

a N °' 2
,°

or D 'M-<=

, i-i 1 earl cotton Nos. 3 and 3, Beetle green 3548
workers way, we advise the and Turkish rcd
employment of a macrame
shuttle or bobbin, a kind of spool somewhat resembling
those used in making pillow lace.
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The threads are rolled round the bobbins and fastened
with a special knot.

For fastening the thread see the chapter on “Pillow
Laces”, fig. 966.

Prepare 8 double threads of the length required for the
gimp. Allow 12 inches of D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle)

a ^ No. 3
,

for each detail of the

Knot on the threads as in

ItllPilll i! 31
%• 3 grey, 2 blue and

_Jj|L| 3 grey; followed by a single

knotted bar-; then leave 2

threads on the right and 2 on
’

raSpfiffi the left
;

and with every 4

"If threads between make 3 flat

N*
|| [ ||

Make double knots over the

p- /: . . .. ... , , „ 16th thread on the right, with
Frg 616. Large.shcll F.g,6.7. Urge shell

, 5 , h ,

knot begun. knot completed. ’ 4 ’ ’ ’
11

’

Detail of fig. 615. Detail of fig. 615.
Ioth and 9

th threads; then make
knots with the same threads

on the left over the i
sl thread

To connect the two bars make
double knots with the leaders

On the two sides and with

tlie 4 outside grey threads, do

:

p-. , _ A L . , ,

more bars' on the right and
rig. 018. Interchanging the threads. i„<v . •,

Detail of fig. 6,5.
>eft

'
,

bUt “ the opposite

direction, and knotting up to

the last thread, fig. 614. Take the 4 middle threads and make
6 flat knots, then work the knotted bars back to the middle.
The return of the cords is also shown in fig. 614.

Gimp with large shell knots (figs. 61 5
, 616, 617, 618). —

'1 he length of the threads here depends upon the depth o(

gimp required. Allow 16 inches of D*M*G Knotting cotton (Fil
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a pointer) No. i 5 for each

division of the pattern. Wind
the threads upon macrame
bobbins.

i
sl series — knot the

threads on as in fig. 549, in

the following order; 1 red
double thread, 6 green, 2 red,

6 green, 1 red, then make a

single bar with them.

2nd series — from left to

right on the i
sl red thread :

: double knot with the 2nd

thread; on the i
st green

thread : 1 double knot with
lie 2 nd thread

;
from right to

eft double knots with the 3 rd
,

::
nd and i

sl green threads upon
• lie 411* green thread = from
left to right : 1 double knot
with the 6 th green thread on
he 5 lh and with the 4^ thread
on the 3rd = from right to

left
: 5 double knots on the

o th green thread = from left

to right: 1 double knot over
the 911* thread, 1 double knot
over the 7th

, 1 double knot
over the 5 th = from right to
left: 7 double knots over the
!2 lh thread =. from left to
;'ight : 3 detached double knots.

Then from left to right and
afterwards from right to left

— with 6 green threads: 2
slanting double bars over the
2 red threads (see top of fig.

fii8)
;

join the 4 red threads
in the middle and make a

Fi g- 6
|
9 - Macram6 gimp with crossed bars.

l., rOA di^il vi .1
Materials: D-M’C crochet cotton, 6 cord•uge shell knot with them, Nos . , 0 t0 ;0 ,

D-M-C Alsatia No. as or
ng. OIO, which consists of 6 D‘M‘C Pearl cotton Nos. i to 8, in Black

flat knots, fig 617 • take 2
fast dye 5IOt Beetle green ?34b and 3348,

,
i,„

, ,

'

,
Cachou brown 435 and 437 and

threads on the right and Indigo blue 334.

ssgsSs
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Fig. 620.

Bar crossed from
left to right.

Detail of fig. 619.

2 on the left, turn. them down to the left and right and
then from the wrong side to the right side, over the threads
issuing from the bars,- and close .with a flat knot.

At the sides, make a scallop of three double bars and,
between each two bars, 1 little chain with two. changes of the

threads.

e

Fill the space under the outside shell knot
with 9 flat knots; under the centre shell knot
make bars of intercrossed knots, such as are
clearly illustrated in fig. 618.

Macrame gimp with crossed bars (figs.

619, 620, 621). — Wind the threads upon macrame
shuttles, allowing 20 inches of D-M-C Pearl
cotton (Coton perle) No. 3 for the blue and
green strands, and 24 inches for the brown and
black strands, for each portion of the pattern.

Knot them on, as in fig. 545, in the following
order: 2 blue double threads, 2 pale green, 2
dark green, 1 dark brown, 1 black single thread,
2 light brown double threads, 1 black single
thread, 1 dark brown double thread, 2 dark green,
2 pale green, and 2 blue double threads. Make
with them two double horizontal bars.

Begin on both sides with the openwork
groups of crossed bars, figs. 620 and 621, with

4 blue threads making 4 changes outwards and
3 inwards' == bars with 4 pale green threads,
3 changes outwards and 2 inwards — crossed
bars with 4 dark green threads, 2 changes
outwards and 3 inwards. On the i

st dark
green thread make 1 double knot with the 4
pale green and the 4 blue threads.

The two other dark green threads are
knotted, from right to left, then from left to
right, over the 4 pale green threads and the 4
blue threads, which together form 8 bars across
the first bar = then knot the 8 threads again
across the last dark green = add a crossed

bar with 14 changes of the threads outwards and 12 inwards,
as shown in figs. 620 and 621.

Middle group, left side: 1 double knot with the I
st dark

brown thread over the 2 »

*

thread
; for the i*t bar make 3 double

knots with the black thread and with the 2 dark brown threads

Fig. 621.

Bar crossed from
right to left.

Detail of fig. 619.
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over the I
st light brown one = for the 2nd bar make 4 double

knots with 1 black thread, with the 2 dark brown threads, and

with the i sl light brown, over the 2nd light brown thread =
for the 3 rd bar make 4 double knots with the 2 dark brown

and the 2 light brown threads over the black one.

On the right — a similar group, slanting from right to left.

On the left — over the I
st dark brown thread on the right,

1 double knot with 2 dark brown threads, 2 light brown

ihreads, and 1 black thread, all coming from the left.

On the right — over the i
at dark brown, thread coming

from the left : 1 double knot with 1 dark brown thread, 2 light

brown, and 1 black thread.

On the left — over the dark brown thread coming from

die right ;
1 double knot with 1 dark brown thread, 2 light

brown, and 1 black thread.

On the right — over the dark brown thread ; 1 knot with

2 light brown threads and 1 black thread.

On the left — a. similar group to the one on the right.

On the right — over the i
sl light brown thread : 1 knot

with 1 light brown and 1 black thread.

On the left — the same as on the right.

On the right — over the last light brown thread ; 1 knot

with the black thread.

On the left — 1 double knot with the 2 black threads.

On the left — over the 4 pale green threads, then over the

4 blue
; 1 knot with each of the 2 dark brown and the 2 light

brown threads, and with the black thread, that is to say, 8

cross bars = 1 double knot with the I
st dark brown thread

over the 2nd of the same colour = 2 double knots with the

2 dark brown threads over the i st light brown = 3 double

knots with the 2 dark brown threads and 1 light brown over

the 2nd light brown thread = 4 double knots with 2 dark

brown and 2 light brown threads over the black thread =
after which make 5 other bars, always using the last thread

turned inwards as leader.

Make similar groups slanting from right to left, then,

beginning again in the middle on the left, make the knots

with the 4 pale green threads over the i 8t thread of the same

colour running from right to left.

On the right — knot 3 pale green threads over the I
st thread

coming from the left, and repeat the same group again twice.

The third bar forms at the same time the first scallop of a

triple crossed bar, which must also be made on the right.
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-orner in the form of a scallop, then continue with three light

W.Hs
DilrS

f|

and '^ corner is finished. There are now S li?ht

- time"

1

/
16 nllddle and 4 dark threads on either side - the

• ik threads serve to make the little outside leaves- the lightne are united in the middle by a waved knot (fig 56 -> Jtth 2 changes ot the threads.
’ A

Continue the pattern by working the light oblique bars •

ifmade
h°W the “^figure with 4 fce^s

Maorame medallion (figs. 624 and fivSl ,-am threads. 56 inches' a°„d In^eVles^t "eC
'

I the coloured -threads: 80 inches and 160 inches
J ’ §

&•»c
*s.*s“if1 hese threads serve as cords for the double II MM M

br-s, ending with a double knot, for which ¥&»![added each time 4 more cream threads. 1®*©
I he 4 threads hanging on either side of the jlffl |H

b.. s are collected together in a flat knot WJ HU?.Now take the 6 coloured threads, So inches
'

'

•

ng* 1, t° make tlle sextuple bars that Mwp™sc lound the centre figure. The cream threads ffWmsI
t,

' C

rf
dords

:.
d !’e dark yellow threads turned IfOflS Itoaaids the middle are knotted first, then the "Si H fiii 3

P;,'. yellow and lastly the green threads. The Fig. 62,.
e chains which come between the groups Group of knots,

oi bins count respectively 5
, 6 and 7 knots Dctail °r gimp,

iler finishing the 8 bars, with their little
«« 6a =-

ihe Trong^sfde'of ‘the

01

“’Vt
° f C°IoUrfid threB ds on

overcast ^stitches ^ cW ^ ** “

M tach^ fon^" by 4

g
'and

d

Tnm them together
"
Place “t

^°do^,e
n

^rl 1

™Sh

r,^
1°Se t0 the “lou^d6

.^
tin- 'I

“ Dle bals uebt and left, working in on both sides

make a^^rond"' serLfoTt'
•" interval of i inch a"d

outer side with oT, f t mP’
terminating each set on the

like the c
flat knot - ihe second coloured band is made

ofsexLf; anTpf
1

‘T ^ ^“'S "e here -ptuple inslead

to mike fh

d
n
COlOU1'ed th,'?ads are 160 inches long.make the scallops surrounding the rosette, add 48 cream



threads 20 inches long. Join them together, 3 by 3, at their

middle with a Hat knot, pinned to the cushion close to the

coloured band, and 'go on making double bars. To every

second group add 1 cream thread, until you have 8 threads

for each group of knots. Leave an interval of \ inch and

make the second row of bars
;

in the third row the bars are

fliiB
Si!M

•iimMwfjsm

mmmm

Fig. 624. Macramd medallion.

Materials: D‘M"C Knotting cotton No. 10, D‘M*C Pearl cotton No. 3

or D-M-C Atsatia No. 20, in Maize yellow 579, Old gold 728, Saffron yellow 72 s

and Beetle green 3348 (*).

so arranged as to form scallops ; inside the lozenges, ti 0

threads are collected together by a flat knot.

When the work is finished, fasten off all the threads by

making with them 6 plain picots round each scallop.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours !

the cotton, flax and si’.k articles, mark D*M*G.
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A medallion of this sort is very strong and serviceable for
a lamp mat or cushion cover.

MacramS border with scallops (fig. 626). — Full length
for the threads of D-M-G Knotting cotton (Fil it pointer)
No. i 5 : 88 inches.

Knot on the threads with round single picots according to
"£ 548 >

with a double horizontal bar followed by a row of
phin collecting knots, see fig. 56o, and a second double
horizontal bar.

n the actual border, the pattern consists of two different
figures, the smaller of which requires 12 threads to the width;
the large figures take 22 threads

;
10 threads on each side are

mi nded for knotting, the 2 threads in the middle are fastened
oti at the back of the
work. Between every 2
figures skip 2 threads,
winch are also fastened
ofl at the back, and when
the whole border is done,
finish the pattern at the
bot.oni by 2 double bars
and a row of plain collec-
tin

.; knots, to which are
added' the threads taken
away at the top, so that
the number remains the
same.

Begin with the small
figure, make 1 flat knot with the 3 pd

,

4th, 5’th and gm threads

j

lnd 1 flat knot with the 7th, 8*, gih and ioti. threads, then
n 'Jt the triple bars over the i-t thread on the left and the

12 011 the right, taking 6 threads for each.
1 he scallops that border the figure are made with 12 button-

hole knots and 2 knotted picots, fig. 566
,
over 2 cords

; the
vertical bar, made with 6 threads, consists of 4 flat knots’ and
1 picot in the middle to the right and to the left At the
bottom the triple bars are repeated the reverse way, and
mushed, oft by 2' flat knots.

1 he large figure of the border is begun by doing the first
Wallop on the left with the i»i thread : make 3 button-hole
knots over the 2-a and 3 "> threads, 1 knotted picot, 4 button-
hole knots = with the 4u> thread, make over the next 3
threads 6 button-hole knots with 1 picot on them = with the
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loth thread, make 3 button-hole knots over the 8 11' and q'>>

threads, i picot, 3 button-hole knots, then continue on the

left with the threads proceeding front the second scallop to

make 4 double knots over the 2 cords, to which add 1 more

picot and 2 button-hole knots, after which unite these threads

with those proceeding front the first scallop by means of a Hat

knot. Divide the 6 united threads in two parts and make a

1
lA

'



irc.-d

and
ii.ii

the

take

Fig. 627. Fringe with pointed scallops and large tassels.
Materia' 5 . D-M-C Knotting cotton No. 1 5, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord Nos. 10 to 50,

1 M"C Alsatia Nos. 15 to 25, D*M*C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 to 8 or D‘M*C
Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 50, in white or ecru (*).

( ) Sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
Inc cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M‘C,

t .e central figure, composed of 4 triple bars, finished off at
ti e bottom as at the top, by scallops to the right and left.

Scallops. Each scallop takes 3g threads. Between the
s allops make 1 small picot with 2 threads and 2 double
L ots, then fasten off the threads on the wrong side of the

Jik. J he 39 threads for each scallop are divided into 9 parts;

MACRAME
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the i
sl

,
5 lh and 9

th counting 5 threads each, the other 6 only

4 threads.

Begin with the I
st group of threads on the lelt and make

2 flat knots over 3 threads, followed by 2 little chains right

and left, that is with the i sl and 2nd and with the 4lh and 5 lh

threads, which number 8 single knots and are united at the

bottom by 2 flat knots. With the next 2 sets of threads make

2 flat knots followed by a shell of knots, see fig. 6o5 ;
with the

threads which hang down on the left, make 4 flat knots, take

the 5 threads of the I st set on the left and make 1 flat knot

over 7 threads, bring out 2 threads on the wrong side of the

work, make a flat knot over 5 threads, bring out 2 threads,

make a flat knot over 3 threads, followed by a figure with

little chains, as already described. With the 4 threads that

issue from the shell knot on the right,

make a scallop, and with the I
st thread

on the left make over the three next

threads
: 9 button-hole knots, 1 picot, 9

button-hole knots. With the 4
th set of

threads, make a scallop consisting of 7

button-hole knots, 1 picot and 7 butte

hole knots
;
and with the 5 th set of threads,

make a similar figure to the I
st

,
eat

finish it with 1 flat knot.

The right half of the scallop is made n

the same manner only the reverse way;

next do 3 flat knots over the 3 midale

sets of threads, over 11 threads, that s

bring out 3 threads, take the threads of

the large scallops right and left, do 3 flat knots ovei 16

threads; divide the threads so as to have 5 threads riyat

and left and 8 threads in the middle.

Make the figures with little chains to right and left,
j
; -n

them to the outer figures by 3 flat knots, bring out 5 threads

and repeat the same figure once more.

With the 8 middle threads, make a bar with 14 wa ad

knots, then divide the 8 threads into two parts to form ie

bars with 4 flat knots and ornamented with picots to nyiit

and left; join these bars to the outside figures by a flat ki. >t,

bring out 4 threads, then make a scallop with 5 button-!: le

knots, 1 picot and 5 button-hole knots.

The 5 threads issuing from the left scallop are knotted o -ei

the 5 threads from the right scallop, then. on each side a pi-ot

Fig. 628.

Addition of the first

supplementary threads.

Detail of fig. 627.
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s made knotted with 5 threads, which are afterwards secured
nvisibly at the back of the work.

Fringe with pointed scallops and large tassels (figs
27, 628, 629, 63o 63 ., 632

, 633 , 634 ). - Complete length of
n reads ol D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer) No .5 •

40 inches.

i he macrame design with which this chapter concludes is
ot only one of the prettiest but also one of those which
quire the greatest care and accuracy,

.
more especially with

rig. 629. Addition of other supplementary threads. Detail of fig. 627.

ngard to the right direction of the cords. The groups of
double knots and the bars must.be drawn as tight as possible,
so as to make the pattern very distinct and give each figure

proper value. For each repetition of the subject 16 double
tn reads are needed.

Begin the half stars, on either side of the lozenges, with

,

13111 and ,6 ‘h double thread of the first figure, and make
otmon-hole knots with the 4th thread over the other 3

threads, fig. 628.
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Over 2 cords on the left and i on the right, that is over
3 threads: make 5 button-hole knots with the 4

th thread, and
with the disengaged threads, i flat knot over the 4 threads.

S

This forms a small shell knot, on either

side of which make 3 button -hole knots over

For the groups of bars on either side, take

the n lh
,

1

2

th
,

i 3 Ul and 14th double threads on
the left, the 3rd

, 4th
,
3 th and 6 th threads on the

right. These groups are joined by button-

Knot the 4 threads of the left group over
the i st cord on the right ; knot over these the

2 next threads on the right ;
knot the 4

threads on the left over the 4
111 thread on the

right: make 2 button-hole knots with the 4
,;:

thread over the 3 threads at the bottom and

Over the 4 threads proceeding from right

and left : 2 quadruple bars ; cross the upper
threads after the second row of bars, make

•
F| S- 6 3°- with the next thread 2 button-hole knots over

double chain"
t *le 4th thread, then finish the 3 rd and 4th bars

prepared for a ring of lmots -

knot. Make one more motif at the bottom with
Detail of fig. 627. the 4 threads on the left over the 4 threat s

on the right.

a 1 To make the olive-shaped groups of krio.s

la S on both sides, take as leaders the threads

proceeding from the large shell knot.

Fig. 628 shows the adding on of the 1
t-

supplementary thread, fig. 629 exhibits t;

e

addition of i 3 more threads, which, knotted

S' onto the i*t, form with it the group of bars

| g on the diagonal corner line.

For the large shell knot that follows, ta ; 2

Fig. 631. 2 more additional threads, and 1 thread from
Ring knot formed by the preceding figure.

a small chain. Add on 2 more supplementary threads :o
etai 0 ig. 627.

t jie dj sen gagec} threads left and right. The e

4 threads will serve again as leaders for the groups of ba s

left and right.

The 4th group of bars, which forms the corner of ti.e

MACRAME
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inwards to fill the hollow of the berry, which may be further

stuffed with wadding to make it firm and hard, then it is

closed up by means of a few stitches.

To the bottom of this berry there are attached 5 large

pendants and 6 little ones. The latter, fig. 633, are begun with

a Chinese knot, fig. 63o, terminating in a double chain formed

into a bell-shaped knot.

Cut 3 threads of the chain when it is a double one, 1 thread

when the chain is single: turn the ends inwards and fasten

them off by a few stitches. (See the top ot fig. 633.)

The remaining thread is made into a little loop from which

are suspended 3 small ring knots made ot a single chain,

fig. 634, with a loop top and bottom formed of the 2 ends ot

thread, which are then turned inwards.

The large pendant, fig. 634, begins with a single chain

formed into . a tassel, into the loop of which are hung, one

below the other: 2 Chinese knots ending with a tassel and a

loop, then 3 small pendants, composed of tassels and loops

made of a single chain, as shown in fig. 63i.

The "fraise” is ornamented at the top by a crocheted or

knotted braid, directions for making which will be found in

the chapter on “Needlework Trimmings”, figs. io32 to io3g,

and which serves to attach the tassel to the fringe between

two scallops.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds of

work described above, a great choice of patterns for macramc

will be found in the following publications of the D-M-C

Library : Macrdme and Works of various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D-M'C Library.
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Netting

Netting is a handicraft so ancient that it would be difficult
to say authoritatively when or where it was first practised :

all the primitive races of men used nets for catching fish and
game, and were consequently familiar with the art of mak-
ing them.

Consisting, in its simplest form, of loops secured and
rendered independent of one another by knots, it has gone
through such transformations and developments as have made
it a most fascinating occupation. The perfection thus attained
has turned it into a truly artistic production, thanks to the
beautiful effects obtained by embroidering the network ground
with a variety of materials.

In Persia, for instance, we meet with the finest silk netting
embroidered with gold and silver; in Italy, with a kind resemb-
ing the I unto taghato” or cut openwork; in France, with
he so-called £ llet-Richelieu” (*). The popularity of all these
productions is still so great that, in many districts, a large
part of the population is engaged in working insertions laceedgings and other forms of netted trimmings.

Netting may be divided into two very distinct classes
netting proper or plain netting, and the embroidered article
termed artistic netting.

O See, at the end of the volume the Hot of albums of the D-M-C Libraryconjuning a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work.
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As a substitute for Sand or machine made net, a fabric

called “lads” or “canevas-filet” is often used.

Implements required for plain netting (figs. 635, 636,

53 -

7 ). — Netting, as we have already said, consists of loops ot

thread, called “stitches”, secured by knots. These stitches are

made by means of needles and meshes, sometimes also called

“gauges”.

The netting needles can be obtained in steel, wood or

bone
;
for fine work steel are necessary

;
the two ends resemble

pincers with a hole bored through them beyond the fork in

which the thread is fastened, fig. 635, before it is wound on

lengthwise — in a slanting direction — between the forks;

the centre part is like an ordinary knitting pin.

Wooden and bone needles are only used for twine and

other coarse materials ;
the forks at the ends are large, fig. 636,

and the shaft is not pierced.

Fig. 635. Steel netting needle. Reduced size.

Fig. 636. Ivory netting needle. Reduced size.

Fig. 637. Mesh for netting. Reduced size.

The quantity of thread wound upon the needle must be

regulated by the size of the mesh in use, which must be

allowed to slip easily through the stitches.

The mesh or gauge, fig. 637, whether of ivory, steel or

wood, should be smooth and well rounded, and of uniform

thickness throughout the length, so that the loops may all be

of equal size and easily slipped off. For making fringes, a Hat

ruler takes the place of a mesh.

Needle and mesh must be always duly proportioned to the

size of the stitches and the fineness of the thread employed.

Besides these two implements, a heavy cushion is needed

upon which to pin the foundation loop ot coarse thread that

holds the netting while it is being made. Some workers,

however, prefer to fasten the foundation loop to a ribbon 01

needlework “stirrup” worn over one foot, which keeps the

work always tightly extended.
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Materials. — The choice of a thread depends absolutely
upon the purpose of the work. Cotton, linen thread and silk
can all be used : netted articles in a single colour are generally
made with cotton or linen thread

;
those in several colours are

done with silk or a thread which imitates silk.

Of the D-M-C articles, we recommend for netting D-M-C
Flax thread for knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et
crocheter), D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles), as
well as D-M-C Alsatia, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cor-
donnet 6 fils), D-M-C Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special),

Fig. 638. Plain loops. First position of the hands.

D-M-C Alsatian thread (Fil d'Alsace) and D-M-C Pearl cotton
(Coton perld) (*).

All these materials have a uniform twist and do not knot
in the working.

Netting stitches. — In point of fact, netting stitches
always take the same form, they are either square or oblong.

Patterns are produced in plain netting by the use of different

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C, — The French names, in brackets
are those stamped on the labels of the D-M’C articles.
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sized meshes, or by the more or less complicated manner of

passing the thread over the mesh and connecting the loops

together.

The principal stitches thus obtained are: (1) the plain loop,

(2) the double loop,
(
3

)
the oblong or elongated loop, (4) the

slipped loop.

(1) Plain loop. First position of the hands (fig. 638 ).
—

Every kind of netting must be begun on a foundation loop

of strong thread or twine, from 4 to 8 inches long, fastened

with a pin to a heavy cushion or attached to a stirrup. Fasten

Fig. 639. Second position of the hands.

the shuttle thread to the foundation loop. Take the mesh in

the left hand, holding it between the thumb and forefinger,

stiffening the other fingers extended beneath. Take the netting

needle (shuttle) in the right hand and pass the thread down-
wards over the mesh and over the 2nd

,
3 rd and 4

th fingers of

the left hand, carry it upwards behind these three fingers and

lay it to the left, where it is held fast by the thumb.

Second and third position of the hands (figs. 639 and

640). — Carry the thread downwards again behind the four

fingers, put the needle upwards from below through the loop

on the fingers and through the loop at the back of the mesh,

or through the one to which the thread is fastened
;

a second



way, whether for

Fig. 640. Third position of the hands.

When a sufficient number of loops have been cast on, draw
out the mesh, turn the work, and for beginning a new row,
hold the mesh below the finished row of stitch es.

Pass the needle through the last stitch of the preceding
r°w, and make as many knots as there are loops.

These loops form a plain or diagonal net, for which the
work must be turned at the end of each row, as it is worked
backwards and forwards.

(2) Double loops. — To make a double loop, twist the
thread two or three times round the mesh. This makes a
stitch twice or three times as long as the plain loop.
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(
3

)
Oblong loops. — For oblong loops, the knots must

be made a little distance from the mesh.

Fig. 641. Netting pattern produced by increases

and intakes.

(4) Slipped loops. —
Carry the thread over the

mesh and the fingers as

for a plain loop, pass the

needle as for any other

loop, but draw out. the

mesh before tightening

the knot.

Netting patterns
produced by the use
of meshes of different

widths.— Plain netting

can be varied by using

different sized meshes.

For this purpose, work
one or two rows over

a narrow mesh, and
the same number of

rows over a wider one;

to use first one mesh
the other at regular

continue

and then

intervals.

Netting patternsproduced by
increases and intakes (fig. 641).

A great variety of beautiful designs

can be made by uniting several

loops with a knot in one row, and

adding the same number of loops

in the next.

You may increase and decrease

like this in the same row or at

fixed intervals. In fig. 641 two

sizes of thread are used.

Three rows of plain loops are

made with the fine thread, one

row with the coarser upon a mesh
proportionately wider

;
one row in

Fig. 64,. Loose loops in clusters, which you net every two loops

together with the coarse thread

and mesh, one row with the same in which you increase by

working two stitches into one loop.
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These are followed by three rows of plain netting with the
fine thread on the small mesh.

Loose loops in clusters (figs,

clusters of loose loops are made, ii

1
st row _ begin with 1 loop, the

a little distance from the mesh
;
put

and pass the needle through the
'

repeat this three or four times, tal-

loops of the same length. Then uni
knot, carrying the needle from to
loops, instead of putting it through
row.

| n

2nd row — make 1 I
loop on each loop of |||f
he first row, but not I
on the loops forming I
the cluster.

In this manner many
different patterns can be : :

produced on a found- I
ation of plain netting. I

Netting composed B
'

oblong loops (fig. 644). I • ^ ;

Netting composed of
large and small loops is

the kind generally used
as a foundation for
embroidery (filet brode).
Further on we give two
pretty embroidered grounds (see figs. 709 and 710). In fig. 644
the netted loops are square, but the embroidery can also be
done on a diagonal foundation.

1st row _ make alternately 1 double and 1 plain stitch.
2nd row entirely of oblong loops, made by passing the

thread once only round the mesh.
The knot which closes the double loop must be drawn up

as near as possible to the mesh, that which closes the plain
loop must come at the head of this loop, so that when the
row is finished all the loops may be in an even line.

In the 3 rd row, worked like the first, the plain stitches must
be placed between the small holes, and the double stitches
between the large ones.

Fig. 643. Formation of the loose loops.
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Nets may be made in the same way, by alternating 4, 9 or

16 small loops with 1 large loop and the corresponding

number of oblong stitches.

Netted circle, made of long and short loops (fig. 645).

Make 3o or 3 i loops with a. coarse double thread over a rather

large mesh
;
then draw up the thread upon which the loops

are strung as tightly as possible, so as to form quite a small

ring in the centre, and fasten off.

Fig. 644 . Netting composed of plain, double and oblong loops.

For the next row, also made with the coarse double thread.

attach the thread to a long loop, and make stitches on each

loop of the preceding row, over a fine mesh. Use the same

mesh for all subsequent rows, which are worked in a fine

thread taken single.

If a renewal of the thread at the beginning of each row be

not desired, a slipped loop must be made. (See p. 488).
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Netted circle formed by increases (fig. 646). — Make
12 stitches into the foundation loop, close the ring; then go
on making a

row with 1 knot
into the first

stitch and 2

knots into the

second stitch

until the net-

ting has the

right circum-
ference

;
in the

subsequent
rows, increase
by 1 stitch, that

is, make 2

knots into each
of the preced-
ing increases.

Square of
netting with
closed loops
(figs. 647 and

^ ® P>g- 645. Netted circle made of long and short stitches.
make squares
of netting with perfectly
regular sides, begin by
making 2 stitches or 3

knots. Make 2 knots into
the last loop in each of
the following rows, which
increases each row by
1 stitch.

Continue to increase
until there is 1 stitch
more than the square
should number.

After this row with
the extra loop, make
a row without either

increase or intake, and Fig . 646 . Nettcd drde formed
begin the intakes in the by increases.



next row by joining together the last 2 loops of each row
with a knot.

Slip the last 2 loops.

Square of netting with open loops (figs. 649 and 65o).
Instead of beginning a square from the corner as just described,

it may be begun from
the middle.

Square of netting with closed

loops, begun.

Cast on the required
number of stitches, make
an intake in each row
by skipping the last loop.
In returning, the first

knot will be made upon
the last loop but one
of the preceding row
(fig. 649).

To complete the

square, fasten the thread
on again to the end of
the thread of the last row,

ac

n<

then make the same rows
as for the first half. (See

fig. 65o):

Strip of straight
netting, edged with
open and closed loops
(figs. 65 1 and 652).— These
strips can be begun and
finished in two different

ways. The simplest way,
especially when they are

to be embroidered after-

wards, is to cast on
the needful number of

stitches, to decrease on
one side by dropping a

loop, fig. 65 1, or by
joining 2 loops together

with a knot, fig. 652,

and to increase on the
other side by making 2 knots on one loop.

Great care must be taken not to change the order of the

Fig. 648.

Square of netting with closed

loops, finished.
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intakes or the increases. Any mistake of this kind would
interrupt the lines of the squares and interfere with
the subsequent embroidery, unless there should be more
loops in the strip than stitches in the pattern. In that
case, the superfluous loops might be cut away from the
outside and

^
the edges corrected when the embroidery

is finished. See that the loops do not become too short
on the side of the increases, as not infrequently happens
because the double knot caused by the increase takes
more room than the intake, in which 2 stitches are united
by 1 knot.

Straight netting with closed heading and scalloped
Lge of open loops (fig. 653 }. — To make strips of straight

beprn ;i<i fnr cm-i-ifo Aftor 1

foundation loop, make rows with increases up to the number
of 12. Then make an increase regularly in every row to the
left, and in the rows to the right leave the 3 outside loops
tree. Continuing the increases on the left, net 4 rows without
increasing or decreasing on the right; in the 5 tb row leave
the last 4 loops free, then in the next rows leave the outside
loop un worked.

Square frame of netting (fig. 654 ). - Handkerchief,
counterpane and chair-back borders can be netted in one piece
leaving an empty square in the centre.

After casting on the loops as for an ordinary square of
netting, letter a , increase them to the number of 8, letter c,
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then make 4 loops
;

skip

the last 4 in the preceding

row, turn, make 5 loops,

increase at the last loop,

turn, make 4 loops and

decrease at the last loop
;

turn, make 5 loops, increase

at the last, turn, make 4
loops and decrease at the

last
;
then increase at the

last, turn, make 4 loops

and decrease at the last

;

turn, make 5 loops, increase

at the last
;

turn, make 4

loops, decrease at the last,

turn, make 5 loops, increase

at the last
;
cut

the thread.

Fasten the

thread onto the

outside edge

at c, where the

4 unworked
loops are,

make 4 loops,

turn, make 5

loops, increase

at the last,

Fig. 650. Square of netting with open

loops, finished.

Fig. 651. Strip of straight netting, edged with

open loops.

Fig. 652. Strip of straight netting, edged with closed loops.



Slip the first

loop, make 6

loops and join

the two separate

strips by a knot
between the 3 rd

and 4th loops,

the last loop of

the strip on the

left with the

first of the strip

on the right

;

decrease at the
last of 6 loops,

turn, make 6
loops, turn,

make 5 loops,

turn, make 4
loops, turn,

make 3 loops,

NETTING

turn, make 4 loops, ^decrease at the last, turn, make 5 loops,
increase at the last, turn, make 4 loops, decrease at the last
and increase

again in the

same stitch,

turn, make 4
loops, decrease

at the last, turn,

make 5 loops,

increase at the

last, turn, make

4 loops,

decrease at the

last, turn, make
5 loops, in-

crease at the

last; then cut
the thread,

which is after-

wards to be
fastened to the

outside edge.

Fig. 653. Straight netting with closed heading
and scalloped edge of open loops.

:n, make 2 loops, turn, slip the last
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Embroidered netting. — Embroidered or artistic netting
(Filet brode), still known under the names of Filet Guipure,
Cluny Guipure, Richelieu Guipure, &c., is a netted ground
upon which patterns of one kind or another are worked in a
variety of stitches, producing the most charming effects.

Implements. — Besides scissors, needles and thread, a
light steel frame is the only thing required for the working
of embroidered net, which makes it a very favourite form of
fancy work.

Steel frame for embroidered netting (fig. 655). — The
frame upon which the netting is mounted should be made

of wire strong

enough not to

bend in the

using.

In shape it

may be square
or oblong,

according to

the work that is

to be stretched

upon it.

This frame
must first be

covered with
wadding, fig.

655, then with

a narrow rib-

bon wound
very tightly

round it, es-

pecially at the

corners, so that
it may be quite firm and not twist about when the netting
is fastened in. The ends of the ribbon should be secured
by a few stitches.

Mounting the netting on the fram^ (fig. 656). — When
a piece of netting is exactly the size of the inside of the frame,
it need only be fastened in with overcasting stitches, set more
closely together at the corners.

Mounting the netting on the frame with an auxiliary-
tape (fig. 657). — If, on the contrary, the piece of netting be

...
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Fig. 654. Square frame of netting.
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smaller than the frame, the space between it and the frame must
be filled up with a linen tape sewn on all round the netting.

The tape must be sufficiently eased on in the sewing to
form little gathers all

round. By this means
the netting can be

tightly stretched

without tearing the

threads of the outside

loops. Fig. 657 shows
how to sew on the

tape, to fold it at the

corners and to fix the

netting into the frame.

Needles. — Special

needles are used for

this work, long and
blunt, called needles

for Filet-guipure or
Guipure d’Art, num-
bers i to 6.

Materials. For FiS- ^55 - Steel frame for embroidered netting.

embroidering on net-

ting, the same kind
of materials should
be used as for the

netted foundation
;

twisted threads for the

different lace stitches

and linen stitch
;

soft,

loose threads for

darning stitch and for
the outlines.

The best twisted
threads to use are

D'M*G Flax lace

thread (Lin pour den-
telles), D-M-G Flax
thread for knitting
and crochet (Lin pour
tricoter et crocheter),

D’M* C Alsatia or D*M*G Pearl cotton (Coton perld)
;

for
darning and outlining take either D*M’G Special stranded

Fig. 656. Mounting the netting on the frame.
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cotton (Mouline special), D*M*G Floss flax or flourishing thread

(Lin floche) or D*M*C Persian silk (Soie de Perse).

Stitches. — The little

squares of the netting

serve as foundation for

a multitude of different

stitches, lending them-
selves to such a variety

of combinations that we
feel sure many of those

which we are about to

describe are up to the

present time unknown
to our readers. We can

safely alfirm that not a

few among them have

never been detailed or

illustrated in any work
that has hitherto come

Fig. 657. Mounting the netting on the frame under OUT notice.
with an auxiliary tape. _ , . , ,J Embroideries done

on net by machine. —
Many of the different

embroidery stitches can

also be worked on net by

machine. Embroidery
on coarse net should be

done with D*M*C Alsa,

and on fine net with

D*M'C Alsatian twist

(Retors d’Alsace).

Darning stitch (fig.

658). — The simplest

stitch for covering a

netted ground is the

ordinary darning stitch.

It is made over the

c . , 0 ~ 1
number of squares

Fig. 658. Darning stitch.
, ,

prescribed by the pat-

terns, by drawing the thread in and out as many times
as is necessary to fill them up.

This is the stitch chiefly used for reproducing a cross stitch

or other printed pattern upon a netted foundation.

Fig. 658. Darning stitch.



It is to be specially recommended for covering large sur-

faces, curtains, counterpanes and such like, as it is quickly

done and shows up the

design to advantage.

Linen stitch (figs.

659 , 660, 661). — Linen
stitch is the one most
often met with in old

embroideries; the solid

parts of the flowers and
leaves, and the borders,

being generally worked
in it.

After fastening the

thread onto a knot of

the netting, run it twice

to and fro, under and
over the threads, in such
a way that every second
thread passes under the . ni

Fi?’ 6

L

*nen stitch,

thread of the netting at
Plac,ng th? Crst st,tchcs '

the end of the row, and
over the thread as it is

brought upwards again.

This forms the found-
ation of linen stitch.

The stitch is completed
by the second series of

stitches, made by alter-

nately taking up and
missing a thread as in

linen darning (fig. 55 ).

The thread may also

be carried both ways
over the threads of the

squares, in which case

an uneven number of
threads should be run,
as the threads of the

Fi «- 66°' Li"ei' st,tch -

Placing the second row of stitches.
netting will make the fo

number even. If even numbers are run, the crossing of the
threads will never be regular at the last square.

When linen stitch is used for the borders of a design, and

Fig. 660. Linen stitch.

Placing the second row of stitches.
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a corner has to be formed, begin by carrying the threads over

a given number of squares. In this first layer the threads

must be left very slack, and to ensure their being all the same
length, lay a fine mesh
or a thick knitting pin

on the last square and
stretch the threads over

it. After carrying the

second layer of threads

over a few squares in

this manner, remove
the mesh or knitting

pin. The threads of the

first running become
gradually shortened by

the passing of the

second layer of threads

in and out of them, and
end by being only just

long enough to prevent

the last embroidered
squares from being too

tightly stretched.

On reaching the

corner, cross the threads

of the next row, as

shown in fig. 66 1. The
first threads of the

second side form the

linen foundation in the

corner square; from the

second corner square,

pass on to the third

;

from the third to the

fourth, passing under
and over the threads that

were stretched across

for the first corner.

Loop stitch, (point
Fig. 662. Loop stitch.

d'esprit) (figs. 662 and
F,rst and second course of the thread.

ggjjf_ a jight

open stitch, chiefly used for making a less transparent

foundation than plain netting.

I « jsH’t'V 1
; 11 ;

W-s

|l
'

•
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:

•
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Fasten the thread to the middle of a vertical bar of the
netting, then make a loose loop to the middle of the next
horizontal bar, fig. 662. These loops are always made from
left to right; the thread

is placed on the right,

the needle is passed
downwards from above
under the bar and in

front of the working
thread. The size of the

loop must equal half

the length of a bar of
the netting.

For the second row,
turn the work, make one
stitch over the vertical

bar of the net, pass the

thread under the bar
of the net as in the

first course, then over
the loop and under the

bar which is beneath
the loop.

In fig. 663 ,
we in-

dicate the method of
connecting the rows of
“point d’esprit” by pass-
ing the needle through
the stitches of . the

preceding row.

Star composed of
straight stitches (figs.

Fig. 665. Loop stitch.

Completed rows.

left to right, under one Fig. 664. Star composed of long loose stitches

knot of the netting, thrown across several squares,

then bring it back to
Uyi "E the “nder thrcads -

the other extremity of the square formed by the 16 squares
of the net, run the needle under the knot and lav the threads
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three times in the same way. These form the under rays

of the star, see fig. 664.

For the stitches which complete the figure, start from the

centre and following

the direction indicated

by the arrow, cover the

net with three threads

in a vertical line and
three more in a hor-

izontal line, see fig. 665.

When these are laid,

slip the needle 4 or 5

times round in a circle

under the diagonal and
over the straight threads
— not under the threads

of the netting — then

fasten off at the back.

Fig. 666 shews a star,

completed.

Fig. 665. star composed of long Leaves in darning
loose threads thrown across several squares. stitcll (fj gs . 667 and 668).

Laying the top threads.
This is a kin d of Stitch

specially used for the

fine, delicate leaves

worked on embroidered
net.

Starting from the

middle, carry the needle

first to the right, then

to the left, under the

threads of the found-
ation at the corners of

the motif, and push the

stitches close together,

as they are made, with

the point of the needle.

This can be easily carried

out if the work be so

turned that the complet-

Fig. 666. Star composed of long ed stitches are towards

loose threads thrown across several squares. the worker. First Stretch

Completed. the strands across, as



seen in the engraving, to the number of two or three,

then make the leaf with one or more veins.

For a leaf with only one division or vein, like the left one

in fig. 668, run the needle

through the middle of

the threads, while for a

larger sized leaf which,

for the sake of symmetry
should be given two or

three veins, the strands

must be divided into

three or four clusters,

as the case may be.

When embroidering
such leaves in darning

stitch, be careful to draw
the stitches rather more
closely together at the

top and bottom in order

to let them spread out

a little in the middle,
FiS‘ 66?- Leav

B

e

e

s

^
darmng st,tchl

which gives the graceful

leaflike shape. To make
very slender bases they*

may be finished offwith a

few overcasting stitches.

Fig. 668, shows two
completed leaflets; one
with a single vein, the

other with two.

Pointed scallops in
darning stitch (fig.

669I. — Besides the

stitches with which the

loops of netting are filled

up, and the leaves which
cover them over, long
triangles can be made
across each square of
the net. The simplest Mg. 668, Leaves in darning stitch.

,
*; Completed.

way to work these

triangles or scallops is to carry the thread to and fro as often

as necessary, from the knot in the corner over the middle of

Fig. 668. Leaves in darning stitch.

Completed.
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the bar above and downwards to the opposite knot, round
which the thread is passed, and then upwards again as shown
in the illustration. This prepares a foundation for the
darning stitch, which must always be begun from the top of
the pyramid and worked closely right down to the base.

Scallops or
pyramids in button-
hole stitch (fig. 670).

Another mode of

working points or
pyramids, no less

pretty and easy of

execution, is done by
working two button-
hole stitches on one
set of strands before
crossing to the op-
posite side.

Veined scallops
orpyramids (fig. 671).

F,g. 669. Pomted scallops in darning stitch. A third way of ma)i j ng
pyramids is by first

throwing a thread to

and fro across the

middle of the square,

after which the needle

is slipped from left to

right under the middle
thread and underneath
the left bar from
above. Then the needle

is carried from right

to left over the found-
ation strands and
under the bar to the

right, and so on.

Fig. 670. Scallops or pyramids in button hole stitch. Scallops in
Venetian stitch ( fig.

^72 )- — The daintiest scallops of all, and those most in character
with embroidered netting, are the points worked in Venetian
stitch (point de Venise). Begin by making 8 or 9 button-hole
loops over a bar of the netting; then continue the same stitch
backwards and forwards, working one loop less in each row,

Fig. 670. Scallops or pyramids in button hole stitch.
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until there is only one left to make, that by which the point of
the scallop is fastened to the bar above. The thread must then
be carried back on the wrong side to form the next scallop.

Wheels worked in darning stitch (figs. 673 and 674).

To make wheels, or spiders as they are also called, fasten the
thread to the central

knot of four squares;

therice carry it dia-

gonally to right and
left (fig. 673), across

the empty squares of

netting, and bring it

back to the centre by
whipping it round the

laid thread. Make
enough overcasting

stitches round them to

give these laid threads
the appearance of a
closely twisted cord.

Having returned to Fig. 671. Veined scallops or pyramids,

the centre, pass the

working thread (left

hand pattern) round
and round over the
corded threads and
under the bars of
the netting, until the
wheel thus formed
covers halfof each bar.

On the right hand
side of fig. 674, such a

wheel as we have just
described is shown
completed

;
while

upon the left we give
the method of making
a wheel by dropping
and picking up threads as in a darn. The' last drawing also
shows that, when the thread forming the foundation of a
wheel starts from a corner, it remains single in the first

square until the whole wheel is finished. When the necessary
circumference has been attained, the needle is slipped back

Fig. 672. Scallops in Venetian stitch.
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across the wheel along the little spoke opposite to the single I t

thread, and this thread is then overcast like the others. I v

Ribbed wheels (fig. 675). — Prepare a foundation as for t

the wheels above described, then make a back-stitch over a
bar of the netting, slip the needle under the next thread and fi

Fig. 673. Laying the first threads for a wheel
and the wheel begun.

continue the back-
stitches until the threads

of the netting are

covered.

Ribbed squares or
lozenges (fig. 676). —
These do not require
the laying of foundation
threads

;
the back-

stitches are made directly

upon the netting. Either
side of wheels or
lozenges can be used,
as may be seen from
the engraving, wherein
the right and wrong
aspects are represented
side by side.

Wheels framed
with button-bole

stitches (fig. 677). —
A square of netting is

sometimes too large for

an ordinary wheel to

form a sufficient filling:

it may therefore be

encircled with loops or

half button-hole stitches

until the vacant space

round it is adequately
filled up.

The left hand part of our illustration shows very clearly
how the working thread, having been passed under the wheels
and twisted once round the bar of the netting, is carried all

round the square, forming eight loops.
1 he arrow indicates the way in which the loops are picked

up. and how the first ring encircling the wheel is completed.
1 he second detail of the same figure explains the course taken

Tig- 674- Two ways of working wheels
in darning stitch.
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through the loops by the thread forming the second ring, the
white line serving as guide for the interlacing stitches. The
third detail gives a wheel quite finished.

Star made with button-hole stitches (fig. 678). — Few
figures in embroidered netting are so quickly executed as the

Fig. 675. Ribbed wheel: Fig. 676. Ribbed lozenges.
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Two of these triangles face each other in each of the four
squares surrounding one central square, which is ornamented
with a small wheel.

Rounded corners made in darning or button-hole
stitch (fig. 679). — This pretty motif is produced by darning

stitches made
under and over
a thread carried

diagonally across
one square and
four bars of the

netting. It can also

be worked in

button-hole stitch.

The centre is filled

in with a circle of

button-hole loops

overcast. The
detail on the left

of the engraving
shows the work-

begun.
Fig. 678. Star made with button-hole stitches.

Linen stitch
framed with darning
stitch (fig. 680). —
There are many pat-
terns which it would
be almost impossible
to transfer onto net,

unless the outlines

could be softened and
rounded off by darn -

ing stitch, as shown
in the foregoing'figure.

When linen stitch

is bordered by darning
stitches, these should
not be as. numerous

as in fig. 679; moreover, instead of stopping the stitches at
each corner, they may be carried round a square, as
represented in the left detail of fig. 680.

Linen stitch framed with bar stitch and cord stitch
(fig. 681). Bar and -cord stitch are often used as a setting

Fig. 679. Rounded corners made in darning
and button-hole stitch.
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for linen stitch. In this case the outline can either be done
filled; or else

coarser thread,

which greatly

enhances the
effect of the

setting.

Flower in
bullion stitch
upon a linen
stitch found-
ation (fig. 682).

With the help

stitch (point de
^8o ‘ ^inen stitch framed with darning stitch.

ation of "linen
Fig ' 681 ' Lincn stitch fraiT,ed with bar stitch and cord stitch.

Bordering
in button-hole
or blanket

stitch (fig. 683).

Scalloped edges
done in button-
hole stitch on
embroidered
net, should
always be

worked from
right to left. Fig. 682. Flower in bullion stitch upon a linen foundation.
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Two or three padding threads should first be laid along the
bars of the net to outline the scallops, and the button-holing
done over them, the unworked bars not being cut away until
the whole border is finished.

Cut work in embroidered net (fig. 684). — Here “cut
work" means covering half the bars of the net with button-

Fig. 683. Bordering in button-hole or blanket stitch,

hole stitch and cutting away the other half with s'mall sharp
scissors. The inner bars are often ornamented by a double
button-hole edging, fig. 684, and knotted picots. The stitches
of the first row are slightly separated to permit those

of the second row
to be introduced be-
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Ground worked in waved stitch (fig. 686). — To make
ihis stitch, pass the thread in each row over two squares of
the net and then behind a knot.

Ground worked in intersecting loop stitch (fig. 687).
Begin by covering the whole surface to be embroidered with
plain loop stitches, fig.

663 ; then stretch threads
diagonally across the
squares of the netting
and the loop stitches,

the threads passing
alternately over the
loops and under the
knots of the net, and
under the loops and
over the knots and the
other stretched threads.

The laying and
interweaving of these
stretched threads must,
it is hardly necessary to
say, be systematically
done and worked very
evenly.

Ground worked
in horizontal lines
(fig. 688). — Make half
cross stitches over four
squares of netting, then
pass the thread under
three knots and two
squares of the net. In
the second row, cross
the thread over that of
the first row, and the
pattern shrown in our
engraving will be re-
produced.

Ground formed by-
superimposed stitches
(fig. 689). — Cover one
whole row of squares with cross stitch, skip three rows 01
squares; when a sufficient number of rows of cross stitch

rig. 685. Ground worked in double loop stitch.

Fig. 686. Ground worked in waved stitch.
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Fig. 687. Ground worked in intersecting loop stitch.

Fig. 688.

Ground worked in horizontal lines.

have been

worked, take

a very long

needleful of

thread and
pass the

needle

upwards
from below

and from
right to left

under the

two bars of

the third

upper
square; then

descend to

the first

square of

the three

lower rows,

and pass

from right

to left under

the bars, so as to

keep an interval of 3

squares between the

new sets of stitches.

The next row is made

in the same way, so that

the stitches are not

only set contrariwise

but cover each other

reciprocally.

Latticed ground
(fig. 690). — Begin by

running the thread to

and fro under 2 vertical

bars and over 3 hor-

izontal ones. When the

ground is entirely

covered, carry the

thread from right to

woi



PLATE IX

Embroidery in Hungarian Stitch
worked with D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Moulind special).
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left under the bars over which the threads of the first

cross each other ; then take it over the oblong cross st

that extend over 5 squares of netting, and pass it in the

the top, pass the^
from right to left,

under one bar of the

netting, carry it down-
wards over 4 squares
and pass it again, from
right to left, under the
second vertical bar

;

then upwards again
over 4 squares of the
netting, and so on.

The stitches of the
following rows are
made in the same way

;

but great care must be
taken in arranging the
loops formed by the
stitches so that they
may all lie along the
same line of knots of
the netting.

Ground worked
with two sizes of
thread. — Herewith
we enter on the series

Flg - 69°’ Latticed Sround -

of stitches referred to at the beginning of the chapter, copied
tom one of the oldest and most curious pieces of embroidered

Fig. 689. Ground formed by superimposed stitches.
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netting in existence. In grounds worked with two sizes of

thread all the stitches to be executed in the coarser size must >

be made first.

Ground worked
in darning stitch

(fig. 692).— I he coarser 0

thread was used for

the darning stitches,

which have to be done

first, and for the

almond shaped stitches .

which connect them

:

the finer thread for the

loop stitches in the

intermediate squares,
g

Ground worked
in little wheels and
loop stitch (fig. 693,1.

Take a coarse thread !

Fig. 691. Ground worked in Russian stitch. anc[ with it finish the

wheels over the whole

surface of the net-

ting ;
then, with a

|

finer thread, make

loop stitches in rows

between them, as in

fig. 663.

Ground in squares

of darning stitch

with loop stitch be-

tween (fig. 694).
—

Darning stitches work-
;

ed horizontally, with
1

the coarse thread, over

4 squares of the net- ,

ting, alternate with

loop stitches, done in

fine thread, covering
Fig. 69=. Ground worked in darning stitch

the same number of
and loop stitch.

squares.

Diagonal ground, outlined (fig. 695). — Carry the needle

with the coarse thread under the first knot, from light to

V-C-
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Fig. 695. Diagonal ground, outlined.

netted squares

;

then, in a fourth

and fifth row,
make cross

stitches with

fine thread over

those already

laid.

Ground
worked with
darning and

overcast
stitches (fig.

697).— Patterns

executed chiefly

in darning

stitch, always

present a closer

and heavier ap-

pearance than

those we have

just been

describing

;

therefore the

stitch should

Fig. 696. Grounding of diagonal lines and cross stitches.

where a well

covered or

shaded surface

is required.

Fill a dia-

gonal line of

squares with

darning stitch-

es, fig. 658, set

them as closely

as possible but

always with an

equal number
in each square;

then carry

a thread dia-
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y

go n ally across
the interme-
diate un worked
squares and
overcast it the

whole way back.

Close
groundwork
of darning
and little

wheels (fig.

698). — For this

ground, fill the

diagonal lines
of squares with
darning stitches

as in fig. 697,
carry diagonal
cords in both

directions

across the
empty squares rig - °97- oround worked with darning and overcast stitches,

and make a
small wheel in
the centre of

over the cords.

Ground
of darned

squares and
large wheels
(fig. 699). — In
this pattern,
both the darn-
ing stitches and
the wheels cover

4 loops of the
netting.

Ground
worked in
large wheels
(fig- 700). —

,

Large surfaces Fig. 698. Close groundwork of darning and little wheels
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may be worked entirely with large wheels, made in one or

other of the ways described in figs. 673 to 675.

NETTING

Fig. 699. Ground of darned squares

and large wheels.

Fig. 700. Ground worked in large wheels.

Grounding of

geometrical figures

(fig. 702). — This pat-

tern, quite different

from all the

precedingones,

consists of

simple geome-
trical lines.

Fasten the

thread to a knot

of the netting,

then carry it.

always dia-

gonally, under

3 other bars of

the netting, and

repeat this 3

times ;
then

carry it once

round the

fourth bar of

the netting to

fasten it, and

come back to

the knot already
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encircled, afterwards recommencing the 4 rounds
first instance. By always bringing back the thread
where the first square finished,
two of the sides and 5

threads on the others. vi r

Netted insertion em- BSp
broidered in darning BBij

stitch (fig. 7o3). — The
insertion shown here, will Hf|M
be welcome to those of Bjfc
our readers who lack the [HP
patience necessary for
work of a more elaborate
nature, as a means of
making, without any great EIm
expenditure of time or
labour, charming trim- B||8
mings which may be put to Wfflmii
any use, for bed hangings, IbHE
curtains, table linen, &c.

... iin. ..
701. Ground worked in darning

and cross stitches.

Fig. 702. Grounding of geometrical figures.
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Fig. 703. Neited insertion embroidered in darning stitch.

Materials — For the netting : D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet

or D*M*C Alsatia. — For the embroidery: D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread

or D*M*C Special stranded cotton, in white or 6cru.
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wide centre is worked in horizontal lines; the little scallopededging, on the contrary, in vertical stitches.
Square in Richelieu netting (*) I figs. 7o4 and 7o5).- Richelieu

netting differs from every other kind of embroidered nettingthrough its simplicity of execution and originality of designWked upon a very fine netted ground, we find motifs of

Fig- 704. Square in Richelieu netting.
Materials

, D-M-C Flax lace thread Nos. 6 and 4o, in white, or D-M-C Alsatia
No. 30 and D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 3, in 6cru.

roimT»n
nd

i

IeaVe
,

S
’

f°rmin S 1Me sP™ys, sometimes groupedlound an elegantly shaped vase.
6 F

ontWc
Pn

”m
ipal figUfeS are worked in linen stitch; their—thnes^jwith a setting of coarse thread, stand out strongly

( ) See, at the end of the volume the list of albums of the D*M-rcontaining a large variety of patterns for all kinds of work
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against the netted background. This same coarse thread is

used also for tile little sprigs, stalks and sprays.

For the netted ground and the linen stitch use D-M'C Flax

lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) or D-M-G Alsatia, in line

numbers. For the outlines, the coarser numbers of D’M-G

Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) or D-M-C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) will be needed.

Here the linen stitch is worked in two rows, not in four

as described by figs. 6bg to 661.

After fastening the thread to a knot of the netting, run the

needle to and fro under and over the loops, so as to take up

every alternate thread ;
in the return rows, take up the threads
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brown 771 for the ground. Cardinal red 347 for the darning
and D-M-C Gold chine (blue and gold) for the other orna-
mental stitches.

Netted ground embroidered in many colours (fig. 707).Ihe particular charm of this otherwise unpretending pattern
is due to the diversity of the materials and colours employed.

rite netting in D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 8Cachou brown 434, is first of all covered with loop stitches’
sparsely scattered

; these stitches worked in pale grey, Asli

( ) These numbers refer to tile colours on the colour-cards of the articlesstamped with the D-M-C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all themercer s and needlework shops.
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grey' 41 5 ,
are connected by darning stitches, for which D*M>C

Pearl cotton (Coton perld) No. 8, Lime-tree grey 392, is used.

D*M*C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special), in Gera-
nium red 35o, is used for the little centre squares, as well as

for the stitches in Old gold which encircle the red stitches.

Fig. 707. Netted ground embroidered in many colours.

Materials — For the netting: D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 8, in Cachou brown 434.

For the embroidery: D’M’C Pearl cotton No. 8, in Ash grey 415 and Lime-tree

grey 392, and D’M*C Special stranded cotton No. 25, in Geranium

red 350 and Old gold 680 (*)•

Network border, embroidered in the Persian style

(fig. 708). — The plain netting is made with D*M*C Alsatia

No. 3o, in Garnet red 3oq, the embroidery is done with

D*M*C Gold and silver embroidery threads (Or et Argent fins

a broder) No. 40 used threefold, which gives more relief to

the stitches and takes less time to work.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes an

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M’C.

id colours of
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Fig. 708. Network border, embroidered in the Persian style.

Materials; D-M-C Alsatia No. 30 in Garnet red 309 and D-M-C Gold and silver

embroidery threads No. 40.
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The outer scalloped line edging the narrow border is

worked with gold the inner with silver thread, and both require

double lines worked to and fro.

In the. first row, take the thread horizontally under two

vertical loops, then slanting upwards over a knot of the netting,

pass again under two vertical loops, slant downwards over a

knot of the netting, pass under the next two vertical loops,

and so on until the whole row is finished. The second row,

which completes the scalloped line, is worked in the opposite

direction. The thread is carried over all the loops that it

passed under in the previous row, and under all those which

it then passed over.

The border itself, worked in gold, also consists of two
rows ; in the first, the figures are done in darning stitch, and

the first thread is laid .for the intermediate bars, which are

completed in the return journey, at the same time as the lower

outline of the darning stitch figures is done.

The detached figures, above the border, are embroidered

in gold and silver thread
;

the darning stitches in gold, the

loop stitches in silver.

Here the loop stitch is rather different from the one

described further back. The loops are made round the knots,

instead of round the bars of the net.

The ring at the bottom of the vein of .the leaf is made at

the same time as the loop stitch, as follows : after surrounding

the loop of the netting with a row of running stitches to

serve as padding, cover this with overcasting stitches so as to

form a corded eyelet-hole, to which add an outer row of

running stitches.

The checked groundwork above, which completes the pattern,

is worked in gold, by carrying the threads in broken lines of

running stitches over four loops of the netting, always in

horizontal lines.

Allover embroidery upon netting made with loops

of different sizes (fig. 709). — The netting described and

illustrated at fig. 644, composed of plain, oblong and double

loops, is here reproduced richly embroidered.

To make the isolated loop stitches, the thread must be

carried to the middle of the bar, the loops of the stitch be

completed, and the thread taken back to the starting point.

Then the first thread of the centre wheel is laid diagonally,

and the darning stitches are worked, 4 or 5 of which cross

each other between two bars of the netting only, while the



Fig. 709- Allover embroidery upon netting made with loops ot different sizes.
Materials: D-M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet or D*M*C Alsatian thread,

in white or ecru (*).

lhe larger figures are worked in darning stitch in the form
of pyramids surrounding a little star made with threads
stretched across the square and overcast.

1 he small motifs consist of triangles in darning stitch worked
O'ei diagonal threads, with a little spider for the centre.
Two squares of embroidered netting (figs. 71 1 and 712).

Miese two squares, worked upon a ground of plain netting,

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
t.ie cotton, (Inc and silk articles, mark D-M-C.

NETTING .S27

others extend over four bars of the netting and the laid thread
in the centre

; the laid thread is then overcast for half its
length, and the working thread carried across to the next
corner for the second half-circle in darning stitch to be made
and so on.

Allover embroidery in darning stitch and overcasting
(fig. 710). — Here the netted ground is formed of one big
loop and a square consisting of nine small loops, with oblong
loops between

; upon this foundation two star shaped figures
are embroidered, as represented in the engraving.
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828 NETTING

Avill make up into pretty chair-backs with squares of plain
linen between them. They may also be joined to each other
in a row to form a band of insertion.

One of the edgings which follow should be selected as an
outside finish for the squares. For all these patterns use
D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles), the same number
for the embroidery as for the netting.

Fig. 710. Allover embroidery in darning stitch and overcasting.

Materials: D-M-C Flax lace thread or D-M-C Alsatian thread, in white or ecru

When the netting has been fixed in the frame, begin the
embroidery with the parts worked in linen stitch, figs. 659 to

661, and then do the outer lines of loop stitch.

Then proceed to the little raised leaves with two veins,
worked in darning stitch, figs. 667 and 668; next do the stalks

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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and the spider in the centre, and the circle in linen stitch anddarning stitch which passes over the-stalks
; last of all make

the loop stitch inside the circle!
For the second square proceed in the same manner
After having worked the parts done in linen stitch and inhtop^stitch^em brOlder the outlines of the leaves, which require

FiS- 711. Square in embroidered netting.
'ltCrmlS: D 'M 'C F1 “ x' tl’"ad for knitting and crochet, D'M’C Flax lace thread

or D-M-C Alsatian thread, in white or dcru.

6 rounds of darning; then do the stalks, and to finish off runthe inner circle, also with 6 rounds of darning sthches

For 7° edgmgs m embroidered net (figs. 7 i 3 and 714)

a straight
*7° “ edginss the netting may be made either in

described Z h
1' ?l scall°P/d

,

one
- with loops left plain, asdescribed at the beginning of the chapter.

34
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Having finished the embroidery, button-hole the scallops,

and if the embroidery be worked upon a straight strip, cut

away the superfluous loops.

In fig. 7 13, the ground is filled in with loop stitches; the

stars in button-hole stitch are made according to fig. 678 ; they

are ornamented inside with a little spider, and surrounded by

KM kH tfi

£
‘ r

mm- . w_ lyryi-

wgm >4
^m<?

Fig. 712. Square in embroidered netting.

Materials : D*M’C Flax thread for knitting and crochet, D’M’C Flax lace thread

or D*M’C Alsatian thread, in white or ecru.

a ring made of four rows of darning stitches, which throws

up the pattern to better advantage.

In fig. 714, the ground is also filled in with loop stitches;

the heading consists of detached squares in darning stitch,

while the principal figure represents a square with a little



Fig. 713. Lace edging in embroidered net.
aterials : D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet or D-M-C Alsatidn thread,

in white or ecru.

ribbed wheel in the middle and triangles of button-hole stitch
in the four corners.

Insertion in embroidered net (fig. 7 i 5 ). - This insertion
is composed of two different motifs, separated by bars in
inen stitch. Each motif is surrounded by loop stitches and
triangles done in button-hole stitch.

..... „
F, K- 714- Lace edging in embroidered net.

ater'als .• D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet or D-M-C Alsatian thread,
in white or ecru.

hole

i

\
e

tin
tif

H-ff
einSe

,

1VeS
J -

are made up of ll
'ianSles in button-hole stitch, differently disposed, framed by four rows of

inXS
ce

S

ntrt
: a l0ZenSe in darnin S stitch surrounds the spider

Squtire in out netting (fig, 716). _ There are few patterns

such a Tati °f I

USC ° f a11 thC Stitd,es ^ escr-i bed hitherto insuch a satisfactory manner as this square does. On a groundvery fine netting, do the linen stitch first with a hoarse
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number of thread, then the lacey ground, and the ribbed

wheels, fig. 67 5 ,
the cut out

bars, fig. 684, in the middle

of the closely set wheels,

fig. 700, and bars in darning

stitch, fig. 668.

Edging in embroidered
net (fig. 717). — In this

edging, several shades are

again introduced ;
thus, the

netting itself is done with

pure white and the lace

stitches with maize-coloured

thread
;

the wheels bor-

dering the battlemented

scallops, which practically

fill the squares, are worked

in the same colour ;
for the

raised wheels and the star

use Scabious violet 397 ;
for

the long darned bars, Golden

green 582; and for the linen

stitch crosses, mauve and

green alternately.

Embroidery upon
“lacis” or “net-canvas”.

—

The fabrication of hand-

made netting, especially the

very fine variety, being a

lengthy and tedious task, a

netlike material was devised

long since to take its place.

This fabric, called “lacis” or

“net-canvas”, is now woven

with loops of different sizes,

and in white, in dcru, or in

colours, and the appearance

of work done upon it is in

no way inferior to that of

. . « . , . the most beautiful examples
Fig. 715. Insertion in embroidered net. ,

B
~ ^ r-, , . f 1

upon knotted netting.
Materials : D-M'C Flax thread tor knitting F

, j, em broiderieS
and crochet or D-M-C Alsatian thread, Among

.

in white or ecru. On ISCIS, those done in COWSC
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..

lIBSSP
b1§;

111
*

thread upon a large-looped fabric are the most interestin'-they are not distmguishable from cut work embroidery the
’!“ta‘10" net foundation presenting the effect of a drawnthread linen ground. There are also charming designs instraight stitch worked with coloured silks upon coloured “lads"with very small meshes. The first embroideries on canvas-net

Fig. 716. Square in cut netting.
Materials: D-M-C Flax lace thread or D-M-C Alsatian thread,

in white or 6cru (*).

from ItaT-^nH
1

^
name

,°
f Sidlian broideries, came to us

specially cuIdvateT"’
thi * S°n °f W°fk l,as alwa>’s been

darnlnVsdfct^n^r""
6™," havc the SoIid Parts worked in^img^stitci] and the outlines embroidered.

the'cottoni
° f ‘"e ">»— *



Fabrics. — The most modern fabrics are woven with

meshes of different sizes, in white, cream and colours.

Materials. — Lacis being a very supple fabric, a soft thread

should be used for embroidering it with, such as D-M-C Special

stranded cotton (Mouline special), D-M- C Floss ilax or flourishing

thread (Lin flochc) or D-M-C Persian silk (Soie de Perse).

Now and then a more twisted thread may be taken for the

outlines, D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles), D-M-C

Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer), D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton

or even a metal thread: D-M-C Fine gold or silver

Materials — For the net and the embroidery: D'M'C Pearl cotton No. 8,

or D'M'C Alsatia No. 20, in Snow-white, Maize yellow 579, Scabious violet 397

and Golden green 582 (*).

thread (l’Or ou 1’Argent fin), D*M*G Turkish gold cord (Ganse

turqne) and D'M'C Gold chine (Chine d Or).

Machine embroidery on lacis. — As with the embroideries

on net, patterns may also be worked with the machine on lacis.

For filling in the figures in darning stitch use D-M-C

Alsatian twist (Retors d'AIsace) for both upper and lower

threads, and D-M-C Alsa for the outlines.

To imitate a ground of overcast bars, take. D-M-C Alsatian

twist (Retors d’AIsace) for the upper thread, and D-M-C Machine

thread (Fil pour machines) No. i5o for the under thread.

o See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sires and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C.
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Insertion of em-
broidery on "iaois".

Imitation of Riche-
lieu net (fig. 718). —
Use for the foundation
a cream canvas net
with large meshes,
woven of fine thread :

the embroidery is the
same as that shown in
the square fig. 704.

To give this design
greater richness,D-M- C
Gold chind (Chine
d’Or) was used for the
linen stitch, and D-M-

C

Turkish cord (Ganse
turque) No. 12 for the
outlining.

Border of em-
broidery on “Iaois”.
Imitation of cut
work (figs. 719 and
720). — This design is

particularly satisfac-
t° r3

r
,
being easy and

pleasant to work and
its solid appearance
recalling that of the
Italian cut stitch em-
broideries.

Avery coarse canvas-
net serves as found-
ation. The pattern
itself in darning stitch,
and the ground of
overcast bars, are done
precisely according to
the directions given in
the chapter “Openwork
on Linen”. Fig. 720
shows part of the
work in progress

;
the

I'ig. 718. Insertion of embroidery on Glacis’
Imitation of Richelieu net.
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Fig. 722. Strip of embroidery on “lacis” worked in darning stitch

with corded outlines.
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,„ w f

embroidery on “lacis". Sicilian style (fig
721). - forked upon a ground of bronze-coloured canvaf'
this handsome border, rich in colour, is one of the finestmodels our book contains, not merely on account of its beingso simple to work in flat or stroke stitch, but also because of
t e number of colours that can be introduced into itMany cross stitch patterns may be embroidered in the samemanner, and almost all the conventional flower designs can bev.th very slight changes, worked in flat stitch upon canvas-net'

,
The ^broidery itself is done on counted threads without

. acmg, This mode of working has the advantage of facilitating
die changes of shades, as the two coloured threads have onlyto be joined by a weaver’s knot. ^

Fig. 725. Detail of fig. 722.

threads' « f,

niI
?
roider

!

eS °n lacis beinS alined, the different

so is to •

t

j
b

,

e lin
?
tted together when colours are changed

wrong sidl
0

. ?

S Ir
.

rs
;g
uIar stitches in HU directions on the

g ide, which might show through and spoil the effect

tightened br” rT ,

made in such a ‘hat, oncegt tened, ,t lies at about the middle of the stitch. In working

'kreaded'for each™’
‘ Sh °U,d naturall >' be

(So?e

Ur

de
b

°PersM
iS

T

embroidered entirely in D-M-C Persian silk

yellow lozenrr
j" 1 16 centre of tile large figures two little

which is su/
65 a

5
d^° f

reen ° nes are P’aced in a red setting,

dark blue Th
b}’ f°Ur detached figures embroidered inblue. The flowers are worked in lilac or in pale pink,
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with stalk and calyx in bright green ;
the small motifs in the

angles of the blue figures are done in rust brown outside

with white interiors.

At the four extremities of the central figures are small

rectangular motifs worked in old gold and the darker shade

of pink ;
the

framing, in the

form of a

lozenge, is em-
broidered in the

dark shades of

green, pink,

lilac and blue.

The repeti-

tions of the

principal

designs are

done in the

same arrange-

ment of colours,

Fig. 724. Darning stitch done with fine thread. SQ four

pale lilac flowers

are turned

towards the in-

terior of the

border, and one

whole pink

flower and two

halves towards

the outside edge.

Strip of em-
broidery on
“lacis” work-
ed in darning
stitcb with
corded ont-

Fig. 725. Darning stitch done with coarse thread.
e ? 6 lines (figs. 722

and 723). — As with embroidery on linen, embroidery on

canvas-net may also be done with a tracing. In this case, the

various motifs of the pattern are worked in darning stitch and

afterwards outlined.

Fig. 722 represents one of these patterns, the method oi

working which is explained by fig. 723.

P 9 99_9 9 CB 9 S 9JB_9 9 9 9 9

IIS 1 Ifiililiai 11]19999999999999991

EWS9S5533533S5S23

Fig. 725. Darning stitch done with coarse thread.
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e row
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second thread of the material
P ' ^ takmg "P^

whid:
e

mtMiir:nd
d

Teing^rqnr r
f runni

,

ns smches
smch.horder ali the different parti

IlSSSSiSiliillia
canvas-net was
used for the

foundation
;

the darning
stitch requires
aloose material
such as D-M-C
Persian silk

(Soiede Perse),
in Otter brown
1209; for the

outlines

,

D'M*C Pearl
cotton (Coton
P!W^ 5 ° r Fig

- 726 ' 0verast stitch.
L,‘M*C 1-loss

flax or flour-
ishing thread
(Lin floche) No.
8 is used, in
Geranium red
817.

1 fle silk may
be replaced, if

desired, by
D*M*C Special
stranded cot-
ton (Mouline
special), in

,

Cachou brown
7^- Flg - 7 2 7* Single darning stitch in oblique lines.

r-T? -
3

We
t
,a

k
I

il

)

dS °f
t

darnin
ff stitches (figs. 724, 725 726

also be used as filling
darning stitches, which’ may
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Fig. 728. Cushion cover in embroidery on “lacis”, with filling stitches

and corded outlines.

rials: D-M*C Persian silk in Maize yellow 1069 and Rust brown 1229.

Pearl cotton No. 5 or D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 8,
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loops and miss the covered ones, fig. 726, passing the thread

above and below the first layer, thus overcasting it.

Lastly, fig. 727 shows the stitch worked in a single journey.

The stitches are made over two loops ;
the third one is passed

under. By setting each stitch in turn one thread of the canvas

further back, a grounding of oblique lines is obtained. These
last stitches are both done in coarse threads.

Cushion cover in embroidery on “lacis”, with filling

stitches and corded outlines (figs. 728 and 729). — This

specimen of embroidery shows more variety than the last in

point of execution. The fillings are different and are worked
in two colours. The outline similarly consists of two rows of

running stitches overlapping each other and forming a little

cord (see fig. 729).

The veins of the leaves and the stalks are done in slanting

flat stitch, the direction of which is changed according to the

figure being worked.

For the ground take dark red canvas-net
;
for the fillings,

two shades of yellow, and for the outlines, a bright blue.

It will be found desirable to use a material of the same shade

of blue for lining the embroidery when finished as, showing
through the meshes of the canvas, it will give a restful tone

to the work.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the work described

above, a large choice of netting patterns will be found in the

following publications of the D*M*C Library: The Net Work,

French Net Work, Net Work Embroidery I and II and

Works of various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D’M’C Library.



Insertion with rows of openwork and embroidered stars.

Openwork on Linen
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Fig. 730. Single hem stitch.

knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheler) Nos. 3
, 4,

(5, 8, 10 and 12, D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils),

D-M-C Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special) Nos. 5 ,
10.

,5 and 20, D-M-C Alsatia Nos. 1 5
, 20, 25

,
3o and 40, and D-M-C

Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer) No. 20 or 36 (*j.

For finer fabrics, the best materials are D-M-C Flax lace

thread (Lin pour dentelles] or D-M-C Flax thread lor knitting

_ _ _ _ and crochet (Lin

pour tricoter et

crocheter) in

Nos. 12, 16, 20

and 25
,
D-M-C

Floss II ax or

flourishing

thread (Lin

floche) Nos. 16

to 100, D-M-C
Crochet cotton,

6 cord (Cordon-

net 6 fils) and
D-M-C Special

crochet cotton

(Cordonnet spe-

cial) in Nos. 3o

to 100, D-M-C
Alsa No. 40, and

D-M-C Alsatian

thread (Fil d’Al-

sace) .
Nos. 3o

to 100.

If the . em-
broidery be in

colours, the

Another hem stitch.

Fig. 752. Ladder stitch.

openwork may be done with coloured threads; in this case,

use D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton it broder), D-M-C Pear;

cotton 1
Coton perle), D-M-C Alsatia. D-M-C 1-loss flax ot

flourishing thread (Lin floche) and D-M-C Special stranded

cotton [Mouline special!.

Single openwork (punto tirato). — This, in its simples-

form, is the ornamental hemstitching, produced, as we have

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton’, has and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.

OPENWORK ON LINEN
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just said . by drawing out some' of the warp or woof threads

kind of work.
°PenWOrk hCmS are tbe starting point for this

somrthin!
6"” tllk

a
the p

-

laCC 0f the ordinary hem. fig. 8 whensomething more decorative is required for the objecf in view

in e,

0

ch

r

^seV
he C°P

K
yinS ° f °Ur P atterns easie ''. we mentionm each case the number of threads that have to be drawn outOpenwork U

insertions done
by machine. —
Openwork inser-
lions can be more
quickly workedwr -

§ ' m
may

a,T £“
without being FiS- 733- Serpentine or trellis hem stitch
mounted on a -

tambour frame,
bnt if so, the
shuttle thread
m ust be very
lightly stretched.

For the
shuttle thread
take D*M‘C Ma- F’S- 734- Antique hem stitch,

chine thread (Fil
Wrong side,

pour machines)
No- i5o, for the
top thread,

D-M- C Alsatian
twist (Retors

d Alsace), and for
coloured inser-

'xk-f’v
PPhl-C F 'g 7'5- Antique hem stitch.Alsa No. 40. Right side.

tlie

S
qua

g
,hvof““ ' fig

;

730). - Draw out, accordin

!')} Serpentine or trellis hem stitch.

Fig. 754- Antique hem stitch.

Wrong side.

Fig 7-5. Antique hem stitch.

Right side.

the quality of vour 1 i

7 ““ Draw out
> according to

fie turning and tackYheTj’
2

J°
4 threads be]ow the edge of

'solated strands Fasten in ,1

d
°"w ‘°

!

W° threads above ‘he

"* -vour needle in fiT To^^d
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5^.8 OPENWORK ON LINEN

strands, draw it out and put it upwards from below under i

or 2 threads of the folded edge,

The same stitch is used to prevent the fringes of table

cloths and napkins from unravelling. (See the chaptei on

“Needlework Trimmings”, figs. 1041 to 1044).

Another hem stitch (fig. 73i).
- Prepare this in the same

way as the preceding one, and work it also from left to ngl ,

but" with this difference that the needle - after being pa sed

under the three vertical strands — is put into the hem do

wards from above, over two threads, so ~n.es out

sharp edge of the

fold.

These stitch-

es, which may
equally well be

made -on the

right side of a

*
. . .... , piece of work.

Fig. 736. Another antique hem stitch. P
^ k ; nd of

Wrong s,d,:
-

little cord at the

bottom of the

hem.

Ladder hem
stitch (fig. 732 ).

Having finished

the hem as

shown in fig-

Fig. 737. Another antique hem stitch. n
Q

, ^ raw 0 ut a
Right side. few more

threads of the material, 5 to 7 threads in all. Then turn the

work round and make a second row ot stitches simi ar to the

first The same threads as before are grouped together thi s

forming little perpendicular bars like the rungs of aladde..

Serpentine or trellis hem stitch (fig. 733 ).
- Here again

begin as in fig. 7 3o,
always taking up an equal number •

strands In the second row of stitches, pick up together ha

'the strands of one cluster and half of the next, so as to d.vme

the bars, thereby making the clustered threads slant to rig

and left alternately, forming a waved line.

Antique hem stitch (figs. 7I4 and 7o 5 ).
— l *le

'V'”
,, e

some old linen embroideries dating from the days

Fig. 737. Another antique hem stitch.

Right side.
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Ball

Renaissance, one often notices two ways of making a henrardy to be found described- in modern manuals of needlework

enlarged scale°
77 lllUStrate thCSe tW0 °Penwork >’ems on a,

Draw out a thread far enough from the edge to leanloom tor an ordinary narrow hem (in transparent or yen
fine fabrics no thread should be drawn), then roll this edg',do not fold it fasten in the thread on the left and make tin

rieh
U t0 ng

!

lt
’

as follows : S 1 >P the needle from

O , f under4 verllcal threads of the rolled hem, draw

Fig. 738. Double-rowed openwork hem.
Wrong side.

Fig. 739. Double-rowed openwork hem.
Right side.

figs. y36 and 737). — The sam
and 735 ; the stitches, howe
eft. Instead of drawing the v
-rial, pass it round the roll ; tl
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OPENWORK ON LINEN

Four-sided, openwork stitch. — Before going to the

lines of openwork, we will describe the square or four-sided

openwork stitch, which occurs in many kinds of linen

embroidery: Although generally done without any removal ol

threads of the material, it may, nevertheless, be classed in the

category of openwork on linen, owing to its open appearance

and its employment for the same purposes as openwork proper.

This stitch is

never used for

working an

entire pattern :

it is only em-

border for inser-

tions or rows of

openwork, or

else- to form a

separation be-

tween lozenges

.
or squares in an

extensive pat-

|l|l|s tern worked in

stroke stitch.

j§|i§ It is met with

g|||j|
in old Italian

Sfllljj and German
linen embroi-

deries, as well as

in Hungarian
and Slav work,

sometimes in slanting

in i journey, in the

re made over 3 or

: working-thread very

close together, which

Fig. 7 -io.

Square openwork stitch, worked horizontally

Right side.

Fig. 741.

Square openwork stitch, worked horizontally.

Wrong side.
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then take, the needle to the back
4 threads towards the left, make
to the right which touches the
reascend on the wrong side
make a second horizontal stitch
the vertical stitch at the top,
needle below to the left of

'

with a vertical stitch, and so

Square openwork
,

i*„ . .„ ....

the left to Fig. 742 . Square openwork stitch,

make a hor- 111 slanting lines.

,Z0 " Ul1 stitch t0 tl,e right, and so on. Finish with a
.

he second row which completes the stii
the same way, only it is begun with a vert

‘ d 10 make tlle square. On the wrong sideon get two single lines and one double lint
sl| oke stitches.

lhc wrong side ot this square openwork stiused a S th e nght side. In this case the slantingmide on the right side of the work, and the sou

of the work descending
one horizontal stitch

vertical stitch at the bottom.
4 threads to the' left, then
to the right which touches

, and finally draw out the
the vertical stitch. Continue
on.

stitch, worked in slanting and— This is begun 11 non the
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In our engraving, fig. 743

waved lines or Vandykes as a

where the lines change their

,

we show this stitch used in

small insertion. At the point

direction, the slanting stitches

form cross stitches.

Single openwork in three
rows (fig. 744). — The open-
work patterns which follow can

equally well be used as orna-

ments above a hem, as ordinary

insertions, or to divide strips

or embroidery or material. On
occasion, these openwork strips

may even take the place of

lace.

Fig. 744 is so easy to work,

that it will be found invaluable

when a handsome effect is desired

but time to devote to that pur-

pose is limited.

Do 6 rows of hemstitching

as in fig. 730 ;
the first and the

sixth rows to serve as a finish

top and bottom, the second and

fifth after drawing out 6 threads

of the material, the third and

fourth after drawing out 8

threads. All the clusters must
consist of an equal number of

strands. The first and third

rows are to be worked accord-

ing to fig. 733, the middle row
according to fig. 732. Divide

the threads of the vertical

clusters in the middle row
equally, then insert the needle

from right to left under the

threads of the second cluster

whilst by another movement,
you bring the eye of the needle

back from right to left, pick

up the second half of the first

cluster of threads, which is then

passed under and in front of
Fig. 743. Square openwork stitch,

worked in waved lines.
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the threads of the first cluster. Be carefu
working-thread too tight.

Openwork with threads crossed tvBy drawing out ,2 threads of the material a

F 'g- 745- Openwork with threads crossed twice.
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encl0Mng\hem between“o runnin* thu
“

^^^^t^ssss&bS

g - 7W - °P 'nWOrk with darning stitch, thread., crossed three times

K'tSrtsfuS
6 ^k

;^
tChe

!n
r°Un

^
^ thl- cluster

the thread. The thStd Lm h'
"" der th

f.

firet tw0 10 fi

TJrn p,ay in 1

“faggots”.
° USt61S tied t0Sether in this manner are callc

oroseed twiclaw out 14 threads. Insert the needle and three



mm\

iiiil
' rM jirfcfaiteiaa

Fig. 751. Openwork insertion with connected clusters.

under the last darning stitches, then down among the isolated

threads, and begin the new cluster by dividing the threads as

shown in the figure. The darning stitch is described in the

chapter on “Netting" (see figs. 667 and 668).

Openwork with darning stitch, threads crossed three

times (fig. 740}. — Having drawn out 18 threads of the

between- two clusters of 5 strands, and pass it to and fro,

over and under them, until they are encased half way down

with darning stitches. In so doing, work with the eye of. the

needle, the point turned towards the thimble.

To pass to the second cluster of threads, put the needle in

Fig. 750. Openwork insertion with detached faggot;

OPENWORK ON LINEN
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55 7

1“' srou P the isolated threads in the same manner andmake the same stitch as in firr -,0 -r , ,

dIluer and

three clusters, arranged in diagonal lines
eyery

lh^=“Sertr 7ith conneoted clusters (fig. ,5

sided stitch on both^dj
5
'•"‘f-

5 " ecessa
.

ry> make the two-
working thread vertical:/

65 t

|?

e
/oIlo 'vlng way: pass the

needle out on t ,

ver
?cally oyer 4 horizontal threads, bring the

make a back-stitch"to N
^ fr0m the vertical stitch, to

the wrong side and hrin ti
^ f COme back obliquely on

from th„
S

f

Id nd blin § tlle needle out to the right 3 threads

bactsti eh to Z L°ftth
0f the Vertkal

,

Stitch 10 “ke a second
The cour e of he stLts •

g°,°n Wlth the ^rst vertical stitch,

dotted line; on ^ * “

1 “



paisa

Pig. Openwork insertion in darning stitch,

Fig. 754. Persian openwork insertion in single and double columns.

the right or on the left is omitted, and the threads needed to

make up the number are taken in from the adjoining set and

OPEN WORK ON LINEN
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darned over. Oblique overcasting stitches over the threads that^ ss

edges with stitches over 3 vertical and 3 horizontal threadsIhen make a second row of slanting stitches over 3, 6 and qWWJWfcirwnhi un_. ...

Fig- 756- Openwork insertion with wheels.

!i

l,

ne
ra

te
r

tel|j
i

Ihi
y
mher.

three UrminatinS in perpendicular

round'" the
°
fi

pe
!

1W° rk
' ,wist ‘he thread six times quite tightly

eda P
rS ’ C USter of 3 breads, then take it up to the

X- fi d?
°"

‘
-

e
f
CC°nd imd third clus ters, and cover themZh 6 da,nln e stitches, succeeded by ,2 sti dies on the first

unco:^?
d

fo?» Unlil
-

there W enough °space ^eft

worked to ™ ,

° °
u
vercastmS stitches. The second part isworked to match in the opposite direction.
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Openwork insertion in darning stitch (fig. 753). — Draw
out 28 threads. The pyramids are made over 6 clusters of 3

threads each, in a medium and dark shade of the same colour.

The centre figure, done in a third shade lighter than the first

two, groups together 3 clusters on the right and 3 on the left.

The little dark square in the middle is worked in dark red or

black as a contrast to the other shades.

Persian openwork insertion in single and double

columns (fig. 754). — For this design 3o threads must be

Fig. 757 . Openwork insertion in three rows, with wheels or rosettes.

drawn out. One of the figures takes 20 clusters of 3 threads.

It is worked entirely in darning stitch, two colours being used.

Persian openwork insertion with squares (fig. 755). —
This figure, for which 32 threads are drawn out, can also b~

worked in three different colours, or shades of one colour.

Each repetition of the pattern requires 22 clusters of

3 threads.

Openwork insertion with wheels (fig. 756). — Dray>

out 16 threads. Bind the edges with cross stitches, fig. 45.



Fig. 759 - Openwork insertion with bullion stitch rosettes and picots.

Having ru™ sever ?
Ver a " d under a cluster, as in darning,ng run several rounds, stop where the thread went in,

36
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MlnanAngl

[“Qsa«?ij

ine two previous
over 5 threads be

This pattern is

sometimes called a
“rosette border”.

Openwork
insertion with
eyelets (fig. 75

8

;.

Draw out 28
threads. Ornament
the edges with

straight, two-sided
stitches thrown

over from 2 to 5

threads of mater-
ial. The pattern
itself is begun in
the middle, with 8
or 9 overcasting
stitches confining

9 threads; these F
threads are then
divided into three m&
equal parts, and f
12 or 14 darning 'S
stitches are added hg
upon each side of gthe first stitches,
leaving uncovered
at nfost only 2 taji

inches in width of |§
llle isolated open B
threads.When two ®
bars of darning 111
stitches are fin- gf
ished, join them to- ®
gether with 4 but- SI
ton-hole stitches; ®
then wind the U
thread three times Bp

Hihng in the corner of openwork
insertion with a wheel.



or button-hole

stitches.

Openwork
insertion with
bullion stitch

rosettes and
picots (fig. 759).

Remove 24

threads. Orna-
ment the edges

with two-sided

stitches worked
over 2, 3

, 4 and

5 threads respec-

tively. Count „|

threads for each

bar, to be closely

covered with

overcast stitches

;

8 threads for each

bar worked in

darning stitch and

ornamented with

picots in bullion

stitch (see “Whit'

Embroidery”,
fig. 79); and in

threads to be

confined by t

rosette.

Connect the

open threads by

a wheel to be

entirely covered

with bullion

stitches (point de

poste). The loop

joining one bar ! >

another is made
as you go along.

Having reached

the desired point,

throw the thread
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: P.rulik’’ -border. Russian openwork.

if there is to be

no break in the

hemstitching,

turn them onto

the wrong side

and fasten them
down with a few
stitches, fig. 762.

Fig. 763

represents an

openwork inser-

tion in which the

empty corner is

filled by a wheel

or spider.

Take the

thread of the

openwork to the

opposite edge,

insert it in the

hem, then bring

it back to the

centre of the

.wheel that is

about to be

made, lay the

other spokes,

and work the

wheel over 7

threads; fasten

the thread at the

side opposite to

the second row

of insertion for

the second side

of the square,

pass it under the

wheel, and form

the eighth spoke

by carrying the

thread across to

the new row of

openwork.



1,01 e troublesome. Here all
Hie threads near the hem
have been cut; the threads
remaining from the middle
strips of material are trans-
formed into bars by means
of darning stitches (see figs.
”07 and 668), and the four
open

_ corner squares are
"lied in with spiders worked
over eight threads.

Russian openwork
stitches "Myresohka” and
.7

rutik”. A species of
men openwork embroidery

OPENWORK ON LINEN 55y

of several^rows ^figs^bq* an6
6

^5^
0r^:

j

nsertion consisting
than one row, the cofners can J ’ °penw0rk of more
either they are cut at once

tW° different "'ays

:

the threads are drawn out to thTteiT’w^
materiai

' or a11

Ol each method.
aem ' " e Stve a specimen

The corner fig. 765, of
the insertion fig.

;s

Fig. 768.
Cutting out threads in the material.

ong practised in Southern Fig. 769. Drawing out threads over theRussia, is distinguished from whole s "rface Of the material.

cmTn
b

a hori2ontai
ar

dV.°r
e °‘ “ eculio

'

n - The threads are

threads are overcast
y

’
-

and the loose vcrtical

threads oAlT^i^g^™ ^ as «>e horizontal

the

7

ten

the

to

o\v

for

ids

re,

the

rm
Dke

the

5 to

of
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This Russian openwork is divided into two different groups,

called “Myreschka” and “Prutik”. In the first mentioned, the

pattern is formed
solely by darning
stitches

;
in the

latter, darning

alternates with

overcast bars. It

is advisable only

to cut the threads

by degrees while

working, that is,

one row at a

time, not the

whole length of

the border at

once.

‘Myreschka”
border. Rus-
sian openwork

Fig. 770. Button-holed edge for cut stitch embroidery. (fig -yfig) _
stitch which finishes

the border top and

bottom, and for which

2 threads of the linen

are drawn out. is

identically the same
as the stitch described

at fig. 73o, and is

worked over 5 vertical

threads. For the pat-

tern itself, draw out

5 threads and leave

4 between the rows.

All the rows are

worked from right to

left, excepting those

of the top border

which are done from
Fig. 771. Overcasting the edge for cut stitch left to right.

enibroider>r

- The strip of ma-

terial, 4 threads in width, is covered with vertical stitches

— 5 threads apart, like the stitches of the first row of the



Hi

the thread and
overcast it is

shown in the

engraving.

In every strip

of 4-thread wide
;

material, this

process of
laying and over-
casting is re- I

peated three
j

times, after

which the ver-
tical stitches

over the strip
are continued
to reach the next
darned figure. Ij

I lie subsequent !£

rows are done
|

111 the same U

OPENWORK ON LINEN 56g

border — which also lead from one group of darningstudies to another. Beginning on the right, make as many

of the fi‘

tCheS aS
',

th
f ?

attern requires to reach the leftof the figme worked in darning stitch: here, carry atlnead from left to right over all the clusters to be coveredwith darning stitch, then, in returning, pass the threadunder each cluster, and between every two clusters make

Tim wmv ,o°Ia

e

r-
tlng °Vet the thread P^vioxrsly laid.

manner, accord-
Fig

' 77= ' First ground. With horizontal

mg to a drawn a"d vertical b“rs.

stitch" as

em
the°fi

er
t

ed pattern ' The Iast row
'

in same

•he other rows' of Te bordlu'^
fr°m ^ l° ' efl Hke

v
,‘PFUt

i

k " border. Russian openwork (fig. 767) - This

hOTOv"r’niX
m

.

bleS the "My reschka" openwork. Our model.

ovpi'-Q
presents a more transparent effect, due to the

worked in /
S forminS tl,e gl

’ound
- uPon which the figures

cause ffie differ

1 "®
s

’ Stand 0ut clearly- These bars, which

work
d Terence between “Prutik" and "Myreschka” open-

of threads At!
0

y.

ercast stitches confining u bundleuneadb. (See, engraving, fig. 767.)
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make the work more transparent than it would be if the samenumber were retained and embroidered as were drawn out
Button-holed edge for out stitch embroidery (fig 77o)In some very closely woven linens the threads may becut without the finish of the work being affected Whenhowever, the t ture is somewhat coarsfr and when 'he

E, SP

fi^
S

36

nd
a„d

n

37

ePS
’ ^ CUt edSCS Sh0UM be butt0 "!

th
f-

6dffe f0r out stitoh embroidery

str
' i ni

thread to^
1

mark the pat-
tern about to
be worked,

und then cut
away, at a Flg

V ?74- Third. openwork ground. With loop stitches
distance of set opposite ways.

the

0

material 'ftar'^as' to

mar*iei

^
by

,

the ^ing thread,

the rough edres
*

1

° be lLI110 ' e d. mid at once overcast
S ages over the two padding threads.

Pi'ese^i't

11^”1
'^.

,

9
)

rOUnd
-

S
,'

~ In the eiSln following figures we
employed nd nend

5

7,
3 "rie8 °f S™unds ™hich can be

hinds of smafl .7 1

y
,

35 ornanlental designs for various

or used as fillin,

e
7

they may als0 be arran ged in stripes,ea as hthngs in large patterns.
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First openwork ground. With horizontal and vertical

bars (fig. 772). — In height and width,, cut 3 threads and leave

3 alternately over the whole space to be worked.

Drawing out the cut threads gives a net-like background.

The isolated threads are overcast in diagonal rows so as to

form rounded bars. Every crossing point of the threads is

covered with an oblique stitch on each journey; the bars,

according to their direction, with two or three vertical

or horizontal stitches, as the engraving indicates.

Second
openwork

With clus-

ters joined
together in

oblique lines

(fig. 773). — In

height and

width, cut 4
threads and

leave 4 alter-

nately.

Here the

ground is like-

wise worked

rows ;
the pat-

tern is formed
by a coarse

thread which
connects the

F >g- 775- Fourth openwork ground. With lines
clusters by

of loop stitches. ,•
,K means ot a

single knot, clearly illustrated in the engraving.

Third openwork ground. With loop stitches set

opposite ways (fig. 774). — In height and width, cut 4 threads

and leave 4.

The pattern is here produced by detached loop stitches (see

fig. 662 in the chapter on “Netting”), disposed in every alternate

empty space and surrounding the 4 disengaged threads of the web.

As can be seen in the engraving, these stitches are worked

in diagonal lines, and the passage of the thread from one

stitch to another is hidden under the little square of material.
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fi/°T-?n
e
r
w
w
k

g

?unf - with iines °f io°p stitoh^
each^ow

heiSht and width : cut 6 threads and leave 6 for

rills ground looks more opaque than the last one eachpen space being crossed by interlaced loop stitches cast over"

'ert'ical

0

lin

t

es

e

Bv'd
'

‘

,°f “j* network
’
and executed in

• ertica lines. By dividing the clusters in this manner ovalo\elet holes are left between the solid squares.
Fifth °Penwork ground With diagonal network

suavely.
Inj”8

j|l.
and ***: cut 4 threads and leave 4

Begin by
making the
diagonal net-

work, for
which threads
are stretched

across and
overcast with
n! itches set a
good distance
apart.

In the en-
graving, all

the threads
running from
right to left

are represent-
ed stretched
and overcast,
as well as part

of those
running from Fig. 77 S. Fifth openwork ground.
1 ' t to right, With diagonal network.

are*Ta"d 2d overa^""
; “ iUS° Sh°WS how ,he lhreads

matYrkT_
th

whi
n

,

etW°rk “ 8ni*bed - frame each square of

square stitches
1 h a

f
peals covered by a cross thread — withtitches which are worked in horizontal rows.

Pia?n
X
snidersTC

k gr°Und ' With knotted clusters and
width - cut 0 ihre1

Wee
a
n

,

them |fig
- 777 ). - In height andtn . cut 9 threads and leave 9 alternately

With the free threads, make clusters knotted together
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>.' - ,T ''-’
.. .

_

either horizontally or vertically with the knot described in

fig- TV-
When all these clusters have been finished, lay the oblique

threads which complete the spiders. Here the thread passes

— always in a slanting direction — over the i
st

,
2nd

,

and 3 ,-d
,
under the 4th

,
,5 lh and 6 lh

,
and over the 7

th
, 8 lh

and g
th of the 9 threads of the solid squares, thus giving

greater firmness to the openwork portion. Begin by stretch-

ing the threads across from left to right, then, after fin-
_ ishing this

first layer,

stretch the

threads across

in the opposite

direction, tak-

ing care to

unite them in

the middle by

a knot, thus

placing a

spider with

eight branches

in each empty
space.

Seventh
openwork
ground.

With ver-

tical and hor-

izontal clus-

MnH
niiiMil

rig. 777. Sixth openwork ground. -With knotted clusters
'ders and

and plain spiders between them.
wheels in

darning stitch (fig. 778). — In height and length: cut

and leave 12 threads alternately.

The disengaged threads, divided into 3 equal clusters, arc

separated and crossed in horizontal and vertical rows. When
all the clusters have been crossed, diagonal threads are thrown

across which should pass over the i st
,

to the 4
th

,
under the

5 lh to the 8th and over the 9
th to the 12 th of the solid squares.

At the points of intersection, connect the free threads by

means of a plain knot, thus forming spiders.

Finally, the solid squares are ornamented with a small
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Ahcel in darning stitch, made by passing the working-thread
4 Umes under the diagonal threads

”8 "Head

Eighth openwork ground. With connected clusters

satch (fit” 77Q?
en0f .

1®op stitoh lozenges in flat

Uifeads tfuernatelv
” he ‘eht “d width : cut “d leave ,3

- EtaMs? is sasjsrsas?

lag together
.

fig- 7jS. Seventh openwork ground,
bobbin lace

W,th vertlal *»a horizontal clusters, plain spiders and wheels
|

fdgings and ln darning Stitch.

"hth 'embroidery hfcnf
C0l

,
0a

F
ed

.
«mbroidery. a narrow bund

as tlie one renresenmd '

"r
st™8ht stltch in often used, such

top and bottom b,
d 7S°’ Ihe p;lttern is finished off

and 74 , worked
3

7 °,
f sqUilre openwork stitches, figs. 740

stitch^oZft T'
J t

,

hl
;

eadS
°l

the
; the same

strip into squ ires -md / ‘T”’
divldcs the interior of the

E 'tangles whl” horizontal
Begi " filIi"S up thesb

threads in he “dm r

S
,

traight stltches
-
then cut out the" U,e middIe °f the square to form the openwork

. ,

Flg
- 778 - Seventh openwork ground,

ith vertical and horizontal clusters, plain spiders and wheels
in darning stitch.



Fig. 780. Insertion of cut stitch and straight stitch.

Materials: D*M*C Flax lace thread and D’M'C Special stranded cotton, in whi —

.



PLATE X

Cut Stitch and Embroidery on Linen
worked with D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton a broder).







Fig. 783. Border in cut stitch with pattern worked solid in linen suicn.

Materials : D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, in Indigo blue 334 )

OPENWORK ON LINEN

Fig. 782. Overcasting the edges

and working the bars in darning stitch

and spiders in loop stitch.

Detail of fig. 781.

pour dentelles) for the cut

stitch work; and use a loose

thread,D*M* C Special stranded

cotton (Mouline special) for

the straight stitch. We partic-

ularly recommend the use

of white thread and cream or

<*cru linen for this design.

Border in Norwegian
“Hardanger” embroidery
(figs. 781 and 782). — This

border is a specimen of the

Norwegian openwork known
under the name of “Hardanger”

embroidery. The ground is a

coarse ^cru linen, upon which

patterns are worked in straight

and white or ecru.

(*) This number indicates a colour on the colour-cards of the articks

stamped with the D-M-C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.
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Fig. 784. Working the linen stitch for reserving a pattern in cut stitch embroidery.

Detail of fig. 783.

fringe^ or by an edging of pillow lace; in any case, the
tnmming must be unobtrusive so as not to detract from the
effect of the border itself.

Border in out stitch with pattern worked solid in
nen stitch (figs. y83 and 784). — There are a great number'

ot cut stitch embroideries in which the pattern is what is
called “reserved”. This means, that the ground is embroidered',
"'tnle the plain material is left to form a pattern against the
open background. Now, it will be found very difficult,
especially m elaborate and detailed designs, to cut away the
hnen threads without encroaching upon the uniformity of the
ground

; therefore it is best to draw out the threads over the

stitch with D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perld) No. 5, in white;
the darning stitch bars and the loop stitches are done witli
D-M'C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) No. 25.

Begin by embroidering the outlines in flat stitch with fancy
ornamental stitches over 4 threads of the fabric

;
then, with a

sharp pair of scissors, carefully cut away the threads for the
openwork part of the pattern.

If intended as a border for towels, for a side board cloth, &c.,
this may be finished off by an openwork hem, by a narrow

OPENWORK ON LINEN
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whole surface to be embroidered, and to work all the bars,

and then to replace with a needle those necessary to form the

design. The way to remake the linen ground is shown in

fig. 7S4, where, the better to explain how the threads intersect

each other, those of the material are printed light and those

added to make the linen stitch, dark.

This border may be reproduced upon almost any material

whose threads can be counted, and is suitable for the trimming

of table-cloths, napkins, towels, aprons, and other similar

• articles which we cannot enumerate here.

When combined with cross stitch embroidery, the liiile

bars should be worked in the same colours as the cross stitch.

The actual pattern in linen stitch may be done either in w-'de

or tfcru, according to the ground upon which the embroider)

is executed. .

Border in cut stitch with pattern worked solid in

darning stitch (figs. 785 and 786). — The stitch represente

Fig. 785. Border in cut stitch with pattern worked solid in darning stitch.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 5, in Rust brown 3314 and D*M*C Spc -ial

stranded cotton No. 25, in Blue grey 393.
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in fig. 786 is easier and pleasanter to work than the preceding
one. It is done in the same way as the darning stitch in net
guipure, fig. 658, that is, by taking up and passing over an equal
number of bars of the fabric.

Use a loose thread for the solid work, and a twisted one
for the bars.

The details shown in fig. 786 make fuller explanations
unnecessary.

This border may equally well be used to decorate curtains,

Fig. 786. Working the darning stitch for reserving a pattern

in cut stitch embroidery. Detail of fig. 785.

table-cloths, napkins, &c., the choice of material being adapted
to the object for which it is intended.

If worked upon a white ground and with a view to being
joined to white material or white embroidery of a different
kind, a very refined and charming effect will result from the
use of cream coloured thread for the bars and snow white
thread for filling in the pattern, which should stand out in
strong relief from the background.

Gut stitch trimming, Italian style (figs. 787 and 788).
The variety of stitches employed in this pattern is somewhat
reminiscent of the Reticella lace.

entedl The trimming may be worked in any width, and makes an
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extremely rich and appropriate decoration for ecclesiastical

purposes, either altar linen or Church vestments.

Fig. 787. Cut stitch trimming. Italian style.

Materials : D‘M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet, D*M*C Alsatia or

D-M-C Alsatian thread, in white or cream.

The course of the work is

explained in fig. 788; iothreads

are drawn out in both direc-

tions, 6 being left between to

serve as foundation for the

bars.

The threads of the cut edges

are closely overcast, the hem

outside is done as explained

in figs. 736 and 737.

The button-holed rings are

made on 3 threads, stretched

from the middle of one bar

to another when the bars are

half done. The wheels or

spiders are begun in the corner

of a square, and finished —

as the arrow shows — at the,

same point.

Gut stitch trimming,

Greek style (fig. 7S9). — After

all the foregoing descriptions,

this classical design, of Greek

Fig 788. Working detail of cut stitch origin, ttill not be

trimming, fig. 787. difficult to copy.
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tical The original work, in very fine linen, shows 48 threads
drawn out for the large squares and 6 left for the bars. For
the narrow border we counted 21 threads drawn out each
way. The cut edges are framed with the stitch illustrated in
figs. 736 and 737. Between the two rows of stitches 4 threads
of linen remain, forming a narrow insertion.

The long bars which cross each other in the second square

vri

iillliiSI
Fig. 789. Cut stitch trimming. Greek style.

Materials: D*M*C Flax thread for knitting and crochet, D^M'C Alsatia or
D*M*C Alsatian thread, in white or 6cru (*).

are made with double rows of button-holing, ornamented
with picots, described in the chapter on “Needle-made Laces”
figs. 869 and 872.

Tray cloth in Mexican openwork (figs. 790 and 791).
Urn* engraving, fig. 790, represents a particular kind of open-
^01 v on lin en which is very popular in S.America, principally

(*) Scc
> at end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

nc c°tton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.

OPENWORK ON LINEN
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in those countries once colonised by Spaniards. It is com-

monly known as “Mexican openwork”. The following directions

explain the method of working our pattern.

After binding the inside edges with button-hole stitch, see

fig. 770, draw out in both directions 20 threads of the fabric

SH
mwmmmim
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r-

Fig. 79°. Tray cloth in Mexican openwork.

Materials: D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread, D‘M-C Alsatia or

D‘M*C Alsatian thread, in white.

7 times over, leaving between 6 strips of 6 threads each, so as

to get a foundation network of large empty squares.

Then begin the embroidery at the bottom, in the left hand

corner, with a long diagonal stitch extending to the. middle of

the first square of material, and brought back to the point

whence it started with a second similar stitch
;

at the third
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diagonal stitch unite the two threads just laid by a button-hole

stitch top and bottom. All the empty squares are successively

filled in this fashion by 3 long diagonal stitches thrown from

left to right.

The second row is begun at the bottom in the right hand

corner. It is worked in almost the same way as the first one,

Fig. 791. Working the open ground of the tray cloth fig. 790.

the sole difference being that the threads are connected
wherever they intersect. (See the explanatory detail, fig. 791.)

When the entire ground has been covered in this manner
with diagonal threads, the little leaves are worked in darning
stitch (see figs. 667 and 668), the thread being concealed on the
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wrong side behind the material squares. Lastly, the rings are

added
;
the thread carried in a circle from point to point is

secured by a single knot at each crossing. Those that touch

the little darning stitch leaves are single rings
;

the others,

surrounding the plain squares of material, are double.

As an outside trimming, leave a- band of the material

about 2 inches wide, hemstitched down the centre, and after

s raffin'

Fig. 792. Five o’clock tea cloth. Danish openwork “Hedebo”.

Materials: D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet or D-M‘C Alsatia,

in white.

edging the outer border of the linen band with the stitch

illustrated in fig. 730 ,
unravel the horizontal threads beyond

it to a distance of 2 or 3 inches to form the fringe.

Five o’clock tea cloth. Danish openwork “Hedebo'

(figs. 792 and 793). — The name “Hedebo” is already known

- to our readers, as an example of this Danish work accompanied

the embroidered insertion shown in the chapter “Embroider)
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upon White Materials”, fig. i 52 . Here we give a specimen of
openwork on linen of the same kind, a little table cover with
richly embroidered openwork corners, edged with needle-
made lace.

For the triangles, cut out 12 times 28 threads of the
material, leaving eleven strips 12 threads wide in between,

793- Corner of the five o’clock tea cloth fig. 792.

Reduced to a quarter of the original size.

The network of threads is made into bars of darning stitch,
and the pattern itself is worked by degrees as the bars are
completed. Our model displays three large stars; the two side
ones consist of 8 triangles in darning stitch, worked over a
thread stretched obliquely round a centre composed of four
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spiders; the third square, the one in the corner, is made up

of four little pyramids and semi-circles in button-hole stitch,

ornamented with picots. The other open spaces contain little

rosettes, pyramids and rings in button-hole stitch, as well as

various spiders formed of overcast bars.

For the narrow band of openwork, draw out i5 threads of

the linen
;
connect the free threads into clusters with over-

casting stitches, as shown in fig. 793 .

In the chapter on “Needle-made Laces”, figs. g58 and 959 ,

clear directions for making the lace edging are given
;
we refer

our readers to the same chapter for details of the different

stitches employed in the openwork triangles.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds

of work described above, a great choice of patterns for drawn

thread work will be found in the following publications of

the D*M*G Library: Drawn thread Work I and II and

Hardanger Embroideries I and II (’).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.
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Strip of embroidery on net. Imitation of Bruges lace,

inds

awn Embroidered Laces

As a natural sequel to the chapter “Openwork on Linen”,
we have collected here, under the title of “Embroidered Laces”,
different types of embroidery which, though often worked
upon a woven foundation, resemble actual lace in their open
and transparent effect.

We shall begin by presenting our readers with sundry
models in imitation of the Dresden laces which used to be
exclusively worked upon a cambric ground. Adapted to modern
tastes and executed upon a foundation of fine canvas or a
loose make of linen, this style of needlework is called “Colbert
Embroidery”.

In the second part of the chapter we shall speak of
embroideries on tulle, or rather net, giving some simple designs
in darning stitch, followed by handsomer ones worked with
different fillings, and specimens of applique work on net.

The last part of the chapter will deal with the so-called
Spanish laces, worked in coloured silks, mixed with gold and
silver thread, upon or without a linen foundation.

Dresden lace. — During the 18 th century there were made
in Germany scarves, collars and even head-dresses, of fine

cambric, trimmed with a very handsome kind of openwork
embroidery called “Dresden lace” or “Dresden point”. The
design of these embroideries was always composed of conven-
tional flowers with ornaments in the rococo style.
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The different kinds of Dresden lace are distinguished by
their mode of execution. In the first kind, the figures of the
pattern are outlined by a running or overcast stitch

;
the

ground is openworked throughout, and some parts of the
figures are filled in with damask stitches.

In the second kind, the outlines of the large figures, which
have to be well spaced out, and the small motifs with narrow
surfaces, are embroidered on the wrong side with a very close
cross stitch, which slightly raises them

;
the ground is left

plain, and the inside of the figures is covered with various
fancy stitches. To avoid the troublesome work of the fine
cross stitching at the back, button-holing or herring-bone
stitch may be substituted.

The really handsome pieces of lace had the ground entirely
openworked, and the figures of the design embroidered with
different stitches. A broad type of damask stitch is chosen for
the outer parts,

.
and the less important motifs of the inside,

as well as the openworked ground, are done in a small, quiet
pattern.

Fabrics. — The execution of this sort of work is immensely
simplified and expedited by the use of fabrics imitating an
openwork ground. By using a rather coarse tissue, the scale,

of the pattern will be increased, but the proportions must be
accurately adhered to lest the beauty of the work should be.

impaired.

When worked on moderately coarse materials, these laces
are used for trimming curtains and window blinds

;
pincushion

covers, chair-backs, &c., can equally well be made with them :

worked on finer fabrics, they are suitable for collars, cuffs
and other articles of dress. Moreover, they can be applied to
ecclesiastical purposes, for the adornment of albs, cottas,
rochets and altar napery. For the last-named, the embroidery
must be done upon the cloth itself.

In Colbert embroidery, which is worked upon a foundation
of coarse canvas or stiff linen, the character of the embroidery
is also somewhat modified. For the outlines, a cord is some-
times substituted for the running stitches; while the em-
broidery, instead of being in white or cream, is executed in

several colours, with the addition, as the case demands, of
gold or silver thread. The motifs of the design are filled in

with damask stitches, and the ground is openworked.
These embroideries are highly decorative, and are used for

cushions, panels, chair-backs, &c.
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Materials. — For embroidering a cambric ground, take
the fine numbers of D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour den-
telles) and D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche),
in white; for canvas work, D-M-G Pearl cotton (Coton perle),
D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) and D-M-C
Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet special), and for some of
the straight stitches, D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline
special), in white or ecru (*).

For the twisted thread in Colbert embroidery, we recommend
D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) and as loose thread D-M-C
Special stranded
cotton (Mou-
line special) or
D-M-C Persian
silk (Soie de
Perse)

;
for the

outlines take

D-M-C Turkish
gold cord (Ganse
turque); D-M-C
Gold chind

(Chine d’Or) and
D-M-C Gold and

silver em-
broidery threads
(Or et Argent
fins) can also be
used to heighten
the effect of
certain of the
damask stitches 1

worked in floss Fig. 794 . First damask stitch.

Stitches for fillings. — The beauty and effectiveness of
lese embroideries greatly depend upon a skilful choice ofme tilings. We shall class the latter in three principal groups.
ID hillings consisting of straight stitches, called "damask

stitches
;

, ^a
^Penwork fillings, produced by drawing together the

inreads of the fabric, called “openwork grounds”, and

,he9J
e=

’ ?
'he °f the last cI’aPter the ,ab,“ ° f till and colours of

arc tho
”?d S ‘ lk artlcleS

' ™rk D 'M ' C - - Th <= names, in bracketsarc those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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(3) Fillings consisting of openwork grounds and damask

StI

T
h

o

e
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b

the

e

reproduction of the various stitches which we

describe easy for our readers, we give the number of Hired

required in each case.

(i) Fillings consisting of straight or “Damask” stitches.

The patterns of these grounds are composed of vertical

horizontal ^r oblique flat stitches ;
they sometimes counterfeit

figured materials. When this is the case they almost entirely

cover the ground, forming small figures between which hardly

an jlo/ the^m ate rial is visible. The use of these Relies for the

of flowers,

leaves or or-

naments, has

already been

mentioned in

connection

with “Pique”

embroidery,

fig. 1 53, in the

chapter “Em-
broidery upon

White Mater-

ials”.

First

damask stitch

(fig- 794.'-
—

Each group

takes 4 threads

in height and

4 in width.

Fig. 795- Second damask stitch. Qur pattern

consists of oblique encroaching flat stitches, worked in trans-

verse rows. Bring out the thread on the right side of

work, carry the needle upwards over 4 threads of

material, and bring it back on the right side unde, e

horizontal and 2 vertical threads. Then make another obh u

stitch from right to left over 4 threads, and so on. i he sec

n

row of stitches is worked in the same way ;
the stitches 1

set between those of the preceding row, into which a 5

encroach the distance of 2 threads of the material.
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Second damask stitch (fig. 795 ). — Each group takes
- threads in height and 6 in width.

Our pattern is composed of successive rows of small
scallops, pointing downwards, worked in vertical straight
stitches.

isigpafri
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Begin by making a straight stitch upwards over 2 threads of
the material, and then bring the needle out to the right under
4 horizontal threads and 1 vertical to make the second vertical
stitch upwards over 4 threads

; in the same
stitch over 6 threads and a fourth

way make a third
over 8 threads, then gradually

decrease the height of the stitches in the same ratio until the
last stitch —
which may be
regarded as the
first of the next
scallop — num-
bers 2 threads
id height. The
whole row of

scallops is

worked in this

it; inner. • The
straight edge of
one row touches
the points of
the row above.

Third
damask stitch
(fig. 796). —
Each group

takes 6 threads
in height and
12 in width.

Fig. 796. Third damask stitch.

1 ^1e pattern consists of oblique rows of pyramids, each
composed of 6 horizontal stitches.

Hegin at the top with the shortest stitch, made from left to
right over two threads of the fabric; this is followed by
. horizontal stitches gradually increasing in width by i thread
Ot material right and left, until the longest stitch covers
12 threads. 1 hen pass on to make the next pyramid upon the
lett, and continue to the end of the row. The top stitch of
tie figures in the next row is under the point of junction of
those in the row above.

38
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Fourth
damask stitch

(fig- 797) —Each
group covers

12 threads in

height and the

same in width.
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Fig. 798 . Fifth damask stitch.
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horizontal stitches over io threads form the middle of the

lozenge. For the- following stitches, decrease by 2 threads in

the same manner as for the increase, so that the last 2

stitches, like the first 2, will lie over 2 threads.

Fifth damask stitch (fig. 798). — Every group takes
8 threads in height and in width.

Begin with 4 vertical stitches over 8 horizontal threads;
then carry the needle downwards from above under 2 horizontal
threads and 1 vertical, see fig. 798, and make the 3 horizontal
stitches from left to right, leaving 3 threads between them.
\Vhen the third horizontal stitch is finished, descend again

damask^stitch
Fig

‘ 799 ’ Sixth damask stitch *

(fig. 799). — Each subject takes 2 threads in height and 10 in width.
Here vertical lines of horizontal stitches alternate with lines

ol Russian stitch. Begin by doing the lines of horizontal
straight stitches, which are 4 threads wide. Between these
lines 6 threads are left, over which the crossed back-stitches
are done, see fig. 75. After bringing the needle out between
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6 vertical and 3 horizontal threads, which will cross the first

stitch ;
then pass the needle vertically under 2 horizontal

thread’s, make i oblique stitch to the left, and so on.

This ground is greatly improved by being worked in two

kinds of thread
;

a coarse thread should be chosen for the

straight stitches and a fine one for the Russian back-stitch.

Seventh damask stitch (fig. 8oo). — Every subject takes

12 threads both ways.

Squares of slanting flat stitches, separated by zigzag lines,

form a ground which completely covers the foundation, hirst

Fig. 8oo. Seventh damask stitch zigzag lines.

The first and seventh stitches of these squares are mace

over 2 threads of material, the second and sixth over 4, t
! .e

third and fifth over 6 and the fourth over 8 threads.

Eighth damask stitch (fig. 801). — Each subject covcis

8 threads in height and 6 in width.

The vertical lines of the pattern are made as follows: art. r

bringing out the needle, make a horizontal stitch from U S' !

to left over 2 threads, then descending to the right, uncb 1

2 threads each way, make a second' horizontal stitch and so

continue. The intervals between the rows of horizontal stitci s

number 4 threads; in these, work little squares consisting 0
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fabric, can only
be done on a

loosely woven
one. They are

used as fillings,

and are of two
kinds

:

\
i

) Openwork
stitches done
with a very fine

thread, and in

which the pat-

tern is solely

formed by the

threads of
material dif-

ferently group-
ed, see figs. 802
to 806.

so

> to

uares

al, 8

/ide,

lem.

uares

vend
itches

30siie

1 tie

f the

2S.

made

4, the

rovers

:
after

right

und; r

nd so

:itch:s

ing of

d straight stitches over 4 horizontal threads, skipping 4 threads
of material between the squares.

In the next row, the little squares are placed between these
of the row above.

(2) Openwork grounds. — By variously grouping the
threads of a material with tightly drawn stitches, openwork
grounds can be produced which very much resemble the
grounds of linen openwork described in the foregoing chapter.

These openwork grounds are made without drawing out
any threads, and contrary to the openwork on linen which
reauires a close

(*) butenes
worked in a

Flg ‘ 801 ’ EiShth damask stitch,

coarse thread, producing a raised effect upon the foundation
material; in the latter, the pattern is not formed by the threads
of the fabric only, but also by the embroidering thread, which
produces raised stitches, see figs. 807 to 81 1.

.
First openwork ground (fig. 802). — Each division takes

3 threads in both directions.

1 his ground is worked in oblique rows.
Begin with a vertical stitch upwards over 4 threads of

material, then carry the needle downwards from right to left
under 4 threads, make a horizontal stitch over 4 threads from

Each division takes

EMBROIDERED LACES
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left to right, come back on the wrong side, downwards from

right to left, under 4 threads of material, to begin again with

the vertical stitch upwards which meets the preceding horizontal

stitch. Continue the row in this manner to the end. When
the second row of stitches is reached, skip 1 thread of material

in a slanting direction and go on as before. In this way, by

drawing the threads closely together, a cross will be formed

of the threads skipped between the two rows of stitches.

The overcasting thread which groups the material threads

together must be very tightly drawn in order to produce

the openwork
pattern.

Second
openwork

ground (fig.

8o3). — Each
division of this

pattern takes 6

threads both

ways.
The ground

is worked in

two directions,

in horizontal

and vertical

rows
;
finish all

those running

one way before

beginning the

other set, which

will cross the
Fig. 802. First openwork ground.

first

Begin with the horizontal rows, taking the needle, upwards

from below, vertically over 4 threads of material, return in a

slanting direction under 4 horizontal and 4 vertical threads

and make a second vertical stitch upwards. Between the third

and fourth stitches, skip only 2 vertical threads on the wrong

side, then continue with the vertical stitch. The interval

between the vertical stitches thus counts 4 and 2 threads of

the fabric alternately. The vertical rows which cross the

horizontal ones consist of horizontal stitches executed in the

same fashion.

The pattern when finished displays tiny squares framed
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with square stitches, between which lie little openwork crosses

formed by the two threads of material that were skipped
between the squares.

Third openwork ground (fig. 804). — This ground takes

6 threads in both directions for each item of the pattern.
Here the threads of material are drawn together by loop

stitches. (See the chapter on “Netting”, figs. 662 and 663 ). As
the engraving shows, the loop stitch is worked in slanting rows.

After bringing out the needle skip, from below upwards
to the right, 3 threads of material, and make a loop stitch over
3 horizontal threads, then make a similar stitch to the right
over 3 threads

and a third one
downwards over

3 threads
;

to

complete the

fourth stitch,

pass the needle

over the first

stitch and, skip-

ping on the

wrong side to

the left, from
above down-
wards, 3 hor-
izontal and 6

vertical threads,

proceed to make
the second loop
stitch.

Fourth
openwork

Fig. 803. Second ODenwork ground,
ground (figs'.

8o5 and 806). — Each item requires 8 threads both ways.
Being rather more complicated than the former ones, this

ground is worked in three journeys. First the zigzag rows are
done which form the checkered pattern. These take 5 horizontal
stitches worked from left to right over 4 threads of material,
with 1 thread left between

;
then the needle is carried down-

wards, from right to left on the wrong side, under 4 threads to

make 5 vertical stitches upwards from below, after which 4
threads of material are skipped on the wrong side, obliquely
downwards, in order to proceed with the 5 horizontal stitches.
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Fig. 805. Fourth openwork ground.

First and second rows.

By making these

zigzag rows,

little squares of

material

composed of 4
threads each

way are

obtained, which

are then covered

by a cross stitch

framed by

square stitch,

made in two

rows. Begin in

the top right

hand corner of

the square,

carry the thread

obliquely under

theqdisengaged

threads, make
a vertical stitch

upwards, take

the needle hor-

izontally from
left to right

under 4 threads,

returning, make

a horizontal

stitch over these

4 threads, carry

the needle back

vertically under

the first vertical

stitch and make

an oblique stitch

upwards from

left to right over

4 threads. To
pass to the next

stitch, make a

long, oblique

stitch on the
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wrong side of the work, bringing the needle out at the
bottom of the left hand corner of the next little square.

Here the square is filled in the same manner, by beginning
with the vertical stitch from below upwards. When these two
journeys have been finished over the whole surface of the
embroidery, proceed to do the third one, which completes the
ground. This has to be worked the opposite way to the
preceding ones, but the stitch is the same.
When the ground is completed, all the squares contain

little framed crosses within them, and if held up against the
light the long oblique stitches at the back will also be seen
which, with the

framed crosses
on the right side,

form little stars.

Fifth open-
work ground
(fig. 807). — Each
subject takes

4 threads both
ways.

This ground,
rather like coarse
net, is worked in

horizontal lines,

and to produce
the proper effect

the threads of
material must

be drawn very
closely together.

Begin with a
Slanting Stitch

Flg ' 8°6, Fourth °P enwork stitch,

upwards from
rhlld r°"'

left to right, over 2 vertical and 4 horizontal threads, then
carry the needle horizontally towards the left under 4 threads
to make a slanting stitch downwards to the right, over
2 vertical and 4 horizontal threads

;
skip 4 vertical threads

to the left on the wrong side, to begin again with the first
slanting stitch, and so on.

fhe next rows are inverted in such a manner as to always
give 4 slanting stitches through the same opening in the
material.
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,i

.’ '
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Fig. 807. Fifth openwork ground.
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Fig. 808. Sixth openwork ground.

Sixth open-
work ground
(fig. 808).— Each
item takes 6

threads in both

directions.

This simple

style of ground-

ing is done in

two horizontal

rows. The first

horizontal stitch

is made from

left to right over

5 threads, then

the needle is

carried oblique-

ly downwards
from right to

left under

2 threads of

material, to

make a second

horizontal stitch

to the right over

5 threads, then

on the wrong
side, going

obliquely

upwards to the

left, skip 2

threads of mater-

ial in order

to proceed with

the first hor-

izontal stitch.

The next rows

are worked in

the same way,

leaving 1 thread

between them,

and so arrang-

ing the stitches
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pen-
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ing
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) 2

later-

Drder
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rows
d in

way,
bread

;hem,

fang-

itches

as to always have 2 parallel horizontal ones alternate with
those of the next rows. By this means there will be thrown
up against the openwork among the rows of embroidery, tiny

crosses formed of the threads of fabric skipped between the

horizontal stitches.

Seventh openwork ground (fig. 809). — Each motif covers

8 threads in all directions, and 8 are left plain alternately.

The ground shown above is composed of 8-pointed stars,

disposed in alternate rows and dividing the material into

lozenges. Star stitch is described in the chapter on “Tapestry”,

fig. 344. By
drawing the

thread tight in

working it,

little holes will

be formed in

the centres of

the stars.

We shall meet
with this stitch

again several

times, as a

small detached
figure for

ornament-
ing squares
or lozenges

in subsequent
grounds.

Eighth
openwork

gi ound (figs.
Fig. 809. Seventh openwork ground.

010 and 811).

Each repetition of this pattern takes 8 threads* both ways.
Consisting of two rows of oblong cross stitches, passing

obliquely one over the other, this background produces a
charming effect when worked in a rather coarse thread.

Fig. 810 gives the first row of cross stitches, made upwards
from left to right. Begin with an oblique stitch over 6 vertical

and 3 horizontal threads, then skip on the wrong side of the
work, upwards to the left and in a slanting direction, 2 threads
of material, to continue on the right side with a long oblique
stitch; returning, finish the row of cross stitches. • Fig. 81

1
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shows how the second rows of cross stitches are made across
the first rows.

Between the raised crosses, the drawing together of the
material threads shows the little openwork crosses.

(
3

) Openwork grounds with figures worked in straight
stitch. — Groundings of this sort, composed of openwork
stitches and little figures done in straight or fancy stitches,
represent the richest, type of all these fillings. We give eight
of them in this chapter, but our readers will find no difficulty

in adding to

the number,
as the com-
binations that

can be made
are infinite.

With re-

gard to the

materials, a

twisted thread

should be used

for the open-
work stitches,

and a loose

one for the

little figures in

straight stitch.

See our article

on working
materials,

page 591.

Fig. 810. Eighth openwork ground. First
First row of cross stitches. openwork

ground with
bars in straight stitch (fig. 812). - Each subject takes
12 threads in both directions.

Slanting bars, worked in horizontal rows, divide the back-
ground into lozenges.

Begin the bars with an oblique stitch descending 2 threads
from right to left; then come up on the wrong side under
2 vertical threads and 1 horizontal, to make a second oblique
stitch downwards over 2 threads of the fabric, and so on.
Each bar. numbers 9 oblique stitches. 5 long and 4 short. After
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the 5 th long
stitch, bring

the needle
through at the

same place

where it came
out for the last

stitch, and
make a second
bar like the

first in the op-
posite direc-
tion. The next
rows of bars

must be invert-

ed to enclose

the lozenges
of fabric which
are to be

adorned with a
star stitch.

To work this

stitch, bring
the needle out
in the middle
of the lower bar
on the right,

make a slant-

ing stitch from
right to left

upwards over
2 threads of
the fabric,

followed by a

two-sided hor-
izontal stitch

to the right,

then a slanting
stitch down-
wards to the

left, a vertical

stitch upwards,
and in this way Fig. 8 1 2. First openwork ground with bars in straight stitch.
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make altogether 8 stitches to meet in the middle of the

lozenge and there form an eyelet-hole.

Second openwork ground with lozenges in straight

stitch (fig. 8 i 3 ). — Every subject covers 16 threads both ways.

The pattern is made up of little figures composed of 4

lozenges in flat stitch
,

set slanting, alternated by stars with

eyelet-hole centres.

The little lozenges each number 7 stitches; the i
st and the

7
lh are both made diagonally over 1 thread of the material,

the 2nd and

6th over 2

threads, the

3 rd and 5
th

over 3 threads

and the

4

th or

centre one

over 4
threads. As .

the engrav-

ing shows,

the lozenges

are done in

two obliqne

rows which

cross each

other. Tiie

star stitches,

filling up the

squares,

number 0

stitches that

Fig. 813. Second openwork ground with lozenges meet ill the-
in straight stitch.

centre; the

slanting stitches are thrown over 3 threads of material, the

horizontal and vertical ones over 4 threads.

Third openwork ground with lines in straight stitcn

(fig. 814). — Each subject takes i 3 threads in height and 4

in width.

Two rows of inverted square stitches form the wav- i

openwork line which also figures in the chapter ‘‘Openwork

on Linen”, see figs. 740 and 741. Between these double rows

of square stitches worked over 4 threads of material, 5 threads
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are left clear, to be afterwards traversed by vertical flat stitches,
piaced just under the vertical stitches of the square above.

Fourth openwork ground with lines of cross stitch
(fig. 8 i 5 ). — Every subject covers i 5 threads both in height
and width.

This grounding of diagonal lines consists of double rows
of cross stitches and rows of the openwork stitch explained
in the chapter "Openwork on Linen”, by fig. 743.

Begin with the rows of cross stitches, worked to and fro
in horizontal

MW 1 _

lines.

Between
these double
rows, there is

an interval of

9 threads, to

be filled in

with open-
work stitches

as soon as the
cross stitch

ork is

finished. The
first stitch

must be made
upwards

towards the
left, over 3

threads of
material, then
return verti-
cally under 3

threads' to

make a second slanting stitch upwards to the left
nn tl-10 i .... .1 • , .

Fig. 814. Third openwork ground with lines
in straight stitch.

wlm-h r
011 upwards to tne lett, after™

I
r ° n

,

the wrong side and to the right - 3 threads

,
.
‘PP ed in a horizontal direction to be followed by a

ng
,.

S

u
tCh upwards t0 tl]e left

.
and so on. The second

’ whlch completes the openwork stitch, is made in the

,1
f
manner, but is worked downwards. The spaces whereme two slanting stitches meet form the openwork.

fiT
lfti

\r
0penWork ?round with cross and star stitch

fjures (fig. 8 1 6). — Each subject covers 12 threads in heightand JO threads in width.
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ground into lozenges are composed of upright cross stitches,

each of which is thrown over 2 groups of threads. Beginning
at the top, carry the thread vertically downwards over 2 groups
of threads, skip on the wrong side, obliquely upwards from
right to left, over 1 group of threads, then make the next
vertical stitch downwards. In the second row, returning, the

crosses are completed by horizontal stitches. When all the

rows of cross stitches are finished, the hole in the centre

j

of the lozenge is surrounded with button-hole stitches,

thus forming an
eyelet-hole with
raised border.

Seventh
openwork

ground with
sq uares of flat

stitch (fig. 818).

J Each subject re-

i quires 24 threads

’]
both ways.

The checker-
ed ground is

composed of

double rows of
square stitch, fig.

740; the material
: left plain be-
i:! tween the pat-,

|

terns is then
! covered with an Fig- 816. Fifth openwork ground with cross

;!
embroidery of 4

and star stitch f,gures -

;

little squares in slanting flat stitch. The square stitch, which must

|

k e done to begin with, is worked over 3 vertical and 3 horizontal
threads. For the squares at first left plain, an interval of 18
threads is required, upon which are embroidered in flat stitch

!

the raised square figures, each consisting of i 5 oblique stitches,
the shortest made over 1 thread and the longest over 8 ;

the
long stitches all meet in a hole forming the centre.

Eighth openwork ground with lozenges in flat stitch
and back-stitched squares (fig. 819). — Each subject takes
28 horizontal and 26 vertical threads.

Lozenges with wide frames in .flat stitch and openwork
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Dresden lace worked on a cambric ground (figs. 820,
821, 822). — This fine, delicate pattern is comparatively easy
to work; though, embroidered as.it is upon line cambric, it

requires a great deal of patience.

After having traced the design and mounted the material
in a frame, begin by filling the different motifs with the
stitches shown in figs. 8o5

, 806, 814, 819, then embroider the
outlines and the delicate little subjects of the pattern with
crossed back-stitching, which will give a raised effect and also
more substance
to these parts, so
that they will

show' up better on
the transparent

ground. A
description of

this crossed back-
stitching has been
given in the

chapter on “Em-
broidery upon
White Materials”,
figs. 74 and 75, but
it is illustrated

again here by
figs. 821 and 822.

Fig. 821 gives the

right side of the
work; it shows
how the needle
makes first one
back-stitch on the
right then one on the left of the leaf; fig. 822 show's the back
of the work, where the stitches form a very regular close filling,
when the groundings and the outlines are finished, the work
must be removed from the frame to make the button-holed
edges; after every fourth stitch, a button-holed picot is added
outside (see the chapter on “Needle-made Laces”, fig. 869).
We recommend for all the crossed back-stitching D-M-C

floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin flochej No. 3o, and Nos. 60
and 100 of the same for the fillings and button-holing.

Imitation of Dresden lace on canvas with openwork
ground (fig. 823). — For those who prefer less elaborate and
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minute work, we give here a lace embroidered .on tammy

cloth which is an imitation, in a coarser style of Dresden

lace. After tracing the design, begin by doing the openwork

background with the stitch shown in fig 804. Ihe inside of

the flowers is filled with stitch fig. 812, the leaves with stitch

fig. 8i3
;
you may substitute for these any of the other stitches

described in this chapter.

When the background and the fillings are done,^ em
o

b

u™nes

Fig. 819. Eighth openwork ground with lozenges in flat stitch ^ runn ing
and back-stitched squares.

Stitches.

'As materials, take D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread

(Lin flochel No. 25 for the fillings and No. 16 for the outline

in stem stitch.

Cushion in Colbert embroidery (figs. 824 and 829).

Large sized patterns, executed upon coarse transparent materm:-,

with various fillings and corded outlines, are known under

the name of Colbert embroideries. We give a specimen

the same in the cushion fig. 824.

The explanatory engraving, fig. 825, is large enougi ^

enable a worker to copy the fillings, which have, more c ,

already been described in the present chapter; we merel)
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observe that Hungarian stitch (see the chapter on “Tapestry
fig. 040) has been used for filling the scrolls.

in D-M-C Persian .

and more important 7 •

j i XT rig. 020. Dresden lace on a cambric ground.
parts and cord No. 12 Matcri

s

als : D .M .C F]()ss „a!i or „ourish
fc

in6 thre;
round the small Nos. ;o 50 and 100 ; n white (*).
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motifs. A row of stem stitches in dark brown silk, outside

the Turkish gold cord, finishes off the embroidery.

Net lace. — In net lace, the pattern is generally worked

in darning stitch, whether the entire figures be embroidered

or only the outlines. In the latter

case, the motifs should be filled in

with other stitches. Appliqu^ work
may also be done on net; the pattern,

generally in cambric, is outlined with

button-hole stitch, and the net takes

the place of an openwork ground.

The simplest designs are worked

with a single outline in darning stitch,

either with counted stitches or on a

traced line. In patterns with fillings,

the latter are done with counted

Fig. 821. Leaf worked
stitches; outlines are always worked

with crossed bacK-stitch. on a tracing, first run with a single

Right side. thread, then covered with a cord or

with some kind of fancy stitch.

The corded type provides an imita-

tion of Brussels or Brabant lace
;
the

net foundation replaces a needle-made

ground ;
whilst the fillings take the

place of the different ornaments or

“modes” done with bobbins, and are

finished off by a thick outline (cor-

donnet) like real lace.

Materials. — For embroidering

on net, use one or more strands of

a loose silky thread ;
for fine white

or cream net, take D*M*C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) Nos. 8 and 12 ;
D*M*C

Fig. 82a. Leaf worked
Special stranded cotton (Mouline

special) No. 25 or D-M-C Persian

silk (Soie de Perse) (*) ;
for black

net, only silk is used. Coarse net, often employed for

the modern kinds of work, requires a coarser material,

such as D*M*C Pearl cotton (Coton perle), D*M*C Shaded

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D’M’C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M*C articles.

Fig. 822. Leaf worked

with crossed back-stitch.

Wrong side.
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Fig. 823. Imitation of Dresden lace on canvas with

openwork ground.

Materials: D*M‘C Floss flax or flourishing thread Nos. 16 and 25 or D*M‘C Pearl

cotton Nos. 5 and 8, in white or Cream yellow 712.



B

Fig. 824. Cushion in Colbert embroidery.

Materials: D*M*C Persian silk, in Maize yellow 1069 and Rust brown 11^4 and 118,

D'M*C Special crochet cotton No. 20. in Maize yellow 579, D*M*C Turkish gold

cord Nos. 6 and 12, D*M*C Gold embroidery thread No. 30 (*).

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.



Fig. '825. Part of the cushion, fig. 824. Half the natural size.

pearl cotton (Perle ombr£) Nos. 3 and 5, D*M-C Special
stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 14 or D*M*C Floss flax
or flourishing thread (Lin floche).
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Applique work on net requires two kinds of thread : one

pliable thread, moderately twisted, D*M*C Embroidery cotton

(Coton a broder) for the button-hole stitches; and a very

round thread, with a strong twist, D*M*C Alsatian thread (Fil

d’Alsace) for the bars and spiders in the cut out parts.

Preparatory work. — For embroidering on net, begin by

tracing the pattern onto linen-paper or waxed cloth, then stretch

the net very smoothly over the tracing, so as to avoid dragging

or puckering it in the working, which spoils the look of the

finished article.

In patterns with
fillings first trace

the outlines with

running stitches

that follow the

lines of the

drawing beneath,

using a very fine

thread, then

proceed to do

the actual em-
broidery.

Embroidery
on net done
by machine. —
Patterns worked

in darning stitch

and applique

upon net can

c . . , . . . . easily be done
rig. 826. First openwork pattern on net.

,

J
. .

by machine.

Take for the darning stitch D*M*C Alsatian twist (Retcrs

d’Alsace) in Nos. 20 to 100.

Applique designs upon net should be embroidered in corded

stitch over a padding thread. For the corded stitch, use

D*M*C Embroidery cotton (Coton a broder), on reels, Nos. 80

to 120; for the padding thread, D*M*C Special crochet cotton

(Cordonnet special) Nos. 5 to 3o ;
and for the under thread,

D*M*C Machine thread (Fil pour machines), No. i 5o (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M'C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D*M'C articles.
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Fig. 828. Third openwork pattern on net.

Fiftli open-

work pattern
on net (fig. 83o).

This is worked
in the same
manner as fig.

829, except that

three horizontal

stitches are made

over the meshes

of the net and one

under them.

Sixth open-

work pattern
on net (fig. 83 1).

Run the thread

to and fro twice,

in and out of a

row of meshes,

as in darning.

In the next row

make clusters of

four stitches

each, covering

two bars and

one mesh. After

the fourth stitch,

slip the needle

under the net to

the next cluster.

Fig. 829. Fourth openwork pattern on net.
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open-

attern

ig. 83o).

worked

same

as fig.

pt that

: side

'izontal

re made

meshes

and one

stitch

iem.

. open-

attern

Lg. 83,i).

thread

5 twice,

ut of a

neshes,

arning.

:xt row

sters of

stitches

jvering

s and

.After

1 stitch,

needle

j net to

duster,

ith
rkpat-

1 oet

-Make
[anting

over

rs and

hes of

then,

lack to

whence

the first stitches

start, make
three others in

the opposite

direction. In the

second row the

stitches meet
in the same
mesh of the net

through which
those of the first

row passed.

Eighth
openwork

pattern on net
(fig. 833).— The
six rays of the
little stars, each
ray formed of
three stitches

over one mesh,
are strewn over
the surface
leaving open
spaces between.
The pattern can
be made more
conspicuous by
increasing the

number of
stitches in each
ray.

Ninth open-
work pattern
onnet(fig. 834 ).

Like the stars
in the last

design, the little

diamonds here
shown may be
set more or less

apart. For the
dots in the

Fig. 830. Fifth openwork pattern on net.

Fig. 831. Sixth openwork pattern on net.
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centre, contrive to so carry the thread across that it shall be

as little visible as possible. Two or three rows of these

diamonds, one above the other, produce an excellent effect.

Used as fillings

in other patterns,

arranged with

discrimination,

they embellish the

plainest ground.

Tenth open-

work pattern

on net (fig. 835).

The long straight

stitches of these

diamond-shaped
figures are

thrown across

three bars and

two meshes
;
the I

others descend
|

and ascend

the line of the
|

meshes.

Eleventh
openwork pat-

tern on net (fig.
|

836). - It

darning stitch

again which is
j

made use of in
j

working this

checkered pat-

tern. The threads)

are drawn
through every

second oblicjue

row of meshes,

over the whole

surface to
^

be

covered, and when

the first rows are

all finished the

Fig. 833. Eighth openwork pattern on net. second rO\N S aie
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834. Ninth openwork on net.

worked across them in the same wav
discretion be set

wider apart in
order that the

intervening
spaces may be
filled in with
little stars or
flowers.

Twelfth
openwork

pattern on net
(fig. 837 ).

- -
These large

lozenges, either

connected in
rows or set se-

parately, make a
very effective

ground, simple
and easy as they
are to work. A
flat loose thread
is better than a
twisted one for
this pattern, and
the stars inside
the lozenges can
be embroidered
in D-M-C Gold
embroidery

thread (Or fin a
broder).

Thirteenth,
fourteenth and
fifteenth open-
work patterns
on net (figs. 838,

r

83p, 840). —
1 hese three pat-
tern s, worked
like the following
°nes in darning

The rows mav ;it

Fip. 835. Tenth openwork on net.
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stitch, can take the place of crochet, pillow-lace or even

embroidered insertion for trimming neckties and lingerie.

The designs are so easy to copy, that no further explanation

is necessary. We only recommend the use of rather coarse

thread to show up the pattern; D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton

perle), for instance, D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline

special) or D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread^Lin floche);

Sixteenth
openwork

pattern on net

(fig. 841). — Carry

the thread round

one mesh first,

before passing on

to the triangle

which is worked

in darning stitch

over five, four,

three, two and

one meshes of

the net. In the

second row, op-

posed to the first,

the thread is

passed once again

round the mesh

already encircled,

before going on

to the second

triangle.

Seventeenth
Fig. 836. Eleventh openwork pattern on net. openwork pat-

tern on net (fig. 842). — This is done in darning stitch,

the thread going and returning passes through four, three

two and one meshes of the net : the little run inser 10

between is worked in stitch fig. 829.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D‘M*C articles.
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“a- °>7- 1 wcmn openwork pattern on net.

V, hen this pattern is repeated, the points opposed to those
of the first row should lean the
such as those of
fig. 833 may be
substituted for
the running

pattern between
the two rows of
scallops.

Insertion
made with

braid on net
(fig. 843 j. — In
order to bring
out the pattern
^nd the colours on coarse net, use D*M*C Superfine braid
Ucet superfin) instead of a cotton thread,
n ork done with braid requires greater care than that done

Fig. 83S. Thirteenth openwork pattern on net.

40
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with a thread, because it is so apt to get twisted
;
this may be

remedied by slipping a thick needle under the last stitch and

flattening out the

braid.

Net darning
(figs. 844, 845,

846). — To know
how to mend and

cleverly replace

the torn meshes

of net with a

needle, is an art

by means of

which very valu-

able and interest-

ing work may
be preserved.

Coarse and

fine net are both

darned in the

same way. The

only thing neces-

sary is to care-

fully proportion

the thickness of

the thread em-

ployed to that of

the injured fa-

bric. Tack the

torn piece, a little

outside the tear,

upon a piece of

coloured paper

or waxed cloth

;

then cut the

edges straight to

the line of the

thread.

It takes three

rows of stitches to replace the meshes of net. The first

consists of threads laid horizontally from one edge to the

other, carried, as in all darning, a little beyond the edges

of the hole. Begin by making the second set of stitches

Fig. 839. Fourteenth openwork pattern on net.

Fig. 840. Fifteenth openwork pattern on net.
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Fig. 841. Sixteenth openwork pattern on net.

ing stitches

should be con-
tinued a little

beyond or out-
side the rent, so
a to attach the
new meshes se-

curely to the
original ones.

In the third
row, threads are
carried across the
'.second and first

i
layers. They

roust start as far
back in the net
as those of the
second row, and
thr. first laid

threads are over-
easi at the same
time, thus taking
up any remain-
ing slackness.

To make
the cut edges
thoroughly firm,
every straight bai-
ls encircled by a
stitch made up-
wards from

below; then, to
form the dia-
gonul bars of the
fabric, a second
Slitcll is taken

Fig‘ 8421 Seventeenth openwork pattern on net.
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I'l the same manner, the net can be strengthened whereonly somewhat worn, the stitches being madeTo folow the
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direction of t ie

threads.

Lace on net-

worked 1 a
darning stitch

with button-
holed edging
(fig. 847).

-

When the p it-

tern has b-en

traced upcn

linen-paper, Lck

the net over it,

and darn all the

lines with

D-M-C Floss

flax or flourish-

ing thread (Lin

floche) No. 25 .

The little

flowers and

leaves are en-
Fig. 844. Darning on net. Laying the first thread.

Fig. 843’. Insertion made with braid on net.

Material: D'M*C Superfine braid.
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tirely filled up
by a second row
ofdarning stitch,

done within the
outlines. The
scalloped edge is

worked in but-
ton-holing over
a padding of
t vo rows of
ranningstitches.

Handker-
chief corner.
Lace embroi-
dered in darn-
irg stitch on
net, with run
outlines and
button -holed
efge (fig. 848).

Floral designs,

resembling those
of real lace, lend

themselves

particularly well
to this style of
work.

Tack the net
to linen-paper,
upon which the
pattern has

traced, and run
in all the out-
lines with a very
fine thread,

D’ATC Floss flax

°r flourishing
thread (Lin

doche) No. 70 ;

then fill up all

the motifs with
Earning stitch,

Fig. 845- L'arning on net. Laying the second thread.

Fig. 846. Darning on net. Laying the third thread.
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picking up every second bar of net. Use D*M*C Floss flax o

flourishing thread (Lin floche) No. 5o for the fillings anc

No. 25 of the same for the thick outlines in running stitch.

The outside border of rose scallops is finished in button

hole stitch worked over a double tracing.

"Wide lace on net with fillings and outlines crochetec

(figs. 849 and 85o). — This wide lace, executed upon larg

meshed net, is intended for trimming curtains, blinds, an.

sanctuary linen.

Fig. 847. Lace on net worked in darning stitch with button-holed edging.

Materials: D*M‘C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 25 or D*M‘C Sp<

stranded cotton, in white or in Maize yellow 579.

For want of space the model is given in two pieces

;

points of junction at A and B.

Begin by tracing the outlines with two strands of

Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 25, then do

fillings with No. 14 of the same. Use the small stitc

illustrated in figs. 826 to 832 as fillings for the stalks and lea

and the more important ones, figs. 834, 835 or 837, fo
J

large spaces within the other subjects. When all the ta

stitches have been finished, outline the leaves and flowers v
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ig. 848. Handkerchief corner. Lace embroidered in darning stitch on net
d button-holed edg

D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread Nos

'f the sizes and colours of
mark D-M’G,
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Fig. 849. Wide lace on net, with fancy fillings and crocheted outlines.

First part.



Fig. 850. Wide lace on net, with ancy fillings and crocheted outlines.

Second part.
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a chain of crochet stitches, and the rings with crochet trebles
done with D-M’C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special)

No. 25 ;
in the centres of the flowers and the leaves, work a

little spider in darning stitch. The heading of the lace is

finished off by a row of Russian stitch edged with chain stitch,

followed by a line of openwork bars and another of close bars.

The border of the lace is ornamerrted by a row of crochet
picots. The crocheted braids are made separately and sewn
onto the net with D*M*C Alsatian thread (Fil d’Alsace) No. 5o.

Lace on net. Imitation of modern needle-point (figs. 85

1

and 852). — Our engraving shows an imitation of needle-point

Fig. 851. Lace on net. Imitation of modern needle-point.

Materials: D*M*C Eloss flax or flourishing thread Nos. 60 and ioo, in white (*).

lace on a net foundation with button-holed outlines. After
tracing the whole pattern, the opaque parts are filled in with
the lace stitch to be explained later on by fig. 908 in the chapter

“Needle-made Laces”. Pick up a mesh of net each time along
with the little loop of thread (see the explanatory engraving
fig. 852).

The more transparent portions are filled with simpler open-
work stitches, chosen from among those illustrated in figs. 826

to 836. When the openwork stitches are completed, button-

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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lule the outlines over an auxiliary thread run fourfold then
lnside the rin6s and flowers and ornament

f ern with a little spider. In the centre of the large scallopsu Jilt a little four-petaled flower in post stitch (bullion stitch), if
tie lace is to be mounted on a border of cambric or linen, it must
be fastened with the last row of button-holing, the projecting
e.. ges of material being caretully cut away with scissors.

Fig. 853. Detail of lace, fig. 85

or ft
.

matena
j

s *° use for this pattern arc D-M-C Floss flaxr Sh
‘°A

read (Lin flocl,e
) No - 6°. for the button-holed

utlines, and No. 100 of the same for the lace stitches.

Handfcerohief corner in applique embroidery on net

entirelv V
1 h

f
handkerchlef corner here represented differs

u. ? from the patterns of lace on net hitherto described.
ie motifs of the design are formed of cambric applique

/



Fig. 853. Handkerchief corner in appliqud embroidery on net.

Materials: D-M-C Embroidery cotton or D-M-C Floss embroidery cotton, special

quality, No. 50 and D-M-C Alsatian thread No. 70, in white.

holed. Take great care to make every stitch through both me

cambric and the net. When the outlines are finished, cut out

the cambric round the motifs, so that only the net ground is

left. The quite open parts, where the net too is cut away, > e

filled in with whipped bars and spiders.

the right materials to use for this pattern are a soft thread,

D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton a broder) No. 5o, for me

butte

(Fil <

S]

coloi

are t

and

fount

of wi

upon
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button-holing, and a well twisted thread, D*M*C Alsatian thread
(i-'il d’AIsace) No. 70, for the bars and spiders.

.

Spanish laces. Embroideries done with metal and
coloured lustre threads. — The richest embroidered laces
are those of Spanish or Italian manufacture, worked in tinsel
ard bright coloured lustre threads, with or without a linen
foundation. We give three characteristic examples of this kind
0; work: the first is an insertion, easy to make, embroidered
ir on <5cru cambric with gold thread and green cotton thread;

Fig* 854. Insertion in Spanish embroidery.

D-M-C Gold embroidery thread No. 20, and D’M’C Alsa No. 40,
in Golden green 582 and Golden yellow 782 (‘).

the second is a square of Moorish embroidery, rich in colours,
with gold fillings and bordering; the last, a specimen of
filigree lace, in gold and silver overcast with coloured cotton
threads.

Materials. — For the models above-mentioned, we re-
commend metallic threads with a strong twist. The outlines

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours ofUe cotton
,
flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.

Materials
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should be done with the D'M'C Gold and silver embroidery

threads (Or et Argent fins), button-holed over with a fairly

soft lustre thread such as D'M-C Alsa. For the fillings, in

encroaching flat stitch, of the Moorish embroidery, we advise

the use of D-M-C Persian silk (Soie de Perse). For the

invisible stitches with which the gold and silver thread and

the spangles are fastened down, D'M'C Alsa in Golden yellow

782 or in Ash grey 762 should be taken.

Insertion in Spanish embroidery (figs. 854 and 855 ).
—

In Spanish embroidery, all the outlines of the pattern, traced

Fig. 855. How to connect the outlines of fig. 854 with picots.

on a linen or cambric foundation, are covered with a doub;

'

gold or silver thread button-holed over with a coloured cotto :

thread. The fillings are also worked in gold or silver. Why 1

the embroidery is finished the material between the motiis

must be cut away, and the different parts of the pattern are

connected by picots made with the same metallic thread as

the outlines. Begin with the outlining, placing two gold threac
'

side by side and fastening them down by means of button -

hole stitches. Where the pattern requires it, make a .little
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1 °.op C/ ?
ICOt — which is aIso secured by a button-hole stitch.Mg. 855 shows the manner of intertwining the picots so as toconnect the motifs across the open spaces. Ornament the

centres of the figures with spiders done over six rays indarning stitch for the leaves
; and fill the other parts of the

pattern with rows of little rings done with two threads of gold
i-or the foundation take dcru cambric; for the button-hole

Fig. 856. Square of Moorish embroidery.
Materials; D-M-C Gold embroidery thread No. 30 and D-M-C Alsa No. 40olden yellow 78a, D-M-C Persian silk, in Indigo blue 1009, 1010, 1011 101 -

and .oil, Bronze green 109a, 1093, 1094, 1095, .096 and 1097,0 en green 1142, 1385, 1143, 1144, 1145 and 1146, Copper red 1132, 1227,
1

1

33> 1134 and 1135 (*).

Ihe'cotton’ n

the
,

Cnd °fthc
,'

ast chaPtcr thc “>»« of the sizes and colours ofcotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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stitches, D-M-C Alsa in Golden green 582; for sewing down

the gold thread in the rows of rings, D-M-C Alsa in Golden

yellow 782.

When the work is completed, cut away the cambric under

the picots, close to the outlines of button-hole stitches.

Square of Moorish embroidery (figs. 856 and 857). —
This kind of embroidered lace requires the same preparatory
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"‘^" a
'.

S ‘ Ze ' ThiS hands°me Piece of work may serve for apincushion cover or a sachet.

thra^M t0
a
USe are D 'M ’ C GoId embroidery

I read (Or fin) No 3o and D-M-C Alsa in Golden yellow 780

iL n7r
nes; D

‘^‘S
Persian siIk !Soie de Perse), in Ind’igo

t ue and Copper red, for the flat stitch in the large flowersand the sprays springing from them; bronze green and goldengreen serve for the other ornaments.
S

Filigree lace (figs. 858, 809, 860, 861). - Filigree lace isthe most delicate of all the Spanish laces; we give
§
a specimen

,

11 "! oul
i

engraving fig. 858. The origin of this design forms
fl.e trimming of a silk table-cover of the ,7* century aSpanish production. ' y ’ d

Fig. 858. Filigree lace.
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e'"broidery thr“ d and D’M’C Silver embroideryNo 20, D-M-C Also No. 40, in Blue fart dye 799 , Smoke grey 642Cardinal red 346, Golden green 582 and Cream yellow 711 (*)
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work is more difficult than that ofpieceding patterns, and requires a very skilful hand The
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at the top of all those parts of the design upon which the first

row of button-hole stitches will later on have to be worked.

The stem stitches must go through both linen-paper and waxed

cloth. This done, you proceed to make the actual lace.

^ As we have

already, said,

these laces are

made of gold

and silver

threads con-

nected by
button-hole

stitches in co-

loured cotton.

The first row
of button-hole

stitches, over

a metal

I thread, is

|

worked in the

Fig- 859. How to make the little plain picots.
^ Stei.

6 Jy
stitches; when

the end of the figure is reached, the metal thread, is ben-,

round and a second row of button-hole stitches is made

EMBROIDERED LACES

Fi

greer

is ad

anott

T<

bars

the \

scallo

for ti

and c

— the opposite way,

the stitches being

placed in the loops

formed by the

preceding row. In

this fashion one

row of stitches is

added to the other

until the whole

figure is filled in.

In the last row of

button-hole stitches

picots are made
which can serve

Fig. 860. How to make the interlaced picots.
either as a

b necting link be-

ween the figures or as an ornament to the outside border.

Where the picots are needed to connect the different figure. ,

hey must be joined by a button-hole stitch to the- first row
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Of the part next to be embroidered. When the thread has to"
h
'"'Wed

' a f
5";

button-hole stitches should be made over

Jj

begtnning of the new thread and the end of the old one •

then both ends are cut off short.
’

rig. 861. Working detail of one scallop of tile lace, fig. 858.

Folk™ .this with a straight line done in red, then

f,

at lhe t0P of 'be heading a row of stitches
s added to connect the row of picots, then one inanother in green.

b .,,.f°

mak® >he scallops, begin with doing the inside ho

the wnrt -

lnt
.

er
!
aced Plaots sbown in fig. S6o; the co

scallnne
' ** Indlcated by 861 • Pbe arrangement

callops vanes for every three scallops
;

blue and greethe button-hole stitches over the gold threads^ grand cream over the silver -vt.. r..., ,

.
®.
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at the top in blue ; then follows a pyramid in grey and in red

;

the semi-circle outside is left green. The second scallop begins

with cream, then comes a pyramid in green and in blue,

finishing with a semi-circle in red. In the third scallop, the

green bars are followed by a pyramid in red and in cream,

with the semi-circle in blue.

When the lace is finished, cut the rows of stem stitches at

the back of the work, stitch by stitch, and the work will come
away of itself from the foundation. Carefully pick out any

of the little ends of thread which may have remained in

the lace.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds

of work described above, a great choice of patterns of em-
broidered laces will be found in the following publications

of the D*M*C Library: Embroidery on Tulle I and Work of
various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D‘M*C Library.
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* °f Needle-made Laces.

Ihe kind of work known as needle-made lace may be
considered the outcome of openwork on linen.

As the name indicates, needle-made laces are executed
Without the aid of any implement except a needle- they
consist of whipping stitch (overcast) and different combinations
ot button-hole stitches, and are worked with a single thread.

•Reticella” lace is the most ancient of them all, and closely
resembles openwork on linen in its designs.

Lace with raised patterns and irregular bars, known as
Venetian and French point, dates from the 17ft century.

In the i8*>> century, laces on a hand-worked net or bar founda-
tion, such as Alenfon and Argentan point, &c., were preferredA Hundred years later, the fine needle-made laces of Belgium
axony and Bohemia, had come into vogue, but since these

lequire an infinite amount of time and labour, few of themcan be counted among possible feminine accomplishments in
“

,

fami1
/ eircIe

- bein g chiefly produced by skilfully trained
workers for purposes of commerce.

r°
rt of Iace most fre<

lue ntly to be met with in thenos of amateurs is Renaissance, or the more elaborate
1 oint lace.

fnrl
h
!f -

iS cornPosed of various patterned braids which arelormed into designs upon a traced foundation, and usually
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joined together either by corded or button-holed bars alone,

or by bars and fillings combined, but sometimes by lace— stitches only.

Side by side with

the Point laces, Reti-

cella lace, worked

with a rather coarse

- thread, is very

popular at the present

time. A treatise des-

criptive of the former,

with many illustra-

tions, will be found

in the volume called

“Point Lace”; and

one of Reticella, in

the volume on

“Needle-made Laces,

I
st series” of the

D-M-G Library.

In addition to

these classical laces

of Italian origin, we

shall introduce our

readers to several

kinds of orientallaces,

generally worked in

silk with knotted

stitches ;
then to the

coarse thread laces

of Denmark and

Sweden, executed

upon linen, called

respectively “Hedebo

and “Hardanger”

work
;
and lastly, to

the fine Spanish and

Brazilian laces,

known under the

Fig. 862. English braids of different kinds name of “Sols”, a

for Irish lace.
selection of which

have been illustrated and described in the D*M*C Album

“Teneriffe Lace Work”.
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Braids. The braids used for making modern “Point
lace”, a specialty of English manufacturers, are produced in
white and ecru, straw colour or black

;
as to form, they are

of all varieties and widths
;
they can, therefore, be obtained

wide and narrow, coarse and fine, with or without openwork
edges or picots, and also in medallion shapes of different sizes.

Tig. 862 represents the braids in most general use, together
with a specimen of picot or purl edging, to be sewn along the
outside, which can also be got ready-made by those who wish
to be saved the trouble of making the picots with the needle.

Materials. — For the bars and the lace stitches in all
Kinds of laces, we recommend D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin
pour dentelles), D-M-C Flax thread for knitting and crochet
<
Lm p°ur tricoter et crocheter), D-M-C Alsatia, D-M-C Special
crochet cotton (Cordonnet special) or D-M-C Alsatian thread
( i" il d Alsace), which all possess the brilliancy and suppleness
required for this sort of work

;
they are, moreover, pleasant to

work with, and can be had in shades to match the braids.
For the oriental laces in knotted stitch, which are generally

made in several shades, take D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a
pointer), D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) or D-M-C Alsatia.

Copying designs for Renaissance and English Point
laces. This is usually done on white, transparent waxed
linen, with Indian ink (which does not run). The tracing
linen is glazed on one side only, and the pattern is drawn on
the unglazed side as it takes the ink better.

Being quite transparent, the pattern can be copied directlv
onto it, without recourse to any other tracing process.

Patterns ready drawn upon this linen are to be obtained at
all embroidery shops by workers who do not care to under-
take the tracing themselves.

Before the work is begun, the tracing should be mounted
upon a foundation of coloured lining

; thin glazed calico is
the best to use, in order to save eye-strain and add firmness
to the waxed linen.

Point lace patterns are all drawn with double parallel
lines, between which the braid is tacked on with small
running stitches.

How to tack on and gather the braids (fig. 863 ). —
f he running stitches must be very regular, and longer on the
surface of the work than at the back. Where the lines of the
pattern curve, the sewing must be done on the outside edge
°t the braid, so that the inside edge is slightly fulled.
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Fig. 863. How to tack on and gather the braids.

Moreover, the lace-work stitches must never pass through

the toile cire, they simply rest upon it.

After the work is finished, turn it over to the wrong side, cut

every second or third tacking stitch and carefully pull out all

the ends of thread
;

the lace will then quite naturall detach

itself from the foundation.

It does not really matter which are made first, the bar-;

or the fillings; we, however, incline towards finishing the

bars to begin with, especially when they are made in button-

When the braid has been tacked on over the whole of the

work, take a fine thread and gather all the fulness inside the

curves by whipping the selvedge of the braid and then draw-

ing it up until it fits exactly to the pattern.

The stitches piade for the connecting bars and fillings must
never be drawn so tightly as to drag the edges of the braid

and spoil the clear lines of the design.
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hole stitch, for once get the bars into position and there will

be little fear of pulling the work out of shape whilst the

fancy stitches are being added. When the whole is completed,,

the lace is ironed and dressed. (See the chapter “Miscellaneous
Directions”, page 8o5.)

Needles. — Special needles are made for lace work, long
and fine with rounded points. An ordinary sewing needle is

of little use as the sharp point constantly catches in the linen

foundation; if forced to employ one, it must be used with

eye downwards and point against the thimble.

Fig. 864. Fig. 865.

Whipped or overcast bars. Double overcast bars.

The stitches. — We shall now proceed to give a series of
different kinds of pretty stitches, which will also come in

useful for other fine laces to be described later on, including
Venetian lace and Point de Gaze. We cannot claim to have
exhausted the entire list of openwork lace stitches in existence,
but have collected a sufficient number to meet the taste and
capacity of everyone.

With regard to the nomenclature, we have often found
such different terms applied to one and the same stitch, that

we have not attempted to give special names, except in the

case of such as have a universally accepted one. We shall

merely distinguish them in order by numbers.
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Fig- 866. Fig. 867.
Plain button-holed bars. Bars with pinned picots.

Double overcast bars (fig. 865). — For these, carry 3 threads
across the empty space, and overcast them together with
stitches set less closely than for the bars of fig. 864.

Plain button-holed bars (fig. 866). — First stretch
3 threads across, then cover them, from right to left, with
button-hole stitches.

It will be noticed that in the engraving the needle is passed
under the threads eye foremost; this is, of course, unnecessary
where a proper lace needle is used, as there is no fear of any
thread being split by its blunt point.

1 he thread with which the button-hole stitches are made
must be brought out from the edge of the braid one or two
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1

the

e to

and

the

led"

:>ars

Drk .

:hes

bar.

threads distant from the threads laid for the bar, which will
prevent the bars, becoming unequal in length or getting
twisted at the beginning.

Bars with pinned picots (figs. S67 and 868). — After
covering one-third or half way along the bar with button-hole
stitches, pass the thread, without making any loops, under the
foundation threads, stop the little loop of thread with a pin
which is passed under the work, slip the needle from right to
left under the 3 threads, fig. 867, and tighten the stitch so as to
bring it as near as possible to the button-hole stitch of the bar.

ads

ith

tch
rith

sed

ary

iny

ide

wo

Fig. 868.

Bars with pinned picots.

rig. 809.

Bars with Venetian picots

In fig. 868 the first picot is made in the same way, only
with 2 button-hole stitches between the loop and the button-
holed bar.

Bars with Venetian picots (fig. 869). — When the
threads for the button-holing have been laid, make a loop, as
in figs. 867 and 868, for the picot, then bring the thread back
to the middle of the loop, insert the pin, draw up the threads,
pass the needle behind the pin and begin the button-hole
stitches quite close to and under the pin, thus covering the
threads behind which it is planted.

The pin should be inserted at a distance equal to the width
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of 6 stitches from the bar, under which the foundation threads
must be completely hidden.

Bars with bullion stitch picots (fig. 870). — Put the
neddle half its length into the last button-hole stitch; twist
the thread from left to right 10 or 12 times round it, push
the needle through the twists, pull up the thread so that the
spiral forms a semi-circle, then continue the button-holed
bar. (See also figs. 79 and 682.)

Bars with button-holed picots (fig. 871). — Cover
rather more than half the bar with button-hole stitches, then

bring the thread back 3 times, fastening it to the 7
th or 8 lh

stitch
; button-hole over the 3 threads hanging from the bar,

and finish the bar just like any other. These picots are
generally made for edging laces.

Bars made with double button-hole stitches (fig. 872).
Over 2 foundation threads work double button-hole stitches
far enough apart to leave room between for the stitches to be
made on the other side of the bar.

These double stitches consist of an ordinary button-hole
stitch first of all and a second stitch reversed, that is, made

space:
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Fig. 870. Bars with bullion

stitch picots.
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by passing the needle behind the foundation
nutting it downwards under the loop

;
the rest

thread comes behind the stitch, and not in froi
ordinary button-holing.

Branched bars (fig. 873). — When gpBlwS
ou wish to fill up a fairly large space E5
vith bars, it is practically necessary BS
o make them with branches, as H Hppr
shown in the engraving. For this Ha Sj|Mg|
purpose, lay the foundation threads H
-
: n the usual manner, and cover them B
half way with overcasting or button- I
hole stitches — as the case may be —

;
ft ^jfrarji

tuen lay other threads for a new bar B s'SjS
branching from the first, and work I ffftfg
t'lis from the braid back to the B8SB
centre (sec dotted line, fig. 87 3), from I gOElE
v hich point yet another foundation B glli

17r,-—

a
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to keep the thread in front of the needle. Be careful also to

leave the same number of threads in the braid margin between

the stitches, and to set the bottom stitches exactly in the

needle behind,

pass it in front

of and round
the thread, so

that it comes
out again

under the

thread, which

is then twisted

twice.

Column
stitgh (fig.

876). — At tbs

bottom make
plain Russian

stitch and at

the top the

stitch described

above, with th s

difference that

the second

thread is

twisted 3 tim s

round the fir : .

Insertion

TV o c n 1
. -with loop*

Fie. 876. Column stitch. _ ng 7
(figs. 877 and

878). — Along both edges of the braid make very loose button-

hole stitches, all the same size and at equal distance from or e

another. This done, pick up each loop in turn with stitch :s

like those of figs. 874 and 875.

Fig. 874. Plain Russian stitch.

Twisted Russian stitch.
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In fig. 878, 2 R
seen

; three or fou
transparent H

than the pre- I
vious figure.

Insertion
with bead R
stitches (fig.

Rj
S79). — Join |
together the H
opposite rows H
of loops by 4 H
stitches. The I

threads of
these stitches

must lie quite
hat side by side
and not over-
ride each other.
After the 4th

stitch, twist the
thread round
the bottom

loop, then carry
it to the follow-
ing one in the
same manner
and make the
next 4 stitches.

Insertion
with faggots
(fig. 880). —

Fig* 877. Insertion with

Fig. 878. Insertion with loops.

third*

1 0 sJbB®I
cast only half
"ray along by '

. „
•he returning

F,g- 879 '

thread. The middle being reached,
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For the first bar of the succeeding cluster, bring the

needle out close to the third bar of the last one.

Insertion witbL branches (figs. 881 and 882). — Stretch

the thread lengthwise up the centre of the space to be filled

from the edge of one braid to the edge of the other
;
put the

needle through the middle of the cross braid, under 2 or 3

threads of the margin, according to the thickness of the braid;

then, returning, draw the thread in the same way through the

edges of the side braids, first on the left, upwards from below,
nece

othe

Fig. 880. Fig. 881. Insertion with plain

Insertion with faggots. branches.

then on the right downwards from above, thus forming three

loops which are joined by a knot as shown in fig. 881 ;
after

the first, naturally no stitch turned upwards has to be made.

Fig. 882 represents the same beginning and interlacing of

the threads, but with the added ornament of a large wheel

made over the knot which connects the loops.

Insertion with leaves in darning stitch (fig. 883 ).
—

•

Fasten on the thread at the place where, according to the

pattern, the first leaf of the insertion is to come, pass >t

through the margin of the braid on the opposite side and

their

and
inten
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bring it back to the starting point; lay the loops on both sides
as m figs. 88 1 and 882, unite them by a knot like the one in
fig. S81, take the thread back up the middle leaf, draw it
through the braid from underneath, and make a tiny leaf
in darning stitch as described in the chapter on “Nettina"
figs. 667 and 668.

Insertion with small wheels (fig. 884). — For this it is
necessary to work two rows of Russian stitches crossing each
other, then the thread is carried up the margin to the level of

Fig. 882.

Insertion with branches and
wheels.

Fig. 885.

Insertion with leaves in

darning stitch.

their point of junction
; there a wheel is made over 5 threads

and the needle passed under the finished wheel to the nexl
intersection of the stitches.

The wheel stitches in Point lace are generally grouped as
English stitch (Point d’Angleterre).

Insertion with large wheels (fig. 885 ). - Fasten on the
thread in the centre of one of the short sides of the insertion,
throw it across the vacant space and fasten it again at the
opposite end, then overcast the margin down to the corner.
10m there, make a loop to the opposite corner, whip the
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working-thread along 6 or 8 threads of the. edge of the

braid, then carry it under the thread first laid and behind

the loop, and fasten the stitch to the lower margin.

Fig. 885. Insertion with large wheels.
Insertion

with. cones
(figs. 886 and

887). — Make
very wide apart

Russian stitch-

es between two

edges of braid,

then carry the

thread to the

point of one of

these stitches

therefore to the

margin of the

braid
;
cover half the stitch with darning, thus producing little

cone-shaped scallops. (See also fig. 669.) To reach the next point,

the foundation stitch must be overcast back to the margin.

rig. 800. insertion witn alternated cones.

Fig. 884. Insertion with small wheels.

Throw the

working-thread

again across

the fixed

thread, bring

the needle back

to the middle,

make a large

wheel over 4
threads, passing

always under
the same, then

overcast the

single thread

down to the

braid and make
the second

loop, bringing

the thread out

at the same
place as the

other two
stitches.
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One may also, as in fig. 887, double the Russian stitchand work the darning stitch so that the cones meet at theirapex, their base resting on the braid.

of
Wi

?
h

,

SC[u
.

ares (fig- 888). - After making a row

as

f

n fies

bl

877
n
8

h
8° Q

SM? eS aI°ng the cdge of bolh braids
.figs. 877, 878, 879, draw a thread through the loops toerve as a bas.s for the Russian stitches by means of whichhe two borders are connected. The empty squares between

Jliese stitches are filled in with close button-hole stitch, workedlike that of
fig. 672 in the
chapter on

“Netting”.

Insertion
with half-
bars (fig. 889).

The thread is

attached to one
of the corners
of the braid
and whipped
along to its

central point
;

it is then
drawn through
the right hand
margin and

covered with
button-hole

stitches back to
the centre of
the insertion.

Then carry the
thread to the
left hand margin,
right, and cover it with the s
made on the opposite side.

This may also be worked
than on the other, which mak<
Lace stitches. — In woi

always be taken to make th
which are of the same size

;
;

a whole stitch, in the return 1

Fig. 887. Insertion with connected cones.
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and a second whole stitch for the

following row.

If the pattern narrows or widens,
the number of stitches will be de-
creased or augmented in due propor-
tion to its alterations.

For the depth of each stitch, as

many threads of the margin of the

braid should be allowed as were passed
over in the first journey.

First lace stitch. Single Brussels
stitch (fig. 8go). — The whole group
of “Point de Bruxelles” stitches consists

of loosely formed button-hole stitches

in various arrangements. For single

Brussels stitch, make rows of plain

stitches to and fro, loose enough for

those of the next row to be worked
through them.

Second lace stitch. Double
Brussels stitch (fig. 891). — Into each

interval of the braid margin work
2 button-hole stitches, quite close

together, with a loose single loop like those in fig. 890 between

>se button-hole stitches

into every loose loop

so continue back-

wards and forwards

until the whole space

is filled.

Third lace stitch.

Treble Brussels stitch

(fig. 892). — Here, start-

ing with 3 close button-

hole stitches worked at

regular intervals into

the margin of the braid,

make 3 in place of 2

button-hole stitches into

each of the loose loops

between the groups.

Fourth lace stitch

(fig. 893). — Working

from

ralhi

Ii

into

betw
stitcl

longi

these

SUCCf

Fi

('i g.

893 ,

stitch

but r

es, th

loop
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Cc
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each

tween

a set

long i
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1

5W

from right to left, make alternately 2 button-hole stitches
lather near together, then 1 of double the length.

In the return row, wo
into the short loop
between the pair, of
stitches and 3 into the
longer loop. Repeat
these two rows in
succession.

Fifth lace stitch
(lig. 894)? — As in fig.

893, begin this lace
stitch from left to right,
but make 3 close stitch-
es, then an intermediate
loop as long as that
occupied by the 3 stitch-
es together.

Coming back, make
1 button-hole stitch into
each of the loops be-
tween the 3 stitches, and
a set of 6 or 7 into the
long intermediate loop.

Sixth lace stitch
dig. 895 ). Loose button- W
hole stitches, at least 6
or 8 bars of the braid
a l’art, and stretched
rather tightly, are
covered in the return
journey with enough
close stitches to entirely
hide the thread of the
loop.

In the third row, pass
the thread through the
little loop between two |
sets of the close stitches,
so that the groups are
disposed in vertical lines

Seventh lace stitch
fight to left making pairs ol

Fig. 891. Second lace stitch.
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Fig. 893. Fourth lace stitch.

space between them than the space between each pair. Coming
only one stitch between

each pair.

In the third row, do

2 bntton-hole stitches

into each loop.

Eighth lace stitch

(fig. 897). — This is

commonly called the

“pea stitch” on account

of the round holes

caused by the distribu-

tion of the stitches.

The first row con-

sists of stitches fairly

close together, and all

the same distance apart.

In the second row,

make 1 button-hole

stitch into the last stitch

of the first row, then

skipping 2 loops and

3 button-hole stitches,

make 2 stitches again

into the following loops,

then again skip 2, and

so on. In the third

row, put 3 stitches into

each big loop and 1

into each loop between.

In the fourth row, the

position of the holes or

“peas” is reversed.

Ninth and tenth

lace stitches (figs. 898

and 899). — The stitches

shown in these two

engravings are known

by the name of pyramid

Brussels stitch.

Both begin with a row of very close button -hole stitches.

For fig. 898, worked in three rows, skip 2 stitches in the

return row and make 2 into the next loops alternately ;
in the
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third row, also, skip the loops under those already missed, and
here make only i stitch. In the next row, the same number of
stitches are made as in the first, arranged 3 into each long loop.

Fig. 899 takes five

rows of stitches; the
first very closely set,

the second worked by
making 4 stitches and
missing 2 of the row
above, the third with
3 stitches, the fourth
with 2 and the fifth

with only 1 stitch.

The threads which
separate the groups .of

stitches must be equally
and rather tightly

stretched, those of the
fifth row in particular,

so that the long loop
which naturally de-
velops may be well co-
vered by the stitches

forming the first row
of the next pyramid.

Worked in broad
diamonds (doubled
pyramids) this stitch

produces the pretty
Valenciennes pattern.

Eleventh lace
stitch (fig. 900). — The
first row consists solely
of single Brussels
stitch

;
the second is

the same, only with
3 button-hole stitches

into the middle loop
;
in

the third row there are
3 button-hole stitches

into the complete loops to the right and left of this group,
and 1 stitch into the half loops that immediately precede and
follow

;
the fourth row is the same as the second.
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In the fifth row, the order of the close stitches is reversed;

they are worked into the fourth loop, including the half-bars

before and behind the 3 stitches of the fourth row, so that

to reach the level of

the first stitch, and
make 3 more close

stitches.

In the second row.

work 3 button-hole

stitches into each loop,

but tighten the thread

between.

The third

Fig. 897. Eighth lace stitch.

row IS

like the first, with this

difference, that the

needle is passed be-

tween the threads of

the button-hole stitches

instead of through the

loops.

Thirteenth lace
stitch (fig. 902 ).

—
The stitch represented

below, as well as the

two following stitches,

are made in the return

ight to left.

more unusual than that
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Irom left to right, the proper position of the needle and the
course of the thread are indicated in the engraving.

For the open stitch, fig. 902, make first of all 2 very close
button-hole stitches in

the beading of the braid.

then a third stitch fin- I

Fig. 895. Tenth lace stitch.
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The second row, worked from left to right, consists of

short bars set slanting, in the shape of a seed, which are made
like the picot shown in fig. 869. The i

8 * stitch passes through
the loop of the upper
row, the 2 nd is made
over the two threads,

and distant from the

loop the space which
the 3 stitches to be

made on the 2nd stitch

will occupy.

The first of the 4
button-hole stitches of

the next group, must
always come close up
to the last of the 4
stitches of the one

preceding it. Theselittle

groups of button-hole

stitches set aslant are

known as Venetian

stitches (Point de Ve-
nise) whether used for

fillings or edgings.

Seventeenth lace

stitch (fig. 906). — This

engraving represents

the seed or Venetian

stitch worked to and

fro, and at the same

time shows the direc-

tion of the needle for

the stitches going from

right to left.

Eighteenth lace

stitch (fig. 907). — This

figure and these which

follow illustrate a series

of lace stitches which

also often occur in old

Fig. 901. Twelfth lace stitch.

Fig. 902. Thirteenth lace stitch.

Venetian laces. They were almost exclusively used in the

famous Hollie or Holy Point, some of the most ancient

English Point laces, devoted chiefly to babes’ christening
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robes and caps but also* to the trimming of Altar linen and
other Church purposes.

The close arrangement and
stitches, produces a less

open and transparent EpSl
effect than any of B3L w
the groupings hitherto Bfr:|

The ground is begun B9 m
with a row of single BS-rgj
loops, then the thread Bff-- §
is carried back on the B3 3
same level as the bottom BS 8
of the loops, and the gB La
needle is passed over BS- g
the stretched thread as Bg »
well as through each Bg S
loop in working the BSJffi
return row.

Nineteenth lace BBSS
stitch (fig. 908). — In
the old models we often

even overlapping of the rows of

Fig. 903. Fourteenth lace stitch.

find the stitches of
fig. 907 set very closely

together, which gives

the appearance of a

plaited fabric to the
work, as represented
in fig. 908, whence it

is sometimes called

“toile”.

Twentieth lace
stitch (fig. 909). —
Spaces may be left in

the rows of close

stitches by skipping
a few loops coming
back, and in the next
row making upon the
bar of 3 threads as

Fig. 904. Fifteenth lace stitch.

many stitches as were omitted in the last row but one.
i liese openings may be arranged in regular order after
a previously thought-out plan, or according to the fancy
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of the moment, point lace allowing- much scope for the
ingenuity of its workers.

Twenty-first lace stitch (fig. qio1. — There are many other
jenwork stitches, by em-
broidering the needle-
work “toile” grounds.

In fig. 910, dots are
worked upon the close

background of button-
hole stitches, in a more
loosely twisted thread
than that used for the

lace stitch itself.

Besides the dots,

little button-holed rings,

stars done in post stitch,

or other fancy stitches,

can be strewn over the
ground.

Twenty- second
lace stitch (fig. 9 1

1
).
—

After fastening the

thread into the left

margin, hold it fast

with the left thumb,
put the needle through
a pin-hole of the braid

the top and into

the loop of the thread,

indicated in the

engraving.

The thread being
thus twisted round the

needle, pass it through
the loop and draw out
the thread far enough
to make vertical bars

to uniform length.

In the following row,

the bars are made the

reverse way. All stitches
formed with this type of twisted bar are included under the
general name of “Spanish stitch” (Point d’Espagne).
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Twenty-third lace stitch (fig. 912). — Begin by making
the same stitches as in fig. 911, from left to right. Then whip
over every loop between the vertical bars! Draw up each stitch
at once to the required tightness, as only one loop at a time

afterwards

the alignment of the
bars, which ought to

remain quite vertical.

Twenty-fourth
lace stitch <fig. 91 3). —
This, which is one of
the whipped or over-
cast series of stitches,

is sometimes known as

“Sorrento stitch”. It

consists of 3 bars
rather close together,
separated from the next
set by a loop as long
as the two short loops
between the bars. The
thread which is carried
back over all the bars,
is whipped once over
ihe small loops and
twice over the longer
ones.

In each subsequent
row, make the i

st bar
between the i

st and 2 nd

of the preceding row,
and the 3 rd in the long
loop, so that the pattern
presents diagonal lines
of steps.

Twenty -fifth and
twenty-sixth lace
stitches (figs. 914 and
91 5). — These two
stitches show how the n
may be altered and am

Fig. ‘907. Eighteenth lace stitch.
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The long stitch connecting

i, so that all the rows shall

preserve a straight line.

Twenty-seventh
lace stitch (fig. 916). —
Between every 3 closely

set bars leave a space

equal to that they oc-

cupy ;
then bring the

thread back beneath the

worked bars
;

in the

second line, work 3 bars

into the space, 2 bars

between the 3 of the

first row, and 3 into the

next space, 8 bars in

all. The third row of

stitches is made like

the first.

Twenty-eighth
lace stitch (fig. 917). —
Begin by making two

rows of Brussels stitch,

fig. 890, then do two

close rows of Hollie

stitch, fig. 908, and one

row of twisted bars

like fig. 912.

To lengthen the bars,

if desired, twist the

thread once or twice

more round the needle.

Twenty-ninth lace

stitch (fig. 918). — This

stitch, an imitation of

a
Greek net with large

meshes, is appropriately

termed “Greek stitch"

(Point grec). It is more-

suitable as a ground than for fillings, and is also used to take

the place of a groundwork of bars, figs. 928 and 929.

Make bars from right to left, a little distance apart, as in

fig. 91 1, leaving the loops between rather slack, so that, when

Fig. 909. Twentieth lace stitch.



they have been twice ove
form a series of slightly

In the next row, make
and raise it sufficiently _
with the needle for the H
threads to take the form K
of a hexagon like the gjS
meshes of net. Bg
When a broad sur- 111

face is to be worked, or MB
there are large motifs
to fill in, begin the Is
stitch in one corner and Is
mcrease or decrease ls|
the number of stitches IS
as the pattern requires. Ms

Thirtieth lace
Stitch (fig. gig). _ §11
After making a row of Is
button-hole stitches in ||
pairs, leaving the loops
between as long as the
space separating the M
pairs, carry the thread Mg
back again on a level IS
with the loops, fasten IS
it to the braid, and Is
make several rows of Ifl
stitches similar to those IS.
in the first row into la
the loops and over the If
stretched thread. MS

The loops must be In.
perfectly regular; to lf :

facilitate this, guide li
lines may be traced Ifl
across the pattern and Sc
a pin inserted, as shown Mga
in tile figure, round
which to pass the thread.

Thirty-first lace stitch
stitch resembles the precedin
threads are knotted it is enti

Fig. 91 1. Twenty-second lace stitch.
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The needle is passed under the loop and under the laid

thread, then the pin being inserted at the right height for

.rried behind the pin, a

loop made round the

point of the needle, and
the knot is pulled up.

Thirty-second lace

stitch (fig. 921). — To
introduce a greater

variety into lace stitch-

es, netting can also be

imitated with the needle,

making what is called

“Net stitch” (Point de

filet). Begin in the

corner of a square and

work the stitches in

diagonal lines. The
loops are secured by

means of a knot like

that shown in fig. 920.

and their regularity of

size can also be ensured

by the insertion of a

pin in the right place.

These little square

stitches or meshes must

be made with the

greatest care and ac-

curacy ;
when they are

properly worked they

may be utilised as a

ground for most of the

stitches described in the

chapter on “Netting”,

and the smallest spaces

can be filled with pretty

openwork stitches, now
seldom made save in

Guipure-net.

Thirty-third lace stitch (fig. 922). — We have often come

across this stitch in ancient needle-point laces, only a few oi

which have been preserved until the present day. This ground,
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which recalls a very close net stitch, presents at first sight an
almost uniform appearance; but upon nearer examination
ihe stitch is found to be a quite new one, consisting of a

a Angleterre), begin by
laying threads dia-
gonally across, to and
Iro, at equal distances
apart, arranged flat,

side by side, so that
they do not anywhere
overlap. When the
whole surface is cover-
ed with these double
threads, laysimilarones
across them the op-
posite way. By passing
the return thread two
or three times under
tlie double threads and
pver the single thread
just laid, pretty little

"heels are formed like 0 ' -awvcni.il idee surcn.

those described in the chapter on “Netting", figs. 673 and 674.

K„ if
hlrty'flfth lace stitoh (fig- 924). — Begin by laving a

with "no°knot
•°*

?

f I?
re“dS to form very regular squares, but

1111 no knots at the intersections.
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When this canvas-

like background is

completed, cover it with

cones worked in very

close darning stitch,

beginning at the top.

after the fashion of

figs. 886 and 887.

Thirty-seventh
lace stitch (fig. 926). —

Fig. 9,3. Twenty-ninth lace stitch.
]n order t0 WOrk *.

hiS

stitch, begin by laying

two sets of double threads to imitate the Penelope canvas

used for tapestry work. For this purpose, cover the space

in both directions with two threads rather close together,

NEEDLE-MADE LACES

Then make a third layer of diagonal threads over the first

two, so disposed that they all intersect each other at ihe same
point, thus forming 6 rays diverging from one centre.

With the fourth and

-t i i | | | M w:

d . U.i.01

Fig. 917. Twenty-eighth lace stitch.

last thread, which forms

7
lh and 8 th rays, make

the wheel over 7 threads,

then slip the needle

under the wheel just

made, and carry it on

to the place where the

next wheel is to begin.

Thirty-sixth
lace stitch (fig. 925). —
Pyramids done in

darning stitch ( Point de

reprise). After stretch-

ing horizontal threads

over the whole space to

be filled in, cover them
with loops worked from
thread to thread, and
in each row passing

through those of the

row before. The needle

will thus have to pass

under 2 threads.
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winch cross cacii oilier where they meet like those of doubh
thread canvas.

Then wind a working-thread several times round the poii
of intersection,

^

and

—

^

handsomer will be the
raised effect.

Each of these little

button-holed eyelets
should be begun and
finished oft independ-
ently of the others.

Thirty-eighth lace
stitch (fig. 927).— Plain
Brussels or net stitch
being more quickly
worked than any other,
one is tempted to use
it more frequently.

But as this produces
a somewhat monotonous
effect, it is well to
add ornamental stitch-
es. Button-holed eyelet
holes distributed at
regular intervals over it,

as shown in the engrav-
ing, will be found a
great improvement

upon the plain ground.
Here, asin thepreced-

ing figure, each eyelet
hole must be made
separately.

Thirty-ninth lace
Stitch (fig. go8). _ 1

Branched bars, corded
or button-holed, make a
hay 5 or 6 threads, as 1

and overcast the ramific

Fig. 919. Thirtieth lace stitch.
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the main trunk
;
from there lay threads for branches in

joint and returning to

left bare in the first

journey, there will be

six or eight to finish.

Overcasting stitches

are always done from
right to left, so the

work will often need

turning about.

Fortieth lace

stitch (fig. 929). — Of
all the different open-

work stitches here

described, we regard

the last one of the

series as that for which

the most patience is

required.

It was copied from
a piece of very ancient

Brabant lace, all the

openwork parts of

which were filled in

with this stitch.

Our engraving is a

reproduction of the

stitch upon a much
larger scale than the

original. the latter

having been done with

one of those threads so

fine as to be almost

invisible, always em-

ployed by the workers of

old needle-point laces.

When the 3 found

ation threads have been

laid for the first row

of stitches, make 8 or 10

button-hole stitches, downwards from right to left, to the point

whence the next branch issues, for which again 3 threads are laid .

Then, having come to the end of the row, fasten the thread

Fig. 922. Thirty-third lace stitch.



mwwm

to the braid on the right and in
second part of the bar, working fr<

ation threads again, button-hole
the previous set only
partly covered, and so EjBBBB

returning button-hole the
m right to left. Lay found-
hem as well as those of

Fig. 923. Thirty- fourth lace stitch.

selves to giving certain g 1

necessary directions as Bjjf

to the method of work- Eg
ing a button-holed wheel Eg :

inside a square opening.

Fig. 930 explains the Eg j

Placing of the first eight BS
loops which form the IE

;

skeleton of the wheel. Eg
!

In fig. 93
1
you see that Kg

. .

a thread has been passed IsSi
through the loops, by
means of which they are
drawn up so as to form a circL
to the loops serve as padding f

latter should always be begun
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Fig. 932 shows the bar, begun in fig. 931. in its completed

state, as well as the passage of the thread to the next bar;

and fig. 933 the button-holed ring after all the bars have been

finished.

How to fill circ-

ular spaces (figs. 934,

935 , 936 ). — The open-
work stitches best suit-

ed to this purpose are

those which can be

worked row upon row
decreasing in length

with the inner circum-
ference of the space to

be filled
;

and those

which admit of their

number being reduced
as required by skipping

in one row some of the

stitches in a previous

one, so as to form a

series of concentric

rings gradually decreas-

ing in size.

As we pointed out

at the beginning of this

chapter, braid tacked

onto a rounded pattern

must be whipped and

drawn up round the

inner curves before

the filling stitches are

begun.
In fig. 934 we explain

the method of filling in

a round space with

of single

Fig. 925. Thirty-sixth lace stitch.

, ru . ... , ... ,
It will be noticed

6 J 3 that the last loop ol

the first row is joined to the first loop and then the interlacing

thread passes on to make the second ring of loops.

The third row is done in the same manner, after which all



the loops arc whipped round and drawn up, and the thread is

worked back to the edge of the braid through the 3 rows cf
loops, following the course indicated by the dotted line, and
there finished off.

Fig. 935 shows how
to finish a row of loops
with wheels or rosettes

mounted on 3 threads
only. In the first and
longest row a wheel is

made over each bar;
in the second row, a

wheel is made over
every other bar only

;

a third row of bars,

round which the thread
is whipped, forms the
centre of the circle,

and from it the thread
is worked outwards by
OVei casting the bars in Fig. 927. Thirty-eighth lace stitch,

turn, fig. 936, to bring
it back to the edge of
the braid where it is

fastened off.

Needle-made picots
(figs. 937, 938, 939). —
The outer edges of
Point lace are generally
bordered with picots
which may be obtained
ready-made in the form
of purls or headings,
one of which is shown
at the top of the illus-
tration fig. 862, as

already mentioned. They
are not, however, very
strong, and we do net ... . 4 ,

advise using this edging
tl§

' 9281 Th,rty'mnth ,aje st,tJ, ‘

tor lace which has been made with much care and patience by hand
In fig. 937, we give the mode of making picots joinei
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Begin, as in fig. 921, by making a knot over which the

thread is twisted in the way shown in the engraving.

It seems hardly

necessary to repeat that

all the loops should be

knotted together in a

level line, that they

must all be equal in

length and at the same
distance apart.

Fig. 938 shows the

kind of needle-made
picots which are most
like the machine-made
ones, and fig. 939 the

use of button-holed
scallops surmounted by
little picots made in

bullion stitch.

c . c v One or even two
Fig. 929. Fortieth lace stitch.

, .

rows of the lace stitch

fig. 906, tile SCallOpS

|
fig. 871, or the first

II rows of stitches in

~ 88 9 * 9 > 920 anc* 921,

s| may also be employed
81 as picots

;
and prettier

: B8 still are the tiny picots

j|S8 of 3 or 4 slanting

rSI button-hole stitches

'SB (Point de Venise)

ajfl worked as in the first

§1 row of fig. 90D.

JgB Renaissance lace

£§8 with a foundation of

,

;n::BB bars (fig. 940). — The
simple Renaissance

laces are those in which

Fig. 950. Wheel of button-holed bars. the figUfes, formed b)

Setting and picking uP the loops.
braids cf different kinds,

are connected by over-

cast bars and spiders with fillings of Russian stitch only. We give

a specimen in fig. 940 made with a plain and a medallion braid.

Fig. 950. Wheel of button-holed bars.

Setting and picking up the loops.
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1

The whipped bars are worked as described in fi
;

Russian stitch as in fig

in figs. 673 and 674m the

chapter on “Netting”.

The lower edge of
the lace is finished with
a picot beading whipped
onto it.

Renaissance lace
with a net ground
(fig. 941). — This lace

needs to have more
time and pains spent
upon it than the preced-
ing one. After having
tacked on and whipped
the braids, fill in the

background with the

stitch fig. 918. To make
the grounding very
regular we recommend
some auxiliary lines

Fig. 951. Wheel of button-holed bars.

Loops picked up and bars begun.

being traced on the
linen foundation as a
guide for the different

rows of stitches.

When the whole
ground is finished,

proceed to fill in the
figures, for which select

the stitches figs. 892,

905 and 907. The edge
of the lace is trimmed
with little scallops
ornamented with picots
in bullion stitch, fig. 939.
Use a fine flax thread
for whipping and draw-
ing up the braids and
a Stronger one for the Fig. 93a. Wheel of button-holed bars.

lace stitches. First bar finished and passage to the next.

Motifs in Venetian lace (figs. 942, 943 , 944, n45 , 946, 947,
94S). — The term “Venelian point” is generally understood to



mean needle-made laces whose outlines are bordered with
rich button-holing in high relief. The lace-maker calls
these reliefs

.
“broiders” or “raised cordonnets’

outl

ever

hole

as in most
other kinds of work,
the first thing to do is

to prepare the design :

begin by laying a sheet

of unglazed black paper
under the traced paper
pattern (a special paper
is made for the pur-
pose), and perforate
the whole drawing with
equidistant holes, then
remove the pattern and
tack the black paper
onto a rather coarse
linen. This done, take
from three to five

lengths of the thread
with which the lace is

to be made, lay

them alongthelines

marked by the

pricked holes, and
fasten them down
at each hole with a

stitch made across

them.

Fig. 942, as well

as the other illustra-

tions of the same
series, shows by a

natural sized dia-

gram the distance

there should be be-

tween the holes,

and also the

beginning of the

outlining with laid

threads ; whilst fig.

943 gives the

mus
finis

oper

corn

the s

done

the 1

execi

care

Fig- 933- Wheel of button-holed bars.

Completed,

Fig. 934 . Circular space filled with rows of

single Brussels stitch.



outline finished,

even to the eyelet

holes which are
to be afterwards
worked into the
fillings.
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The tracing
must be quite
finished before the

openwork, or more
correctly speaking,
the stitches, can be
done. This part of
the work must be
executed with great
care in order to*

keep the thread
perfectly clean. To
that end, all the
parts that you are
not engaged upon
should be covered
with blue paper,
leaving uncovered
only the bit about
to be worked.
Besides this, take
a piece of paper,
rather larger than
the uncovered

P
small hole in it

about £ inch in

diameterand place
the hole over the
spot where you are
going to begin. In
this little uncover-
ed space make the
fillings, movingthe
aperture about as i

you proceed with
the work, fig.

Fig. 935. Circular space filled with bars and wheels.

First ring of wheels.

Fig. 936. Circular space filled with bars and wheels

Two rings of wheels finished.
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The stitches, whatever they may be, must always end at

the traced line without making it too heavy.

We again remind our readers that, if a proper lace needle

be not obtainable, the needle used must be held with the eye,

not the point, turned towards the worker. The stitches will

always be more regular if this advice be followed.

All the parts ot

the motif are thus

successively filled

with fancy stitches,

either close or

openwork in style,

distributed accord-

ing to the design,

see figs. 945 and 946.

When the fill-

ings have been

completed, work
over the whole of

the outlines with

very closely set

button-hole stitch-

es, see fig. 947.

The real antique

Venetian lace is

ornamented with

button-holing in

very high relief,

or with “broiders"

(see fig. 948) on

a thick padding of

threads, as describ-

ed in Venetian em-

broidery, fig. i 5o.

Modern
needle-point lace

(fig. 949). — In working detached motifs, like those of figs. 947

and 948, the outlines are button-holed as soon as the fillings

have' been finished; but in laces where the different parts are

connected by bars or by net-work, any button-holing of the

outlines is done last of all. Thus in the lace illustrated oy

fig. 9^9, all the fillings of the flowers and scrolls are completed

first, then the net-work ground or reseau is done, which
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The Frenc
arc those stamped on the labels of the D-M’C articles.
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may be replaced, if preferred, by bars with picots, and finally
the padded outlines are button-holed over.

Lace of this sort requires the same preparatory work as
the Venetian, but the lace stitches used offer less variety.
Those most often met with are seen at figs. 908 and 890.

Reticella lace (figs. 950 and 951). — The Reticella or Greek
point laces are generally made upon a tracing of thread such
as is used for those just described. But as the manner of
working has been modified in the lace represented here, we
thought it well to adopt the method of simplification frequently
met with in pieces of beautiful old needlework, which consists
in substituting a woven braid for the needle-made bars.

Begin with laying and fastening down the braid,— for this
model D*M*C Superfine braid (Lacet superfin) (*) is used —
by running it with very small stitches along the lines of
the pattern.

W hen all the spokes of braid are in place, start doing the
bars in the centre with plain button-hole stitches, upon which
mount a row of stitches like those in fig. 922 ;

these are
succeeded by another bar, to make which pick up the loops

|j

of the stitches in the preceding row, work a new row similar
I t0 second, and finish off with bullion picots, fig. 870.

Fig. 940. Renaissance with a foundation of bars.

Materials : D*M‘C Flax lace thread No. 50, D’M’C Floss flax or flourishing thread
No. 50, or D*M*C Alsatia No. 40, in white.
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Fig. Q4i. Renaissance lace with a net ground.
Materials— For whipping the braids : D*M‘C Flax lace thread

No. 70, in white. For the lace stitches: D*M*C Flax
lace thread 45, in white.

The
pyramids rest wi

with their bases cn
;

upon bars cai

button-holed exj

on both sides

and ornament-
ed inside with

picots. The
stitches of the

first row should

not be set too

near together,

but enough
space must be

left for those

of the second
row to be work-
ed between
them, as was
explained in

connection
with fig. 684 in

the chapter on

“Netting”.

Work the

inside of the

pyramids with

the stitch

illustrated by

fig. 672 in the

same chapter,

and ornament
the button-

holing that sur-

rounds them
with picots

worked after

fig. 869. thre

The corners
a ^so

are furnished I

with semi-
j

wor

circular bars. is n
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ed

des

:nt-

rith

he

the

Uld

too

Fig. 942. Venetian motif. How to prick the tracing.

thread (Fil d’Alsace) No. 3o. D'M-C Alsatia No. 40 might
also be made use of.

Insertion in knotted stitch (figs. g52 and 953). — face
worked in knotted stitch, such as our two engravings represent,
is reputed to be of Italian origin, but we find just as perfect

NEEDLE-M ADE I .A CE

S

The lace, as seen in natural size at fig. 950, was worked
with D'M'G Alsatian thread (Fil d'AIsace) No. too; tile second
engraving, which represents the same subject, shows that it
can perfectly well be worked with coarser thread, for the
explanatory details here given were done in D-M-C Alsatian
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specimens of it in Persia and Asia Minor. We abide by the

name “lace in knotted stitch”.

No difficulty will be found in making out the construction
of the stitch or in following the sequence of the work. It is

Fig. 943. Venetian motif. Outline completed.

best to begin with the two rows of stitches that form the

perpendicular bars and to finish by making those of the four

little squares between the rectangular figures.

For the picots at the ends of the bars connecting them,

see fig. 870. Tui

loo?

(Ui
the
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Lace edging in knotted stitch (figs. 954 and 955). — The
charming little edging represented here was copied from a
piece of Italian ecclesiastical work.

The stitches, which should be made is the order indicated
by the enlarged engraving, are overcast at the end with a

Fig- 944- Venetian motif. How to protect the work.

loose thread such as D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread
(Lin floche), in pale pink. The oblique bars are overcast, and
the stitches joining on the two picots are passed over.

Smyrna lace (figs. 956 and 957). — The garments of the
lurkish women are often adorned with little needle-made

44



flowers and leaves, which take the place of fringe or gimp
edgings.

These trimmings are not always in the best taste, but the

work is sufficiently interesting for us to give a specimen of it

here, showing the method of working the stitches. It is the

Fig. 945. Venetian motif. How to work the fillings.

sort of trimming that will be useful to finish off articles

embroidered on linen or made of silk or plush.

All kinds of different materials may be employed for the

purpose
; but those quoted at the foot of the engraving will

be found most satisfactory.
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1

To work the lace, fasten the thread into the selvedge of
the fabric, conduct it from right to left and decide upon how
long you wish the sides of the square to be. Then, working
trom left to right, cover the first thread with as many knots
as there is room for.

Fig. 946. Venetian motif. Fillings completed.

Fig. 957 shows the formation of the knot; one can clearly
distinguish how the thread, passing from left to right, forms
a loop, and how the needle is put under the straight stretched
thread and through the loop.
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A space of rather less than J of an inch is left between the

stitches, according to the thickness of the thread used.

After covering the first thread with knots, throw the

working-thread across to the left edge and make the next

Fig. 947. Venetian motif with plain outlines.

row, passing the needle under the stretched thread and under

the loops of the upper row.

Be careful not to diminish the number of knots, and to see

that the four sides of the square are equal.

When the necessary amount of squares have been made,

edge them with picots.
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III fig. 956 ,
two colours were used. The squares were

worked alternately in ecru and Rust brown, while the picots
were in brown.

Danish or Hedebo" lace (figs. 95s and 939). — This lace— already introduced to our readers in the engraving fig.

792

Fig. 948. Venetian motif outlined in high relief.

Materials - For the outlining and padding: D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing
thread No. ico, in white. For the lace stitches: D-M-C Flax lace

thread No. 70 (*).

(*) See
» at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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where it forms the

trimming of the little

drawn thread cloth — is

here attached to a linen

border, but it may also

be worked independently

and finished off with a

row of button-hole stitch-

es done over laid threads.

The engraving, fig. 959,

gives a clear explanation

of the way the rosettes

are made.
After drawing out the

pattern upon tracinglinen,

mount this on waxed
cloth

;
then outline the

rings with 2 threads

secured by overcasting

stitches. When you have
come back again to the

starting point, cover the

ring with button-hole

stitches, beneath which
you again carry round
the double tracing thread.

Before quite finishing the

ring, work the little

pyramids in button-hole

stitch over the stitches of

the ring, throwing the

thread each time, in re-

turning, over the com-
pleted line of stitches so

as to begin every row
from the same end. The
stretched thread is thus

worked over by the button-

hole stitches of the next

row. By making one stitch

less each time, a point is

Fig. 949. Modern needle-point lace.

Materials : D #M*C Flax lace thread No.
and D*M’C Floss flax or flourishing

thread No. ioo, in white (*).

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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Fig. 950. Reticella lace.

Materials — For the lace stitches 1 D-M-C Alsatian thread No. 30
nr ecru, or D-M-C Alsatia No 40, in white.

For the bars : D-M-C Superfine braid, in ecru or in white.
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gradually formed, whence the thread is carried back to the

ring by little overcasting stitches down the side of the pyramid.
Then a second pyramid is made opposite the first, the ring

is completed, and the threads are finished off. Where the

rings touch, they are joined together by a few stitches.

Fig. 951. Reticclla lace. Detail of fig. 950.

The small ring in the centre which connects the eight

pyramids, is ornamented inside by a row of overcast bars,

far enough apart to form an openwork circle.

At the top the rosettes are worked into a strip of linen,

previously embellished with a row of openwork
;

the spaces
between them and the border are filled in by little pyramids.

Brazilian “Sols" lace (figs. 960, 961, 962). — This is a

specimen of the lace made in Brazil under the name of “Sols",
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particularly distinguish-

ed by the delicacy of the

work and by the designs

which consist of rosettes

made upon stretched

threads, somewhat
resembling Teneriffe
work. Notwithstanding
the simplicity of design,

the work needs a certain

skill, as it must be done
with a free hand, and
it is very difficult to

unpick any part once
finished.

The necessary prelim-
inary is to draw the

design — composed of
circles and semi-circles
— upon tracing linen

;

each circle is divided
into as many parts as
there are rays in the
rosette — in this model,
into 48 equal parts —
marked by lines meeting
in the middle. For the
arcs between the rosettes,

trace nine intervals and
eight rays of the same
size.

Having finished the
drawing, fasten it upon
waxed cloth, then trace
the outline with running
stitches, one stitch to
an interval, skipping the
alternate spaces. These
stitches are the only
foundation for the rest
of the work. Fill a
small netting shuttle
with thread, knot the 95 J - Insertion in knotted stitch.
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Fig. 953. Working detail of fig. 952.



Fig. 956. Smyrna lace.

Materials: D*M*C Alsatia No. 20 or D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 3 or 5,
in ficru and Rust brown 3310 (*).

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour-cards of the articles
stamped with the D*M’C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the
mercer’s and needlework shops.
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come back through
the nearest stitch,

cross the ring to

take up the op-
posite stitch, and so
continue. (See the

explanatory engrav-
fig- 961)- I he Fig. 954. Lace edging in knotted stitch,

thread IS thus passed Materials: D'M’C Flax lace thread No. 20, in white,
twice, through each and D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 25,
running Stitch, and in Morocco red 3329 (*).

in this manner the

ring is gradually
filled with rays; at

the last ray all the

cross threads are
connected in the

centre by a knot
and you do not
return to the outer •

circle. The threads
should not be very
tightly drawn. There
are now 47 rays

;
the 48 th is laid as the work progresses

from the centre to the circumference, and this thread serves
for the passage from one row of stitches to another.

Fig. 955. Working detail of fig. 954.
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(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M’C.

Fig. 958. Danish or “Hedebo” lace.

Materials : D‘M*C Flax lace thread No 40, D*M*C Alsatia No. 40

or D’M’C Alsatian thread No. 50, in white or 6cru (*).
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Fig. 959. Working detail of fig. 958.

Fig. 960. Brazilian “Sols” lace.

Materials: 1>M*C Flax lace thread No. 50, D*M*C Alsatian thread No. 70

or D*M‘C Alsatia No. 40, in white.

NEEDLE-MADE LACES
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The pattern itself is worked in two different
stitches : a knotted stitch, like the one used in

openwork on linen for connecting the clusters of
breads, see fig. 773, and the darning stitch

described in the chapter on “Netting” for
working leaves, see figs. 667 and 668, and in

the present chapter by figs. 883
,
886 and 887.

In the centre of the medallion make a

wheel with a few rounds of darning, then,
in the next row, join 6 of the cross
threads by a knot; in the second row,
divide the 6 threads and join 3 and 3

of each cluster together. Thus far the

two wheels are made alike.

For one medallion, the next round consists of eight little

pyramids in darning stitch, the apex of each turned towards
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rds

Fig. 962. How to fill the rings for the lace fig. 960.

sli etched threads complete the medallion; the thread is carried
to the circumference and there fastened olf. Pass on, then to
the next circle, in the middle of which make the wheel’ in
earning stitch and the two rows of divided clusters, then
finish the 48 th ray.

1 his figure can also be worked in darning stitch over
stietched threads, beginning as before from the centre.
When the medallions are finished, work in the intermediate

n °ures as shown in fig. 960, with the stitches there indicated.

NEEDLE-MADE LACES yo'3

the centre, from which point the darning must be begun \t
the beginning of every round the thread is left free : it is then
knotted to the nearest ray. At the end of the round, knot it
into the first little loop of the same thread, so that there may
De no break in the pattern, and in this way the ag"1 ray is
made. J

Outside, the pyramids are joined together by threads laid
in the form of rounded scallops, and two further rings of
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This accomplished, take a cluster of 3 or 4 threads, lay

them alongside the outlines, and make button-hole stitches

over them and the tracing stitches all the way round
;
then

loosen the lace from the linen foundation by cutting all the

running stitches at the back.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds of

work described above, a great choice of patterns for needle-

made laces will be found in the following publications of the

D*M*G Library: Needle-made Laces I, Point Lace, Tenerife

Lace Work and Works of various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the end of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.



Pillow lace, in the Flemish style of the 17th century.

Pillow Laces

1 illow lace may be regarded as an invention of the 16"'
century. Made in the first instance at Genoa, it spread rapidly
throughout Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, Germany and
Sweden. Much later on, the work was introduced into Slavonic
countries and South America; in recent years it has extended
eastwards, notably to the Islands of Crete, Candia and Ceylon
and to Madras in India.

Differing from needle-made lace, in which only one thread
and one needle are required to produce all the various stitches
contained in the most elaborate patterns, pillow lace is made
with an unlimited number of threads, which need to be wound
previously upon bobbins.

„ Af
11 would be impossible in our limited space to describe

a 1 the different kinds of pillow lace, we confine ourselves to
illustrating a few of those which seem to present the least
difficulty of execution. We have published a special volume
dealing with pillow laces, containing a treatise upon torchon
ace, 62 figures and 8 plates with 23 models of edgings, inser-
tions and braids, as well as 55 patterns for working them out.

Implements. — Pillow lace is an industry requiring aumber of tools and accessories: a cushion first of all, then
oobbins, a winder, patterns, pins and a pricker
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which it is used, this is known as a cushion, a pillow or a

frame. Its shape and arrangement also vary to suit the worker

and the kind of lace to be made upon it.

generally used in Saxony, where

of the chief industries of the

It is rounded and resembles

with a

Fig. 963 represents the one

pillow lace has long been one

inhabitants of certain provinces.

a muff in shape, being easily manufactured by anyone

....

^1

I ,. —... H

.

^

Fig. 963. The lace pillow. flannel.

The pillow is laid in a basket or cardboard box, with sides

high enough to keep it steady, and well weighted at the bottom

with lead. This primitive form of lace cushion possesses tin

great advantage of being easily made at home by any worker.

There are others of a more complicated kind, which can be

placed upon the table or mounted on feet. These have th
'

cushion or cvlinder moveable, so that the work can be con-
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padded, and then covered with a dark coloured cloth preen
for preference, Two small supports are fixed on the outside
edge of the board, upon which is mounted the cylinder
consisting of two disks that revolve on a rod about
8 £ inches long. This rod is covered with a thick JBk
layer of tow, with flannel or cloth over it. On the H
left side of the cylinder there is a cog-wheel which, Tip
acted upon by a metal spring attached to the board’ 1|
and engaging with the teeth of the wheel, allows the if
cylinder to turn one way only.

In the Vosges and in Normandy, a kind of ip
square box, quilted outside, is used' instead of a II
pillow. The box is 1 J inches higher at the back 1|
than in front, and has a deep notch in which a JSH.

padded cylinder revolves upon its axis. This cylinder Tftrp
instead of being above the board, hardly projects %
beyond the notch. The part of the box which receives pthe lace as it is worked off the cylinder, fits into a I
second groove made at the back of the frame.

l-or making Valenciennes lace, a somewhat Ip
differently constructed cushion is employed.

Lace bobbins (fig. 964). — These are little spools, ll 1

m
/.v

e
o°

f bone
’
ivory or wood, with handles

; they are H
of different kinds, but only the one which we consider llr
best for beginners to use is shown here.

It is very important always to choose bobbins II?
suited to the thread. flay

The winder or lace turn (fig. g65 ). — We |fc
advise those who mean to take up the work seriously K
to provide themselves with a winder such as the ffit'ione which is here illustrated mounted on a polished Mi 1

;wooden stand. For use, this stand must be screwed i§Varm
) to a tabic, then the leather or catgut thong

'> put round the spindle between the bobbin and the «| /hick part of the handle, and the bobbin is fixed i;

into a notch cut in the upright. The little skein of ifin read is placed, opened out, round the pegs of the
winder and wound from left to right upon the Fig. 964.
bobbin by turning the handle attached to the Lacc
wooden disk from right to left. bobbins.

Stoppage of the thread upon the bobbin (fig. q66). —
w’h-n i|

U
t

tlng
a
hC

i'
11 Cad

’ tilslen il at the head of the bobbin bvwhat is termed a “running loop”, illustrated at fig. 966, which,
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while it prevents the too easy unwinding of the thread, is

loose enough to allow of its being lengthened or shortened

at will.

The pattern. — The pattern or “pricking”, one of

the most important accessories in lace making, consists of a

Fig. 965. The winder or lace turn.

design transferred to a card, certain parts of which are pricked

out. The lines and their distribution must be absolutely

correct and clear, as thereupon the perfection of the lace will

in great measure depend. To facilitate the making of the

Fig. 966. Stoppage of the thread upon the bobbin.

pattern, we repeat the subject several times for each model,

and the worker can thus trace the whole design from the

engraving.

This drawing must then be transferred to brown glazed

parchment, provided for the purpose; or it this be not obtain-
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able, to a piece of thick paper or cardboard which, lined with
a very thin muslin or like material, will serve as substitute.

Ihe length of the drawing should be made to correspond
with the circumference of the cylinder, as there must be no
break in the continuity ot the pattern. If the
cylinder prove too small to accommodate the whole
design, its size may be enlarged by wrapping A
further layers of cloth round it. Jl

Ihe next step is the pricking of the holes, which Mb*
is done as follows; lay the drawing upon a bed of {If
folded material and perforate all the dots marked £*
with numbers. SS

The pricker (fig. 967 ). _ Holders like the one I
represented in the engraving are to be obtained ill
in every stationer's shop. All that is- wanted to

1 11
complete the implement is a coarse sewing needle If
screwed into it.

The little holes pricked in the card mark the places 9
where the pins are to be set to stop the threads JI
as the work progresses, and to have the threads I
twisted round them to form picots or fancv In
stitches.

3
|9I

The pins. — The pins for this work must be I
of white metal not of steel, as the latter is apt Ml
to rust; they must be long and round-headed, and
coarse or fine according to the size of the thread 1
used for the lace.

Materials. — For pillow lace likelv to be often
washed a medium twisted flax or cotton thread is
employed, such as D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin |pour dentelles) (*), D-M-C Flax thread for knitting

j

I
and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter), and 11u-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle), in white or dcru. KB
Many-coloured laces are generally made in silk, but

W
as a good substitute for silk we recommend D-M-C FiS- 96?-
1

1

OSS flax or flourishing thread (Lin floche), D-M-C Tl“ Pricker -

Alsatian twist (Retors d’Alsace), and also D-M-C Pearl cotton
(Coton perld), which may be had in a large number of

the
C

2tf"' n‘

the
J

'nd
„
0f the Ust Chap,er the tablcs of ,he sizes a"d of

frl tZ “
rtiC'“- marl< D 'M ' C - - T,c Fre "ch ”»"•«, in Eckelsthose stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.



shades. Very pretty and effective lace can be made with the

D*M*C Shaded pearl cotton (Perle ombre). D*M*C Gold

embroidery thread (Or fin a broder), D*M*C Silver, embroidery

thread (Argent fin a broder), D*M*C Gold chind (Chine d Or),

as well as D*M*G Gold cord (Cordonnet d’Or) and D*M‘G
Turkish gold cord (Ganse turque) (*) are used for the

manufacture of metallic laces.

Position and movement of the hands (fig. 968). — Pillow

lace is almost always made with four bobbins used together,

Fig. 968. Position and movement of the hands.

two in each hand, and the various “passings” are formed

by the different ways in which the threads are twisted and

crossed.

The number of bobbins used together depends upon the

kind of lace in hand. But as parts of the work are made
separately and so some of the bobbins are for the moment
out of action, those not being used are fixed with pins to the

side of the pillow, as shown in fig. 968. These should never

have more than 5 inches of thread unwound from them to

save their getting entangled.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D -M*C articles.

PILLOW LACES
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Twisting (fig. 969). — By twisting is meant the movement
of passing the right bobbin of each pair over the left one of
the same pair. This movement is always made with one hand.

Crossing (fig. 970). — This signifies passing the inside
bobbin of the left pair over the inside bobbin of the right
pair, the outside bobbins remaining passive; the movement
requires both hands and both pairs of bobbins.

Passings. — When two pairs of bobbins have been twisted
and crossed, a “half-passing” has been made

;
and two of these

half-passjngs constitute a “whole-passing”. This final half-
passing is sometimes omitted and

Fig. 969. Fig. 990.
Two pairs of bobbins Two pairs of bobbins twisted

twisted once. once and crossed.

in form, the second is always the same; it is done by twisting
the two pairs once and crossing the inside bobbins. In the
descriptions that follow, we call this second half-passing
simply a “passing" for the sake of brevity.

While the work is being done, the threads are held, by
means of pins, at certain points of the pattern. These pins
are generally planted just between the pairs of bobbins that
are being used. When the pins have to be inserted to the
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right or left of the pairs of bobbins, a note to that effect will

be found in the description of the work.

Grounds. — In pillow lace, the principal parts of the

pattern are worked with close passings like the net or lattice

ground, fig. 972, or the linen ground, fig. 974, sometimes
ornamented with little figures in spot stitch,

figs. 989 and 991. For the ground, and for

connecting the figures, openwork stitches are

preferred, see figs. 976. 977, 978, 979, 980, 981,

983, or dots like those in fig. 987.

We here give a little series of plaits and
grounds to be met with in the best known
laces, which will be good practice for those

who are new to the work. A pattern with

detailed description accompanies each model.

The numbering of the pairs of bobbins
is from left to right

;
the first pair on the left

of the pattern counts as the first in the

description, the first pair on the right has

the highest number and counts as the last in

the description.

Single plait (fig. 971). — This plait is

made with two pairs of bobbins
;
each pair is

twisted once, then the inside threads are

crossed. A repetition of this process produces

the plait shown in fig. 971.

Net or lattice ground (figs. 972 and 973). —
Fasten on 1 pair of bobbins at each of the

points a, b, c, d, e in the pattern fig. 973.

Twist the i
st and 2nd pairs once, cross =

twist the 2nd and 3rd pairs once, cross =
twist the 3 rd and 4th pairs once, cross = twist

the 4,h and 5 th pairs once, cross, insert a

pin at point 1, twist the 4
th pair once, twist the

5 ,h pair twice, cross = twist the 3 rd and 4,h

pairs once, cross = twist the 2nd and 3rd pairs once, cross
— twist the i

sl and 2 nd pairs once, cross, insert a pin at

point 2, twist the i
st pair twice, twist the 2 nd pair once,

cross; repeat from *.

Linen ground (figs. 974 and 975). — Hang on 2 pairs of

bobbins at each of the points a, b ; c, in the pattern fig. 975.

Fig. 971.

Single plait.
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1

3

Cross the i
st and 2nd pa-irs, one passing = * cross the 2 nd

and 3 rd pairs, one passing == cross the 3 rd and 4^ pairs, one
passing = cross the 4th and 5 th pairs, one passing = cross the
5 th and 6th pairs, one passing,
insert a pin at point 1, do not
twist the 5 th pair, twist the 6 th

pair once, cross, one passing
= cross the 4l »» and 5 th pairs,
one passing = cross the 3 rd and
4
th pairs, one passing = cross

the 2nd and 3 rd pairs, one
passing == cross the i

st and 2 nd

pairs, one passing, insert a pin
at point 2, twist the i

s t pair
once, do not twist the 2nd pair,

cross, one passing; repeat from *.

Reseau or torchon ground
(figs. 976 and 977). — Hang on
2 pairs of bobbins at points a

,

b, c, d, e, in the pattern fig. 977.

Twist the 2nd and 3rd pair
once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 1, one passing = twist
the I

s * and 2 nd pair once, cross,
stick a pin in at point 2, one
passing = twist the 4 l *» and 5 th

pair once, cross, stick a pin in
at point 3, one passing = twist
the 3 rd and 4

th pair once, cross,
stick a pin in at point 4, one
passing = twist the 2nd and 3 rd

pair once, cross, stick a pin
in at point 5, one passing =
twist the i

st and 2nd pair once,
cross, stick a pin in at point 6,
one passing =— twist the 6 th

and 7
th pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 7, one passing
= twist the 5 th and 6 th pair
once, cross, stick a pin in at M f

F
,'
s
„.

972 -

o • •
Net or lattice ground.

point 8, one passing = twist
the 4H1 and 5th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 9,
one passing = twist the 3 rd and 4th pair once, cross, stick
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a pin in at point 10
,
one passing = twist the 2 nd and 3 ,d

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 11, one passing
== twist the I

st and 2 ,,d pair once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 12, one passing = twist the 8 th and 9
th pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at point 13
,
one passing = twist the 7

ll»

and 8 th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 14
,
one passing

= twist the 6 th and 7
th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point

15
,
one passing = twist the 5 th and 6th pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 16
,
one passing = twist the 4

th and 5 th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 17
,
one passing = twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 18 , one

passing — twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin
in at point 19

,
one passing = twist the i»t and 2 nd pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at point 20.
one passing = * twist the 9

th and
iolh pair once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 21, one passing = twist

the 8th and 9
th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 22, one
passing = twist the 7

th and 8 lh pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 23
,
one passing = twist the

6th and 7
th pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 24
,
one passing

= twist the 5 th and 6 th pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at point 25 ,

one passing = twist the 4
th and 5 ,h

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 26
,
one passing = twist the

3 ,d and 4
th pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 27 ,
one passing

= twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 28
,
one passing == twist the i st and 2 nd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 29
,
one passing; repeat from *.

Fig. 973.

Pattern dr pricking for the net

or lattice ground, fig. 972.

Dieppe ground (figs. 978 and 977). — Hang on 2 pairs

of bobbins at points a, b, c, d, e, in the pattern fig. 977.

Twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at

point 1
,
one passing = twist the I

st and 2nd pair twice, cross,

stick a pin in at point 2, one passing = twist the 4
11* and 5"'

pair twice, stick a pin in at point 3
,
one passing = twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair twice, cross, stick in a pin at point 4

,
one

passing — twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair twice, cross, stick in a

pin at point 5
,
one passing = twist the i

st and 2 nd pair twice,
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cross, stick in a pin at point 6, one passing = twist the 6 ,,,

and 7
th pair twice, cross, stick in a pin at point 7, one passing

= twist the 5 th and 6 th pair

twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 8, one passing =
twist the 4*i‘ and 5 th pair

twice, cross, stick in a pin

at point 9, one passing =
twist the 3 ,,d and 4

th pair
twice, cross, stick in a pin
at point 10, one passing =
twist the 2 nd and 3rd pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 11, one passing =
twist the i*t and 2nd pair

twice, cross, stick a pin in at

point 12, one passing =
twist the 8 th and 9

th pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 13, one passing =
twist the 7

th and 8 th pair
twice, cross, stick in a pin
at point 14, one passing =
twist the 6 th and 7

th pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 15, one passing ==
twist the 5 th and 6th pair
twice, cross, stick in a pin

at point 16, one passing =
twist the 4th and 5 th pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 17, one passing =
twist the 3 rd and 4

th pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 18, one passing ==

twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 19, one passing =
twist the 1

st and 2nd pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 20, one passing =
* twist the 9

th and iolh pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in

Fig ' Li,,en glounJ -
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at point 21, one passing = twist the 8 th and t)' 1
' pair twice,

cross, stick in a pin at point 22, one passing = twist

the 7
,h and 8 ll

‘ pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 23
,

one passing = twist the 6* and 7‘>‘ pair twice, cross, stick a

pin in at point 24
,
one passing = twist the 5 th and 6th pair

twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 25
,
one passing = twist

the 4
th and 5"‘ pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 26 .

one passing = twist the 3 rd and 4lh pair twice, cross, stick a

pin in at point 27 ,
one passing = twist the 2" d and 3 rd pair

twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 28
,
one passing ~= twist

the i*t and a 1"1 pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 29
,

one passing; repeat from *.

Tulle ground (figs. 979

and 977). — Hang on 2 pairs

of bobbins at points a, b, c,

d, e, in the pattern fig. 977.

Twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair

three times, cross, stick a pin

in at point 1 = twist the I
st

and 2nd pair three times, cross,

stick a pin in at point 2 =
twist the 4

th and 5 th pair

three times, cross, stick a pin

in at point 3 = twist the 3 rd

and 4
lh pair three times,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 4 = twist the 2“ d and

3 rd pair three times, cross,

stick a pin in at point 5 =
twist the t*‘ and 2>"> pair

„ , u
,'
g ‘ 975

, r three times, cross, stick a pin
Pattern of the linen ground, fig. 974-

Jn flt poim q = twist the 6"‘

and 7
lh pair three times, cross, stick a pin in at point 7

— twist the 5 th and 6th pair three times, cross, stick a

pin in at point 8 = twist the 4
th and 5 th pair three times,

cross, stick a pin in at point 9 = twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair

three times, cross, stick a pin in at point 10 == twist the

2nd and 3 rd pair three times, cross, stick a pin in at point

11 = twist the I
st and 2nd pair three times, cross, stick a pin

in at point 12 = twist the 8 th and g* pair three times, cross,

stick a pin in at point 13 = twist the 7
th and 8 th pair three

times, cross, stick a pin in at point 14 = twist the 6lh and 7
th

pair three times, cross, stick a pin in at point 15 = twist the
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5 th and 6th pair three times, cross, stick a pin in at point 16
= twist the 4

lh and 5 th pair three times, cross, stick a pin in

at point 17 = twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair three times, cross, stick

a pin in at .

point 18= twist

the 2nd and 3 rd

pair three times,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 19
= twist the I

st

and 2nd pair

three times,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 20
= * twist the 9

th

and ioth pair

three times,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 21 =
twist the 8th and

9
th pair three

times, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 22= twist

the 7
lh and 8 th

pair three times,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 23
= twist the 6th

and 7
th pair three

times, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 24= twist

the 5 th and 6th

pair three times,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 25
= twist the 4lh

and 5 th pair three

times, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 26 = twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair three times, cross, stick

a pin in at point 27 = twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair three times,
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cross, stick a pin in at point 28 = twist the i«‘ and 2'”' pair

three times, cross, stick a pin in at point 29
;

repeat from *.

Brussels ground (figs. 980 and 977). — Hang on 2 pairs of

bobbins at points a, b, c, d, c, in the pattern fig. 977*

Twist the 2"d and 3 rd pair twice, cross, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 1 ,
two passings = twist the I" 1 and 2” d pair

twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 2, two pass-

ings = twist the 4th and 5»> pair twice, cross, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 3
,
two passings = twist the 3rd and 4"'

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 4 ,
two passings

= twist the 2nd and 3 rd

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 5
,
two passings

= twist the I
st and 2nd

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 6, two passings

= twist the 6 th and 7
th

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 7 ,
two passings

= twist the 5 th and 6th

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 8, two passings

= twist the 4lh and 5 th

pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in

at point 9
,
two passings

Fig- 977- == twist the 3 rd and 4
th

Pattern of the reseau stitch fig. 976, of the pair twice, Cl'OSS, One
Dieppe stitch fig. 978, of the net stitch fig. 979 passj n a stick a pin in at

ami of the Brussels stitch fig. 980.
p0;nt 10

_
,w0 pa5S in gs

— twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair twice, cross, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 11
,
two passings == twist the I st and 2nd

pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 12, two

passings = twist the 8 th and 9
th pair twice, cross, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 13
,
two passings = twist the. 7

th and 8"'

pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 14 .
two

passings = twist the 6 th and 7
th pair twice, cross, one passing,
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stick a pin in at point 15, two passings == twist the 5 th and 6 ll>

pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 16, two
passings = twist the 4

th ' and 5 th pair twice, cross, one passing,

.
i-

.

one passing,

stick a pin in

at point 19, two
passings = twist

the i
st and 2 nd

pair twice, cross,

one passing,

stick a pin in

at point 20, two
passings = *
twist the 9th and
ioth pair twice,

cross, one pass-
ing, stick a pin
in at point 21,
two passings =
twist the 8th and

9
th pair twice,

cross, one pass-
ing, stick a pin
in at point 22,
two passings =
twist the 7

l|» and
8th pair twice,

cross, one pass-
ing, stick a pin c . „ ... ,

•
. . Fig. 978. Dieppe ground.

in at point 23,
two passings = twist the 6th and 7

th pair twice, cross, one
passing, stick a pin in at point 24, two passings — twist the
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5th and 6»> pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 25 two passings = twist the 4
‘h and 5* pair twice,

cross, one passing, stick a pin in ^
^'a’nd

4th pair twice, cross,

one passing, stick a

pin in at point 27 ,

two passings = twist

the 2nd and 3 rd pair

twice, cross, one pass-

ing, stick a pin in at

point 28 ,
two passings

= twist the I st and

2nd pair twice, cross,

one passing, stick a

pin in at point 29
,

two passings; repeat

from

Virgin ground
(figs. 981 and 982].

—
Hang on 2 pairs of

bobbins at points a,

b, c, d, e, f, in tile

pattern fig. 982.

Twist the 2»d and

3 rd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 1, one passing

= twist the i
sl and

2nd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 2, one passing

== twist the 3 rd and

4th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 3, one passing

= twist the 2nd and

3 rd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 4, one passing = twist the i« and 2"d ^
stick a pin in at point 5

,
one passing — twist th 7

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 6 one passing

twist the 5 th and 6‘t pair once, cross, stick a pin
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point 7 ,
one passing = twist the 70* and 8th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 8, one passing = twist the 6 th and
7

1,1 pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 9
,
one passing= twist the 5 th and 6 th pair once, cross = twist the 3 rd

and 4
th pair once, -

cross = twist the

4
lh and 5 th pair

once, cross, stick

a pin in at point

10, one passing =
twist the 3 rd and

4
lh pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 11, one pass-
ing = twist the

5 th and 6 th pair
once, cross, stick

a pin in at point

12, one passing =
twist the 4th and
5 th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 13
,
one pass-

ing == twist the
3 rd and 4th pair
once, cross = twist
the 2nd and 3 rd

pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 14
,
one pass-

ing == twist the
i
st and 2 nd pair
once, cross, stick
a pin in at point
15

,
one passing =

twist the 3 rd and
4
th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 16
, one pass-

ing = twist the 2nd and 3rd pair once, cross, stick a pin
m at point 17

,
one passing = twist the i

st and the 2nd
pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 18

,
one passing= * twist the 10th and 1

1

1,1 pair once, cross, stick a pin
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one passing =. twist the 8 th and 9
th pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 26, one passing = twist the 7
U1 and 8 th

pair once, cross = twist the 5 lh and 6 th pair once, cross,
— .twist the 6 th and 7* pair once, cross, stick a pin in at
point 27, one passing = twist the 5^ and 6 l

«> pair once,
cross, stick a pin in at point 28, one passing = .twist
the 7

lh and 8 th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 29,
one passing =
twist the 6 th and

7
th pair once,

cross, stick a pin
in at point 30,
one passing =
twist the 5 th and
6 lh pair once,
cross = twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair

once, cross =
twist the 4111 and
3 th pair once,
cross, stick a pin
in at point 31.
one passing =
twist the 3 rd and

4
th pair once,

cross, stick a pin
in at point 32,
one passing =
twist the 5 th and
6th pair once,
cross, stick a pin
in at point 33 ,

one passing =
twist the 4»i> and
3 th pair once,
cross, stick a pin
in at point 34,

Fig 9§2 ‘ Pattern of ornamental ground fig. 981.

one passing = twist the 3' d and 4‘* pair once, cross = twist
tile 2 ”' and pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 35 .one passing = twist the i*t and 2 " d pair once, cross, stick
d

P
ln ln at P oint 36, one passing = twist the and 4

"'

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 37 . one passing =
twist the 2 nd and 3"> pair once, cross, stick a pin in at
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point 38 ,
one passing = twist the i*‘ and

stick a pin in at point 39 ,
one passing =

11 pair once, cross,

twist the u lh and

12th pair once,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 40
,

one passing =
twist the 9

th and

10th pair once,

cross ;
repeat

from *.

Rose ground
(figs. 983 and 984).

Hang on 2 pairs

of bobbins at

points a, c, d, f,

and 1 pair at

points b and e

in the pattern

fig. 984.

Twist the 2nd

and 3 rd pair twice,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 1,

twist twice, cross

== twist the 5lh

and 6th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 2.

twist twice, cross

= twist the 4
,h

and 5 th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 3 .

twist twice, cross

= twist the 3rd

and 4th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 4
,

twist twice, cross

= twist the 2 nd

and 3 rd pair twice, cross, slick a pin in at point 5
,

twist

twice, cross = twist the I
s * and 2 nd pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 6, twist twice, cross = twist the 2 nd and
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-
*1 pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 7, twist twice,

cross == twist the 4“* and 5 th pair twice, cross, stick a
pin in at point 8, twist twice, cross = twist the 6th and
7

lh pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 9, twist twice,
cross = * twist the 8 ,h and 9

,h pair twice, cross, stick a
pin in at point 10, twist twice, cross = twist the 7th and
tS
lh pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 11, twist

twice, cross = twist the 6th and 7^ pair twice, cross,
stick a pin in at point 12, twist twice, cross = twist the
L’
th and 6lh pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 13 ,

twist twice, cross = twist the 4th and 5 th pair twice’
cross, stick a pin in at

point 14
,

twist twice,
cross = twist the 3 rd

and 4
th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in

at point 15 , twist
twice, cross == twist
the 2 nd and 3 rd pair
twice, cross, slick a
pin in at point 16

,

twist twice, • cross =
twist the and 2 nd

pair twice, cross, stick
a pin in at point 17

,

twist twice, cross ===

twist the 2 nd and 3 ,d

pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 18
,

twist twice, cross =
twist the 4th and 5 lh

pair twice, cross, stick
a pin in at point 19

,
twist twice, cross == twist the 6 11 '

and 7
th pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 20, twist

twice, cross = twist the 8 11 * and p
1 ' 1 pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 21, twist twice, cross = twist the 9‘<>

and io^‘ pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 22, twist
twice, cross; repeat from *.

Valenciennes ground (figs. 985 and 986). — This consists
of little plaits which require 2 pairs of bobbins each. Hang
on 2 pairs of bobbins at point a and 4 pairs at points b and c
in the pattern fig. 986.

1 wist the i*t and 2 nd pair once, cross, five passings =

Fig. 984-

Pattern of rose ground fig. 983.
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twist the 3 rd and 4
lh pair once, cross, five passings = twist

the 2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 1, one

passing = twist the i
st and 2nd pair once, cross, five passings,

stick a pin in at point 2,

twist once, cross, five

passings = twist the 3rd

and 4
th pair once, cross,

five passings = twist the

5«i» and 6 th pair once,

cross, five passings —
twist the 7

th and 8,h

pair once, cross, five

passings = twist the 6th

and 7
th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 3
,

one passing = twist the

5 th and 6th pair once,

cross, five passings =
twist the 4

th and 5 ,h

pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 4
,
one

passing =' twist the 3 rd

and 4
th pair once, cross,

five passings == twist the

2nd and 3 rd pair once,

cross, stick a pin in a"

point 5 ,
one passing —

twist the i
6t and 2 nd

pair once, cross, five

passings, stick a pin in

at point 6, twist once,

cross, five passings =
twist the 3 rd and 4

th

pair once, cross, five

passings = twist the 5 tn

and 6 th pair once, cross,

five passings = twist the

7> h and 8th pair once.

c . c ,, . . . cross, five passings —
* v 7 6

* twisty the 9
11* anu

10th pair once, cross, five passings, stick a pin in at

point 7, twist once, cross, five passings = twist the 8 ,! ‘

and 9
11

' pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 8, one P
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passing = twist the 7
th and 8 th pair once, cross, five

passings = twist the 6th and 7
th pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 9, one passing = twist the 5 th and
6th pair once, cross, five passings = twist the 4th and 5 th

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 10, one passing
=

.

twist the 3rd and 4
111 pair once, cross, five passings =

twist the 2nd and 3rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at
point 11, one passing = twist the and 2nd pair once,
cross, five passings, stick a pin in at point 12, twist once’
cross, five passings = twist

the 3 rd and 4
th pair once,

cross, five passings = twist
the 5 th and the 6 th pair
once, cross, five passings =
twist the 7

th and 8th pair
once, cross, five passings

;

repeat from *.

Dieppe ground with
little spiders (figs. 987 and
988). — Hang on 2 pairs of
bobbins at points a, b, c,

d, e, in the pattern fig. 988.

Twist the 2nd and 3 ,d

pair twice, cross, stick a
pin in at point 1, one
passing = twist the i st and
2 nd pair twice, cross, stick
a pin in at point 2, one
passing == twist the 4

th and
: th pair twice, cross, stick
a pin in at point 3, one
passing = twist the 3 rd and
4
th pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 4, one passing = twist the 2» d and 3 rd

pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 5, one passing
- twist the i

st and 2nd pair twice, cross, stick a pin in
at point 6, one passing = twist the 8 th and 9^ pair twice,
cross, stick a pin in at point 7, one passing = twist the
9

l and ioll
‘ pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 8,

one passing = twist the 6 th and 7
th pair twice, cross,

stick a pin in at point 9, one passing = twist the 7O1
and 8 th pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 10, one
passing = twist the 8 ,h and 9

th pair twice, cross, stick
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smm
li

!c -c

a pin in at point 11, one passing = twist the 9
th and io‘h

pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 12, one passing

^
'cross,

'

click ^a
pin in at point

15, one passing

= twist the 2nd

and 3 rd pair

twice, cross,

stick a pin in

at point 16, one

passing = twist

the i
st and 2 nd

pair twice,

cross, stick a

pin in at point

17, one passing

= twist the 6 ,! '

and 7
11

* pair

twice, cross,

stick a pin ir

at point 18, one

passing = twist

the 7
th and 8 ,!'

pair twice,

cross, stick a pin

in at point 19
one passing

twist the 8 th and

i/m
M

mm

"till

: m
mm Wii-m
ia

^%===5>-^|e===

mimm
mm*
? sm/4m

x

Fig. 987. Dieppe ground with little spiders.

9th pair twice,

cross: stick a
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pin in at point 20. one passing

pair twice, cross, stick a pin in

= twist the 5 th and 6 th pair three

= twist the 4
th pair

t

-

three times, do not

twist the 5 th pair cross,

one passing = do not £ - ^

twist the 6 th pair, twist It

the 7
th pair three times, L

9
th and io lh

one passing

pair

cross, one passing = 1 :rT7^
cross the 5 th and 6 th

pair, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 22, |j|g||gj
cross, one passing ==

cross the 4
th and 5 th jjijg|jj

pair, one passing ==

twist the 3 r<1 pair twice, :.d

twist the 4
th pair three IPiljfS

times, cross, stick a

pin in at point 23
,

—
one passing == twist

the 2nd and 3 rd pair

twice, cross, stick a
•

pin in at point 24
,

one passing = twist

the i
st and 2 nd pair

twice, cross, stick a

pin in at point 25
,

one passing — cross

the 6 th and 7"1 pair,

one passing = twist
'BWh^ilB

the 7
th pair three times,

twist the 8 th pair twice, <=1=^=1
cross, stick a pin in at

point 26
,
one passing ^—=—4

== twist the 8 th and

9
th pair Jwice, cross,

stick a pin in at point

27 . one passing — Pa .

twist the 9
th and 10 th

pair twice, cross, stick a pin
= cross the 5 th and 6' 1

' pair,

pair twice, twist the 5 th pair
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pin in at point 29, one passing = twist the 3 rd and 4
th

pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 30, one passing
— twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair twice, cross, stick a pin. in

at point 31, one passing

= twist the i
Rt and 2nd

pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 32,

one passing = twist the

6 th pair three times, twist

the 7
th pair twice, cross,

stick a pin in at point 33,

one passing = twist the

'

7
th and 8 th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 34, one passing =
twist the 8 th and 9

th pair

twice, cross, stick a pin

in at point 35, one

passing = twist the 9"1

and 10th pair twice, cross,

stick a pin in at point

36, one passing = twist

the 5 th and 6 th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 37, one passing

= twist the 4
th and 5 ll ‘

pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 38,

one passing = twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 39, one passing

= twist the 2"" d and 3 lil

pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 40
one passing = twist the

1
st and 2nd p*iir twice,

Fig. 989. Roseau ground with squares
; ; Bt

in spot stitch.
.

’ ,
r

point 41, one passing -

twist the 6 th and 7
th pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at

point 42, one passing = twist the 7
th and 8 th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in at point 43, one passing = twist

' the 8 th and 9
th pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 44.
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one passing = twist the 9
th and 10th pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 45 ,
one passing; repeat from *.

Reseau ground with squares in spot stitch (figs. 989

and 990). — Hang on 2 pairs of bobbins, at points a, b, c , d,

in the pattern fig. 950.

Twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 1, one passing = twist the i
sl arid 2nd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 2, one passing = twist the 6 th and 7
th

pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 3 , one

passing = twist the 7
th and

8 th pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 4 , one passing
== * twist the 4th and 5 th

pair once, cross, stick a pin

in at point 5 ,
one passing

= twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 6, one passing =
twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 7 ,
one passing =

twist the I
st and 2nd pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 8, one passing =
twist the 5 ,h and 6 th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 9 ,
one passing =

twist the 6th and 7^ pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 10. one passing =
twist the 7“i and 8th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 11, one passing = twist the 4
th and 5 th pair twice,

cross, for the square in spot stitch repeat six times : twist

the 4th pair twice, do not twist the 5th pair, cross, and
do not twist the 4‘ h pair, twist the 5 th pair twice, cross

(lighten all the passings equally to give the square a good
shape), stick a pin in at point 12 = twist the 3 ld pair once,

twist the 4,h pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 13 .

one passing = twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 14 ,
one passing = twist the i

st and 2nd

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 15
,
one passing
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= twist the 5 th pair twice, twist the 6th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 16
,

one passing = twist the

6 th and 7
lh pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 17 .

one passing = twist the 7' 1'

and 8th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 18
,

one passing: repeat from *.

Reseau ground with
leaves in spot stitch
(figs. 991 and 992). — Hang
on 2 pairs of bobbins at

points a, b, c, d, in the

pattern, fig. 992.

Twist the 2nd and 3 rd

pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 1, one
passing = twist the I

st and
2nd pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 2, one
passing = twist the 6th

and 7
in pair once, cross,

Fig. 991. Roseau ground with leaves

in spot stitch.

stick a pin in at point 3 ,

one passing == twist the

7
th and 8th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 4 ,

one passing = .+. twist the

4th and 5 th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 5 ,

one passing = twist the

3 rd and 411* pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 6,

one passing = twist the

2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 7 .

one passing == twist the i
s|

and 2nd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 8.

one passing = twist the 2 nd

and 3rd pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 9 .

one passing = twist the i
st
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and 2nd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 10, one

passing == twist the 5 lh and 6th pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 11, one passing = twist the 6th and 7
th

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 12, one passing

= twist the and 8th pair once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 13
,

one passing = twist the 6th and 7
lh pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 14 . one passing ==

twist the 7
th and 8th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 15
,

one passing

= twist the 4
th and 5 th pair

twice, cross, stick a pin in

at point 16 ,
for the leaf

in spot stitch repeat ten

times: twist the 4
th pair

twice, do not twist the 5 th

pair, cross, and do not

twist the 4
,h pair, twist the

5th pair twice, cross (draw

the i
sl and ioth .

passings

tight and leave the interme-

diate passings looser to

give the leaf a good shape*,

stick a pin in at point 17
= twist the 3 rd pair once,

twist the 4th pair twice,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 18 , one passing =
twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair

once, cross, slick a pin in

at point 19 ,
one passing

= twist the i
st and 2nd

pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 20, one
Fig 992

passing =
.
twist the Patton of riseau ground fig. 99..

pair twice, twist the 6‘ Jl

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 21, one passing
= twist the 6 th and 7

th pair once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 22, one passing = twist the 7
th and 8th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 23
,

one passing;

repeat from *.

Everlasting lace in two rows (figs, 993 and 994). — The
everlasting laces have no pronounced pattern

;
they can be
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worked either as insertions or as lace with scalloped edges,
the width being dependent upon the number of rows made.

For a lace with only one row of holes, 5 pairs of
bobbins are needed

;
for two rows, 7 pairs of bobbins; for

1 illH
llang on 3 pa ; rs 0 f bobbins

Fig. 993. Eve, lasting lace in two rows. a t point a and 2 pairs of bob-
Materials : D-M-C Flax lacc thread bins at points b and C.
No. 16, D-M-C Alsatia No. 25, or ^ Twist tli*» ond .jn/4 a.. (l

D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread •

1 W1St the 2 dnd
.

3

No. 16, in white or ecru (*).
PaiF 0nCe

> Cr0SS
’ one P^Slllg

= twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 1, one passing = twist

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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the 4
th and 5th pair once,

cross, one passing = twist

the 5 th and 6 lh pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at

point 2, one passing =
twist the 6th and 7

th pair

once, cross, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 3
,

twist the 6th and 7
th pair

once, cross, one passing =
twist the 4

th and 5 th pair
once, cross, one passing =
twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair

once, cross, one passing
= twist the i

s t pair three

times, twist the 2 nd pair
once, cross, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 4
(on the right of the 2nd

pair)
;

repeat from *.

Torchon lace (figs. 995
and 996). — Hang on 3

pairs of bobbins at points
a and b and 2 pairs of
bobbins at points c and d,

in the pattern fig. 996.

Twist the 3 rd and 4
th

pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 1, one
passing = twist the 4

th

and 5 th pair once, cross
= twist the 5 th and 6th

pair once, cross = twist

the 6lh and 7^ pair once,
cross = twist the 7^ and
8th pair once, cross =
twist the 8th and 9

,h pair
once, cross = twist the 9

th

and iolh pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 2,
one passing = twist the 8th

and 9*J» pair once, cross
= twist the 711* and 8th

Fig. 995. Torchon lace.

Materials : D*M*C Flax lace thread

No. 16, D*M*C Alsatia No. 25, or D*M’C
Pearl cotton No. 8,

in white or Maize yellow 579.
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pair once, cross — twist the 6 11 * and 7
111 pair once, cross= twist the 5 th and 6th pair once, cross = twist the 411*

and 5 th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 3 , one
passing = twist the 5th and 6 th pair once, cross = twist
the 6lh and 7^ pair once, cross = twist the 7th and 8th
pair once, cross == twist the 8lh and 9

th pair once, cross— twist the 9
th and iolh pair once, cross, stick a pin in

at point 4 , one passing = twist the 8th and 9th pair once.

la

\v

T
in
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cross, stick a pin in at point 10, one passing .-= twist the
2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, one passing = twist the i

st

pair twice, twist the 2 Ild pair once, cross, one passing, stick
a pin in at point 11 (on the right of the 2" d pair) =
twist the 2 nd and 3 ,,d pair once, cross, one passing == twist

^ the 4th and 5 ll
‘ pair once, cross, slick a pin in at point 12

,

'one passing = twist the 3rd and 4th pair
once, cross, stick a pin in at point 13

,
one

passing = twist the 2 ,id and 3 rd pair once,
cross, one passing = twist the i

s t pair
twice, twist the 2nd pair once, cross, one
passing, stick a pin in at point 14 (on the
right of the 2nd pair) = twist the 2nd and
3 ld pair once, cross, one passing = twist
the 5 th and 6 th pair once, cross, stick a pin
in at point 15

,
one passing = twist the 6" 1

and 7U1 pair once, cross = twist the 7
111

and 8th pair once, cross = twist the 8 th and
9
th pair once, cross = twist the 911* and io' h

pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 16 .

one passing = twist the 8th and 9U1 pair
once, cross = twist the 7

th and 8th pair
once, cross = twist the 6th and 7^ pair
once, cross = twist the 5th and 6th pair
once, cross = twist the 4th and 5 ,h pair
once, cross, stick a pin in at point 17

,
one

passing = twist the 5 th and 6 lh pair once,
cross = twist the 6 lh and 7

th pair once,
cross = twist the 7

111 and 8 lJl pair once,
cross = twist the S lh and 9

th pair once,
cross = twist the 9

th and io^' pair once,
cross, stick a pin in at point 18

,
one passing— twist the 8 th and 9

111 pair once, cross
- twist the 7

111 and 8 th pair once, cross
— twist the 6 th and 7

th pair once, cross
= twist the 5th and 6lh pair once, cross
= twist the 4H1 and 5 th pair once, cross.
Repeat from the beginning.

Pioots (fig. 9971. — For decorating the plain edges of a
lace, make, with one of the outside threads, picots formed
with the help of a pin stuck into the pattern at a given place.
Ihese picots are often met with on plaited bands, as shewn
In the engraving fig. 997. (See also figs. 1000. and 1004.)
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Fig. 999.
Crossing with four pairs of bobbins.

Grossing with

pairs of bobbins
(figs. 998 and 999). —
There is a kind of
lace in which the

pattern is principally

formed by plaited

and twisted bars of

threads. In making
lace of this kind the

passings, where the

bars cross each other,

are done with three

or four pairs of bob-
bins. The pairs then
count as if they were
single threads, and
you turn and cross

them in the same
manner. The pins

that hold these cross-

ings are stuck in

exactly in the middle
of the crossed threads

as the engravings
indicate.

Fig. 998 shews a

crossing with three

pairs of bobbins, and
fig- 999, one done
with 4 pairs. These
crossings are used in

making the laces

illustrated in figs.

1000 and 1004.

Plaited lace (fig .

1000 and 1001). —
Hang on 4 pairs of

bobbins at point a

and 1 pair at point

b, in the pattern

fig. 1001.

HiiiillifiiyiliihiilltiiiiifilillK
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Twist the i«i and 2 ,id pair once, cross, six passings = twist
the 3 rd and 4lh pair once, cross, three passings = do not twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair, twist the 5 lh

pair three limes, a crossing
as in fig. 998, stick a pin in

at point i == twist the 4^
and 5 th pair once, cross,

three passings, one picot to

the right at point 2, three

Fig. IOOO. Plaited lace.
passings, one picot to tile

Materials: D-M-C Flax lace thread f
lg 11 3t P°“U 3 ' tIlr

,

ee paSS“

No. ,6, in white (*).
nl Ss >

,

0ne P1C0t t0 the r'gl11

at point 4
, three passings

:~
h

twi
.

st the 3 rd pair three times, do not twist the 4th and
~ 1

' Pa * r
> a crossing as in fig. 998, stick a pin in at point 5

^ ^ Si;c
’ at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of“ic cottcn, Hax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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= twist the 3' d and 4lh pair once, cross, three passings = a

crossing as in fig. 999 with the i» and 2" d and with the 3 rd

and 4
11

' pair, stick a pin in at point 6. Repeat from the

beginning.

Insertion with squares in spot stitch ifigs. 1002 and

ioo3 ). — Hang on 3 pairs of bobbins at points a and /, 2

pairs at points b and e and 1 pair at points c and d, in the

pattern fig. ioo3 .

Twist the 5 lh and 6 1 '1 pair once, cross, one passing, stick a

pin in at point 1
,
two passings = twist the 4> h and 5 lh pair

once, cross, one passing — do not twist the 3 ld pair, twist

Fig. 1002. Insertion with squares in spot stitch.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 5 or 8, D*M*C Floss flax or flourishing

thread No. 8 or 16, in white or Maize yellow 579 (*).

the 4
th pair once, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 2 = cross the 2 nd and 3 d pair, one passing = cross

the 3 rd and 4
th pair, one passing = twist the 2 ,,d and 3 rd

pair once, cross, four passings, stick a pin in at point 3

= twist the i
sl pair three times, do not twist the 2nd pair,

cross, one passing = do not twist the 2nd pair, twist the

3 rd pair once, cross, four passings = twist the 4
th and 5 ,! '

pair once, cross, one passing = twist the 5lh and 6th pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 4 . one passing —

(*) This number indicates a colour on the colour-cards of the articles

stamped with the D*M*C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the

mercer’s and needlework shops.

5 l *

on

pii

t\V

th-

ou

pii

on

th<

on

pa:

bo

at

8u»

5 Hi
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twist the 7<J> and 8th pair once, cross, one passing, stick
a pin in at point 5

, two passings = twist the 8 lh and
9
th Pair °i\ce, cross, one passing = twist the 9U* pair once,
do not twist the ioU> pair, cross, one passing, stick a pin
in at point 6 = cross the 10* and nth pa i r

, one passing~ cross ^e 9th and io,h pair, one passing = twist the
10H' and nth pair once, cross, four passings, stick a pin
in at point 7 = do not twist the 11"' pair, twist the i2 l1 *

pair three times, cross, one passing = twist the iolh pair
once, do not twist the n« >« pair, cross, four passings ==
twist the 8th and 9

lh

pair once, cross, one
passing — twist the

7
th and 8th pair once,

cross, stick a pin in
at point 8, one pass-
ing = twist the 6 th

and 7th pair once,
cross, spot stitch six
times, see fig. 989~ twist the 5 th and
6lh pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at

point 9, one passing
= twist the 4th and
5 th pair once, cross,
one passing, stick a
pin in at point 10,
two passings = twist
the 7th and 8th pair
once, cross, stick a
pin in at point 11,

1

one passing = twist Fi S- Iu03-

the 8th and 91I1 pair
Pattern of insertion with squares fig. ioo?.

once, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 12, two
passings. Repeat from the beginning.

s„w
aited la

?
e (figs ' 1004 and I0°5 )-

— Hang on 2 pairs of
bins at points a and d, 4 pairs at point b and 3 pairs

at point c.

Gross the S 11
' and Q' h pair, one passing = cross tile 71I' and

' pair, one passing = cross the 6lh and 7"' pair, one passing
cross the 5u> and 6"' pair, one passing = cross the 4111 and

• pair, one passing = cross the 3 1-'1 and 41I' pair, one passing



;
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Fig. 1004. Plaited lace.

Materials: D‘M*C Flax lace thread No. 16,

D*M'C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 16,

or D-M’C Pearl cotton No. 8, in white or ecru.

= twist the 2 nd and 3rd

pair once, cross, one

passing = twist the I
st

and 2nd pair once, cross,

one passing, stick a pin

in at point 1, twist the

I
st pair twice, twist the

2nd pair once, cross, one

passing = twist the 2nd

and 3 rd pair once, cross,

one passing = twist the

3 rd pair once, do not

twist the 4th pair, cross,

one passing = cross the

4‘ h and 5 th pair, one

passing = cross the 5 th

and 6th pair, one passing

= cross the 6th and 7
th

pair, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 2,

cross, one passing =
cross the 5 th and 6 [U

pair, one passing == cross

the 4th and 5 th pair, one II

passing = cross the 3 “'
|

and 4
th pair, one passing

== twist the 2nd and 3rd

|
pair once, cross, one

passing = twist the i
sl

and 2 nd pair once, cross,
|

one passing, stick a p-n
j

in at point 3
,

twist the

i sl pair twice, twist the

2nd pair once, cross, one

passing = twist the 2 ,,a

and 3 rd pair once, cross,

one passing = twist the

3 rd and 4
th pair once,

cross, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 4
,
two

passings = twist the 2 1"1

and 3 ,,d pair once, cross,

one passing = twist the
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7
th pair once, cross, three passings, stick a pin in at point 9 =

twist the 5th pair three times, do not twist the 6 th pair, cross,

one passing = cross the .6
th and 7

111 pair, one passing = twist

the 8 th and 9
th pair once, cross, two passings, twist the 9th pair

once, a picot at point 10, twist the 8th and 9
th pair once,

cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 11 == twist the 7th

pair three times, do not twist the 8th pair, cross, one passing
= cross the 8th and 9' 1

' pair, one passing = cross the 7^' and
8 lh pair, two passings, twist the 8th pair once, a picot at

point 12, twist the 7
th and 8 th pair once, cross, one passing

= twist the 4
th pair three times, do not twist the 5th pair,

cross, one passing = cross the 5 th and 6th pair, one passing ===

twist the 6lh pair three times, do not twist the 7
th pair, cross,

one passing, stick a pin in at point 13 = cross the 7
th and

S' 11 pair, one passing = twist the 9
th pair twice, do not twist

the iolh pair, cross, one passing = cross the 10th and n lh pair,

one passing, twist the 11 th pair once, a picot at point 14 , do
not twist the 10th pair, twist the n l|

> pair once, cross, one
passing = cross the 9H* and iolh pair, one passing — cross

the 10th and 11 th pair, one passing, twist the 1 t
lh pair once, a

picot at point 15
,
do not twist the iolh pair, twist the ii" 1

pair once, cross, one passing = cross the 9
th and 10th pair,

one passing = cross the iolh and 11 th pair, one passing, twist

the 1 in» pair once, a picot at point 16 , do not twist the io»>*

pair, twist the n ll
> pair once, cross, one passing = cross the

9
lh and iolh pair, one passing = cross the 10th and 11 th pair,

one passing = twist the 8th pair twice, do not twist the 9" 1

pair, cross, one passing = cross the 9
th and 10th pair, one

passing = cross the iolh and u lh pair, one passing, stick a

pin in at point 17
,
do not twist the iolh pair, twist the 1

1

1,1

pair twice, cross, one passing = cross the 9
111 and io lh pair,

one passing = cross the 8 lh and 9
th pair, one passing = twist

the 7
111 pair once, twist the 8th pair twice, cross, one passing =

twist the 6 th pair once, do not twist the 7
th pair, cross, one

passing = do not twist the 5th pair, twist the 6th pair three

times, cross, one passing = cross the 4
th and 5th pair, one

passing = twist the 3 rd pair once, twist the 411* pair three

times, cross, one passing == twist the 2 ,,d and 3 rd pair once,

cross, one passing = twist the i s t and 2nd pair once, cross, one
passing, stick a pin in at point 18

,
twist the I

s
* pair twice,

twist the 2 nd pair once, cross, one passing = twist the 2nd and
3 rd pair once, cross, one passing = twist the 3 rd and 4

th pair

once, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 19
,
two
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passings = twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, one passing
= twist the i

sl and 2 nd pair once, cross, one passing, stick a

pin in at point 20, twist the i
st pair twice, twist the 2nd pair

once, cross, one passing = twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair once,

cross, one passing = twist the 3 rd and 4
th pair once, cross,

one passing = cross the ioth and n ll
» pair, one passing =

cross the 9^ and 10th pair, one passing = cross the 10th and
11 lh pair, one passing, twist the ip’1 pair once, a picot at

point 21, do not twist the 10th pair, twist the iP h pair once,

cross, one passing = cross the 9
11

' and 10th pair, one passing
= cross the 10th and 11 th pair, one passing, twist the 11 th

pair once, a picot at point 22, do not twist the 10th pair,

twist the 11 th pair once, cross, one passing = cross the 9' 1 *

and 10th pair, one passing = cross the iolh and 11 th pair, one
passing, twist the 1

1
pair once, a picot at point 23

, do not

twist the 10th pair, twist the n ll
> pair once, cross, one passing

= cross the 9
th and io lh pair, one passing = twist the 7

th and
8 1 ' 1 pair once, cross, one passing, twist the 8 th pair once, a

picot at point 24
,

twist the 7
th and 8th pair once, cross, one

passing = do not twist the 8th pair, twist the 9
th pair twice,

cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 25 = cross the

7
,h and 8th pair, one passing = do not twist the 6th pair,

twist the 7
111 pair three times, cross, one passing, stick a pin

in at point 26 = cross the 5 th and 6th pair, one passing =
cross the 6th and 7

111 pair, three passings = cross the 8th and

9
th pair, two passings, twist the 9

th pair once, a picot at

point 27
,
twist the 8 th and 9

th pair once, cross, one passing
= crossing with the 6th

, 7
th

, 8th and 9
th pair, stick a pin in

at point 28 = twist the 6th and 7
th pair once, cross, two

passings == do not twist the 4
th pair, twist the 5 th pair

three times, cross, one passing = cross the 5th and 6 th

pair, one passing = cross the 6th and 7
th pair, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 29
,
cross, one passing = cross the

5 th and 6th pair, one passing = cross the 4th and 5 th pair,

one passing = cross the 3 rd and 4
th pair, one passing =

twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, one passing = twist

the 1
st and 2nd pair once, cross, one passing, stick a pin

in at point 30, twist the I
st pair twice, twist the 2nd pair

once, cross, one passing — twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once,
cross, one passing = twist the 3rd pair once, do not twist

the 4<i‘ pair, cross, one passing = cross the 4
th and 5 th

pair, one passing = cross the 3 th and 6 th pair, one passing
= cross the 6 th and 7

th pair, one passing = twist the
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8th and 9^ pair once, cross, two passings == twist the
iolh and nit pair once, cross, two passings, twist the
n lh pair once, a picot at point 31, twist the ioi h and
ii ,h pair once, cross, two passings = crossing with the
8 th

, 9
th

, io|h and ntt pair, stick a pin in at point 32= twist the 8th and 9
th pair once, cross, two passings =

cross the 7
th and 8th pair, one passing = cross the 8th

and 9^ pair, one passing, stick a pin in at point 33.
Repeat from the beginning.

Gold lace with figures in spot stitch and framing
(figs. 1006 and 1007). — Hang on 1 pair of bobbins at points
a and g, 2 pairs at points b, c, e, f and 4 threads for the
framing at point d, in the pattern fig. 1007.

Twist the 3 rd pair once, twist the 411* pair twice, cross,
one passing, stick a pin in at point 1, two passings =
twist the 2 ,,d and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 2, one passing = twist the i** and 2nd pair once,
cross,

.

one passing, stick a pin in at point 3, two passings= twist the 2 nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in
at point 4, one passing = slip the framing threads I

and II through the 5 th
, 4th and 3 rd pair twisted once =

twist the 7th pair twice, twist the 8th pair once, cross,
one passing, stick a pin in at point 5, two passings —
twist the 8 th and 9

th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at
point 6, one passing = twist the 9^ and 10^ pair once,
cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 7, two passings— twist the 8th and 9

th
.

pair once, cross, stick a pin in
at point 8, one passing = slip the framing threads IV and
III through the 6th

, 7
th and 8th pair twisted once = twist

the 5th and 6th pair once, cross, one passing, stick a pin
in at point 9, one passing = twist the 4

th pair once, twist
the 5th pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 10, one passing = twist the 6 th pair twice, twist
the 7

ll
> pair once, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 11, one passing = twist the 5 th and 6 th pair twice,
cross, one. passing, stick a pin in at point 12, one passing

=
.

eight times spot stitch, see fig. 989, with the 4
th and 5th

pair = twist the 3 ,-d and 4th pair once, cross, one passing,
stick a pin in at point 13, two passings = twist the 4

111

pair once, twist the 5th pair twice, cross, eight times spot
stitch = eight times spot stitch with the 6 th and 7

th pair =
twist the 7

lh and 8 th pair once, cross, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 14, two passings = twist the 6 th pair
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twice, twist the 7
11

* pair once, cross, eight times spot stitcli

— twist the 5 lh and 6th pair once, cross, one passing, stick

a pin in at point 15, one passing = twist the 4
th pair

once, twist the 5th pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at

point 16, two passings = twist the 6th pair twice, twist

the 7
th pair once, cross, stick a pin in at point 17, two

passings == twist the 5 th and 6th pair twice, cross, stick a

pin in at point 18, two passings = slip the framing
threads II and I through the 3 rd

, 4
th and 5th pair once

twisted = twist the 2nd and 3rd pair once, cross, stick a

pin in at point 19, one passing = twist the i s
* pair twice,

twist the 2nd pair once, cross, one passing, stick a pin in

at point 20, two passings == twist the 2 ud and 3rd pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point 21, one passing .===

twist the 3rd pair twice, twist the 4
th pair once, cross,

one passing, stick a pin in at point 22, two passings =
twist the 4

tb pair twice, twist the 5th pair once, cross,

one passing, stick a pin in at point 23, two passings =
twist the 2 ud and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 24, one passing = twist the i
s t and 2nd pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at point 25, twist the I
st pair twice,

do not twist the 2nd pair, cross, twist the i
8t pair once,

twist the 2nd pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 26,
twist the i

st pair twice, do not twist the 2nd pair, cross,

'.wist the i
st pair once, twist the 2 nd pair twice, cross, stick

a pin in at point 27, twist the i
sl pair twice, do not

twist the 2 nd pair, cross, twist the i
sl pair once, twist the

2nd pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 28, twist the

I
st pair twice, do not twist the 2nd pair, cross, twist the

i
sl pair once, twist the 2nd pair twice, cross, stick a pin

in at point 29, twist the i
8
* pair twice, do not twist the

2 nd pair, cross, twist the I st pair once, twist the 2nd pair
twice, cross, stick a pin in at point 30, twist the I

st pair

twice, do not twist the 2nd pair, cross, twist the i
sl pair

once, twist the 2 nd pair twice, cross, stick a pin in at

point 31, twist the i
8
* pair twice, do not twist the 2nd

pair, cross == twist the 2nd and 3 rd pair once, cross, stick

a pin in at point 32, one passing = slip the framing
threads III and IV through the 8th , 7

th and 6 th pair, twisted
once = twist the 8 th and 9

th pair once, cross, stick a pin

in at point 33, one passing = twist the pair once, twist

the 10th pair twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 34, two passings = twist the 8 th and 9
l,

‘ pair once,



Fig. ,006. Cold lace with fi 6urcs in spot stitch and framing.
Materials : D-M-C Gold embroidery thread No. ,0 and D-M-C Gold cord, or D-M-C
.

Gold^chme, Ocru and gold, and D-M-C Turkish gold cord No 6 (•).

(') See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of
t.ic cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.
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cross, stick a pin in at point 35, one passing = twist the
7‘" Pair once, twist the 8‘h pair twice, cross, one passing.
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pair once, cross, slick a pin in at point 88, one passing =
twist the qH> and to"‘ pair once, cross, stick a pin in at

point 39 do not twist the gi>> pair, twist the io»' pair twice,

cross twist the 9* pair twice, twist the 10* pair once, cross,

stick ’a pin in at point 40 ,
do not twist the g«» pair, twist the

,Qih pair twice, cross, twist the 9
lh pair twice, twist the 10

pair once cros^i, stick a pin in at point 41
,
do not twist the

oth pair, twist the io‘i> pair twice, cross, twist the g“> pair

" twice, twist the 10th pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 42
,
do not

twist the
,
g'h pair, twist the ioi' 1

pair twice, cross, twist the g
lh pair

twice, twist the 10* >> pair once,

cross, stick a pin in at point 43 .

do not twist the 9
lh pair,, twist the

1 o' 1' pair twice, cross, twist, the g
th

pair twice, twist the io l!l pair once

cross, stick a pin in at point 44 .

do not twist the 9"* pair, twist

the 10th pair twice, cross, twist the

giii pair twice, twist the iolh pair

once, cross, stick a pin in at point

45
,
do not twist the 91'' pair, twist

the ioi'' pair twice, cross = twist

the 8't‘ and 9
lt pair once, cross,

stick a pin in at point 46
,

one

passing = cross the framing threaos

I and II with the threads 111 and 1

and repeat from the beginning.

Pillow lace braids. — The

braids of which Russian lace is

Fig. io°8. composed, see 1 fig. 1012, may le

Straight cloth bra.d.

p,ain Qr more or less rtch.y

decorated and worked in various colours.
; ht

We give examples in fig. 1008 and fig. 1010, of plain stratg it

and wavy “cloth braids” worked in one colour.

Straight cloth braid (figs. .008 and .009) - Hang on

3 pairs of bobbins at points <z and b, m the pattern fig. 1.9 -

Twist the 2»a pair twice, do not twist the 3 pair, >

one passing = cross the 3"- and 4'" pair, one passing - cross

the 4th and 5 ‘>> pair, one passing = twist the 5 and L
twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 1. twist ^
5ih pair once, twist the 6"> pair twice, cross, one passing -
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do not twist the 4lh pair, twist the 5lh pair twice, cross, one
passing = cross the 3 rd and 4

th pair, one passing = cross the
2“ d and 3 rd pair, one passing = twist the i

sl and 2nd pair
twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 2, twist the
i
il pair twice, twist the 2nd pair once, cross, one passing.
Repeat from the beginning.

Waved cloth braid (figs, ioio and ioii). — Hang on 4
pairs of bobbins at point a and 2 pairs at point b, in
the pattern fig. 1011.

Do not twist the 4^ pair, twist the

5 ,h pair twice, cross, one passing =
cross the 3 rd and 4

th pair, one passing
- cross the 2 nd and 3 rd pair, one passing

twist the 1
st and 2 nd pair twice,

cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

point 1, twist the I s
* pair twice, twist

the 2 nd pair once, cross, one passing
twist the 2nd pair twice, do not

twist the 3 rd pair, cross, one passing
— cross the 3 rd and 4

th pair, one
passing = cross the 4l,> and 5th pair,

one passing = cross the 3 rd and 4th

pair, one passing = cross the 2nd and
3rd pair, one passing = twist the i

s t

and 2nd pair twice, cross, one passing,
stick a pin in at point 2, twist the
i
st pair twice, twist the 2nd pair once,

cross, one passing = twist the 2nd pair

!
twice, do not twist the 3 rd pair, cross,
one passing = cross the 3 rd and 4th

:

pair, one passing = cross the 4^ and 5lh pair, one passing
I = cross the 3 rd and 4th pair, one passing = cross the

2 'H’ and 3 rd pair, one passing = twist the and 2nd pair

\

twice, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 3, twist

j

the ist
pa j r twice, twist the 2 nd pair once, cross, one passing

j

= twist the 2nd pair twice, do not twist the 3 rd pair, cross,
one passing = cross the 3 rd and 4

th pair, one passing =
]

cross the 4th and 5lh pair, one passing = cross the 3 rd and
I 4

th
Pair> one passing = cross the 2nd and 3rd pair, one

passing = twist the i
sl and 2 nd pair twice, cross, one

passing, stick a pin in at point 4
,
twist the I

s
* pair twice,

twist the 2 nd pair once, cross, one passing = twist the 2nd

pair twice, do not twist the 3 ,d pair, cross, one passing =

Fig. 1009.

Pattern for straight braid

fig. 1008.
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cross the 3 rd and 4lh pair, one passing — cross the 4th and
5lh pair, one passing = twist the • 5i Jl pair twice, do not
twist the 6lh pair, cross, one passing, stick a pin in at

Fig. 1010.

Waved cloth braid.

point 5 (left of the 5 th pair)

= do not twist the 4*1* pair,

twist the 5 th pair twice, cross,

one passing = cross the 3 rd

and 4th pair, one passing —
cross the 2 ,,d and 3 rd pair, one
passing.= twist the and 2 ,,d

pair twice, cross, one passing,

stick a pin in at point 6 (on

the right of the 2 nd pair) ==

twist the 2nd pair twice, do
not twist the 3 rd pair, cross,

one passing = cross the 3 rd

and 4P1 pair, one passing —
cross the 4th and 5 th pair, one
passing = twist the 3 lh and

6 th pair twice, cross, one pass-

ing, stick a) pin in at point 7,

twist the 5 th pair once, twist

the 6th pair twice, cross, one
passing = do not twist the 4"1

pair, twist the 5 th pair twice,

cross, one passing = cross the

3 rd and 4
111 pair, one passing

== cross the 2 1"1 and 3 rd pair,

one passing = cross the 3 rd

and 4th pair, one passing —
cross the 4

th and 5 th pair, one

passing = twist the 5 lh and

6th pair twice, cross, one pass-

ing. stick a pin in at point 8,

twist the 5th pair once, twist

the 6th pair twice, cross, one

passing = do not twist the 4
th

pair, twist the 5 th pair twice,

cross, one passing = cross the

3 rd and 4
111 pair, one passing

= cross the 2 nd and 3 rd pair,

one passing = cross the 3rd

and 4
ll

« pair, one passing =
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cross the 41k and 5 th pair, one passing = twist the 5th anij

.
P 1"!' cross, one passing, stick a pin in at point 9

twist the 5 th pair one, twist the 6"' pair twice, cross onenassinxT — A r, n ..1. • • . _
’

passing = do not twist the
twice, cross, one passing ==
cross the 3 rd and 4th pair,
one passing = cross the 2nd

and 3 rd pair, one passing =
cross the 3 rd and 4th pair, one
passing = cross the 4th and
5 lh pair, one passing = twist
the 5th and 6 l,! pair twice,
cross, one passing, stick a pin
in at point 10, twist the 5 th

pair once, twist the 6th pair
twice, cross, one passing =
do not twist the 4th pair,
twist the 5th pair twice, cross,
one passing = cross the 3 rd

and 4lh pair, one passing =
cross the 2 nd and 3 rd pair, one
passing == do not twist the
i
st pair, twist the 2 ,,d pair

twice, cross, one passing, stick
a pin in at point 11 (on the
right of the 2'* d pair) = twist
the 2nd pair twice, do not
twist the 3 rd pair, cross, one
passing = cross the 3 rd and
4
th pair, one passing = cross

the 4
th and 5 th pair, one

passing = twist the 5 th and
6th pair twice, cross, one
passing, stick a pin in at
point 12 (left of the 5^* pair;

;

repeat from the beginning.

Russian braid lace (figs.
*oi2, ioi 3

, 1014). — The so-
called “Russian” lace, differs

4
th pair, twist the 5 ,h pair

Fig. lot 1.

Pattern for waved cloth braid fig, 1010.

orn the pillow laces which we have been describing in
hat u i s entirely composed of one or more narrow braids
'nicn form the whole pattern.
Our model is made of a single braid, carried about in

4S
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in c the thread of the second bobbin of the pair slipped

through the loop of thread.

The pattern on the passement further shows the places

where the picots are to be made, marked by little strokes.

The strokes indicate how many times it is necessary to twist

the bobbins forming the picots
;

in cases where the picot is

made as we described for the straight and waved braids, we
have made no special marks.

Patterns of needlework. — Besides the different kinds of

work described above, a large choice of patterns for pillow

laces will be found in the following publications of the

D-M-G Library: Pillow Laces I and Works of various kinds (*).

(*) See, at the e.id of the volume, the list of publications

forming the D*M*C Library.
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Needlework Trimmings

In the foregoing chapters we have taught how the different
kinds of embroideries and laces are made. To complete this
Encyclopedia we will now give our readers a few directions
as to the finishing off and trimming of needlework.

Embroideries that require no lining can be bordered withahem or a small fringe; lined ones, on the contrary, mav
be edged with cord or narrow gimp. For very handsome
pieces of work, it is usual to choose heavy fringes with tassels
at the corners; while finer embroideries look best edged
with lace.

In every case the decoration must be arranged in harmony
with the needlework; if it be too important or ornate in style
it will injure the effect of the embroidery, instead of showing
it off by a tasteful simplicity.

Hems. — A hem is the most useful finish for all articles
hkely to be subjected to frequent washing.

Ihe hems may be either quite plain or ornamented in
ainerent ways

; they may be divided into :

(i) Openwork hems;
(
2

)
hems with fancy stitches; (3) hems

with picots or scallops.

I' °r fbe first a few horizontal threads must be drawn out
(see the chapter “Openwork on Linen”).

Tasseled fringe with crochet heading.
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Very pretty effects are obtained by ornamenting hems
with embroidery stitches, whether worked in the same colour
as the fabric or in other shades; the stitches can be varied
indefinitely, according to the taste and patience of the worker.

We may suggest

insertions done
in flat stitch and

button-hole
stitch, or in

plaited stitch or

crossed back-
stitch. In fact,

one can make use

of almost all the

stitches described

in the chapters on

“Embroidery
upon White Ma-
terials”and “Linen

Fig. 1015. Stitched seam for forming the corner Embroidery”,
of a hem. Inside.

With regard

to narrow hems, it is best to trim them with picots, whether
worked in crochet or tatting, or lace edgings done with

bobbins or needle
;

in their

respective chapters all necessary

directions will be found for

executing these picots.

How to form the corners
of hems (figs. 1 01 5 and 1016). —
The beauty of a hem greatly

depends upon a neat and well-

shaped corner. After having

drawn out the due number of

threads — or marked the place

for the hem by a coloured

c . , _ . . . .
tacking thread — fold the stuff

0utside
over diagonally in the corner.

right side inwards, leaving free

a piece equal to the width of the hem, and starting from
the folded edge back-stitch the two folds together to form
a right angle, stopping 5 threads from the outside, as the

engraving (fig. ioi 5 ) shows.
Then cut off the stuff beyond the stitching, fold back

Fig. 1016. Corner finished.

Outside.
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Hg. 1019. Hein with picots.

How to do the cross stitch to fill

in the picot.

They should be worked
from right to left, as

explained in the chapter
“Needle-made Laces”.

The picots may be
executed in several colours,

that is, the colour may be

changed for each triple

scallop.

For working the scal-

lops take a moderately
twisted thread, such as

D*M*C Embroidery cotton

(Coton a broden, D-M*C
Pearl cotton (Coton perle)

or D*M*C Alsatia.

Hem with crochet
picots and cross stitch

(fig. 1023). — Before laying

the hem, make a row of

detached cross stitches, then

sew down the hem with

overcasting stitches.

The edging of crochet

picots is done as follows

:

1 plain stitch on the ed^e

of the hem, 5 chain,

treble on the i
st chair,

stitch, repeat from the

beginning.

Fig. 1020. Hem with picots.

Two picots completed, and passage of the

needle to the next picot.

Fig. 1021. Hem with picots.

Series of picots finished. Natural size.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 5,

in Cardinal red 304.

For the cross stitches

and the crochet work use

D*M*C Pearl cotton (Co-

ton perltS) No. 5, in Garnet

red 326.

Hem with crochet
picots and row of open-

work (fig. 1024). — The
row of openwork is done

with D'M’C Pearl cotton

(Coton perl£) No. 8, in



Fig. 1022 Hem edged with double row of button-hole scallops.
Materials t D*M*C Embroidery cotton, D*M*C Pearl cotton or D*M*C Alsatia.

in Indigo blue 322 and Mandarin yellow 742 (*).

I
st row i plain stitch on the edge, 2 chain, 1 plain

on the edge, 2 chain, and so on.

2nd row —
1 plain with 3 chain on the 2 chain of the

[]

row beneath.

3''1 row — I plain with 4 chain on the 3 chain of the
row beneath.

4
th row

1 plain on the 4 chain of the row beneath,
with 1 chain, 1 picot and 1 chain between.

Choose as working-thread to suit the fabric, either D-M-C
Alsatian thread (Fil d’AIsace) Nos. 3o to 5o or D-M-C Flax
lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) Nos. 20 to 40, in white
or ecru.

NEEDLEWORK TRIMMINGS 761

Saffron yellow 727, the little reversed bars are worked in
darning stitch, fig, 748.

The crochet picots, for which the same thread is used,
require : 1 treble on the margin of the hem, 3 chain and
3 trebles over the corner treble, 1 treble on the hem
and so on.

’

Openwork hem ornamented with a small crochet
edging (fig. 1025 ). — After making a hem with a single

„
row °* openwork, iollowing the directions given for figs i3o
and y3 1, work the little crochet edging in four rows.

( ) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours ofme cotton, flax and si.k articles, mark D*M*C.
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The mounting of embroideries. — Mounting a piece

of embroidery either on wood or metal is a difficult under-

taking, and requires much skill and practice ;
we therefore

advise our readers to employ an upholsterer or to have it

done in a shop,

because imperfect

mounting can

spoil the look of

Fig. 1023. Hem with crochet picots and cross stitch. the finest needle-

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 5, in Garnet red 326 work.

and Mauve violet 316 (*).

Fig.^024. Hem with crochet picots and row

of openwork.

Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 8 or D-M'C Floss

flax or flourishing thread No. 16, in Saffron yellow 727

or Locust-bean brown 337 (*).

1(1
pr .JrtCA «. r.’fl*]

The lining of

needlework. —
When only a plain

lining of material

is wanted, our

workers can with

little difficulty do

it for themselves.

The lining, of a

soft and supple

fabric, should be

very carefully

fitted^ and should

be either the same

colour as that

upon which the

embroidery is

worked or of a

contrasting shade

which goes well

with it. Cut the

lining straight to

the thread, turn

in the edges, and

then tack it to

the embroidery,

also previously

turned in and

arranged. The two layers of material are then hemmed together

all round, and the hem is finally hidden by a thick cord, a

fringe or a gimp, which forms the outside finish.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D'M*C.

Fig. 1025. Openwork hem ornamented with a small

crochet edging.

Materials: D*M*C Alsatian thread Nos. 30 to 50 or D*M*C

Flax lace thread Nos 20 to 40, in white or ecru (*).
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Fig. 1026. The cord wheel in action.

wheel has a handle to it, and the way to arrange the cord

upon the little wheels is indicated thereon.

To make the apparatus work evenly, the cord must be

stretched very tightly over the wheels.

On each little wheel there is a metal hook which serves

to hold the threads of which the cord is to be made.

To manufacture a cord without another person's help,

it is necessary to have a board which is screwed to the

table and being also furnished with hooks holds the opposite

ends of the threads.

Fig. 1026 shows how to set the wheel in motion when the

threads have once been stretched.

How to make the cords (fig. 1026). — The simplest
cord that can be made with this instrument is the 2-ply

Cords. — It is useful to know how to make all kinds of

cords oneself in case of need, as one can then employ the

same materials that were used for the work and secure

perfect uniformity of colouring.

The easiest cords to make are those done with the little

apparatus described below
;
next come the crochet and ma-

cramd cords, and lastly the hand-knotted ones.

The cord wheel. — This little appliance can be recom-
mended to all workers

;
it will enable them to make any

sort of cord required.

It consists of one large wheel mounted on a pillar with

a weighted base which, by means of a band, sets in motion

three small wheels mounted on the same pillar. The large

NEEDLEWORK TRIMMINGS
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cord, that is, a twist consisting of two threads only. At

one end of each thread make a loop and fix it onto the

little wheels, fastening the opposite ends to the hooks in

the board screwed to the table
;

then pull the apparatus

back far enough to draw the threads tight. Turn the handle

from left to right or from right to left, according to the

twist of the thread used, until the two threads are lightly

agppgggii^aigsaii
thread from the little

the second thread is

attached, and turn

the handle the

reverse way until the

cord is finished.

Cords consistingof

three threads
(
3-ply

cords) are made in

the same manner,
using for them the

three small wheels.

With two such

instruments cords of

four, five and six

threads can be

manufactured
;

and

thicker cords still

may be produced by

hooking several

threads together

upon each small
Materials : D*M*C Pearl cotton No. i, in Yellow wheel

green 733, Dawn red 360 and Indigo blue 312 (').

Gimp cords
made in cotton threads (figs. 1027 and 1028). — For heavy

embroideries intended for furniture and cushions, thick cords

made of cotton threads are the most suitable
;

of these we
give a series in figs. 1027 and 1028.

Fig. 1027 represents three 2-ply cords made with D*M’C

Em
and r

of cole

very fi

thread:

easily

accord:

followi

sents

cords

two th

made r

one an.

of D-M
ton ((

No. 8,

previou

that is t

first fi

right,

right tc

Fig. 1027. Two-stranded cords mac

cotton threads.

Materials: D*M*C Pearl cotton No. 1, in

and Raspberry red 3685 (*).

two c

respecti

single
;

thread

No. 3o

broder)

to left,

Han
This is

(*) See
*tie cotton

arc those
(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark 1>M*C.
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Pearl cotton (Coton perle), No. 1. These are twisted first from
lUt to right, then from right to left.

For the fine cord the threads' are taken single, for the nextsue double, and for the thickest quadruple.
The. 3

" P|y cords shown in fig. ,028, are made in the same
way, with three threads of three different shades.

Embroidery cords made with cotton or iinen threadsand metal threads (figs. 1029, io3o, io3 i). — Various kinds
ol coloured embroideries, applique work in particular, require
icij fine colds made with glossy cotton threads and metal
threads, which can
easily be fabricated
according to the
following directions.

FlV 1090 rpnw
Flg ' I029 ' Tw°-Stranded cords made with cotton

»•
• y 1LP ie or linen threads,

sei.ts two double Materials : D*M-C Pearl cotton No. 8 or D*M*C
coids and fig. io3o
two threefold cords,
made respectively of
one and two threads
of D*M* G Pearl cot-

ton (Coton perld)
No. 8. like those

Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 16.

Fig. 1030. Three-stranded cords made with cotton
or linen threads.

previously described, Materials : D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8 or D-M-C
that is to say, twisted F,oss nax or flourishing thread No. 16.

first from left to
right, then from
right to left.

h’ig. 1 o3 1 shows
two cords made
respectively with a
'ingle and a double

with
Fig. 1031. Two-stranded cords made

metal threads.

Materials : Gold and silver embroidery threads No. 30.

thread of D-M-C Gold embroidery thread (Or fin a broderl

f° ,

3° *nd D-M-C Silver embroidery thread (Argent fin it
oroderl No. x (*), which have to be twisted first from right
to left, then from left to right.

Hand-knotted cord (figs. i 032
,

io33, 1034, io35, io36 ). —
ns is a kind of fancy cord in which the fingers play- the

fecit™ n

the
;

n<,

„
of the Iast cha P‘=r the tables of the sizes aud colours of

ire
**» T, Tk

~
M 'C - ~^ Fre"ch '» brackets

|

mose stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.



Fig. 1032. Hand-knotted cord. First position of the hands.

part of a hook. The cord consists merely of a chain of loops

tightly drawn, and is perfectly simple and easy to make.

Join two ends of thread together
;
take one of the ends

in the left hand, fig. io32, and make a loop with it, passing

NEEDLEWORK TRIMMINGS

Fig. 1033. Hand-knotted cord. Second position of the hands.

034. Hand-knotted cord. Third position of the hands.

•ight hand, raising the forefinger and stretching

ith the left hand.

ing the thread still strained with the left hand,

forefinger into the loop which is on the right
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forefinger and draw back towards you tile thread coming
from the left hand and behind the loop, fig. io33.

At the moment when the left forefinger comes back with
the new loop the one on the right forefinger is slipped, and
the end with the knots passes between the thumb and the
third finger of the left hand, while the right hand tightens the
knot, fig. 1034.

In fig. io35
,
representing the fourth position

of the hands, it is shown how the forefinger
of the right hand lifts up the thread and
draws it through the loop on the right hand;
the end will therefore pass at once into the
right hand and the left will tighten the knot.

Fig. 1035. Hand-knotted cord.

Fourth position of the hands.

By thus alternately tightening the right
knot and then the left, this pretty cord is

easily made, its execution being less a task
than an amusement.

Fig. io36 shows the same cord on a rather
larger scale. It can also be made, if desired,
in two colours.

Macrame cord (fig. io3y). — Our pattern
ls made with D*M*G Knotting cotton (Fil a
pointer) No. 1 5

,
the length of the threads

depends on the length of cord required: they
should always be wound upon macrame
bobbins, see fig. 61 3.

Fig. 1036.

Hand-knotted cord.

Materials :

D'M'C Knotting

cotton Nos. 10 to

30, D'M'C Flax

thread for knitting

and crochet Nos. 4
to 20 or

D*M‘C Pearl

cotton No. 1, 3

»r 5 (*)

the end f*»t <*»ptcr the tables of the sires and colours ofc cotton
»
flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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I eave ends at the top 4 inches long, which are afterwards

tied together in a knot and fastened to the macramd cushion.

Knot three light threads from left to right onto the cord b and

the same threads onto the cord a also, to the right of the light

knots. Take a third cord c, add on three

Jj/f light and three dark threads, and knot these

c new threads as well over cords b and a.

Close the ring by knotting these twelve

\J|gf cords over cord c, and continue the work

WK by knotting them over the b and a cords,

jjlll The result is a cord which is hollow

mm inside, with stripes running round from

Crochet cord (figs. io38 and 1039). — This

Wffl cord has the advantage of being extremely

$888$ simple and easy to make; fig. io3p gives

png® a clear representation, rendering further

|1||§ directions almost unnecessary.

ffljjjSRK Begin with 4 chain, close the ring and

jljSNsS. make 1 single in each chain stitch and 1 in

Mm eilch sin Sle
>
Pacing them on t,le back loops

/M nkc 'ra ot tbe st ' tc 'les beneath.

f/M V®* We should further point out that, contrary

vll m to ordinary crochet, this is done not from
>

1 1

TO the outside to the inside but the reverse way.

' Gimps. — Embroideries intended for

Fig. 1037. furniture, screens, &c., need only a very

Macramd cord.
trimming .

Coarse cords, or better still, Hat gimps, are used for this

purpose.
^

.^oTcofS
simple patterns and

quiet colours are to

Fig. 1038. Crochet cord. be preferred.

Gimps or galoons are made in many varieties; they may

be classed under five headings :

(1) Embroidered galoons;

(2) Crochet gimps ;

(
3

)
Tatted gimps ;

14) Macrame gimps
;

(0) Lace braids, done with bobbins or needle.
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n Embroidered galoous. _ Woven linen or canvas

bi aids ornamented with a little cross stitch or stroke stitchwork done in the colour of the principal embroidery, are best
loi trimming articles destined to be washed. These are very
s long, so are well suited for objects in constant use The

for
P
sucV

0

braids
n

(

e

*l

Embr0ide^” COn,dn8^ P‘«'"»

(2) Crochet gimps. — A good
imitation of passementerie is
obtained by working an edging
consisting of single stitches and
plain stitches, rings of trebles and
crocheted scallops, upon a closely
woven braid. The best effect is
given by the use of a strongly
twisted thread of medium size. (See
also the fringe headings, figs. 1047,
1049 and io5o, as well as the
Bosnian crochet braids, page 33i.)

( 3 ) Tatted gimps. — Tatting
may also be used for the same
purpose. -These trimmings are at
once delicate and strong. They may Fig ’ 10d9 ’

be embellished by wheels or lace
Mi>ki"s thc crochet cord -

on!ulVrinus
d ^ thread

' T"
0 SimpIeSt piltterns

> chains
i mile rings, loi instance, make a charmin^ little eimnwhich can be further varied in many ways by individual Riste!

well

4 ’ “
*the

m
m f

mps - - “acramd lends itself particularly

corn., -‘i
malung of Simps, which admit of turningcorners without any an ^ ~

j

difficulty. Several
such patterns will be
found in the chapter ~ -

011 “Macramd”. Any Fig ' 10 ‘
}
°‘ Picot braid made with bobbins.

into limn
^ tW

,

S T r

u
Wil1 find lit,le ,rouble transforming

.

g mps most of the grounds and fringes given therein.

of bohh
306

o
rai

c
S ' ~ TheSe can be made with 4 and 6 pairs

lasting” biV
’ e

-n
eSt

,

pattern5 to use are those for the “ifver-

“n, f
he Cla P‘er 0,1 " l>ilIow Lace ” contains a whole

J °f grounds which can be utilised as braids by taking

J.7 ??' tl,L' cnd of ,he the list of albums of the D-M-C Library
» a larS= variety of patterns for ail Linds of work.
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one subject for the width and working with a very strong

thread.

Picot braid made with bobbins (fig. 1040). - For edging

fine, delicate embroideries on silk or velvet, "se
.^

e 1 ' t"* bra 'u

fig 1040 made with Gold embroidery thread (Or fin a broder)
(

I

No. 20.
’

It consists of a plait along which, after each passing,

picots are made alternately right and left.

How to make joins in braids. — When it is necessary

- '
ol“ the joins

Fig. .04,. Small fringe made „fih the ,,nrav=.led wUh
threads of the tabric.

. , • „ j:.

,

back-stitches in a dia-

gonal line, then pressed

down on the right side

with the thimble, and

the fold on the wrong

side cut off.

Fringes. — Fringe is

always the most natural

trimming for all kinds of

needlework upon textile

Fig. 1042. fabrics, and there are

Small fringe with coloured threads added. man y ways of making it-

The simplest fringes are those produced by unravelling me

horizontal threads of the material after overcasting the euge

in some manner. Such plain fringes can be made nm e

interesting by introducing coloured threads or tassels

them, or by knotting the disengaged threads together

patterns. Here we may remind our readers of the kn

n sec, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sites and °[

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M‘C articles.
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fringes (see the chapter on “Macrarad”), the fringes with crochet
headings, and those made with bobbins.

•

A senes of different fringes is given, beginning with the

fabricHtself

6 °ne ab°Ye referred t0
-

lpade by un ravelling the

Small fringe dif-
ferently ornamented ” ' ' " 1

(figs. 1041, 1042, 1043,

!°44). — Fig. 1041 re-

presents a narrow fringe
formed solely by the
ravellings of the stuff.

After overcasting the
edge in the way indic-
ated, draw out the hor-
izontal threads. Fig. 1042
shows the same fringe
with the addition of 1

a red thread between
each cluster. These red c ,, •

Fig‘ 104) •

threads are knotted on
S ,rlnge bnoU' li in tw0 rows -

alternately over one and two groups of the threads of the fabric.
A fringe knotted in two rows in given in fig. 1043. The

knots are all made with two clusters of threads, in the second
row, divide the
hunches of thread
that hang from the
knots of the first

row, take half a
bunch from the
right and half from
the left and knot
them together, so
that the knots come
between those of the
row above.

Lastly, fig. 1044
represents a fringe c ....

with tassels. The
Small fringe w.th tassels added.

edge having been overcast, as shown in fig. ,041, little tasselsare astened on eight threads of the stuff or four clusters

.A
rt

,

As slJ°wn in the engraving, a thick mesh of looseHeads is taken, fastened to the edge of the material by a

Fig. 1044.

Small fringe with tassels added.
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knot made with an auxiliary thread, and the two parts of

the bunch are folded back and confined J of an inch below

the edge by a thread of a contrasting colour.

It is needless to remark that, in process of working, the

unravelled threads do not all remain the same length that they

were at first; these inequalities must be rectified as directed

in the chapter on “Macramd”, or they will spoil the appearance

of the fringe.

Albanian fringe (fig. iop 5 ). — The edge oi tile linen is

here strengthened by a row of chain stitches alike on both

sides, which are at once ornamental and useful.

Fig. 1045. Albanian fringe.

Materials : D*M*C Special stranded cotton or D’M’C Floss flax or flourishing

thread, in Turkey red 321, Morocco red 3328 or Garnet red 3367.

After making the chain stitches, ravel the material for

about 6 inches, then twist the freed threads together two and

two into little cords, and knot tassels onto tile ends, fig. 1041.

For these tassels we advise the use of a very soft, silky

thread; D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Moulind special) (*) or

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D'M’C articles.
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D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin floehelinstance
; both materials make very handsome full tassels

:r„zs
giarti.-. *• -f4^sr«s

- ' •® c «»oooo e .

Fig. io.|6. Fringe with tassels on net canvas.
Materials: D-M-C Special stranded cotton and D-M-C Pearl cotton.

‘'’''“o’’
Whicll

.

wi11 facilitate the subsequent work
maf • , .

lng and overcasting the warp threads. When the

m- ,
’?

preP ar
f
d

> overcast three double threads of the warn
Thil don

6 y t0 3 dept
!’

° f * of an inch (‘
-t detail on the left?

first ] f
1 P

l
SS

r

t0 the " ext ket and knot them firmly to the

depth
f° re overcas,in6 ^ in its turn to tffe »me

4":
"begun”'

1 deta
l' n

0f 1046 shows 3 tars finished and the

the latter.'
transverse bars which start from
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In the 3 rd detail the 4 bars are connected by a few over-

casting stitches which form a collecting knot, beneath which,

with two double threads, you make a double knot through

which is slipped a bunch of threads that are folded over and

secured by a few twists of thread. This tassel should be cut

rather short (detail 4 on the right).

For the little tassels and the stroke stitch embroidery use

Fig. 1047. Fringe with two rows of tassels and crochet heading.

Materials: D-M-C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 and 5, and D-M-C Special stranded cotto.i

No. 25, in Locust-bean brown 759, Bronze yellow 7°»

or Greenish grey 599 (*)•

D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special), for the

overcast bars D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perld).

How to make the corners with threads of the fabric.

When the threads are drawn out round a square piec

work empty spaces result in the corners; these spaces sho

be filled up by one or more clusters of the drawn-o -

”
(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the table* of the sires and colours of

the cotton, ilax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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threads, then the corners are ornamented like the fringe and
slightly rounded off.

Fringe with two rows of tassels and crochet heading
digs. 1047 and 1048). — D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle)
No. 3

,
used double, serves as gimp for the heading of this

fringe, which is crocheted in D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle)
So. 5 . in plain stitches. The double threads form short and
long loops, to which the little tassels, made of D-M-C Special

Fig. 1048. Detail of fringe fig. 1047.

stranded cotton (iMouline special) (*) No. 25
, are afterwards

fastened.

fig. 1048 explains the work, which is done from right to
left. On the double thread of D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton
perle) No. 3

,
make first 8 plain stitches = turn the work =

3 plain on the first 3 plain (insert the hook always into both
loops of the underneath stitches and work over the double
thread), 5 plain over the double thread = * turn the work —
3 plain on the 3 stitches beneath, make a short loop with the

the
(

?Jr’ n
the

f
nd

„
of the

,

last chaPter the tables of the sizes and colours of

re those , ‘J
" J ^ m3rk D ‘M ’ C ' ~ The names, in bracketsare those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles
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double thread over a slip of cardboard i £ inches wide, i

chain = turn the work === 3 plain on the 3 stitches beneath,

5 plain over the double thread = turn the work — 3 plain on

the 3 plain, 5 plain over the double thread = turn. the work =
3 plain on the 3 plain, 5 plain over the double thread = turn

the work — 3 plain on the 3 plain, make a long loop with the

double thread over a slip of cardboard inches wide, i

chain = turn the work = 3 plain on the 3 plain, 5 plain

over the double thread = turn the work = 3 plain on the

3 plain, 5 plain over the double thread = turn the work =
3 plain on the 3 plain, 5 plain over the double thread; repeat

from * and continue to make one short and one long loop on

one side of the close braid.

Fig. 1049. Fringe with a row of tassels and crochet heading.

Materials : D'M’C Pearl cotton Nos. 3 and 5, in Moss green 470, and D’M’C
Special stranded cotton No. 14 and D'M'C Pearl cotton No. 5,

in Garnet red 3367.

Each of these loops consists of 2 double threads : these

threads are to be twisted separately from right to left, then

the two ends are joined and they are turned from left to right,

thus forming a cord (see also the explanatory engraving

fig. 104S). To the ends of this cord knot on by the middle,

with an auxiliary thread, a bunch of about 32 threads of

D*M*G Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) (*) 2| inches

long: fold back the two ends and finish the little tassels by

tying them round at the top.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M'C articles.
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Fringe with a row of tassels and crochet heading

(ng. 1049). — This pattern is worked out in two shades
As padding for the heading use D-M-C Pearl cotton
Coton perle) No. 3

,
taken double, for the crochet D-M-C

1 earl cotton (Coton perlif) No. 5
,

in Moss green 470 • the
tasseis and the ornamental stitches require a loose materialD-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. \l
in Garnet red 3367.

rite close part of the gimp is done to and fro, in rows of
1 P la

,

ln stitches and i chain to turn; the stitches are set in the
two loops of those underneath.

Fig. 1050. Fringe with balls and crochet heading.
Materials: D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5 and D-M-C Special stranded cotton No 's

in Locust-bean brown 305, and D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 3,
in Saffron yellow 725 (*).

On one side of this gimp make — always over a slip of
cardboard - loops j of an inch long, on the other side loops
2 a inches in length.

K

1 he littte loops are secured at the top by a row of crochetCham stitches, made with D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle]

I

ln Garnet red 33G7. Taking two double loops on tite
look join them by t plain stitch, 4 chain, 1 plain on the next
0 l0°Ps

r 4 chain, and so on. The long double loops at tile

( ) See, at tile end of the last chapter the tables of the sires and colours of
U'e cotton, (tax and silk articles, mark D-M-C.
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bottom are likewise separated two by two, and have tassels

of 25 to 3o red threads, which are knotted with green, attached

to them.

The braid formed of plain crochet is finally ornamented

with 4 alternating rows of running stitches, worked in red.

Fringe with balls and crochet heading (fig. iofo). —
For the padding of this fringe, take three threads of

D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) (*) No. 3
,

in Saffron

yellow 725. The galoon requires 7 rows of plain stitches,

made with D-M-C Pearl cotton ;Coton perld) No. 5 ,
in

Fig. 1051. Knotted ball fringe.

Materials : D-M-C Embroidery cotton Nos. 3 to 8 or D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 1 or 3,

in Turkish red 321 and Black fast dye 310, or in Azure blue 3325

and in I.ocust-bean brown 357.

Locust-bean brown 3o3 ,
worked to and fro with 1 chain

stitch for returning. The stitches are set in the two loops

of the stitches beneath.

At the top the little triple loops formed by the yellow

padding threads measure § of an inch, the pendent loops,

three of which are always made of the same length, measure

1 l and 1 £ of an inch. The loops of the same length are joined

together in threes at the bottom by a ball made of D4H
(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. — The French names, in brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 25, in Locust-
bean brown 3o3, see fig. 1069.

The little loops at the top are left free.

ed. I
T,

.

le crochet heading is ornamented with three rows of
I running stitches one above the other.

Fig. 1054. Making the large tassel.

Of

ron

les,

in

hain

lops

How
•ops,

sure

ined

M'C

irs of

ickets

rig. 1052.

Making the small double knots.

Fig. 1053.

Making the large double knots.

The knots are of two kinds, small double knots and
large double ones. The former are plain knots made
with 1 thread, as shown in fig. io52 .

These knots, cut by two and two, count as small double
knots

; the length of thread
between them must not be

which three more plain
ones are added, interlaced

F,g ' "?5
\,
Making the small

K r „ ,1 < r double pendants.
D> a 4th so as to form a
single large knot, see fig. io33, then finished with 1 plain
Knot. Make a second double knot close to this, then cut
the thread and the large double knot is completed.

Knotted ball fringe (figs. io5 i, io52
,

io53 , 1054,
io55). — Quite a special kind of knotted fringe, as regards
execution and effect, is represented in fig. iodi.

The details of the model consist of knotted threads cut and
then threaded like beads to form the different parts.
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^WT^T'oW!.^; 5V -: /•s^E§^El

The heading of the fringe consists of a braid or gimp

made of flat knots, knotted over 4 padding threads, and

it is to this braid that the knotted figures above described

are attached.

It is best

to begin with

the large

single tassel.

After making
enough large

Fig. 1056. Fringe and heading made on a lace pillow. and small

Materials — For the fringe : D*M*C Special stranded cotton double knots

No. 23. in Mignonette green 750; for the bobbin gimp: with red and
D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5, in Old gold 729 and

black COtton
Raspberry red 3687.

take red ^
- ton to make a small single knot, thread

a coarse tapestry needle with it and

string on 14 small double knots in black

cotton and 8 large double ones in red

cotton ;
then press them all tightly

together towards the bottom and finish

the whole with a small single knot.

Leaving a space of § of an inch be-

tween, make another small single knot,

string on 6 little double knots in red

cotton, press them together and end up

with 1 small single knot
;

then fasten

the finished tassel onto the braid, again

leaving f of an inch of cotton free. The

next tassel is set 16 double knots distant

in the braid.

The little intermediate figures with

two tassels are also in red cotton.

After having made a single large knot

string on 2 large double knots in red

cotton and 5 small double ones in

black, press them together and finish

up with a single small knot. Leaving

an interval of § of an inch between,

make 2 small single knots quite close
lg ' lo,/

'

. together and a third knot § of an
Patt^lII ?

nee
inch distant. Then string on 5 .mall

ng . ,0S6 double knots in black cotton and 2
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,

0

LV n
-

Tei
,’ TSS lhe kn0tS t0Set ^ er

> finishle ball by I large single knot, and cut the thread For

m.keTsmlSr >l‘‘l

1

.

t°. the ^ takc r<?d COtton a8ai "-

tingle knot
and string

on 5 little

double knots
in red, then

pass the COt- F,g- 1058. Scalloped fringe made on a lace pillow
ton between Mortals _ For the fringe : D-M-C Special stranded cotton
tile 1 little „

No ' J 5 . m Saffron yellow 726 and Golden green s8i

knots close
r the bobbm

,6
imP : D'“'C Pearl cotton No. 5, i„ Saffron

together in
yellow 726 and Scabious violet 394.

tl’.e middle of the small tassel and end
with 1 small single knot.

Lastly, attach this double tassel to the
braid exactly in the middle between the
two large tassels, leaving § of an inch of
cotton free above it. Between these figures
come the little balls consisting of 8 small
double knots in black, which must be
fastened onto the gimp.

Slightly twisted materials, such as D*M*C
a

,Coton PerI") I*' Nos. i and 3
and D-M-C Embroidery cotton (Coton a
broder) Nos. 3. to 8

, should be chosen for this
Iringe.

Fringe and heading made on a lace
pillow (figs. io56 and io57 ). — Hang on
o the pattern, fig. 1057 ,

at point a 3 lieecy
hreads of a green shade, and at point b

C pairs of bobbins, each pair containing a
yellow and a pink thread.

din J ^ Palr fr°m riSh t t0 left, Fig ,059*fip the green threads = twist the 2 ”J pair P „from right to left, slip the green threads a" l a-

gC

^twis^the 3- pair from fight to left!

IJetton’ 1
tbe en<

f
the last chapter the tables of the sites and colours of

he th” \
S articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, in bracketsthose stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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slip the green threads, insert a pin at point 1 — twist

the 3ld pair from right to left, slip the green threads —
twist the 2»d pair from right to left, slip the green threads

— twist the i“ pair from right to left, slip the green

threads, insert a pin at point 2 * * = repeat twice from

* to ** = *** twist the ft pair from right to left, slip

the green threads = twist the 2-' pair from right to left,

slip the green threads = twist the 3rl pair lrom light to

left slip the green threads, insert a pin at point 3 = twist

the pair from right to left, slip the green threads = twist

the 2»d pair from right to left, slip the green threads =
twist the ft pair from right to left, slip the green threads,

insert a pin at point 4 **** = repeat twice lrom * * * to

* * * * and begin again from the beginning.

Scalloped fringe made on a lace pillow (figs. io53

and io5d). — Ki d

Fig. 1060. Scalloped fringe in two rows made on a lace pillow. vj0|et )_

Materials — For the fringe : D*M-C Special stranded cotton ^ the

No. 14, in Old gold 679 and Cardinal red 347;
j
Sl pair from

For the bobbin gimp : D*M*C Pearl cotton No,
5, jgfj- ^ right,

in Old gold 729 (*).
slip the 2

yellow threads = twist the 2-d pair from right to left, slip

the 2 yellow threads, insert a pin at point 1 = twist t.ie

3nd pair from right to left, slip the 2 yellow threads -

twist the ft pair from left to right, slip the 2 yellow

threads, insert a pin at point 2 * * — repeat 6 tin es

from * to * * = fasten on 2 green fleecy threads at

point c = twist the 1* 1 pair from left to right, slip the 2

yellow and the 2 green threads = twist the 2" d pair from

right to left, slip the 2 yellow and the 2 green threads,

insert a pin at point 3 = twist the 2- d pair from mi
to left, slip the 2 yellow and the 2 green threads — tv

the 1« pair from left to right, slip the 2 yellow and P

(•) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sites and colon'- »!

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.

Fig. 1060. Scalloped fringe in two rows made on a lace pillow.

Materials — For the fringe : D-M-C Special stranded cotton

No. 14, in Old gold 679 and Cardinal red 347 ;

For the bobbin gimp : D*M*C Pearl cotton No, 5,

in Old gold 729 (*).
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2 green threads, insert a pin at poir
yellow threads on one side = repeat f= add the yellow threads = twist ti

to right, slip the 2 green and the 2
yellow threads = twist the 2" d pair
from right to left, slip the 2 green
threads and the 2 yellow, insert a pin
at point 3 = twist the 2 nd pair from
right to left, slip the 2 green threads
and the 2 yellow = twist the i*‘ pair
from left to right, slip the 2 green
threads and the 2 yellow, insert a pin
at point 2 = put the green threads
aside and continue the fringe with
the yellow ones.

When all the fringe is made, cut
the connecting threads quite close to
the scallops.

Scalloped fringe in two rows
made on a lace pillow (figs. 1060
and 1061). — Hang on to the pattern,
fig. 1061, a soft dark yellow thread at
point a, 2 soft red threads at point b
and 2 pairs of bobbins filled with light
yellow thread at point c.

* Twist the ft pair from left to
right, slip the yellow thread and the
red ones = twist the 2» d pair from
ieft to right, slip the yellow and the
red threads, insert a pin at point 1
== twist the 2nd pair from left to
right, slip the yellow and red threads
= twist the ft pair from left to
right, slip the yellow and red threads,
insert a pin at point 2 to hold the
yellow thread and a pin at point 3
to hold the red threads

;
repeat 8 times

from * and continue the work in the
same way.
When the fringe is taken off the

lace pillow, cut the long yellow loops.

Fringe in two horizontal rows ma
(figs. 1062 and io63). — Hang on to t

Fig. 1061.

Pattern of the fringe and

heading, fig. 1060.
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at point a, 4 soft threads of light violet and at point b 6 pairs

of bobbins (the i
8t

,
2nd

,
5 th and 6 th pairs filled with light

yellow, the 3 rd and 4
th pairs with dark yellow thread).

Twist the

i
st pair from

right to left,

slip the violet

threads =
twist the 2nd

pair from
right to left,

slip the violet

threads =... twist the 3 rd
Fig 1062. Fringe in two horizontal rows made on a lace pillow. from

Materials — For the fringe: D*M’C Special stranded
rirr|-]t to left

cotton No. 14, in Old violet 3=144 :

’

r ,, , • n r D .

‘
v, slip the violet

For the bobbin gimp : D'M’C Pearl cotton No. 5,

in Mandarin yellow 746 and 741 (*).
thieads —

twist the 4
th

pair from left to right, slip the violet threads = twist the 5 th

pair from left to right, slip the violet threads = twist the

6 lh pair from left to right,

slip the violet threads, insert

a pin at point 1 = twist the 6 th

pair from left to right, slip the

violet threads = twist the 5 ,h

pair from left to right, slip the

violet threads = twist the 4
th

pair from left to right, slip the

violet threads = twist the 3 rd

pair from right to left, slip the

violet threads = twist the 2 ,,d

pair from right to left, slip the

violet threads = twist the i
st

pair from right to left, slip the

violet threads, insert a pin at

point 2 to hold the first two violet

threads and insert a pin also at

Fig. ,063. point 3 to hold the last two violet

Pattern of the fringe and threads.

heading, fig. 1062. Repeat from the beginning.

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D*M*C.

Fig. 1063.

Pattern of the fringe and

heading, fig. 1062.

lOt

nu

Ba

Ball f



Fig. 1068.

aH for gimp trimming.
l,ng away the cardboard

rounds.

Fig. 1069.
Ball for gimp trimming,
:omp!eted with the lie.
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as

d

bo°d

f

y

th

t

e

o the LlT ^ °f C° tl0n is fe‘^d ‘o' serve

fig- 1071, and fastened
at the top of the ball,
see fig. 1072. After
arranging these threads
equally all round, knot
them between the ball
and the disk, cut them
all the same length at
the bottom and the
tassel is complete.

So as to be better
able to fasten on the
tassel to the work, a
little cord or braid
should be attached to
the head of the ball.

The materials to be
used are : for the
bunches, a loose thread,
1>M-C Special stranded
cotton (Mouline special)
or D-M-C Floss flax or
ourishing thread (Lin

lloche)
; for the crochet

work, the braid and
Hie neck of the tassel,
a moderately twisted
thread, D-M-C Pearl
cotton (Coton perle'i (•;

or D-M-C Alsatia in a
oinerent colour.

Tassel ornamented
tfith crochet work
nigs.

1074, 1075, 1076,

and ™'° u's ° r

e those Stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.

"anieS
'
10 brackcts

• How to make the tie

of the tassel.
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- The body of the tassel is made of D-M-C Special

stranded cotton (Moulind special) (*) No. 23 ,
in light grey,

on a wooden mould.
,

The neck-tie, the trimming of the head of the tasse l and

the drops, arc crocheted with D-M-C Silver embroidery thread
F ’ (Argent fin) No. 20.

JJ

gB should be begun from

of plain stitches. Begin

make 18 rows of plain

stitches going and 17

MBMmmllmmW returning, for which^ you only take the back

"/>
. '

meshes below the ball.

IIImIMi The net that coversilm the- ball is formed by

, ... , 1,1 1 ", of Ihe loofeJ
Fig. .073. fassel completed.

cha;n stitches make 1.

little scallop which is joined in the first row to the band

of plain stitches by 2 plain stitches, see fig. 107 •

Each row of 9 scallops begins with 2 plain studies .

ends with . single stitch on the >•' plain stitch. Fiona

" nTc^thc end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes ^
the' cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D-M-C. - The French names, ,n brackets

are those stamped on the labels of the D-M-C articles.
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to the toll- row the 2 plain stitches are
looped chain stitches of the row beneath, see

After the 10U. row of scallops make one
stitches, making

1 plain
stitch on each chain (H
Stitch, that is 18 in all. W

1 owards the bottom of n--)M
the band of plain stitches
add 3 rows of scallops made 1

of looped chain stitches
; 1 §

each row should number ...

10 scallops. In the 3rd row,
after the plain stitch set
in the 1*1 looped chain
stitch, make a kind of l|§i|l||H
pendant with : 1 chain, TfSj||||||
I picot, 3 chain,

1 picot’ fMmSm
3 Chain,

1 picot, 3 chain! 1111118B
1 picot, 3 chain,

1 picot,
3 chain,

1 picot, 3 chain,
a picots, r chain, 1 double
treble in the 2" d of the 3 SmBlBM
preceding chain stitches,
1 chain,

1 picot, 1 chain, SIIfsMIMfflB
' treble in the 2" d of tile
3 following chain stitches,
then 5 times : 1 chain, 1

picot, 1 chain and
1 plain

on the 2 nd of the next 3
chain, the last time mak- fmMmplgllmm
,n.s 1 single in the plain
stitch that terminates the

'

l~Ped chain stitch, jHHHa
then continue the scallops.
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of Hat knots. Length of the threads of D*M*C Gold embroidery

thread (Or fin) No. 20, 60 and 5o inches.

Begin with the round figure

at the bottom, fasten a cord

to carry the knots upon the

cushion, then make a double bar

knotting onto it 5 threads more.

Jf This double bar is to be regarded

s as the middle
;

add 2 similar

bars to it on the right and
Fig. 1075. Making the looped

} then ^ flll the threads

Detaif“;“ .0,4. and with the 6 inside ones make

2 Hat knots over 4 threads, next

add the 6 outside threads and

make 4 flat knots over the 10

threads
;

after the 2“ d knot add

a looped picot on- the right and

left (see explanatory detail fig.

1079). The threads are divided

and tightened on each side bv

a flat knot, then two double

bars are knotted with each Half

Pig. 1076. Making the first row of 0 f the threads and finished olf

looped chain stitches. w;th another flat knot.
Detail of tassel fig. ,074.

This done
,
collect all the

threads with flat knots. After

the 2 nd
,

5 th
,

8th and i i
ta

flat knots add a looped

picot on each side. In work-

ing, decrease the number
of threads inside by cutting

them off as you go along

until there are only 6 lea.

The 5 short pendants

consist only of the five-

barred figure at the bottom,

followed by io flat knots

divided by 2 picots. Wli -n

Fig. 1077. Making the next rows of looped a|j the pendants are made,
chain stitches. they are fastened upon the

Detail of tassel fig. 1074. macramd cushion, a long and

a short one alternately, § of an inch apart, then the net cap is made

with 10 rows of flat knots in inverted order over the top of the tassel.

looped chain stitches.

Detail of tassel fig. 1074..
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The latter is worked over a wooden mould with D-M-C
Special stranded cotton (Mouline special) No. 25

,
in Old gold

729, and not tied in. After the 10th row, make 2 more with
the knots one above another, and fasten all the threads lo
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fringes fig. 1047 or 1049, requires a pear-shaped wooden mould
which has to be covered with a crochet cap made of D*M*C
Pearl cotton (Coton perld) No. 5

,
in Blue grey 591.

Begin the crochet cap at the lower end of the mould by a

Fig. 1080. Tassel with a double row of smaller tassels.

Materials: I>M*C Pearl cotton No. 5, in Blue grey 591 or in Cardinal red 347,

and D*M*C Special stranded cotton No. 14. in Drab green 692 and Blue grey 591

or in Old gold 729 and Cardinal red 347 (*).

ring of 5 chain stitches, on which make 10 plain stitches, then

continue to crochet, increasing or decreasing the number of

stitches according to the shape of the mould. The plain stitcho •

(*) See, at the end of the last chapter the tables of the sizes and colours of

; cotton, llax and silk articles, mark D*M'C.
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are always to be placed in the two top loops of the stitches of
te preceding row. As the tassel gets narrower towards thetop the crochet cap finally ends in a round cord, consisting
0f

i j I
10 st,tc]les - rhe I'ttle tassels are fastened round themould by a row of chain and single stitches. After fixing on

the thread to the crochet cap at the right place for the upperlow ol tassels make 12 chain stitches, then take a mesh ofabout 20 threads of D-M-C Special stranded cotton (Mouline
special) No. 14 in Drab green 692. place it on the last 5 chain
stitches, skip these 5 and crochet 6 single stitches on the •>.„!

and 7
U> of the 12 chain, so that the yellow mesh, resting on the

loop formed by the 5 chain, seems suspended to a cord see

; ,

iMnally> raake 1 cl'ain and 1 plain stitch on the 2»«
Stitch of the cap, and repeat the above all round the mould.

Fig. 1081. Mow to fasten on tile tassels for fig. ,080

The original from which the engraving is taken has 16

TZ'r* 'i

6 UPPer r0W and 25 in *he lower. The loops

nd
„ We

[
‘lre ’?nger than the others: the ' number 18 chain,lnd

J

2 s>nglc stitches; the meshes are blue.'

on 'u,i
n th

a
ese r

°'T
S are finished

- tl,e meshes are folded back

bL
b

•
1

Sld
f,

S “ lld knotted; thc yellow with blue and theblue with yellow thread.

s1r mHed
nCk

»' 0n\?
lal

5

e ‘ b ’ 8 bal1
’

fi«- IoSc>- °f D-M-C SpecialHanded cotton (Mouline special) No. 14, in Drab green 690and fasten it at the bottom of the mould to the little ring of

tassel r ™S ba" Wili ™ke the two rows of Small

the base
" n ° 1' g ' VC tbc "d’°le a wider circumference at

Lace trimmings. - Fine embroideries on linen or cambric

second
tnlnn

!.

cd with some description of lace, whichacco dmg to its quality and character is either sewn on plain
°< gathered round thc article to be decorated.
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Embroidered laces and those made with braid are sewn to

the material with overcasting stitches; crocheted and knitted

laces are arranged with a stitch set carefully in every loop.

Turning the corners. — In crocheted or hand-knitted

laces, as well as those made with the needle or on a lace

pillow, the corners should be prepared in advance ;
ordinary

edging has to be gathered at the corners of the embroidery,

care being taken to allow sufficient fulness to form a flat

turning and to arrange it equally all round the work.



Chapter Heading after Holbein.

Miscellaneous directions

^ exhausted all the subjects which formed the pur-pose of the present publication, it remains for us to add a

S^rinTf
S

-

aS t0 the methods of copying, arranging andltenng designs, upon different processes which it is useful tosnow since the right application of such knowledge is often anessential condition to the complete success of a piece of work
Just as it is a good thing to be able to adapt a design to,he space at one s disposal, it is often advantageous to be able

l
p
!
ece

°f
lace tbe sl>ght stiffness which marks the

; .
y * I

?
Ish

.

e<

|

arbcIe
’

or, in the case of embroideries which

Hint T th
m !

C P °f paste
’
t0 be acquainted with the ingredients

lhat should be used and know how to prepare them.

desitn
di
?
aiT t

^
aoing

; T To obtain 'he reproduction of aesign, lay a sheet of oiled paper or tracing linen over thelaper on which it is drawn. Fasten the two together at the

shn>ed
0rn

hH
S T th Ver

? sma" pins
> as other wise they may getJnfted wlule the copying is in progress and it is then difficult

he in VX
,

aCtly mt° pl3Ce again - This d°"e. g° over all

brush nr fi°

f 16 pa
!
tern

J
WIth a Pencil, or better still with a

,

"
°,
r fina Pen dipped in coloured paint or Indian ink

s i
”
nf „

absence of proper tracing paper or linen, use a

the wind
dl "ary U " glazed pa P er and traee the pattern against

been
'"d°Vane

-

.

Paper rubbed over with oil and then driedecomes and remains transparent, and can safely be employed

nr i!„
y
°r y

ant
.

t0 take the pattern of a piece of embroidery
ace, fasten it on a board and cover it with a sheet of glass
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or of gelatine paper, upon which lay the piece of tracing paper oi-

lmen, pasted down at the four corners. In this manner the outlines

of the model can be followed without any risk of injuring it.

To take off a pattern by rubbing. — To take the

pattern direct from a piece of embroidery, lay it on the table,

right side upwards, and cover it with a sheet of rather soil

white paper. This paper must neither be too thick to take a

sharp impression of the outlines, nor so thin as to be liable

to be torn in rubbing. Fasten it firmly down upon the work

with drawing pins, and pass a piece of heelball backwards

and forwards over the paper, or in default of the heelball, a

tin spoon or silver coin.

The outlines will not in any case be quite clearly marked

upon the paper, and must be immediately gone over with

pencil or ink to make the copy front the model exactly true

The process is a very rapid one, but has the disadvantage of

flattening the relief of the embroidery so copied.

Drawing a pattern upon the material direct. — I he

simplest way of transferring a pattern onto a transparent

fabric is the following. Begin by darkening all the pencilled

or painted lines of the original design with Indian ink then

tack the tracing with large stitches to the back of the fabric,

and fasten the two together upon a drawing board. Mix some

very dark powdered indigo with water in a little glass, adding

a pinch of sugar and gum arabic.

This preparation can be used like ink with a fine pen 01

camel-hair brush to trace the outline showing through the

semi-transparent material.

The tracing must be done very lightly, for if some time

elapse before the embroidery is worked the lines sink into the

material and cannot be obliterated by the first washing;

moreover, the tracing ink makes the work disagreeably sticky.

Copying by means of autographic paper. — Another

rather expeditious way of transferring patterns to light coloured

materials, particularly those with a smooth, glossy surface, is by

the use of a kind of tinted paper known as autographic paper.

This paper, which is to be got at most stationers, is

strongly impregnated with a coloured oily substance. It is

placed between the pattern and the material, the latter having

been previously laid straight in all directions upon a board

and fastened down with drawing-pins. The two papers being

fitted exactly together, all the outlines are carefully gone oyei

with a hard pencil, or with the point of a fine bone crochet
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hook
; an agate “style" is invaluable for all such purposes, andcan be procured wherever drawing materials are sold Do

not press very hard upon your implement, lest the paper
pattern should get cut through or torn.

By the pressure exercised upon the two sheets, the oily
substance ot the coloured paper is discharged on the materialbelow it so that when it is removed all the traced lines are
imprinted upon the stuff.

I his blue tracing paper, however, can only be used for
trans, erring patterns to washing materials, as in spite of theutmost care little spots of colour are often left; also velvet,
satin, moire and all other silken textures are stained by it.

Pouncing patterns upon materials. — Tile methods ofcopying previously described cannot be used indiscriminately
they are not applicable to heavy fabrics such as cloth, velvet'brocade and plush

; for these pouncing is the only means available’

thro,mhnm T’
traCed ready Up° n pape,'> has t0 be Perforatedtn oughout. Lay it upon a many-folded piece of cloth or

i annel, and with a special needle, see fig. 067, pr i c k out all
the lines of tile drawing. If several duplicates of the same
esign are required, several sheets of paper may be laid oneupon another and all pricked through at the same time. The

papei used for these operations must be very thin in order to
insure a clear perforation of the whole set of patterns

JV
j,

,en
^
“,nplicated design with very fine lines has to beleproduced, the needle used must be a fine one. Every line

o^t fer t

Care
,

fUl1
?-

f0ll°'Ved and Ihe holes b <= made closetogether at regular distances, allowing from ,6 to 24 to the inch.

fhe'embroMery
1

.

11 Patter“ thr°W ° Ut the “>'<>»« of

nf
311 the pricking is finished, rub over the wrong side

d<T
PaP el 'vlth fmery cloth so as to remove the roughedges surrounding the little holes.

b

Then fasten paper and material firmly down with drawing-

Wkhnnt
P
ti

-

Vent B dm'

ins the process of pouncing,

confused line

preca
;

ltlon
I

U often happens that double and™e llneb are found “POO the material and have to beeidsed by some means.
The pattern having been thus prepared, take the pouncing

t;r;. a pad
,

of
i
oided flannei

- dip ir int°

or t Tf ,f"
d pj P e -cla7 f0 '- light coloured fabrics

b i .S' Chalk or vioIet Powde '' for dark ones, then
it „ently over the whole surface of the drawing. The
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rubbing causes some of the powder picked up by the poundng

pad to pass through the little holes onto the fabric beneath

tracina the pattern upon it. When the outline is clearly

defined, remove the pricked paper, and if the design has to be

repeated replace it carefully at the point where the pouncing

leaves off and where the lines should meet.

This arrangement must be carried through with great

accuracy, so that the join may be indistinguishable

The jouncing completed and the paper removed, proceed

to draw or paint in the pattern. Use good water-colour paint

which can be obtained in all shades, but for this purpose fou

colours only are needed : black, blue, white and yellow

On smooth surfaces, the outlining may be done with a foe

pen, but a small camel-hair brush is generally preferable lhe

rougher and more hairy the material, the finer should1
the

brush be, in order that the colour may sink well in between

the fibres With light coloured materials time and trouble can

often be saved by following the outlines in Indian ink or even

in pencil, instead of using paints.

Before beginning the painting, gently blow away all super

tl nous uowder from the surface of the stuff.

Outlines may be traced upon fine tarleton or open muslin

and the pattern marked through onto the fabric by going ove

the lines again with Indian ink, or upon a light material w tl

a pencil, which leaves sufficiently clear lines through the musl .

Preparation of the fabrics and subdivision of the

patterns. - We know many draughtsmen who, skilful enoug^

so long as they had to exercise their art on papei, found

themselves confronted with real difficulties wheni they had to

transfer their compositions to textile fabrics. We shall there

fore call our readers’ attention, as far as we can, to certain

precautions necessary for them to take 'in tracing pa erns,

going back for that purpose to one of the initial operati ..

namely the pricking. ,

It is essential in the first place that the paper to be per

forated should have a clear margin of from l i to 2 >nch

all directions outside the actual pattern, so that fhe P°u“cin S Pf

may never come in contact with the material covered by the pape .

if the design be square and symmetrical, fold it in tom

and prick the four parts all at once
;

if, on the contr y ,
ti

pattern consist of detached motifs, each sub,ect or the entire

design must be pricked separately.
. , . .,.

c

In transferring patterns to material, never divide o
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ground beforehand with chalk, lead pencil or charcoal, as it is
hardly possible afterwards to entirely obliterate such lines
which often spoil the whole effect of a piece of work.

Before beginning the tracing, divide the material into four
then determine how wide a margin you wish to have outside
the pattern, for it is quite an exceptional thing to carrv the
work right up to the edge.

Materials which can be marked by creasing, such as linen
and cotton textures, should be folded in four like the paper
and the (olds pressed down so that the lines may remain clear
until the tracing is finished. Having thus divided the surface
into quarters, fold the corners over diagonally, in order that
any motifs to be worked in them may be correctly placed.

As regards dividing the fabric into equal parts, most of
out leaders know how to make with pencil and ruler the
diagonal line of a square upon paper, but perhaps not upon
fabrics. However, this line is easy enough to find. It is only
necessary to fold the material so that the outside thread of
the selvedge or cut edge shall lie parallel with the thread of
the woof which marks the angle of the fold-over.

By folding it in these two ways the ground is divided into
eight parts. lo arrange the outside border or margin is a
simple matter if, supposing the article to be a linen napkin
or table cloth, it is to have an openwork border, as then the
straight line produced by the drawing out of the threads will
serve as a guide for tracing the pattern true to the line of the
fabric. But it is often better not to withdraw the threads
until the pattern has been traced. If you do not wish or are
not able to pull out threads to mark the pattern, and if your
material admit of threads being counted, follow the directions
explained by fig. i5q.

1
9*??!

1
’ s'^en materials, velvet and plush, cannot be marked

by folding; some do not take a crease and others would be
injured thereby.

Common sense suggests that all such fabrics should be
mounted in a frame before the pattern is begun. Then the
ground can be marked out as follows: take a strong thread
make a knot at one end, stick a pin through it and tighten
the knot round the pin ; divide one of the sides into two
equal parts with a pair of compasses, plant the pin with the
knot at the middle point, and having repeated the same
operation on the opposite side, plant a second pin there and
stretch the thread across to it; carry another thread across
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horizontally, and others from corner to corner, and your ground
will be correctly plotted out with no marks left upon it when,
after the pouncing is done, you remove the threads and pins.

Before finishing the pouncing of a pattern, make sure that

it fulfils the conditions necessary for its intended purpose.
Supposing that a border with a corner is being traced,

measure the length that it will occupy and by a very light

pouncing mark the points from which the pattern will have
to be repeated. It may be that a gap will be left in the middle,

which if not too wide can be got rid of without altering the

design, by pushing the whole a little further in and so lessening

the distance between the corners. But should the gap be too

wide for this, it will be necessary to make a supplementary
design to fill up the interval. The same sort of thing would
be necessary in the case of having to shorten a pattern.

To transpose and repeat patterns by means of two
mirrors (fig. 1082). — We have referred above to the frequent

necessity of adapting patterns to the spaces available
;

these

changes, which occasionally present difficulties requiring the

aid of a draughtsman, are greatly facilitated, especially for

cross stitch embroidery, by the use of two frameless mirrors,

which, adroitly placed according to the following directions,

give really surprising results.

Fig. 1082. Altering a straight pattern into a square one with the aid of two mirrors.
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If one piece only of a design is to be utilised, whether to
be enlarged or to be formed into a centrepiece or a corner
place a mirror, in the two former cases straight across in
the latter diagonally across, the point where the pattern is to
be interrupted, either to be doubled or reversed, and it will
be reflected under the required conditions.

Io form a square, use two mirrors, place them together
at Hie point where the diagonal lines meet, and the square
will appear as shown in fig. 1082:

One cannot arbitrarily choose any part of a pattern for
reproduction. It is only after sundry preliminary essays that
Hie most suitable point can be discovered from which to plan
out a centre or corner design, as some sections of a pattern
do not lend themselves kindly to transposition. A few experi-
ments made with the help of a mirror before undertaking
l ie work will prove the importance of these directions better
than any long explanation can do.

How to reproduce patterns and modify their dimen-
sions and proportions by means of squares (figs. io83 and
084). - Cases occur in which a pattern has to be subjected

to still greater modifications than those already dealt with.
For example, one may wish to embroider a running designupon a piece of stufl not large enough for the motif In

question, or else the pattern may prove too insignificant for
the material provided. If one cannot draw, recourse to adraughtsman would seem unavoidable, or else to give up using
le desired pattern. However, the following directions carefully

observed will avert all such difficulties.
y

fn,

T
v™?

a
,

P
/
eCe

e
°f checquered paper, which you can prepare

101 yourself, if necessary; reproduce the pattern upon it ordtaw the squares upon the model direct as seen in fig 1088
Next take a sheet of tracing paper, mark it also out in squares
but reduce them in size to a quarter, a third or a half of the
dimensions of those on the first sheet. Thus, if one side of asquare measure | of an inch and you want your pattern one-
nrd smaller, the sides of the new square must only measure

i an inch see fig. 1084. In the same wav, if you wish tourease the proportions of your model by a third, the sides

,ni ,

square must be made to measure 1 inch. Then follow

r, by S

?
UUre the lines of the P attern > extending or"ng th
?
m accordinS whether the pattern is to beenlarged or reduced.

To c°Py a design direct from an embroidered model, and

5 i
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at the same time to modify it in. the manner we have just

explained, proceed as follows:

Fasten the embroidery on a board, stretching it equally in

all directions: then measure the length of the pattern, divide

the inches by the number of units corresponding with the

proportions that you wish to give to your copy, subdivide any

fractions of inches there may be over, and make your division

by the measure adopted ;
take a pair of compasses, separate

the points far enough for the opening to equal the distance

obtained by the division, plant a pin with a thread to it at the

Fig. 1083. Pattern prepared for copying or modifying.

place indicated by the point of the compass and repeat the

operation along one whole side of the embroidery and, it

possible, a little beyond, so that the pins may not injure it

There only remains to carry the threads across to the opposite

side in perfectly straight lines, and in the same manner to

plant pins with threads to cross the first at right angles, thus

marking out the whole surface in squares.
. ,

Needless to say that this plan could not be followed in
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Fig. 1084. Pattern reduced.
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under the best conditions and thus waste a quantity of costly

materials.

Having calculated the amount necessary for the work to be

treated, put some wheaten, not rice, starch, into a vessel with

Fig. 1085. Pattern for braiding. Natural size.

1086. Pattern, fig. 1085, kept the same in height but

expanded in width.

a concave bottom, add just enough water to dissolve the

starch and stir it with a wooden spoon until all the sono

grains have disappeared. . .

Meanwhile set on about £ of a pint of pure water to doi .

when it is boiling, throw in a pinch of powdered resin, abou.

cr<

di[

thi
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t

|

1

.

e
,.

SIZe °f
,

a d !'ied Pea , and pour the starch in graduallystirnng all the time. Let the mixture boil for a few secondsand then take it oft the fire, but continue to stir it till it coolsto prevent the formation of lumps.
1

the^t^r? CaUSe
u
n0 Sp0tS and does not affect even

wint?r / colours, because it contains no acidity Inwinter it will keep for several days, but in hot weather itsoon begins to ferment and can no longer be usld Gum
“|!C ahould n

.

ever be employed for embroidery or applique-work, because the saline substances which it contains nearlyalways stain or spot the materials.
contains nearly

How to impart stiffness to new needlework _ In the

woryiU^frY^ 6 L
u
aces ”’ page 6«> -e “aid 'that "newwork of that soit had to be ironed. The wav in which thisiioning is done is by no means a matter of indifference

wards
V1

nn
" th

,

e laC
n
° ff itS foundat!°n, lay it, face down-cards on fine white flannel: dip a piece of very hiehlv

it Te

soa
n
ked

0rga" die muslin int0 water, take it out dire°ct!yt soaked, gently squeeze out any superfluous water to
dUb the s?de of tLTacJaaver with tins pad. Then pass a moderately hot iron over it

lace bv th

16 lron
,

slow|y 50 ‘hat the moisture imparted to theace by the organdie pad may evaporate gradually

"ttmssrg- the iroiiing b0ard Until

We know of no better method than this of giving lace that

onTv thin7d
r<

;
eP
d
t,We d6gree 0f stiffness which is often the

nn/.t-ff
6 at

,

dlstlnguishes new from old. Water alone doesot stiffen the threads sufficiently, and it is difficult even withhe most carefully diluted .tan* to hit upon exactly ,he rTg

swflwiar

—

iroliing bt7d
Id

d£e
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I
ra ^

ironed at one;
" ™th ' a damp Pad of organdie and

the
P
linen

n

and
te

the

and 7" Mid'over,ie Jinen and the ironing done upon it.
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How to wash ordinary laoe. — Wind it round a

cylindrical bottle, and then cover the lace entirely with white

muslin lightly tacked on. Immerse the bottle in a saucepan

full of cold water, add a small piece of household soap, and

if the lace be much soiled, a pinch of soda, and let it boll for

an hour. To prevent the bottle getting moved about by the

bubbling water, it may previously be half filled with sand.

When the water has become dirty, pour it off and rehll

with clean until it remains quite clear.

The lace will now be clean, and after having rinsed it well

several times over in cold water, to get rid of all the soap,

take the lace off and let it dry.

How to wash fine lace. — Proceed in the same manner,

as above, only as valuable lace is not frequently washed it is

likely to be yellower than the more common kinds, and often

through lack of care it has become very fragile.

Therefore, if stained or greasy, it should be put to soak

for some hours, or even days when necessary, in a bath of the

best olive oil. This restores to the threads of the lace that

softness and smoothness which wear and time have impaired.

After the oil bath, it can be washed on a bottle as already-

described.

How to stiffen laoe. — When the washed lace is perfectly

dry, dip it in a thin stiffening made as follows.

Take some pure wheaten starch, divide it into two

portions and dissolve both in cold water
;

then thicken one

portion by stirring in boiling water, keep it in motion until

it has so far cooled that no steam is rising, stir the cold

starch into it and dilute the whole with cold water to the

consistency of fresh milk.

If the lace is to be tinted, mix a few drops of coflee with

the water, or instead of water dilute the starch with a weak

decoction of China tea or marsh mallow ;
the coffee gives the

lace a dark cream colour
;
the tea, a light greenish hue.

Plunge the lace into this preparation of starch and gently

squeeze out, without wringing, the superfluous liquid, then

lay it flat on one hand and beat it for a few minutes with tin

other to work the starch well in ;
repeat the whole process

twice, and then roll the lace tightly in a fine white cloth

leaving it there until you are ready to iron or pin it out

according to the quality and kind of lace in question.

How to iron lace. — After leaving the lace for a couple

of hours rolled up in the dry cloth, iron it if machine-made,



MISCELLANEOUS DIRECTIONS 807

or pin it out if it be a valuable needle-made or bobbin laceor net-guipure. >

Hold b
0r
hv

b
D
S!n

n
niD/ t0 ir?- lake the lace in y°ur left hand,° d

„ /
e headlng

’
“nd with the right hand pull out all

to an
a
T g th

,

e edge of the Piece y°u are about to iron
to an eq.ua length; then lay it flat upon an ironing board

iron H
'v

.

Uh
,

WHte flannel and Press it with a moderately hoton. Hold the iron on the lace as long as this is damp; when

nerfecuJd cT",/
1’’ Part U haS

'
USt left should be

pei fectly dry. Should you by chance have creased the lace inironing, pass over the creases a fine sponge dipped in watercontammg a few drops of the starch used for stiffening the
lace, and then iron it again.

, pntf
er *he hrst ironing, pull the lace out crossways andlengthways, from right to left then from left to right, and

lr°n °/7 11

?
nCe more - This §ets rid of the artificial

DlianMM
d

i

ty tle f‘ rSt lroninS an d makes it soft andpliant like new lace.

.h„
HOV

'!',
t0 Pl

?
°ut lace - - In order to do this in aoroughly satisfactory manner, you should provide yourselfvuth a wooden drum about 12 inches high and 24 inches in

iameter, as it has to be large enough to rest upon the knees,ihe outside circumference of the wood must be padded andcovered with grey or white ticking.
Ihe pins must correspond in size with the picots. Very

fine ones will be wanted for Valenciennes and needle-point
lace, and coarser ones for other kinds, but they must all beof white metal, as steel pins would rust and spoil the lace.

wMte'.n H
Cy

7 Y
ith blue paPer <

which is Icss Vying than
vh.te to the eyes), then take only just as much lace out ofHe damp cloth as you think you will be able to pin out before
t £,ets too dry, keeping the rest covered up.
Lay the lace upon the drum and pin the heading down

first in a straight line, setting the pins in pretty closely and
at equal distances apart ; then pin down each picot separately
taking care not to open them if they have kept their original
.hape, and to lay them straight if they have become twisted.
It you cannot work rapidly enough to get all the pins set in
before the lace dries, slightly damp the picots and the other

Parts with a sponge as you go along, putting in the pins
at once. Never stick pins into completely dry places, as you
isv tearing the picots and thereby destroying the worth ofperhaps very precious lace.



8u8 miscellaneous directions

§ 5sra?rde

fr ^tJfc

rit rPars« u. «. w^»^
t povp the lace vou have pinned out upon the cylind

until you have gone the whole: round jhfher U bedpan o^a

Kafto TpetcTt removed.

cover up the lace bit by bit as it is pinned^ou and sUp

each finished piece into a blue paper bag, that all may

equally clean.
washing of lace should

and the pinning out more especiall) requires to

without delay.
. ,

Wow to wash, coloured embroideries. - Onlj use a

:tfirst
e

7n

"
in cold

water until all the soap has been extracted.

qmipeze bv hand without wringing, 01 by lolling

maffiTn cloth, and dry ^ in

wMchwse'lt-i'tTeUveen tvvo°cloths wrong side upwards.

It is sometimes advisable to use a mangle for the

ua,

Nr «i"g of

CG

wTLriaT- We stated in the preface that we hadl made: a

spe^point of helping our readers int their choice of^matenaU

and colours, by indicating the most
done

throughout

1

;
btu^all ^e^ 'Erections would

77hote
1

7ets
n
i?efnu7b7

e

and‘‘co,ourw,thout needing to

see the actual materials.
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The lines that accompany each number in the comparative
tables, show the exact sizes of the corresponding threads •

thus, in order to determine what number of a thread to buy,’
take a fibre of the size wanted, lay it, stretching it slightly
on the lines placed against the numbers, and stop at the one
that matches the pattern.

As -regards the colours, the names and shades of which
have been classified with the utmost care, and which offer
such a rich choice in every kind of material, we have in our
descriptions suggested only those which, harmonizing best
together, are consequently the most classic in effect.We feel justified in reminding the public, that if we have
recommended the D-M'C mark in preference to any other it
is because a long experience has proved to us that the articles
bearing that mark are of a quite superior quality and offer
an exceptional variety of sizes and colours, without which it
is impossible to execute really artistic needlework.

e conclude this chapter with a hint of great importance
to our readers : never to begin a piece of work of any size or
importance without providing themselves in advance with all
tile materials necessary to complete it, for it is often difficult
it not impossible, to exactly match the colours later on the
corresponding shades being liable to slight variations in tone
irom one dyeing to another.

Persons desiring further information respecting matters
treated of in this volume, or to know where the materials
mentioned in it are to be obtained, are requested to apply to
tne house of Th. de Dillmont, Mulhouse (France!, which will
ptomptly furnish them with all needful instructions.



List of the special Articles

of COTTON, FLAX and SILK

for embroidery, sewing, knitting, crochet, and in

general all needlework

manufactured and put on sale with the trade mark

d-m-c
Cotton : Alsatian thread (Fil d' Alsace). — Colton lace

thread (Fil a dentelles). — Demi-Alsatian (Demi-Alsace). —

Tiers-Alsatian (Tiers-Alsace). — Bell thread (Fil a la cloche).

— Embroidery cottons (Cotons it broder). — Embroidery cottons,

special quality (Cotons a broder, qualite speciale). — Pearl

cotton (Coton perle). - Shaded pearl cotton (Perle ombre).

— Chind for crochet, knitting, &c. — Special stranded cotton

(Moulind special). — Crochet tloche. — Crochet cotton, 6 cord

(Cordonnet 6 fils). — Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet qualite

speciale). — Crochet cotton, bell mark (Cordonnet a la cloche).

— Crochet cotton (Coton pour crochet). — Knitting cottons

(Cotons a tricoter). - Fluted cotton (Coton cannele). -

Hosiery cotton (Coton pour bonneterie). - Felting cotton

(Coton a feutrer). - Stranded cotton, 8 threads (Mouline S fils).

— Darning cottons (Cotons a repriser). — Darning cottons,

special quality (Cotons it repriser, qualite spdciale). — Sewing

cottons, superior quality and good quality (Cotons a eoudre

qualite superieure et bonne qualite). — Sewing cottons and

bell tacking cottons (Cotons a eoudre et ii batir a la clocne).

— Special thread for sewing machines (Fils spdeiaux pour

machines ii eoudre). — «Aisa». — Marking cottons (Cotons a

marquer). — Marking cottons, special quality (Cotons a marquer,

qualitd speciale). — Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer). — Alsatian

crochet cotton (Cabld d’Alsace). - Knitting cotton, bell mark

(Retors pour mercerie). — Knitting cotton, bell mark, specia-

quality (Retors special poqr mercerie). - « Alsatia ».

Alsatian twist, special quality (Retors d'Alsace, qualite speciale).

— Superfine braid and braid 1“ quality (Facet superfin d Alsace

et Facet 1" qualite).



Flax threads: Floss flax or flourishing thread (Lin flochel- Hax thread lor knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et
ocheter). — Flax lace thread (Lin pour deritelies).

Washing silk: Persian silk (Soie de Perse).

Gold and Silver: Gold and silver embroidery threads (Or
et Argent fins pour la broderie).

1

These articles are made in all sizes in dcru, white, blackand all colours.

are
.

t0

^ had in embroidery and haberdashery
shops &c.; but the variety of articles manufactured by the
Societe anonyme Dollfus-Mieg & C'-, bearing the D-M-C
lade mark is so great that it is impossible for even the best
furnished shops to keep them all in stock.

But as houses that are in connection with this firm or itsagents are able to procure any of the D-M-C articles in small
consignments, customers can always be supplied through them\utn what they require.
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Table giving in alphabetical order the names with

colour card for the dyeing of the COTTON and

mi nims I

U
!
tr

.

a-
I I

Dark
I

Mediuml Light
|

Very
I ^

Blacks

:

Black fast dye 310

Greenish black 473

Jet black 681

Blues

:

Ashy blue

Azure blue

Blue fast dye 849. 850 820. 796 797.

Campanula blue 859. . • -860. • • -861 .

.

China blue 481 - - • -482.

.

Cornflower blue 791 . • .792.

.

Drake’s neck blue 3305. . .3306. •

French blue 337. . .338. •

Gentian blue 476.. ..477..

Greenish blue 525. . . .526.

.

Greyish blue 870..

Indigo blue 939. 823 .336. . . .311 •

Lapis Lazuli blue 342. • .333.

.

Navy blue 505. • -506.

.

Navy blue 885. . . .888. . • .887.

.

Old blue 929.. ..930..

Pale blue

Peacock blue 805. . . .806.

.

Periwinkle blue 3355.. .3356..

Sky blue 847.515 . .516.

.

Solid blue 824.. ..825..

Tender blue

Ultramarine 682.

.

Very dark blue 3665

Bronzes

:

Gilt bronze 585. -586.

Yellow bronze 764. . .765.

Browns

:

Brown fast dye 3371

Brown ol dead leaves 615. . . 616.

Cachou brown 433.. ..434.

Chamois brown 416. . . .417.

Chesnut brown 852. -403. . . .404.

Cinnamon brown 660.. ..661.

Copper brown 880.881 . .882.

Drab brown

..775..

. .800. . • - 821 .

. .931 . • • 932.

668 .

. .807. • • 808.

.3357.. 3358.

. .517. . . 518.

. .826. 813.

. .587. • - 588- • 589

..766.. .767.. ..768-. 769 .

. 617.. . 618.. . 619

. 435.. . 436.. 437. 738 - 739 -

. .324. . . 418. - 419

.405. . . -406. . . 407.

.662.. .663.. .664

. .883. . . 884

.3440 3442.

.



the numbers of the shades enumerated on the
FLAX ARTICLES bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

Very
Dalk

dark dark

Greyish brown 837.. .838..
Havana brown 454.. ..455..
Leather brown 430. . . .431 . .

Locust-bean brown 354. . . .355.

.

Mahogany brown 300. . . .400.

.

Myrtle brown
Negro’s head brown 938.898 .801

Old brown 3674. . .3575.
Otter brown 438. . . .439.
I’uce brown 459
Red brown 918. . .919.
Rust brown 3310. . .3311.
Violet brown 888

G-reens

:

Beetle green 895. . .3345. . .3346. .

Bottle green 491 , . . .492. .

Bright green 897.785 . .786.

.

Bronze green 669. . . .670.

.

Copper green 829. . . .830. .

Cypress green 802. . . .856. . . .803.

.

Drab green 689. . . .690
Emerald green 555. . . .556.

,

Green of Duck’s plumage 545. .546.
Golden green 901 .580 581 .

Ivy green 500 . 501.
Malachite green 560. ..561..
Meadow green 857. . 858.699 . .700.

.

Metallic green 465. . . .466.

.

Mignonette green

|

Moss green 934.935 936.937 468.469
“yrtle green 535.. ..536..
Olive green 510.. .511..
Pale green 3362. . .3363.

.

I aroquet green 904.. . 905..
Parrot green 694. . . .695.

.

Pistachio green 890. . . .319. . . .367.

.

Russian green 499
Pender green
Merdigris 474
Water green I

'ellow green 1 730.731 . .732.

.

Medium Light Yery ultra-

light light

839. . 840 841 . 842
. 456.. .457.. ..458
• 302.. .432.. ..325

303.. 356 . 357. 758 759
. .301. . .401.

. 402.711 .772

3451. .3452 . 3453.
. .440 . 441 .442.

920. .921. 922.923
.3312 .3313. . .3314.

3347. . .3348. . .3349. . 3373.
493. . .494. . . .495

. 787.. . 783.. ..789

. 671. . . .672. . . .673. .

831. 832. 833 834

.691. . . .692. . . ,693

557 . 558 . 559
. .547. . . .548.

. . .549
.582. . . .583. . . .584. . 774.

. .502. . . .503.
. . .504

. .562. . . .563. . . .564. .

701. .702 . 703.854 . .855.

.457

.750. . . .751. . . .752

470.. ..471.. ..472.. .773..

.537. . . .538. . . .539 ....

.512. . . .513.
. . .514

3364. . .3365. . .3366

905. . . .907. . . .908

.696. . . .697.
. . .698

.320. . .368.
. . .369. . . .770.

.

|730 . 731 1 - .732.

710

.475

713.. . 714.. .715

.733.. .734 . 735.736 . .737.



Table giving in alphabetical order the names with

colour card for the dyeing of the COTTON and

. . 853 .. .413

. . 843 .. 844 . 645 ..

590 ..

. 865 866408 867 .

.

595 ..

520 ..

. 868 .
. 869.420

3600 .

.

. . 876 .

.

877.378

3332 ..

391 .

.

924 .

.

655 .

.

425 .

620 ..

625

. 878 . 879 . 640 ..

3650 ..

387 .

329 . . .

. 874.875 . . 610 .

.. 415 .. . 762.1

. .649

.. 594 .. .. 757 ..

..412

.812

.3370

.3634

..639

.599

.524

.424

.3604

. .382

.3336

. .331

..928

. .659

. .429

..624

..629

.. 644 .. .. 822 .

.3654

. .390

..386

.. 314 .. .. 328 .. .. 399 .. ..753

.. 572 .. .. 573 .

.

.

567 . . . .568

892 - . . .893

. 3705 . . .3707

. 3352 . . .3353

899

. .574

.. 569 .. . 784 .

. .894

.3708

3354.903 . 3372 .

3326.116 818.88

.. 614 .. 804-8511

. 845 .. 846.496 .

To prevent mistakes we request that the numbers and in

The brilliant cottons and the linen articles are dyed after



[the numbers of the shades enumerated on theFLAX ARTICLES bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

346 . . .

.

347 . . .

.

304 . . .

.

305 . . . .343
3315 - 3316 . . 3317 . . . 3318 . . . 3319 . . .

449 . . . .450
835 . . 836.360 . . 306 . . . . 361 . . . . 332 . . . . 362 . . . . 763 .

3337 . . . 3338 . . . 3339 . . . 3340 . . .3341
358 .. 359 . 3361 .. 326 .. .. 309 .. . 335 .. .

817 . 349 .. 350 .. .. 351 .. .. 352 .. .. 353 .. .754
3342 .. . 3343 .. .3344

• - 3327 . . . 3328 . . 3329 . 160 761 . 896
900

3684 - • - 3685 . . . 3686 . . . 3687 . . 3688 . . .3689 .

3605 .. . 3606 .. . 3607 ,. . 3608 . 3609
902 . 814815.816 . . 498 .. . 464

321

666

3541

..

. 3542 .. , 3543 .. . 3544 .

723 .. .. 724 .

941 . . . .779

711 ..

779 . 780 781 . 782 .

.

720 . . 721 .

307 . . .

.

445 . . .

575 . . .

.

576 . . .

.

577 .

.

740 .. .. 741 .. 742 . 743 .

728. 678 . 679 . .680
443 . . . . 444 .

363 .. .. 364 .. ..308
725 .. . 726

365 .
. . 366 .

727 . . . . 748 .

’"f
th

!
n
!
mes 0f ,he coIoul'

s be q uoted in an order,
curds drawn from the D-M-C general colour card.



Table giving in alphabetical order the names

colour card of WASHING SILK

UWnj- Very ^ Medium Light
Very U1M

COLOURS Ultra-

dark

Black :

. 1187.

.

Blues :

Delft blue 1246

Indigo bine . 1013 .

Navy blue .

-

1240.

.

Peacock blue .... 1221 1194

Sky blue

Steel blue

1212.

Ultramarine 1381 1294

Browns :

Cachou brown...

Cinnamon brown

Drab brown

.1017..

Havana brown. .

.

. 1304.

.

Otter brown . 1047.

.

1245. 1244

, 1238. - 1237.

. 1192 1191-

1107. . . 1106.

. 1153. . . 1152.

.1084 1083.1082

Rust brown

Tender brown .

Greens :

Beetle green .

.

Bottle green .

Bronze green

1223.

. 1390 .1341.

1200 . 1397

1340 . . 1339.

. 1096. . . 1095.

1241

1305 . 1009.

1235 1413

.1189 1431 lit

. 1098 1392 125

.1103..

1319 1053 1318 105!

1432 1292 . 1291.

11 51

. 1270 . . 1120

. 1081

.

.1211

1042 1209 1441 144

.1229.. 1154 140!

Gold green 1302. .1301 1146 1145 11441386 11431385 1261 . 1142

Ivy green 1184. . . 1183. . . 1182. . . 1181 . . 1416 13141415 13131312141

Meadow green 1347. . . 1346. . 1345 1344 . 1343- . 1421 1342 . 1 420
|

Mignonette green - 1025. . 1024 10231022 1021 . 1020. 1010 10181425 1201

Moss green

Myrtle green

Olive green

Paroquet green .

1131

.1141.. 1140

1131 1130

1140. . . 1139.

1198 1197.

.1129- 1128.

.1195 1284.1434.

. 1377. 1376. -1315 13141313 13121311 1310 . 1369.

Sportsman's green . 1290.

Yellow green 1280.

Greys

:

Blue grey

Greenish grey

1289. . . 1288. . . 1287. . 1430 1286 . 1285.

1279. 1218 12111404 12161403 12151402 1214

1216. .
1167.

• v ...|
|

1180
|

1179 j. 1178
1

. 1177 .|

To prevent mistakes we request that the numbers and it

witi

AR 1

Haze

Pearl

Old i

]

Brigh

Old p
Tendc

Brigh:

Clierr

Coppe

Crirns

Geran

Old re

Purple

Raspb<

Red ci

Vi

Helioti

Pansy

Scabio

Violet.

W
Blueish

Cream

inow-i

Yel

Brown

Colden

iaize
3

31d gol

Grange

>traw
3

p case



with, numbers of the shades enumerated on the
ARTICLES bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

Hazel-nut grey .

Pearl grey

Lilac :

Old lilac

Pinks :

Bright pink

Old pink

Tender pink ....

Reds :

Bright red

Cherry red

Copper red

Crimson red

Geranium red . .

.

Old red

Purple red

1358. 1357. . 1356. . . 1355. . . 1354.
1208. . 1034. . 1033. 1310. . . 1032.

. 1309

1080. .1079.. .1078.. 1077. 1076..

. 1335. . 1334. . . 1333. . . 1332. .1401 13311330 1406 1329 1405
1008. . 1007. . 1006. . 1005 1004 . 1003. . . 1002. 1001

• 1320. . . 1319. . 1400 12341233 1399 . 1283. . . 1232. . 1231 1308

1053. 1062.
. 1321. . 1061 1439 . 1210. . • 1060.

. 1059.
113s - • 1134. . . 1444. . 1133 14431221 1442 1132

1185

1328. 1327. . 1326. . . 1325. . 1419 1324 1323. . 1322 1418
1041. 1040 10391038 10311383 10361382 12551035 1254 . 1253

1110.. .1108
Raspberry red 1150. . . 1149. .1148 14381147 1437 . 1214. M
Red currant red

Violets :

Heliotrope

Pansy violet . . .

.

Scabious violet..

Violet

Whites

:

Blueish white...

Cream white. . .

.

Snow-white

Yellows :

frown yellow. .

.

Colden yellow .

.

iaize yellow
frd gold

1091. .1090. 1089. . 1088. . . 1087.

• 1163. . 1282. 1281 1424 11621423 1161 . 1422.
. . 1160.

.

I 353 - 1352.
. 1351 14281350 1421 . 1349. . 1426 1348

1203. 1202. . . 1230. . . 1201.

.

• 1251 . . - 1250. . . 1249. . 1410 12481409 1241
. 1408.

frange yellow .... 1119.
Itraw yellow 1298.

. 1366. . 1365. . 1364 13631362 1361 . 1360. . . 1359.
. . 1030. . . 1029. . 1318 1412 . 1317. . . 1316. . 1315 1411
. . 1074. . . 1073. . 1012 1389 . 1071. . 1388 10101381 1069

1169. 1168. . . 1217. . . 1259. . . 1258. . . 1257 .

. 1118 11171116 1115 . 1114. . 1113 1112 . 1111 . . 1260 1391

. 1291 12961269 12681261 12661265 1264

.

1263. . . 1262. .

0 case the names of the colours be quoted in an order.



Names and numbers enumerated on the colour card

for the dyeing of the SHADED PEARL COTTON
and CHINE bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

SHADED COLOURS

Blue 5U-

Blue and white 78.

Blue and yellow 71

.

Blue and pink 70.

Blue and green 84.

Blue and old gold 72.

Dark blue and green 86.

Blue fast dye 93.

Blue, yellow and green. ..74.

Light blue . 67.

Mid blue 91

.

Brown
Brown and red .

Rust brown
Terra

Grey
Grey and yellow

Grey and pink

Grey and green

Silver grey

Golden yellow .

Light yellow . .

.

SHADED COLOURS

Black and white .

.

Black and yellow .

Black and red

Light pink

Pink and green.

Rose

Geranium red .

Light red

Raspberry red .

Red

Beetle green

Brown green

Green
Green and yellow.

Green and black .

.

Green and pink .

.

Green and red

Green and violet .

Light green

Old gold

Light mauve
Violet

Violet mauve
Violet and yellow

MIXED SHADES N«

Dark blue and white .13.

Dari; blue and yellow... . .12

Light blue and white... .17..

Brown and white .18..

Yellow and white 10

Black and white 20 .

Black and yellow 19.

.

MIXED SHADES

Black and pink

Black and red

Red and white

Red and light blue

Red and dark blue.

Red and green

Violet and white. .

.











Cotton articles bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

yaw
; I

°

knitting cotton,
bell mark

(Retors pour merceries

BETORS SPECIAL
I

ImERCERIEi
NS 25

KNITTING COTTON, bell mark

Special quality

(Retors special pour mercerie)

OR FIN D-IH-C

25 metres N° 30

GOLD AND SILVER
EMBROIDERY THREADS

(washing)

(Or et Argent fins pour

la broderie)

TURKISH GOLD CORD

(Ganse turque)

Iicru and gold

Beware of imitations.



25



Cotton articles bearing the D-M-C trade mark.

• s g([N2ffi|25|fl

1

1

3
;

“ ALSATIA »

Mfe.DMC'*|v\

xSSI/
knotting cotton

(F il 4 pointer!

FLOSS CROCHET

(Crochet floche}

MADEIRA EMBROIDERY COTTON
(Coton 4 broder Madeira)

This article is made
in Nos.. 16 to 200

corresponding with those of

Embroidery cotton.

' Beware of imitations.

GOLD CHINE

(Chinb d’Or)

in red, blue, green, black

and dcru.



Gold

stamp

on

steel

blue

paper

Table giving the numbers and sizes

as well as the widths of Braids

FLAX THREAD

FOR KNITTING AND CROCHET
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D-M*C Library

In order to encourage and develop the taste for needlework

of all kinds and to make the use of the numerous articles

specially manufactured by them for sewing and embroidery

more widely known, the Societe anonyme Dollfus-Mieg & O
have issued a series of publications forming a complete library

in itself, which treats with every form and description of

needlework.

Each album consists of a series of unpublished and very

varied patterns, accompanied by an explanatory text with the

assistance of which it will be found easy to execute even the

most complicated designs.

Although in artistic value, in the selection of the patterns

and the care expended on the execution these publications

surpass every thing till now produced of the kind, they are

sold at a price greatly below their value
;
that they could be

produced under such favourable conditions is due solely to

the size of the editions and the object in view.

All needlework publications are edited in French and

German, and some in English. As the text however is but of

secondary importance while the designs are the principal

feature, all these works can be used to great advantage even

in the countries where other languages are spoken than those

in which they are edited.

Further on will be found a list of these publications, which

are to be had of all booksellers, mercers and embroidery shops,

or if necessary direct from the publisher Th. de Dillmont,

Mulhouse (France).



D M-C LI BRARY

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of Needlework

By TIL de DILLMONT

New edition, revised and enlarged.

A handsome volume in-i6'"° of about 800 pages,
English binding, gilt top, illustrated by 1107 engravings
and i 3 coloured plates, comprising 20 chapters, entitled :

Plain Sewing.— TheSewingand EmbroideringMachine.
Machine Sewing and Embroidering. — Mending. —
Embroidery upon White Materials. — Linen Em-
broidery. — Embroidery upon Silk and Velvet. —
Gold Embroidery. — Applique Work. — Tapestry. —
Knitting. — Crochet. — Tatting. — Macrame. —
Netting. — Openwork on Linen. — Embroidered
Laces. — Needle-made Laces. — Pillow Laces. —
Needlework Trimmings. — Miscellaneous directions.

The Encyclopedia is edited in English, French,
Italian and German.
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These albums are edited in French and German.

dm- c library

Albums for Cross Stitch Embroidery

(Albums de Broderies au Point de Croix)

ALBUM I : 3a plates with 274 designs and a treatise on

embroidery- In-40
.

Artistic covei.

AT BUM II : 40 plates with i 35 coloured designs, comprising

alphabets and a treatise on embroidery. In-40
.

Artlstlc cover '

ALBUM III 1 40 plates with 2S1 designs, without text.

In-40
. Artistic cover.

Figure 79 of Album II,

reduced in size.

Figure 148 of Album III,

reduced in size.



D M • C L_ I BR ARY

The Embroiderer's Alphabet
An album in-i6mo

, containing 82 coloured plates composed of
alphabets, monograms and patterns for counted stitch

embroideries, followed by 10 plates of monograms and festoons
with tracings for white embroidery.

The same album is also" edited in- 8”.

Border from plate 68.

The album in-16™” is edited in English, French, Italian and
German; the album in-8” in French, German and Russian.

Cross Stitch • New Designs
Ist Series

Album in-S’, containing 24 coloured plates, composed of
grounds, borders and various subjects for cross stitch em-
broideries.

J his album is edited in English, French and German.



D-M-C LI BRA RY

Cross Stitch • New Designs
IInd and IIIrd Series

Two albums in large octavo, each containing 20 coloured

plates composed of grounds, borders and various subjects for

cross stitch embroideries.

K
%Sk



Figure on plate XV.
fhiS albllm is edited in English, French, Italia

and German.

Cross Stitch • New Designs
IV th Series





Alphabets and Monograms
(Alphabets et Monogrammes)

Album in-40 (oblong shape), with gilt edges, composed ot
60 plates with explanatory text.

Letter J, plate 5p. Letter N, plate 60.

Flat Stitch Embroidery
(La Broderie au Passe)

Album in-40
, containing 20 plates, composed of 27 patterns,

with tracings for reproducing the patterns, and explanatory
text. Polychrome cover.

Figure 21 of the Album, reduced in size.

These albums are edited in French and German.



Ground on plate 1 of the III*-* Series, reduced in size.

The 1
st Series are edited in French and German.





Figures on plates II and III. reduced in size.

Phis album is edited in English, French, Italian

and German.

D-M-C LIBRARY

Motifs for Embroideries, V
11
Series
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CROCHET WORK, I st and IInc^ Series
(Le Crochet)

I,st Series : 8 plates composed of 64 patterns for crochet
rk. In-40

. Artistic cover.

II nd Series,: 8 plates composed of 5j patterns for crochet
rk. ln-40

. Artistic cover.
:h Series is accompanied by a detailed description of thepatterns.

Figure 33 , II nd Series.

I hese albums are edited in French and German



Figure on plate IX.

This album is edited in English, French, Italian

and German.

Crochet Work, III
rd

Series
Album in large octavo, containing 14 plates with a great

variety of patterns for crochet work with 78 pages explanatory

text and numerous figures.

Works of various kinds

(Recueil d’Ouvrages divers)

Album in-4", 35 plates containing 242 engravings with

explanatoiw text.

Strip in button-hole and fishbone stitch, reduced in size.

an

la.

(S

This album is edited in French and German.
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Teneriffe Lace Work
Album in-8°, of 20 plates containing a great variety of

patterns for wheels, borders and lace, preceded by a text with
explanatory figures to facilitate the execution of this kind
of work. Artistic cover.

Figure on plate XI.

ieneriffe lace is a kind of work long known in Southern
and Central America under the name of Brazilian or Bolivian
lace. It is an imitation of a kind of needlework cultivated in

Spain in the 16 th and 17 th centuries and known as “Sols”
(Sun lace).

This album is edited in English, French, Italian
and German.



D M • C LIBRARY

Knitting (Le Tricot)
Ist and IInd Series

1st Series : io plates composed of 72 patterns for knitting.

In-40
. Artistic cover.

II nd Series : 10 plates composed of 63 patterns for knitting.

In-40
. Artistic cover.

EachSeries is accompanied by a detailed description of thepatterns.

Figure 53
,

I st Series.

Figure 47. II nd Series.

These albums are edited in French and German.



Figure 85 of the Album, reduced in size.

This album is edited in French and German.

Figure 84 of the Album, reduced in size.

French Net Work
(Le Filet-Richelieu)

Album in-40
,
3o plates containing 171 patterns with explana-

tor}r text. Artistic cover.

m



D-MC LIBRARY

The Net Work
Containing 28 pages of text with explanatory figures and

20 plates with patterns for embroidery on net. In-8".

Part of plate XV, reduced in size.

This album is edited in English, French and German.

Net Work Embroidery
(La Broderie sur Lacis)

Ist and IInd Series

I* 1 Series, containing 20 plates, composed of 41 patterns,

with explanatory text. In-40
. Polychrome cover.

ll n<1 Series, containing 20 plates, composed of 38 patterns,

with explanatory text. In-40
. Polychrome cover.

Figure 2, I st Series, reduced in size.

The two Series are edited in French and German.



D-M-C LIBRARY

Figure 1 53, reduced in size.

The word <« Macrame », of Arabic origin, serves to desig-

nate a certain kind of work, produced by the knotting or

plaiting together of threads.

Completely forgotten for a long while, this kind of work
reappeared only a few years ago as a novelty and soon took

an important place in the domain of needlework, owing to the

variety of patterns in which it can be executed and the

durability of the objects produced in it.

This album is edited in French and German.

Macrame (Le Macrame)
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Motifs for Coptic Embroidery

(Motifs de Broderie copte).

Ist
}
xind and Illrd Parts

Each Part is composed of 3o plates, one. coloured, with

explanatory text. In-4
0

. Artistic cover.





Embroidery on Tulle, I
st

Series
Album in large octavo, containing iG plates printed in black

and 8 plates in colours, with numerous patterns of laces, edgings,

insertions and powderings, preceded by an explanatory text,

facilitating the execution of embroidery on tulle.

Hardanger Embroideries, I
51

Series
Album in large octavo, containing 36 plates composed of a

number ofpatterns for openwork embroidery on counted threads ;

20 pages of text with explanatory figures accompany the plates.



Figure on plate VIII, reduced in size.

1 hese albums are edited in English, French, Italian
and German,

Hardanger Embroideries, II
nd

Series
Album in Urge octavo, containing 25 plates composed of

-
'page's of

P
te

t,

.

ern?
,f°

r 0p
f"
WOrk embroide ry on counted threads

;

, 1
ages of text with explanatory figures accompany the plates

Part of border of plate III.

Drawn thread Work, I
st

Series
fi,;?

UIV n -8h COntaining 54 pases of text with explanatoryfigures and 20 plates with a great variety of patterns.



Figure on plate XVI, reduced in

phis album is edited in English, French, Italian

jind German,

Drawn thread Work, II"
J Series

Album in-*, consisting of n pages of teat with explanatory

figures and 3a plates, besides the text containing patterns for

openwork, a number of which may be executed in em-

broidery on net.
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Needle-made Laces, I
st

Series
Album in large octavo, containing i 5 plates comprising

numerous designs for laces, as well as a series of patterns
for. their execution, the whole preceded by a text with
explanatory figures.

Figures on plates I and V, reduced in size.

I his album is edited in English, French, Italian and German.

Point Lace (La Dentelle Renaissance)
Album in-8°, containing 76 pages of text with explanatory

figures, 10 plates without text and 10 patterns on cambric for
executing the designs reproduced on these plates.

Figure on plate II, reduced in size,

album is edited in French, Italian and German.
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Pillow Laces, I
s1 Sene

(Les Dentelles aux Fuseaux)

;o volume, containing 176 pages of text, with

ory illustrations, 8 plates, with patterns of la

patterns

Figure on plate VII.



D-M-C LI BR A RY

Irish Crochet Lace
Album in large octavo, containing 52 pages of text with

numerous explanatory figures and 7 plates of patterns for

Irish crochet lace, to which are added tracings on linen for

reproducing the patterns illustrated on the plates.

This album is edited in English, French, Italian

and German.
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D-M-C LIBRARY

New Patterns in Old Style

Work divided into two parts, each of which is composed of

12 plates, accompanied by an explanatory text and figures. In-4 •

Insertion with network ground, reduced in size.

These albums are edited in English.
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